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"Go, little book, God send thee good passage,

And specially let tliis be thy prayere

Onto them all that thee will read or hear,

Where thou art wrong, after their help to call.

Thee to correct in any part or all."

CHAUCER.



PEEFACE.

The chief object of this Handbook is to supply the

traveller with such information as to render him as

nearly as possible independent of hotel - keepers , com-

missionaires , and guides , and thus enable him the more

thoroughly to enjoy and appreciate the objects of interest

he meets with on his tour.

The Handbook has been compiled almost entirely from

the personal experience of the Editor , and the country

described has been repeatedly explored by him with a

view to procure the latest possible information ; but , as

trifling errors and omissions are inevitable, he will highly

appreciate any communications with which he may be

favoured by travellers , if the result of their own obser-

vation. The information already received , which he

gratefully acknowledges , has in many cases proved most

serviceable.

The Maps and Plans, on which the most anxious

care has been bestowed, will be of essential service to

the traveller, and enable him at a glance to ascertain his

bearings and select the best routes.

Time Tables. Information as to the departure of trains,

steamboats , and diligences is seldom to be relied upon

unless obtained from local sources. If Bradshaw is mis-

trusted, 'HendscheTs Telegraph (15 Sgr.)
,

published at

Frankfort on the Main, and issued monthly during the
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summer season, or the official 'CourshicK (20 Sgr.),

published at Berlin , and issued seven or eight times a

year, will be found useful.

Altitudes are given in English feet (1 Engl. ft. =
0,3048 metre = 0,938 Parisian ft. = 0,971 Prussian

ft.), Distances in English miles (except for mountain ex-

cursions, in which case the time they occupy is more satis-

factory), and the Populations from data furnished by the

latest census.

Hotels. The Editor has endeavoured to enumerate

both the first-class hotels and those of more modest pre-

tensions which may be safely selected by the 'voyageur

en gar9on', with little sacrifice of comfort and considerable

saving of expenditure. The average charges quoted have

either been tested by the Editor himself, or have been

gathered from the numberless bills with which he has

been furnished from various quarters. Hotel charges, as

well as carriage fares and fees to guides , are constantly

fluctuating ; but these items, given approximately, will at

least enable the traveller to form a fair estimate of his

probable expenditure.
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INTRODUCTION.

I. Language.

A slight acquaintance with German is indispensable for those

who desire to explore the more remote districts of Northern

Germany, but tourists who do not deviate from the beaten track

will generally find English or French spoken at the principal ho-

tels and the usual resorts of strangers. If, however, they are en-

tirely ignorant of the language they must be prepared occasionally

to submit to the extortions practised by commissionaires, waiters,

cab-drivers, etc., which even the data furnished by the Handbook
will not always enable them to avoid.

II. Money.

English sovereigns and banknotes may be exchanged at all the

principal towns in Germany without loss, unless the rate of ex-

change be below par ( iL = 6 Thlr. 20 Sgr.j. Napoleons are also

favourably received (20 fr. = 16s. = 5 Thlr. 10 Sgr.J. Those who
travel with large sums should carry it in the form of the circular

notes of lOf., issued by the London bankers, rather than in bank-
notes or gold, the yalue of circular notes, if lost or stolen, being
recoverable.

The Prussian currency is employed throughout the whole of

Northern Germany , except in the Hanseatic towns of Hamburg,
Bremen, and Liibeck, and in a few other districts, the currencies

of which are explained in the Handbook. The coins in common
circulation are: Friedrichsd'or (5"-/-5Thlr. = 17s.), double Fried-

richsd'or (11 1/3 Thlr. = il. Us.), 20 Mark (G^/3 Thlr. = IL)
and 10 Mark pieces (31/3 Thlr. = 10s.) in gold; dollars (3s) and
two-dollar pieces in silver; pieces of 10, 5, 2'/2, 2, and 1 Silber-

groschen in a mixture of silver and copper; pieces of 4, 3, 2, and
1 Pfennig in copper (12 Pf. = 1 Sgr., 30 Sgr. = 1 Thlr. ; 10 Pf.

= Id., 10 Sgr. = Is.). Austrian florins (20 Sgr. = 2s.) are

also frequently met with. Prussian banknotes (of 1, 5, 10, 25, 50,

100, and 500 Thlr.) are received in all parts of Germany at their

full value. The S. German CTirrency consists of florins and kreuzers

(1 fl. = 60 kr. = lOd. Engl. ; 3 kr. = Id. ; 35 kr. = Is. ; 11 fl.

40 kr. = li.). The traveller should also consult the table of com-
parative values prefixed to this volume.



XIV PASSPORTS.

The expense of a tour in Northern Germany depends of course

on a variety of circumstances ; but it may be stated generally that

travelling in Germany is less expensive , and in some respects

more comfortable, than in most other couiatries in Europe. The
pedestrian of moderate requirements , who is tolerably proficient

in the language and avoids the beaten track as much as possible,

may limit his expenditiire to 8—10s. per diem, while those who
prefer driving to walking, choose the most expensive hotels, and
require the reserves of guides, commissionaires, etc. must be pre-

pared to expend 25—30s. daily.

III. Passports.

In Germany, as well as in Austria, France, Belgium, Holland,

Switzerland and Italy passports are now unnecessary. It should,

however, be remembered that a passport is occasionally required

to prove the identity of the traveller, procure admission to col-

lections, obtain delivery of registered letters, etc., in countries

where such credentials are otherwise unnecessary. The principal

passport-agents in London are Lee and Carter, 440 West Strand

C. Goodman, 408 Strand; Dorrel and Son, 15 Charing Cross

E. Stanford, 6 Charing Cross; W. J. Adams, 59 Fleet Street

Letts Son & Co., 3 Royal Exchange.
Custom-house formalities at the frontier are generally lenient.

As a rule however, articles purchased during the journey and

not destined for personal use, should be 'declared'.

IV. Railways, etc.

Railway-travelling is cheaper in Germany than in other parts

of Europe, Belgium excepted, and the carriages are generally clean

and comfortable. Those of the second class, with spring-seats, are

often better than the first in England. The first-class carriages,

lined with velvet, and comparatively little used, are recommended
to the lover of fresh air, as he will be more likely to secure a seat

next the window. The third-class travelling community are ge-

nerally quiet and respectable, and the carriages tolerably clean. On
a few railways there is even a fourth class, without seats. Smoking
is permitted in all the carriages, except those 'Zum Nicht Rauchen'
and the coupe's for ladies. The average fares for the different classes

are ^l^d., i^/^d. and i/.5<^- P^r Engl. M. respectively. The speed
seldom exceeds 25 M. per hour, and the enormous traffic carried

on in some parts of England, where many hundred trains traverse

the same line daily, is entirely unknown. These circumstances,

coupled with the fact that the German railways are generally well

organised and under the immediate supervision of government,
render accidents of very rare occurrence. On most lines 20—50 lbs.

of luggage are free, in addition to smaller articles carried in the

hand. Over-weight is charged for at moderate rates. In all cases the
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heavier luggage must be booked, and a ticket procured for it; this

being done, the traveller need not enquire after his 'impedimenta'

until he arrives and presents his ticket at his final destination

(where they will be kept in safe custody, several days usually gra-

tis). Where, however, a frontier has to be crossed, the traveller

must see that his luggage is cleared at the custom-house.

Northern and Western Germany are now covered with an ex-

tensive network of railways, but an enumeration of their names

would probably bewilder the traveller and be of little practical

service to him. In planning a railway journey the maps in the

Handbook and the railway time-tables should of course be consulted.

Diligence communication in most parts of Germany is well or-

ganised and under the immediate control of government. The aver-

age speed is 5 Engl. M. per hour, the fare i^j-id. per M. The

vehicles, although cumbrous and uninviting, are tolerably comfort-

able. A single traveller may sometimes secure a seat by the driver.

An 'extra-post' conveyance for one or more persons may generally

be obtained on application at the post-offices. The average tariff

is 6rf. per M. for 1—2, and Is. per M. for 3—4 pers. Private

conveyances may be hired at the rate of 3—5 Thlr. for a one-

horse, 4—8 Thlr. for a two-horse carriage per diem.

V. Excursions on Foot.

The pedestrian is unquestionably the most independent of

travellers, and the best able, both physically and morally, to enjoy

beautiful scenery. For a tour of two or three weeks a couple of

flannel shirts, a pair of worsted stockings, slippers, and the ar-

ticles of the toilette, carried in a pouch slung over the shoulder,

will generally be foimd a sufficient equipment, to which a light

Mackintosh and a stout umbrella should be added. Strong and
well-tried boots are essential to comfort. Heavy and complicated

knapsacks should be avoided; a light pouch or game-bag is far

less irksome, and its position may be shifted at pleasure. The
traveller should of course have a more extensive reserve of cloth-

ing, especially if he intends to visit towns of importance , but

even this should be contained in a valise , which may be for-

warded from town to town by post.

Northern Germany comprises many attractive and picturesque

districts, such as the Saxon Switzerland (R. 39), the Thuringian

Forest [R. 52), the Harz (R. 58), the Giant Mountains (R. "29),

the environs of Kiel (R. 18). and the island of Riigen (R. 25).
The student of art is strongly recommended to visit Dresden,
Berlin, and Copenhagen ; and the archaeologist will find many objects

of interest in the ancient towns of Hildesheim , Brunswick , Lii-

beck, and Dantsic. A perusal of the Handbook will enable the

traveller to discover many other interesting places, whether the

object of his tour be amusement or instruction.
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VI. Hotels.

Little variation occurs In the accommodation and charges of-

flrst-class hotels in the principal towns and watering-places through-
out Germany; but it sometimes happens that in old-fashioned
hotels of unassuming exterior the traveller finds more real comfort
and lower charges than in the modern establishments. The best
houses of both descriptions are therefore enumerated.

The average charges in the first-class hotels are as follows:

bed 2s. Qd., plain breakfast is., dinner 2s. 6d., table wine Is., tea

with meat 2s., attendance Is., light Is., boots extra.

When the traveller remains for a week or more at an hotel, it

is advisable to pay, or at least call for his bill every two or three

days, in order that erroneous insertions may be at once detected.

Verbal reckonings are objectionable. A waiter's mental arithmetic

is faulty, and his mistakes are seldom in favour of the traveller.

A habit too often prevails of presenting the bill at the last mo-
ment, when mistakes or wilful impositions must be submitted to,

from want of time to investigate them. Those who intend starting

early in the morning should therefore ask for their bills on the

previous evening.

English travellers often impose considerable trouble by ordering
things almost unknown in German usage ; and if ignorance of the
language be combined with want of conformity to the customs, mis-
understandings and disputes too often ensue. The reader is there-

fore recommended to acquire if possible such a moderate proficiency

in the language as to render him intelligible to the servants, and to

endeavour to adapt his requirements to the habits of the country.

For this purpose Baedeker's Manual of Conversation will be found
useful.

Valets-de-plaee generally charge 20 Sgr. or 1 florin for half

a day, and 1— 11/2 Thlr. for a whole day.

Abbrevations.

R. = Room.
B. = Breakfast.

D. = Dinner.

A. = Attendance.

L. = Light.

M. = English mile

N. = North, northern, etc.

S. = South, etc.

E. = East, etc.

W. = West, etc.

r. = right.

1. = left,

ft. = English foot.
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42. Frederick the Great .
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45. The Great Elector G.
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60. France . . .

61. England . .
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63. Russia . . .
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Church

F. 3.

D. 4.

G. 3.
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F. 4.

G. 3.

G. 4.

F. 4.

E. 5.

E. 8.

B. 1.

E. 2.

F. 6.

E. 1.

L. 6.

K. 3.

D. 3.

E. 3.

E. 5.

E. 4.

F. 3.

H. 3.

F. 3.

G. 4.

E. 5.

E. 1.

G. 6.

71. St. Andrew . . .
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2. Academy of Art and Science F. 3.

3. Admiralty E. 5.

5. Anatoniv E. 2.

G. Aquarium F. 3.

7. Artillery nnd EngineerSchool E.3.

Kail. Station.

. E. 6.

K. 6. 7.

D. E. 1. 2.

D. 2.

K. 4.

L. 4.

E. 5.

F. 1.

G. 4.

8. Anhalt line .

9. Goerlitz . .

10. Hamburg . .

11. Hanover (Lelirtc

12. Frankfort . .

13. O.'stbahn . .

14. Potsdam . ,

15. Stettin . .

16. Bank of Prussia .

17. Bau-Academie . .

18. Bellevue, chateau
19. Bethanien . . .

20. Library, Roval .

21. Blind Asyhun . .

22. Exchange . . .

23. Borsig's Engine Factory
and Hothouses . . A. B. 2. 3,

24. liolan. Garden, see Map
of Environs.

25. Brandcnliurg Gate . . . E. 4
26. Cadettenhaiis H. 3

:. 3.

1.6.
F. G. 3. 4.

F. 6.

G. 3.

Barm c i.s-.

27. Artillery Guards F. G. 3, F. 2

28. Cuirassier Guards . . G. 1

29. Fusileer Guards . . . E. 1

30. 1st Dragoon Guards . E. 7

31. 2nd Dragoon Guards . F. 3:

32. Gardes du Corps . . F. 3
33. 2nd Infantry Guards . F. 2
34. Kaiiser Alexander Kegt. H. 2
35. Kaiser Franz Regt. H. 7. 8
36. Pioneer Guards 1 k- t fi r
37. Garde Schiitzen )

i^- ^- 0- •>

38. 2nd Uhlan Guards . C. D. 2

39. Charife E. 2
40. Circus Renz F. 3
41. Commander, resid. of the G. 3

Mo mil •nts.

42. Frederick the Great . F. 3.

43. Fred. William III. . D. 4.

44. , equestr. statue. 6. 3.

45. The Great Elector G. H. 3.

46. Generals of Fred. II. F. 4.

47. -, 1813-1815. . . . G. 3.

48. Beuth,Schinkel,Thacr G. 4.

49. Schiller F. 4.

50. Count Brandenburg . E. 5.

51. Obelisk on t he KreuzbergE. 8.

53. Warriors' Monument
(1848-49) E. 1.

54. Monument of Victory E. 2.

55. Column of Peace . . F. 6.

56. Iron Foundry, Royal . . E. 1.

57. Models of Fortresses . . L. 6.

58. Friedrich - Wilhelms - Hos-
pital K. 3.

59. General Staff D. 3.

L' mbas sies.

60. France ....
61. England . . .

62. Italy

63. Russia ....
64. Industrial Academy
65. lnd)istrial Museum .

66. Ilausvoigtei . . .

67. Herrenhaus ....
69. Invalidenhaus . .

70. Kammergericht . .

E. 3.

E. 5.

E. 4.

F. 3.

H. 3.

F. 3.

G. 4.

E. 5.

E. 1.

G. 6.

Churcht

71. St. Andrew . .

72. St. Bartholomew
7''a Bohemian





1. Berlin.

Arrival. A 'controJeur' i>osted at the egress of each railway station
hands the traveller a metal ticket with the number of a cab, which is
then summoned. Drive from the station into the town, first class car-
riage 10 Sgr., second cl. 5 Sgr., and ^2^2 Sgr. in surplus; luggage not ex-
ceeding 100 lbs. 5 Sgr., smaller articles under 20 lbs. free (comp. p. 3).

Railway Stations. There arc eight railway stations at Berlin. 1. Aii-
halt Station, close to the Anhalt Gate, for Dresden, Prague, Vienna,
Leipsic, Halle, the Harz, Thuringia, and Frankfort iin the Main. 2. Pols-
dam Station (PI. 14j, outside the Potsdam Gate, for Potsdam, Magde-
burg, the Harz, and Brunswick. 3. Stelliii Station (PI. 15), outside
the Oranienburg and Hamburg gates, for Keustadt-Eberswalde , Freien-
walde, Stettin, Stralsund , E. Pomcrania. and Dantsic. 4. Frankfort,
Station (PI. 12), in the Breslauer Strasse , for Frankfort on the Oder,
Posen, Breslau, and Vienna. 5. Ostbahnhof (PI. 13), or L\ Station,
adjoining the last, for Ciistrin , Dantsic, and Konigsberg. 6. Hamburg
Station (PI. 10), outside the Neue Thor, for Hamburg, Mecklenburg,
and Hohstein. 7. GOrlitz Station (PI. 9), iu the Kopnickerfeld , for
Cottbus, Giirlitz, and the Giant Mts. 8. Lehrte, ov Hanovtriun Sta tion
(PI. 11), near the Alsenbrucke, for Hanover, Cologne, and Bremen.

Hotels. Those in or near the Linden are best situated for ordinary
travellers, and the most expensive : R. from 25 Sgr. to 3 Thlr. and upwards,
B. 10, L. and A. 15— 20 Sgr., D. at 3 or 4 o'clock 25 Sgr. - 1 Thlr. -
On the S. Side: *H6tel Royal, Linden 3, at the corner of the Wilhelms-
Str. , not far from the Brandenburg Gate

, patronised by the nobility and
diplomatists; MfiTKOPOLE, Linden 20; St. Peteesburg, Linden 31; *Meix-
hardt's, Linden 32, at-the corner of the Charlotten-Str. ; *H6tel du Xord,
Linden 35, good table dliote. N. Side: Hotel de Rome, Linden 39, at the
corner of the Charlotten-Str., the largest hotel in Berlin, with handsome
dining-room, baths, and restaurant; Arnim's, Linden 44; Victoria, Lin-
den 46, at the corner of the Friedrichs-Str. ; *Bkitish Hotel, Linden 56.
In the Schinkel-Platz, between the Schlossbriicke and the Bau-Academie,
admirably situated, *H6tel d'Akgleterke ; Hotel de Rdssie.

The following are somewhat less expensive: Linden-Hotel, Keustadti-
sche Kirch-Str. 9 , at the corner of the Linden ; Hohenzollern , Behren-
Str. 19; Windsor, Behren-Str. 14; Schmelzek's, Jager-Str. 13; Makkgeai's,
Tauben-Str. 16; Hotel de la Paix, corner of Friedrichs-Str.' and Tauben-
Slr. 12, 13; *Maoi>eburg, Mnhren-Str. 11; Noeddeutsciier Hof, Mohren-
Str. 20; Brandenburg, Charlotten-Str. 59, Schiller-Platz ; Bellevue. 3Ioh-
yen-Str. 64, at the corner of the Kanonier-Str. ; Scueiislio's, Markgrafen-Str.
49, Schiller-Platz; *RnEiNisciiER Hok, Friedrichs-Str. 50, at the corner of
the Leipziger Str. ; *Hotel de France, Leipziger Str. 56, at the corner of
the Charlotten-Str. ; Kisskalts London Hotel, Jerusalemer Str. 36, Don-
hofs-Platz; Wenzels Dresden Hotel, Friedrichs-Str. 56, near the Leip-
ziger Str. ; Zernikow"s, Charlotten-Str. 43, near the Linden.

The following hotels are farther distant from the chief objects of
attraction: Topfer's

, Carls-Str. 39, in the medical quarter; Hotel de
Paris, Friedrichs-Str. 137, near the Weidendamm Bridge; *Rothek Adlee,
Kur-Str. 38, at the corner of the Old Leipziger Str. ; *Happold's, Alte
Grun-Str. 1; Weis.sberg's, Des.sauer-Str. 38; *Thiergarten, Bellevue-Str. 1,
both near the Potsdam Station ; Westend , Koniggratzer Str. , near the
Thiergarten, and not far from the Potsdam and Anhalt Stations.

B^deker's N. Germ.iny. 5tli Edit.
|
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On tlie Riglil Bank of the Spree, in the old town (p. 36), the principal

business locality: KoNiG voN Poktl'gal, Burg-Str. 12; *H6tel de Saxe,
Burg-Str. 20 (both on the Spree , opposite the E. side of the palace , and
well situated for ordinary travellers) ; *Stadt Hambukg , Heiligegeist-Str.

18; Deutsches Hals, Kloster-Str. 89; Grosskukst Alexander, Ifeue Frii-

dvichs-Str. 57; Frankfokt, Kloster-Str. 45.

Hotels Garnis. *ScHLossEit"s, Jager-Str. 17, at the corner of the Fried-

riclis-Str. , a respectable , old established house ; Albkecht's , Friedrichs-
Str. 72, near the Tauben-Str. ; Kohlek, Mohren-Str. 37 ; Gltike, Slohren-
Str. 33, recommended to ladies; Fkohwekk, Markgrafen-Sti\ 39; Schulz,
Markgrafen-Str. 65; *DtJNsiNG, Jerusalemer-Str. 19; Senior's, Blarkgrafen-
Str. 51 ; Schmidt's , Karls-Str. 19, near the Hamburg and Stettin Stations

;

Kartikow, Leipziger Platz la, near the Potsdam Station; Frederick's,
Potsdamer Str. 12; Bellevue, Mohren-Str. 64; Wieland, Kronen-Str. 51;
Negendanck's, Jerusalemor Str. 28; Hohenstein's, Neue Wilhelms-Str. 10;'"

Witt's, Schadow-Str. 2, near the Linden; Boucher's, Burg-Str. 11; Asch-
bach's, Heiligegeist-Str. 30; Gruneu Balm, Krausen-Str. 56, well situated,

moderate. The charges in these houses are somewhat lower than at the

regular hotels , and the traveller is more independent with regard to

meals. — Furnished Apartments may also be procured on reasonable terms
in the most convenient quarter of the town , between the Dorothcen and
Koch-Strasse.

Dining Kooms. The best are generally styled ^Restaurants'' , the less

pretending 'CV(/m' , while the. 'Conditoreieii\ or confectioners' shops , are

more nearh- allied to the coffee-houses of other towns. There are also

wine-huuses . 'Keller', or luncheon-rooms . and beer-houses innumerable.

A few of the Ijost of these various places of refreshment arc here enu-

merated. — Restaurants. *Hiller, Linden 62—63, is^. side, between the

Schadow-Str. and the >>ustadter Kirch -Str.; *Sonliardt, Franzosische

Str. 48, X. side, near the FriedrichsStr. ; *Ewest, Behren-Str. 26a, S. side,

at the corner of the Friedrichs-Str. ; *MuUer , Linden 4a , near the Wil-
helms-Str. ; *Europe, Linden 27; *H6tel Royal, Linden 3; *Hdtel de Rome,
Linden 39. These are all first rate, with corresponding charges, and may
be visited by ladies. — *C'afe Zeunig , Linden 13, S. side ; *Restaui-ant dn
A'ord, Linden 16, S. side ; *Beyer, Jager-Str. 19, near the Charlotten-Str.

;

*Bellevue, Bellevue-Str. 1, outside the Potsdam Gate; *Kleite, Karls-Str.

27 (all these have oi>en-air dining-rooms); Theatre Tavern, Charlotten-

Str. 58; Lantzsch, Charlotten-Str. 56 (both near the theatre); Senior, Mark-
grafen-Sfr. 51; Deininger, Leipziger-Str. 14; *Kunert, Stechbahn 2, in the

'^Rothe Schloss' in the Schloss-Platz. A dinner of four or Ave courses

may be procured at most of these houses for 15 Sgr. at any hour between
1 a'nd 5 o'clock. Beer 2—3 Sgr. per glass, and various kinds of wine. The
waiters at the superior restaurants expect a gratuity of 2—3 Sgr. from each

person, but less in the others. — A tolerable dinner may be obtained for

10—12 Sgr. at the following houses from 1 to 5 o'clock: Leipziger Garten,

l.eipziger Str. 132; Schmelzer , Dessauer Str. 3, outside the Potsdam Gate;

Donnv", Krausen-Str. 36, Ddnhofs-Platz ; Casteeli, Louisen-Str. 34 (these four

with 'gardens); Miitz, Leipziger Str. 44 ; Penloic , Kijnigs-Str. 61. —Wine
House's, with dining-rooms: Gerold , Linden 34; Babel, Linden 30; Will-

kopp, Kleine Mauer-Str. 1, between the Linden and the Behrcn-Str:;
/Mtter, Charlotten-Str. 49, D. 15 Sgr.; Trarbach, Markgrafen-Str. 48,

Schiller-Platz , D. 8 Sgr.; Rcihrnel , Markgrafen-Str. 45, good red wines;

llges, .Tiiger-Str. 52, D. 7'|2 Sgr.; Haussmann, Jager-Str. 63a; Dedel, Leip-

ziger StrT 85, opposite the Concerthaus ; Beckeroth, Leipziger Str. 91; Rubin,

Chariot ten-Str. 65a; *Kilhn, "Werderscher Markt4, D. 10 Sgr., separate

room for ladies. — In the Altstadt, Mitscher and Caspar}/, Konigs-Str. 40;

Miindt, Konigs-Str. 31.

luncheon Rooms. The *Rathskener (p. 37), a vast establishment oc-

cupving the whole width (100 yds.) of the facade of the Rathhaus towards
thcKiinigs-Str., is well worthv of a visit. *Buder, Konigs-Str. 1; *Deickc,

Kiinigs-Str. 11 ; Ileiimann, Jager-Str. 56; *Hohn''s Keller, Markgrafen-Str. 43 ;

Jerusalemer Keller, Jenisalemer Str. 21 (good Hungarian wines); Capkeller,

Linden 46. entrance in the Friedrichs-Str.; Niqnet , Leipziger Str. 13. —
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Genuine imported beer (,'2i|2—3 Sgr. per glass) is a specialty of the follow-

ing restaurant';; *Wioiiei\ Charlotten-Str. 48; Lantzscli, Charlotton-Str. 56;
Olbricli, Friedrichs-Str. 83, near the Linden; Dames, Alexander-Str. 47. —
Beer Houses ('SeideF li|2, 'TiUpe' 1 Sgr.); *Siecheii.. Burg-Str. 7; *Busc?i.

Spandauer Str. 27, oppopite the Rathhaus; *Donnif, Krausen-Str. 36, Dou-
hofs-Platz ; Grotweit, Commandanten-Str. 79, a spacious i'st;i.Iilishuient, witli

numerou.s billiard-tables; Becker, Commandanten-Str. (i'J ; JosI, Xeue Ros.s-

Str. 13; *Niquet, Jiiger-Str. 41; *Tdpfer, Dorotheen-Str. 85; C\ fi Suisse, Do-
rotheen-Str. 84; Gartner, Dorotheen-Str. 66 (the three last not far from the
Linden); Friedrkhs-Gurten, Friedrichs-Str. 229 ; Beyer, Friedrichs-Str. 231

:

Ki.rsch, with garden, Pot^damer-Str. 21. To the jST. of the Linden: Ad-
mirals -Qorten , Friediichs - Str. 103; Miiiichener Brauhaiis , with garden.
Johannis-Str. 13. — Breweries outide the gates, most of them with
spacious saloons and gardens: *Tivoli on the Kreuzberg (p. 33), military
band on Sundays and M'ednesdays; Bockbrauerei (brewery of 'bock", or
strong beer , usually drunk in sprina) , next to the Tivoli. Towards the
^\, out^'ide the Oranienburg Gate: *Eukeller, Chaussee-Str. 75; Norddeul-
sche Brauerei, Chaussee-Str. 54; * KonigssU dt, Schonhauser Allee 11, 12;
Friedrichshain , outside the Konigsthor; *Friedrichshohe and BShniisches
Bravhaiis , both outside the Landsberg Gate. — The insipid ' Weissbier\
once the favourite beverage of the Berliners, is now almost entirely out
of vogue. It is sold by Hnase, Franzosische Str. 22; *Pupke, Jerusalemer
Str. 8; Clausing, Zimmer-Str. 80, etc.

Confectioners (cup of coffee 2i|2, chocolate 3—4, ices 5 Sgr.): *Krain-
ler. Linden 25, S. side, corner of the Friedrichs-Str. ; *Spargnapam, hindan
50, X. side, to the W. of the Friedrichs-Str. ; *Stehely, Charlotten-Str. 53,
Schiller -Plalz, well supplied with newspapers; * Jo sty, Schlossfreiheit

8; D' Hen reuse, Kolner Fischmarkt 4 (excellent chocolate); *ScJiUli"g, Koch-
Str, 64; * Weiss, Jiiger-Str. 38 (chiefly patronised by ladies); *HiUbrich, at

the corner of the Leipziger and Wilhelnis-Str. ; *Hofmann, Bellevne-Str. 21,
outside the Potsdam Gate ; WenghOfer, Potsdamer Str. 14. — Trinkhallen in

various parts of the town, where Seltzer and Soda-water ('jj Sgr., with rasp-
berry or other essence 1 Sgr.) are sold in summer, and tea, etc. in winter.

Cabs. ^Firsl Class\ of a superior build (cabmen wearing white braid),
are to be found r.t a limited number of stands only (Bau-Academie-Platz,
Charlotten-Str. 45 , corner of the Linden ; Universitats-Str. , by the Aca-
demy; Pariser Platz ; Behren-Str. 1, corner of the Wilhelms-Str". ; Ziethen-
Platz; Potsdamer Platz,' etc.): per drive not exceeding 15 min. (2600 yds.)
1—2 pers. 10, 3—4 pers. 15 Sgr. ; for each additional 15 min., without respect
to the number of persons 5 Sgr. — 'Second Cla.'s\ per drive of 15 min.
1—2 pers. 5, 3—4 pers. 7'|2 Sgr.; for each additional 10 min., without re
spect to the number of persons, 2'|2 Sgr. — The tariff applies to drives
within the precincts of the city only ; longer drives according to bargain.
From the railway -stations into the town, or if the carriage be ordered
to the theatre, 2'|2 Sgr. in surplus are paid. To Charlottenburg, 1st class,
1—2 pers. 15, 3—4 pers. 25, 2nd cl. 10 or 15 Sgr. ; Westend 1st cl. 22i|2 or
32i|2, 2nd cl. 15 or 20 Sgr.; Tegel 1st cl. 30 or 40, 2nd cl. 20 or 25 Sgr.
Between 11 p. m. and 6 (in winter 7) a. m. double fares. — Private car-
riages may be hired at 4 Thlr. a day , or 2 Thlr. per half-day

,
gratuity

10—15 Sgr. ; the best are to be had at the hotels, but at higher charges.

"

OmniVuses (inside 2, outside 1 Sgr.) traverse the town in every direc-
tion at intervals of 5—10 min. ; thus from the Krenzberg (PI. E, 8) through
the whole' of the Friedrichs-Str. to the Wedding, the extreme N. end of
the city; irom the Spittel - Markt (PI. G, 4) through tlie Leipz'ger and
Potsdamer Str. to Schiineberg (botanical gardens); from the Liitzoic-Slr.
(PI. D, 6), at the corner of the Potsdamer Str,, through the Leipziger Str.
and Gertrauden-Str. to the Molken-Markt (PI. H, 4), where the line divides
into three; (1st) to the Frankfurter Str. (PI. K, 3), (2nd) to the Frank/on
Roilwaii (PI. K, 4), (3i'd) to the O.-tbahn , or E. Railway (PI. L, 4); then
from the Liesen-Str. (PI. E, 1) through the Friedrichs-Str., Schiller-Platz
and Donhofs-Platz to the Oranien-Platz (PI. I, 6), etc.

Tramway to Charlottenburg and Westend, (p. 44). A car starts everx
10 min. from the Kupfergraben, ti-aversing the Dorotheen-Str., passing the

1*
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Brandenburger Thor , and skirting the Thievgarten. Fare for the whole
distance 2iJ2 Sgr. On Sundays the Brandenburger Thor is the point of
departure. Other lines are projected. — Travellers desirous of proceeding
from one of the railway stations to any of the others may now avail them-
selves of the connecting railway.

Steamboats on the Spree : from the Jannowitz-Bridge (PI. I, 4) to the
Upper Spree (Strokn/^ Trcploic, Eievhduschen, Neiicv Kivg, Sedan, Sodowa,
KOpenicl:, Griinuu) every half hour.. Generally crowded on Sundays and
in fine weather. Excursionists .should avoid delaying their return till the
last boat.

Post-Office. General Post Office (.PI. 135), with telegraph station, in

the Konigs-Strasse, Is^o. 60, and Spandauer Str. 19, 20. Enquiries in cases
nf doubt should be addressed to the porter (3rd door to the 1. in the prin-

cipal entrance from the Konigs-Str.). Paste Restante , door Xo. 1 in the
first court. Moneii Orders, door No. 4'2, opposite. Letter Boxes in many
dift'erent streets. Letters , books , and parcels are received , and moneys
orders issued , at all of the 50 branch offices (e. g. Neustadtische Kirch-
Str. 8, close to the Linden; at the 'passage', p. 11, Behren-Str. 52; Behren-
Str. 5, etc. The offices are open from 7 (in winter from 8) a. m. to 8 p. m.

;

closed on Sundays and holidavs from 9 to 5 o'clock.

Telegraph Offices. Central office, Franzosische Str. 33c. (PI. 149;
p. 35), open day and night, and 17 branch offices (e. g. at the Exchange,
at the Potsdam . Brandenburg , and Oranienburg gates) , open from 7 or 8
a. m. to 9 p. m. Telegram within the city 2i|2 Sgr.

Baths. '^Hdlel de Rome , see p. 1 ; Wilhelmsbod (with Turkish and
vapour baths), Schiitzen-Str. 18, 19; Frevndliche Bader (with vapour baths),

Neue "Wilhelms-Str. 2; Morionnenbad (with vapour baths), Neue Friedrichs-
Str. 18, 19; Weidendommer Bod (with vapour baths), Friedrichs-Str. 136,

near the Weidendammer Briicke; Ascaniscfies Bid (with Turkish and
vapour baths), Eoniggriitzer Str. 19, near the Potsdam Gate ; Victoria Bod
(with vapour bath.s) , Neuenlnirger Str. 15, etc. — Public washing and
bathint; establishments (also private baths) : Schillingsgasse 7a . August-
Str. 21, etc.

River Baths in the Spree for swimmers at the Oberbat'in (F]. L, 5, 6),

outside the Schlesische Thor, and at the L'nteitavm (PI. D, 3), beyond
the old exercising ground. The water at the former, being above the
town, is cleaner. These baths are conveniently reached by steamboat.
River plunge-baths at the Moabiter Briicke. Winter Swimming Both (basin
400 sq. yds. in area) of Dombernowski/ , Keue Friedrichs-Str. 24, near the
Konigs-Str.

Shops. The best are in the Linden, the Leipziger Str., and the Frie-
drichs, Charlotten, and Markgrafcn-Str.. between the Linden and the Leip-
ziger Str. , in the Oberwall and JenisalemerStr. , the Hausvoigtei-Platz,
the Werder'sche Markt, the Schlossfreiheit, the SehlossPlatz. the Briider.

Breiten, and Konigs-Str. Less expensive in the Spittel-Markt . the Wall,
and Gertrauden-Strasse. A few of the most noted fums are here enumerat-
ed. Haberdashers: Gerson, Werder'scher Markt 5; Heese , Alte Leipziger
Str. 1; Bonnwitt & Littaiier, Behren-Str. 56a, corner of the Friedrich.s-

Str. ; Hertzog, Breite-Str. 15 ; Sy, Jager-Str. 40. Silk Mercers: Baudouin & Co.,

Breite-Str. 3: Lissauer, Jager-Str. 24. Drapers: Goschenhofcr 4' Kosicke,
Leipziger Str. 58; Mezner, Mohren-Str. 32; Israel, Spandauer Str. 28 (less

expensive). Millinerij : JIanheimer, Oberwall-Str. 6; Oppenheim Sohne,
.Terusalemer Str. 20; Selchow , Hausvogtei-Platz 11. Shawls: Caspersohn,
Bau-Acadeniie 1, 2; Schroder, Jerusalemer Str. 29. Lace: Brief, Jager-
Str. 28; Bluth, Friedrichs-Str. 176. Gloves: Lehmann, Schloss-Platz 14, 15;
Lange , Jerusalemer Str. 32. Ladies'^ Bonnets: Stegemanii , Jiiger-Str. 27.

Childrens' Clothing: Schliiter, Jager-Str. 43. Tailors: Fasskessel iS Mvint-
mann. Linden 13; Wilcke , Briider-Str. 39; Lassalle *' Zurcher , Behren-
Str. 57; Eckardt & Son, Krausen-Str. 69, respectable and reasonable.
Hatters: Vassel & Co., Friedrichs-Str. 180; Kaumann , Muhren-Str. SO;
Miiller, Friedrichs-Str. 56. Travelling Requisites: Ackerniann, Konigs-
Str. 12; Demuth, Schlossfreiheit 1; M'ittig, Linden 27. Umbrellas: Pros-
tel A- Kichter, Leipziger Str. 39; Stegmann, Scharren-Str. 8. Leather Wares:
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Ackermann, Kiinigs-Str. G'2a; Goldschmidt, Linden 58; Mossner, Leipziger
Str. 10. Jewellers: Friedeberg Sons, Linden 42; llaller * Rathenau, Lin-
den 34; Wagney A Son, Linden 30. FAect.ro-Plate: Jurst A: Co., Linden 45

;

llenniger A' Co., Stechbahn- 2 and Leipziger Str. 103, corner of tlie Fried-
rich.s-Str. Bronzes, and Lnmps: Nevir, Linden 14; Eakenius A Co., Linden
62, 63; BerJin Lamp « Bronze Manufactory, Linden 28 and Konigs-Str. 55.

Glass and China : Royal Porcelain Manufactory, Friedrich.'!-Str. 194, corner of
the Leipziger Str.; Harscli & Co., Linden 66; Hengstmann, Baii-Academie
G—8; Lange, .liiger-Str. 26. Marble Wares: Micheli, Linden 12 ; Barheine,
.lager-Str. 61a. Amber Wares: Hirsch, Linden 26. Works of Art: Sach.se

& Co., Jager-Str. 29; Lepke , Linden 4a; Amsler (C Ruthard , Cliarlotten

Str. 48, entrance in the Behren-Str. ; Schroder, Linden 41. Bonbons: Hilde-
hrandt & Son, Friodricbs-Str. 62, corner of the Kronen-St .; Schulz, Lin-
den 19. Chocolate: Jordan A TiuiEeus, Friedrichs-Str. 177, branch of a

Dresden firm ; Gross, Leipziger Str. 23. Perfumers: Treu and Kuglisch,
Jiigcr-Str. 33. Cigars: Uerold, Linden 24; Gladebeck i Co., Linden 17;
Rennert, Linden 54. 55; Weil, Kronen-Str. 44; Schleh , Linden 47 and
Leipziger Str. 29.

Classical Music. Singacademie (p. 14) ; rehearsals on Tuesdays 5—

7

p. m., to which visitors are admitted on application to the director Pro-
fessor Grell (at the building itself). Stern'.f Gesangvereiii is another musi-
cal society of a high class. The '•Symphovy Soirees' are a series of con-
certs given in winter by the band of the Royal Opera in the concert-room
of the opera-house. The performances of these different institutions are
unsurpassed in any European capital , and no other branch of art has at-

tained to such high perfection at Berlin. — *Bilse's admirable orchestra
plays daily in winter in the concert-room of the Kaiser -Gallerie (p. 1;
10 Sgr.). GungVs and Wiierst's concerts at the Concerthaus , Leipziger-
Str. 48 (5 Sgr.). The Berliner Symp/ionie-Capelle plays at different places
which are ascertained from the advertisements (5 Sgr. , 4—5 tickets at a

reduced rate).

Theatres. There are twenty -five theatres at Berlin (plans may be
consulted in the Berlin 'Adressbuch', or Directory), of which the following
are the most important

:

1. Royal Opera Honse (PI. 151) for operas, ballets, and a few of the
most celebrated dramas (Faust, Tell, Maid of Orleans). Average charges :

best boxes 2 Thlr. 2a Sgr.
,
proscenium by the orchestra 2 Thlr. ; 1st

balcony and front box-seats 1 Thlr. 25 Sgr. ; parquet and parquet boxes
(the latter not recommended) 1 Thlr. 15 Sgr.

; proscenium, 2nd row, 1 Thlr.
10 Sgr.; \ipper boxes 25 Sgr., pit 15, gallery 10 Sgr. — Admission higher
when some of the greater operas are to be performed.

2. Royal Theatre (Schauspielhaus, PL 152), for tragedies, classical and
modern dramas (Shakspeare, Schiller, Goethe): best boxes 1 Thlr. 25 Sgr.

;

proscenium by the orchestra , balcony , or upper boxes 1 Thlr. 10 Sgr.
;

parquet boxes or parquet 1 Thlr.
;

pit boxes 22i|2 Sgr. ; 2nd balcony and
2nd boxes 20 Sgr., pit 15, gallery 71)2 Sgr.

Tickets for the opera and theatre are issued on week-days from 10. 30
to 1, on Sundays from 11 to 1. 30 o'clock, for the performance of the same
day only. Strangers who are desirous of securing good places should
purchase some of the 'Meldekarten" , or printed forms of application sold
by the stationers and music-dealers , write on one of them the number
and situation of the seats required , and put it into the box provided for
the purpose at the opera-house between 10 and 11 a. m. on the day before
the performance. The directors attend to these applications as far as

possible, and the tickets bespoken may generally be obtained on the
following morning between 9 and 10 (Sundays and holidays between 8 and
9) o'clock ,

.') Sgr. extra being paid for each seat. When very popular
pieces are about to be performed , a great number of the tickets are
purchased by speculators , from whom they can only be obtained at ex-
orbitant prices. In such cases the porter of the traveller's hotel will of-

ten be found useful in preventing extortion. The court theatres are closed
for one or two months in summer.

3. Fried rich- Wilhelmstadt Theatre (PI. 153), for comic operas, comedies,
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and farces: bent boxes 1 Thlv. 20 Sgr., orchestra boxes 1 Thlr. 10 Sgr.,
tst row of balcony 25 Sgr. , parquet 20. There is a 'winter' and also a

summer' theatre. Admission varies according to the piece to be per-
formed.

4. Wollners Theatre (PI. 154) for comedies and popular farces : best
boxes 1 Thlr. 10 Sgr. , front seats of the other boxes 25 Sgr.

,
parquet 20

Sgr. On Sundays , the principal day of recreation in most i arts of the
continent , the tickets are often bought up by speculators and resold by
them at double the above charges.

5. Victo/-i(i T/ieotre (PI. 155), Miinz-Str. 20, comprising a winter and
summer theatre, handsomely fitted up, for operas, dramas, farces, etc.;
best boxes in the winter theatre 1 Thlr. 20, front seats 1 Thlr.

,
parquet

20 Sgr. ; summer theatre 1 Thlr. 15, 1 Thlr., and 20 Sgr.
6. KroH s Theatre, sec below.
7. Woltersdorff Theatre (PI. 157), Chaussee-Str. 27, outside the Oranien-

hurg Gate, for popular farces, parquet 10, pit 5 Sgr.
8. Vorstcidtisches Theater (PI. 158), chiefly frequented by the lower

classes.

9. Resideiiz- Theater, Blumen-Str. 9.

to. Notional Theatre, Weinbergsweg G, 7.

11. Theatre Varieie (PI. 160), to the 1. outside the Halle Gate, foi'

farces and scenes in the cafe chantant style, admission 3 Sgr. (suitable for

gentlemen only). A great number of small theatres in the same style have
sprung up of late {Walh<lla, Belle-Alliance, etc.).

Circus, Friedrichs-Str. 141a., to the N. of the Linden, generally occu-
pied by Renz's company: boxes 1 Thlr., parquet 20 Sgr.

Popular Besorts , most of them in the Thiergarten (p. 42): * Kroll
(PI. 156), a vast establishment handsomely fitted up , the principal hall
125 yds. in length, 33 yds. in width; good concert and a theatre every
evening. .Vdmission to the garden and theatre 7'|2 Sgr. , seats 15 Sgr. —
The Zelte , especially that of Ley , to the W. of Kroll , are also much
visited. — The breweries outside the gates attract many visitors (see p. 3).

There are also numerous ball-rooms of more or less dubious reputation.
The handvomest of these is the Orpheirin , Alte .Tacob-Str. 32, near the
Oranien-Str.

Collections, Galleries, etc.

Academies of Science and Art, see p. 12.

Acadeinij, Industrial (p. 37): collection of models Thurs., Sat. 10—12;
technological collection Tuesd., Frid. 10— 12.

'^Aquarium (p. 11), daily from 9 a. m. till dusk, on Wed. and Sat.

i!venings lighted with gas till 9 p. m. , 10 Sgr. , Sund. afternoon 5 Sgr.
;

catalogue 5 Sgr.

'*Arsenal (p. 15), Wed., Sat. 2—4.
Belhauien (p. 36), strangers admitted daily 10—4 ; box at the entrance

for contributions.
Borfi', or Exchange (p. 38), daily 12—2.
Borfig's I'alni and Hot-houses at Moabit (p. 40), Tues. , Frid. by card

(5 Sgr.) obtained at the oflice of the manufactory.
'^Botanical Garden (p. 33), daily (except Sat., Sund., and holidavs)

8—12 and 2—7. Omnibus, see p. 3.

Cemeteries: Dorotheenstadt, p. 40; Dreifaltigkeit, old and new, p. 33

;

French, p. 40; Hedwig's, or Rom. Cath.
, p. 40; Jerusalem, p. 33; In-

valid, p. 41 ; St. Matthew, p. 34.

Chamber of the Deputies (p. 35): cards of admission to the meetings
are issued on the previous evenings, 5—7 o'clock , in the room ISo. 14 on
the ground-tloor.

Charite (p. 40), daily 1—4.
Charlottenbiirg (Mausoleum, p. 44), daily, gratuity at discretion.

Churches: St. Andrew, p. 38; St. Bartholomew, p. 38; Cathedral,

p. 17; Cathedral, German, p. 31; Dorotheenstadt, p. 11; French, p. 31;
Garrison, p. 38; Hedwig's

, p. 14; St. James, p. 36; St. John, p. 41;
Kloster, p. 37; St. Luke, p. 33; St. Mark, p. 38; St. Mary, p. 36;
St. Matthew, p. 33; St. Michael, p. 36; Neue Kirche

, p. 31; St. Nicholas,
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p. 3G; Parish, p. d't ; *St. Peter, p. 35; ScliloRskirchc
, p. 17; St. Tlin-

luas, p. 36; *Werder, p. 34; Zion, p. 38.

Iron Foundry, Roijol (p. 40), daily (except Sund.) 5 Sgr.

Libriiru, Royal (p. 14), dailv (except Sund.) 9—4; sliowii to strangers

at 10 a. m'.

Librarii, Cniversity (p. 14), daily (except Sat. and Sund.) 2—4.

Mint, Koynl (p. 34). The machinery is shown on Tues. and Frid. on
application.

Museums. Agricultural (p. 33), Tues., Thurs., Sat. JO—3. ^ Anatomi-
cal (p. 13), Wed. and Sat. 2—4, on previous application only. — *Beuth-
Schinkel (p. 34). Tues., Frid. 11—1. — Christian (p. 14), Wed. 12—1. —
Historical, at Schloss Monbijau (p. 39) daily 10—5, in winter till dnsk. —
Industrial (p. 40), dailv (except Mond.) 10—2, admission on Tues. 5, Sat.

and Sund. I'ls, Wed. ,' Thurs. , Frid. 2>|o Sp-. - Minerals (p. 13). Wed.,
Sat. 12—2. — Orc.< ,,/n/ Mi-lids (p. 40). Tu.-s. . Thuis. , Sat. 8—3. Sund.
12—3. — *Iiaiirh (|. .:!?!. (Uiily (except Sun.l.. liuli,hi>-. and the last. Sat.

of each month) lO—!. — liainil (p. 17), i\in\\ iiMcpi Jlnnd. and the prin-

cipal festivals), in winter 10—3, in siunmev id— \, Suml. (generally crowded)
12—2. Attendants forbidden to accept gratuities. Sticks and umbrellas
must be left at the door. — Weapons, in the Palace of Prince Charles (p. 32)

dailv 10—5, on application to the Hau.shofmeister , Wilhelms - Platz 8. —
Zoological (p. 13), Tues., Thurs. 12-2.

Obferviilory (p. 33), Wed., Sat. 9—11 a. m. ; evening visitors admitted
on written application only.

Paluce.t. *Royal Palace, or Schloss (p. 16), daily 10—4, in winter
12—2 , admission 5 Sgr. , devoted to a charitable object. The castellan

lives in the E. court, to the 1. on the ground-floor. — Palace of the Em-
jieror (p. L'2) shown during the absence of the emperor only, on applica-
tion to the llaushui'meister. — Palace of the Crown Prince (p. 15) shown
during the absence of the family, on application to the castellan. — Palace
of Prince Charles, see above (collection of weapons).

JHcture Galleries (public). Pictures in the Academy, see Xational-Gal-
lery, below. — *Berliner Kiinstler - Verein (p. 35), daily 10—4, Sund. and
festivals 11—3, admission 5 Sgr. — Knnstfreunde (p. 11), daily 12—2. —
*National Gallery of Modern Pictures (p. 14), daily (except on high festivals)

11—2 ; catalogue' by Prof. Waagen 5 Sgr. — Sachse's, Jager-Str. 30, modern
pictures, 10—4, Sund. and festivals 11— 1, admission 5 Sgr.

Picture Galleries (private): Count Blankensee's, Linden 70, daily 12—2,
by special permis,sion onlv (222 old masters of dift'erent schools). — Count
RaczynskCs (p. 42) daily 11—3: catalogue 7>|2 Sgr., for the benefit of the
attendant. — Ravenfs (p- 35) Tues., Frid. 11—2. — Count Rederns (p. 11)

daily 3—5, on previous application.
Potsdam, (p. 45). The fountains of Sanssouci usually play on Sun-

days in summer from noon till dusk ; on Thursday afternoons the great
fountain only.

Prison (p. 41) daily 3—6, by special permission of the director.
Rttthhcms (p. 36) daily (except Thurs. and Frid.) 11—4 gratis , ascent

of the tower 5 Sgr.
Reichstag Building (p. 32), or Hall of the Imperial Diet, may be in-

spected daily, except when the Diet is sitting. Cards of admission to the
meetings are obtained at the office to the 1. in the inner court on the
previous evening, 5— 7 o'clock. Early application reconimcnded.

Sanssouci, see Potsdam, above.
Synagogue, New (p. 39), daily.

Temple, Israelite, see p. 39.

Zoological Garden (p. 43) daily, 10 Sgr., Sund. 5 Sgr.
Diary (fuller particulars, see above ; consult also the daily newspapers)

:

Daily. *Royal Museum (p. 17; Mond. and high festivals excepted) 10—3
or 10—4, Sund. 12—2. — * National Gallery of Modern Pictures (p. 14:
high festivals excepted) 11—2. — * Royal Palace (p. 16) 10—4, in winter
12— 2. — *Historical Collection (p. 39) 10— 5. — Royal Library (p. 14;
Sund. and festivals excepted) 10 a. m. — Industrial Museum (p. 40; Jlond.
excepted) 10—12. — Ranch Museum (p. 37; Sund. and festivals e.xcepted)
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10—3. — *Raczynski-s Picture Gallery (p. 42) 11—3. — *Exhibition of the

Berliner Kihutler (p. 35) 10-4, Sun<i. and festivals 11—3. — Exhibition

of the Kunslfreunde (p. 11) 12— 2. — Bor^g's Engine Factory (p. 40:
Sund. and festivals excepted) 12—2. — Collection of Weapons of Prince
Charles (p. 32) 10—5. — *Aquariitm (p. 11) from 9 till dusk. — *Zoolo-
yical Garden (p. 43) 9 till dusk. — ^Botanical Garden (p. 33) 8— 12 and
2—7. — *Mausoleum at Charlottenburg (p. 44) daily till dusk. — Palaces
of the Emperor (p. 12) and Crown Prince (p. l5) shown during their ab-
sence only. — Reichstag Bnilding (p. 82), except during the sitting of the
Diet. — New Synagogue (p. 39).

Sundays. *Sanssouci (p. 47) ; fountains from 12 till dusk. — *Rath-
hnns (p. 3(j) 11—4. — Museum of Ores and Metals (p. 40) 8—3.

Mondays. * Rathhaus (p. 36) 11— 4. — Models of Fortresses (p. 36)
9—2. — Royal Museum closed.

Tuesdays. *Beuth-Schinkel Museum (p. 34) 11—1. — Rarenes Picture

Gallery (p. 35) 11—2. — Borsiy's Hothouses (p. 40) till dusk. — In-

dustrial Academy, technological collections (p. 37) 10—12. — Agricultnr«l
Museum (p. 33) 10—3. — Mtiseum of Ores and Metals (p. 40) 8— 3. —
Zoological Museum (p. 13) 12— 2. — *Rathh(tus (p. 36) 11—4. — Royal
Mint (p. 34) on previous application.

Wednesdays. Observatory (p. 33) 9— 11. — Christian Museum (p. 14)
12—1. — Cabinet of Minerals (p. 13) 12— 2. — *Arsenal (p. 15) 2—4. —
*Rathhans (p. 36) 11— 4. — *Aquannm (p. 15) by gas-light from dusk to

9 p. m.
Thursdays. Sanssouci (p. 47) , great fountain in the afternoon. —

Museum of Ores mid Metals (p. 40) 8—3. — Models of Fortresses (p. 36)

\0—i2. — Agricultural Museum (p. 33) 10—3.
Fridays. *Beuth-lichinl-el Museum (p. 35) 11—1. — *Ruvenis Picture

Gallery (p. 35) 11 — 2. — Borsig's Hot -houses (p. 40) till dusk. — In-

dustrial Academy , technological collections (p. 37) 10— 12. — Zoological
Museum (p. 13) 12—2. — Royal Mint (p. 34) on previous application.

Saturdays. Museum of Ores (,nd Metals (p. 40) 8—3. — Obtervatoru

(,p. 33) 9—11. — Agricultural Museum (p. 33) 10—3. — Cabinet of Minerals
(p. 13) 12—2. — *Arsenal (p. 15) 2—4. — Industrial Academy, collection
of models (p. 37), 10—12. — *R',thhaus (p. 36) 11—4. — * Aquarium (p.

II) by gas-light from dusk till 9 p. m.
English Church Service in the English Claipel (p. 39). — American

Chapel, 5 .Tuuker-Stras^e.

Berlin (99 ft. above the bea-level), tlie capital of Prussia, resi-

dence of the Emperor of Germany, and seat of the imperial gov-

ernment, as well as of the highest Prussian authorities, with 828,013
inhab. and a garrison of 21 ,000 soldiers, is situated in an extensive

sandy plain, about half-way between the extreme S.AV". and N.E.
extremities of the Empire (460 M. from Miilhausen in Alsace,

and 414 M. from Memel). The town consists of ten different quar-

ters and six suburbs , which have sprung up at different periods.

The oldest quarters are Alt-Berlin , Avith the Kathhaus , on the r.

bank of the Spree, bounded by the Konigsgraben , and Koln, with

the Royal Palace, on an island in the river. Adjoining these on the

W. are the Friedrichswerder with the Arsenal, on the 1. bank of the

Spree, surrounded by the fosse of the old fortifications, the Doro-

theenstadt, or Neustadt, with the Linden, to the N.AV. of the Fried-

richswerder, extending N. as far as the river; the Friedrichsstadt to

the S. of the Neustadt. with the Wilhelms-Platz and the SchiUer-

Platz; then from W. to E. along the r. bank of the Spree,

the Friedrirh- Wilhelnistadt. tlie '^patidau Quarter, the K'(inig»stndt.
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and the Stralnu Quarter \ and finally the Louisenstadt on the 1.

bank, to the S.E. of the Friedrichswerder. The six suburbs are now
increasing rapidly in extent, especially in the neighbourhood of the

railway stations. The old town wall which formerly enclosed these

ten quarters was about 9 M. in circumference. The boundaries

of the city having been extended in 1861 , it now covers an area

of 23 sq. M., of which however about one-third only is occupied

by buildings. The town contains about 480 streets, 58 squares, 700
public buildings (including 00 churches) and 15,000 private house.s

(comprising 169,000 dwellings or suites of apartments). The com-
merce and manufactures of Berlin have increased so rapidly of late

years that it now ranks among the most important mercantile places

of continental Europe. The staple commodities are grain , spirits.

and wool; the principal branches of industry are engine - building,

iron-casting, and the manufacture of woollen and silk goods and

fancy articles.

At the time of the Wends the site of Berlin was occupied by two
fishing villages , into which the Margraves of Brandenburg introduced
German settlers in the 12th cent. The name of Kdlii is mentioned for

the first time in a document of 1238, that of Berlin in 1244, after which
it soon began to be regarded as one of the most considerable towns in thi.-

JIarch , next to Brandenburg, the residence of the Margraves. After the
union of the towns in 1307, the importance of the place increased. During
the troubles in which the land was involved after the e.xtinction of the
Ascanians (1320) , Berlin and Koln placed themselves at the head of a
league of towns of the March, formed for the more effectual advancement
of their common interests ; and having about 1340 become members of the
Ilanseatic League , they attained to a still more powerful and independent
position. Notwithstanding these advantages the attacks of the predatory
nobles, in league with the Pomeranians , ever increasing in violence,
frequently menaced the sister towns with ruin , but the HohenzoUern
family, wno became masters of the March in 1411, at length succeeded in
restoring order and tranquillity. The nobles were kept in check , but on
the other hand Berlin was deprived of its independence as a town of the
empire. On several occasions the town rebelled against the severer
measures of the new government, especially when Elector Frederick 11.

'of the Iron Tooth' (1440—1470) erected a fortified castle at Koln , but its

opposition was soon overcome , and the towns of Berlin and Koln were
again disjoined by the nomination of a separate council for each. Johv
Cicero (1486—1499), who had originally resided at Spandau, at length took
up his permanent abode at Koln, and since that period the fortunes of the
town have been closely bound up with those of the HohenzoUern family
and the country at large. In 1539 the townspeople and the Elector
Joachim 11. (1535—1571), by whom the Schloss was altered, embraced the
reformed faith. Berlin sustained a serious reverse during the Thirty Years'
War , but gradually recovered from its disasters under the fostering care
of the great Elector Frederick William (1640—1688). The Friedrichswerder,
which had sprung up prior to his reign, was now endowed with municipal
privileges , and the Neustadt was founded and named Dorotheenstcidt after
the wife of the Elector. In consequence of the introduction of numerous
foreign settlers, especially French Protestants (in 1685) , the population of
the town increased to 20,000. Frederick 1. (1688—1713), who became King
of Prussia in 1701 , built the Friedrichsstadt , constituted Berlin the royal
residence, and united the administrations of the five hitherto separate
quarters of the town. To his reign Berlin is indebted for some of its

handsomest edifices, such as the Schloss, the Arsenal, the French, and the
New Church. Frederick William 1. (1713—1740), after his despotic fashion,
was indefatigable in embellishing and e.xtendlng the city, an object
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which he attained partly by the reception of Bohemian and Salzburg Pro-
testants

,
and partly by compelling private individuals to erect numerous

l>uildings according to his directions. At the close of his reign the popu-
lation had reached 90,000. Frederick II., the Gre((t (1740—1786), although
not particularly partial to Berlin, contributed materially by the brilliance
of his reign to the prosperity of the town, and after its reverses during
the Seven Years' War (when it was occupied and laid under contribution
by the Croatians in 1757, and by the Russians in 1760) he never lost sight
of its interests. The Opera House, the Library, and the Rom. Cath. Hed-
wigs-Kirche are monuments of his reign. At his death the population
amounted to 114,000, and in 1800 to 172,000. After the catastrophe of
1806 and the temporary subversion of the Prussian monarchy , a new era
of progress began with the promulgation of a new municipal code on 18th
Xov. 1808 , and the foundation of the university. Although in 1806 the
entry of the French had been regarded with some degree of indifl'erence.
yet in the general rising of 1813 , Berlin , as well as the Province of
Prussia , set a noble example of patriotic zeal to the rest of the coiintry,
and the Battle of Grossbeeren was afterwards fought chiefly by the 'Land-
wehr' of Berlin. After the peace of 1815 the city increased rapidly , "and
being the central point of the government and the army of a number of
as yet unconsolidated provinces, and at the same time a zealous patron of
(he arts and sciences, a considerable manufacturing place, and a vigorous
upholder of German nationality , it gradually rose to a position which
fairly entitles it to its present rank as the capital of the Empire of Ger-
many.

a. Unter den Linden. Platz am Opernhavs.

Platz am Zeughatis.

The handsomest and busiest part of Berlin is the long lino of

streets extending from the Brandenburg Gate to the Royal Palace,

consisting of * Unter den Linden, the '* Platz am Opernhaus , and
the * Platz am Zeughau-^, terminated by the Schlossbrixcke, with the

Palace and * Lustgarten beyond it (see Plan). The Linden , a street

55 yds. in width deriving its name from the double avenue of lime-

trees (interspersed with chestnuts) in the middle , resembles the

Boulevards of Paris, although inferior in length, and is flanked with

handsome palaces , spacious hotels , and attractive shops
,
between

which the long vistas of a number of side streets are visible at inter-

vals. The most striking part of the street, and indeed the finest

point in the entire city, is by the monument of Frederick the Great

(p. 11). A view is here disclosed of the Opernplatz and its envi-

rons : to the r. is the Palace of the Emperor, the Library, the Hed-
wigskirche, the Opera House, the Palace of the Crown-Prince, and
the Bau-Academie ; to the 1. the Academy, the University, the

Konigswache (or royal guard-house), the Arsenal, and beyond
the Schlossbriicke the Palace and Museum, with numerous inter-

vening monuments. These important buildings may be viewed al-

most simultaneously from this point, while the extensive Schiller-

Platz, with its two churches surmounted with domes andthe theatre,

is in the immediate vicinity. The length of this line of streets from
the Brandenburg Gate to the Palace is about 1 M.

The * Brandenburg Gate (PI. 25), at the W. end of the Linden,
forms the entrance to the town from theThiergarten. It was erected

in 1789—1792 by J. G. Langhans in imitation of the Propylwa at
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Prussia and Buke Ferdinand of Brunswicli on the E., and Generals Zieten
and Seydlitz on tlie W. , between which are placed spirited groups of
other contemporaries and officers of the king (thus on the E. side Prince
Augustus William and Keith, on the lif. side Kleist, Winterfcld, and Tauen-
tzien, on the S. side Leopold of Dessau and Schwerin. on the W. side
Lessing and Kant, all life size). The lower section contains names of
other distinguished men, chiefly soldiers of the time of Frederick. The
basement is of polished granite. The foundation-stone was laid on 31st May,
1S40, the hundredth anniversary of the accession of Frederick to the throne
of Prussia, and the momiment was completed and inaugurated in 1851.

To the r. of the statue is situated the Palace of the Emperor
William (PI. 128; adm. see p. 7), erected by K. F. Lavghans
in 1834—36 (a flag is hoisted when the emperor is residing here).

The building extends behind the Royal Library as far as the Behren-
Str., and contains a suite of apartments sumptuously fitted up, a

reception room 75 yds. in length, and a summer and winter garden.

The apartments near the Opera House are those occupied by the

emperor. A good photograph taken from the corner window may
be purchased at the principal shops.

Opposite the palace is the Academy Building (PL 2), erected

in 1690 and re-modelled in 1749, containing the Academy of Art

;ind the Academy of Science, founded in 1699 and 1700 respectively

by Frederick I. in accordance with a plan of Leibnitz, each of them
possessing a library and various collections. The latter holds public

sessions on the birthdays of the reigning king (22nd March), of Fred-

erick II. (24th Jan.), and Leibnitz (5th July), and under the auspices

of the former, grand Exhibitions of Art take place every alternate

year (1872, 1874, etc.), from 1st Sept. to 31st Oct. The * National
Gallery of Modern Pictures now in course of formation, consisting

of 340 paintings, chiefly by German masters, most of them bequeathed
to the state in 1861 by the consul Herr "VVagener, is at present pre-

served here, but will be transferred to the building mentioned at

p. 19 which is now approaching completion. Admission see p. 7.

The entrance is by No. 7 Universitats-Str. (2nd floor). Catalogue

5 Sgr.

Ante-Room. This room and the following contain pictures recently
added to the Wagener collection. 7. C. Becker, Visit of Emp. Charles V.
to Fugger; *1. A. Achenhach , Ostend; 36. Kolbe, Emp. Charles V. on his
tlight from Innsbruck to Trent; 9. Breiidel, Returning home to the village

;

46. Rottmann, Bavarian mountain -scene ; 19. Graef, Patriotism in 1813;
31. Hogiiet, The last mill on tlie Montmartre ; 16. Cretins, Captive cavaliers
before Cromwell.

I. Room. Entrance - wall ; *49— 54. Scliirmer, Six double landscapes
with scenes from Scripture-history ; 15. Camphausen, Dybbol after its cap-
ture by storm; *29. /. Hilbner, the golden age; 47. W. Schadow , Christ
and the disciples on the way to Emmaus. By the 1. window : 17. Daeh-
liiig. Prince entering his castle ; 44. Pasaini, Canons in St. Peter's, a water-
colour. Right window: *59. Tischbein (d. 1799), Portrait of Lessing. 3rd
wall: 32. Iltenbach, Holv Family.

II. Room. 1st Cabinet, r. *202. 203. Schiiikel , Landscapes; Ahlborn,
5. View of W^ernigerode, 6. View of Florence; *200. ScMiikel , Gothic ca-

thedral; 66. Hampe, Luther's room at Wittenberg: 156. M. Miiller, Scene
from the Tvrol. 2nd wall: 91. Hildebrand, A robber; 248. Wach, Psyche;
*90. Th. Hildebi-diid. Warrior and child : 234. Sohn, Lute-plaver: 28. Biirkel,
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Passage of ships; 103. Rotlmaiiii, The Ammersee. ; 176. Qtiagiio, Fish-market,

at Antwerp; *201. Schitikel, Old French chateau. 3rd wall: 17. Bier-

ma nii . View of Finstermiinz in the TNtoI ; *137. Lessing , Defence of a

mountain pass; 'J37. SUinbriU-k , Girls bathing; 99. Jordan, Death of the

pilot; 2'21. iScliroder, Portrait of the consul Wagener; 247. Wcich, Virgin.

2nfl. Cah. r. 98. Jurdaii, Proposal of marriage in Heligoland; 82. P. Hess,

St. Leonhard's day on the Schliersee ; 115. Kolbe, Street in an old German
town ; 45. Ebers , Smugglers coming ashore ; 64. GtirliU , Scene from the

Alban mounts. 2nd wall : 163. Pistoriiis, Lady in a satin dress ; 217. Sdioni,
Pope Paul III. before the portrait of Luther; 79. Henning , Girl of Fras-
cati; 226. Schrodter, Scene at a forge. 3rd wall: 153. Monten, Poles leav-

ing their country in 1832; C'ulame, 32. Lake of Lucerne, 33. Storm among
the Alps; *224. Schrodter, Don Qui.xote.

3rd Cab. r. Schrodter, 222. Tasting the Rhenish of 1830, 225. Scene
from Shakspeare's Henry V.; *38. Cornelius, Hagon throwing the treasure

of the Nibelungen into the Rhine; 189. Riedrl.. Peasant W(jmtn (if the Alban
mountains; 173. Prei/er, Vase of ivory. 2nd wall; 147. Muiier of Bremen,
Girl lulling her sister to sleep; 199. Schiavone , Penitent JIagdalene; 167.

Pliiddemonn, Columbus. 3rd wall: 133. Lessiny , Castle on a rock; 223.

Sdirddter, Rhenish tavern ; 109. Klober, Invention of the reed-flute.

4th Cab. r. 24. Bossuet , A street at Seville. 2nd wall: *71. Haseu-
clever, Reading room; 112. Kohler, Semiramis receiving the news of the
rebellion at Babylon; 70. Hoseiiclever. Wine tasting. 3rd wall: 2.58. Wer-
ner, Interior of" the cathedral at Cefalii ; +155. Miicke, St. Elizabeth of
Thuringia giving alms; 238. Sttmlriu-k, Fairy scene; 1. Achenbuch, Forest
scene.

5th Cab. r. 190. A. Robert, Consecration of baptismal water in St.

Mark's at Venice. 2nd ^all : 89. E. Hildebrcmdl, Sea-coast; 100. Jordan,
Fishermen on the coast of Jformandy ; *104. jV. de Keyser, Death of Marie
de Wedicis; * 183. Rahl , Persecution of the Christians in the catacombs
at Rome. 3rd wall: *154. Miicke, Body of St. Catherine borne by angels;
*58. Oallail, Count Egmont with his confessor on the night before his

ex^'cution; 249. Wogenbouer, Blountain lake.
III. Room. r. 129. Ch. Landseer , Cromwell at the battle of Xaseby

reading a letter of Charles I. to his queen; 44. D'Unker, Scene at a police-

office; *251. Waldmiiller, Closing of the village school; *219. Schroder,
Charles I. of England taking leave of his children before his execution;
*139. Lei/s, Albert Biirer at Antwerp drawing the portrait of Erasmus;
144. Moes , Roman woman praying to the Virgin for her child; *239.
Stilke, Richard III. separating the sons of Edward from their mother;
138. Leys, Sermon in a Gothic church; *148. Meyerherm, Target shooting
in Westphalia; 220. Scfirader, Esther and Ahasuerus ; 172. Preyer, Still

life; 57. Gollait, Capuchin; 174. Preyer, Fruit piece; 14. Biard, Incident in
Linn^'s youth; 197. 198. Schendel, Market scenes; *15. De Biefve, Com-
promise of the nobles at Brussels in 1566, a small duplicate of the celebrated
picture ; 140. Leys, Party. — Window-wall : 56. Schadow, Girl reposing, in

marble.

The * University Buildings (PI. 167) , formerly the palace of

Prince Henry, brotlur of Frederick II., erected in 1754—64, and
presented in 1809 by Frederick William III. to the then recently

founded university, contain the lecture -rooms and scientiflc col-

lections (2000 stud.). The Zoological Museum (adm. p. 7) is one

of the most valuable in Europe, and contains a remarkably tine col-

lection of birds. Among the curiosities of the Mineral Cabinet

(adm. p. 7), the most extensive collection of the kind on the con-

tinent , may be mentioned a piece of amber weighing upwards of

14 lbs., found 100 M. from the Baltic, and numerous meteorolites.

The objects brought by Humboldt fromS. and Central America form

an additional ornament to the collection. The Anatomical Museum
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(adm. p. 7) is also vory valuable. The Christian Museum (adm.

p. 7) contains copies and casts of Christian monuments of art. The
University Library (adm. p. 7), containing 90,000 vols., is in a

separate building (Tauben-Str. 29). By the chestnut plantation at

the back of the university is a bust of Hegel, erected in 1871.

The Royal Library (PI. 20; adm. p. 7). entered from the

Opern-Platz, erected in 1775—80 from designs by I'nger , is said

to be indebted for its form to a caprice of Frederick the Great, who
gave the architect a cabinet with di'awers as a model. The ground
floor contains the maps on the r., and the reading-room on the 1.

(open on week-days from 9 to 4). The library on the upper floor

is shown daily at 10 o'clock.

The Library contains 700,000 vols, and 15,000 MSS., among which may
be mentioned the MSS. and first impressions of Luther's translation of
the Bible, Melanddhoiis report of the Diet of Worms , Outenberg''s 'BihXe

on parchment of 1450, the first book printed with moveable types, the
Codex Wittekindi, a 3IS. of the Gospels of the 8th cent., said to have been
presented by Charlemagne to the Saxon duke Wittekind , miniatures by
Lucas Cranuch, 36 vols, of portraits and autographs of celebrated characters,
Chinese books, a small octagonal Koran, important musical works, i'c.

Opposite the University is the Opera House (PL 151), erected

by Knobelsdorff, the architect of Frederick the Great, the largest in

Germany (for 1800 spectators) , with the exception of its rival the

court -theatre at Munich. The interior was destroyed by fire in'

1843, but was soon restored with increased magnificence. The tym-
panum contains an admirable *group in zinc, designed by Rietschel

:

in the centre the muse of music ; on the r. the tragic and coniic

muse with the bantering satyr, the dramatic poet with the arts

of painting and sculpture ; on the 1. a dancing group with the Three

Graces.

At the back of the Opera House is situated the Roman Catholic

Church of St. Hedwig (PI. 81), another monument of the reign of

Frederick the Great, erected in 1747—73 in imitation of the Pan-
theon at Rome, with a spacious dome and a portal borne by six

Corinthian columns.

Five * Statues (PI. 47) by Ranch, over life-size, embellish the

Opern-Platz. Between the palace of the crown-prince and the Opera
House is that of Bliicher (d. 1819), erected in 1826 ; at his r. hand
Gneisenau (d. 1831), at hisl. York{&. 1830), both erected in 1855 ;

all three in bronze. In front of the guard-house BiUow (d. 1816)
and Seharnhorst (d. 1813), both in marble , erected in 1822. The
pedestals are adorned with reliefs referring to the events of 1813

—

1815.

The *Royal Guard House (Kimigswuche, PI. 101) opposite the

Opera, was constructed by Schinkel in the Doric style in 1818 in

the form of a Roman castrum. Adjoining it are three large cannon

captured in 1814. Military music here daily 11-—12 o'clock.

At the back of the guard -house is the Singing Academy (PI.

1441, the members of which meet for rehearsals on Tuesday eve-
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iiings 5— 9 o'clock (^adm. p. oj. It was founded by Fasen (d.

1800} in 1791, and is now under tlic management of Prof. Grell.

The Palace of the Crown-Prince (PI. 129; adm. p. 7) adja-

cent to the Opera, erected in 1687, was once occupied hy Frederick

the Great, when heir-apparent, and afterwards hy Frederick Wil-

liam III. till his death in 1840. The upper storey was added in 1857.

The palace contains a number of apartments tastefully fitted up and

adorned with good modern pictures. A circular memorial hall is

embellished with the bronze busts of seven generals of 1813— 15;

above are medallion reliefs in marble of eight citizens of Berlin

distinguished in science, art, and commerce, and various allusions to

England. The arch over the Oberwall-Strasse leads to the so-called

Palace of tlie Princesses , the residence of the Princess Liegnitz,

second consort of Fred. Will. III., till her death in 1873.

The Arsenal (PI. 169; adm. p. 6; entrance at the back),

adjoining the guard-house , erected in 1685— 1706 under Frederick

I., whose bust is placed over the principal portal, is a massive square

structure, each side of which is 71 yds. in length, with a quadrangle

in the middle. The keystones of the windows consist of heads of

expiring warriors, remarkable for the vigour of their expression. In

the centre of the court is placed the lion of Flensburg (p. 114). The
ground-floor is occupied by cannon of every description ; among
them two Swedish leather field -pieces of the Thirty Years' War,

guns captured from the Austrians in 1866 , and numerous French

pieces, including specimens of the destructive mitrailleuse and the

huge Ste. Vale'rie from the Mont Yalerien near Paris. The first floor

contains 100,000 muskets and fire-arms, captured French and Aus-
trian flags, trophieSj_ etc. The Residence of the Commandant is op-

posite the Arsenal. Farther towards the S.E. is the Bau-Academie

(p. 34).

b. The Schloss-Brilcke and Schloss.

The '" Schloss-Brucke (palace-bridge), constructed in 1824 from
designs by Schinkel, crosses the arm of the Spree which separates

Alt-Kciln from the Friedrichs-Werder . It is adorned with eight

groups in marble, over life-size, illustrative of the life of a warrior.

On the S. : 1. Victory teaches a boy the history of the heroes (by
E. Wolff) ; 2. Minerva instructs the youth in the use of weapons (by
Schievelheiri); 3. Minerva presents the combatant with arms (by
Moller):, *4. Victory crowns the conqueror (by Drake'). On the N. :

5. Victory raises the wounded warrior (by Wichmann):, 6. Minerva
inciting him to a new contest (by A. Wolff)-^ *7. Minerva protecting

and aiding a combatant (by Bldser) ; 8. Iris conducts the victorious

fallen warrior to Olympus (by Wredow).
To the 1. beyond the bridge extends the Lustgarten, a square

247 yds. in length, and 220 yds. in width, which at the time ot

Frederick William 1. was the drillinji ground of the 'Long Guard".
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It is now planted with trees and is enelosed by the Royal Palace,

the Cathedral, and the Old Museum (p. 17). In the centre, on a,

pedestal of granite 20 ft. in height , rises the equestrian Statue of

FrederickWilliamlll.by^. Wolff, inaugurated on 16th June, 1871.
during the festival in celebration of the victories over the French.
Beyond the statue

, in front of the steps of the old Museum , is a

huge Granite Basin , 22 ft. in diameter, and 75 tons in weight,
hewn out of a solid erratic block of ten times the weight found near
Fiirstenwalde.

The *Koyal Palace (PL 142; adm. p. 7) was founded by the

Elector Frederick II., re-erected by Joachim II. in 1540, and com-;^

pleted in its presentform chiefly by Schliiter, the most eminent archi-

tect of his time, and E. v. Gathe, in 1697—1716, under the kings
Frederick I. and Frederick "William I. Its extension in various styles

of architecture corresponds closely with the growth and development
of the Prussian state. The edifice is in the form of a rectangle 158
yds. in length, and 94 yds. in width, and comprises two extensive

courts. It is entered by five portals . two towards the Lustgarten,
two towards the Schloss-Platz , and the principal portal on the W.
side towards the Schlossfreiheit. This last is an imitation of the

triumphal arch of Septimius Severus.

The Portal from the Lustgarten by which the public are ad-

mitted to the palace is adorned by the Home - Tamers , two large

groups in bronze, by Baron Clodt of St. Petersburg
,
presented by

the Emp. Nicholas in 1842. The first court is adorned with St.

George and the dragon, a colossal group in bronze bv Kiss ^ erected

in 1865.
*Interior. Admission see p. 7. Visitors apply to the castellan in the

inner court, on the ground - floor to the 1., and are generally conducted
into the palace by the large portal, erected by fScIiliiter, on the E. side of
the quadrangle. The building contains about 600 apartments. The
ScHWEizER- Saal, the Konigs-Saal (with full-length portraits of the
kings of Prussia), and the Rothe Abler -Saal are first entered. One of
these contains a handsome silver memorial of the foundation of the Order
of the Iron Cross, designed by Burger , and presented to King William in
1870 by the senior members of the order. — The Eittek - Saal , or
Thbon-Saal, contains the royal throne entirely wrought in silver, 8 ft. in

height
,
presented to the emperor by the officers of the army and navy in

1867 on the 60th anniversary of his admission to the military service ; also
vases and tankards in silver and gold, *c. — The Schwarze Adlek-Saal,
where the meetings of the Order of the Black Eagle are held , contains a
large picture by Coiiipliauseit, representing Frederick the Great surrounded
by his generals. — The Picture Gallert, a hall 70 yds. in length, which
also serves as a reception room on festive occasions, contains some good
modern pictures: Sleffeck, King William at the Battle of Sadowa; Menzel,
Coronation of the king at Konigsberg in 1861 , with numerous portraits

;

Camphausen , King William presenting the crown-prince with the order
'pour le me'rite' after the Battle of Sadowa; Eyhel , The Great Elector at

the Battle of Fehrbellin in 1675; David, Buonaparte crossing the St. Bern-
ard. Older pictures : at the entrance Portrait of Sultan Soliman II. by
Lieuens , at the egress Charles I. of England and his queen bv Vaii Dyclc.

— The * White Saloon altered in 1857, 36 yds. in length", 17 yds. in

width , and 42 ft. high , contains marble statues of the twelve Electors of
Brandenburg and an admirable *Victory in a sitting posture by Rrnich.
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In niches above arc eight statues emblematical of the eight provinces of
the Prussian state; beneath arc Caryatides with armorial bearings, above
them eiglit appropriate paintings. — The adjoining Staikcask is em-
bellished with marble statues of the emperors Justinian, Constantine, Char-
lemagne, and Rudolph II. by Effgers, and reliefs by Schliiier. — The *Pa-
LACE Chapel, sumptuously fitted up in 1848—54, 126 ft. in height, and
88 ft. in diameter, is lined and paved with marble, and adorned with
frescoes by distinguished modern masters, representing scriptural subjects,
members of the royal family, reformers, Ac. The altar is of Oriental
alabaster , with a lofty crucifix gilded and set with precious stones. On
the r. and 1. are ambos!, or reading desks, in Carrara marble. Ten co-
lumns in marble serve as candelabra. The chapel is capable of contain-
ing 1500 persons , and is used by the royal family on the occasion of
church festivals.

The White Lady., a spectre which traditionally ha\ni(,-< llic i^alaces
of Baireuth and Berlin, and periodically appears to poifrml lln death of
a member of the royal family of Brandenburg, is said to 1m the ^AiuM of
the Countess Agnes of Orlamiinde, who murdered her two iliil'licn in order
that she might be enabled to marry the Burggrave Albert of Nuremberg,
ancestor of the Electors of Brandenburg. The apparition is said to have
been observed last in Feb. 1840 in the palace at Berlin, and Fred. Wm. III.

died in the summer of the same year.

On the E. side of the Liistgarten , between the palace and the

Museum, is situated the insigniflcant Cathedral (PI. 41), erected in

1747 under Frederick the Great, and restored in 1817, with a large

and two smaller towers covered by domes. It contains a monument
to the Electors John Cicero (d. 1499) and Joachim I. (d. 1535),
cast by Vischer of Nuremberg in 1540, and the handsome sarcophagi

of the Great Elector and King Frederick I. Beneath the church arc

the burial vaults of the Prussian royal family.

The adjoining burial-hall , an imitation of the Campo Santo at

Pisa, for which the distinguished painter Cornelius designed his

spirited compositions illustrative of the Christian views of Sin,

Death, and the Redemption, is uncompleted.

c. The Royal Museums.

The **OId Museum (PI. 124; adm. p. 7), on the N.W. side of

tlie Lustgarten, an admirable building in the Greek style, the finest

at Berlin, with an Ionic portico of eighteen columns, and approached
by a broad flight of steps, was erected by Schinkel in 1824—28
(length 94 yds., depth 28 yds., height 62 ft.).

The central part of the structure , rising above the rest of the
building and corresponding with the rotunda in the interior, is

ndorned at the corners with four colossal groups in bronze : in front,

tlie Horse Tamers of the Monte Cavallo at Rome, a copy by Tieck;
at the back, Pegasus refreshed and caressed by the Horac. by Schie-
velbein and Hagen. The steps are adorned with two large groups in
bronze : r. * Amazon on horseback, defending herself against a tiger,

by Kiss; 1. *Lion combat, by A. Wolff.
The vestibule contains marble statues of Schinkel (d. 1841) by

Tieck, Eauch (d. 1857) by Wichmann
, and G. Schadow (d. 1850)

by Hagen. The *Frescoes designed by Schinkel (p. 34) and exe-
B.jiUEKEK's N. Germauy. 5th Edit. 2
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cuted under the direction of Cornelius represent (on the 1.) the

development of the world from chaos , and (on the r.) the progress

of human culture, pourtrayed in the ancient style.

left: Uranus and the Dance of the Constellations. Saturn and the
Titans retire to the obscurity of the primitive age. The flock of the
moon-lit clouds cross the sky , recalling the reign of Saturn. Jupiter or-

ganises the new course of the M-orld , diffusing the life-giving fire ; the
Dioscuri, the first distributors of light, precede him; Prometheus steals
the fire for the inhabitants of earth. Selene (Luna) drives her chariot In

illumine the night ; heavenly figures aid in spreading forth the broa<l
curtain of night. !Niglit unfolds the mantle from which the figures crowd
forth , her children repose around her. Elements of manifold varieties of
life are developed; maternal love; war still slumbers; joyful Peace witK
Muse ; a child waters the earth with fruitful rain. Elements of science,
impeded by the forces of nature. Fructification. A cock proclaims the
dawn, with which care begins. Rise of the Sun. Venus and Cupid. The
Sun in his chariot rises from the ocean. The Graces soar upwards.

Right : 1st Group. Jlorning and Spring of life ; shepherds ; prize
contests ; the 3Iuse and Psyche in the hut of the poet stringing his lyre

;

the Genius of the poet inspires him. — '2nd Group. Summer and Noon

;

harvest and its joys ; a youthful hero draws inspiration ; Music. — 3rd
Group. On the clouded heights of Helicon, beneath the hoof of the wing-
ed steed, springs the fountain of imagination, from which mankind derives
refreshment; behind the veil of water, the powers which regulate the
eternal laws of life shimmer in the bosom of the earth ; happy being-;
hover in the element of the beautiful. — 4th Group. Music of the Forest;
rejoicing in the winged steed ; Nymphs pour water into the fountain from
which the poet draws ; a lawgiver approaches. — 5th Group. Evening
and Autumn ; vintage ; art of Sculpture (Schinkel is represented as a

sculptor). Architecture , the acanthus embraces the outline of the Corin-
thian capital ; heroes return victorious ; Psyche ; festival of the wine-press
by the fire-side; age rejoicing in the dance of the Muses; the wise man
fathoms the course of the stars ; the sailor drifts out to the moon-lit sea

;

Night and Winter; Luna descends into the sea. — Beginning of a new
day. Mourning by the tumulus.

Beneath these are smaller mural paintings : on tlie 1. the mytli

of Hercules, on the r. that ot Theseus.

A double stair leads from the vestibule direct to the second floor

of the Museum. The staircase is adorned with a copy of the cele-

brated ancient Warwick Vase in England , and with busts of the

ministers v. Altenstein (d. 1840) and W. v. Humboldt (d. 1835).
In the upper passage, at the entrance to the Rotunda , are frescoes

also designed by Schinkel (p. 34), representing the struggle of civi-

lised mankind against barbarians and the elements : on the 1. wild

horses penetrating into a shepherd's dwelling, on the r. the distress

of an inundation. On the lateral walls the peaceful avocations of a

civilised people: on the 1. the domestic hearth, on the r. summer
in the open air.

At the back of the Old Museum, to the N.W., and connected with

it by a short passage crossing the street, is situated the * New Mu-
seum (PI. 1'25; entrance see pp. 19, 25), erected by Stiller in the

Renaissance style in 1843—55, and adorned with Greek details (length

116 yds., depth 44 yds. ; height of the central part, with the princi-

pal portal, which is still closed, and the grand staircase, 102 ft.).

The principal faeade, with the inscription. 'Museum a patre bea-
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tissimo coiiditum ampliavit lilius 1855', is on the E. side, fac-

ing the National Gallery, now in course of construction from designs

by Stuler, in the form of a Corinthian temple. The houses between
these buildings are to bo removed . and an open space will thus be

left between them.
The * Royal Collections of Art (^adm. p. 7) contained in these

buildings are inferior to those of Dresden, Munich, and indeed to

those of most other European capitals, a natural result of the lateness

of their foundation (1820J ; but they are so extensive and admirably

arranged
, as to afford the student an excellent and comprehensive

survey of the history of sculpture and painting.

The collection ; are arranged as follows :
—

The Old Museum contains the *AnUquarium (p. 21) , a collection of
ancient coins, gems, implements, vases, A'c. on the Ground Floor; the an-
cient and medifeval *Sculj)tures (see below) on the First Floor; and the
*Picture Gallery (p. 22) on the Upper Floor.

The New Uuseum contains the handsome Staircase (p. 25) adorned
with *Kaulbach''s Mural Paintings j the *Egyptian (p. 29) and Northern
Antiquities (p. 28) and the Ethnographical Museum (p. 29) on the Ground
Floor; a valuable collection of *C'asts of ancient, mediseval, and modern
sculptures (p. 26) on the First Floor; and the Ktmst-Kanimer and Cabinet
of Engravings (p. 29) on the Upper Floor.

The National Gallery (see above) is destined for the reception of the
collection of pictures now in the Academy (p. 12) , the cartoons of Cor-
nelius (p. 17), and various other works of art.

The Entrance (adm. p. 7) is in the vestibule of the Old Museum,
which is reached by a broad flight of steps from the Lustgarten (comp.
Plan, p. 20). Passing through a massive bronze winged door, the visitor
first enters the Rotunda (see below), beyond which is the Hall of the Gods
and Heroes (p. 20), adjoined by the Greek and Assyrian Sculptures (see below)
on the r., and the Kaisersanl (p. 21) and Mediaeval Sculptures (see below) on
the 1. From the Hall of the Gods, opposite the entrance to the Rotunda,
a stair descends to the ground -floor where the Aniiquarium (p. 21) is

placed, while a double stair ascends to the connecting passage (p. 21)
leading to the New Museum (p. 25), and in the opposite direction, a few
steps higher, to the Picture Gallery (p. 21).

1. Collections in the Old Museum.
The * Gallery of Original Sculptures is chiefly indebted for its

origin to Frederick the Great, to whose collection purchased at Rome
by Bianconi that of Cardinal Polignac was afterwards added. It con-

tains about 1000 objects, most of them of mediocre merit, belonging

to the later Roman Empire, and freely restored, but many deserving

of inspection , and a few of great value. The arrangement begins

with the
Rotunda , a large circular hall covered with a glass cupola , rising

to the full height of the building. Between the columns supporting the
gallery are eighteen ancient statues, the best of which are (beginning from
the 1.): 9. Satyr; 7. Polyhymnia; 4. Minerva; 2. Jupiter; 17. .lEsculapius

;

18, 1. Victories; (without No.) *Amazon ; 14. Juno. Above is the Raphael
tapestry (p. 22).

On entering the Hall of the Gods and Heroes , the visitor is recom-
mended at once to turn to the r. and proceed to the end of the hall of the

Greek, Roman, and Assyrian Sculptures. The Assyrian Reliefs, in

grev alabaster, once adorned the roval palaces uf ancient Nineveh erected

0*
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about. B.C. 900 and 750 respectively, and situated near the modern Nimrud
and Kouyundschik, and represent kings, demons, luinting and battle scenes,
iSrc. (comp. the casts, p. 27). The most interesting of the Greek and Roman
sculptures, which occupy the three sections divided by columns next to the
entrance, are : 1st .section : 802. Helius ; 803. Venus ; 746. (by the window)
Amymone, daughter of Danaus (a torso); 399. Berenice, in black marble.
2nd section : 769. Thorn extractor; 758. Vespasian, in porphyry, the flesh
parts gilded , a modern restoration ; 757. Male torso. 3rd section : 33. Me-
leager ; 747. Venus ; 343. Sella of white marble.

Planofthe FirstFlooroftheOld Museum
(Gallery of Original Sculptures).

I
Kew

Museum.

d

Hall of the gods and heroes.
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Q^Q
Hall of the Gods and Heroes. 1st Section : 124. Head of Pallas

;

*112. Apollo Citharcedus with four Muses ; **111. Polyhymnia, an admir-
able draped statue ; 79. Urania : *80. Euterpe ; 98, 36, 59, 856. Busts of
Demosthenes, Pericles (?), Them'istocles (?) and Euripides. — 2nd: **140.
Boy praying, in bronze, probably by Boodas son of Lysippus, found in the
Tiber and purchased by Frederick the Great for 1500 i. ; 217. Son of Niobe.
— 3rd: 121. Victoria standing on a globe; 107. Flora. — 4th: 140a. Youth-
ful genius ('bonus eventus'?), in bronze, found in the Rhine near Xanten
in 1859; *74. Girl sitting, playing with dice. — 5th: 131. Large Roman
basin from the ThCrmse of Diocletian; 275. Isis ; 78. Juno. — 6th: 325.
Vase in alabaster. — 7th: 151. Venus; 155. Granite basin (like No. 131);
154. Bacchus and Ariadne; *150. Satyr and Hermaphrodite. — 8th: 855,
164. Silenus. — 9th: 180. Ganymede; 58. Alexander the Great; 22. Venus.
— loth : 218. Bacchus ; 141. Head of Pallas ; 226. Male torso , restored as
an archer; 160. Hermaphrodite; 227. Athlete. — 11th: 159. Cupid bending
his bow; 235. Apollo and Mercury; 236. Antinous as Mercury; 264. Antinous.

Greek Cabinet. In the centre, *146. Torso of Cupid; 25. Group of
Bacchus; 270, 69. Two archaic reliefs: Apollo crowned by the goddess of
victory, and Apollo contending with Hercules for the tripod; *219. Mer-
cury, restored as a hero ; *483. Torso of Marsyas.
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Etbuscan-Roman Cabinet. In the centre, 542. Sarcophagus. In the
1. corner *539. Urn in shape of a hoiisc; 519. Clay-sarcophagus, on the lid

a recumbent figure and a woman. To the r. Roman cinerary urns and
sarcophagi. — The visitor next enters the Kaisersaal, or

Hall of the Emperoks , containing numerous busts of Roman em-
perors and empresses. 1st Section : 340. Germanicus ; *29o. Csesar in a toga

;

293. Augustus; 299. Tiberius; 301. Caligula. — 2nd: 304. Vitellius; 419.

Seneca; 307. Vespasian, a colossal head; 308. Domitian. — 3rd: 411. Bar-
barian head of a Dacian from the forum of Trajan ; 395. Marciana ; 316.

Hadrian. — 4th : 359. Trajan as Jupiter , sitting ; 362. Sabina , as Pietas

;

363. Statue of Marcus Aurelius. — 5th : 322a. L. Verus ; 368. Sacrificers. —
6th : nothing worthy of note. — 7th : *873. Statue of Augustus , opposite
that of Csesar. — Then the Hall of the

Medi/eval and Modern Sculptures: *414. Napoleon I. as a Roman
emperor , executed by Chaudet , the best existing likeness of the emperor

;

696a. Mercury sitting^ by Pigalle (A. 1785) ; *719. Hebe by Canova (d. 1822)

;

687. Ephebe as Hyacinth , recumbent figure in bronze by Bosio (d. 1845).

By the window : 740. Cosimo dei Medici , a relief in marble by Andr. Ve-
rocchio (d. 1488) ; 675. Macchiavelli ; 674. Lorenzo de' Medici, 'II Magnifico'

;

668. Pier Soderini , opponent of the Mcdicis (three coloured busts) ; 656.

Virgin and Child with four Saints by Sansovino; 621. Virgin and Child l)y

Luia delta Rohhia , and several other terracottas of his school. — The
visitor now returns to the Hall of the Gods, and descends by the stair to

the 1. to the
^Antiquarium. At the bottom of the stair, under glass, the instructive

model of an ancient quinquereme.
On the left is a suite of rooms containing antique vases , terracottas,

mosaics, and bronzes. Many of the Vases (about 16()0 in number) are val-
uable and important in the study of Greek painting and mythologj'. The
small Bronzes, consisting of idols, weapons, statuettes, domestic utensils,

d'c, aftord an insight into the public and domestic life of the Greeks and
Romans.

On the right are the Cabinet of Coins and Collection of Gems (Intaglios,

receding, and Cameos, raised), comprising several works of the highest artistic

value. Casts of the chief treasures of other collections and mural paint-
ings from Pompeii are suspended on the wall. Here, too, is preserved the
Silver Treasure found at Hildesheim (p. 57) , consisting of Roman plate,

probably of the time-of Augustus. Some of the articles possess great art-

istic merit, especially four round flat dishes with reliefs at the bottom ;

*Minerva, Young Hercules, Deus Lunus, and Cybele; and several wide
goblets with feet.

The Cabinet of Coins (upwards of 40,000 ^in number) is chronologically
arranged. The mediseval and modern coins are in a separate apartment,
to which access is obtained by application at the office of the director.

Casts and imitations of the best gems may be purchased of tlie custodians.
The double stair from the Hall of the Gods ascends to the Passaoe

connecting the old and new Museums, where several casts of ancient por-
trait-statues are placed. The passage leads to the Roman Cupola Saloon
(p. 27), instead of proceeding to which, the visitor now turns in the opposite
direction and ascends a few more steps to the upper or Second Floor of
the Old Museum, containing the picture gallery (see Plan, p. 22). Amither
(the old) approach to the picture gallery is from the vestibule of the Old
Museum towards the Lustgarten, by the double stair leading direct to the
gallery of the Rotunda (comp. p. 22).

The +Picture Gallery , although , as already observed , inferior to the
other great continental collections , is admirably adapted for the study of
the history of the art. It is divided into 37 apartments , each bearing
a number. To the r. of the entrance from the connecting passage , and
to the 1. of the approach from the Rotunda, the Italian school begins in

the 4th , and the Dutch school in the 5th saloon , one of which may be
conveniently taken as a starting-point. Each of these is marked in the
Plan as No. 1 , and the following enumeration begins with No. 1 of the
Italian School. A list of the pictures in each room hangs on the wall
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(Hbout 1400 in all). The number, author, and subject of each of the finest

works are here given, while of the less important the number and painter

only are mentioned. Catalogue 15 Sgr.
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3rd Room. ist. wall: 1. *79. Jakh Siynorelli
.,

Six Saints (two winga
III an altai'-piece of which the central scene is missing); 82. Filippino Lippi^

Virgin. 2n(l wall : 104. Andrea Veroccliio, Virgin with Christ and St. John;
00a. Leonardo da Fmci, Madonna and Child; 93. P. di Coshno, Meeting of
Christ and John the Baptist; 94. Filippo Lippi, Same subject in a fore.it

landscape; 92. Lor. di Credi, Adoration of the Magi; 96.' Filippino Lippi.

Christ on the cross.

4th Room. 1st wall; Sandro BoiticelU, 106. Madonn? and Child with
saints, *102. Madonna with seven candle-bearing angels; 107. Piero di Co-

simo, Venus and Mars; 109. li. Pertmi., Caritas; 108. Pesello, Madonna:
103. L. di Credi, Magdalene; *100. The same. Madonna adoring the Child.
2nd wall (School of Bologna previous to 1520): 111. Cosimo Twra, Virgin:
112. L. Costa, Presentation in the Temple.

5th Room. 1st wall; 1. 117. L. LongM , Madonna with St. Sebastian
and Francis; 114. L. Co ta , Presentation in the Temple. 2nd wall: 120.

'fimoleo della Vite , Madonna with the two SS. James; * 121. F. Francia.
Pieta; The same, *122. Madonna inthroned , *123. Madonna. 127. St. John
the Bapt. and St. Stephen.

A room to the r. with pictures which chronologically belong to this

period is opened by the attendant on application. It contains early
Christian pictures on a gold ground , interesting as the first attempts at

painting in various countries, <and also a number of valuable works of the
Umbrian school (1460—1520) and from the early period of Raphael. *13r).

Raphael, Christ at the Sepulchre; *150. Giovanni lo Spagno, Adoration ol

the Magi, in water-colours on linen, half-obliterated; 140a. Giovanni Sanli
(Raphaels father), Madonna; 132. G. B. Beriiicci , Adoration of the Magi:
140. 146. Perugino, Madonna.

Bkst Period (1500— 1540). 6th Room. Venetians. 1st wall ; 1. 15G.
152. Giorgione (?), Portraits. 2nd wall: Titian, * 163. Portrait of himself:
**166. Portrait of his daughter Lavinia (the other pictures bearing Titian's
name are bv masters of his school onlv). 165. Pordenone, Washing of the
feet; 169. Bordone, Chess-players. 3rd wall; 180. Bordone, Venus; 174.

Palma Vecchio, Portrait.

7th Room. 1st wall; 1. 187. Moretto, Adoration of the Shepherds. 2nd
wall: Bordone, Virgin and saints; 198. The same, Female portrait; 183.
Palma Vecchio (?), Holy Family; *196. Pordenone, Christ and the adulteress;
197. Moretto, Holy Family; *197a. Palma Vecchio, Porti-ait of his daughter;
190. H. von Calcar, Portrait. 3rd wall ; 200. Bonifazio, Christ and the adul-
teress.

8th Room. Lombard School. 1st wall; 1. 217. B. Luini, Madonna;
*207 a. Correggio (?), Thorn-crowned head of Christ , formerly in the pri-
vate chapel of Frederick William III., the favourite picture of that mon-
arch; 204. G. Ferrari, Adoration of the Shepherds. 2nd wall; *216. Cor-
reggio, lo embraced by Jxipiter in the form of a cloud (probably an old
copy of the original picture at Vienna); 224. Luini, Madonna; *218. Cor-
reggio, Leda and the svv-an ; 222. Melzi, Pomona and Vertumnus.

9th Room. Florentine and Roman School. 1st wall ; 1. 234. Seb. del
Piombo , Portrait of P. Aretino; 240. A. del Sarto , The painter's wife;
236, 241. The same, Legends of St. Antony of Padua; 239. Pontormo, Por-
trait of A. del Sarto; **141. Raphael, Madonna reading, and the Child
holding a thistle-fmch ; *237. -S. del Piombo, Body of Christ with Joseph
of Arimathea and Magdalene; *146. Raphael (early period), Virgin with
SS. Jerome and Francis. 2nd wall: 246. A. del' Sarto, Sladonna with
saints; **247a. Raphael, Madonna and Child, with the tvi^o Johns ('Ma-
donna coi Bambini'), a work of Raphael's first period, purchased at Naples
for 6750?.; * 249. Fra> Bartolommeo, Assumption of the Virgin.

10th Room. 1st wall; 1. *265. Giulio Romano, Diana and Calisto (a
fresco transferred to canvas); 233. Pontormo, Venus kissing Cupid. 2nd
wall: **248. Raphael, 'Madonna di Casa Colonna', so called from the pa-
lace at Rome in which the picture was formerly preserved, purchased for
30002.; 259. «S. del Piombo, Crucifixion (on marble).

Period of Decline (after 1570). 11th Room. Venetians. 2nd wall:
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298, 299. Tintoretto, Two procurators of St. Mark; The same, 301. Portrait,

300. Maria Gloriosa.
12th Room. 2nd wall: 309. P. Veronese, Minerva arming Mars; 311.

The same, Apollo and Juno; 316. Tintoretto, St. Mark and tliree procura-

tors. * Ceiling-painting (326) by P. Veronese.

13th Room. 1. 337. Vasari, Grandduke Oosimo dei Medici.

14th Room. Florentines and other Italians of the 16th and 17th cent.,

naturalists and eclectics. 1st wall: Caravaggio, 365. St. Matthew the Evan-
gelist, 359. The mount of olives; 362. Domenichino, St. Jerome. 2nd wall:

375. Domenichino, Portrait of the architect Scamozzi; 377. G. Rent, Venus.
3rd wall : G. Reni, Fortune ; 385. Domenichino, The deluge.

15th Room. Italian , German and Dutch eclectics. 1st wall : 1. 423.

C. Dolci, St. John the Evangelist. 2nd wall : 483. Mengs, Holy Family.
16th Room. 1st wall: 491. Mengs, Portrait of his father; 499. A. Kanff-

mann. Her own portrait; 502. A. v. d. Werff, Madonna. 2nd wall: The

same. Lamentation ; 492. Pastoral scene.

17tli Room (lighted from above), principally Spanish and French mas-
ters. 1st wall: 1. Spagnoletto, Martyrdom of St. Bartholomew; 428. Claude
Lorrain, Landscape ; 405. Murillo, Spanish woman. 2nd wall : 494. Greuze,

A girl ; Watteati, 474. Musical performance in the country, 470. Masquerade
at night, 468. Jlinuet; 489. Pesne, Frederick the Great; 475. Clouet, King
Henry III. as a youth. 3rd wall : 421. S.Rosa, Shipwreck; 369. Caravaggio,

(Jupid; 465. i/ij'?jn?'rf, Maria Mancini, niece of Card. Mazarin; 353. Caravag-
gio, Entombment; 471. Lebrun, The Jabach family at Cologne, mentioned in

Goethe's "Truth and Fiction'; *413. Velasquez, Card. Azzolini ; 404 a. Zur-
haran, Exliil)iticin of the miraculous crucifix; 408. Murillo, Magdalene.
4th wall ; ^ 414. Murillo, St. Antony of Padua with the Infant Christ.

The visitdi' slicmld now retrace his steps to the first room of the Nether-

lands and Cerman Schools.
First Culminating Period , from Hubert and John van Eyck to

Hans Holbein and the pupils of Albert Diirer (1420—1550). 1st Room

:

**512—523. John and Hubert van Eyck (the gem of the collection), twelve
paintings on si.x panels which formed the wings of the celebrated altar-

piece of the 'Adoration of the Spotless Lamb' in the church of St. Bavon
at Ghent. There were originally thirteen panels, which were carried olV

by the French and fell into the hands of a dealer; six are now in Belgium,
six here, purchased for 15,000 1., the thirteenth has disappeared. 1st. The
just judges ; the old man on the magnificently caparisoned grey horse is the

painter Hub. van Evck (1366—1426), at the side in a black robe his brother
John (1400—1445); 2nd. Champions of Christ, St. Sebastian, St. George,
and St. Michael the foremost ; 3rd and 4th. Singing and playing angels

;

5th. Hermits ; 6th. Pilgrims. The following six are painted at the back
of the above (the panels are turned every three days; a second visit there-

fore necessary): 7th. John the Baptist; 8th. Portrait of Jodocus Vyts, bur-

gomaster of Ghent , for whom the picture was painted ; 9th and 10th. An-
nunciation, the angel Gabriel, and the Virgin; 11th. Wife of Jodocus Vyts
as St. Elizabeth; 12th. St. John the Evangelist. The sketches by the
window alford a clue to the connection between the pictures. — In the

same Room : Mich. Coxcie , 524 , 255. Copies of the above-mentioned altar-

piece at Ghent; J. van Eijck , 528. Head of Christ, painted in 1438; Mem-
ling, 528 b. Madonna ; 533. The Prophet Elisha visited by an angel ; Rogier
van der Weyde, *534b. Three scenes from the life of John the Baptist; 534 a.

Life of Mary (a triptych); 535. Altar-piece with wings, Nativity, Adoration
of the Magi, the Sibyl of Tibur and the Emp. Augustus adoring the Virgin

;

530. Hugo van der Goes, Anminciation ; 539. Memling , Jewish family cele-

brating the Passover; 539 a. P. Christophsen , Annunciation and Nativity;
5291). The same. The day of judgment.

2nd Room. German Schools. 1st wall : r. 563 a, b, c, d. Hans Holbein

the i'ounger. Eight saints; 561a. Zeilblom, St. Peter; 564. L. Cranach the

Elder, Apollo and Diana, 566. Adam and Eve. 2nd wall : 577. H. Holbein,

Portrait of the Imp. General Frundsberg; 583. Amberger, Portrait of Seb.

Miinster the geographer; 589. Cranach, Card. Albert of Brandenburg; SSe.
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H. Holbein, Portrait of M. Gyzen, a London merchant; 590. Cranach, Por-
trait of Duke John Frederick of Saxony; 7'he same, 594. Venus, 593. The
spring of youth.

3rd Room. Cranuch , 567. Adam and Eve , 618. Luther disguised as
Junker George; 619a, b. Beham, Four saints; Mabme, 642. Adam and Eve,
648. Neptune and Amphitrite.

4th Room. Netherland Schools. 1st wall ; r. 688. Breughel and Rolten-
hammer. Festival of Bacchus. 2nd wall : 721. P. Breughel , Procession to

Mount Calvary; 731. P. Brill, The tower of Babel.
5th Room. 1st wall: 750. Th. de Keyser, Family piece; 743. /. G. Cuyp,

Portrait of an old woman ; 744. Rubens and Snyders, Stag-hunt. 2nd wall .

lUibens, 758. Portrait of his second wife Helena" Fourment, 762. Coronation
of Mary; Van Dijck, 770. Christ scourged, 768. Portrait, 786. Portrait, 787.

Nuptials of St. Catherine, 771. The Infant Christ and St. John.
6th Room. 1st wall: r. 778. Van Dyck, The dead Christ mourned over

by Mary Magdalene , St. John , and an angel ; Rubens , *783. Lazarus, 781.

St. Cecilia; 796. Melsu, Medical visit; 785. Rubens, Perseus and Andromeda;
779. Christ and St. John as children; 782. Van Dyck, Portrait of Prince
Thomas of Cariguan. 2nd wall: 790. Van Dyck, Children of Charles 1.

of England ; 0. Terburg, 791. Paternal admonition , 793. Genre-piece ; 795.

J. Steen, Garden of an inn; 800. F. Hals, Portrait. 3rd wall: 797. Rubens,
Three cavaliers ; 798. Rubens and Snyders. Christ with Mary and Martha.

7th Room. 1st wall : r. 811. Rembrandt , Moses ; 823. J. J. van VUet,.

Pluto and Proserpine; Rembrandt, 808, 810. Portraits of himself; *802. Duke
Adolphus of Guelders threatens his captive father; 815. Qovaerl Flinck,.

Abraham banishes Hagar.
8th Room. 1st wall : r. *840. A. van der Neer, Conflagration at a Dutch

sea-port; 832. Van der Heist, Portraits. 2nd wall: 852. Everdingen, Water-
fall; 856. D. Teniers, Peasants playing cards ; 854. G. Dow, Cook. 3rd wall:
879. J. Jordaens, 'When the old quarrel the young squeak\

9th Room. 1st wall: r. 884. J. Ruysdael , Sea slightly agitated. 2nd
wall: 899. A. Ruysdael, Landscape; 911. W. van de Velde, Quay.

10th Room. Period of Decline. 2nd wall: 948. Pierson ,'
Still life.

3rd wall : 955. Van Thulden, Triumph of Galathea.
Uth Room. 1st wall : 1. 963. De Heem, Festoons of fruit; in the cei^tre.

Virgin and Child by C. Begas. 2nd wall: 974. Snyders, Contest betvYeen
bears and dogs.

12th Room. 1st wall ; 1. 998. Huysum, Flowers. 2nd wall : 1014, 1014 b.
Denner, Portraits of two old men; 1023a. Dietrich, Tivoli.

2. Collections in the Neio Museum.
Approaihing the New Musemii from the Old by the nonnecting

passage, the visitor is recouimended to traverse Rooms X., XL, and
XIL (see Plan, p. 2(i) and enter the spacious ^Staircase (PI. IL),

44 yds. in length, 19 yds. in width, and 102 ft. in height, whioh
forms the centre of the building. . A single stair leads from the ground-
floor to the lirst storey, a double from the lirst to the second. The
steps are of Silesian marble.

Six magnilicent **Mural Paintings by Kaulbach , executed ini

1847—66, representing important epochs in the history of mankind,,

adorn the upper walls of the staircase.
1. Foil of Babel, King Nimrod in the centre, in the foreground the

division of the tribes, on the 1. the Shemites with their flocks, in the
centre the idolatrous descendants of Ham, on the r. the children of Japhet.
the founders of the Caucasian race. Slaves stone the architect. — 2.

Prosperity of Greece. Homer approaches the shore of Greece in a boat
and sings to the listening people , on the 1. poets , sculptors , architects,
A.C., on the r. warriors dancing around the altar, in the foreground Thetis,
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risen from the sea , also in a listening attitudo. On the rainbow above,
Jupiter, Juno, and the gods of Olympus, Apollo with the Muses and
Graces. — 3. Deslruction of Jerusalem by Titus , in the foreground the
High Priest killing his family and himself, on the 1. Ahasuerus, the wander-
ing Jew, fleeing, on the r. a Christian family retreating, the most beauti-
ful group. Above, the four prophets who predicted the destruction of the
city. — 4. Battle of the Huns , considered the finest of the six paintings.
According to a legend , the combatants were so exasperated that the slain

rose during the night and fought in the air. Rome , which is seen in the
background , is said to have been the scene of this event. Above , borne
on a shield, is Attila with a scourge in his hand, opposite him Theodoric,
king of the Visigoths. — 5. The Crusaders before Jerusalem under Godfrey
de Bouillon. At their head Godfrey

,
presenting the crown of Jerusalem

to the Saviour; beneath are Pierre of Amiens and other crusaders; the
group on the 1. is an embodiment of minstrelsy, which was so intimately
associated with the chivalry of the middle ages. — 6. Age of the Refor-
mation , comprising numerous historical personages. In a Gothic church
Luther at the altar, holding up the Bible, with Melanchthon, Zwingli,
Calvin, and Bugenhagen ; sitting in a semicircle are Wicklifl'e, Huss, and
other early Reformers; on the wall behind them the 'Last Supper' of
Leonardo da Vinci ; 1. Huguenots with Coligny; Elizabeth of England; r.

Gustavus Adolphus ; in the aisles, 1. Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Newton,
Columbus, i'c; r. Dtirer, Holbein, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Gutenberg,
Shakspeare, Cervantes, Petrarch, d'c.

Adjoining and between the great paintings are several figures on a
gold ground, over the doors Tradition and History, Science and Primitive
Art (poetry). Between the large pictures the lawgivers Moses , Solon,
Charlemagne, Frederick the Great ; above them Egypt, Greece, Italy, Ger-
many. On the window-walls the arts of Sculpture, Painting, Architecture,
and Engraving.

Around the entire hall, beneath the richly decorated pendent work,
runs a Frieze., bearing a humorous representation (in grisaille) of the history
of the development of mankind, terminating with Humboldt leaning on his
Cosmos, the whole hardly intelligible without a detailed explanation.

First Floor of the New Museum
(Collection of Casts).

( VI ) VII
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the collection a chronological order has been observed. Detailed catalogue
of the antiques 15 Sgr., extract 2>|2 Sgr.

I. Gallert of the N. Court (entrance see Plan). This room con-

tains casts of the most ancient works of the plastic art: Assyrian reliefs

(B.C. 1200—700); early Greek statues (among them the Lions from Aga-
memnon's castle at Mycene , etc.). Early Greek metopse (about B. C. 600)
and tombstones. Also reliefs , metopjp , and friezes of the best period of

Greek art (about 440), c. g. from the Parthenon, from the Theseum at

Athens, and from the temple of Zeus at Olympia.
Returning by the (II.) Staircase the visitor now enters the
III. Greek Saloon. Tympanum groups from the Temple of Minerva

at iEgina at the upper end of the saloon (dating from the time of the
Persian wars) show the transition from the rigid early Greek style to the
spirited and natural braufy'of the golden period (about B.C. 440, Phidias
and his pupils). To the latti r jicriod belong the tympanum groups and frieze

of the Parthenon at Alliens ; then reliefs and tombstones of the same
period. The ten Mi/ftil Puiiitiixj.^ . beginning from the entrance from the
-staircase, represent: 1. Ancient Athens; 2. Temple of Zeus at Olympia;
3. Monument of Lysicratcs at Athens; 4. The Acropolis at Athens; 5.

Temple of Zeus at .iEgina; 6. Sacred grove at Olympia; 7. Temple of

Apollo Epicurius at Phigalia ; 8. View of ancient Syracuse ; 9. Lycian
tombstones ; 10. Altar of Zeus Lyciseus in Arcadia.

IV. Ante - Chamber : Laocoon group , the well known work of the

Rhodian school, 3rd cent. B.C.
V. Saloon and Cabinet , containing heroic representations : Group

of the Farnesc Bull, a work of the Rhodian school ; Amazons. Mythological

:

Representations of Apollo, and of Artemis, from the earliest period down
to the conquest of Greece, B.C. 146, and the time of Augustus, A.D. 14.

Then examples of the Ionic and Doric orders of architecture. In the corner
to the 1. a model of the Acropolis in its present form.

VI. Greek Cupola Saloon : Figures of Pallas Athene of different pe-

riods (among them 664. Athena-Medici , now in the Ecole des Beaux Arts
at Paris, and probably appertaining to the Parthenon sculptures). Figures
of Hercules; Menelaus with the body of Patroelus, of the Rhodian school.
Mural Paintings: Theseus slaying the Jlinotaur, Hercules capturing the
Arcadian stag, Bellerophon slaying the Chimfera, Perseus releasing Andro-
meda.

VII. NioBE Saloon , containing Various heroic and mythological re-

presentations. By the long wall. Group of the Children of Niobe, probably
from the tympanum of a temple of Apollo, copv of an earlier vifork of the
Attic school of Scopas and Praxiteles (B.C. 400—325); Zeus of Otricoli,

copy of a celebrated work by Phidias (500—432) ; Hera Ludovisi , copy
of the Hera of Polycletes (460—400); Discus thrower; Borghese gladiator;
Wrestler of the Rhodian school ; Dying Gaul , of the school of Pergamus
(about B.C. 200); Colossal figure of the 'Nile, of the same period; Thorn-
extractor, a genre sculpture of the same period. Then, along the wall to

the r. , numerous portrait-busts of Greek poets and generals, most of them
Roman copies of Greek originals. Mured Paintings: Greek heroic and
mythological scenes.

VIII. Saloon. Cabinets on the r. contain small casts , chiefly from
Pompeii ; on the 1. figures of animals, of Greek and Roman workmanship.
The door leading to the staircase from this room is closed.

IX. Saloon. Representations of Aphrodite and Dionysus; tigures of
satyrs, chiefly of Grseco-Roman origin; Sleeping Ariadne, 1st cent. B.C.
Then portrait-busts of the Roman empire. — The walls are embellished
with seventeen encaustic (wax) paintings of ancient Roman localities , de-
signed by Stiller, Pape, and Seiffert.

X. Roman Cupola Saloon : Roman portrait-statues ; along the wall
reliefs from the Arch of Constantine and the Column of Trajan at Rome.
Three large Mural Paintings: Consecration of the Church of St. Sophia by
Justinian, by Schroder; Subjugation of Wittekind by Charlemagne, de-
signed by Kaulbach and executed by Graf; Christianity adopted as the
religion of the state, by SHlke.
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XI. Medieval Saloon. Casts of sculptures and mouldings in German,
French, and English churches. On the 1. Tomb of St. Sebaldus at Nurem-
berg , by Vischer ; St. Hippolytus , from the Lateran ; Font at Hildesheim.
In the cupolas portraits of German Emperors.

XII. Modern Art Saloon (divided into ten sections). Immediately
to the 1. Ghiberti's door^ of the Baptistery at Florence, with scenes from
the Old Testament; St. George, by Donatello ; Mercury by Giovanni da
Bologna; Entombment by Krafft; r. Michael Angelos monuments of the
Medicis at Florence, Pieta, youth in fetters, Moses. The- last section con
tains reliefs, a Venus, and Hope, by Thorvaldsen; Victoria, by Ranch.

In the Staircase (PI. II.), as already mentioned, a flight of steps

descends to the Ground Floor of the New Museum , which contains the
collection of Northern Antiquities, the Ethnographical Collection, and the
Greek Court on the r. , and the Egyptian Museum on the 1.

Ground Floo
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by Schievelbein, representing the destruction of Pompeii, and a number of
modern copies of ancient and modern works of art in bronze (from the
Berlin Industrial Institution) and plaster.

The *Egyptian Museum (see Plan), one of the most important collec-

tions of the kind , founded by Passalacqva , and greatly extended by Lep-
sius in 1845, is arranged in five saloons, the artistic embellishment of
which contributes materially to explain tlie nature of the different objects.
Instructive catalogue by Lepsius, 2'|2 Sgr.

I. Tlie Mtthological Saloon is chiefly occupied by sarcophagi and
mummies. The most valuable of the former, placed under glass in the
centre, was found at Thebes. The mural paintings afford a survey of the
principal forms of the Egyptian gods.

II. Saloon of the Tombs. The *Tomb Chambers here, entirely

covered internally and externally with hieroglyphics , were brought in
fragments from the Necropolis at Memphis by Professor Lepsius and re-

constructed in their original forms. They all belong to the ancient
Egyptian kingdom, dating from between 3000 and 2000 years before Christ.

III. Htposttle. On the walls between the columns are papyrus MS.
preserved under glass. A niche in the background contains the colossal
statue of King Horus.

IV. The Passage Room to the historical saloon also contains papy-
rus rolls, as well as tiles of the clay of the Nile.

V. The Historical Saloon contains figures of gods , kings
,

priests,

and dignitaries of the kingdom , monuments , altars , inscriptions , mural
paintings, d'c. , chiefly of the later kingdom, B.C. 1650—525. The glass

cabinets contain various smaller objects of a religious and domestic nature,
utensils, heads of mummies, mummies of sacred animals, cats, fish, croco-
diles, frogs, ibises, grasshoppers, amulets, cut stones, trinkets, coins, fruit.

The mural paintings beginning on the E. side, and continuing towards the
1.

,
present a chronological review of the different periods of the history

of Egypt : 1—17. The old kingdom, 18—40. The later kingdom.
VI. The Colonnade Court, together with the contiguous hypostyle

and the niches terminating the latter, the central of which is occupied by
the colossal figure of King Horus, represents the main features of an Egyp-
tian temple. In the centre of the entrance-court stands an altar. In front
of the hypostyle are two colossal figures of kings in a sitting posture, in
porphyry ; to the 1. Ramses II. , termed Sesostris by the Greeks , entirely
uninjured; to the r.' Usortesen I. (B.C. 2000), consisting chiefly of frag-
ments reunited and supplemented. In the centre two ram sphynxes (that
on the r. a cast). The hieroglyphics on the entablature record in the
Egyptian language that these monuments were arranged here in 1848 by
order of Frederick William IV. The mural paintings by Schirmev , Paj'e,

and others, represent Egyptian landscapes.
A Collection of Casts, upwards of 200 in number, also belongs to

this department.
In the Passage of the Second Floor is the entrance to the
Collection of Engravings, open to the public on Sundays only, on other

days to students. It comprises upwards of 500,000 engravings, 2(),000 draw-
ings , miniatures , etchings , &c. A. number of the most important impres-
sions in an historical point of view are exposed to view in glazed frames,
while the rest are preserved in portfolios in the cabinets. The visitor is

recommended to proceed to the end of the saloon and begin with an in-
spection of the cabinets on the W. side. On the six cabinets on the W.
side of the Blue Room are Germans and Netherlanders, beginning with the
'Master of 1464' , down to Wille , Chodowiecky , and Bause, the Nether-
landers extending down to the 'peintres-graveurs" of the 17th cent. The
cabinets on the E. side contain Italian, French and Spanish, English and
Russian masters. — On the walls of the Green Room are a number of
admirable engravings and drawings of every school and period in contem-
poraneous frames. — The Brown Room contains drawings, chiefly by Diirer,
water-colours, and miniatures. The portfolios are on request placed before
visitors for inspection. A niche here contains a bust of Diirer.

The Kunstkammer, or Chamber of Art, entered to the r. from the
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passage of the upper floor (see above), contains the Historicul Collection

and the Smaller Objects of Art.

I. Room. Artistically finished furniture ; small models of celebrated

monuments ; in the glass cabinets numerous *models of buildings archi-

tecturally interesting, chiefly in N. Germany.
The Niche adjoining contains relics and memorials of the royal fam-

ily of Prussia, e. g. the life-size figure of the Great Elector, beside which
are those (in wax) of kings Frederick I. and Frederick the Great in the
clothes usually worn by them, the hat of the Great Elector worn by him
at the Battle of Fehrbellin, pipes used by Frederick the Great's father in

his 'Tabakscollegium', Frederick's flute, drawings by him, &c. ; hussar
uniform and 'Kolpak' of General Ziethen; Napoleon's orders, hat, and pis-

tols , captured in his carriage at Genappe after the Battle of Waterloo

;

Bliicher's orders, &c.

II. Room. Majolicas and glasses, most of them of Italian workmanship,
of the 16th and 17th cent. ; Nuremberg glasses of the 17th cent.

III. Room. Smaller objects of art, carved ivory and wood, tankards,
vases, glasses, enamelled ornaments, dc, historically arranged.

IV. Room. Ecclesiastical antiquities , crucifixes , monstrances , reli-

quaries.

The Packhof (PI. 127) adjoining the Museum is a modern build-

ing, designed by Schinkel.

d. Schiller - Platz . Wilhehns- Strusse. Wilhelms - Platz.

Leipziger Strasse. Leipziger Platz. Potsdam Suburb.

Belle-Alliance-Platz . Krexizberg

.

With the Behren-Strasse to the S. of the Linden begins the

Friedrichs-Stadt (p. 8), the most regularly built quarter of

Berlin, founded by Frederick I. and Frederick "William L It was
formerly a dull part of the town , but the N. part of it next

the Linden is now the great centre of business and the principal

rendezvous of travellers. The most important streets intersecting it

are the Friedrichs-Strasse , running from N. to S., and the Leipzi-

ger Strasse, from E. to W. , the junction of which is probably the

busiest spot in the city. The Friedrichs-Str., the longest in Berlin,

with its prolongation to the N. of the Linden, measures Si/oM. from

the Oranienburg to the Halle Gate.

In the Schiller -Platz (or Gensdarmen-Markt~) , a few paces

only from the Linden and the Platz am Opernhaus , are situated

the Schauspielhaus, the French, and the New Church.

The ^Schauspielhaus, or Theatre (PI. 152), 84 yds. long. 55 yds.

in depth, and 125 ft. in height, was erected by Schinkel in 1819—
21 in the Greek style , to replace the original building which was
burned down in 1817, and is one of that master's finest works. The
principal facade towards theE. is embellished with an Ionic portico,

approached by a prominent flight of steps. At the sides of the steps

are two groups in bronze by Tieck
,
genii riding on a panther and a

lion. The tympanum of the portico contains a Group of the Children

of Niobe in sandstone, by the same sculptor. The summit of the

principal part of the building is crowned with an Apollo in a chariot

drawn by two griffins, a group in bronze by Ranch and Tieck, in
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the tympanum beneath which are Melpomene and Polyhymnia. On
the W. summit of the building, corresponding to the Apollo , is a

Pegasus in copper. The N. tympanum contains the ^triumphal pro-

cession of Bacch\is with Ariadne ; in the S. tympanum, * Orpheus

and Kurydice , both by F. Tieck. Besides the theatre , in which

seats are provided for 1500 spectators , the building contains two

concert-rooms, the larger of which can accommodate 1200 persons.

In front of the steps of the theatre stands the Monument of

Schiller, 19 ft. in height, consisting entirely of Carrara marble
,
b\

hegas. The figure of the poet, 9 ft. in height, partially enveloped

in a long mantle , stands on a pedestal originally destined to serve

as a fountain, and adorned at the corners with allegorical llgure>-

of lyric and dramatic poetry, historical composition and philosophy.

To the N. of the theatre is the French Church (PI. 78), to the

S. the New Church, or German Cathedral (PI. 94), both built at the

beginning of last century in the Renaissance style, and provided by

(tontard in the reign of Frederick the Great with handsome towers

covered with domes and surrounded with detached columns. .

In the Gensdarmen-Markt, at the corner of the Jager- Strasse,

opposite the theatre, is also situated the building of the <See/tfm(iiun(/,

an institution founded in 1772 for the promotion of trade, now a

species of bank under the control of the minister of linance. The
Bank of Prussia is in the vicinity.

The nViLHELMS-STRAssE (PI. E, F, 4—6), which forms the W.
boundary of the Friedrichs-Stadt, diverges from the Linden near

the Pariser Plat/, towards the S.E., and like the Friedrichs-Strasse

terminates in the Belle-Alliance-Plat/ (p. 33). The N. half of this

street is considered'the most aristocratic quarter of the city. No.

70, on the r. (approaching from the Linden) , is the residence of

Herr Hanseinann; l>io. 72, the Palace of Princes Alexander and
George of Prussia • No. 73 , that of the Minister of the Household

;

No. 65, opposite, the residence of the Minister of Justice. Then on

the r., No. 76, the Foreign Office of the Empire of Germany and Re-
sidence of the Chancellor of the Empire ] No. 77, Palace of Prince

Radziwill; No. 79, Minister of Trade and Public Works.

On the 1. side of the street is the Wilhelms-Platz, adorned

with flower-beds and with Statues of six heroes of the three Sile-

sian wars of Frederick the Great : Schwerin , who fell at Prague in

1757; Wmter/'cWt , Frederick's favourite , who fell at Moys, near

Gorlitz, in 1757; Seydlitz, the hero ofRossbach, who died in 1773;
Keith, who fell at Hochkirch in 1758; the gallant Zie</»en, who died

in 1786 ; and ^Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau , the victor at Kes-
selsdorf, who died in 1747. The marble statues (p. 38) with which
the Platz was formerly embellished were replaced by bronze statues

in 1862, Schwerin and Winterfeldt newly designed by A'm, the

others copied from the original figures , of which Ziethen and Leo-
pold of Dessau were by Schadow,
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On the N. side of the "Wilhelms-Platz is the Palace of Prince

Charles (PI. 133), erected in 1737, and remodelled by Schinkel in

1827. The * Museum of Weapons (adm. p. 7; visitors apply to

the major-domo, Wilhelms-Platz 8) on the ground-floor, containing

among other curiosities some admirable specimens of Italian work-

manship of different centuries, is well worth seeing. — Adjoining

the Wilhelms-Platz on the E. is the small Ziethen-Platz, connected

with the Schiller - Platz by the Mohren - Strasse. On the r. in

the latter is the Church of the Trinity , of which vSchleiermacher,

the eminent preacher and philosopher, was incumbent from 1809

until his death in 1834.

A few paces to the S. of the Wilhelms-Platz the traveller

reaches the busy * Leipziger Strasse, about 1 M. in length,

running parallel with the Linden , and leading from the Donhofs-
Platz (p. 35) to the Potsdam Gate. At the S.W. corner of its

intersection with the Friedrichs-Strasse is the attractive depot of

the Royal Porcelain Manufactory , on the first floor. To the W. of

the Wilhelms-Strasse , No. 5 in the Leipziger Strasse, on the 1., is

3the War Office, an imposing edifice, restored in 1847. The four

figures in sandstone at the portals represent a hussar , a gunner , a

grenadier, and a cuirassier. No. 4, adjacent, is the temporary

Reichstags- Gebdude or Hall of the Imperial Diet (PI. 141), hastily

.erected in 1871 on the site of the old porcelain manufactory.

The Interior (adm. p. 7) is worthy of a visit. The entrance to

the assembly hall is by the central door. The Vestibiile is adorned with
medallion portraits of distinguished Germans (Stein, Fichte, Arndt, Dahl-
mann, Mathy, Uhland, Schiller, and Scharnhorst). The Assembly Hall,
lighted from above, contains seats for 400 deputies and the 44 members of
the Imperial Council. The building contains seven other halls , and nu-
merous apartments for committee meetings, for the Imperial Chancellor, the
President of the Diet, the President of the Council , &c. The entrance to

the galleries is not by the central door, but in the court, into which the
gateway on the 1. leads, and where the office is situated (cards of admis-
sion to the sessions, see p. 7).

Adjoining the Hall of the Diet is the Herrenhaus, or Upper
Chamber (PI. 67), beyond which the Leipziger vStr. expands into

the octagonal Leipziger Platz, adorned with grounds. No. 11

on the S. side of the latter is the Palace of Prince Adalbert, Admiral
of the German navy (d. 1873). No. 12 on the N. side is the Navy-

Office. On the r. side of the street which intersects the Platz rises

the bronze statue of the Prussian general and premier Count Bran-
denburg, erected in 1862.

The Potsdam Suburb , outside the Potsdam Gate , one of the

most attractive quarters of Berlin, is the residence of the wealthier

portion of the community. The N. half, lying between the canal

and the Thiergarten , is chiefly remarkable for its handsome
dwelling-houses and villas , most of them designed by Stuler and
other eminent architects. The streets skirting the Thiergarten are

a favourite winter promenade (p. 42).
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The PoTSDAMER Flatz Ucs immediately outside the Potsdam

Gate; on the I. side of it is tlie station of the Berlin, Potsdam,

and Magdeburg Eaihvay. The Bellevue-Strasse, with its continuation

the BeLlevue AUee, leads from this Platz direct to Schloss Bellevue,

on the N. side of the Thiergarten, comp. p. 43.
The Polsd(im,ei- Slrasse , lending S.W. fnini the Platz, is the old high

road to Potsdam. No. 24, at the cdi-ner of the Schoncberger Ufer, is the
Agricultural Museum (PI. 110; adm. p. 7), interesting chiefly to farmers
and mechanicians. Near it is St. MatUicivs Church (PI. 92), a brick edifice

by Slider, comiiletcd in irt45; in front of it a colossal figure of the evan-
gelist in terracdita, by WidfT.

The * Botanical Garden (adm. p. 6) is situated at the village of
Schoneberg, vv'hich also lies on the Potsdam road, 1 M. from the gate

(omnibus sec p. .3; comp. Map of Environs in the large Plan). It is one
of the most extensive in Europe , and contains upw^ards of 20,000 species
of plants in thirty-one different hothoviscs. The palms and cacti are par-
ticularly line.

The quarter between the Potsdam and the Anhalt Gate is the

residence of many of the higher government offlcials. The AnJialt-

Station (PI. 8} and the Church of St. Luke (in the Bernburger-

Str., a brick editice by Staler') are situated here.

The S. Half of the Friedrichs-Stadt is comparatively dull and
uninteresting.

In the Wilhelms-Str., No. 102, opposite the Koch-Str. , is the

Palace of Prince Albert (PI. 131), erected in 1738, and remodelled

by Schinkel in 1832. The entrance-court is separated from the

street by a colonnade.

In the Enke-Platz, at the end ofthe Gharlotten-Str., is situated

the Observatory (adm. p. 7), erected by Schinkel in 1835, with
a handsome dome. Opposite to it, Linden-Str. 15, is the Kammer-
gericht (PL 70), the^appeal court of justice for the Berlin and Pots-

dam district. The court contains a marble statue of Baron Cocceji

(d. 1765), chancellor and president of the supreme court of justice

under Frederick William I. and Frederick the Great.

The Wilhelms, Friedrichs, and Linden-Strasse converge in the

circular Belle-Alliance-Platz (PL F, 6), the centre of which is

embellished with the Friedens-Sdule, or Column of Peace , 197 ft.

in height, erected in 1840 to commemorate the 25th anniversary of

the peace of 1815. It consists of a column of granite with a marble
capital, placed on a lofty pedestal, and is crowned with a Victory

by Ranch, holding a twig of palm in her left hand, and presenting
the victor's wreath to the city with the right.

Outside the Halle Gate , opposite the largo Barracks of the ist Dra-
goon Guards, lie the old and the new Jerusalem Cemeteries, where several
distinguished Germans are interred. Adjoining it is the Old Trinity Ce-
metery (Dreifalligkeits-Kirchhof), in the N.W. corner oi v/hioh. Mendelssohn
is buried.

The Belle-Alliance-Str. leads from the Halle Gate (omnibus see p. 3)
to the (3l4 M.) *Kreuzberg (213 ft. above the sea-level), a sand-hill rising
about 100 ft. above the city , of which , being the only eminence in the
environs , it afl'ords a fine survey. On the top rises a Gothic Obelisk in
ron, 62 ft. in height, dedicated by Frederick William III. to his people,

B.3i:DEKER's N. Germany. 5th Edit. H
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and inaugurated in 1821. It was designed by Schinkel; statues and reliefs

by Rnucfi, Tieclc, and Wichmann. The invalid custodian shows the monu-
ment (5 Sgr.). — The extensive TivoU brewery is situated on the Kreuz-
berg.

In the Tempelhofer Feld, an open piece of ground extending from the
Kreuzberg to the S. to the village of Tempelhof, grand reviews of the
Berlin garrison take place annually from spring to autumn.

To the E. of the Kreuzberg lies tlie Hasenhaide, with the infantry
rifle galleries and a large gymnastic ground in which a statue of F. L.
Jahn (d. 1852), the German "Turnvater" (father of gymnastics), was erected
in 1872. The Carlsgarten here contains monuments to the guardsmen
who fell in 1866 and 1870—71. — In the new Dreifaltigkeits-Kirchhof , or
Trinity Cemetery (PI. G , 8) , repose SchUiermacher (A. 1834) , Neander (d.

1850), and other eminent persons. — The distinguished philologists Jacob
and Wilhelm Orimm are buried in the Matthai-Kirchhof , or Cemetery of
St. Matthew, which lies between the Kreuzberg and the Botanical Garden.

e. Bau - Academic . Ravene Picture Gallery. Lotdsenstadt.

To the S. of the Schlossbriicke (p. 15) rises the *Bau-Acade-
mie, ox Academy of Architecture {P\. IT), a lofty square edifice of

four storeys, constructed in brick with remarkable skill and taste

by Schinkel in 1835. The ground-floor is occupied by shops. The
entrance to the upper floors is on the N. side towards the Schinkel-

Platz. The passage is adorned with a colossal bust of the chief gov-

vernment architect Mellin (d. 1860). The first floor contains

the lecture rooms of the academy , which is attended by about 600
students. On the upper floor is the * Beuth - Schinkel - Museum
(adm. p. 7), an extensive collection of architectural sketches,

plans, etchings, the designs of the frescoes in the vestibule of the

Old Museum (p. 7), etc., comprising the finest and most import-

ant of Schinkel's works.

The Schinkel-Platz on the N. side of the Bau - Academie , is

adorned with three statues inbronze. In the centre that of * Schinkel

(d. 1849), with Science , Architecture , Sculpture , and Painting as

Caryatides at the four corners of the pedestal , the whole designed

hy Drake. On the r. that of Thaer (d. 1828), the agriculturist,

Rauch's last work; on the 1. that of Beuth (d. 1853), to whose ef-

forts Prussia has been much indebted for her advance in industrial

pursuits, designed by Kiss.

In the Werder Market, adjoining the Academy , is the Werder
Church (PI. 99) , a Gothic building with two flat towers , erected

by Schinkel in 1824—30. The altar-piece is a Resurrection by
Begas; at the sides the Four Evangelists by W. Schadow. — No. 5

in this Platz is Gersons extensive clothing and haberdashery
shop.

Opposite the church is situated the Mint (PL 123 ; adm. p. 7),
built in 1794, and recently enlarged by the addition of a handsome
brick structure, the sandstone frieze of which over the ground-floor
is embellished with reliefs by Schadow representing the processes
of obtaining and treating the metals.
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In the vicinity , Franzosisnhe Str. 33c., at the corner of the

Oberwall-Str., is the Telegraph Office (PI. 149), a large building

completed in 1863 , the central station for Northern Germany. A
little to the S. , Jager-Str. 34, is the Bank of Prussia (PI. 16), re-

cently extended, adjoining which is the Hausvoigtei, or prison.

From the Hausvoigtei-PIatz the traveller may now proceed by

the Jerusalemer Str. to the Donhofs-Platz, where the Ahgeord-

neten-Haus, or Chamber of the Prussian Deputies (Leipziger Str. 75)

is situated (adm. p. 6).

No. 77—79 in the Kommandanten-Strasse, which diverges from

the Donhofs-Platz to the S.W. (on the 1. side, opposite the Linden-
Str.) is Geber's extensive industrial building, a large saloon in which

contains the * Picture Gallery of the 'Verein der Berliner Kilnstler',

or Artists' Association (entrance by the 2nd portal; adm. p. 7).

Adjoining the gallery are several spacious assembly rooms and other

apartments tastefully decorated by members of the association.

'

At Nos. 92, 93 Wall-Strasse, to the W. of, and not far from the

Donhofs-Platz, is *Ravene's Picture Gallery (PI. 139; adm. p. 7),

a choice collection of 147 works by modern German and French
masters, and admirably lighted. Entrance by No. 93 ; visitors ring

on the upper floor. Catalogues for consultation.

Large Room. Wall on the r. : 60. Hiibner, Game Law ; 9. Beffcis, Moor-
wasUing ; 67. Knciiiss, Peasant girl gathering flowers ; *22. Gullait, Bohemian
musicians; * 131. Tidemand , Norwegian funeral scene; 111. Ri.tter , The
drowned fisher-boy; 46. Hildebrandt , Winter amascment. — Entrance
wall: 130. Tidemand, The slain wolf. — Wall to the 1.: 34. HasencUver.
Jobs (a dunce) undergoing examination ; 94. Meyerheim , Going to church
33. Basenclever. Jobs as a nightwatchman; 35. Hasenclever, Portrait of him-
self; 62. Jordan, Burial of the youngest child; 32. Hasenclever , Wine-
tasting; 37. Hasenclever , Jobs as a schoolmaster. Between the two co-
lumns : 47. Hildebramtl , Bay of Rio de Janeiro by moonlight. Then in
the second division of the room; 125. Schreyer , Attack of Prussian hus-
sars on artillery; 62. H. ten Kate, Genre piece; 80. Lessing , Landscape;
10. Brendel, Sheep leaving the stable; 89. Menzel, Frederick the Great
travelling; 122. Schmitson, Transport of Hungarian mares; 1. A. Achen-
hach , Norwegian coast; 14. AuguUe and Rosa Bonheur , Landscape with
cattle. — Short wall : 41, 42, 45. E. Hildebrandt, Landscapes ; 142. Robert
Fleury , Massacre of Jews on the coronation day of Edward the Martyr
of England in 975; 137. Horace Vernel , Zouave acting as a nurse; 66.

Kraiiss, Girl playing with cats. — Long wall : 135. Troyon, Dogs leashed
together; 1(. Couture, Noble youth playing with falcons; 25. Grueb, Interior
of the cathedral at Halberstadt; 3. Ac'hcnbach, Sea piece. — The adjoining
cabinets contain drawings, water-coloui'S by Grueb, Gudin, Preyer, Brendel,
&c. In the first, 104. Preyer, Sparrow's breakfast; 90. Meissonnier , Man
reading. In the cabinet of the entrance wall, 126. Schrodter , Jester in
the character of a bakers assistant; 12. Biurd, Fight with polar bears.

On quitting the gallery the traveller may proceed to the N. by
the Griinstrassen-Briicke, the Petri-Platz , and the Briider-Strasse

to the Schloss-Platz (p. 36). In the Petri-Platz is situated the

Gothic Church of St. Peter (PI. 96), erected from designs by Strack

in 1846—53 to replace an earlier structure. The bold vaulting has

a span of 49 ft., being about 5 ft. wider than that of the cathedral

at Cologne. Tower 311 ft. in height.

3*
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BERLIN. Rathhaus.

The LonisENSTADT extending to the S. of the Wall - Strasse , which
has chiefly sprung up within the last 25 years, is now the largest and most
populous, but least interesting quarter of Berlin. In an open space about
the middle of this quarter rises the *Church of St. Kichael (PI. 93) , a
Romanesque edifice designed by SoUer , and erected in 1856 as a Rom.
Cath. garrison church. The tympanum is adorned with a St. Michael by
Kiss; the statues and decorations are in terracotta. — A little farther to

the S.W. rises the imposing castellated Bethanien (PI. 19; adm. p. 6),
with its two towers and long facade, completed in 1847, comprising an
admirably organised hospital and an institution for Protestant sisters of
charity. — The adjacent Church of St. Thomas was completed in 1868.

The Jacobikirche, or Church uf St. James (PI. 83) in the Oranien-Str.,
No. 133, designed by Staler, and completed in 1845, is a brick edifice in the
basilica style , with a detached tower and an entrance court with colon-
nades containing a statue of St. James.

At No. 11 Kopenicker-Strasse, not far from the barracks of the pioneer
guards, is a collection of eighteen Models of French Fortresses (adm. p. 8),
brought from Paris in 1815. — Near the pioneer barracks is the Swirmniiuj
Bath by the Oberbaum, mentioned at p. 4.

Outside the Kopenick Gate (PI. K, 6) is the station of the Berlin
and Gorlitz Railway (comp. p. 1) , opposite which , on the r. bank of the
Spree, are the Berlin Water Works (p. 38).

f. Kurfursten-Briicke. Rathhaus. Rauch Museum.
Stralau Quarter. Kdnigs-Stadt.

From the Schloss-Platz (p. 16), to the S.W. of the Pal-

ace
,

the Lange, or Kurfii.rsten-Brucke (i. e. Bridge of the Elector)

leads to the old town of Berlin. The bridge is adorned with an
equestrian *Statue of the Great Elector (d. 1688) in bronze, A&-
signedby<Sc/iiMter, and erected in 1703, with four slaves at the cor-

ners, a clever and artistic group, with a Latin dedication by Frede-
rick I.

The Koiiigs-Strasse, which begins beyond the bridge, and inter-

sects the Old Town , is a great artery of traffic
,
presenting almost

as busy a scene as the Leipziger Strasse. No. 60 in this street is

the extensive Imperial Post Office (PI. 135 ; comp. p. 4). — To
the S., in the neighbourhood, is the Church of St. Nicholas (PI. 94a),

the oldest in Berlin, dating from the 13th cent., and containing the

tomb of the celebrated jurist Puffendorf (d. 1690). On the outside

is the tomb of Spener (d. 1705). In the Molken-Markt are situated

the Police Court and the Criminal Court (PI. 134). — To the N. of

the post-office , near the Neue Markt, rises the Marienkirche (PI.

91), an edifice of the 14th cent. , with a tower 296 ft. in height

added in 1790. It contains the finely executed tombstone of Count
Sparr, a field marshal under the Great Elector, by Quellinus, and
a pulpit by Schiiiter.

Farther on in the Konigs-Strasse, nearly opposite the post-office,

is the Rathhaus (PI. 137), an imposing brick edifice in the me-
disBval (chiefly Romanesque) style , resting on substructions of Si-

lesian granite, designed by Waesemann, and erected in 1860— 70.

The principal facade is towards the Konigs-Strasse , with a tower
276 ft. in height , to the second storey of which the -handsome
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portal reaches. The rich ornamentation is by Fischer, Hagen, Drake,

Wolff, Siemering , etc.

The *Interior is open to the public daily (except Thurs. and Frid.)
11—4 o'clock. Tickets for the tower , 5 Sgr. each , obtained from the
porter (also a description by Dr. Lessing, 5 Sgr.). Visitor.s enter by the
Principal Poutai. and a.scend the principal stair to the Passage with
its starry vaulting and stained glass windows bearing the arms of 84 Prus-
sian towns. Towards the r. is the Library, a spacious saloon with
vaulted ceiling borne by 20 pillars and 14 columns. The doors of the
book-cases are adorned with medallion portraits of celebrated men con-
nected with the books within, chiefly natives of Berlin, by Zurstrassen.
Beyond the small Reading Room , the ceiling of which is adorned with
*flgures from the German fable world by Bnrger , the visitor i-eaches the
sumptuous * Festsaai- , with its fine fretted ceiling, handsome candelabra,
and beautifully carved oaken doors by Robert, in marble, frame work by
Calandrelli. Pictures in the lunettes by Begas. — Adjacent is the Town
Council Chamber, with appropriate paintings by Burger. — On the
other side of the passage (to the 1. at the top of the stair) is the Magi-
strates'' Saloon with fine panelling and full length portraits of the
Great Elector and the seven kings of Prussia. — The walls of the Stair-
case leading to the upper floor are to be adorned with frescoes.

The Sunk Floor contains the Rathskeller (p. 2), a popular place of
refreshment, adorned with a variety of various pictures, couplets, senti-
ments, &c.

Opposite the Rathhau.s , at the corner of the Jnden-Strasse , is

the Berlin Town Court. — At Nos. 35 and 36 Kloster-Str. (the

second cross street to the r. farther on^, is the Industrial Academy,
founded in 1820, containing valuable Models, a Technological Col-

lection (adm. p. T), and a library of 22,000 vols.

Opposite the Academy is the Lagerhaus (PI. 109), the residence

of the electors until the present palace was erected by Frederick II.,

and now occupied by various public offices. On the ground -floor

(in the court, entrance to the r.) is the *Rauch Museum (adm. p.

7), a complete collection of casts and models of the works of that

distinguished master, the most conspicuous being the statue of Fre-
derick the Great (p. IP, the different groups adorning which
may be conveniently inspected here. The statues of Kant, Thaer,

York, Gneisenau, Bliicher, Scharnhorst, eight Victories, the group
of Moses from the entrance court of the Friedenskirche at Potsdam,
etc., are also worthy of notice.

Farther on in the Kloster-Strasse is the Gothic Klosterkirche, an

interesting building of the close of the 13th cent, with choir of later

date, restored in 1844, containing the tombs of several princes of

the 14th cent. Beyond it is the Parochial Church
, with a peal of

bells, erected in 1695—1703.
To the E., at the back of the choir of the Klosterkirche

, in the

semicircular Neue Friedrichs-Strasse which terminates the old

town, is the Cadettenhaus (PL 26), erected by Vnger under Frede-
rick the Great. The Feldmarsch?ll-Saal in the interior contains por-

traits of all the monarchs of Prussia, from the Great Elector down-
wards, and of all the Prussian field-marshals. The sword of Napoleon
taken after Waterloo, and the statues of the generals of Frederick
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the Great whicli formerly adorned tlie Wilhelms-Platz (p. 31) are

also preserved here.
To the E. of the old town of Berlin, on the r. bank of the Spree, and

reached by the Stralnu Bridge, lies the Stkalau Qcakteh, another
modern part of the town , with numerous factories , where the Wallner
Theatre (PI. 154; p. 6) is situated. — To the N. of it, in the Weber-
Strasse, rises the Romanesque *Church of St. Mark (PI. 90), with its mas-
sive dome, erected in 1848—55 by Staler; frescoes in the interior by /"efers,

SckuUz, and Stiirmer. — No. 17 Frankfurter Strasse is the extensive Fried-
rich- Wilhelms-Hospital.

At the S.E. end of this part of the town lie the stations of the Oslbafm
and the Niederschlesisch - Mdrkische Bahn (comp. p. 1). Near the latter is

the Church of "St. Andrew, erected by Strack in 1854—56.

Farther towards the S.E., outside the Stralau Gate, are the] extensive
Water Works, with twelve steam engines in constant operation , by means
of which the city is supplied with water from the Spree.

Beyond the Kortigsbriicke and the Alexander-Platz (PI. H, 3) the Konigs-
Strasse runs N.E. through the Konigsstadt to the Konigs-Thor (PI. 1,2).
On a height to the r. near the gate stands the * Church of St. Bartholomew
(PI. 72), a Gothic building in brick, with a tower 223 ft. in height, erected
by Stiller in 1854—58.

Outside the Konigs-Thor, to the r. , and towards the S.W. as far

as the Landsberg Gate (PI. K, 2) extends the Friedrichshain , a pleasant
park afi'ording good views of the town , laid out under Frederick William
IV. A slight eminence here is adorned with a bust of Frederick the Great.

To the N.W. of the Konigs-Thor, outside the Rosenthal Gate (PI. G,
1) , is the Zionskirche , erected by Orth in 1866—69 , a Gothic structure in
brick, with rich tracery.

g. Exchange. Monbijoti. Synagogue.

Opposite the Museum (p. 17), on the other side of the Spree,

and at the corner of the Burg-Str. and the Neue Friedrichs-Str., is

situated the imposing new Borse, or * Exchange (PL 22), erected in

1850—63 in the Renaissance style from designs hy Hitzig, 92 yds. in

length, 67 yds. in depth. The chief fa(jade towards the Spree is embel-

lished with a double colonnade, above which,in the centre, is a group in

sandstone by C. Begas, representing Borussia as the protectress of agri-

culture and commerce; on the wings are smaller groups and figures,

emblematic of the most important commercial towns and countries.

Entering from the Burg - Strasse
,

the visitor passes through the

ante-chamber, adorned with a statue of the present king by Sieme-

ring, to the great hall, the largest at Berlin, 74 yds. in length, 281/2

yds. in width, and 66 ft. in height. It is divided by arcades into

two halves, one of which is the money, the other the corn-exchange,

both adorned with appropriate frescoes by Klober. During the busi-

ness hours, 12—2, visitors are admitted to the gallery, which affords

the best survey of the busy scene. Entrance by the first door to the

r. in the Friedrichs - Strasse, by a stair to the first floor , then by
the first door to the 1. (no tees).

In the vicinity, Burg -Strasse 19, is the Military Academy,
founded by General Scharnhorst in 1810. In the Neue Friedrichs-

Strasse, between Nos. 45 and 46, is the Garrison Church (PI. 79),
built during the last cent., containing a Crucifixion by C. Begas and
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several pictures representing the death of generals of the Seven
Years' War.

Proceeding to the N.W. of the new p]xcliange, and crossing the

Hercules-Bridge, so called from two sandstone groups by Schadow,

the traveller reaches the royal chateau of Moiibijou(Pl. 122), which
stands in a beautiful garden always open to the public. It was
erected by E. v. Goethe for Queen Sophia Dorothea, wife of Frede-

rick "William I. , and is now the residence of Princess Louise,

daughter of Prince Charles of Prussia. The palace contains an
English Chapel and an * Historical Museum (adm. P- 7), where
numerous memorials of the Brandenburg and Prussian history

are preserved in 14 saloons: e. g. battles, representations of

ceremonies, portraits, models of palaces, weapons, uniforms, relics,

etc. The 4th Room is dedicated to the memory of Frederick "Wil-

liam IV. , the 5th to that of Frederick William III. and Queen
Louise. The last, the *14th , comprises in four sections reminis-

cences of the Great Elector
,
King Frederick I. , Frederick William

I., and Frederick the Great.

On the N.W. side of the Monbijou garden runs the busy Oranien-
burger Strasse, in which (No. 30) is situated the *New Synagogue
(PI. 148; sacristan's dwelling in the building itself), an imposing
edifice in the Moorish style , designed by Knoblauch

, 31 yds. in

length, 106 yds. in depth, and the principal dome 165 ft. in height.

The facade is constructed of yellow bricks with intervening layers

of different colours. The * interior, sumptuously decorated in the

Alhambra style , is entered by three bronze doors separated by
columns of green granite. A vestibule leads to the Small Synagogue,
in which minor religious rites are performed , beyond which is the

magnificent Principal Synagogue, with seats for 3000 persons. The
most richly decorated part is by the ark of the covenant , carved in

wood. During the evening service (Fridays at dusk) the 'dim re-

ligious light' from the stained glass and the cupolas produces a

remarkably fine effect.

No. 67 Oranienburger-Str., to the 1. farther on, indicated by a granite
slab , is the house which the celebrated Alexander v. Humboldt occupied
from 1842 to 1859. Near the Oranienburg Gate the Oranienburger Str. unites
with the Friedrichs-Strasse (comp. p. 40).

The Israelite Temple (PI. 150) in the Johannis-Str. , employed by the
Old Jewish community, designed by Slier, possesses a handsome dome.

The Rom. Cath. Hospital (PI. 102) in the Hamburger-Str., erected in
1854, is conducted by sisters of charity.

The new Jewish Hospital, August-Str. 15, was completed in 1861 from
designs by Knoblauch.

h. N. Friedrichs-Strasse. Oranienbtirg-Suburb. Louisen-

Strasse. Warriors Mommient. Moabit.

The Friedrichs-Strasse (p. 30) continues in a straight di-

rection towards the N. from the Linden to the Oranienburg Gate,
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about half-way to which it crosses the Spree by the Weidendamm-
Bridge (PI. F, 3). Near the latter, on this side of the river, at the

corner of the Georgs and the Stall-Strasse, is the German Industrial

Museum (entrance Stall-Str. ?; adm. p. 7), comprising specimens
of all kinds of products from different countries , most of them pur-

chased at the Paris Exhibition of 1867 , and since gradually aug-
mented. A Modelling and Drawing School and a good Library

are connected with the Museum. In the Kupfergraben opposite is

the extensive Barrack of the Field Artillery Guards.

To the r., farther on in theFriedrichs-Strasse, on the r. bank of

the Spree, is the Barrack of the 2nd Infantry Guards. On the 1.,

to the S. of the Carls-Strasse, is the Market Hall, built in 1867,

a spacious structure of glass and iron ,
designed for the purpose of

concentrating all the markets of the city, but still closed.
Outside the Okanienburg Gate , to the r. in the Chaussee-Strasse,

is Borsig's Engine Factory (adm. p. 6) , a vast establishment where 160
locomotives are manufactured annually. (Borsig's other establishments and
hothouses, see p. 41.)

Opposite the factory is the Eom. Cath. Hedwig's Cemetery, where the
eminent painter Cornelius (d. 1867) is interred. — Farther on, beyond the
Invaliden-Strasse, which to the r. leads to the Sletliii Siaiion (PI. F, 1)
and to the 1. to the Hamhury Station (PI. D , E , 1,2; comp. p. 1) , are
situated the three handsome Barracks of the Fusilier Guards (PI. 29). —
Still farther is the Cemetery of the French Colony, where Raveni (p. 35),
the wealthy mei-chant and patron of art, is interred (sarcophagus and life

.size figure) ; then the Old Borotheenstadt Cemetery with the graves of
SchiiiM, the architect (d. 1842), Schadow, the sculptor (d. 1850), with a
statuette, Hegel (d. 1831) and Fichte (d. 1814), the philosophers, the latter
with a lofty triangular obelisk, RaucJi, the sculptor (d. 1857), Staler, the
architect (d. 1868), &c.

The N. prolongation of the "Wllhelms-Strasse (p. 31), running
parallel with the Friedrichs - Strasse , intersects the Friedrich-
Wilhllm-Stadt, and leads to the New Gate (PI. E, 2). As far

as the Marschalls-Briicke it is termed the Neue M^ilhelms-Strasse,

heyoniit the Louisen-Strasse. No. 56 in the latter is the Veterinary

School {P\. 165), erected by i/esse in 1840, originally founded in

1798, and now attended by 80—100 students. It possesses good col-

lections relating to the veterinary art. At the entrance a copy of the
Florentine dogs. Garden open to the public.

To the 1., opposite the Veterinary School, and entered from the Unter-
baum-Str. Ko. 7, is the Eoyal Charite (PI. 39), the largest hospital at Ber-
lin

, capable of accommodating 14(X) patients , and chiefly designed for the
gratuitous reception of the poor.

Outside the New Gate, immediately to the N., Nos 45, 46 In-

validen-Strasse, is the Royal Iron Foundry (PI. 66 ; adm. p. 7),

an establishment worthy of a visit, where iron wares of all descrip-

tions, from the largest objects down to ornaments, statuettes, etc.

are manufactured. In the court is a Museum of Ores and Metals
(adm. p. 7), a choice and well arranged collection.

To the W. of the Foundry , to the 1. of the traveller quitting
the New Gate, is situated the Invalidenhaus (PI. 69), erected by
Frederick the Great in 1748 'Ireso et invicto militi', and surrounded
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by a pleasant park. In the latter, opposite the principal entrance of

the hospital , rises the Warriors' Monument
,

a Corinthian column

of iron 120 ft. in height , on a pedestal of granite 19 ft. in height,

and decorated with allegorical groups in high relief by Wolff. The
monument, which is crowned with the Prussian eagle , was erected

in 1854 to the memory of soldiers who fell during the revolution

of 1848—49. A winding iron stair (adm. 9—12 and 4—5 or 3—6
o'clock) of 181 steps leads to the top, which commands a good sur-

vey of Berlin, especially the modern part of the city : to the S. the

Invalidenhaus , the Hamburg Station , the Prison, the Uhlan Bar-

racks, and the manufacturing village of Moabit in the background;

to the N. the three large barracks are most conspicuous. Tho city

itself is concealed by the smoke of manufactories. In the vicinity,

also within the hospital grounds , is an obelisk of Silesian marble,

31 ft. in height, commemorating the loss of the Prussian training

corvette Amazone , in 1861 , erected by the parents of the cadets

who perished in the ill-fated vessel.

The adjoining Invaliden-Kirchhof is the burial - place of many distin-

guished officers, among whom is Scharnhorsl (d. 1813), over whose grave
a marble monument 18 ft. in height, crowned with a recumbent lion in
iron, was erected in 1826 'by his comrades of 1813\

Opposite the cemetery, towards the N.E., is the 'Central Turn-Anstalt\
an institution for training teachers of gymnastics.

To the W. of the Invalidenhaus , beyond the canal which is crossed
by the Invaliden-Strasse and connected with the Spree by means of the
Humboldts-Hafen.1 is situated the Hamburg Station (PI. D, 1). Beyond it is

the Zellengefanffidss , or Prison (PI. 168; adm. p. 7), a model establish-
ment for the reception of 820 inmates , consisting of a central structure
with wings radiating from it in the form of a star. Then the extensive
Barracks of the 2nd Uhlan Guards. Opposite is the new Lehrte Station
(p. 1), extending as far as the Spree, handsomely fitted up.

Beyond the latter _lies the suburb of Koabit , so named by French im-
migrants, chiefly gardeners, who on account of the sandy and sterile nature
of the soil termed the country 'Pai/s de Moab\ Several favourite places of
recreation for the lower classes are situated here, as well as some im-
portant manufactories. Among the latter is that of Borsig (p. 40) , with
interesting * Hothouses and Palmhouses (adm. p. 6). The neighbouring
JohannisUrche (PI. 86) was erected by Sckinkel in 1834.

i. Kfinigs-Platz. Tldergarten. Zoological Garden.

Charlottenbiirg

.

Outside the Brandenburg Gate the Sommer- Strasse to the r.

leads past the Tldergarten to the *KoviGs- Platz (PI. D, ¥j, 3),

which with its environs is destined to be one of the most imposing
parts of the city. The Platz, which is to be laid out in grounds, is

bounded on the W. by Krolh's Establishment (p. 43), and on the

E. by the Eacz-gnski Palace (p. 42). The Monument of Victory in

the centre, 190 ft. in height, now approaching completion, stands

on a massive square pedestal adorned by Professor Siemering with
reliefs commemorating the great victories of 1870—71 and others
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of earlier campaigns , and consists of a 'hall of victory' surrounded

with Doric columns , and terminating in a circular tower adorned

with captured cannon. A Victory hy Drake, 42 ft. in height, is

destined to crown the whole.

The above mentioned Raczynski Palace (PI. 136), Konigs-Platz

No. 2, contains the choice * Picture Gallery of Count Raczynski

(adm. p. 7), consisting chiefly of modern works.

On the stair a Ganymede by T/iorvaldsen. — The gallery is divided

by a partition into two sections, the walls of which are furnished with
numbers. No. I. : *1. Cornelius, Christ in hell ; 2. Kavlbach, Tradition; *3.

Kaulbaelis cartoen of the Battle of the Huns (p. 26), occupying almost
the entire wall ; *4. Cornelius, Allegorical group ; *5. Overbeck, Sposalizio

;

7. Fiihrich, Triumph of Christ; *8. Schnorr , The poet of the Nibelungen

;

10. Steinle , Salutation; 11. Sendemann , Sapientia; 12. Makcirt, Queen of

the elves ; * 14. Deger, Adam and Eve ; 15. ff. Ifess , Adoration of the

Shepherds and Magi (a sketch). On the window -wall, *17. Scliwind,

Father Rhine. — No. II.: 28. Schadow , A Templar; *32. Preller, Ulysses

and Nausicaa in the island of the Pha?acians; 34. Meyerheim, Woman and
children in a landscape ; 35. Schadow, Daughter of Herodias ; 36. Hilbner,

The beautiful Melusina watched; *37. midebr/mdi , The sons of Edward;
38. Preyer, Breakfast; 41. Slilke , Pilgrims in the desert; 45. Becker, The
wounded poacher; 47. Rottmann, Nauplia ; 58. So/in, The two Leonoras;
*60. Kaulbach , Shepherd boy at Rome ; 61. Bendemann , Shepherd and
shepherdess; 63. Steinbriick, The elves; 65. Leasing, Confession in the wood.
— No. III. : Early Italian and a few early German pictures : 72. Botticelli,

Virgin and Child; 87. Bellini, Holy Family; 97. Garofalo, Jupiter and lo

;

99. Domenichino, Madonna. — No. IV. : Spanish and Netherlands masters

;

115. Murillo (?), Madonna; 119. Zurbarun , Madonna adored by monks;
120, 121. Velasquez, Blind woman, Dog, presented by the King of Spain
to Count Raczynski in 1854. — No. V. : 132. Cretins, Cromwell sur-

rounded by his adherents; 133. Lepoitevin, Fishermen on the shore; 139.

Riedel, Nurse with child; 140. Verboeckhoven , Bull in a landscape; 142.

Madrazo, Portrait of Count Raczynski; 144. Loewenthal , Death of Rizzio

;

*147. Paul Delaroche, Pilgrims at Rome; 149. Ary Scheffer, Charity; 153.

Schnetz, Pope Sixtus V. having his fortune told by a gipsy; *155. L. Ro-
bert, Reapers. Also busts of Frederick William III. and iV. by Ravc/i.

To the N. of the Konigs-Platz a new and handsome quarter of

the town bounded by the Spree is fast springing up , consisting of

the Alsen, Bismarck, Moltke , Herwarth, Roon, and other streets.

In the Moltke-Strasse are situated the new buildings of the General

Staff, containing the residence of Count Moltke , lield-marshal and
chief of the staff. The handsome Alsenbriicke in the vicinity crosses

the Spree to the Wilhelms-Ufer and Alexander-Ufer on the Hum-
boldts-Hafen (p. 41).

To the S. of the Konigs-Platz, and immediately outside the

Brandenburg Gate, extends the *Thiergarten, the largest and most
attractive park near the town, shaded by line old trees and enlivened

by sheets of water, about 2 M. in length and ^/^ M. in breadth, and
bounded by the Konigs-Platz and the Spree on one side and the

Lenne and Thiergarten-Strasse on the other. The pleasantest parts

of the park are near the lakes on the W. side, at some distance from
the town , but in winter the road and walks on the side next the

town , leading to the S.W. of the Brandenburg Gate, are a fash-

ionable promenade from 2 to 4 p. m. The road (p. 43) leading
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from the Brandenburg Gate to Charlottenburg divides the Thier-

garten into two unequal parts. On the N. side ,
beyond Kroll's

Establishment (p. 6) are the popular places of recreation known
as the Zelte (PI. D, 3). In the same direction, about 3/4 M. farther,

on the bank of the Spree, is situated the royal chateau of BeUevue

(PI. C, 3), now the residence of Duke William of Mecklenburg, to

which the BeUevue Allee , intersecting the Charlottenburger Strasse

at the Kleine Stern, leads from the Potsdam Gate. Opposite the

chateau , on the r. bank of the Spree , lies the suburb of Moabit

mentioned at p. 41. From the Grosse Stern (PI. B, C, 4} se-

veral roads radiate. The Hofjdger Allee, leading from this point to

the S., is a favourite and fashionable drive in spring. The lakes and

canals intersecting the Thiergarten afford capital skating in winter,

the neighbourhood of the Rousseau-Island (PI. C, 4) being the

favourite point. — Near the Louisen- Inset, on which a small mo-
nument by Schadow commemorates the return of Queen Louise from

Konigsberg in 1809 , rises the marble * Monument of Frederick

WiUiam III. (PI. 43), admirably executed by Drake in 1849. The
pedestal, 18 ft. in height, is adorned with * reliefs representing

the blessings of peace. The monument is covered in winter.

The * Zoological Garden (PI. 170; adm. p. 7J, which has

recently been much extended , lies at the S.W. end of the Thier-

garten, and about 2^/4 M. from the Brandenburg Gate. The me-
nagerie formerly kept in the Pfaueninsel at Potsdam was transferred

to this garden in 1844 and formed the nucleus of the collection.

The extensive, well shaded grounds attract numerous visitors, and

concerts are frequently given in the afternoon (* Restaurant to the

1. of the entrance). Near the cages of the beasts of prey is a bust

of Prof. Lichtenstefn , the founder of the garden. — On the N.W.
lies the Hippodrome.

The Charlottenburg Road (see Map of Environs on the larger

Plan) leads from the Brandenburg Gate to (3 M.) Charlottenburg,

to which a Tramway runs from the Kupfergraben (in 1/2 hr., car

every 10 niin. ; fare '2'/2 Sgr.). The cars start on Sundays from the

Brandenburg Gate only. Omnibuses also run to Charlottenburg in

summer from the Lustgarten every half-hour. Fiacres, see p. 3.

The precincts of the city extend as far as the Charlottenburg Bridge,

from which the palace is II/2 M. distant.

Charlottenburg {Zipter, Berliner Strasse 114, is the best of the

numerous cafe's) is a dull town with 19,518 inhab. , the principal

street of which, II/2 M. in length, lies on the Berlin and Spandau
road. The site was formerly occupied by the village of Lictzen, where
Sophia Charlotte, wife of Frederick I., founded a country residence

at the end of the 17th cent., after which the name was changed.

The royal Palace , erected in 1699 by Schliiter , is covered with

a handsome dome, and flanked with wings. On the r. and 1. at the

entrance to the court are copies of the Borghese Gladiator in bronze.
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— Between the two barracks opposite the palace are two groups in

bronze representing soldiers of the Gardes du Corps.

The entrance to the pleasant Palace Garden is near the small

guard-room , adjoining the W. wing. Crossing the orangery to the

r. , turning to the 1. on the farther side , and then following an

avenue of pines to the r. , the visitor reaches (in 10 min. from the

entrance) the *Mausoleum, designed by Schinkel in the Doric style,

where Queen Louise (d. 1810) and her husband Frederick William

in. (d. 1840) repose. The custodian (p. 6) shows the tomb. The
recumbent figures of the illustrious pair , executed in marble by
Ranch's masterly hand, are strikingly impressive. At the sides are

beautiful candelabra, that on the r. with the three Fates by Ranch,

that on the 1. with the three Horae by Tieck ; the crucifix 'by Achter-

mann of Rome. The heart of Frederick William IV. is placed at the

feet of his parents in a marble casket. Divine service is celebrated

here on the anniversaries of the deaths of the king and queen , the

7th June and 19th July respectively.

In the Louisen-Platz, at the upper end of Charlottenburg, is the

large Winter Garden of the Flora society , with a spacious palm
bouse in course of construction. About i/o M. to the S.W. of the

Schloss-Platz lies the Witzleben Park on the Lietzen-See, well stocked

with flowers. — March's pottery works, Sophien - Strasse 1, also

deserve a visit.

On an eminence on the Spandau road, beyond Charlottenburg, lies

Westend, a group of villas and country houses which have sprung
up within the last few years. A small open space is adorned with

a colossal bust of the Emp. William.
The Spandaver Bock , 3j^ M. farther, the terminus of the tramway (p.

3), is a much frequented beer -garden commanding a view of Spandau.
Pleasant walk hence through the N. end of the Spandau Forest to (i'|2 M.)
Pichelsberg , situated among woods on a basin of the Havel, opposite the
Pichelswerder, an island which may also be visited. — The shooting lodge
of Qrunewald, situated on the lake and in the forest of that name, '^^2 M.
to the S. of Charlottenburg, is another favourite point for excursions. The
road passes the Witzleben Park.

k. Environs of Berlin.

(See Map on large Plan.)

The pleasantest points have already been mentioned, viz. the Thier-
garlen (p. 43), CharloUenburg (p. 43), the Zooloyical Garden (p. 43),
Schoneberg and the Botanical Garden (p. 33) , Moabit (p. 41) , Pichelsberg
(see above), the Kreuzberg and Tempelhof (p. 33). Then Stralow and
Trepiow , villages on the Spree,' 2 M. to the S.E. of the Kcipenick Gate,
reached by omnibus or steamboat (p. 4).

To the N. , li|2 M. beyond the Rosenthal Gate, is the Oesnndbrunnen,
with a park and restaurants. About 3 M. from the Schiinhausen Gate are
situated Panloic and Schloas Schonhuusen with its park.

Pleasant excursion by carriage to (9 M.) *Tegel , the residence of the
Humboldt family, originally a hunting lodge of the Great Elector, but
altered by Schinkel in 1822 in imitation of a Roman villa. On the four
corner towers the winds are represented in relief. In the niches of the
central part of the building towards the garden ai-e Diana, Minerva, an
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Amazon, and a Faun. The interior is decorated with admirable works of

aut. The park contains the burial-place of William (d. 1835) and Alexan-
der (d. 1859) V. Humboldt, marked by a granite column with a statue of

Hope by Thorvaldsen.
Potsdam with its environs is the most interesting place near Berlin

(see below). Of the points already mentioned, Charlottenburg and Tegel
are alone recommended where time is limited.

Frei/enwalde , see p. 140 ; Biirkow , see p. 149 ; Kopenick , see p. 161 ;

Spreewald, see p. 163.

2. Potsdam and Environs.
Comp. Plxiis pp. ii, 48,

the latter of which adjoins the former on the W.

Railway from Berlin to Potsdam in 30—39 min. (fares 21, 16, lO'lz

Sgr.). Stations Steijlitz, Zehlendorf, Neuendorf, Potsdam, Wildpark. To
the last of these, situated near the Charlottenhof and the New Palace (p.

49) , a few extra trains run in summer only , usually on Thursdays, Sun-
days, and holidays (fares 24, 18, 12 Sgr.). Return-tickets at reduced rates,

available for the day of issue only.
The Fountains of Sanssouci generally play in summer on Sundays

from noon till dusk. The great fountain also plays on Thursday after-

noons.
Fiacres. First class: per drive within the town 7'|2 Sgr.; outside the

town per i|4 hr. T'lz, ^k 'ir. 12i|2, ^^ hr. 15, 1 hr. 20 Sgr. , each additional
i|4 hr. 5 Sgr. more; for a whole day 4 Thlr. ; luggage 2i|2 Sgr. — Second
class: 1—2 pers. for '(4 hr. 5, 'Iz hr. 7i|2,

^\i hr. 10, 1 hr. 15 Sgr.; 3—4
pers. 7>|2, 10, 12'|2, 17'|2 Sgr.; for each additional hour 15 Sgr. ;

per day for

1—4 pers. 4 Thlr.; to the Berlin Station, 1—2 pers. 5, 3—4 pers. 7'|2, lug-

gage 2'(2 Sgr. ; to the entrance to the Nei/e Garten (p. 49), to the Muhlen-
berg or Ruinenberg, to Schloss Sanssouci, or to the beginning of the Oran-
geries 1—2 pers. 5, 3—4 pers. 7i|2 Sgr.; to the Wildpark Station, the New
Palace, or to Klein-Glienicke 7i|2 or 10 Sgr. ; to Babelsberg (via Klein Glien-

icke, or via Nowawes), 10 or 15 Sgr. ; to Klein Glienicke, Babelsberg, and
Nowawes, or vice versa, without stoppage, 20 Sgr. or 1 Thlr., for waiting
7i|2 Sgr. per hour; to the Pfaueninsel or the Stern 1 Thlr. or 1 Thlr.

5 Sgr. Fares for the return journey, if the traveller drives back, according
to the time occupied. Double fares at night.

Plan of Excursion : By railway to the Wildpark station, on foot to the

New Palace (see interior and apartments of Frederick the Great) , through
the garden (rotunda, temple of friendship) to Charlottenhof (gardener's lodge,

baths) , Japanese House , Sanssouci (fountain
,
palace, church), through the

Sicilian garden, past the windmill to the Ruinenberg , or to the new Oran-
gery , then back to the Obelisk. This walk requires 3—4 hrs. ; guide
unnecessary. Those whose time is limited should now drive through the
town to the station, I'jz M. distant, and thence ascend the Brauhausberg.,
which, especially by evening-light, affords one of the finest views of Potsdam
and its pretty environs. Those who desire to visit all the finest points

should drive from the obelisk to the Pfingstberg , the Marble Palace,
Glienicke (* Restaurant) and over the Babelsberg (visit the palace) to the
railway-station, a round for which 3 hrs. suffice.

Smoking is prohibited in the royal gardens.
Fees to the attendants at the difl'erent palaces : 1 pers. 10—15 Sgr. , a

party 1 Thlr.
Hotels. *EiNsiEDLEK, Schloss-Str. 8; *Deutsches Haus, Schloss-Str.

6; St-\dt KOnigsberg, Brauer-Str. 1.

Restaurants. In the Town ; The above hotels ; the *Rail. Restaurant;
the Schiitzenhaus , near the station ; Lehmann , Alter Markt 17 ; Hormess,
Wilhelms-Platz. — In the Environs: Voigfs Blumengarten , with table
d'hote, near the Russian Colony (p. 49), on the road from the Pfingstberg
to Sanssouci ; Laub, outside the Brandenburg Gate ; * Wackermamis Hohe

;

Wildpark Station, &c.
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Potsdam (43,784 inhab., garrison 7000), the seat of government

for the Province of Brandenburg, is charmingly situated on thfe

Potsdamer Werder, an island in the Havel, which here expands into

a series of lakes and is bounded by wooded hills. The town is of

ancient Sclavonic origin, but was a place of no importance until the

Great Elector founded his palace and park in the neighbourhood.

It is indebted for its modern splendour to P'rederick the Great, who
generally resided at Potsdam , and in whose reign the palace of

Sanssouci, the New Palace, and a number of handsome private resi-

dences were erected, and the grounds greatly extended.

Crossing the Lange Brilcke, which leads from the station to the

town, the traveller perceives the Royal Palace opposite to him (comp.

Plan). To the S. of the latter, enclosed by two rows of columns,

extends the Lustgarten , in which there are fourteen bronze busts

of York , Bliicher , and other celebrated generals , by Ranch, and a

series of statues and groups of the beginning of the last century of

little artistic value. Military parade with music in the Lustgarten

on Sundays at 11 o'clock.

The adjoining Palace (castellan in the court to the 1.), erected

in 1660— 1701, is interesting chiefly on account of the reminis-

cences it contains of Frederick the Great , whose rooms with their

contents have been preserved in their original condition. His ink-

stained writing-table , bookcase with French works , music - stand,

hat, scarf, and shade for the eyes, and his chairs and sofa, the

coverings of which were partially torn off by his favourite dogs and

afterwards by relic hunters, are shown here. Adjoining the bedroom
is a cabinet with double doors, into which a table could be let down
from a trap-door above, and where the king occasionally dined with

his friends without risk of being overheard by his attendants. The
apartments of Frederick William III. and his consort Queen Louise

are also preserved unaltered. Those occupied by the late king Frede-

rick William IV. are adorned by a number of good modern pic-

tures.

The * Church of St. Nicholas, to the N. of the palace, erected

in 1830— 1837 by Schinkel and Persius, with an iron dome sub-

sequently added by Stiller and Priifer, contains a large fresco of

Christ with the apostles and evangelists, designed by Schinkel

and executed under the direction of Cornelius , and a number of

fine paintings on the dome and vaulting. The tympanum of the en-

trance-portico contains a relief of the Sermon on the Mount, executed

by Kiss from designs by Schinkel. Fine view from the open co-

lonnade of the dome. Sacristan to be found at the parsonage ,
which

adjoins the church on the r.

The neighbouring Rathhaus, the gable ofwhich is adorned with

a gilded figure of Atlas bearing the globe, was built in imitation of

that of Amsterdam in 1754. The Obelisk in front of it is embel-
lished with medallion busts of the Great Elector and the first three
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kings of Prussia. Adjoining the royal palace is the Barberini Palace,

containing large assembly-rooms for scientific and other societies.

A vault beneath the pulpit of the Garrison Church , on the W.
side of the town, contains the remains of Frederick the Great and

of his father Frederick "William I. ,
the founder of the church.

French eagles and flags, captured in 1813 — 15 and in 1870—71,

are suspended on each side of the pulpit. The uniforms worn by

the three allied monarchs during the campaign of 1813 are preserved

in mahogany chests behind the pulpit. The tower contains musical

bells, which play every half hour. Sacristan's dwelling opposite, 32
Rreite-Strasse (gratuity 5— 10 Sgr.).

The Wilhelms-Platz is adorned with a handsome * Statue of

Frederick William III., designed by Kiss.

The Military and the Civil Orphan Asylums , the Casino, the

French Church, an imitation of the Pantheon at Rome , the Theatre,

and the Hussars' Barracks are also handsome buildings.

An avenue ,to the r. outside the (W.) Brandenburg Gate (comp.

Plans pp. 44, 48) leads to the *Park of Sanssouci. At the en-

trance to it, V/.iM. from the station, rises the * Friedenskirehe

(PI. T), or 'Church of Peace' , in the early Christian basilica style,

designed by Persius, and completed in 1850, with a large quadran-
gular entrance - court (atrium) and detached clock-tower. The
court contains Rietschel's *Pietas (the Saviour's body and the

weeping mother); opposite to it Ranch's *Group of Moses (Moses,

supported by Aaron and Hur, prays for victory); then a copy of

Thorvaldsen s Risen Christ. The interior, borne by Ionic columns,

is appropriately fitted up. A vault in front of the chancel is the rest-

ing-place of Frederick William IV. (d. 1861); the angel in Carrara

marble is by Tenerarii of Rome. The apse is adorned with an old

Venetian mosaic from S. CiprianodiMalamocco, representing Christ

with Mary and St. Peter on the r. , and John the Baptist and St.

Cyprian on the 1.

Entering the garden, the visitor soon reaches the *Great Foun-
tain (PL 10), which rises (p. 45) to a height of 120 ft., and several

others near it. Of the 12 figures surrounding the basin, the Venus
by Pigalle

, a celebrated French sculptor of the last century , alone

merits inspection. The large equestrian Statue of Frederick the Great
in Carrara marble, to the S. of the Great Fountain, is freely copied

from Ranch's celebrated work (p. 11). The porphyry bust of Paolo

Giordano , Duke of Bracciano , a mediaeval Italian chieftain, to the

N. of the fountain, is said to have been purchased by Frederick the

Great for 3000 I.

A broad flight of steps, 66 ft. in height, intersected by six Ter-
races, ascends from the great fountain to the palace. Frederick the
Great's favourite greyhounds and chargers are buried at the E. end
of the highest terrace , a spot which was once a favourite resort of

the king.
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The Palace of Sanssouci, erected by Frederick the Great in

1745—47, and his almost constant residence, stands on an emi-

nence above the town. It afterwards remained unoccupied for

50 years , until Frederick William IV. (who died here in 1861)

restored it to its former splendour. It is now occupied by his widow,

the Queen-Dowager Elizabeth. The main interest of the palace con-

sists in the numerous reminiscences it contains of its illustrious

founder, most of whose apartments are preserved in their original

condition. A clock, which he was in the habit of winding up,

stopped by a curious coincidence at the precise moment of his death

(2. 20, 17th Aug., 1786). The chair in which he died is also shown,

stained with the last bleeding to which he was subjected. His por-

trait (in his 56th year) by Pesne is said to be the only likeness for

which he ever sat.

The Picture Gallery , in a separate building , has yielded up its

finest works to the Museum at Berlin. The Cavalierhaus (PI. 3)
was formerly an orangery in winter and a French theatre in stim-

mer. Near it is the ^Sicilian Garden , containing tropical plants,

fountains , and statues (in the centre , a *girl drawing water , by
E. Wolff)] beyond it is the Northern Garden, or 'Pineturri'.

Immediately at the back of Sanssouci is the famous Windmill

(PI. 15), the property of the descendants of the miller who refused

to sell it to Frederick the Great.

Farther W. is the new *Orangery, an extensive structure in

the Florentine style , 330 yds. in length , adorned externally with
modern marble sculptures, some of them works of considerable merit.

In the vestibule a statue of Fred. William IV. by Blaeser. The
central saloon on the ground-floor contains about 40 Copies from
Raphael, in somewhat singular juxtaposition. The apartments on
each side of the saloon and the ^ MalachitsaaV containsome good
sculptures in marble, e. g. *Danaide, jRauc/t's last work, and pictures

by E. Hildehrandt, Kalkreuth, Stange, etc. The terrace in front of

the Orangery is adorned with a copy of the Farnese Bull.

The Belvedere near the Drachenhaus , at the N.W. end of the garden,
commands a pleasing view from the tower (129 steps).

From the above mentioned Windmill a path leads in
1J4

hr. to the Ruinen-
herg (see Plan), an eminence with artificial ruins, beneath which is the
reservoir for the fountains of Sanssouci. The water is pumped into it

from the Havel by means of steam-engines. The tower (gratuity 3 Sgr.)
commands a beautiful and extensive survey of the Havel , the Pfauen-
insel, Glienicke, Babelsberg, Potsdam, Sanssouci, the village of Bornstadt
with the royal offices, and a new church in the basilica style with detach-
ed tower.

An avenue, upwards of 1 M. in length, intersects the garden
and park of Sanssouci from E. to W. The Obelisk (p. 46) rises at

the E. end. Opposite the latter, towards the N., is the Weinbergs-
Thor (PI. 14), a kind of triumphal arch erected in 1851 to comme-
morate the safe return of the Prince of Prussia from the campaign
against the Baden insurgents.
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The garden and park of Sanssouci are remarkable for their

beautiful grounds and tine timber. Near the E. portal is the Shell,

or Neptune's Grotto (PI. 12). The Chinese, or Japanese House (P. 4)

was termed by Frederick the Great his ape-saloon, from the figures

of apes with which it is decorated. A valuable musical clock
,
pre-

sented to that monarch by Madame Pompadour, is preserved here.

In the vicinity is a large fountain with six colossal sea-horses, de-

signed by Kiss. The Antique Temple (_P1. 1), a miniature imitation

of the Pantheon at Rome, near the new palace (N. side), contains

an admirable marble *statue of Queen Louise by Ranch. The
castellan of the palace shows the temple if desired. The Temple of

Friendship (PL 6) contains a statue of the Margravine of Baireuth,

sister of Frederick the Great.

At the W. end of the long avenue rises the *New Palace ,

founded by Frederick the Great in 1763, after the termination of

the Seven Years' War, and completed by him at a vast expense in

1769. Many of the 200 apartments are richly decorated. Those

once occupied by the founder are preserved unaltered. Part of the

upper floor is sometimes occupied as a summer residence by the

Crown-Prince and his family.
The Vestibule contains a large porcelain vase, presented by the Emp.

Kicholas. The Grotto Saloon is inlaid with shells, the friezes with
minerals and precious stones. The upper rooms contain several good pic-

tures : Tintoretto, Danae ; Potissin, Moses; Domenichino , Artemisia; Guido
Rent, Cleopatra, Mary; Titian, Christ at Emmaus ; iJ;/6ens_, Adoration of the
Magi. The Apartments of Frederick the Great contain his studytable,
pair of snuffers, ifec. ; in the library is his MS. of the ^Eloge du Sieur
la Mettrie" and a portrait of Voltaire drawn by him. The Theatre has
seats for 600 persons. In the Concert and Ball Room : Guido Reni , Lu-
cretia , Diogenes ; L. Giordano , Judgment of Paris , Rape of the Sabines,
and other pictures. The handsome Marble Saloon is 100 ft. in length.

At the back of tlie New Palace, to the W., are the 'Communs\
formerly servants' offices, now barracks for a battalion of infantry

composed of members of all the different regiments, and trained

here to ensure uniformity of drill throughout the army.

Adjoining the park of Sanssouci, 1 M. to the S. E. of the New
Palace, is the *Charlottenhof, a royal country residence, tastefully

fitted up under Schinkel's directions in 1826 as an Italian villa.

Near it an imitation of an ancient Roman Bathhouse has been
erected, containing a valuable bath of jasper and a fine group of

Ganymede and Hebe in marble by Hentschel. The castellan lives

on the sunk floor.

To the N. of Potsdam, about 3/^ M. from the .Jager or from the

Nauen Gate, is situated the Russian colony of Alexandrowka, con-

sisting of eleven dwelling-houses, a Greek chapel, the residence of

the priest, and a tavern. It was founded in 1826 by Frederick Wil-
liam III. for the accommodation of the Russian singers then estab-

lished at Berlin.

Near this , to the E. , lies the New Garden with the Marble
Palace, founded by Fred. William II. in 1786, and completed by

B.^deker's N. Germany. 5th Edit. 4
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Fred. William IV., pleasantly situated with a terrace on the Heilige

See. Fred. William II. died in one of the apartments in 1797. The
Kitchen, which externally looks like a temple sunk in the lake , is

connected with the palace by a subterranean passage 50 paces long.
In the court : 3Ian with torch, by E. Wolff. The small open colonnade

towards the garden is decorated with Arabesques , designed by Kolbe and
Hesse, representing scenes from the Nibelungen; above them Landscapes
by Lompeck , also from the Kibelungen. The apartments in the Interior

contain modern pictures : Egyptian and Greek landscapes by Frey and
Ekhhorn ; mythological subjects by Klober; also modern sculptures by
Tieik, Mailer, Tassaert, Hopfgarten, E. Wolff, Wichmann, Ac. One of the
rooms contains portraits of Humboldt, Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer, Jac. Grimm,
Rauch, Schinkel, and other eminent men, by Begas.

The *Pfingstberg, which rises in the vicinity, is the site of a

handsome ornamental building, the towers of which (152 steps)

afl'ord an extensive view of the environs, with Eerlin , Spandau,
Nauen, and Brandenburg in the distance, most striking by evening-

light. A carriage-road ascends to the summit of the hill. At the

base on the S. side lies the extensive Exercising-ground.

At Glienicke (^Restaurant) on the Berlin road, on the 1. bank
of the Havel, is situated a chateau of Prince Charles, with a garden
and large park. — Near it is an old Hunting-Lodge of the Great
Elector , in the rococo style , restored as a residence for Prince
Frederick Charles.

In the vicinity (^j^ M.) is the entrance to the park and pictures-

que palace of ^'Babelsberg, the property of the Emperor William.
The latter was erected in the English Gothic style by Schinkel in

1835, and extended in 1848. The son of the porter (5—10 Sgr.)

is recommended as a guide through the park. Fee in the palace,

see p. 45.
The *Interioe is sumptuously and tastefully decorated, and contains

numerous works of art (among the pictures : Th. Utldebrandt , Othello

;

Wiitich, Page; Bleibtreu, At Koniggratz, etc.), antique furniture, memorials
of the campaigns of 1864, 1866, and 1870—71, ic. Charming Views through
the dense foliage, of Potsdam, Sanssouci, the Pftngstberg, the Marble Palace,
Glienicke , the broad expanse of the Havel , and the wooded hills. The
water of the fountains in front of the palace is forced to the height of
100 ft. from the Havel by means of a steam-engine. On the E. side of the
palace is a monument with the Archangel Blichael , a gift of Frederick
William IV. To the S. rises a lofty Tower, commanding a fine panorama.

The Pfaueninsel, 3 M. to the N.E. of Potsdam, once a fa-

vourite resort of Frederick William III., converted by him into a

park
, and abounding in beautiful oaks , is now rarely visited. The

Chateau is in the form of a ruined Roman villa with two round
towers connected by a bridge , the Farm at the extremity of the

island in that of a Gothic ruin.

The *Brauhausberg (^Restaurant, p. 45), adjoining the rail-

way station on the S., commands a beautiful view of the town and
the expansive Ilavel, linest by evening-light.
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3. From Cologne to Hanover, and to Berlin by
Stendal or Magdeburg.

R a i lie at/ to Hanover in 5—7 hrs. (fares 8 Thlr. 22, 5 Thlr. 29, 4 Thlr.

11 Sgr.); to Berlin bi/ Stendul in lli|4—15 hrs. (fares 15 Thlr. 16, 10 Thlr.

28, 7 Thlr. 17 Sgr.) ; by Magdeburg in 12—20 hrs. (same fares). Iv'o change
-of carriages hy express.

From Cologne to Diisseldorf, see Baedeker s Rhine. — Stations

Calc'um (near whicli Is Kaiserswerth , with its extensive charitable

institntions), Orossenbaum.
Duisburg ( Europdischer Hof ; Hof von Holland; Prinz-Regent

;

Rheinischer Hof), a very ancient town, situated near the Khine and
the Ruhr, with both of which it is connected by a canal , was from

1145 to 1201 an Imperial town, then a member of the Hanseatic

league, and down to 1818 the seat of a university founded in 1655.

It is now a rapidly increasing manufacturing place, with 30,519
inhab. , and one of the chief depots of the Ruhr coal traffic (about

800,000 tons annually, comp. p. 52), and is the junction of a line

which runs through the great Westphalian mining district, by Miil-

heim , Essen (S. side), Bochum, Steele, Langendreer to Dortmund
(p. 52). The *Salvatorkirche , of the loth cent. , was restored in

1850. — The train now crosses the Ruhr.

Oberhausen, a town of very recent origin with 12,758 inhab.,

is the junction of the Cologne-Minden , Miilheim-Ruhrort , Wesel-
Emmerich , and Altenessen-Miinster lines. Extensive ironworks

in the vicinity.

Stations Berge-Borbeck [for coal -traffic only), Altenessen, the

junction for (I/4 hr.) Essen (Sauer; Holtgen) , a town with 51,246
inhab., founded at the end of the 9th cent. Being the central point

of a great coal-mining district, where about 40,000 miners are em-
ployed, it has increased rapidly within the last few years (in 1854
there were 10,488 inhab. only), and is surrounded by lofty chim-
neys in every direction. An extensive and rapidly increasing iron-

industry has recently sprung up in consequence of the abundant
supply of fuel. The coal-begrimed streets, most of which are narrow
and crooked, olTer little attraction to the traveller. The *Munster-

kirche, founded by Bishop Alfred of Hildesheim, and consecrated in

873 , is one of the most ancient churches in Germany. The W;
choir, with an octagon resembling that of the cathedral of Aix-la-

Chapelle, dates from the close of the 9th cent. , the nave was com-
pleted in 1316, the choir in 1445; and the whole edifice was re-

stored in 1855.
It contains a curious old brazen candelabrum with seven branches in

front of the high choir, presented in 998 by the Abbess Mechthildis, daughter
of Otho II. ; four golden crosses riclily garnished with jewels, two of them
presented by Ihe Abbess Alhaidis, daughter of Otho I., in 974, the third
probably by Mechthildis, and the fourth by the Abbess Theophanu (d. 1060)

;

a book of the Gospels with a covering of gold and artistically carved
ivory, another gift of Theophanu. The Cloisters, partly in the Romanesque
style of the 11th cent., and partly dating from the period of transition in

4*
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the 12th . were restored in 1850. Fine Altar-piece, painted by Barth. de
Bruyn in 1522.

Near the town are Kru'pp's Cast Steel Works , a vast establish-

ment of European celebrity. The tallest of the numerous chimneys
belongs to a huge steam hammer, 50 tons in weight. The factory, to

which visitors are not admitted, employs 7000 workmen and supplies

many of the principal railway and steamboat companies in Europe
with rails, wheels, etc., and several of the great powers of Europe
with steel-guns, of an aggregate weight of 65,000 tons. There are

240 steam-engines of 8500 horse -power, 50 steam-hammers , and
420 furnaces in constant operation.

The Westphalian C'oal-measwes are among the most productive in the
world, extending to the E. from the Rhine as far as tjnna and Camen,
about 32 31. in length and 9—14 31. in width, and yielding 10—12 million
tons of coal annually. The innumerable chimneys on both sides of the
line testify to the enormous industrial activity of the district. The popu-
lation is very dense at places, frequently averaging 1800 per square Engl,
mile. The produce of the mines, manufactories, foundries, etc., is con-
veyed in difi'erent directions by numerous railways , forming a dense net-

work without parallel in Germany.

The following stations are Gelsenkirchen , Wanne (junction for

Osnabriick, p. 77), Heme, Castrop, Mengede.

The line to Dortmund traverses one of those flat agricultural

tracts so characteristic , even in the time of Tacitus, of this part of

Germany, with the addition of frequent signs of modern industry.

Dortmund (* Wencker-Paxmann ; Middendorf ; *Bellevue, at the

station), a town with 44,454 inhab., the most important in West-
phalia , is the central point of a mining - district , with numerous
foundries, and the head-quarters of the mining authorities of West-
phalia. It is at the same time one of the most ancient places in

this part of the country, having been founded as early as the 10th

cent., and frequently chosen for imperial diets and ecclesiastical

assemblies. It subsequently became a fortified Hanseatic town,

and in 1387—88 successfully resisted a siege of 21 months by the

Archbishop of Cologne and other princes. After the Thirty Years'

War, however , the place lost its importance. The greater part of

the massive walls has been removed, and the town now wears a mo-
dernised aspect. Two of the churches only deserve inspection, St.

Reinoldi, of the 13th cent., choir 1421—50, and the adjoining lofty

Marienkirche of the same period, containing a picture of the West-
phalian school of the 15th cent.

The Vehmgeridit., a ccleTirated Secret Tribunal, was founded in West-
phalia after the fall of Henry the Lion, at a time when anarchy and law-
lessness prevailed throughout Germany, and in the 14th and 15th centuries
had extended its sway over the whole "empire. The number of the initiated,

bound by the most fearful oaths to execute the decrees of the tribunal, is

said to have exceeded 100,000. In Westphalia alone the Freigraf, or presi-
dent, was privileged to hold meetings for receiving new members. Dort-
mund was the seat of the supreme court, and here, in the 'Konigshof under
the Linden\ the Emp. Sigismund was himself initiated in 1429. Latterly,
however, the tribunal degenerated to little more than a kind of police-
court, before which the inhabitants of Dortmund and the neighbourhood
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carried their grievances. The la.st session held by this society here was
in 1803.

Two of the lime-trees in the Konigshof at Dortmund still exist,

and are believed to be upwards of 400 years old. They stand on a

slight eminence, to the W! of the station, by a stone table on which

the drawn sword and willow noose of the Vehmgericht were placed

during the sitting of the tribunal.

Dortmund is the junction of the Soest - Cassel (R. 4) and

Bergisch-Miirkisch lines.

F7-otn Dortmund to Hag en rail, in 1 hr. (24, 18, 12 Sgr.). Stat.

Witten (*Voss; Heinemann), a straggling town with busy coal mines and
factories, is the junction for Steele , Bochvm, Essen , and Duisburg (p. 51).

Blankenstein, 5 M. below Witten, is one of the most beautiful points in

the valley of the Ruhr. The following stations are Wetter, picturesquely

situated on a height on the r. bank of the Ruhr, Herdecke (to the 1. the

Ardeygehirge with the tower of Hohen-Sybvrg, p. 64) and Hugen (p. 64).

Stat. Hamm (* Graf von der Mark; Prinz von Preussen, at the

station), with 16,021 inhab., once the fortified capital of the County

of Mark, which in 1666 was annexed to Brandenburg, is now a

manufacturing place, iron and tin wares and wire being the staple

commodities. It is the junction of the lines to Miinster and Emden
(p. 96), to Soest and Cassel (p. 64), and to Unna and Elberfeld

(comp. p. 64).

The train crosses the Lippe. Stations Ahlen, Beckum, Oelde,

Rhedd (^omnibus to Lippstadt). The Ems is then crossed. Stat.

Gutersloh (Schmale) is a great depot of Westphalian hams and

sausages, which are largely exported. The 'Pumpernickel' of this

district is considered extremely nutritious.

This is the term applied to the dark brown bread of Westphalia, made
with unsifted rye-flour. The name is said to be a corruption of the French
'bon pour 'Nickel', a French cavalry-soldier at the beginning of the present
century having pronounced it too bad for himself, but sufficiently good
for his horse 'Nickel' (?).

The S. slopes of the Teutoburgian Forest, about 9 M. E. of stat.

Brackwede, are pointed out as the scene of the battle in which the

Roman general Varus was defeated by Arminius (or Hermann),
chief of the Cherusci , A. D. 9. The train now enters a more
mountainous district.

Stat. Bielefeld (Drei Kronen; Ravensberger Hof; Spengler),

with 19,000 inhab. , the central point of the Westphalian linen

traffic, which was founded here by Dutch settlers in the 16tli cent.,

and attained great importance in the 17th, is a busy manufacturing

town. The Sparenberg (Restaurant, fine view), rising above the

town, originally erected by the Guelph Count von der Lippe, in

the 12th cent., was reconstructed in 1545, and fortified according

to Diirer's system. It has been employed as a prison for more than

a century. The Johannisberg, to the S. W. of Bielefeld, is another

good point of view.

Stat. Herford (Stadt Berlin; Brunnemann's Hotel) , with 10,829
inhab., the second town in the County of Ravensberg, possesses
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numerous cotton and flax mills. It owes its origin to a nunnery
which was founded in the 9th cent, on a hill on the N. side of the

town, the abbess of which enjoyed princely rank and was entitled to

a seat in the Imperial Diet. The Marienkirche , or Abbey Church,

erected in 1325 on the site of an earlier structure, is a handsome
building with a tastefully decorated W. tower. The Eomanesque
Munster in the town, with Gothic apse of the 15th cent., is also

worthy of notice.

From Herford to Paderborii (38 M.) diligence daily in 63|, hrs.
The road leads by Sahuffeln , Sc/ioimar, and Lage , thriving villages in
the principality of Lippe.

17 M. Detmold (*St(idt Frankfurt; *Lippe'scher Hof), the pleasant little

capital of the principality of Lippe-Detmold, with 7000 inhab. The Mar-
stall, or stables of the prince, in the Schlossplatz contain a stud of ahout
50 'Senner', a peculiar breed of horses remarkable for power of endurance,
so called from the plains of the Senne, the S.W. slopes of the Teutoburgian
hills, where they graze in summer. The horse-rearing establishment is at
Lopshorn.

The *Grotenburg (1162 ft.), 1 hr. to the S.W. of Detmold, one of the
highest of the Teutoburgian hills , is crowned with a conspicuous Gothic
arched structure, 93 ft. in height, erected in 1841—46 as a pedestal for

a colossal statue of Arminius (p. 53). The figure by E. v. Baridel, about
60 ft. in height, is now completed and is about to be erected, the expenses
having been already partially defrayed by subscription. The top of the
pedestal commands an extensive view. — Travellers about to visit the
Externsteine effect a saving of 1 hr. by proceeding to them direct from
the Grotenburg (guide necessary).

The direct road from Detmold to Paderborn turns to the S. (see be-
low), but a circuit by Jlorii (Po.st; *W)ttenstein) , a small town 4'|2 M. to

the S.E., is recommended. About 11)2 M. to the S. of Horn, on the road
to Paderborn, rise the *Extern8teine (*Grultemeper's Inn), a curious group
of five rocks 100—130 ft. in height, protruding from the earth like gigantic
teeth. A grotto in one of the rocks is supposed to have been connected
with the religious rites of the ancient heathen Saxons. Rude reliefs on
the rock at the entrance represent the Descent from the Cross with colossal
figures; above, Christ with a banner, in the act of benediction; to the
r., the sun and moon. The whole forms a kind of altar-piece, 17 ft. high
and 12 ft. wide, the most ancient German work of the kind, supposed to

have been executed in 1115.

Both the direct road from Detmold and that from Horn traverse the
Teutoburgian Forest , on the S. slopes of which the great battle of Ar-
minius is sometimes supposed to have been fought, and unite at Schlangen,
at the S. extremity of the Senne (see above), i^^ M. from the Externsteine.

16'|2 M. Lippspringe (361 ft.) {*Post; *C'oncordia, for a prolonged stay),

a small bath, possesses a thermal spring (70" Fahr.) (1000 patients annually).
4i|2 M. Paderborn (p. 63).

The line now crosses the Werre, a small tributary of the Weser.
Stat. Lohne, where the line to Osnabruck (Rheine or Miinster,

p. 78) diverges.

Bad Oeynhausen (* Vogeler's Hotel ; Victoria ; Deutscher Kaiser,

unpretending ; restaurant at the Curhaus), a watering-place of some
repute (3700 patients annually), is named after a mining engineer
of that name (d. 1865), who conducted the boring operations which
led to the discovery of the thermal water. The three evaporating
works of the important salt-springs of Neusalzioerk lie on the road
to the (I'/oM.) village of Rehme. The warm saline water (93°Fahr.),
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issues from a shaft here. 2250 ft. in depth, and Is used for different

kinds of baths.

The train crosses the Weser and soon enters the Weserschnrte,

or Porta Westphalica, a narrow defile by which the Westphalian

mountains are quitted. Stat. Porta (Steinert's Hotel on the r.

bank ; Nottmeier's on the 1. bank, both with pleasant grounds).

The railway station at the foot of the Jacobsberg (617 ft.") on the r.

bank resembles a small castle. On the opposite bank of the river,

which is crossed by a chain-bridge, rises the Wittekindsberg (820 ft.

\

a tower (74 ft.) at the top of which commands a beautiful and
extensive view. The excellent sandstone used for building pur-

poses at Minden is quarried at the foot of both these hills.

The train soon emerges from the defile and traverses the small

plain which lies between the Weser Mts. and Minden.
Minden (^Rail. Restaurant ; Twietmeyer's Hotel, at the station

;

* Victoria and Stadt London in the town, 3/^ M. distant), with 16,593
inhab., is situated on the Weser. which is crossed here by a bridge

200 yds. long, constructed in 1518. One of the arches was blown
up by the French in 1813, and afterwards replaced by wood-work.
The old fortifications were levelled by Frederick the Great after the

Seven Years' War, but the town has recently been again strongly

fortified. The Cathedral is a fine edifice in the transition style,

erected in 1072—1290, and recently restored. By the S. entrance,

under the altarpiece, is a long and narrow picture by Aldegrever, a

Westphalian master of the 16th cent., representing the meeting of

Charlemagne with the Saxon Duke Wittekind. The Martinikirche

contains a picture by Cranach. The railway-station, the government
buildings adjoining the cathedral, and the provision magazine near

St. Martin's are handsome modern buildings.
The Battle of Minden was fought at Todtenhausen , 3 M. to the N.,

where the French were defeated by Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick,
1st Aug. , 1750. A monument on an eminence near the road to Peters-
hagen , commemorates the victory. Lord George Sackvllle, the commander
of the English cavalry, who failed to advance in time, was on this occasion
deprived of his commission by court-martial. His apparent neglect was
probably owing to a misunderstanding.

Stat. Biickeburg (Deutsches Haus). the capital of the princi-

pality of Lippe-Schaumburg, is a dull town, with 4500 inhab., a

palace, and a pleasant park. The unsightly church bears the appro-

priate inscription , ^Religlonis non structurae e.vemplurn'

.

The *Pu$chenbnrg (1148 ft.), a farm-house and inn on one of the highest
hills of the Weser, commanding a fine and extensive view, may be visited
from Biickeburg.

Stations Stadthagen, Lindhorst, Haste (diligence in 3/4 hr. to

Bad Nenndorf. with sulphureous and saline springs) , Wunstorf
(junction for Bremen; diligence twice daily in summer to Rehburg
on the Steinhuder Meer, p. 86) , Seelze. The train crosses the
Leine. Schloss Herrenhausen is conspicuous on the r.

Hanover, see p. 72; from Hanover to Gottingen and Cassel,

seeR, 10.
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Stat. Misburg; then Lehrte, the junction of the Harburg

(p. 99) and Hildesheim (in 40 min.) lines. Fares to the latter

20, 15, 10 Sgr.

Hildesheim (,Hdtel d-Angleterre , PI. a, R. 20, A. 5 Sgr.; Wiener Hof,
PI. b ; Goldiier Engel, PI. c), an ancient town with 20.804 inhab., pleasantly
situated on the Innerste , has retained many mediaeval characteristics. It

became an episcopal see in 815, and soon rose to great prosperity, chiefly

owing to the fostering care of Bishop Bernwurd (933—1023), a great patron
of art and promoter of commerce, and himself a painter, architect, and
worker in metal. Hildesheim subsequently became a member oftheHan-
seatic League and was a free town of the Empire down to 1803.

Entering the town from the station , the traveller reaches the *Alt-
STADTER Makkt , a fine mediaeval square surrounded by several interest-

ing buildings. The Eathhaus (PI. 16), with its arcades, erected in 1M3,
contains a hall adorned with curious mural paintings of the 15th cent. —
The Templer-Haus (PL 22), with a handsome oriel window and two round
corner-turrets. The old *Knochenhauer-AmViaiis (PL 19), or guild-house of
the butchers, the finest wood and plaster building in the town, with ad-
mirable carving, and the Wedekind House (PL 24), also adorned with carv-
ing, all date from the 16th cent. The Roland Fountain in the middle of
the Platz was erected in 1540.

St. JIichael's Chukch (PL 10; the sacristan lives at the red house
to the E. of the church, K^o. 1579), formerly belonging to the Benedictines,
founded by Bishop Bernward, and consecrated in 1033, was afterwards in-

jured by a fire, but was restored in the 12th and 13th cent. It is one of
the finest Piomanesque churches in Germany, and possesses aisles, a double
transept, and E. and W. choir, the latter considerably elevated, with a

crypt beneath it , which was consecrated in 1015. The interior is borne
by 16 columns and 6 pillars. The beautiful *paintings on the flat wooden
ceiling of the nave (prophets , fathers , Christ as Judge , on a deep blue
ground) date from the close of the 12th cent. , and are the only ancient
works of the kind on this side of the Alps. The crypt contains the mon-
ument of St. Bernward , of the 13th cent. , surrounded by a spring. The
adjacent abbey buildings are now used as a lunatic asylum. Visitors are
admitted to the cloisters (with fine pointed vaulting) on application at the
gate.

St. jMagdalene's Church (PL 8; the sacristan lives at No. 1406,
opposite the church, to the S.W.) contains several interesting works exe-
cuted by St. Bernward (a cross adorned with gold and jewels, two cande-
labra, d-'c.) and a fine late Oothic chalice.

St. Martin's Church (PL 9; the custodian lives at the back of the
church, No. 1340), now fitted up as a Musetmi, contains weapons, ecclesi-

astical vessels, wood-carving, a few pictures, and other mediaeval curiosities,

most of them belonging to Hildesheim.
The * Cathedral (PL 1; the sacristan lives at No. 1198, in the

Kleine Domhot^, in the Romanesque style, erected in 1055—61 on the site

of an earlier church , with a late Gothic S. aisle and N. transept subse-
quently added , was entirely disfigured in the interior by repairs in
1730. The brazen Doors which separate the W. vestibule from the nave,
executed liy Bishop Bernward in 1015 , are adorned with sixteen reliefs

(the Fall and Redemption) of considerable merit. The brazen font of the
13th cent. , with reliefs , in the first chapel on the 1. , and the large can-
delabrum in the nave, presented by Bishop Hezilo (d. 1079), are also wor-
thy of notice. The Jrmensiiule , a small polished column of calc-sinter

near the choir, is said once to have been erected by the heathen Saxons
in honour of their god Irmin , or Irman. The rood-loft is a fine Renais-
sance sculpture in stone , executed in 1546. On the r. and 1. of the high
altar are the gilded Sarcophagus of St. Godehard , with figures of the
Apostles , of the 12th cent. , and the gilded Tomb of St. Epiphanius ,

with
silver reliefs , of the same period. — The modernised Crypt contains the
so-called Wandelkreuz , supposed to date from the 9th cent. — The Trea-
sury (of which the cure Herr Weissgerber at the adjacent Gymnasium is
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the custodian) contains valuable works of art of the 9th—12th cent., e. g.

several codices with miniatures by St. Bernward.
The * Cloistehs in the late Romanesque style , on the E. side of the

cathedral, in two storeys, contain tombstones of the 12th—16th cent. The
Chapel of »Si. Anne in the centre of the court dating from the close of the
t4th lent., possesses windows with fine tracery. On the external wall of

the cathedral crypt extend the branches of a Rose Bush, upwards of 30 ft.

in height, and 30 ft. in width, planted according to tradition by Louis the
Pious, and proved by existing documents to be upwards of 800 years old.

The Romanesque Chapel of St. Lawrence on the S. side of the cloisters,

with low vaulting resting on two series of round, and one of octagonal
columns, contains a few architectural fragments.

In the Grosse Domhof, on the N. side of the cathedral, rises the
Christus-Savle, or Column of Christ, in bronze, 15 ft. in height, and adorn-
ed with 28 groups in half relief representing the history of the Saviour
from his Baptism to his Entry into Jerusalem , executed bv Bishop Bern-
ward about 1022. In the same Platz , near the Post-Office "(PI. 17), there

is a fine late Gothic building, with jutting windows and turrets, of 1518.

*St. Godehard's Church (PI. 3; the sacristan lives at No. 1101, Vor-
dere Bi-iihl), restored in 1848—63, and like the church of St. Michael, one
of the finest Romanesque edifices in Germany, is a basilica with aisles

and flat ceiling, a handsome choir, and three massive towers. The sculp-
tures in the arch of the N.W. portal are worthy of note. The body of
the church rests on 6 pillars and 12 columns , the choir on 2 pillars and
6 columns. The candelabrum, an imitation of that in the cathedral, and
the mural paintings in the choir in the Romanesque style are modern.
A valuable Romanesque chalice preserved here was executed in 1146—53.

Besides these buildings the town contains many handsome private
houses, chiefly late Gothic structures of the 15th and 16th cent, in wood
and plaster. A walk through the tortuous old streets is interesting.

A valuable treasure found near Hildesheim in 1868, consisting of an-
cient Roman silver plate , is now preserved in the Museum at Berlin (p.

21).

Stat. Lelirte is the junction of Brunswick and Magdeburg line

(p. 58). The next stations on the Stendal Line are Dollbergen,

Meinersen , Gifhorn , Fallerslehen (where the poet Hoffmann von
Fallersleben was horn in 1798), Vorsfelde , Oebisfelde , Oardelegen

(an old town with dilapidated walls and a Romanesque church),

Vinzelberg.

Stendal (Adler; Schwnn), founded about the middle of the 12th

cent, by Albert the Bear on the site of a Sclavonic settlement, was
once the capital of the Altmark. The Cathedral, a noble late Gothic
structure, was erected in 1420—24 and restored in 1857. The W.
portions with the towers, in the transition style, date from 1257.

Modern stained glass in the choir. Gothic cloisters of 1460. The
imposing late Gothic Marienkirche was completed in 1447. In front

of the Gothic Rathhaus is a Roland's Column of 1535. A monument
was erected here in 1859 to the celebrated antiquarian Winckelmann,
who was horn at Stendal in 1717. The so-called Palace of Henry I.

is now a tavern. The town is still partially enclosed with pictures-

que old *Fortifications of the 13th— 15th cent., of which the Ueng-
linger and Tangermilnder Thor are the finest parts.

Tangermiinde
, picturesquely situated on the lofty bank of the Elbe,

7 M. to the S.E. of Stendal , is remarkable for its richly decorated brick-
buildings of the 14th cent. , the finest of which is the recently restored
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Rathhavs , near the gates. The Schloss , most of which is now modern,
was long the residence of the Margraves of Brandenburg.

From Steiidal to Salzwedel bv a branch-line in l'|2 hr. (fares

1 Thir. 16, 1 Thlr. 5, 23 Sgr.). Salziced'el, one of the oldest towns in the
province, once a member of the Hanseatic League , lies in a marshy situ-

ation on the Jeelze.

The train soon crosses the Elbe. Stations Schonhausen (with

1500 inhab., and a Romanesque church of the 13th cent., the pro-

perty of the Bismarck-Schonhansen family since 1562, and the

birthplace of the Chancellor of the German Empire in 1815), Rathe-

now, Neunhausen, Wustermark. Country flat and uninteresting.

Spandau (Adler) on the Havel, with 17,386 inhab., is strongly

fortified. The handsome Church of St. Nicholas, of the 16th cent.,

contains some interesting monuments and a very ancient metallic

font. The modern cannon-foundry is a conspicuous building.

Berlin, see p. 1.

From Hanover to Magdeburg. The first stat. beyond
Lehrte (p. 56

,
junction for Harburg , Stendal . and Hildesheim) is

Hdmlerwald. To the 1. the church-tower of Sievershau,<en comes
into view , where the Elector Maurice of Saxony, the opponent of

Charles V., lost his life in 1553 in a battle against Margrave Albert
of Brandenburg-Baireuth. Stations Peine., Vechelde, then

Brunswick (p. 66). Handsome station, with good refreshment-
room.

Branch-line (in 20 min., 9, 6, 4 Sgr.) to "Wolfenbuttel (Kiifl.ifs IlStel),

an ancient town possessing a valuable library of 400,000 vols, and 6000 MSS.,
of which Lessing was once the librarian. Luther's bible, with notes in
his own handwriting , his drinking-glass , inkstand

,
portrait by Cranach,

etc. are also shown here.
Wolfenbiittel is the junction for Borssum and Harzbvrg (p. 255), and

for Jerxheim. (p. 62) by Sclioppenstedt.

The following stations are .ScTiandefctfe , Konigslutter , Frcllstedt

and
JLelmstadA (Deutsch.es Haus ; Erhprinz), an ancient town, once

famous for its university. The Stephanskirche dates from the

12th cent. In front is an iron monument to the memory of soldiers

who fell at Waterloo. An iron cross has been erected to .St. Lud-
gerus, the first propagator of the gospel in this region. The Luhhen-
steine near the town were probably once heathen altars.

Branch-line (in 50 min., 18, 12, T^U Sgr.) to Jerxheim

(p. 62).

The Magdeburg line proceeds by the stations Eilsleben, I)rei-

leben. Niederdodeleben , and Sudenburg (p. 60, W. suburb of

Magdeburg) to

Magdeburg (p. 60) ; thence to Berlin, see R. 4.
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4. From Berlin to Cologne by Magdeburg and
Kreiensen.

Rail wan to Magdeburg in 21)2—S^jj hrs. (express fares 5 Thlr. , 3

Thlr. 10, 2 Thlr. 15 Sgr. ; ordinary 4, 3, 2 Thlr.); to Cologne in 11—213|4

hrs. (fares 20 Thlr. 10, 13 Thlr. 17, 10 Thlr. 6 Sgr. ; ordinary 16 Thlr. 2,

12 Thlr. 4, 7 Thlr. 12i|2 Sgr.).

From Berlin to Potsdam, see p. 45. As the Potsdam station is

entered, the tower of Bahelsberg (p. 50) peeps from the woods to

the r. Fine view of the expansive Havel. To the r. the palace on

the Pfingstberg (p. 50).

The train crosses the Havel. To the 1. the Provision-Magazine

with its modern tower ; then the Brauhausberg with the Belvedere,

and the Engine-House in the form of a mosque connected with the

waterworks of 8anssouci. The palaces of Sanssouci and Charlotten-

hof are next passed (p. 48). The train then crosses the Zern-See,

a lake formed by the Havel. On an island to the 1. lies the pleasant

looking town of Werder. Beyond stat. Gross-Kreuz are the low,

wooded Gotzige Berge.

Brandenburg (Schwarzer Bar : Schwarzer Adler), a dull town

with broad streets and 25,500 inhab., lies on the Havel, which

here forms a broad lake termed the Plauesche See, and divides the

town into the Altstadt, Neustadt, and Dominsel. It occupies the

site of Brennabor, a stronghold of the Sclavonic Hevelli, which was
taken by Emp. Henry I. in 927. It afterwards again fell into the

hands of the Wends, but was taken in 1153 by Albert the Bear,

Count of Askanien , who thenceforth styled himself Margrave of

Brandenburg. The town was the seat of an episcopal see from 949
to 1544, and was long the most important place in the province,

but was obliged al: length to yield this rank to the more modern
city on the Spree (comp. p. 9). Several interesting old buildings

are still extant.

The Cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul , a late Romanesque
basilica, erected in 1170—1318, with a crypt in the transition style

completed before 1235, was restored by Schinkel in 1836. It con-

tains a good altar-piece on a gold ground, of 1465, by an unknown
master. The tombstones which formerly covered the pavement are

now built into the walls. Modern stained glass windows.
*St. Catharine's Church, a Gothic brick edifice, erected in 1381 —

1402, contains a beautiful old altar in carved wood, recently gilded

and painted, an interesting font in bronze, of 1440, and several

monuments. Fine perforated enrichments of the exterior worthy
of inspection. St. Godehard's

,
partly Romanesque of 1164, and

partly Gothic of 1348, the Romanesque Nicolaikirche of the 12th

and 13th cent., situated to the S. W. of the Altstadt, and St. Peter's,

an early Gothic structure of the 14th cent., are also interesting.

The Rathhaus in the Altstadt, now a court of justice, dates from
the 13th and 15th cent. ; the Rathhaus in the Neustadt, dating from
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the 14tli cent., was modernised and disfigured in the 18th. Near the

latter rises a Roland''s Column (see p. 88), 18 ft. in height. Fine

view from the Marienberg, an eminence (200 ft.) to the N. W. of

the town.

Country between Brandenburg and Magdeburg uninteresting.

The line intersects the extensive lakes of the Havel near Branden-

burg and occasionally skirts the Plauesche Canal which connects the

Havel with the Elbe. Stations Wusterwitz, Genthin, a small town

with a lofty tower on the W. side, Giisen, and Burg, with 15,000 in-

hab. and large cloth - factories
, founded by French Protestants who

settled here after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1688.

The towers of Magdeburg now come into sight. The line describes

a long curve and crosses the two arms of the Elbe by means of forti-

fied iron bridges.

Magdeburg. Hotels. *Weisser Schwan (PI. b); London Hotel
(P. a) ; Stadt Braunschweig (PI. c), all in the Breite Weg. — Erzhekzog
Stephan (PI. d); Stadt Prag (PI. e), both with restaurants. Edel's Ho-
tel (PI. f), Alper's Hotel (PI. g), Stadt Leipzig, all in the Fiirsten-Str.,

near the station. Deutsches Hacs, Werft 24; Wierig's Hotel, Haupt-
wache 3.

Restaurants. *Hahermann , near the Johanniskirche ; Stadt Prag;
Culmbach beer at both; Eichfer , *Rigels , both in the Breite Weg; Schov-
berg ; Oriitzmncher, not far from the station; Bairischer Hof, Berliner-Str.
— Confectioners. Bieber, Brandenbiirger, both in the Breite Weg; *Ziianii,

Eegierungs-Str. ; Offenhammer, near the station.

Baths in the Fiirsten-Str., well fitted up.
Cabs per drive for 1 pers. 21)2, 2 pars. 5, per hour 10 Sgr.

Magdeburg (131 ft.), the capital and seat of government of the

Prussian province of Saxony, the headquarters of the 4th Corps of

the army, and a fortress of the first rank, with 82,452 inhab., is

chiefly situated on the 1. bank of the Elbe, which is here divided

into three arms. It consists of the town proper and the four suburbs

of Sudenburg and Buckau to the S., Neustadt to the N., and Fried-

ricksstadt to the E. Between the town and the last named suburb

lies an island occupied by the Citadel, and connected with both

banks by bridges. Since 1866 the town has been fortified with a

series of advanced bastions and has thus obtained space for extend-

ing its formerly very narrow limits. New streets connecting the

interior of the town with the suburbs are now in course of con-

struction.

Magdeburg, one of the most important commercial towns in N.

Germany, possesses numerous wool, cotton, sugar, tobacco, and other

manufactories, and is conveniently situated at the junction of four

different railways (to Berlin, Hamburg, Brunswick, and Leipsic).
Magdeburg, which was founded as a commercial settlement at the be-

ginning of the 9th cent. , is chiefly indebted for its early prosperity to

Emp. Otho the Great (936—973) and his consort Editha (p. 61) who found-
ed a Benedictine monastery here in 937. In 967 the town was raised to

the rank of an archiepiscopal see, to which an ample jurisdiction and the
primacy of Germany were annexed. In the 13th—15th cent. Magdeburg
was a flourishing and powerful commercial place , with supremacy over
an extensive territory, and a member of the Hanseatic League. The tur-
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bulent citizens gradually threw off the archiepiscopal yoke, and towards
the close of the 15th cent, compelled the prelates generally to reside else-

where. As early as 1524 they eagerly espoused the cause of the Reformation.
During the Thirty Years' War Magdeburg suffered terribly. In 1629 it

successfully resisted the attacks of Wallenstein during seven months , but
was taken "by storm by Tilly in 1631, and entirely destroyed with the e.x-

ception of 139 houses. Otto von Guericke , the inventor of the air-purnp,

was at that period the burgomaster of the town. After the Reformation
the see was presided over by three Protestant archbishops , and at length

in 1680 became incorporated with the March of Brandenburg.

The Breite- Weg , the principal business street of Magdeburg,

intersects the town from N. to S. , from the Krokenthor to the

vSuden'burger Thor. The inscription , ^Gedenke des lU. Mai 163V,

on No. 146, perpetuates the tradition that it once belonged to the

individual who betrayed the town to Tilly.

The *Cathedral (PI. 4), a noble and massive structure, was

erected in 1208—1363 on the site of the ancient Benedictine church,

which had been burned down. The towers were completed about

1520, and the whole edifice restored under Frederick William TIL

The rich W. portal is worthy of inspection. The older parts, espe-

cially in the choir, still show the round arch, while the more modern
are in the fully developed pointed style. Length 230 yds., breadth

of nave 35 yds., height of N. tower 337 ft. The S. tower has been

left without a spire. Yiew from the gallery (166 steps) almost equal

to that from the tower itself (438 steps). The sacristan (71/2 Sgr-)

lives in the handsome adjoining Cloisters, half Romanesque, half

Gothic, dating from the 13th and 14th cent.
In the chapel beneath the towers is the *Monument of ArcJih. Ernst,

one of the earlier works of the celebrated Vischer of Nuremberg, completed
in 1497; on the sarcophagus reclines the archbishop, on the sides are the
Twelve Apostles, two saints, and a variety of decorations. — Beneath a
simple marble slab in the choir reposes theEmp. Otho I. (d. 973); behind
the high altar his consT)rt Editha (d. 947) , daughter of Edward the Elder
of England; monument probably of the 14th cent. Adjoining it an ancient
baptistery. The church contains numerous other monuments of the 16th
and 17th cent, of inferior interest. Pulpit in alabaster, 1597. Modern
stained glass windows. Figures on the S. side of the choir of SS. Inno-
cent, Maurice, and John, are said to date from the 10th, those of SS. Peter,
Paul, and Andrew from the 13th cent. Fine carved stalls of the 14th cent.

Tilly's helmet, marshal's staff, and gloves, and an indulgence-chest of the
notorious Tetzel are also shown.

A short distance to the N. of the cathedral is situated the Lieh-

frauenkirche, or Church of our Lady, most of which is in the Ro-
manesque style of the 12th and 13th cent. The adjoining Roman-
esque Cloisters and the abbey buildings have been converted into

a school. Near the church are several late Gothic houses in wood
and plaster of the 16th cent.

In the Altenmarkt, in front of the Rathhaus , rises the lofty

*Moniiment of Otho I. (PI. 5), an equestrian figure on a pedestal

I8V2 ft. in height, erected by the Municipality at the close of the
13th cent., and judiciously restored in 1858. At the corners are

the Duke of Saxony, the Margrave of Brandenburg, and two other
figures in armour. Beside the emperor are two allegorical female
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ligures , one bearing a shield , the other a banner. The statues are

all in sandstone and of life-size.

The adjoining Platz near the Hauptwache is embellished with

a bronze Statue of Francke (d. 1851), burgomaster of Magdeburg.

The * Fiirstenwall (PI-, A, B, 3) on the Elbe is the favourite

walk within the town. The handsome building to the r. with pin-

nacled towers is the residence of the 'Oberpresident' of the province.

To the 1. farther on, is a bath-house, with the inscription from

Pindar's first Olympic ode, Aoiarov ju£v vd'coQ ('water is best').

The Friedrich- Wilhelmsgarten adjoins the glacis, on the S. W.
side of the interior of the town, and includes the grounds of the

once celebrated Kloster Bergen. The eminence on which the latter

once stood is now occupied by a restaurant with ballrooms, etc. A
memorial stone records that the monastery was founded in 737,

suppressed in 1810, and destroyed in 1812. On the S. side lies the

manufacturing town of Buckau (p. 60), with numerous villas and

gardens.

On the r. bank of the Elbe, 2 M. below Magdeburg, lies the

Herrenkrug, on the 1. bank the Vogelsang, both favourite resorts,

with pleasant grounds.

r>eyond Magdeburg the line traverses an undulating agricultural

tract termed the Magdeburger Borde. Stations Dodendorf, where
the French were defeated in a sanguinary engagement by Schill in

1809 ,
Langenweddingen , Blumherg , Hadmersleben , and Oschers-

leben, a small to wnon the Bode, the junction for Halberstadt (p. 259).

At Stat. Jerxheim (p. 58) the line diverges to the 1. (W.) from

the Magdeburg and Brunswick railway. Stations MattierzoU , He-
defer. Borssum (p. 255, junction of the Brunswick-Harzburg line).

To the S. in the background rise the Harz Mts. , of which the

Brocken is the most conspicuous.

Stat. Salzgitter possesses saline springs. At stat. Ringelheim

the line turns to the S. ; on the 1. rise the W. spurs of the Harz
Mts. At Lutter am Barenberge, 3/4 M. to the E. of stat. Neuekrug-

Lutter , Tilly gained a victory over Christian IV. of Denmark, on
27th Aug., 1626. Stat. Seeseu (*Kronprinz; WUhelmsbad); route

to the Harz Mts., see p. 256. Turning to the r. from the Harz Mts.,

the train next reaches stat. Gandersheim, an old town, once under
the jurisdiction of independent abbesses. Then Ereiensen (p, 85),

junction of the Hanover and Cassel line.

The Leine is crossed here. Stations Naensen, Vorwohle; on the

r. the wooded heights of the Hits. Stat. Stadt-Oldendorf. To the

1. , farther on, rise the N. spurs of the Soiling Mts. — Stat. Holz-

minden (Buntrock), a Brunswick town, with a famous old grammar-
school and a modern school of engineering. The line here enters

the valley of the Weser, which it soon crosses. On the I. bank lies

the suppressed Benedictine Abbey of Corvey).
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Stat. Hoxter (Hotel Schwiete), a venerable place, once a member
of the Haiiseatic League and a free town of the Empire

,
Is still

surrounded by walls. A fierce conflict took place here in 775
between Charlemagne and the Saxons. The old watch-tower on the

Brunshery , to the r. of the railway, is said to be the remnant of a

castle of Bruno, brother of Wittekind (p. 64} , which is described

by Egiiihard, the historian and son-in-law of Charlemagne, as one

of the strongest of the Saxon strongholds. A double avenue of lime-

trees, y/4 M. in length, connects Hoxter with Corvey (p. 62).
From Hoxter a diligence riins twice daily in 4 hrs. to

Pyrmont (* Krone; *Lippisclier Hof; HOUl Waldeck) ^ a pleasant little

town in the valley of the Emmer , at the foot of the Bomherg , with
mineral springs which have been known since the middle of the 16th
cent. It was formerly one of the most famous watering-places in Europe,
and is still visited by 5000 patients annually. The principal springs are
the Staldbvunnen at Pyrmont, and the Salzbrunnen 1 M. distant; the former
has exhilarating and refreshing properties. The Allee, an avenue extend-
ing from the spring to the chateau of Prince Waldeck , flanked with the
Cursaal , theatre, cafes, and shops, is the principal rendezvous of the
visitors. Favourite excursions to the Konigsberg, Friedensihal , the cliffs

at Thai, the Ousgrotte, etc.

Next stations Godelheim, Brakel, Driburg (Kothe ; Zengerling);

'^/i M. from the last are the sulphureous mud-baths of Driburg,

prettily situated, and surrounded with pleasure-grounds. Station

Altenbeken, junction for Cassel (R. 8). The train now crosses the

BeekethnL by a viaduct 528 yds. in length, and 114 ft. in height,

beyond whirh is the Dune-Viaduct, 237 yds. long, and 84 ft. high,

and passes the prettily situated town of Neuenbeken. It then skirts

the hills on whirh the village of Benhausen lies, and reaches

Paderborn ( Lijffelmann ; Bentler ; Mussen), with 13,000 inhab.,

an episcopal see founded by Charlemagne, the oldest in Westphalia.

The Cathedral, a handsome edifice in the transition style, completed
in 1143, and re-erected after a fire in 1243, possesses two beauti-

ful *'portals. Interior uninteresting. The finest of the numerous
monuments of the bishops is the brass ofRembertvon Kerssenbrock
(d. 1568), built into the wall at the N. approach to the choir. The
most sumptuous tomb is that of Theodor vonFiirstenberg (^d. 1618)
to the 1. in the choir. The high altar contains the elaborately exe-
cuted silver sarcophagus of St. Liborius , date 1627, being a sub-
stitute for one carried off by Duke Christian of Brunswick in 1622,

of the silver of which he caused dollars to be coined, bearing the

inscription, 'Gottes Freundt, der Pfaft'en Feindt' (God's friend, the

priests' foe). The Cloisters contain numerous tombstones. Above
the central window is a curious sculpture representing three hares

with three ears only, but so placed that each appears to possess two
of its own. The old and externally insignificant Chapel of St. Bar-
tholomew in the vicinity, of the 11th cent., contains annular vault-

ing, borne by slender columns. Beneath the cathedral and on its

N. side the Pader takes its rise from numerous springs ,
which are

so copious as to turn a mill within a few yards of their source.
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Hence the name of the town, Pader-Born signifying 'source of the

Pader'. The Rathhaus, near the Jesuits' Church , erected in 1615,

is a singular comhination of different styles of architecture.

The Inselbad (Curhaus) , with mineral springs , used for vapour and
other baths, is ^i 51. from the Paderborn station.

From Paderborn to Lippspringe, see p. 54.

The line crosses the Alme. Stations Salzkotten, Geseke, Lipp-

stadt (a town on the Lippe , which here becomes navigable) , Ben-
ninghausen, Snssendorf {jwiih valuable salt-works , the evaporating

houses of which the train intersects).

Soest (*Overtueg; Vosswinkel), an old town with 12,000 inhab.,

in the fertile Soester BIJrde, lies on a road which was once the great

commercial route between Saxony , "Westphalia , and the Lower
Rhine. It is mentioned in documents as early as the 9th cent., and
afterwards became a fortified Hanseatic town of such importance
that in 1447 it successfully repelled an attack by the Archbishop of

Cologne with C'^.OOO men. It once possessed the most ancient and
excellent municipal code in Germany (termed the 'Schraa'), which
served as a model to many other towns in the 12th cent. , and even
to Liibeck. The town is still surrounded by broad walls and moats,

which are however being converted into promenades. Of the ancient

gates the Osthoventhor alone is preserved. The Eomanesque Cathe-

dral, founded by Bruno
,
brother of Otho the Great, in the 10th

cent., and the Petrikirche are worthy of a visit. The finest church,

however, is the Gothic *Wiesenkirche ('St. Mary of the Meadow'),
founded in 1314, completed in the following century, and restored

since 1850. The picturesque apse should be observed. A fine altar-

piece in the N. aisle, with wings, representing the joys and sorrows

of the Virgin, dates from 1437. The stained glass in the window
over the N. side-entrance represents the Last Supper, from which
the Westphalian ham , the staple dish of the country , has not been
omitted.

From Soest to Hamm, Miinster, and Emden, see p. 96.

To the 1. rise the hills of the Westphalian Sauerland (i. e. Sii-

derland, or S. country). Stations Werl, Unna (with salt-works,
junction for Hamm a.nAl>ortm\ini), Holzwickede, Schiverte (junction
for Arnsberg and Warburg, p. 78), Westhofen.

The line here enters the valley of the Ruhr , which it crosses

immediately below the Lenne. To the r. the abrupt hill ofHohensy-
burg, once a stronghold of the Saxon duke Wittekind, with its tower
90 ft. in height, erected in 1857 in memory of Baron Vincke, Pre-
sident of Westphalia (d. 1844). The train crosses the Volme, and
reaches Hagen i^Hotel Lunenschloss ; Fluss , Stein, both at the

station), a manufacturing town with 13,000 inhab., and the junction
for Witten and Siegen.

The Railway from Hagen to Siegen (in 31(2 hrs. , 2 Thlr. 25,
2 Thlr. 4, 1 Thlr. 13 Sgr.) , which connects the manufacturing region of
the Lenne with the coal-measures of the Ruhr, runs to the N^. for a short
distance in the valleys of the Volme and the Ruhr , and then turns to the
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S. at the loot of the Hohen-Syburg , into the picturesque and populous
valley of the Lenne , which it "follows as far as Altenhundem. First sfat.

Kfibe'l. On a hill to the r. near Limburg rises a column to the memory
of a Prince Bentheim. Limburg (Holtschmidl , by the bridge), a prettily

situated town, is commanded by the chateau of Prince Bentheim, situ-

ated on a precipitous wooded height, and commanding a fine view. Stat.

Letmalhe.
From Letmalhe to Isertohii by a branch- line in 10— 18 min.

(fares 6, 4, 2'|2 Sgr.). Stat. Dechenliohle, see below.
Iserlohn ( Welter; Sander) is a manufacturing town iif considerable im-

portance, with 15,000 inhab. (3000 Rom. Cath.), (he chief products of which
are iron and bronze wares, needles, and wire. The picturesque environs
are crowded with workshops of every kind.

At the Griine, an inn (Griirmann) on the Lenne between Iserlohn and
Letmathe, rise two detached rocks termed the 'Paler' and the 'Nonne\
near which is the Oriirmannshohle , a cavern containing numerous fossil

remains of antediluvian animals. In the vicinity is a zink and brass foundry,
the cadmia used at which is also obtained here. On the railway (see

above), 10 min. to the E. of the Grune, is situated the highly interesting

*Dechenh6hle , a stalactite cavern discovered in 1868 (cards of admission,

T'lz Sgr. each, should be purchased at the station), lighted with gas, and
extending about 300 yds. into the hill.

Stat. Altena {Kliiifke., beyond the bridge; Qiiilmann , in the town) is

a very picturesquely situated little town, with the ancestral Schloss of
the Counts von der Mark, which commands an admirable view. Stations
Werdolil, Plettenberg. Finiiciitrop, Gi-evenbriick, and Altenhundem, where the
line enters the Bi/ndem-Thol. At Welschen-Emiest the watershed of the
Rahrbacher Hohe (1312 ft.) is penetrated by means of a tunnel, beyond
which the (rain reaches Kreiizthol and

• Siegen (*Goldner Lowe), a busy old mining town, with 10,(X)0 inhab.,
with two castles of the Princes of Nassau-Siegon who became extinct in
1743. Rubens was born here (1577, d. 1640) while his parents were tem-
porarily .ibsent from Antwerp, their native place.

At Betzdorf the line unites with the Cologne and Giessen railway
(see Baedeker\^ Rhine).

The line now ascends the broad and indnstrious valley of the

Ennepe. The stream turns the machinery of numerous iron-hammers,
where scythes , sickles , and shovels are largely manufactured. A
kind of axe for felling the sugar-cane is also made here for export.

At Stat. Hiispe, extensive puddling works and rolling-mills. Beyond
Stat. Gevelsherg, which consists of a long row of detached houses,

the train crosses the Ennepethal by embankments and a viaduct
100 ft. in height. Pleasing glimpse up" the valley to the 1. Stat.

Milspe, then a long cutting near the Schivelmer Brunnen. Beyond
Schwelm (Rosenkranz ; Prinz von Preussen) , a town with 5600
inhab., the line quits the country of Mark, crosses the Wupper,
and enters the Duchy of Berg. The river anciently formed the
boundary between Saxony and Franconia, and now separates West-
phalia from the Rhineland. The line skirt the E. side of the valley.

Stat. Rittershausen.

Barmen (Hotel Vogler; Vereinshaus , both at the station ; Zur
Pfalz; Scliutzeiihaus), with a number of formerly detached villages,

and Elberfeld f/Zotci Btoem 2u?n Weidenhof ; Victoria; Post; Ernst
'Moer; Mainzer Hof ; Rheinischer Hof; Fallcenberg), which begins at

the bridge over the Wupper, now form an uninterrupted succession

B^deker's N. Germanv. 5th Edit. n
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of manufactories and dwelling-houses , about 5 M. in length. The
sister towns , which have risen to importance since the middle of

last century, now contain a population of 146,849 souls (Barmen
75,074, Elberfeld 71,775). The manufactories here are very nu-
merous and extensive, their chief products being calico, silk, rib-

bons, Turkey-red dyed goods, soap, candles, and chemicals. The
*Belvedere <nif der Haardt (or 'Elisenhohe'), 20 min. from Elber-

feld, adorned with a statue of St. Suitbert, the apostle of this dis-

trict , commands a good survey of the environs (not accessible at

present). On its way from the station of Barmen to that of Elber-

feld , the train-passes an iron monument to Frederick William III.

The Cologne railway crosses the Wupper and quits the valley

of that river. Stations Vohioinkel (junction for Steele and Dijssel-

dorf, p. 78), Hann, OhUgs- Wald (branch-line in 1/4 hr. to Solingen,

an important manufacturing place) , Leichlingen , Opladen , Schle-

bvsch. Miilheim , and thence to Deutz, see Baedeker s Rhine. The
station is outside the Feldthor on the Rhine, 20 min. from the

Central Station at Cologne (omnibus 4 Sgr.).

5. Brunswick.
Hotels. *Deutsciies Haus (PI. b) , Keue Strasse 21; *Schradek -<

Hotel (PI. f), Giirdelinger-Str. 7, charges at both R. 20, D. 20, A. 6 Sgr.

;

*HoTEi, DE Prusse (PI. d), Damm 26; Blauer Engel (PI. c), commercial;
Hotel d'Angleterre (PI. a), Breite Str. 18. — *Stadt Petersburg (PI. e),

Kohlmarkt 14, E. 12i)2, D. 15, A. 5 Sgr. — The following, near the station,

are unpretending: Dkutsciie Eiche, Bruchthor 2; *Stadt Bremen, Bank-
Platz 7; Hotel du Kord, Bank-Platz 8.

Restaurants. *Rmlicu>i Restaiiranl; Oieseler , opposite the station;

Bankkeller, under the bank; Srhnlze , Sack-Str. 21. — Cafes. Denecke,

Kohlmarkt; Liick, opposite the theatre. — Mumme, is a sweet, unrefreshing
kind of beer, peculiar to the place.

Theatre (Ducal), closed in June and Julv.
Baths. Mosel, Fallersleber Thor 12.

Cabs. Per drive of i|4 hr. 1—2 pers. 5, 3—4 pers. 8 Sgr.; per hour
17'jo or 25 Sgr.; luggage l'|2, 2, or 2^h Sgr. each package.

Post Office (PI. 391, Post-Str. 7. — Telegraph Office, Gulden-Str. 81.

English Church Service by a resident chaplain.

Brunswick (303 ft.), the capital of the Duchy of that name,

and the residence of the Duke, with 57,400 inhab., lies on the

Oker, which flows through the town in several arms, in a fertile

plain bounded on the S. by wooded hills. It is now a manufacturing

place of some importance, the staple products being sugar, tobacco,

woollen fabrics, and carriages. Brunswick sausages, cakes, and

'Mumme' (less in vogue than formerly, see above) are also largely

exported.
Brunswick is said to have been founded in 861 by Bruno, the son of

Duke Ludolph of Saxony, and named after him Brunonis Vlcus, or Bruns-

wick, the thousandth supposed anniversary of which event was celebrated

with great festivities in 1861. The place first acquired importance under
Henry the Lion (1139—1195), whose favourite residence was a fortified castle

here. His son King Otho IV. granted the town important exemptions from
customs , and it gradually attained to almost entire independence ,

while

its favourable situation on the great route from Liibeck and Hamburg to
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S. Germany soon rendered it one of the most important commercial places

in the interior of Germany. The town enjoyed its highest prosperity

during the latter half of the 14th, and the beginning of the 15th cent.,

when it was the capital of the Saxon-Westphalian section of the Hanseatic
League. The finest churches,, most of them entirely completed, date from
that period. Subsequently the Brunswickers eagerly embraced the reformed
faith , and as early as 1528 appointed the eminent Reformer Bugenhagen
-their preacher. Brunswick fell to decay with the decline of the Hanseatic
League. After various vicissitudes and internal dissensions during the 16th

and 17th centuries , the town at length succumbed to the power of the
dukes in 1671, and has since then been their residence, except during the
brief period of the French supremacy (1806— 13).

Duke Charles William Ferdinand of Brunswick , distinguished when
heir-apparent to the Duchj' as an officer under Frederick the Great , was
commander-in-chief of the Prussian army in 1806, and the same year
(Oct. 14th) was mortally wounded at the battle of Auerstadt (near Jena).

He died on 7th Kov., 1807, at Ottensen, near Altona. After the peace of

Tilsit the duchy was annexed to the 'Kingdom of Westphalia". The last

duke's youngest son Frederick William , entitled Duke of Brunswick-Oels
from his Silesian principality of Oels, and in 1806 major-general in the
Prussian army , raised a corps of 1500 volunteers (distinguished by their
entirely black uniform) in 1809 , with which he aided the Austrians in
Saxony and Bohemia. After the armistice concluded between the French
and Austrians at Zn-iim, the Duke with his intrepid black band proceeded
by Halle, Halberstadt, and Brunswick, where he repulsed the Westphalian
troops, to Bremen, embarked near Elsfleth, and arrived safely in England.
He then sailed for Spain , where his corps again greatly distinguished
themselves , and in 1813 returned to Germany to enter on his duties as

sovereign prince of Brunswick. In 1815 he took part in the campaign in
the Netherlands , and on 15th June died a glorious death on the field of
Quatre Bras.

Like Dantsic and Liibeck, this city of the Guelphs (from whom
Queen Victoria and the ex-royal family of Hanover are descended)
has externally preserved a marked mediaeval aspect, and occupies

an interesting position in the history of art.

The AUstadt - Markt , where the Altstadt - Rathhaus , the

Church of St. Martiii , and several other fine old buildings are

situated, forms the centre of the S. W. quarter of the town, which
adjoins the railway station. The Platz is embellished with a Foun-
tain, cast in pewter in 1408, and restored in 1847, bearing texts

from Scripture in the Low German dialect.

The *Altstadt-Rathhaus (PI. 40), consisting of two parts, one
35 yds., the other 39 yds. long, at right angles to each other, is a

very elegant Gothic edifice, begun about 1250, and completed in

1468. Both storeys of both wings have open arcades towards the

market-place, on the nine pillars of which are life-size statues of

Saxon princes, from Henry the Fowler to Otho the Child. The
beams supporting the roof of the great hall in the interior are richly

carved. When the town lost its independence in 1671 the Rathhaus
was closed, and subsequently opened on the occasion of fairs only.

* St. Martin's Church (PI. 22), opposite the Rathhaus, was
erected in the 13th and 14th cent., and the Chapel of St. Anne added
on the S. W. side in 1434—38. The beautiful S. Fac.ade is well

worthy of notice. The gables are remarkable for their riih portals

and fine sculpturing. Among the statues on the side facing the
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market is that of Luther. A tombstone built into the wall at the

corner towards the Rathhaus represents the ensign v. Rauchhaupt

in full armour, who fell in the service of the duke during a siege

of the town in 1615. In the interior the brazen font with reliefs

of 1441 is of considerable artistic merit. The pulpit of the latter

half of the 16th cent., is adorned with reliefs in marble representing

the history of Christ. Under it is St. Martin sharing his cloak with

a poor man. Opposite the pulpit is the monument of the burgo-

master Peter Paul , by Hans Jiirg , the inventor of the spinning-

wheel, who has farther adorned it with a likeness of himself. High

altar of 1725.

Close to the market-place, and projecting in front of the Post-

Strasse, is the Gewandhaus (PI. 10), or cloth hall, a fine wood and

plaster striicture in the Renaissance style, with the inscription,

'quod tibi hoc alteri'.

The *CatliedraI of St. Blasius, or Burgkirche (PI. 20), situated

in the Burg-Platz, to the N. W. of the Altstadtmarkt, was begun

in 1173 in the Romanesque style by Henry the Lion after his return

from the Holy Land, and completed in its essential parts in 1194.

The Gothic S. aisle was added in 1434, the N. aisle with its spiral

columns in 1469. The towers were burned down in 1194, and have

never been rebuilt. Spacious crypt. The church has recently been

restored.

Interior. (The .sacristan, locally known as the 'Opfeimann', lives at

No. 12 opposite the W. portal ; tee for showing the church and vaults,

1—4 pers. 20 Sgr., 5—8 pers. 1 Thlr., 9—12 pers. 1 Thlr. 10 Sgr. ; for the

church alone a smaller fee.) Nave. Monument of Duke Lewis Rudolph
(d. 1735), in zinc, of no artistic value. The ^Monument of the founder

(d. 1195) and his consort Matilda (d. 1189), daughter of Henry II. of Eng-
land, with recumbent figures in sandstone, executed shortly after their

death, is a woi-k of great value in the history of art. Nearer the choir,

beneath a brass bearing a long inscription, reposes King Otho IV. (p. 66).

The Romanesque altar, a slab of marble resting on five metallic columns,

was presented by the Duchess Matilda in 1188. The seven-branched can-

delabrum, adorned with quaint monsters, was executed by order of Henry
the Lion {pedestal modern). To the r. and 1. of it are Gothic sandstone

figures of the 13th cent, of Henry the Lion and Bishop Hermann of Hil-

desheim. The vaulting of the choir and the S. transept is adorned with
Romanesque Mural Pawtings , representing the history of Christ , dating

from about 1224; those in the N. transept are modern. In the latter are

some wood-carvings of the 15th cent. ; the drinking-horn of Henry the

Lion(?); an ancient crozier; Gothic monstrances, Ac. — The Crtpt, with
its three apses

,
partly supported by buttresses and partly by columns,

situated beneath the choir and the transept , has for centuries been the

burial-place of the princes of the warlike Guelphs , nine of whom fell in

battle (see above). The oldest sarcophagus is that (in the entrance-hall)

of the Margrave Ekbert II., who was assassinated in 1090 by his own ser-

vants ; beside it that of Gertrude (d. 1117), mother-in-law of Lothaire, and
grandmother of Henry the Lion.

In the Burg-Platz, on the N, side of the cathedral, is the fine

*Lion. monument in bronze, on a modern pedestal, erected here in

1166 by Henry the Lion as a symbol of his supremacy. Down to

1486 the Burggrafen, or dycal bailiffs, publicly administered justice
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here. The Burg-Caserne (PI. 3), also founded by Henry the Lion,

afterwards considerably altered, was the ducal residence till 1753.

The *Palace (PL 42), erected on the site of the Alte Hof, which
was burned down in 1830, and almost entirely rebuilt after the

destructive lire of 1865, is a sumptuous modern edifice. The prin-

cipal fai^ade facing the town is 137 yds. in length. The imposing

portal is crowned by a celebrated *Qiiadriga designed by Rietschel,

and executed by Howald in copper. The colossal statues of Henry
the Lion and Otho the Child are by Blaser. The facade at the back

is tastefully adapted to its position overlooking the gardens. The
interior, which is richly fitted up, is shown on application to the

castellan at the portal. The passage through the portal and the

gardens are open to the public.

The small Church of St. Magnus (PI. 23) at the back of the

palace, one of the oldest in the town, dates from the 13th and 15th
cent.

The *Ducal Museum (PI. 47), to the N. of the palace, is reached

thence by the Bohhveg. (Admission from 25th April to 19th Oct.

daily, except on festivals, 10— 1. 30, on Sund. 11— 1, on Wed.
and Sat. 3—5 also ; Professor Riegel is the director, Herr Barthel,

court-painter, Hagenscharn 11, the conservator.) The building,

part of which was formerly a Pauline monastery, contains a valuable

*picture-gallery (about 900 works), a collection of engravings, draw-
ings, majolica vases, French and Venetian enamelled works, coins,

carved ivory and mother-of-pearl, ancient sculptures, casts, Roman,
Pompeian, Egyptian, Chinese, and German antiquities, mediaeval

and ecclesiastical works of art, and various historical relics.

Room I. Valuable Italian and French majolicas of the 16th and 17th
cent. , one of the finest collections in Germany , comprising about 1050
specimens.

Room II. To the 1. of the entrance two cabinets with interesting
enamelled works from Limoges , the cradle of the art. The cabinets by
the wall to the r. contain historical curiosities (thus in the 3rd Luther's
wedding-ring , and the telescope of Peter the Great) and numerous fine

specimens of carving in wood and ivory (in the corner cabinet to the r.

the Preaching of John the Baptist, an exquisite small relief in Solenhofen
stone , by Diirer). In the centre the uniform worn by Duke Frederick
William when he was mortally wounded at Quatrebras. Brunswick coins.
Crucifix in ivory by Giovanni da Bologna.

Pictures. A. Portraits: 1, 2. Master xmknown, Man and woman in
black furs; 7. Granach the Elder, Luther; *9. Holbein the Younger, Portrait;
18. Cranach the Yoimger, Joh. Bugenhagen ; 71, 72. Denner, Portraits; 101.

Floris, Falconer; 102. Pourbus, Portrait; *103. liubens. The Spanish general
Spinola; 104. Rubens, Portrait; 109, *111. Van Duck, Portraits; 112. Corn.
de Vos, The family of Rubens; 118. A. Moor, Portrait; *119. F. Hals, Por-
trait; 120, 121. Mierevelt, A Count and Countess of Nassau; 124. Ravenslyn,
His own family; 125. Ravenstun, Portrait; *130. Rembrandt, His own fa-

mily; 131, 132. Rembrandt, Grotids (V) and his wife; 141. Bol, Portrait;
142. Hanemann, Family portrait; 143. Hanemann, Lady Wattingsfield ; 146.
Van der Hel.it, Family portrait; 147. Van der Heist, Portrait of a girl;

149, 150. Van Keiilen , Portraits; 155. Eerkhout , Portrait; 158. F. Mieris,
Rembrandt's mother; 159. Schalken , Man with feathered hat; 160. K. v.

ifoor, Portrait; 174. Caravac/gio, Portrait of himself; tSt. fi((»o//? , Duke
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Charles Wm. Ferdinand ; 189. Rigaud , Princess Palatine Elizabeth Char-
lotte, mother of the Regent Philip of Orleans.

B. Historical and Genre Pictures: *200. Calloi, War scene; 207. Raoux,
Vestals ; *225. Giorgione , Adam and Eve ; 244 , 245. Palma Giovine, Mar-
sva.s and Midas ; 262. Sc/iidone, Flight into Egypt ; 268. Castiglione, Annun-
ciation; 269. Siscaino, Nativity; *289. A. Caracci, Christ on the Mt. of
Olives; 290. A. Caracci, Mary with the body of Jesus; 292. G. Reni, Procris
and Cephalus ; 297—300. Albaiti , Mythological scenes ; *304. DomenicMno,
Venus bathing ; *315. Salv. Rosa, Elevation of the cross ; 348. Cranaeh the

Elder, Hercules and Omphale; 351. Cranaeh the Younger, Preaching in

the wilderness ; 418. Floris, Mars and Venus ; 434. Van. Bctlen, Gathering of
manna; 436. A. van Noord, 'Transitoriness"; 454. A. Jansens , Tobias and
the angel ; 455. Rubens, Judith ; 465. Jordaens, Adoration of the Shepherds;
473. Van Diick , Virgin and Child; 475. Diepenbeck, Entombment; 481.

Lairesse, Achilles with the daughters of Lycomedes; 499. Honthorst, Boy
and girl ; 514. Moyaert , Calling of Matthew ; 515. Lievens , Abraham and
Isaac; 516. Rembrandt, Entombment; 519. Rembrandt, A philosopher; 518.

Rembrandt , Christ in the garden ; 523. J. Koning , Philosopher ; 529. Vic-

tors , Esther and Haman ; 530. Victors, Samson and Delilah; 531. Victors,

The anointing of David; 532. Fabricius , Peter with Cornelius; 534. Eeck-
houl , Solomon .sacrificing to strange gods ; *540. Oslade , Annunciation

;

542. Wouvermans, Ascension; 546. Berghem, Pomona and Autumnus; *571.

Brouwer, Rustic tavern; 572. Molenaer, Dentist; 574. Molenaer, Guard-room;
581. Tenters, Ape-barber's room; 582. Tenters, Alchemist; 587. Dow, Por-
trait of himself; 590. Metsu, Dutchwoman; *599. J. Steen , Marriage-con-
tract; 604. Maes, Scholar; 611. Van der Meer, of Delft, Coquette; 619. Bra-
kenburgh, Ruistic interior.

C. Landscapes, Architecture, Still Life: 636, 637. B7-ill, Landscape with
ruins; 638—641. Momper, The four seasons ; 650. iJ?/6eHs, Diana; 651. Vinck-

boons. Church festival; 661, 662. Van Dyck, Studios of horses; 684. Van de
Velde, Cavalry skirmish; 688. Rembrandt, Landscape in a storm; 692. Van
der ICeer, Winter landscape; 698. Everdingen, Mill; 699. Everdingen, Nor-
wegian landscape ; *700. Rutisdael, Forest scene ; 701, 702. Ruysdael, Wa-
terfalls ; 705. Du Bois, Forest .scene; 707. Loozen , Forest; 709. /. v. d.

Meer , of Harlem , Downs ; 722, 723. Willaerls , Coast scenes ; 760. Begyn,
Wood with cattle ; 771. Bellevois, Storm at sea ; 859. Snyders, Boar hunt

;

882. Hondekoeter, Noah's ark.

In the Bohlweg, beyond the Museum, is the Collegium Carolinum.

(PL 47}, founded in 1745, now a polytechnic school, with good
natural history collections.

The Neustadt-Rathhaus (PI. 41), a late Gothic edifice, sadly

disfigured in the 18th cent., a little farther to the W., contains the

Stadtische Museum (open on Sund. 11— 1, and Thurs. 3— 5), a col-

lection of casts, comprising Rietschel's original model of the Qua-
driga (p. 69), ecclesiastical and national antiquities, reminiscences

of the wars of 1813—15 and 1870—71, coins and dies, etc.

St. Catharine's (PI. 19; the sacristan lives at No. 3, opposite),

situated in the H.igenmarkt, is a handsome church, partly in the

transition style of 1252, with early Gothic S. aisle of 1450, and
choir of 1500. The three stained glass windows in the choir date

from 1553. Numerous tombstones of the 16th .— 18th cent., the

finest being that of a Count von der Schulenberg of 1619. The
twelve large scenes from the Passion on the N. waU date from the

latter part of the 17th cent.

*St. Andrew's (PL 17), was begun in the transition style about

the year 1200, but the greater part was erected in the late Gothic
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style in 1360—1420, and completed in 1532. The gable of the 8.

aisle is adorned with curious sculptures of 1401, representing Mary

and the Magi, and Christ on a throne, on the steps of which cripples

of every description are standing. This is an allusion to the tradition

that the church was founded by wealthy cripples. The adjoining

street still bears the name of Kriippel-Strasse. The *AUe Waage,

opposite the church, to the S. W., is a handsome late Gothic struc-

ture in wood and plaster of 1534, restored in 1856.

The Barfusserkirche, or Brudemkirche (Church of the Bare-

footed Brothers, PI. IS), a large Gothic edilice, completed in 1388,

and restored in 1865, contains a late Gothic font in bronze of 1450,

with reliefs, borne by four standing figures, and an admirable Gothic

winged altar-piece with numerous gilded and painted figures, dating

from the close of the 14th cent. Fine stained glass. The neigh-

bouring Church of St. Peter (PI. 25) was completed in 1358.

The ancient fortifications of the town were levelled in 1797,

and their site has since been converted into beautiful *Promenades
encircling the town. They are adjoined by private gardens and

modern dwelling-houses, and bounded by the old moat ('Umfluth-

graben'). In the midst of them, on the S. side of the town, is the

Railway Station, to the E. of which are the Waterioorks, whence
the water of the Oker is conducted through all the streets in the

town. To the v., farther on, is the pleasant garden of Major Hol-
landt. opposite which, to the N., rises a *Statue of Lessing (PI. 34),
in bronze, erected in 1853, and designed by Rietscliel, who has

judiciously represented 'the great thinker' in the costume of his

time. In the vicinity is the jEgidienkirche (PI. 16) of the 15th cent.,

now employed for exhibitions of art and industry.

On the Zinkenberg, outside the August-Thor, a short distance

from the town, are situated the ducal chateau Richmond, erected
in 1768, and the villa William'' s Castle, a Norman-Gothic edifice

of 1830, with beautiful grounds.

The Monuments-Platz (PI. F, 6) is adorned with an iron Obelisk,

74 ft. in height, erected in 1822 to the memory of the dukes Char-
les William Ferdinand and Frederick William, the heroes of Jena
and Quatrebras. At the N. end of the Platz are the Hussars' Bar-
racks. The space between the Steinthor and the Fallersleber Thor
is occupied by the Ducal Park. In the Steinweg rises the handsome
modern *Theatre (PI. 46), in the circular style, opened in 1861 on
the thousandth anniversary of the foundation of the town. Outside
the Fallersleber Thor are the handsome Infantry Barracks (PI. 5),
in the Florentine style.

A monument by the Petrithor (PI. B, 3) commemorates the
march of Duke Frederick William and his black hussars from Silesia

through Brunswick to the German Ocean in 1809 (see p. 67).
Outside the Steinthor a road diverging to the 1. from the high

road leads to the Drilling Ground, which is surrounded with plea-
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sure-grounds and adorned with a monument to General Olfermann,
the commander of the Brunswickers at Waterloo.

To the r. of the high road lie the Cemeteries of the Domge-
meinde and Mngnigemeinde (i. e. those of the Cathedral and St.

Magnus parishes). The grave of Lessing in the latter, near the

entrance, is marked by a simple stone recording the dates of his

birth (1729) and death (1781).
At the S.E. corner of a large sandy space, bounded by the gardens and

cemeteries on one side and the village of SI. Leonhard on the other, about
3(4 M. from the Steinthor (see PI. G, 7), rises the Monument of Schill , e-

rected in 1837 to him and his fourteen comrades, who after a brave, but ill

concerted rising against the French were taken prisoners at Stralsund in

1809 and shot at this spot, where their remains are interred. The small
Chapel adjoining the custodian's house contains reminiscences of Schill

and his period (1809), 'a year full of glory and disaster' as it is termed by
the inscription.

6. Hanover.
Hotels. In the town : *British Hotel (PI. f) , Georgs-Str. 7, charges

high. — At the station: Hotel Rotal Q^\. a). Union Hotel (PI. b). Ho-
tel DE RussiE (PI. 1); charges in these, R. from 25, B. 10, A. 7'|2 Sgr.

;

Rheinisohek Hop (PI. c) and Grand Hotel (PI. e), more moderate; EoR-
NEMANNs Hotel; Eiropaischer Hof (PI. d) , Louisen-Str. 4. — Others in

the town: *EuD0LPH, Georgs-Str. 26, with pension and restaurant; *Geoegs-
HALLE , Theater-Platz 9 ; *Victoria Hotel (PI. g) , Georgs-Str. 19. — Ho-
tel DE Hanovre (PI. i), Kalenberger-Str. 32; Stadt Hambdrg (PI. k),

Rothe Reihe 7, unpretending.
Kestaurants. ^Rudolph, Grand Hotel, and Georgshulle, see above ; Hipp,

at the Victuiia Hotel; Kihiicishalle, Konigs-Str. 1; * Union-Keller, Theater-
Platz 14; Zaiiherfliite (with iuinisbed apartments), Seilwinder-Str. 10; Neve
Zaiihei-note , Gem-gs-Str. 1(1; fiieveis , Schmiede-Str. 53. — Wine. Drei
Maimer, Theater-Platz 13; Krarke, Theater-Str. 5; *^AZes, Mittel-Str. 8.

—

Cafes and Confectioners. Robby , at the pavilion in the Theater-Platz

;

Oesterle, Bahnhofs-Str. 12.

Amusements. In the town: *Tiroli, KiJnigs-Str. 1 (PI. H, 4), a vast

establishment, concerts in summer 6—10 p. m. , theatre in winter (7'|2

Sgr.) ; OdeoH, Nicolai-Str. 6, similar, admission 5 Sgr. ; Neve Hans, on the
way to the Zoological Garden. — Outside the town : Bellavista , at the
!Neue Thor; Zoological Garden (p. 76), concerts twice weekly, usually on
Sund. and Wed., 2')2 Sgr., on other days 5, on Tues. and Thurs. 10 Sgr.

Baths. *Hannover"sche Badeliulle , Friedrichs-Str. 18, near the Water-
loo-Platz , comprising Turkish , Russian , and swimming-baths for ladies

and for gentlemen.
Cabs. From the station to the town: 1—2 pers. 5, 3—4 pers. 7'|2 Sgr.;

small articles free; each box l'|2 Sgr. — From the town to the station,

and also per drive in the interior of the town: 1 pers. 4, 2 pers. 5, 3—

4

pers. 6 Sgr. — Outer quarters of the town :
1—2 pers. 6, 3—4 pers. 8 Sgr.

— After 10. 30 p. m. double fares. — To the Zoological Garden 1—2 pers.

71(2, 3—4 pers. 10 Sgr. — To Herrenhavsen 10, 12'|2, 15 Sgr., same fare re-

turning. — By time: >|4 hr. 1—2 pers. 5, 3—4 pers. 7>|2 Sgr.; 1I2 hr. 1—2
pers. 7'|2, 3—4 pers. 10 Sgr. ; 1 hr. 1—2 pers. 10, 3—4 pers. 15 Sgr.

Omnibus. From the Bahnthor through the town to the suburb of
Linden and back every hour in the forenoon , every 'I2

hr. in the after-

noon, fare 1 Sgr. — Tramway projected.
Theatre closed from 1st June to 28th Aug. — Subscription concerts in

winter, adm. 12i|2 Sgr. to 1 Thir.
Post Office adjoining the station. Telegraph Office, No. 12, 'am Bahn-

hof.
English Church Service performed by a resident chaplain.
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Hanover (256 ft.), formerly the capital of the kingdom of Hano-
ver, and now that of the Prussian province of that name , with

87,641 (or including the suburb of Linden 106,141) inhab.
,

is

situated in a well cultivated plain on both banks of the Leine, which

here becomes navigable, aoove the influx of its small tributary the

Ihme. The town has rapidly increased during the last thirty or

forty years (population in 1837 only 27,500), especially since its

annexation to Prussia in 1866 ; and in consequence of its advan-

tageous situation at the junction of several important railways it

has lately become a thriving manufacturing place. The irregularly

built old town still contains a number of antiquated houses of the

16th and 17th cent., while the new quarters on the N. and E. sides

are remarkable for a simple and massive style of architecture peculiar

to the place. Examples of this are the Museum, Lyceum, Minis-

terial Oflices, Synagogue, Railway Offices, Bank, Packhof, Barracks

in the Celler Strasse, and many private dwelling-houses. For the

latter, however, the Gothic and Renaissance styles are again coming
into vogue.

In front of the Railway - Station rises an * Equestrian Statue

of Ernest Augustus (PI. 7), in bronze, designed by Wolff, the king

(d. 1851) being represented in the uniform of a hussar. In the

middle of the Theater-Platz , a short distance from the station
,

rises the

*Theatre (PI. 35), one of the largest and finest in Germany,
with seats for 1800 spectators. The principal fa(;ade towards the

Georgs-Strasse is adorned with a handsome portico, above which
are placed statues of twelve celebrated poets and composers.

Opposite the theatre is the Polytechnic School (PI. 29) in the

Florentine style (265 students), containing various collections which
may be visited daily on application to the custodian. — In the

Georgs-Platz, to the S. of the Theater-Platz, is the Lyceum, built

in 1854, in front of which rises a colossal Statue of Schiller, erected

in 1863.

The *Museum of Art and Science (PI. 24), Sophien-Str. 2, com-
pleted in 1856 in the circular style, contains the apartments of a

Club of Artists and Architects on the ground-floor, and the Hano-
verian Provincial Museum on the lirst floor, where annual exhibi-

tions of art also take place in February and March. The collections,

which relate to natural history , art, and historical research, are

open 10— 1 daily, except Frid., adm. 5 Sgr. ; Sund. 11—land
Wed. 2—4 gratis.

The Natural History Collections on the fii-st and second floor of the
principal building are chiefly remarkalile for the minerals, birds, and
butterflies.

The Historical Collections in an adjoining building in the court are
rich in ante-Christian antiquities , comprising about 1500 vases , some of
them from Osnabriick stone monuments , and very rare ; bronze weapons,
ornaments, domestic utensils, gold and silver trinkets.

The Art Collection in the same building in the court consists of casts
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and modela (e. g. the Hildesheim treasure in electro-plate) and sculptures

by Kiimmel (d. 1855) ,
on the ground-floor. — Picture Gallery on the first

floor : Horemanns , Violin-player ; Poussin , Two landscapes ; '*Doic, Moor

;

CanaleHo , Four views ; Acfienbach , Coast ; Becker , Belisarius ; *Fliiggen,

Legacy-hunter; Get/er, Genre picture; Hilbner, Soldier relating his adven-
tures; Jordan, Burial; Kaiilbacli, Portrait; Kreling , Erwin of Steinbach

;

Oppenheim , Mignon and the harper ; *ScMrmer , Two landscapes ; Voltz,

Two cattle-pieces ; *Lessing , Four drawings ; Koken , Landscapes ; Knille,

Walling in of a nun.

A *Gallery of Pictures brought from different chateaux of

George V. has recently been formed at Landschafts-Strasse 3, not

far from the Museum (open daily, custodian in the court, to the r.).

First Floor. Modern masters : Achenboch, Dutch landscape ; Adam, Na-
poleon at the battle of Ratisbon ; Becker , Norwegian landscape ; Begas,
Lorelei ; Bergmonn , Emp. Charles V . and Rembrandt ; Blanc , Going to

church; Bleiblrev, Battle of the Katzbach ; Camphausen, Puritans; Hilbner,

The deserted one, Return of the sons ; Knille, Dead Cid ; Kiihler, Semira-
mis, Exposure of Moses ; Kretzschmer, Storm in the desert ; Lessing, Emp.
Henry V. at the monastery of Priifening; Meiz , Scene from the War of

the Peasantry ; Northen, Kapoleon retreating , 'La Haye Sainte ; Oesterley,

Leonora, Jephtha; Schirmer, Forest.

Second Floor. Ancient masters ; Lod. Caracci, Christ and the disciples at

Emmaus; Dow, Old man mending a pen; VanDyck, Christ and the lame man;
Van der Heist , Portraits ; Holbein the Younger , Prince Edward , Melanch-
thon (medallion) ; Mierevell , Portrait ; Panini , Piazza Navona , St. Peter's

at Rome ; Poussin, Rape of the Sabine women ; Rnbens, Rape of Dejanira

;

Snyders , Bear; Snyders and Rubens, Man cutting up a deer; Ruysdael,
Kuins; Teniers, Slaughter-house; Titian, Portraits; Ve70nese, Christ.

In the centre of the Altstadt is the market-place with the

Marktkirche (PI. 18) of the 14th cent. On the outside are several

tombstones of the 16th cent. The interior, restored in 1855, con-

tains fine modern stained glass and a modern altar carved in oak.

Tower 297 ft. high. The handsome old Rathhaus (PI. 31), erected

in the late Gothic style in 1439—55, has a modern wing facing the

Kobelinger Strasse.

The Markt-Strasse and Kobelinger Strasse running to the S.

from the market-place, and the Knochenhauer-Strasse and Schraiede-

Strasse to the N., contain a number of picturesque late Gothic, brick

buildings with lofty gables, of the 15th and 16th cent. No. 10 in

the last named street, at the corner of the Kaiser- Strasse, was once

Leibnitz's House, a Renaissance building in stone, of 1652, with

a jutty adorned with sixteen reliefs from Scripture. The neigh-

bouring Kreuzkirche (PI. 17) contains a good altar-piece.

The Palace (PI. 33), an edifice of considerable extent, with its

back to the Leine, is situated in the Lein-Strasse, to the S. W. of

the market-place. It was built about the middle of last century

and altered in 1817. The interior (accessible daily 9—5 o'clock;

entrance by Portal No. 2) has recently been fitted up as an occa-

sional residence for the Emperor and Empress of Germany. The
chapel contains an altar-piece by L. Cranach, representing the

Crucifixion, and frescoes of the Ascension by Oesterley.

Opposite the palace is the Alte Palais (PI. 26), formerly the

residence of King Ernest Augustus. To the 1., a short distance
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hence, at the ('orner of the Friedrichs-Strasse, is the old palace of

George V., now the Rathhaus (PI. 31a).

At the back of the Palace flows the Leine, beyond which stret-

ches an extensive drilling-groxind termed the Waterloo-Platz, at

the farther end of which rises the Waterloo- Column , 150 ft. in

height, erected 'by the grateful Fatherland' to the Hanoverians who
fell at the battle of Waterloo. Good survey of the town from the

top. To the r. and 1. are barracks, and to the 1. is also the spacious

Arsenal {i8i&). At theN. end is the Statue of Count Alien (d. 1840),

the Hanoverian general at Waterloo, and commander of the Foreign

Legion in Spain. In the grounds between this and the barracks is

a temple (PI. 9) with a bust of Leibnitz (A. 1716), who is interred

in the neighbouring Neustadter Kirche (PI. 19). His grave is

marked by a marble slab with the words ^Ossa Leibnitii'.

At the back of General Alton's monument is the Royal Library

(PI. 3), containing 170,000 vols, and 3000 MSS., comprising those

left by Leibnitz (open on week-days 12— 1, Wed. and Sat. 12—2).

The Poor House in the Neue Strasse bears an inscription to the

effect that the Duke of Brunswick dined here (the house being then
an inn) when on his expedition from the Erzgebirge to the North
Sea.

The ^Picture Gallery of King George F., Holzmarkt 4, contains

a number of good works by Italian , Flemish , and Old German
masters. The senator Herr Culemann, Oster-Str. 54, possesses a

collection of medijeval works of art, autographs, early typography,

etc., to which connoisseurs are readily admitted.

The *Aquarium (adm. 5 Sgr.), near the Tivoli, and not far from
the station, consists of 22 reservoirs of sea-water in a kind of sub-
terranean grotto, lighted from above.

The Gewerbe-Ausstellung
, or Industrial Exhibition , Georgs-

Str. 34, consisting of machinery, manufactures, models, etc., is

open daily 11—3 (adm. 21/2 Sgr.). and in winter on Sund. also

6—8 (1 Sgr.). No. 1 in the Lange Laube , the N. E. extension of

the Georgs-Strasse, is the so-called Haus der Vdter.

The *Christuskirche (PI. 4), a handsome modern Gothic church,

with good stained glass, is worthy of a visit (sacristan Oberstrasse 1).

An *Avenue of Limes , upwards of 1 M. long, leads on the

N. W. side of the town to (I1/2 M.) Schloss Herrenhausen. On the

E. side of it is the imposing Welfenschloss, or Palace of the Guelphs
(PI. 38), in the circular style, with five towers. The interior is

unfinished. On the other side of the avenue is the Georgen-Park
(with a cafe'). Schloss Herrenhausen , at the farther end of the
avenue, was the favourite residence of George I. (d. 1727),
George II. (d. 1766), and George V. The garden, 120 acres in area,

is laid out in the French style , and contains an open-air theatre,

fountains, and hothouses. The jet of the principal fountain rises

upwards of 100 ft. Adjoining the chateau is a building containing
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a Collection of Ancient and Modern Sculptures (among the former

are busts of the emperors, Perseus and Andromeda, Bacchus, etc.

;

among the latter, works by Ranch, Kiimmel, Hesemann, and Engel-

hard). In the vicinity are two large orangeries and the beautiful

*Berggarten with palm , orchid , and Victoria Regia houses. The
house formerly occupied by the superintendent of the gardens now
contains the * Weifen-Museum, where national antiquities are pre-

served (open on Mond., Wed., Sund. 9—12 and 2—4). At the

farther end of the garden is the *Mausoleum, containing the monu-
ments of King P>nest Augustus (d. 1851) and his Queen Frederica

(d. 1841) by Rauch (closed).

To the N.E. of Hanover, adjoining a handsome and well-built

quarter of the town (PI. 4, I, 3, 4) extends the *Eilenriede, a wood
belonging to the town, affording beautiful walks (several cafe's). On
the S. side of it, II/2 M. from the town, is situated the Zoological

Oarden (see p. 72), with well-kept grounds.

The Deer Park at Kirchrode (railway 21/2 Sgr. ; carr. 1 Thlr.)

which contains tame deer, is much visited. Refreshments at the

forester's house.
The *Marienburg at Nordstemmen (p. 86) , a chateau in the mediaeval

style, not at present accessible , contains a frieze by Engelhard represent-

ing traditions of northern heroes , and pictures by Kriille. Restaurant on
the hill, commanding a fine view.

7. From Rotterdam to Hanover by Salzbergen.

Railway in ll'|4—12i|2 hrs. ; fares 19 fl. 95, 15 fl. 25, 10 fl. 3 cts. —
Shortest route between Rotterdam and Berlin. Custom-house formalities

at Bentheim (see below).

From Rotterdam to Arnheim, see Baedeker s Belgium and Hol-

land. The line here diverges to the 1. from the Emmerich line, and

traverses the plain of the Yssel (seldom visible) towards the N.E. —
Stat. Velp, a prosperous village ; on the 1. stretches a range of hills

studded with numerous villas and gardens. Several small stations.

Zut^^hen ( Keizerskroon; Hollandsche Tuin ; Zivaan), at the con-

fluence of the Berkel and the Yssel, a strongly fortified town with

15,315 inhab., was taken by the Prussians in 1813, on the day

after the capture of Doesborgh. The Church of St. Walburgis, the

principal edilice, dating from the 12th cent., contains a venerable

brazen font, a Gothic candelabrum of gilded iron, half-relief sculp-

tures on the pulpit, old monuments of the counts of Zutphen, and

a modern monument of the Van Heeckeren family, all of which

merit inspection. The tower dates from 1600, its predecessors

having been destroyed by lightning. The Wijnhuis Tower, with Its

two galleries, contains a good set of chimes. Timber, floated in

rafts from the Black Forest down the Rhine and Yssel, is the chief

article of commerce here.
Nederlandsch Mettray, 2>|2 M. to the N. of Zutphen, is an agricultural

colony founded in 1851 for the education of (Prot.) poor boys and foundlings.
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At Zutphen the line to ZwoUe and Leeuwarden (Friesland)

diverges. Our line crosses the Yssel, traversing a district inter-

sected by niinierous canals. Five unimportant stations. Branch

lines diverge from stat. Hengelo, N. to Almelo, S. to Enschede and

Glanerbeek. Beyond stat. Oldenzaal the line crosses the Prussian

frontier. The custom-house is at stat. Sentheiiu, a small town

(2000 inhab.) with an old chateau and a cold sulphureous spring.

Next stations Schiittorf, Salzbergen (junction for Emden
, p. 98),

and Rheine (p. 98) (*RaU. Restaurant) , the junction for Miinster

and Hamm, where carriages are changed.

The Osnabriick line crosses the Ems. Stations Horstel, Ibben-

buren (with valuable mines), Velpe. The wooded chain of hills on

the I., tlie N.W. spurs of the Teutoburgian Forest (p. 54), enhance

the picturesqueness of the scenery. On a slope covered with sum-
mer-houses and orchards, on the 1. as the station is entered, stands

the lunatic asylum of Gertrudenberg, formerly a Benedictine nunnery
(suppressed in 1803).

Osnabriick (*Schnumburg, at the station ; *Dutting's Hotel)., the

capital of a bishopric founded by Charlemagne in 783, but suppress-

ed in 1803 (governed alternately by a Rom. Cath. and a Protestant

prelate after the Peace of Westphalia), has since 1858 again been
the seat of a Rom. Cath. bishop (23,306 inhab., '/3 Rom. Cath.).

The Cathedral (Rom. Cath.) of the 12th cent., a spacious cruci-

form structure, possesses three towers (the oldest on the N. side),

that over the choir being octagonal in form. The N. Portal (walled

up) dates from the period of the foundation. The W. Portal was
restored in 1840.

The large Platz on the N. of the cathedral is adorned with a

Statue of Justus Miker in bronze, designed by Drake, erected in

1836. This patriot (d. 1794), the 'Franklin of Westphalia', is in-

terred in the Marienkirche.

The (Prot.) *•Marienkirche, or Church of St. Mary, is a noble

Gothic structure of moderate dimensions, borne by very lofty, slen-

der columns. The nave was erected in the 14th, the choir in the

15th cent. The altar-piece is a beautiful and elaborate specimen
of *wood-carving, executed in the 15th cent., and gilded, resembl-

ing the altar-piece of St. Michael's Chapel in the cathedral of

Cologne. It is divided into 9 sections, representing scenes from the

life of the Saviour (the 'Seven Sacraments') and the Crucifixion,

admirably grouped. The eight contemporaneous winged paintings,

probably of the old Westphalian school (p. 52), recal the style of

John van Eyek.
Adjacent is the Rathhaus (custodian at the police guard-house),

erected at the close of the 15th cent., where the negociations for

the Peace of Westphalia were carried on from 1643 to 1648. The
'Friedenssaal' contains portraits of princes, ambassadors, and other
reminiscences of that period (comp. p. 97).
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The railway from Osnabriick to Bremen is now completed.

The next stations beyond Osnabriick are Wissingen and Melle.
The Dietrichsburg , a chateau 2'|4 M. to the N. of Melle, possesses a

conspicuous modern tower commanding an extensive prospect. At its foot

lies the estate of Oslenwalde

.

Stations Bruchmuhlen, Biinde, Kirchlengern, and Lohne, where
the Cologne and Hanover line is reached. Thence to Hanover, see

p. 54.

8. From Diisseldorf to Cassel.

Express in G, ordinary trains in 9 hrs. ; fares 7 Thlr. 1 , 5 Thlr. 9,

3 Thlr. 16 Sgr.

Stat. Gerresheim possesses a fine church of the 12th cent. From
a nunnery here Archbishop Gebhard of Cologne abducted the beauti-

ful Countess Agnes of Mansfeld in 1582. After passing Erkrath

(hydropathic estab.), the train ascends to Hochdahl (large iron-

foundry of Eintracht), 494 ft. higher than Diisseldorf.

Stat. Vohwinkel is the junction of the Deutz line to the S.

(R. 4), and the Steele- Vohwinkel line to the N., the latter being

principally used for the coal traffic. At Sonnborn the train suddenly
enters the valley of the Wupper , traverses it , then skirts the hill-

side, commanding a view of Klberfeld below.

Elberfeld, and thence to Schwerte, see R. 4.

The Cassel line diverges here from the Berlin railway and fol-

lows the valley of the Ruhr. Stations Langschede , Frondenberg

(branch line to Menden , an industrious place) , Wickede , and
Neheim-Husten, where the Miihne falls into the Ruhr to the r., and
the Rohr to the 1. SchLoss Herdringen , 1 M. to the W., erected

by Zwirner, the late talented architect of the Cathedral of Cologne,

is the seat of Count Fiirstenberg.

Arnsberg (*Husemunn ; Weipert) , once the capital of the an-

cient Duchy of Westphalia , and greatly extended since 1815, is

prettily situated on a height skirted by the Ruhr. The hill is

crowned Avith the ruins of a castle , which fell to decay after the

Seven Years' War ; it commands a charming prospect. Another
excellent point of view is the Eichholz , a park on the S. side of the

town. The former Pra;monstratensian abbey of Weddinghausen at

the foot of tlie hill is now a grammar school.

The following stations are Oeventrop and Meschede (SchdfferJ ;

1/4 hr. to the W. the chateau of Lahr, the seat of Count Westphalen.

At Stat. Bestwig the valley of Ramsbeck, with productive lead mines,

opens to the S. Beyond stat. Olsberg the line quits the picturesque

valley of the Ruhr (to the r. the Bruchhauser Steine, a curious group
of rocks) and penetrates the watershed between the Rhine and
Weser by a long tunnel. Stat. Brilon-Corbach; 1 hr. to the N. the

old town of Brilon (Kruper) , with venerable church , said to have
been founded in 776 by Charlemagne.

The line then descends the narrow and wooded Hopke-ThaL .
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Near stat. Bredeiar are extensive iron works, established in a

former monastery. The Diemel is crossed , into which the Hopke
here empties itself. The railway then skirts the hill, on which the

old town of Stadtberge or Marsberg is situated , once a strong

fortress , which was destroyed during the Thirty Years' War. This
was the site of the ancient Saxon fortress Ereshurg , which was
captured and destroyed by Charlemagne in 772. Stat. Nieder-

Marsberg, at the N. foot of the hill, is the seat of the provincial

lunatic asylum.

Beyond Marsberg the valley of the Diemel expands. Stat. West-

heim, Scherfede.

Warburg (*Brarht) , the junction of «the line to Paderborn and
Soest (_R. 4), an ancient and once powerful Hanseatic town on the

Diemel, is picturesquely situated on the slope of an eminence.
Diligence from Marsberg and from Warburg twice daily to (15 M.

from eitlier station) Arolsen (Romer), with 2000 inhab., the seat of Prince
Waldeck, where a valuable collection of antiquities from Herculaneum and
Pompeii is preserved. Rauch, the celebrated sculptor, and Kaulbach, the
no less distinguished painter, were both born at Arolsen. The Church
contains three statuettes in marble by the former.

On the 1. beyond Warburg rises the ruined castle of Desenberg.
The Diemel is crossed. Stations Liebenau, Humme.

Branch Rail 10(11/ from Hiimme (in Sj^ hr. ; fares 13i|2, 9, 5i|2 Sgr.)
to the !N., via Trendelburg on the Diemel, and Helmarshansen, commanded
by the ruins of the Kruckebiirg , to Carlshafen (ScMeaii), a small town
prettily situated at the influx of the Diemel into the Weser. It was
founded in 1704 by the Landgrave Karl , with a view to provide his do-
minions with a harbour on the Weser. Fine view from the (10 min.
JiiliushShe (tavern on the top).

Steamboats on the Weser from Carlshafen 2— 3 times weekly in
summer up to Miinden, and down to Minden. The river scenery is pictu-
resque at places.

Stat. ifo/yeismar(Schwarzer Adler) is a small watering-place with a

chalybeate spring. Stat. Grebenstein, with ancient watch-towers and
a ruin on the Burgberg. To the S. in the distance rises the D'orn-

berg (1940 ft.), above a group of wooded hills. Last stat. Monche-
fto/" (thence to Wilhelmsthal, see p. 84).

Cassel, see below.

9. Cassel and Environs.
Hotels. *KflENiG VON Preussen (PL a), next to the post-office; *H6tel

ScHlRJiEii (PI. b), both in the Konigs-Platz, which is remarkable for its

sixfold echo; Prinz Fkiedrich Wilhelm (PI. c); Victoria Hotel (PI. d);
Hotel do Nord (PI. e); Deutscher Kaiser, Bahnhofs-Str. 1; these four
are all near the station. *Rheinischer Hof, Hedwigs-Str. ; Russischer
Hop, Konigs-Str. 56, with restaurant. — Second class: *Ritter (PI. f),

Mittelgasse ; Hessisoher Hop , Martins-Platz. — *Schombardt's Hotel at
Wilhelmshohe (p. 84) is much frequented, R. from 20, D. at 1 o'clock 20,
at. 5 o'clock 30 Sgr., also a pension; carriages to meet the trains. At
Walilershatisen , near Wilhelmshohe , Ziir Station Wilhelmshohe , unpre-
tending.

Restaurants. Bohne, Krech , both in the Friedrichs - Platz. Beer at
the Cafi Wiilp , at the corner of the Museum -Str. and Stande- Platz, at

Schaub''s Garden , where concerts are frequently given in the evening
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(5 Sgr.), and in the Hotel Prim Friedrich Wilhelm. — The Belvedere, a res-

taurant iJ2 M. to the N. of the town commands a pleasing view (follow

the road to the Moncheberp, PI. G, 1, and turn to the 1. beyond the new
artillery magazines); the. FeUenlceller ( Eisenharfs, Fir>gerhut's,[^ic.) on the
Weinberg, outside the Frankfurter Thor (PI. C, 5) are also good points

of view. Cof)i in the Au
, p. 83. Concerts at all these several times a

week.
Confectioners. Wiilp and *Jung in the Friedrichs-Platz ; Griineberg,

in the Steinweg ; Slaulz, adjoining the Russische Hof.

Cabs (Droschke/i, with one horse). From the station to the town, 1

pers. 5, 2 pers. 7'|2, 3 pers. 10, 4 pers. 12 Sgr. Drive in the town, 1 pers.

3, 2 pers. 5, 3 pers. 8 Sgr. By time, i|4 hr. 1 pers. 4, 2 pers. 6, 3 pers.

9 Sgr. ; children under 10 half-fare. Each box 1 Sgr. , smaller packages
free. At night double fares, except for the drives to and from the station,

and from the theatre. For a prolonged drive a bargain should be
made.

Carriage ( Fiaker , with two horses) to the hotel at Wilhelmshohe 2,

to the Lowenburg or the Cascades 3, to the Riesenschloss 4 Thlr. (ad-

ditional gratuitv 15—20 Sgr.). Cab from the Wilhelmshoher Thor to

Wahlershausen (li|2 M. from the hotel) 1 pers. 20, 2 pers. 25 Sgr., 3—4
pers. 1 Thlr., return fare one-half. Waiting for i|2 hr. gratis, for each
additional i|4 hr. 4 Sgr.

Omnibus from the Kcinigs-Platz to Wilhelmshohe seven times daily

in summer , in 35 min. , fare 5 Sgr. ; on days when the fountains play

(p. 84), every half -hour from 9 a. m. to 3.30 p. m. , returning to Cassel

for the last time at 9 p. m. On these days a seat may be secured by
purchasing a ticket beforehand (see advertisements at the hotels). — Rail-

woi/ to Stat. Wilhelmshohe, 1 M. from the hotel, 6, 4, 3 Sgr.

Baths on the Fulda, near the Au; also a Swiimning Bath, beyond the

hothouses. Warm Baths : -S(Hii (with Russian vapour-bath), Fuldagasse;
Sinning, on the opposite bank of the river.

Theatre (PI. 27), managed by the general superintendent of theatres

at Berlin, six times a week. — Thalia Theatre (PI. 20, a) for farces, ope-
rettas, and comedies.

Exhibition of Modern Pictures at the Neue Kunsthaus , in the Stande-
Platz, admission 5 Sgr. — Another at Krieger's book-shop, in the Fried-
richs-Platz.

Principal Attractions: Picture Gallery (p. 82), Museum (p. 81), walk
through the Augarten (p. 83), excursion to Wilhelmshohe (p. 83).

Cassel (492 ft.), formerly the capital of the Electorate of Hesseii,

and now the seat of government of the Prussian province Hessen-

Nassau, with 46,375 inhab., lies on the Fulda, which separates the

Altstadt and Ober - Neustadt from the small Unter- Neustadt. The
town , which was formerly remarkable for the dullness peculiar to

the capital of a small principality , has assumed a busier and more

prosperous aspect since its annexation to Prussia in 1866. Several

new and handsome streets have recently been erected near the

station.

Crossing the Stdnde-Platz (PL C, 3), with its double avenue of

limes , the traveller soon reaches the spacious Friedrichs-

Platz
, situated between the Altstadt and the Ober -Neustadt. In

the centre rises the Statue of the Landgrave Frederick II., a prince

who in 1776—84 sent 12,000 of his subjects to aid the English in

America in consideration of a sum of 22 million Thlr. On the E. side

of the Platz are the old Palace (PI. 24) of the Elector, the Neue
Palais, and the Museum with its projecting portal (see below). On
the "W. side are private dwelling houses. On the N. the Theatre
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(^Pl. '37). The S. side is open, nm\ a view is obtained thronnh the
handsome FriedricUs-Thor of tlie Aiigarten, the valley of the Fulda
and the distant hills, of whiih the Meissner to the 1. is the most
prominent.

The * Museum Fridericianum (PI. 181, erected in 1779 by the
Landgrave Frederick II., contains a collection of curiosities and
objects of art founded by the Hessian princes at the close of the
It'th cent, and greatly extended in the 18th. Admission gratis- in
summer Mon., Tues., Thurs., Frid. 10-1, in winter Tues. and
l<rid 1^>-1

;
at other times on application to the inspector, fee for1—4 pers. 1 Thir., catalogue 5 Sgr.
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The Bellevue-Schloss (PI. 6), a very extensive edifice with a

number of outbuildings, which In 1811—13 was the residence ot

King Jerome, now contains a celebrated ^Picture Gallery , founded

by Prince William of Hessen (an officer in the service of the States

General) at the beginning of last century. The Dutch and Flemish

works constitute the chief treasure of the collection. Admission

gratis on Sund. 12—2, Wed. and Sat. 9— 1; at other times by pay-

ment of a fee. Catalogue 71/2 Sgr. Entrance at the back, by the

portal in the Frankfurter Str. A new building for the reception

of the gallery has been erected at the end of the Bellevue-Strasse.

I. Room. 369. Rriiihi-iiinJI . Samson struck with blindness; 4. Diirer,

Portrait of a man; •J!)l. I <<// /',«</.', Portrait of the syndic Meustraten at

Brussels; 612 Sc/iatk' n , P. nilint Magdalene; 186. Rubens, Diana and
her nymphs attacked liv satyrs; 431. G. Dow, Portrait of an old woman;
430. Bow, Portrait of an' old soldier; *347. Rembrandt, Portrait of a Dutch
woman ; *358. Rembrandt, Portrait of the writing-master Kopenol ; 525.

Potter, Cows, sheep, and an old peasant ; 6. Holbein , Portrait of a man

;

177. Rubens, Jupiter in the form of Diana caressing Calisto ; 293. Van Di/ck,

Burgomaster van Leers and his family ; 357. Rembrandt, Bust of a warrior

;

*527. Potter, Large cattle piece; 216. Tenters the £irfec. Rustic feast ; *356.

Rembrandt, Portrait of a young woman, said to be his own wife; *176.

Rubens, Flight into Egypt; 5. Diirer, Erasmus of Rotterdam; *367. Rem-
brandt, Jacob blessing the sons of Joseph ; 290. Van Dyck, The painter Sny-
ders and his wife; 360. Rembrandt, Portrait of himself; 351. Rembrandt,
Portrait of the poet Croll; 272. Jordaens, 'King of the beans' (a rustic

feast); *596. Jan Steen, same subject; *l87. Rubens, Virgin and Child,
with saints, an altar-piece; *372. Rembrandt, Landscape; on the r. near
the door, *348. Rembrandt, Bust of a man wearing a gold chain; 365,355,
and (to the 1. of the door) 349. Rembrandt, Portraits of men; farther to

the 1., on the window-wall, *255. Ger. Hontliorsl (Geranlo delle Notti),

Old woman weighing gold. — II. Room. 300. Van Dyck, Foi-trait of a
clergyman; 579. Hondekoeter, Cock flght; 198. Snyders, Large kitchen piece;

188. RubeuK, Mars crowned ; 178. Rubens , Penitent Magdalene ; 256. Hont-
horst, St. Cecilia; *593. Van de Velde , Neighbourhood of Scheveningen at

low tide; 577. Hondekoeter, White peacock; 353. Rembrandt, Landscape;
to the 1. of the door, 354. Rembrandt, Landscape; *567. Ritysdael , Land-
scape with waterfall; on the wall to the 1., 38. Mabuse , The Trinity, a
winged picture. — III. Room. 270. Jordaens, Porridge eater; 480. Wou-
vermans. Battle; 268. Jordaens, Himself and his family; 48. Holbein the

Younger, Himself and his family ; 230. De Crayer, Adoration of the shep-
herds; 473. Wouvermans, Four horsemen; *404. Tenters the Younc/ir,

Surgeon's room; *223. Hals, Two young musicians; 50, 49. Holbein I In

Younger, Portraits of a woman and a man; 613. Schalken, Penitent Magda-
lene ; 464. Wouvermans , Riding-school. — The Copying Room which is

next entered frequently contains some of the best pictures in the gallery

on easels , where they have been placed for the use of copyists.
— Having traversed two smaller rooms , the visitor now reaches the Ita-
lian Gallert. Above the stair: 252. Guercino da Cento, Judith with the
head of Holofernes; 101. Palma Giovine , Venus and Cupid; 432. Murillo,
Two children in Spanish costume; then farther to the 1., *89. Paolo Tc-

1

ronese , Self-denial of Scipio Africanus; 278. Poussin , Murder of Pom-
pey in a boat near Alexandria ; *433. Murillo, Joseph and Potiphar's wife

;

,

29. Raphael, Holy Family; 62. Dan. da VoUerra , Christ bearing his cross;
450. Carlo Dolce, St. Cecilia ; 98. Palma Vecchio , Andromeda released by .

Perseus; *20, *21. Titian, Two portraits of women; 125. Ann. Caracci,
Tobias anointing the eyes of his blind father; 106. Bassano , Christ with
Lazarus and his sisters ; 683. Trevisani, Venus in a shell ; 263. Lo Spa-
gnoletto , Mater dolorosa ; 343. Sassoferrato , Madonna with the sleeping
Child. — Last Room. To the 1. : 11. Lucas Cranach , Judith with the <
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head of Holofernes; *384, 385. Terbnrg, Woman with a lute- 51, 51 Hol-
bein the. Younger, Portraits of men ; 504. Weenix, Fruit piece

;

'*183 Rubens
Portrait of a Greek; 592. lYetscher , Italian theatrical masks; *23. Titian'
Cleopatra; 25. TiN„u, Portrait (if Alphonso d'Avalos; 380, 381. Adr. Brou-
«>« Peasants; 352, K.mbnnul', Portrait; 586. Netscher, Mad. de Maintenon

;

on the nppositr «all, -iw. J/r/.w/ , Lady giving alms; 625. Weenix , Dead
hare; 20). f^umkrs, F,,x will, its |nvy atfackerl by dogs; 448. J/eto , Wo-man tuning a lyr,., with a ,„a., l,,.],!,,,! \nv, .^11. Eeckhout , Circumcision;
399. Ostade liustK- parly: r,2li. >„//,,, Calil,. ,,• ; 224. llaU , Portrait of
a man; 294 „„ ^«,-^

, (onus,.!],,,- „i AnI w,.,.p ; 459. Gouzales , Family
f""'";;^?

35t). hcmbrandl. Old man; ^306. Jiembrandt, Woodcutter's fami-
ly'

;**-^- fl>->»'^'',u,/.t, The burgomaster Six; 458. Gonzales, Young scholar
in Spanish costume with his wife; 225. Hals, Young woman; 854a. Jan
rm, EiKk Altar piece; 578. Houdekoeter, Cock fight; *371. Rembrandt, Ci-
vic guardsman.

The Prot. Church of St. Martin (PI. 14) in the Gothic style,
with nave of the 14th and choir of the beginning of the 15th cent.,
was judiciously restored in 1842. Sacristan's address , Hohenthor-
«tr. 18.

Tlie Monmnent of Philip the Generous (d. 1567) and his wife, erected
by their son William IV., in black marble with white reliefs and profuse
gilding occupies the place of the high altar. The Monument of the Land-
grave Moritz, in coloured marble, was erected in 1662; opposite to it amonument in bronze, with a likeness of the Landgravine Christina (d.
1549). — The Tower (231 ft.) overlooks the red roofs of the town and the
environs as far as Wilhelmshiihe. Visitors ring at a small door to the r.
of the W. portal.

The eminent historian Johann von Miiller (d. 1809) is interred at theN W. corner of the Old Cemetery (PL E, 2), where a monument was erect-
ed to his memory in 1852 by King Lewis of Bavaria. The great com-
posei- ^poAr (d. 1859) reposes in the New Cem.etery outside the Hollandi-
sche Ihor.

The *Auegarten, or Carlsaue , near the Friedrichs-Platz , and
bounded by the Fulda on the E., the favourite promenade of the in-
habitants, was planned by Le Notre, the French landscape gardener,
in 1709, and contains beautiful trees. Descending from the Fried-
richsthor, the visitor soon reaches the large Orangery (PI. 20),
which has been recently restored. The pavilion adjoining it on the
W. IS the Marmorbad (PI. 17), a large bath-room adorned with
marble sculptures, chiefly by Monnot

, a French sculptor of the last
century. Among the statues may be mentioned the Faun, the danc-
ing Bacchante, Bacchus, and Leda; among the scenes from Ovid's
Metamorphoses, the reliefs of Apollo and Daphne , and Andromeda
and Perseus. The custodian, who lives in the opposite (E.) pavilion
is generally on the spot (fee 5—iO Sgr.).

From the Wilhelmshoher Thor (PI.' B , C , 4) a fine avenue
of limes, flanked with many handsome dwellings, leads by the village
of WaUershaiisen to (33/4 M.) * Wilhelmshohe (railway, omnibus,
and carriages, see p. 80), formerly the residence of the Elector of
Hessen, and celebrated for its park and fountains. The beautiful
grounds, partly laid out at the beginning of the 17th cent are
chiefly indebted to the Landgrave Carl (d. 1730) and the Elector
William I. (d 1821) for their present extent.

The Schloss (PI. 1), erected at the end of last century, and oc-

6*
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cupied by Napoleon III. during the latter part of the Franco-

Prussian war in 1870—71, Is a somewhat heavy building, the body

and wings of which are disposed in the form of a semicircle. The
interior is sumptuously fitted up , and contains a collection of Chi-

nese and Japanese porcelain, and several good pictures, principally

portraits of Hessian princes. The castellan lives on the ground-

floor, close to the entrance. Near the Schloss is the Marstall , or

stables of the chateau, which have been converted into ahussar-bar-

rack, and adjoining it Schombardt's Hotel (p. 79).

A visittothe finest points in the Park, which requires about 4
hrs. (guide 10 Sgr., hardly necessary), may be made in the follow-

ing order.

From the inn good paths lead to the r. past the Hothouses (PI.

9) to the New Waterfall (PI. 3), 130 ft. in height. Ascend thence

to the 1. to the Temple of Mercury (PI. 5), and proceed by wood-
paths to the Riesenschloss, or Octagon (PI. 8), the highest point in

the grounds, 1360 ft. above the Fulda , a strange -looking vaulted

structure in three storeys , surmounted by a colossal statue of the

Farnese Hercules in copper (room in the club for 9 pers.). The
Grotto in front of the Octagon , to the r. , contains a water

puzzle.

The Cascades descending from the Octagon are 300 yds. in

length , with large basins at intervals of 50 yds. Pleasant walks

descend to the r.
,
passing the Steinhofer'sche Wasserfall (PI. 7), to

the Lowenburg (PI. 6) , a modern imitation of an ancient castle,

but in bad taste. The view from the platform of the tower is the

chief attraction here.

In front of the Schloss is the *Great Fountain , the highest in

Europe, and the chief boast of Wilhelmshohe, which sends up a jet

of water 1 ft. in thickness and 200 ft. in height. Near it, to the 1.,

is the I'eufelsbriicke ; to the r. the Aqueduct (PI. 4), with a fine

waterfall. The Grosse Lac, another large pond to the E. of the cha-

teau, near the road to Cassel, is one of the finest points.

The Fountains play on Ascension-day, then from "Whit-Monday
till October (the 'Cascades' and the 'New Waterfall' on Sund. only)

on Sund. at 3, and on Wed. at 2.30 o'clock. The visitor is recom-

mended to be at the foot of the Cascades at the appointed hour, and

to follow the course of the water thence (to the Teufelsbriicke,

Aqueduct, Great Fountain, and New Waterfall), as the supply

of water is limited and the exhibition therefore of brief du-
ration.

Wilhelmsthal, a chateau of the former Electors of Hessen in the

Italian palatial style, with handsome rococo decorations in the in-

terior, lies in a beautiful park, 71/2 M. to the N.W. of Cassel, and

11/2 M. of Mbnchehof (p. 79), the first station on the Cassel and
Hofgeismar railway.
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10. From Cassel to Hanover.
Railway in 4'|4—5 hrs.; express fares 5 Tlilr. 5, 3 Thlr. 20, 2 Thlr.

15 Sgr. ; ordinary 4 Thlr. 15, 3 Thlr. 11, 2 Thlr. 7i|2 Sgr.

Soon after leaving Cassel the train crosses the Fulda
,
and for

a long distan(;e skirts the picturesque banks of the stream.

Stat. Miinden ( Goldner Lowe ; Hessischer Hof; Hotel Schmidt

;

*Rail. Restaurant), charmingly situated on a tongue of land at the

junction of the Fulda and Werra, the united waters of which form

the Weser (steamboats to Minden and Bremen), is an old-fashioned

place of solne commercial importance. The Church of St. Blasius is

of the 14th cent. The extensive Schloss, built by Duke Erich II. of

Brunswick-Liineburg in 1571, is now a barrack, near which is the

recently founded Worst-Academie. Picturesque views from Andree's

Berggarten (10 min.), and from the TivoU, near the station and the

town. — Railway to Nordhausen and Halle, see R. 55.

The train crosses the Werra , follows the valley of the Weser

for some distance , ascends gradually to stat. Dransfeld , the

culminating point of the line, and finally descends to the valley of

the Leine.

Stat. Gottingen (424 ft.l (Krone ; Gebhard's Hotel , near the

station), with 14,534 inhab., is remarkable fornothing but its uni-

versity (^700 stud.), founded by George II. of Hanover in 1737. The
Library is very valuable (^350,000 vols., 5000 MSS.). The anatomical

(remarkable collection of skulls), natural history, and other collec-

tions may be visited by the scientific.

From Oottingen to Arenshaiisen by a direct line from Cassel,
in 35 min. , ascending the broad valley of the Leine. Thence to Gotha,
Erfurt, and Halle, see R. 55.

Beyond stat. Bovenden is the ruin of Plesse, with beautiful wooded
environs. Above stat. Northen rises the imposing ruin of Harden-
berg and a modern chateau , beyond it a slender watch-tower on an

eminence.

Northeim (Sonne) , on old town , with a good church of 1519
(old carving at the altar; in the window of the choir, remnants of

fine stained glass of 1404), is the station for travellers intending

to explore the Harz from this side.

. From Northeim to Herzberg railway in ^\i hr. (22, 17, 11 Sgr.).

Stations Catleitburg, Haltorf. Herzberg, and thence to Nordhausen and Er-
furt, see p. 256.

Salzderhelden , with a saline spring and ruined castle , is the

station for Eimbeck , 21/4 M. to the N.W. , an old town famous for

its beer.

Stat. Kreiensen is the junction for Cologne, Brunswick, Magde-
burg, and Berlin (R. 4). Stat. Freden is situated in one of the

prettiest parts of the valley of the Leine , on which the ruins of

Freden and the Winzenburg look down from the heights. Stat. Al-

feld lies at the base of the Sieben Brilder , a group of hills
, the

highest of which is 1480 ft. above the sea-level. The mountainous
district is now quitted. Stat. Banteln.
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Beyond stat. Elze the Leine is crossed. On an eminence to the

1. rises ScMoss Marienburg. Stat. Nordstemmen is the junction for

Hildesheim (p. 56).

Hanover, see p. 72.

11. From Hanover to Bremen.
Railway in 3— 3i|2 lirs.; fares 3 Thlr. , 2 Thlr. 7"|.2. , 1 TLlr. 16 Sgr.

At Stat. Wunstorf (p. 55) the Bremen line diverges from the

line from Hanover to Minden. The district traversed is poor , flat,

and sandy.

Near stat. Neustadt, to the W., is situated tlie Steinhuder Meer,

an inland lake 2 M. in width, on an artiflrinl island in which Count
"Wilhelm von der Lippe (d. 1777} erected the WiUielmstein, a small

model fortress where he established a military school. General

Scharnhorst (p. 14) received his first military training here. Reh-

burg, on the W. hank, is a pleasant watering-place, with baths and
whey-cure.

Stations Hngen, Linsburg, Nienburg, Rohrsen, Eistrup, Doverden.

Near stat. Verden , with its cathedral destitute of tower , where
Charlemagne founded an episcopal see, the line crosses the AUer,

which falls into the Weser below Verden. Stations Langwedel,
Achim, Sebaldsbruck.

Bremen.

Money. Since 1st July, 1872: 1 Mark= 100 Pl'ennige = 1 shilling Eng-
lish (t Prussian Thaler= 3 Marks). The old currencv was 1 dollar in
gold (=1 Thlr. 3 Sgr. Prussian) =72 Grote =3 sh. 31)2 d. English (2f.!i|3i

Grote = 1 Mark). The grote (a little more than 'la d.) is still in common use.

Hotels. *Hillmann's (PI. d), Heerdenthor-Steinweg 39, at the corner
of the Wallpromenade ; * Hotel de l'Euroi'e (PI. c) , opposite Hill-
mann's; * Grand Hotel dd Kokd (PI. a), Bahnhofs-Str. 14; three large es-

tablishments, with high charges. *Stadt Frankfurt (PI. e), Domshof 18;
*HoTEL Siedenburg (PI. f) , Wall 175; Alberti , Bahnhofs-Str. 27; Hah-
NovERSCHES Haus (PI. g), a hotel and boarding-house, Dechanat-Str. 15, near
the Osterthor; Schaper (PI. h), Casper, and Bellevde (PI. i) , all in the
Bahnhofs-Str., R. I'lz M. and upwards.

Bestaurants. *Ralliskeller (p. 88); Rheinischer Keller, under the Hotel
de FEurope; Alberli and Hotel du Nord , see above; Borsen-Reslaurant in
the Exchange passage; *Hasselmann , Seemann-Str. 15; Jacobihalle, Jacobi-
kirchhof 13 (in the restored choir of a church); Kapffa Keller, Wacht-
Str. 43, by the Weser Bridge; Kircliner , Wacht-Strasse 40; Siedenburg,
see above ; at the Biirgerjuirk, see p. 90. — Cafes. Hillmonn's and Caf4 de
fEurope , see above. — Beer. Haake & Co. , Kirchen-Str. ; DornUUe,
Martini-Str. 41a; C. H. Haake and Feldmaiin, Wacht-Str. ; Kaune , in the
Market ; Eiigelliardt, Langen-Str. ; Schaper, Bahnhofs-Str. ; Hoppe, Wall 161.

Cabs (w ith two horses) per drive within the city, 1—2 pers. 12 Grote,
to Saltzmann's Garten 18, Biirgerpark 36, each additional pers. 3 Gr. ; for

'|.i hr. 16, 1)2 hr. 24, ^^ hr. 32, 1 hr. 40 Gr., each additional i|4 hr. 8 Gr.

;

small packages free ; each box 6 Gr.
Theatre daily. Performances in winter at the Stadttfieater (PI.

34). Open air theatres in summer at Soltzi aim's Garten and the Tivoli.

Post Office at the Stadthaus, on the N. side in the Domshof. Office
for money-orders and diligence passengers in the Violen-Str. Telegraph
Office at the Exchange,
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Baths in the Wcser by the Osterdeich, outside the Osterthor. — Swim-
ming Bath in the Kieine Weser, outside the Werderthor. — Warm Baths

:

Spilcker, Altenwall 22; Muth\'' Russian baths, Wall 133.

Steamboats from Bremcr/mr.ii In r.<n,,/oii (Id lirs.) and /Tiill (36 hrs.)

once or twice weekly; to jA< " In//, we. Kl\ In 15 days (of which travel-

lers returning to England niiiy iiv.iil IIhimm l\c^ as far as Soulhampton)

;

to N'ordenici/, see p. 91; to JJi U'JuI'iik/, sic p. IMS.

Bremen , the second in uuportnme of the three independent

Hanseatio cities, with 82,990 inhab., and the principal commercial

place inN. (iermany next to Hamhur^, lies in a sandy plain on both

banks of the Weser, 65 M. from its influx into the German Ocean.

On the r. bank is the AUstadt , formerly enclosed by ramparts,

round which the Vorstadte are situated, and on the 1. bank the A^cm-

stadt. Many well preserved old buildings testify to the niedifeval

importance ot the place, while the numerous handsome edifices

erected within the last twenty or thirty years entitle it to a

respectable rank among the modern cities of Europe.
The Bishopric of Bremen was founded in 788 by Charlemagne. In

the 10th cent, the town , which had already received certain privileges

and a constitution, began to flourish as a seaport and a commercial place.

In 1284 it became a member of the Hanseatic League, but proving in-

tractable on several occasions it was more than once excluded from the
society. In 1522 Bremen embraced the Reformation, and in 1547 gallantly

repelled an attack by the Imperial army. The citizens biavely defended
themselves against the Swedes also, who had obtained possession of the epis-

copal see by the Peace of Westphalia, and stoutly maintained the position

of Bremen as a free city of the Empire. Bremen is now chiefly indebted
for its importance to its seaport Bremerhavcn (p. 91), which is annually
entered by 3300 vessels. Value of imports about 21 million, of exports 20
million pounds sterling. The staple commodities are tobacco, petroleum,
rice, and cotton. The merchants of Bremen possess about 265 sea-going
vessels and 30 steamers. Bremen is one of the principal starting points

of German emigrants to America, upwards of a million of whom have
quitted their Fatherland by this port within the last twenty years.

The * Promenades laid out on the old ramparts , and separating

the old town from the suburbs, constitute the principal ornament of

the city. The picturesque groups of trees, the broad moats, and the

rich vegetation of the opposite bank, on which a number of hand-

some residences rise
,
present a succession of pleasing pictures. At

the Heerdenthor (PI. E, 3) is a Vase adorned with reliefs by Stein-

hduser , representing the 'Klosterochsenzug' , a procession which

takes place annually in October.

Traversing the Sogestrasse, and then turning to the 1. , the tra-

veller reaches the Markt (PI. E, 4), which is surrounded by the

Rathhaus, the Exchange, and the Schiitting , and is adorned -with a

'Roland Monument' in the centre.

The *Rathhaus (PI. 30) was erected about 1410, and the S.

fa(;ade, with its magnificent jutting storey and beautifully decorated

arcades and galleries, added in 1612. The fa(,'ade is adorned with

statues of the Emperor and seven Electors. Erom the lower corridor

a wooden stair (open to the public) ascends to the great hall, 180
ft. in length, and 45 ft. in width, which has recently been restored

and handsomely decorated. On the ceiling are medallion portraits of
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German emperors from Charlemagne to Sigismund. The stained

glass windows contain names and armorial bearings of counsellors of

Bremen. In a corner of the hall stands n*Statueof Smidt (d. 1857),

burgomaster of Bremen, in Carrara marble, also by Steinhauser. The
GiUdenkammer, where the women formerly assembled on the occa-

sion of grand processions , is approached by a finely carved stair-

case.

On the W. side is the entrance to the celebrated ^Rathskeller, which
contains Rhine and Moselle wines exclusively. It is open daily till 10. 30

p. m. ; on Sundays not before 3 p. m. Wine may be purchased by the glass

or bottle; oysters and variou cold viands are also supplied. The oldest

casks are the 'Rose' (dating from 1624) and the 'Twelve Apostles', which
are kept in another part of the cellar, and are shown to the curious. The
'Rose' derives itsname from a large rose painted on the ceiling, beneath which
the magistrates are said in ancient times to have held their most impor-
tant sessions, such deliberations 'sub rosri being kept profoundly secret.

In front of the Rathhaus stands the *Roland (PI. 31), a colossal

figure in stone , erected in 1412 on the site of an earlier figure of

wood, a symbol of free commercial intercourse and supreme crimi-

nal jurisdiction, and the palladium of civic liberty. In his left hand
the giant bears a shield with the imperial eagle, and a naked sword

in his right, while the head and hand of a criminal at his feet are

emblematical of the extent of the municipal juri diction.

On the S.E. side of the market rises the *Exchange (PI. 4), de-

signed by H. Milller, and completed in 1867, an imposing edifice in

the Gothic style. The W. fa^'ade is adorned with six figures emblema-
tical of the different branches of commerce and manufacture. At the

N. portal, on the 1. Fortune, on the r. Prudence. The handsome
*naU, with a fretted ceiling, and richly decorated with gilding, has

double aisles supported by 12 columns. A mural painting by Jensen,

representing the foundation of Riga by the inhabitants of Bremen
in 1201, is now approaching completion. Business -hour 1 o'clock;

strangers admitted only when accompanied by a member of the Ex-
change.

To the "W. of the Exchange , and S. of the Rathhaus , is the

ScMtting
(
PI . 32), or Chamher of Commerce, erected in 1594; to

the N.W. is the L/c6/'mwenfciVc/ie (PI. 19), dating from the 13th
cent., recently restored on the side facing the market. The modern
Stadthaus (PI. 33), with the Guard-House and Post-Office , adjoins

the Rathhaus on the N.E. side.

The * Cathedral (PI. 17), a Romanesque edifice with double
choir, the main parts of which belong to the original building, was
begun in the 11th cent, and greatly altered in the 18th. The
N. aisle, which is of equal height with the nave, was added in the

16th cent.
The Interior (visitors enter through the house of the sacristan,

Domshaide S) has been restored and fitted up for Protestant worship. Ad-
mirable Oryan. Of the fine old Screen the stone sculpturing in front of
the organ is the sole remnant. Windotes with stained - glass portraits of
Luther and Melanchthon, recently executed at Nuremberg. Rococo Pulpit,
presented by Queen Christina of" Sweden. In the low S. Ahle is a me-
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tallic Font, said to be 906 years old. A few steps here descend into the
BleikeUer (i. e. lead-cellar, where the lead for the roof was melted), which
contains several mummies, the oldest having been 400, the most recent
100 years in this undecayed condition. This vault still possesses the pro-
perty of preventing decomposition , a proof of which is afforded by the
dried poultry suspended in it some years ago.

In the Domshof, an extensive Platz on the N. side of the

cathedral, is the Museum (PI. 25), dedicated to social and scientific

purposes, and containing good natural history and ethnographical col-

lections (admission gratis in summer on Mon. and Thurs. 11—2,

and Sat. 3—5 ; at other times by payment of a fee).

On the S. side of the Cathedral, at the back of the Exchange,
lies the Domshaide , which is adorned with a * Statue of Gustavus
Adolphus (PI. 11), designed by the Swedish sculptor Fogelberg,

and cast in bronze at Munich. It was destined for Gothenburg, but
the vessel in which it was conveyed having been wrecked , the sta-

tue was rescued by boatmen of Heligoland, purchased by merchants
of Bremen, and presented to their native city in 1856.

Opposite the statue , on the N. side , is the handsome Gothic
building of the Awnstteri'crem (artists' association, PI. 15), dating
from the 13th cent., now fitted up in the mediteval style, and con-
taining concert and ball rooms, etc. Strangers must be introduced
by a member.

The Rom. Cath. JohannUkivche (PI. 18) is a lofty edifice, with a nave
GO ft. in height, borne by eight slender columns.

Near the Osterthor, in the public grounds already mentioned
(p. 82), is situated the new Kunsthalle (PI. 14), containing pictures,

chiefly modern, and a few sculptures , as well as a meritorious col-

lection of old engravings, woodcuts, etc. (admission daily by payment
of a fee).

Ground Floor. *Leiiize , Washington's passage of the Delaware ; on
the r. a number of sculptures in marble and casts by Steiiihauser , Hirt,
and others. — Staircase. *Stilke's cartoons of the frescoes at Stolzen-
fels : King John of Bohemia at the battle of Crecy, and Emp. Frederick II.

receiving is bride Isabella of England. — First Floor. Steiiihaiiser, Psyche,
Pandora, sculptures in marble; Saal, The sun at midnight in Norway;
Si-/merdc/eburt>i , Departure of the Salzburg Protestants from their native
country; Zimmerijuinn , Forest scene; Acheiibac/i, Westphalian mill; Meyer
of Bremen , Penitent daughter; Bamberger, English church near Hastings;
Calame, Swiss mountains; Ritler, The son's last letter. Also several Dutch,
early German , and Italian works. Seapieces by Qrvyter and Koekkoek.
Violin -player, Mignon , etc., sculptures by Stemhanner.

The Altmannshohe (PI. G, 5), at the S. end of the promenades,
affords a pleasant view of the busy Weser and the opposite Neu-
stadt. — In the promenades, to the N. of the Kunsthalle , rises the
*Statue of Gibers (d. 1840), a distinguished physician and astrono-
mer, in Carrara marble, by Steinhduser. Farther N. is the Stadt-
theater (PL 34), near the Bischofsthor.

The new quarters of the town outside the Osterthor aind Bischofs-
thor contain many handsome private houses. The K6rner-Markt(Pl.
H, 4) is embellished witli a Statue of Theodore Korner , in bronze.
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by Deneys of Bremen. The modern Gothic Rembertikirche (PI. 23)
is also notireable.

The Ansgariikirche (PI. 16), erected in 1229—1243, with an
altar-piece by Tischbein, has been recently restored and adorned

with stained glass windows. The tower, 357 ft. in height, com-
mands an extensive view. Opposite the W. portal is a group in

sandstone by Steinhauser, representing St. Ansgarius , the apostle

of this district, and first archbishop of Bremen and Hamburg (d.

865), in the act of releasing a heathen boy from the yoke of paga-

nism. Beyond it is the Gewerbehaus, erected in 1619 as a guild-hall

of the cloth merchants, with a well preserved Renaissance facade in

sandstone. The interior is restored, and has been employed for

commercial purposes since 1863.
In the Hutfilter-Strapse, in the vicinity, is the old Hatis >See/a>irl, an

asyhim for aged mariners and widows, bearing the quaint inscription,
'Navigare necesse, vivere non est necesse".

Two Bridges (a third is in course of construction) connect the

Altstadt on the r. with the Neustadt on the 1. bank of the Weser.
In the centre of the town the GrosseBriicke crosses from the Wacht-
strasse to the Werder, from which a smaller bridge crosses the

Kleine Weser to the Neustadt. The former commmands a pleasing

view of the town, the Weser, and the Schlachte, a wharf on the r.

bank where the principal shipping traffic is carried on.—At the lower
(W.) end of the town the river is crossed by the Railway Bridge

(p. 94), open to pedestrians also
,
part of which can be opened to

admit of the passage of vessels.

To the N.E. of the town, about 1/4 M. from the principal Rail-

way Station (PI. E, 1, 2), is situated the Siirgerpark, 180 acres in

area, which has been laid out since 1866, and is now a favourite

resort of the citizens , especially on evenings when concerts are

given. The road to it crosses the new Osnabriick and Hamburg
railway.

From Bremen to Bremerhaven. Railway to Geestemiinde

in 11/0 hr. (fares 1 Thlr. 20, 1 Thlr. 7Vo,25Sgr.). Steamboat daily

in 5 hrs. (fares 28, 19 Sgr.).

Scenery tininteresting. Railway-stations Burg-Lesum (branch-

line in V4''r- to Vegesack, apleasantly situated town with aharbour),

Ritterhude , OsterhfAz-Scharmbeck, Oldenbiittel , <5<M66en (diligence

to Stade, p. 108), Loxstedt.

GeestemnnAe (Hotel Hannover , opposite the quay of the Nor-

derney and Heligoland steamers, R., B., and A. 1 Thlr. T'/j Sgr.
;

Meyer, at the upper end of the town ; Wehring, at the station), sit-

uated on the 1. bank of the Geeste, at its influx into the Weser, was
founded by the former Hanoverian government as a rival of Bremer-
haven, and provided with a harbour in 1863. On the opposite bank
of the Geeste lies
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Bremerhaven (Beermann's Hotel , Steinhoff' s, and Lohr's , all in

the market-place; Winter's, on the quay), the seaport of Bremen,

founded by the advice- of the burgomaster Smidt on a small piece

of land purchased from Hanover in 1827 , is now a rapidly increas-

ing town with 10,802 inhab. and extensive shipping traffic. The

Docks are commodious and well organised. A large dry -dock of

the 'Bremer Lloyd' was completed in 1871. A visit may be paid to

one of the large Transatlantic steamers usually lying here (tickets

at the Lloyd Office gratis). The Lighthouse commands a good survey

of the environs. The lofty open spire of the modern Gothic church

is a conspicuous object for many miles around.
From Bremerhaven to Heligoland, see p. 108; to fipiekcroog and Nor-

di'vitey, see below.

12. The East-Frisian Islands.

Spiekeroog. Norderney. Borkum.

Comp. Map, p. 114.

From Oeesleiniiiide (Bremerhaven) to A'^orJenici/ a steamer three

times a week in 6—8 hrs., fare 2'|2, return 4 Thlr. ; to Spiekeroog by the

ame vessel in4—5 hrs., S'jz Thlr. — /"ro ?«£:»» dc« \o Norderney a steamer
in 4—5 hrs. (fares 2, I'fs Thlr.; return 3, 2 Thlr.), starting three

? a week from Leer (p. 98) (same fares). Norderney may also be reached
Emden via Norden. Diligence to Norden three times daily in S^Ji hrs.

j^25'j2 Sgr.), also an omnibus. From Norden either by omnibus to the coast

'jo hr. (5 Sgr.), and thence by steamboat in 'ja hr. to Norderney (10, 5 Sgr.),

by the diligence which runs daily direct from Norden to Norderney at

V tide in S'lz—5 hrs. (21 Sgr.). — From Emden to Borkum a steamer
ir times a week in 4 hrs. ; fare 2, return 3 Thlr. — Return-tickets by

Ml these steamers are available for the entire season.

From G ee'stemunde to Norderney. The steamboat-pier

is on the Geeste, 1/2 M. from the railway-station. The coast soon

disappears. In the distance are seen the Bremen Light-ships and

the Bremer Bake (buoy). A line of islands then becomes visible to

the 1. The first of these is Wanyeroog [Oog, Oye, Ey, the Rhenish

Au, and Scandinavian 0, signify island), formerly much frequented

as a sea-bathing place.

The steamer steers through the Wutt , a strait with numerous
sandbanks, which separates the islands from the E. Frisian coast,

and is passable for carriages at low tide at the S. E. end (p. 92).

On the mainland, towards the S., CaroUnen Siehl, with its windmills,

Neuharlinger-Siehl , and the churches of Wittmund and Esens suc-

cessively come into view. The steamer touches at Spiekeroog (pas-

sengers for which are landed in small boats), visited as a sea-bathing

place by several hundred persons annually (accommodation unpre-

tending), and passing Langeroog, which also begins to attract sea-

bathing visitors, and Baltrum, stops at the S. W. point of Norder-

ney.

From Emden to Norderney (comp. p. 99). The steamer

describes a long curve towards the S., and then steers towards the
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N.W. through the Dollart, a bay of 120 Sq. M. in area, formed by

an inundation of the river in 1277, which occasioned the destruction

of a town and numerous villages. On the Vf are the villages of the

E. Frisian coast, on the 1. the Dutch province of Groningen, where

the small fortified harbour of Delfzyl is conspicuous. The vessel

then turns to the N.E. To the 1. appear the islands of Borkum

(p. 94") and afterwards Juist, to the r. the lofty church of Norden

(see below). Arrival at Norderney, see below.

Land Route (diligence and omnibus, see p. 91). Norden

(Dippel), a small manufacturing town with 6500 inhab., 20 M. from

Emden, has a pleasant market planted with trees and a Protestant

church olthe 15th. cent.

Omnibus in Y2 ^^- from Norden to the Norderdeich, whence a

steamboat crosses once or twice daily to Norderney at high tide in

1/2 hr. — The diligence from Norden to Norderney (4—5 hrs.) runs

by (6 M.) Hilgenrieder Siehl, and then crosses the Watt, which is

nearly dry at low tide, a tedious, but not unpleasant journey.

Norderney. Arrival. Carriages are in waiting at the pier to con-

vey travellers to the Conversationshaus (2i|2 Sgr. each person). The ser-

vices of an 'Ordonnanz\ or commissionaire, may then be engaged {2'|2 Sgr.
each errand) to facilitate the search for apartments , but from the middle
of July to the end of August accommodation can rarely be procured unless
previously ordered. Luggage is conveyed from the steamer to the Lagerhmis
in the Marien-Sfr. (for which 1

—

1^2 Sgr. per package is charged) , where
it is afterwards reclaimed by its owners.

Hotels, Apartments, etc. Table d'hote daily at 1 o'clock at the *C'oii-

verscitioiishaus and the *StrandhuUe , adults IT'lz, children i2i|2 Sgr.; at

3 o'clock 25 and 15 Sgr. ; suppers it la carte after 8 p. m. Dinners at 25
and 15 Sgr. may also be sent for by those who prefer to dine in private,
if ordered early in the day. Apartments are not let at these establishments,
but at the ^Grosse and *Kleine Logirhaus , near the Conversationshaus,
and in the upper part of the Bazaar. — The hotels *rjEUTscHES haus,
*scHiiCHARDT, BELLEVUE , MEYER'S and kroll's are generally crowded in
July and August. — Private Apartments very unpretending, bvit generally
clean , may be hired in most of the streets at 5 Thlr. and upwards per
week. Everything in Norderney used to be strictly regulated by tariff,

from the doctor's fee and the price of a dinner down to the gratuity payable
to the boots, but this system was found to paralyse all attempts at im-
provement, and the rules have recently been somewhat relaxed. — Music
Tax. For a family 2—5 Thlr., a gentleman l'|2—3, a lady 20 Sgr. to 1 Thlr.

;

for the serenade with which visitors are usually greeted on the morning
after their arrival 1 Thlr.

Bath Tickets for the machines drawn by horses 10, for the others 7'|2

(children 4) Sgr., issued at the Conversationshaus and the Giftbude (p. 93).

If all the machines are occupied, a ticket is handed to the intending bather,
who must then wait until his number is called out Towels and bathing
dresses are distributed on the beach; charge for their use 15 Sgr. per week.
The inexperienced bather who requires a bath - attendant ('Rothhosen') in
the water pays 10—15 Sgr. a week for his services. — Bathing hours from
5 a. m. to 2 p. m. The highest tides, at the new and full moon, are about
10, at the time of half-moon 4 o'clock, and each following day about 50
min. later (tide-tables at the bazaar 3 Sgr.). — All these rules and forma-
lities and petty payments will probably prove irksome to the vigorous and
practised bather , but it must be borne in mind that the visitors are
numerous , the space limited , and most of the bathers inexperienced. —
At the Warmbadehavs fresh-water, shower, and other baths may be had.

Physicians. The 'Sanitatsrath' Dr. Fromm and Dr. Kirckner.

J
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Post Office, Louisen-Str. 8.; Telegraph Offiee near the church. Bnlh^

Police, and Enquiry Offices at the old Conversalionshaus.

Norderney, i. e. 'northern island', about 9 M. long, and 5

broad, is the largest and the most populous of the East Frisian islands,

and like the rest of the gro .p is sandy and almost entirely destitute

of vegetation. The village, which has recently become the most

freqtiented of the German sea-bathing places (nearly 6000 visitors

annually) lies at the S. W. angle of the island and consists of about

300 small houses, almost all of which are let during the season. The
footpaths are all paved with brick.

At the S. end of the village is the Conversalionshaus, surrounded

by grounds, and containing dining, ball, billiard, and reading rooms.

Near It is the Bazaar with its shops, the new Warrnbadehaus, and

the Kleine and Grosse Loyirhaus. The latter lies to the S. of the

Conversationshaus. Beyond it lies the 'Neue Polder', the principal

pasture at Norderney. From the Conversationshaus towards the E.

runs the Marien-Strasse, commanding a view of the opposite coast

and the roads where a number of ttshing-boats are generally anchored.

Along the downs towards the N. W. extends the new Victoria-Strasse,

facing the sea. At the N. end of the latter is the new Strand-Halle,

similar to the Conversationshaus, but better fitted up.

The Beach to the N. of the village is the principal rendezvous

of the visitors . The W. part is the Damenstrand ( from which gentle-

men are excluded till 2 p. m.), near the Strandhalle, and separated

from it by a slight eminence termed the Marienhuhe ; the E. part is

i]\eHerrenstrand, near which is the Georyshlihe, commanding a plea-

sant view. The Kiifthude' is a small restaurant on the Herren-

strand, where a band plays twice a week in the evening.

The island is bojimded on three sides by Diinen, or sandhills,

30—50 ft. in height, formed by the action of the wind, and present-

ing a barrier to the encroachments of the sea. The W. side of the

island, however, has frequently suffered seriously from storms, and

in 1855 the village itself was endangered. A breakwater 880 yds.

in length has therefore been constructed opposite the beach for the

protection of the place, while seven bulwarks projecting into the

water are designed for the consolidation of the Diines. The Ost-

diinen, or E. downs, lie to the E. of the Georgshohe.

At the S. E. end of the village, towards the mainland, is the

Schanze, an intrenchment thrown up by the French in 1811, now
converted into pleasure-grounds. A short distance to the N.W. is the

Bake, a scaffolding erected on an eminence, serving as a landmark

to sailors, and affording a good survey of the island. The 'Rupperts-

herger Kump' , a small grove of alders, encircling an eminence, ^/^M.

farther to the E., may also be visited.

At the E. end of the island, 3 M. farther, is the Weisse Dilne

(carr. 2 Thlr.), a hill of white sand affording an extensive prospect

of the sea and part of the island.
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Pleasure-boats may be hired at 1 Tblr. per hour. A seal-hunt-

ing or (lolphin-lishing expedition (^in which success is not invari-

able !) may also be undertaken (3 Thlr.).

From Em den to Borkum (comp. p. 99). Steamer, see

p. 91. The vessel traverses the Dollart (p. 92), then steers towards
the N. W., and touches at the S. coast of the island.

Borkum, situated at the mouth of the Ems, 9 M. from the.

Dutch coast and between the channels termed the Ooster Ems and
Wester Ems, is the most western of the Frisian islands. Like Nor-
derney the island is sandy and barren, and encircled with a belt of

downs. It is 41/2 M. long and 2 M. broad, and consists of the Ost-

land and Westland. The principal village lies in the latter and is

visited by about 1000 sea-bathers annually. Tolerable apartments
may be procured for 3—6 Thlr. per week, and there are three inns

(Bakker; Kohler ; Visser). Excellent beach for bathing, 1 M. from
the village, but suitable at high tide only (machine 4, tent 2 Sgr.

;

attendant 1 Thlr. per month).

13. From Bremen to Oldenburg and Emden.
Railway fi-om Bremen to Oldenburg in 11(4 hr. (fares 1 Thlr. 1 Sgr.,

19, or 12i|2 Sgr.); from Oldenburg to Leer in li|2 hr. (fares 38', 23, 16 Sgr.);
from Leer to Emden in 3)4 hr. (fares 21, 16, 10 Sgr.).

The train describes a long circuit round the town, intersects the

promenades, crosses the Weser, and halts at Bremen-Neustadt. The
district traversed is at first well cultivated , but afterwards barren

and unattractive. Stations Huchtlngen, Delmenhorst, the first place

in the Duchy of Oldenburg, Gruppenbiihren, Hude, with picturesque

ruins of a monastery, and Wustlng.

Oldenburg C^'Hotel de Russie , R. 20, B. 10 Sgr. ; *Erbgrossher-

zog, similar charges ; Neues Haus, beer ; Buitjadinger Hof), the ca-

pital of the Grand Duchy of that name, is a quiet and pleasant town
on the Hunte, with 13,400 inhab. , surrounded by handsome ave-

nues and modern dwelling houses, which have superseded the old

ramparts. In the market-place is the old Raihhnus.

The grand-ducal Palace at the S. end of the town , erected in

the 17th and 18th cent. , contains some modern pictures (Greek

landscapes by Willers ,
scenes from the Iliad by Tischhein

,
young

Circassian girl by Riedel , Arabian and camel by Kretzschmer , etc.)

and a library of 120,000 vols. — To the E. , between the Hunte
and the Garten-Strasse, lies the Palace Garden.

Crossing the Hunte and pursuing a straight direction, the travel-

ler observes the Palais , the residence of the Grand Duke , on the

1., which also contains a number of good modern pictures. On the

r. is the
* Augusteum, a handsome edifice in the late Renaissance style,

containing the valuable grand-ducal picture gallery of old masters

(admission daily 11—2, Sund. 12—2).
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Section I. (by the entrance-door): *37. Bellraffio , Head of a girl;

38. Solario, Herodias ; 31, 32. Gaud. Ferrari, Madonna; 33. Borgognone,

55. Franc. Frnncin, Madonnas; *30. Lombard Srhnol , John the Baptist;

4. Garo/alo, St. Catharine ; 17. Pontormo, Portrait of a woman ; 7. Fiesole,

Madonna. — Section II. (continuing to the 1.): 87. Zurbnran, Portrait of

a man; 88. Murillo , Madonna as the good shepherdess; 89. Yelu.^qxiez,

Portrait of the Cardinal Infanta Fernando. — Section III. : 66. Carutni,

The jealous man ; 64, 65. Bellini, Madonnas ; 82. P. Veronese, Venus , Cu-
pid, and young woman; 81. Veronese, Portrait of a lady; *77. P. Bordone,
Venetian "lady ; *71. Moretto, Noble of Bergamo ; 68. ^eb. del Piombo , Bo-
dy of Christ "with angels; 18. Al. Allori , Portrait of Bianca Cappello; 70.

Lor. Lotto, Cavalier. — Section IV.: Works by Tischbein and other
painters of last century, ;ind several early German pictures. Returning to

the entrance , the visitor now proceeds to the r. to — Section V. : 130,

129. Tenters , Peasants ; 115. Van Dj/ck, Counsellor of Antwerp ; 107. Rii-

bens, St. Francis of Assisi ; 106. Rubens, Head of a man. — Section VI.:

120, 121. Snijders, Poultry; 103. Poiirbiis the Younger, Bust of a knight;
90. Mabuse, Madonna; 155. Wouremians , Alms; Kenibrandt , *169. Land-
scape ; 167. Portrait of a man, 166. Old woman , 170. Old man ; 171 , 172.

F. Bol, Man and woman ; 161—164. Ruysduel, Landscapes. — Section VII.

:

*139. Lucas van Leyden, Count Etzard I. of E. Friesland; 143. Mierevell,

Bust of a woman; 203. Jan Slecn, Party; 202. Honthorst, Tavern; *196.

Backhuysen, Sea-piece; 185. Van der Heist, Portrait of a man; 2Q&. Honde-
koeler. Unbidden guests ; 104. Rubens, Prometheus.

The Museum in the Hafen-Str. contains ornithological
,
geolo-

gical, and botanical collections of considerable value.

From Oldenburg to Wi ihelmshave n railway in i^lt hr. (fares 36,

22, 15 Sgr.). Tiic district traversed is monotonous and barren. Stations

Rastede, Jaderberg; then Varel (Hotel FboH , Miiller), a cheerful little

town (extensive cotton-mill at the station). At the W. angle of the Jade-
Busen, 3 M. to the N., is Dangast, a sea-bathing place with 'CursaaF, etc.

(living not expensive). At stat. EUeaser- Dainm the line approaches the
Jade-Deich, over which masts are seen in the distance. The scenery as-

sumes the Frisian character, viz. that of interminable pastures occasional-

ly enlivened by cattle and farm-houses. Stat. Sande (branch-line to Jerer
in 40 min.). Then

"Wilhelmshaven (Hotel Denninghof, R. and B. 22^-i , A. 5 Sgr.; Keese),

the second war harboijr of Germany on the N. Sea, constructed by the
Prussians in 1855—69, near the Oldenburg village of Heppens on the N.W.
side of the Jade-Busen. This basin, formed in 1528 by an inundation , is

upwards of 60 sq. M. in area, and is connected with the N. sea by a
channel 2 M. wide. The Entrance to the harbour, protected by piers

120 yds. long, is shut off by a huge dock-gate from the Outer Harbour; a
second gate and a canal then lead to the Inner Harbour (400 yds. by 240
yds.). Connected with the latter are three dry docks and two slips for

the construction of iron-clad vessels. This vast establishment, although
still in an unfinished state, deserves a visit. The works are still progress-
ing, and fortifications are being erected for their protection.

Beyond Oldenburg woods and moor are traversed. Stations

Zwisehenahn (pleasantly situated on a lake, a favourite resort of the

citizens of Bremen), Ochholt, a.nd Apen, on tlie Apen Diep. The line

intersects the extensive Hochmoor (p. 98). Beyond Augustveen
(with large iron-works) the line crosses the Prussian frontier, and
the scenery changes its character. Pleasant meadows intersected by
cuttings are traversed , while sails are occasionally visible in the

distance. Stations Stickhausen, Nortmoor. At Leer (p. 98) the

Oldenburg line unites with the Westphalian. From Leer toKmden,
see p. 98.
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14. From Hamm to Emden.
Railway to Emden in 6—T'la brs. ; lares 5 Thlr. 28, 4 Thlr. 10, 2

Thlr. 27 Sgr.

Stations Drensteinfvrt, Rinkerode, and
Munster (*Konig von England, R. 20, D. IT'/o, A. 5 Sgr.;

*Rheinischer Hof ; *Moormann, and Deutscher Kronprinz of the

second class), situated on the brook Aa , in a flat district , the ca-

pital of the Prussian province of Westphalia
, with 25,452 inhab.

and a garrison of 3300 men , is like Osnabriick and Paderborn an
episcopal see of great antiquity. In the 13th and 14th cent, it was
a prosperous Hanseatic town, and even carried on commerce beyond
seas on its own account ; at the time of the Reformation it was the

scene of the fanatical excesses of the Anabaptists (see below),

and in 1661 it finally succumbed to the episcopal yoke of the

warlike Bishop von Galen. The town still retains many me-
diaeval characteristics , which are most marked in the 'Principal'

and Roggen-Markt with their arcades and picturesque old gabled
houses, and in the Church of St. Lambert on the one side and
the Rathhaus on the other. The residences of the wealthier nobility,

in the palatial style of the 18th cent., such as the Erbdrosten-Hof
and Eomberger Hof , also form a peculiar feature of Munster.

The most conspicuous object from the railway is the handsome
Church of St. Maurice, a Romanesque structure of the 12th cent.,

with three towers and Gothic choir of 1451 , restored and enlarged

in 1859. The chapel on the W. side, erected in 1371, contains the

monument of the founder Bishop Erpho (1084—97). Near it is the

modern Gothic Hospital and the monasteries 'Vom guten Hirten'

and 'Kindlein Jesu'.

The next object of interest is (1.) the Ludgerikirche (PI. 12),

with a * tower terminating in a picturesque lantern. The original

Romanesque structure of 1170 was rebuilt and extended in the

Gothic style after a lire in 1383, and the whole judiciously restored

in 1856-—60. The coloured decorations of the nave and choir , the

carved altars , and the modern (Romanesque) pulpit should be in-

spected. The three principal windows are tilled with tine modern
stained glass. In the choir eight statues, dating from 1600.

On the 1. as the town is entered from the station, is the Church of
St. Servatius (PL 14), erected as a chapel in the Romanesque style

in 1197, rebuilt in the 15th cent., restored and decorated in 1854,

and provided with a new spire in 1858.
The beautiful Gothic *Church of St. Lambert (PL 10) of the

14th cent, contains a fine open staircase in the choir. On the outside,

over the S. portal, is represented the genealogy of Christ. From the

S. side of the tower, which is considerably out of the perpendicular,

are suspended the three iron cages in which the bodies of the fana-

tics John of Leyden, Knipperdolling, and Krechting, the leaders of

the Anabaptists , were placed after they had been tortured to death
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in 1536 vfith red-hot pincers. Portraits of John of Leydeii and liis

executioner are preserved in the library of the- Academy.
The Anubaplists, a sect widely spread over Germany and the Nether-

lands about the beginning of the Reformation, added at that period to

their rejection of infant-baptism a number of other startling and pernicious
doctrines. One of their most fanatical adherents was Thomas Miinzer,
leader of the insurgent peasantry. In Holland they were known, and still

?xist, under the name of Mcnnonites, derived from their founder Menno
Simons. In 1533 a number of Dutch Anabaptists, headed by John Bock-
hold, a tailor from Lcyden, and Matthiesen, a baker from Haarlem, settled

at Miinster, where with the aid of the Pastor Rottmann and Counsellor
Knipperdolling they succeeded in establishing their supremacy in the town
and in banishing the episcopal party. Bockbold (John of Leyden) was
proclaimed king of the 'New Sion' in 1534. A reign of terror now began,
polygamy was introduced, and many atrocities committed, while famine
and pestilence devastated the town. The following year, however, Miinster
was compelled to capitulate by the bishop and his army, and Bockhold,
Knipperdolling, and Krechting, the leaders of the Anabaptists, were cruelly
tortured and executed.

The *Rathhaus (PI. 20) of the 14th cent, with a beautiful Gothic

facade contains the 'Friedenssaal' where the Peace of Westphalia was
signed on 24th Oct., 1648. Picturesque chimney-piece of 1577;
portraits of several ambassadors and princes

,
present at the con-

clusion of the peace, most of themby Terburg. Some of the cushions

on which they sat still exist. Another chamber contains old armour,

letc, and the pincers witli which the Anabaptists were tortured be-

fore their exe(-ution.

The * Cathedral (PI. 7), erected in the 13th--i5th cent. ,
has

.remarkably low aisles. The S. vestibule contains old Romanesque
sculptures and columns. Several parts of the exterior exhibit a com-
bination of Gothic and Romanesque.

Interior. The ancient decorations were almost entirely destroyed
by the Anabaptists. In the \V. part of the nave , a * Pieta by Achter-
maun of Rome, 1850. j3vcr the S. portal the Last Judgment in relief,

1692. Opposite to it , over the N. portal , the remains of an old painting
of the 14th cent., Frisians offering tribute to St. Paul. The * Apostclgang
is a rich screen in the Flamboyant style, separating the choir from the
nave , executed in 1542. — Choir Passage. Achtermann's *Descent from
the Cross , a tine group in marble. On the wall an astronomical clock,
constructed in 1400. Behind the high altar the chapel and monument of
the warlike Bishop Galen (d. 1678), who for many years, particularly during
the war with France and the Netherlands, maintained an army of 4S,000 in-

fantry, 18,000 cavalry, and 200 artillery, and was a formidable opponent
of his Dutch neighbours. — Choir. Tombstones of bishops. Ciborium of
1536. The credence table was used as a draught-board by the Anabaptists.

In the Domplatz is the Episcopal Residence (PL 3); ad-

joining it the Museum of Ecclesiastical Antiquities (PI. 18).

Opposite the cathedral, the Stdndehaus (PL 23), or Chamber of

the Estates ; at the entrance , the statues of Arminius and Witte-

kind.

The noble Gothic *Liebfrauen, or XJeberwasser-Kirche (PL 11),

possesses a line tower, the spire of which was removed by the Ana-
japtists (1533—35), in order that 'everything exalted might be
wrought low !' The Twelve Apostles and the Virgin over the W.
portal are modern.

B.«:deker's N. Germany. 5th Edit. 7
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St. Aigidius (PI. 6), of the 18th cent., is adorned with frescoes

by Steinle, Settegast,- and Hosier.

St. Ignatius (PI. 9) is a modern Gothic Jesuit church (1857

—

58). Stained glass from Paris, in the style of the 16th cent. ; Gothic

carved altars.

St. Martin (PI. 13), a Gothic structure commenced in 1187,

but dating in its essential parts from the 14th cent., was judiciously

restored in 1859.

The Stadtkeller at the corner of the Clemens-Str. , contains the

collections of the Kunstverein (PI. 16), comprising several fine old

Italian and German pictures.

At the back of the Schloss , which was formerly the episcopal

palace, built in 1767, are well kept grounds, a favourite place of

resort, and the Botanical Garden (PL 4), the property of the Aca-
demy. The fortifications of the town were converted into promenades
after the Seven Years' War. The Academy, comprising theological

and philosophical faculties, is the remnant of a former uni-

versity.

In the promenade at the Ludgerithor rises a Germania, erected

as a monument to "Westphalians who fell during the Franco-German
campaign of 1870— 1871.

The next stations beyond Miinster are Greven, Emsdetten, Me-
sum, and

"Rheine {*Rail. Restaurant; *H6tel Schultze, in the town), a

busy commercial town on the Ems, with fine old Gothic church and
several new buildings near the station , the junction of the line to

Osnabriick and Hanover (p. 77). Station Salzbergen (Overhues),

junction for Arnheim, and Leschede , beyond which the Ems is

<'TOssed to imgf€n(Huvett). Country flat and barren. Several unim-
portant stations ; then Papenburg , the largest settlement on the

Hochmoor, a marshy district of 120 sq. M. , intersected by canals.

Leer (Mijller's Hotel; Voogdt) a busy mercantile place, with 8800
inhab., situated on the Leda, at its union with the Ems, in the

most fertile part of Ostfriesland. (Railway to Oldenburg and
Bremen, see p. 95. Steamboats to Norderney , comp. p. 91.)
Stations Neermoor, Oldersum.

^mden (* Weisses Haus , nearest the steamboat - quay ; *Prinz
von Preussen; *Goldne Sonne), with 13,000 inhab. , a free town of

the Empire down to 1744, formerly situated on the Ems, but now
IY2 M. distant from it, is a prosperous, Dutch-looking place, with
navigable canals in the streets , connected with the Ems , and at

high tide 12 ft. in depth. The *Rathhaus , a rich Renaissance
structure of 1575, contains a remarkable *Arsenal, where a number
of very curious old fire - arms are preserved. They are said to have
been captured by natives of Emden , together with the vessel in
which Count Mansfeld (d. 1628), a celebrated general during the
Thirty Years' War , was conveying his booty to England. The
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tower commands a good survey of the town and environs. Fee 5 Sgr.

— The Grosae Kirche contains the marble monument of Count

Enno II. of E. Friesland. The Natural History Museum contains

a fine collection of specimens of amber. The Museum of Art and

Antiquity contains a small picture-gallery.

Emden is a good starting-point (steamer daily in 4—5 hrs.) for the

islands of Norderney and Borkum, two of the most frequented German sea

bathing-places (comp. p. 91). From Bremerhaven to Norderney, see p. 91.

15. From Hanover to Hamburg.

Railway in 4'|i—5 hrs. ; fares 4 Thlr. V\n, 3 Thlr. 6, 2 Thlr. 4i|2 Sgr.

Passengers from Hamburg are lable to custom-house examination.

Hanover, see p. 72. Stat. Misbury; then Lehrte, the junction

of the Berlin-Hanover-Cologne (p. 56), the Magdeburg-Brunswick-

Hanover (p. 58), and the Hildesheim (p. 56) lines. Stiitions Burg-

dorf, F'hlershnusen.

Stat. Celle (Hannov. Hof; Sandkruy, Adler ; Bockstover's

Hotel), on the Alter, with 16,300 inhab., possesses an old Sddoss

now restored , with an interesting chapel of 1485. The 'French

Garden' contains a monument to Queen Caroline of Denmark (d.

1775), sister of George III. of p:ngland. There is an extensive horse-

rearing establishment here.

Sta.tioi\s Eschede , Untertuss , Suderhurg, f/eizen (where there

are several large blocks of stone covered with a kind of roof, pro-

bably of Druidical or early Saxon origin), Bevensen, Bienenbiittel,

beyond which the dreary Liinebtirger Heide is traversed.

Stat. Liiueburg i * Wellenkamp's Hotel; Deutsches Haus; Hoff-

nung), an old town of some importance, with 14,500 inhab., on the

navigable iimenau,- possesses many picturesque buildings of the

15th and 16th cent., among which the Furstenhausd.i\A the*Rathhaus

in the market-place deserve notice. The "latter contains some good

wood-carving of the 16th cent., old silver plate, and stained glass.

The churches are also worthy of inspection. *St. John's, with its

double aisles, St. Michael's, and St. Lambert's date from the 14th

cent. , St. Nicholas from the 15th. The Russians and Prussians

gained a victory over the French near Liineburg in 1813. Ex-
tensive salt-works. Fine view from the Kalkberg.

Brunch Line to Lauenhurg, Biichen, and Liibeck in 3 '|2 hrs. (Hanover
to Liibeck Q^lt hrs.).

Beyond Liineburg the train passes Bardewieck , once the chief

commercial town of N. Germany. It was destroyed by Henry the Lion

in 1189, and fragments of the vast cathedral now alone remain.

Harburg (* Ki'mig von Schweden , R. 20, L. 4, A. 5 Sgr.;

* Weisser Schwan ; *Rail. Restaurant) , an increasing town with

16,506 inhab. Beyond Harburg the line crosses the Elbe by the

new railway-bridge (p. 103) to

Hamburg (see below).

7*
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16. Hamburg.
Money. 16 Schillings (J) = 1 Mark = 1*-. U'izrf. Engl.; 5 J

= 41^.
English banknotes and sovereigns, as well as Prussian paper and silver,

arc everywhere received at the full value: 3s. = 1 Thlr. = 2'|2 Marks.
Hotels. The best are on the Alster-Bassin : Hotel de lEukope (PI.

b), Alstcrdamm 39; *Stkeit's Hotel (PI. a), Jungfernstieg 19; *Victokia
(PI. c), good cuisine, Jungfernstieg 10; Schadendgef's Hotel, in the pro-
menades near the Alster-Bassin, at the corner of the Steindamm and the'
Gro,sse Allec (PI. H, 3). Charges at these: R. 2, D. (generally at 4 p. m.
2 M., B. 12 J, A. 12 J.

— *HoTEL St. Petersbckg (PI. d), Jungfernstieg 1;
*Kronpkinz (PL h), Jungfernstieg 8; Belvedere (PI. e), Alsterdamm 40;
Alstek Hotel (PI. f), Alsterdamm 32 ; *H6tel de Russie (PI. g), Jungfern-
stieg 15. — Hotel du Nord, at the corner of the Neue Jungfernstieg and
the Giinsemarkt. Charges at all these : R. from l^z, D. 2 M. , A. 8—12 J.— Near the Alster-Bassin: *Waterloo Hotel, Dammthor-Str. 14. — Hotei,
RoTAL, Grosse Bleichen 12; Scheller's Hotel, Dammthor-Str. 16. — Wie-
zel's Hotel at St. Pauli, on the quay, with fine view; Hotel de Bavieke,
Plan 5; *Zingg's (PI. k), R. 1, D. ii|2 M. ; Kaiserhof, Ness 10; Weideh-
HOF, Grosse Burstah 54; Bartel's, Post-Str. 14; *Hoefer's, at the Berlin
station ; Grosshekzog von Mecklenburg, Schweinemarkt.

Kestaurants. * Wilkeus, Berg-Str. opposite the S. end of the Binnen-
Alster ; Grube, Alte Jungfernstieg 9, with fine view of the Binnen-Alster;
SlreWs Ildtel, see above; B(n<jstedt, English cookery, Admiralitats-Str. 2;
Scliadendorfs Hotel; Po/d, Zollenbriicke 3; Wiezel , on a rising ground by
the quay, opposite the Harburg landing-place, fine view. Zi)igg\i Hotel-,

Luzi, Grosse Johannis-Str. 9, both near the Borse. — Oysters. *Utesch,
Alsterdamm 42; Colin, Brodschrangen 7; /den, Alte Jungfernstieg Ic;
Zeppen/eld, Alte Jungfernstieg 2 ; London Tavern, Neale, and Kolbe in the
Hafen-Str., at St. Pauli, less expensive. — Hamburg .Bee/ (smoked), which
is much esteemed , may be purchased of FHt , Hopfenmarkt 14 , or
Hess, Grosse Burstah 8. — Fish at Meyer''s, Konigs-Str. 9, 10. — Beer.
*Gebfiardt , Kleine Backer-Str. 15; at the 'Casemate'', Alster- Arcaden 12;
Heilmann, Pferdemarkt ; Uteinbach, Berg-Str. 22. — At St. Pauli , outside
the Millernthor : Miitzenbec/ier , Reeperbahn 100; Hantelmann ife Zetliner,

Marien-Str. 32; SlHzer , Reeperbahn 69. Concerts at the Conventgarten,
!Neust. Fuhlentwiete 59, and at SagebieVs, Grosse Drehbahn. — Cafes.
Alster-Pavillon , Alte Jungfernstieg ; at Scliadendorfs Hotel ; Hogehorn, Berg-
Str. 2; at Zingg-s Hotel.

Baths in the Elbe. Johns Swimming Bath , on the Grasbr(jok , 5 J.

;

Kriiger^s Swimming Bath, on the Steinwarder (steamboat from St. Pauli
every 5 min.); Moller , by the Lombardsbrvicke , in the Aussen-Alser 4 f.,

much frequented, baths of all kinds. — Warm Baths. Flumni, Kiinigs-

Str. 3; Glissmann (vapour), Pferdemarkt 54; Vaehez , Grosse Bleichen 36;
7iirkish Bath (1 Thlr.), Theater-Str. 41.

Theatres. Sladt- Theater (PI. 44), beginning at 6.30 p. m. , best seats

3, stalls l'|2, pit 1 M. — Thalia- Theater (PI. 45), chieflv fur comedv, much
frequented , boxes 2, stalls li(4 M.

,
pit 10 J.

— Sehnltze's Theatre at St.

Pauli, farces and local pieces, well acted. — Damvi's Tiroli in the Schulter-
blatt, outside the Holstenthor. — *Centralhalle at St. Pauli, for concerts
and theatrical performances ; Odeon, at St. Pauli.

Ne-wspapers from every part of the world at the Borsenhalle (PI. 7),
to which strangers are admitted gratis for a few days if introduced by a
member; Harmonie, Grosse Bleichen 19, introduction by a member, four
weeks gratis; at the reading-rooms of the Vereinigte Gesellscha/ten , the
Verein fiir Kiinst und Wissenschaft, and the Fatriotischc Gesellscha/l (intro-

duotion necessarv in each case).

English physician Dr. F. Oppert M. D.,M. E. C. P. Lond., Pelzer-Str. 3.

Cabs. Per drive in the town, 1—2 pers. 8 J. ; 1 hr. in the town 1 M.,
'|2 hr. 10 J. ; 1 hr. beyond the town U\i M., each additional hour 1 M; to

St. Pauli and the steamboat-piers 12 J. , with ordinary luggage 1 M. , each
additional box 4, small packages 2 J. ; to the station at Altona 1 M. , each
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box 4 J. ; from the Berlin-Hamburg to the Altona station 1 M. ; Flottbeck
2<|4 M. ; suburb of St. George 10 J.; Grasbrook 12 J.; Wandsbeck 11(2 M.— Between 10 and 11 p. m. one-half more; from 11 p. m. to 5 a. m.
double fares.

Post Office (.PL 36), Post-Str. Fifteen branch-offices in different parts
of the town. Telegraph Office at the General Post Office.

Omnibus every 7 min. from the Schweinemarkt (PI. G , 3) to Altona
(p. 110), by a different route alternately, fare 3

J'.,
half the distance 2 J.;

to Hamm and Horn (p. 108) from the Rathhausmarkt every i|4 hr. ; to Ep-
peniiorf (p. lOT) and Lockstedi in summer every hour , in winter every 2
hrs., from Her^-Str. 19; to Harharg three times daily from Schliiter, near
St. Peter\s I 14 J.,

with luggage 20 J'.).

Tramway (starting from the Rathhaus-Markt, PI. E, 4). 1. To Wands-
beck (p. lOS) every 12 min. , 3 J. ; 2. To Barmheck every i|2 hr. ; 3. To
EimsbiUlel every i|2 hr. ; 4. To Hoheluft, eight times daily.

Junction Railway ('Verbindungsbahn') between Hamburg and Altona:
15 trains daily from the Berlin station at the Klostevthov (PI. G , H, 4) to
the station of the Blankenese and Kiel railway at Altona (p. 110). The
intervening stations are the Dammthor (PI. F. 1), Sternschanze, and Schul-
terblatt (comp. Map, p. 106).

Steamboats (comp. advertisements). 1. On the AUter. Small screw-
steamers, leaving the Jungfernstieg every 10 min., touch at the Lombards-
briicke, and then at Alslerglacis, Rabenslrasse , and Eppendorf on the W.
bank of the Aussen-Alster , and at St. George (at two places), UhlenTiorst
(at three places), and Miihlenknmp (comp. p. 107, and Map) on the E. bank

;

fares 2, 3, 4
J'.
— 2. On the Elbe. To Blankenese (p. 108) several times

daily; to Harburg (p. 99) 12—14 times, via Altona; to Stade (p. 108)
twice daily; to Cuxhaveu (p. 108) several times a week; ferry from St.

Paiili to the Sleiiiiccirder at frequent intervals during the day. — Deep
Sea StC(iiii.i-rs. To lleligoUind see p. 108. Communication with European
and foreign ports, see advertisements at the Exchange.

English Church (PI. 20), near the Millern-Thor.

Hamburg, with 270,000 inliMb. , is the largest of the three free

Hanseatifi towns of the German I'^nipire, and next to London, Liver-
pool, and Glasgow, the most important commercial place in Europe.
It is advantageously situated on the broad lower Elbe, in which the
tide rises twice daily so as to admit of the entrance of vessels of

considerable tonnage, and is also connected by railways with every
part of Europe. The town consists of the Altstadt and Neustadt,

formerly surrounded by fortifications , and the suburbs of St.

George (N.E.) and St. PdiUi [W.), adjoining which a new quarter
has recently sprung up on the N., outside the Dammthor. Hamburg
also lies on the Alster, a small stream from the N. , which forms a

large basin outside the town, and a smaller one within it, termed
the Aussen and Binnen-Alster respectively , and is then discharged
through locks into the canals (Fleete) and branches of the Elbe which
flow through the lower part of the town.

Nothing certain is known of the origin of Hamburg, but it is probable
that the advantages of its site were appreciated at a very early period.
In 805 Charlemagne founded a castle here , to which he soon added a
church, presided over by a bishop, v/hose mission was to propagate Chris-
tianity in tliese northern regions. In 831 the diocese was elevated to
the rank of an archbishopric by Louis the Pious. During the following
centuries the town was frequently pillaged by Danes, Normans, and Wends.
In the 12th and 13th cent, the Counts of Holstein, within whose jurisdic-
tion Hamburg was situated , and particularly Adolph IV. , became great
benefactors of the town, and procured for it from the emperors many of
those privileges and immunities which formed the foundation of its sub-
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sequent independence. In 1241 Hamburg entered into a treaty with Lu-
t^^'.T'^^'M"'

^'^i'^l^,
Y*«

afterwards extended to other towns and deyeloped into the powerful Hcmseatic League (p. 118). In the camnaipr,, nfthe League the Hamburgers distinguished themselves greatfyTns^u7press

Td be'heTd2;in ^(^"'"tI'"'"''^'^' -'^°'\V'=''"^^'-
Storteblcker'^they ca^ur^d

Mttark^ nf th n ..^^' subsequently succeeded in repelling repeated

fh >,f /h f H f,
''"^'^ "^^^ .":"® "'*'" '" possession of Holstein In 15'59

nolfti^fr,,
lie reformed faith, and at the same time established a fr^e

ThiV V vl w'"""- ^«"''^V'-g I'Ttunately remained unaffected by theThirty Years War, and during that period greatly extended her commercial relations, which now embraced the newly discovered contine^s'of America and East Indi:,. Dissensions, however, whTch aroseZ weenthe Council and the citizens in 1672 and were not a laT'ed tin 1712 nr^ved

rr/.f """f*"'
*" the welfare of the city. Toward^ the middleTIhelast century her prosperity began to return, chiefly owing to the establishment of tha direct communication with America, whih^othl day form;

he p"re'enfce"n^,r/v'jr •^.r"'^'"""^
importance ;' but at the beginyng o

Tr^ l§m « century the citizens were doomed to an overwhelming reverseIn 1810 Hamburg was annexed to the French Empire, and thf citizenshaving in 1813 attempted to rebel against the foreign yoke Davoust wreaked

01 aisaster, trom 1806 to 1814, the direct loss sustained by the citv isestimated at upwards of 13 million pounds, an enoi
^ ^

portion to the ponulation and tliP v..,i,,<= r,f .' „„ „tpopulation and the value of :

rmous .sum in pro-

he Peace of Vier^n. H h''"*'
t^e value of money at that period. After

standin^thP nnrfnir "r*"""^- 1^^"^'^ increased in extent, and notwith-standing the appalling fire which raged from 5th to 8th May 184^ anddestroyed nearly a quarter of the city, and the temporary disaster's occasioned by frequently recurring commercial crises , ^he has never ceasedto prosper since she regained her independence.Down ffl the beginning of the present century Hamburg enioved con-siderable literary reputation. In /678 the first theatre in Geimany for,''?™"=0P"-«^^as founded here; in 1767 Leasing visited Hambu^ wUh Iview to assist in the foundation of a national theatre : and the taTentedKlopsiock resided in the Konigs-Strasse here from 1774 to 1803
'*'^°*^'*

Hamburg cannot boast of architectural monuments or scientitic
or other collections commensurate with its wealth and antiquity.
Ihe history of the city, together with the enterprising character of
Its inhabitants, sufficiently account for the almost entire disappea-
rance of^all relics of the past, and its thoroughly modern aspect.

Ihe -Harbour, where numerous vessels from all quarters of the
globe generally lie

,
presents a busy and picturesque scene The

quays, recently extended, now stretch along the r. bank of the

"fnr^ ^ '''°' ^"0"a to the BiUwarder Neuendeich (see Map,
p. lUbJ, a distance of 3 M., and accommodate upwards of 400 sea-
going vessels and as many barges and river craft. The W end of
the quay, opposite St. Pauli (PL A, 5) is chiefly occupied by Eng-
lish coal vessels and the steamers of the Hamburg and American
to. Adjacent is the Niederhafen, destined principally for the
reception of sailing vessels during the season of floating ice con-

''•.wl J?u*'?*"^*'^°''''
^"'^ ^^^ Binnenhafen, and connected

with the Elbe by several outlets (^Gatt/). The numerous Fleete, or
canals, which intersect the town and fall into the Niederhafen are
navigated by the 'Schulen'

, or flat-bottomed boats used for convey-
«"^ rrL*"*

^'^ magazines and warehouses. Farther E. are the un-
Jinished *Sandthor-Hafen, 1100 yds. in length, and 100-140 yds
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in width, and the arasbrook-Hafen , destined for the reception of

steamers, and provided with steam cranes and rails
"'

l';'""^*™*

with the principal lines. Still farther E. are the Brookthor-Hafen

and the Oberhafen, for the accommodation of river craft, and tinaUy

the HoLzhdfen, or wood-harbours for the storage of timber which

occupy an area of 400 acres. The visitor may explore these different

harbours by boat Cfor 1-3 pers. 1 M. per hour) and thus obtam an

idea of their extent. A visit may also be paid to one ot the large

"""S'lfToufsSit'eli !ni sailing vessels of an aggregate burden

?Leny^carrieci on via Hamburg. The port of Altona (p. l^O)' ^l^^'^^^^^*^

commei-daUy and politically forms a Pf^t of Hamburg is entered by 893

sea-going vessels annually, Barburg, which lies opposite, by 661.

Between the Brookthor-Hafen and the Oberhafen is situa ed the

large new Station of the uncompleted Bremen and Osnabruck Kail-

way the extension of which via Wesel andMastricht will afford di-

rect' communication between Hamburg and Paris. Near i* /re ex-

tensive warehouses and custom-house ofttces. About 1 M above

the station the line crosses the Elbe by a handsome Iron Bridge-,

and then turns towards the S. to Harburg ,
which is reached by a

second bridge. The Bankenwdrder , an island to the te. ot tne

station is occupied by warehouses for combustible goods.

The Steinwdrder and Kleine Grasbrook ,
islands opposite the

Niederhafen, to which steam-ferryboats cross frequently, possess

wharves, dry-docks, and ship-building yards, and afford a good sur-

vey of the Hamburg quays. On the Steinwarder is the new German

Seamen's School, to which visitors are admitted daily 10—li and

~~The*^*Elhh61ie (PL 14), locally termed the Stintfang ,
above the

landing-place of the Harburg ferry, commands one of the finest

views near the harbour, embracing the Elbe, with its numerous is-

lands fo est of masts, and gaily colouved pennons, St. Pauli and

Altona. On the height beyond the moat rises the Seemannshaus

where unemployed mariners are accommodated at a cheap rate, and

the aged and sick are received gratuitously. The adjoining height

is occupied by WiezelS Hotel (p. 100).

St. Pauli, the suburb contiguous to Hamburg on the W., better

known as Hamburger Berg, is principally frequented by sailors tor

whose amusement booths and shows of every description abound 1 he

scene witnessed here on a Sunday afternoon is a highly characteris-

tic phase of Hamburg low life. Hawkers and itinerant vendors of

every kind also thrive here.
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The visitor may now return by the Zeughausmarkt and theNeue and Alte Steinweg
,
the Jews' quarter, where brokers' shops

rtr'oq^" /7-^'f"n*%*?' *^- "'"^ '^"^ Grosse Michaeliskirche
(Fl 2dJ, erected in 1 (OO—6o in the degraded taste of that periodwith one of the loftiest towers in Europe (450 ft., that of Strassburg4b5 ft.) which commands a very extensive prospect. (Visitors
apply at Engl. Planke No. 2, near the W. portal, 1 pers. 1 2 pfrs
^ /2> 'J—c> pers. 2 M.)

The =^=Exchange, or Borse (PI. 7), is the great focus of business,where four or live thousand brokers, merchants, and ship owners
cougregrate daily between 1 and 3 o'clock. The noisy crowd maybest be siu-veyed from the gallery (admission gratis, except between
1.15 and 2.15 when 4 J. must be paid). The building itself, com-pleted shortly before the great lire, escaped, while the surrounding
houses were reduced to ashes. The groups surmounting the edifice

BorsenhaUe (p 100), with a reading-room, restaurant, etc., much

A?" ;/nnnn''/\^'
''''' business -hours. The 'cWerSLibrary (40,000 vols.) contains numerous works on geography po-

litical economy, statistics, and history
t' f

^ f

Nearly opposite the Exchange is the Bank of Hamburg, erected
after the conflagration of 1842, an establishment founded in 1619lor the simplification of commercial account keeping

fh. r ^^l
^^- °f t*^-^ Adolphs-Platz, between the Borsenbriicke and

r 'w/ 1 X" ' ''!. '.'*"'*'^'^ ^'^'^ ^'''^ buildings of the PatrioUsche
GeseUschaft, erected in the Gothic style after the great fire and

vTLi^t/is'thr'"
*'' ''^"'^^"^"^^^ Gesellschaften' (p'lOO). In tile

fronl^^R^t?.".*/''?"'^'
'^^'^ '^''' '''''''' ^•i'"^"«'i g'^ti^ daily

I
."

I i \^^
o'^"''''

'^ '''^'' *™^« "» application to the

a??e r'fi f;'Jfo~!'
^^^°"d floor, opposite the transept), erected

13tl . nf'^n f '' "''''''' ^'"''' ''' '''' rich Gothic style of theIdth cent. Ihe decorations of the exterior and interior are stilluncompleted. Altar pulpit, and font in white marble, designed by

T V ;e
13'"'' *^' ^''^""^••'t'^"' by Steinfurtl. In 'the choir the

I welve Apostles under canopies by Winck and Neuber. In the Saisle of the choir are fine stained glass windows. The beautiful in-

ZZ , , ':'r.'''^'
«--i«ty> by Plambeck, also deserves

k mf
' ,,^^P"»'^'P/i;"^^ket place at Hamburg, where fish o all

^/.«r4m 99^'f'?l^''4^^'™'* ''' ''''' - ^'- Catharine s

of tWhL i

^
' ,

*^' ^.^- °^ '^*- ^'^''^"'^^
'
°" tl^e opposite sideof the broad canal, escaped destruction in 1842. It contains a mod-

Ss tlr M:.n"b':rr-
"^^'^^ '^'''''''''''' '^ a windowwuLtaTned

Near the Exchange, to the N.E. rises *St. Peters Church
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cm 261 whicH was burned down in 1842, and has since been erected

In the Gothic style of the 14th cent. The chou contains stained

da sby Kellne of Nuremberg. Altar-piece, a Resurrection by

SteZfurth To the 1. in the altar-niche an Entombment in relief,

S £ riofRome. The granite columns once belonged to the

cItSal of Hamburg ,
which was taken down at t^e begmnn.g of

the present century. - To the S.E. , opposite the church, is he

Johaineum [PI- 16), a spacious ediflce in the Italian style, erected

fnT834, where the' chief educational institutions of Hamburg are

established, viz. the college of that name founded m iblQ t\i.

ivnmasium, or grammar-school, founded in IbU
,
and the Rea-

ch eoo'mmfrcial school. The S. wing (PI- 6) contains he ad-

mirably arranged Town Library , consisting of 250 000 /ols ,and

"OOO MSS., and comprising various curiosities, such as the biblical

meratuie bequeathed by the Orientalist Wolff. On the ground-floor

the iatumi History Museum (Sund.toWed. 11-1 gratis, Thurs.

8 .) containing nuiuerous skeletons and one of the mos valuable

collections of conchylia in Germany. Here also is the Museum of

Hnmbur, Antiquities, where among other curiosities is preserved

an old tombstone representing an ass blowing the bagpipes
,
with

the quaint inscription, 'De Welt heft zik umekert, darume zo

hebbeikai^eeezelpipeiighelert'
^ ^^^^^^^^^

liebbe ik arme eezei pipcn g..vi^.i..
. ^ i

lu the Pferdemarkt is the Thaliu Theatre (Vl. 45) a tasteful

Rena s ance ediflce erected in 1842, with seats for 1800 spectators.

Near it is the J«co6.'fe.>c/.M PI. 21), which with a number of the

surrounding houses survived the Are of 1842. The d'Aevence be-

tween old and modern Hamburg is here very noti.^eable
,
the build-

ings of the former with their numerous windowsbeing meanly con-

structed and somewhat resembling Dutch houses, while the latter

are handsome and substantial ediflces of the 19th century

The ='=Binnen-Alster and its environs, usually termed the Alste^

Bassin(¥\. E, F, 2,3; comp, p. 101), is unquestionably Ham-

burg's greatest attraction. This sheet of water, upwards of 1 M. in

circumference, is bounded on three sides by quays planted with

trees and flanked with palatial hotels and handsome private dwellings,

termed respe.^tively the Alte ^.nANeue Jungfemstieg, ^ndthe Aister-

damm, while the fourth side towards the Aussen-Alster is formed

by promenades connected by means of the Lombards-Brucke. The

surface of the water is enlivened by numerous diminutive screw-

steamers, rowing-boats, and groups of swans, and the banks are a

favourite promenade, especially on fine summer evenings. The

ALte Junqfernstieg, where the Alster-Pavilon CP- 100) and the

Bazaar a glass-covered arcade ,
are situated ,

is the scene of the

busiest'trafflc. Adjoining the Alte Jungfernstieg on the S.E. are

the Alster Arcades with attractive shops , which run paraUel with

the most eastern of two arms of the Alster issuing from the Bassin ,

and extend from the Reesendamm-Briicke to the Schleusen-Brucke.
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The ramparts near the Lombards-Brucke command a charming view
of the expansive Aussen-Alster to the N., with its banks studded
with villas, and the Binneu-Alster to the S. with the towers of the
city in the background. On the W. rampart rises an Obelisk
(PI. 11) to the commercial writer Prof. Busch (d. 1800); on the E
a Statue of Schiller (PI. 50), erected in 1866, by Lippelt.

On the Alsterhohe, to the S.E. of these monuments
, rises the

KunsthaUe (PI. 32) , erected in 1863—69 in the early Italian Re-
naissance style. The niches and medallions of the exteiior contain
statues and reliefs of distinguished artists. (Admission daily except
Mond., from 1st Apr. to 30th Sept. 10—5, the rest of the year 11—4 ; catalogue 6 J.)

The Ground Flooi: contains Sculptures by modern masters, casts ofancient and Renaissance works, and a valuable Collection of Engravings
the most important of which are exposed to view. - The marble steps in
the handsome staircase, which is borne by 10 Corinthian columns, lead to
the Upper Floor. In the corridor four allegorical figures and two praving

fhTi ^^1 ^^^/"^.^PP^'i'u ""^
/i^"""" '' *^e ^- K°oM- Beginning on

the 1. : m. Verboeckhoven, Sheep; 186. CV/««/«e, Fall of Handeck ; 187. Camv-
Imusen, Puritans; Max Michael, Knitting -school at Rome; *399. Vautier
Toasting of the bride; 205. Eberle, The pledge; 196. Conrdder, Tilly before
the battle of Breitenfeld in 1631; if>CRuL\ The Campagna o/Romet
201. Decaisne Caritas; *180. Brendel, Interior of a sheepfold. — Then tothe r. the "-Room. 306. Marstand , Politicians; 285. Kirner , The im-
provisatore

; 207 E/,nle, Reception of a boy at the orphan-asylum of Harlem
;331. iV07«e« Storming of Planchenois ; 313. Melb;/ , Ship laying to. -m. Room. Chiefly Netherlands, early German, and Italian pictures. -The saloon adjoining the last on the 1. contains the pevma.neiit Exhibition

i<, J-
~~ ''?,''." Cabinets. Small Netherlands and Italian works. -

III. Cabinet. Modern French and Netherlands masters: Verboeckhoven' iOO.Sheep, 402 Donkey and sheep; *202. P. Delaroche, Oliver Cromwell bythe body of Charle.s I. - IV. Cabinet. Modern German masters: 286.

cLtfL'
^""'^"; 369. &«.^«^6,-, Holstein peasants; 364. Sckeuren,Chateau I)y the waterside; 396. Tidemand , Wolfhunter.

The *Anlagen laid out on the old fortifications, and extending
round the interior of the city from the Elbhohe (p. 103) to the Ber-
lin Railway Station, also afford pleasant walks. Near the Kunsthalle,
to the E., is an iron Monument (PI. 10) to the memory of AdolphlV.'
Count of Holstein

, the founder of the liberties of the city. — In
the Dammthor-Strasse, near the Esplanade, a handsome street with
a double avenue of trees (PI. E, 2) is situated the Stadt-Theater,
designed by Schinkel

, with seats for 2500 spectators. — In the
Valentinskamp is the Anschar-Capelle (PI. 17), a tasteful structure
consecrated in 1860.

On the 1., immediately outside the Dammthor, lies the Botani-
cal Garden (PI. 8) , open daily

, one of the best in Germany, and
possessing a Victoria Regia house. A little beyond it is the *Zoolo-
gical Garden (admission 12 J., aquarium 8 j.) , one of the most
extensive and best organised in Germany; the gardens were laid
out by the landscape gardener Jurgens of Ottensen. The most
interesting points are the Eulenburg (view) with the bears'
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den, the cascade grotto, tlie *aquarinm, the terrarium, and the still

unfinished Ernst-Merck-Hallo with the bust of the founder of the

gardens, adjoining which is the ^Restaurant.
Opposite the Zoological Garden, to the S.W. , near the Sternschanze

railway station , is situated the new and spacious ZoUvereins-Niederlage,
a vast depot for goods from the Zollverein (now almost the whole of

Germany, where the customs-dues are uniform), with a railway -station,

post, and telegraph office. The merchandise stored here may be sold to

any other part of the Zollverein without payment of duty, whereas if

once admitted to the free port of Hamburg where no customs are levied,

it would be as liable to duty on re-entering any part of the Zollverein as

if imported from foreign countries.

The Cemeteries in the neighbourhood are laid out as gardens. On the

N. side, opposite the Petrikirchhof, is a sarcophagus, brought from Otten-

sen in 1841, commemorating the melancholy fate of 1138 citizens of Ham-
burg, 'who, having been banished by Marshal Davoust, together with
many thousands of their follow citizens during the severe winter of

1813—14, fell victims to starvation and disease'.

Charitable Institutions abound at Hamburg. The most important are

the large public Hospital (PI. 30) at St. George, one of the most ad-

mirable establishments of the kind (in the chapel, Christ on the Mt. of

Olives, a good picture by Overheck); the Poorhouse on the road to Barm-
beck (accommodating 1000 adults and 100 children); the Wuisenhaus, or

orphan-asylum on the Uhlenhorst; the Friedric/isbeig Lunatic Asylum be-

tween Barmbeck and Wandsbcck ; the Gasthaus at St. George ; the Schro-

derstift outside the Dammthor; the OberuUenstift by the Miihlendamm. At
St. Pauli are the Jewish Hospital (PI. 31) and the Seemannshaus.

Beyond the Berlin station, I'la M. from the Dammthor, are the ex-

tensive Water Works by which the whole city is supplied. They command
a fine view, and their construction is also interesting. Visitors admitted
gratis.

The *Environs of Hamburg (comp. Map), which are sprinkled with
country-houses, gardens, and parks in almost every direction, especially in

the neighbourhood of the Aussen-Alster and near the Elbe between Al-

tona and Blankenese, afford some pleasant excursions.
The banks of,the *Aussen-Alster, with their green meadows and scat-

tered villages, which chiclly consist of country-seats , are most conveni-
ently visited by one of the small screw-steamers (p. 101) which ply the
whole day between the Jungfernstieg and the N. end of the lake. The fa-

vourite points are the Uhlenhorst (concerts at the Fahrhaus frequently),

Harvestehude, where the lime-tree of the poet Hagedorn (d. 1754) rises on
the Licentiatenberg , and ii]p/)e?(dor/ (Restaurant at the Andreasbrunnen).

A double avenue leads from the Millern-Thor at Hamburg, past the
taverns and booths of Si. Pauli (p. 103) to the Nobisthor (so called from
the inscription, 'Nobis bene, Nemini male") of Altona (p. 110) ; carriages,

omnibuses, and railway thither, see p. 101.

At the N. end of Altona, adjacent to the town, lies the village of Ot-
tensen, in the churchyard of which Klopstock (born 1724, d. 1803) and
his two wives are interred. Their grave is shaded by an old lime, a few
paces from the church-door.

From Altona to Blankenese by railway in 25 min. (fares 9, 6,

33(4 Sgr.) ; from Hamburg to Altona, and thence to Blankenese about 1 hr.

(fares 13, 9, 6 Sgr.). Stations Bahrenfeld , Flottbeck, Blankenese. — As the
scenery is pleasing , a drive to Blankenese in an open carriage is far pre-
ferable to the railway. Cab from Altona to Klein -Flottbeck, 1—2 pers.

I'liM., to Blankenese 2i|2 M. (or 1 Thlr.). Omnibus between Altona (start-

ing from the Pallmaille, near the theatre) and Blankenese several times
daily, fare 6 J.

— Even pedestrians will be rewarded by a walk along the
bank of the Elbe to (8 M.) Blankenese, passing numerous villas and gar-
dens, the pleasantest part of the route being from Klein - Flottbeck (about
half-way) onwards. — The traveller may then return by the steamboat
(p. 101), which commands fine views of the banks of the river.
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At the end of the pleasant village oi Nenmiililen is situated the castel-

lated villa of Consul Schiller. Booili\i gardens at Flottheck and the park
of Senator Jenisch with their extensive hothouses merit a visit. Betvyeen
Parish''s garden at Nienst&dten (* Jacob's Restaurant) and Godeffroy's park
at Dockenhuden , lies Senator Godeffroy's chateau on the abmpt bank of
the Elbe. The finest view of the Elbe is' obtained from the SuUberg
(250 ft. ; tavern at the top) , one of the peaks of the group of hills at the
base of which the fishing village of Blankenese (tavern at the Fdhrhmis)
is situated, i^\i M. from the railway station. Baur's garden at Blankenese
also affords beautiful views. All these grounds are open to the public.

Those interested in evangelical missions should visit the Ruvhe Ilaus
at Horn., 3 M. to the E. of Hamburg, on the Bergedorf road, a most use-
ful establishment (omnibus, see p. 101 ; cab ii)2 M.).

Wandsbeck (railway, see p. 101; tramway, p. 101; cab 11)2 M.), a town
in Holstein (Hotel zum Posthcmse) , with 8000 inhab. , 3 M. to the N.E.,
was the home of the talented Matthias Claudius (d. 1815) , the 'Wands-
becker Bote', who is buried in the churchyard here. A simple monument
has been erected to his memory in the park of Count Schimmel-
mann.

17. Heligoland.
C'omp. Mopx, pp. 106., 114.

Steamers via Cuxhaven to Heligoland three times a week in sum-
mer in 7—8 hrs. ; fare 5 Thlr., there and back within a week 8 Thlr. —
From Bremerhaven-Geestemimde (p. 90) to Heligoland steamer three times
a week in summer in 4 hrs.; fare 4 Thlr., there and back within a week
C Thlr.

A steamboat-trip on the Lower Elbe is one of the pleasantest

river excursions in N. Germany . Soon after starting, the vessel com-
mands a line retrospect of the imposing city with its forest of masts,

SLiii o{ A Itona ij). 110), almost a suburb of Hamburg. Numerous
villas on the hills peep from the midst of parks and pleasure-

grounds, which extend for a considerable distance helow Blankenese

(^see above). Inland to the 1. is seen the town and fortress of Stade,

connected with the Elbe by a canal ; then on the r. bank Oliiokstadt

(p. 110). The banks now recede.

Cuxhaven (Belvedere; Bellevue; Baben , unpretending), fre-

quented by Hamburgers as a sea-bathing place, is situated in the

small Hamburg bailiwick of i?('<scZ»(7ttei, the castle of which ,
once

strongly fortified, is visible from the Elbe. (Diligence daily to

Bremerhaven ; carr. 6 Thlr.). The steamer next passes the island

of Neuwerk with its lighthouse, originally erected in 1290 as a

castle for protection against pirates.

At the mouth of the Elbe two light - ships , and between them
the Pilot-ship are passed, beyond which the open sea is reached.

The sea-passage occupies ^i/o—3 hrs. only.

From Bremerhaven to Heligoland. The steamboat-pier is

^/2 M. from the railway-station at Geestemiinde (p. 90). To the

r., as the steamer quits the Geeste, lies the district of Wursten , to

the 1. the Butjadinger Land, a peninsula between the estuary of the

Weser and the Jahdebusen (p. 95). After 2 hrs. the light -ships

are passed and the open sea is reached. Sea -passage about 2 hrs.

more.
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At Heligoland (couip. Map, p. 114) passengers arc landed in boats, and
scrutinised as they pass by numbers of the visitors wlio assemble to see
the arrival. Disembarcation 12

J. ; luggage is conveyed to the Conver-
sationshaus; thence to the Unterland 2 J. , to the Oberland 4 J. for each
package.

Hotels. *CiTY OF London and *Q.ueen of England in the Oberland

;

Hotel Kruss in the Unterland. Table d'hote at these, and in the Con-
versationshaus at 3 p. m., 32 J. (lor subscribers 24 J.); board and lodging
4—5 Marks per day. — Lodgings, where breakfast only is usually supplied,
are also easily obtained. The ])est are on the Falm (see belovi') in the Ober-
land, at 15 M. per week and upwards ; those in the back streets without view
are cheaper. Those in the Uuierland are also cheaper. — Eestaurants. In
the Unterland: *C'onversationshcms , with dining and reading rooms, etc.;

*Fremdenwillkormn ; *Devtsclier Hof; DUneiipavillon:, Erholung, by the steps to

the Oberland. In the Oberland : Jcinssen, by the church; Meier, Leuchtthurm-
Str. — The *Pavtllon on the beach is much visited as a cafe in the after-

noon. — Rain collected in cisterns is used for drinking-water; good spring-
water is obtained at the Brewery (4 J. weekly). — The Bathing-Place is

on a small sandy island, 1 M. to the S.E. ; ferry there and back 4 J. ; bath
U J. ; bath and ferry tickets at the bath-house', where warm and other
baths are also to be had. — Theatre during the season. — Considerable
improvements in the arrangements have recently been effected by the
English government, by which the privileges of the bath were purchased
from the shareholders in 1872. — Boats. Small boat for 1—4 pers. 3 M.

;

excursion round the island 1—2 pers. 2 ,
3—4 pers. 2i|2 M. ; illuminations

of the rocks and grottoes take place several times during the season.

Heligoland (i. e. 'holy land'), which formerly belonged to Scliles-

wig, was taken by the English in 1<S07, and still continues under
their supremacy. During the blockade of 1812 it was a great resort

of smugglers. On three sides the island, which consists of hard red

clay and marl, rises nearly perpendicularly from the sea to a height

of 150 ft., forming a long and narrow triangle about 1 M. in length,

and V3M. in breadth, termed the Oberland. On the S.E. side only

a low, flat bank of sand rises from the water, called the Unterland.

The island contains 2000 inhabitants of Frisian extraction, whose
dialect, habits, and costume are in many respects peculiar. The
bathing-season and lobster fishing are their chief sources of gain.

The German language is employed in the schools and church.

The visitor to the island lands on the Unterland , on which a

Bath-house, Conversationshaus, chemist's shop, theatre, restaurants,

etc. are situated. The principal streets are the Diinen - Strasse , or

Gesundheits-Allee, on the N.E. side of the group of houses, and the

Bindfaden-Allee, which runs pnrallel to the clifi's from N.E.toS.W.
At the end of the latter is the 'liothe Meer , a bathing-place so

called from the colour with which the red clay tinges the waves,
and resorted to when the passage to the bathing-island is imprac-
ticable.

From the Unterland an easy flight of 190 wooden steps ascends
the rock to the 0berl.\kd , a plateau planted chiefly with potatoes,

and intersected by the Kartoffel-Allee. The pastures support goats

and about 300 sheep only. The principal street in the village termed
the Falm, skirting the S.E. margin of tlie clifl", commands a fine

view of the Unterland, the downs , and the sea. The best views
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of the cliffs are obtained at the Sathitrn (Siidhorn) and Nathurn
(Nordhorn). The Lighthouse merits a visit (fee 2 J). An excursion

round the island is very interesting. Many of the rocks have re-

ceived fanciful names, such as the Nun, Monk, Pastor.

Opposite the Unterland, and separated from it by a strait 1/2 M.
in width and 12—16 ft. deep, is the Diine, or Sandinsel (ferry), on

the N. (1.) side of which is the gentlemen's, and on the S. (r.) side

the ladies' bathing-place. Between the two is situated the Diinen-

Pavillon (p. 109).
The luminous appearance of the sea at night is more frequently ob-

served at Heligoland than elsewhere, especially in sultry weather, with a

S. wind and a clouded sky. When the water is struck fey the hand, each
particle resembles a fire-fly or glow-worm. This phenomenon , as is well
known, is occasioned by innumerable mollusca, almost invisible to the
naked eye, which emit a phosphorescent light when in motion.

18. From Hamburg to Kiel and Flensburg.
Railwuy from Altona to Kiel in 2i|2—3hrs. (fares 2 Thlr. 24, 2 Thlr.,

1 Thlr. 12 Sgr.); Altona to Flensburg in 5—7 hrs., fares 5 Thlr. llija, 3
Thlr. 27, 2 Thlr. 17 Sgr. — A line connecting the Berlin station with
that of Altona, with several stations (the most convenient at the Damm-
thor) , describes a circuit round Hamburg. At Altona a halt of '(4 hr.

Omnibus from Hamburg to Altona see p. 101 ; cab from the Alster 1 Mark,
bo.x 4 J. Examination of luggage at the custom-house at the Altona sta-

tion. Hamburg and Prussian money is current in the duchies , and Danish
pieces, especially of 4 Skillings = l'|4 J. (about Id.), and 15 Sk. — 5 J., are
frequently met with.

To Altona from the Millernthor at Hamburg 3/4 M., thence to

the station 3/^ M. more.

Altona (*Koniglicher Hof; *Holsteinisches Haus, unpretending
;

*Bahnhofs-H6tel, also a restaurant and cafe) , on the N. bank
of the Elbe, with 74,131 inhab., is a well-built modern town.

Like Hamburg it is a free port and a prosperous commercial place,

but of course very inferior in life and importance. Its situation on

the lofty bank of the Elbe , encircled with gardens and villas , is

picturesque, especially when viewed from the river. The Palmaille,

planted with lime-trees , and affording pleasant glimpses of the

Elbe, is adorned with a statue of Count Bliicher, who was president

of Altona from 1808 to 1845.

Stat. Pinneberg ; near it on the r. lies Rellingen, with one of the

llnest country-churches in Holstein. Tornesch is the station for the

borough of Uetersen. Stat. Eims/torn (6617 inhab.), on the Kriickau,

a wealthy town in a fertile district.

Branch-Line from Elmshorn in lifi hr. (fares 30, IS, 12 Sgr.), tra-

versing a bleak and marshy district, to Gliickstadt (Stadt Hamburg) on
the Elbe, a dull place with 6100 inhab., fortified by Christian IV. in 1620,
and regarded as the key of Holstein. It was unsuccessfully besieged by
Tilly in 1628, and by Torstenson in 1643 ; but in 1814 was surrendered to

the Allies, and in 1815 dismantled. Harbour neglected. — In 38 min. more
the train reaches

Itzehoe (Uelmmid's Inn:, Dilhring) on the Stoer , with 7300 inhab.,
the most ancient town in the Duchy, founded as early as the 9th cent.,

and formerly the place of assembly of the Holstein Estates. Church of
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St. Lawrence of the 12th cent. Pleasant excursion of 1 hr. to Schloss

Bi-eitenburg ou the Steer, the handsome chateau of Count Rantzau.
The fertile fen-district, extending 20 BI. to the N.W., from Gliickstadt

on the N. Sea as far as the Eider, is the land of the Dilmarsch Pea-

sants, celebrated for their fierce and intrepid opposition to the suprem-
acy of the Dukes of Holstein , who in 1559 at length succeeded in gain-

ing the mastery. Niebuhr, the traveller, and his son, the historian (b. at

Copenhagen in 1776, d. at Bonn in 1831), once resided at Meldorf, one of

the principal places in this district.

Next Stat. Horst. On a height to the 1. of stat. Wrist, rises the

ancient round tower of KelUnghusen. Stat. Neumiinster (*Harm's

Hotel), a town with considerable cloth-factories , is the Junction of

the lines to Kiel, to Ploen and Neustadt, and toRendsburg, Schles-

wig, and Flensburg.

The next station on the line to Kiel is Bordesholm, once a richly

endowed monastery, prettily situated on the lake of that name. The

church contains monuments of Frederiik I. of Denmark (_d. 1533)

and his Queen Anna; of Duke Christian Frederick of Holstein-

Gottorp, ancestor of the present imperial family of Russia, etc. The

country becomes more attractive. Near Kiel the picturesque Eider-

thai is traversed, beyond which the harbour and the distant Baltic

become visible.

Kiel. Bahnhofs-Hotel (PI. a); St.^dt Kopenhagen (PI. c); BIarsilv's

Hotel (PI. b); charges at these, R. V\2 M. and upwards, F. 12
J.
— Hotel

zuR BoERSE (PI. d), Muehl's Gasthof (PI. e), Landhaus (PI. f), and Stadt
HAMBURG (PI. g) are of moderate pretension. — For a stay of several days
the *H6tel Eellevue and Hotel Dusternbrook (p. 112) are recommended.
— Fiacre per drive in the town 6 J. ; to Bellevue 12, Neumiihlen 24, each
additional person 12 , each package 2 j. ;

per hour 12, beyond the town
16, each additional pers. 4 J.

— Boat per hour, for 1—2 pers. , 16, each
additional person 4 ). — Small Steamers also ply in all directions at very
moderate fares: to Wilhelminenhbhe every 5 min., 2 J.; Ellerbeck every
•|2 hr., 2 J.; Neumiihlen every hour, 2 J. ; to Laboe by Bellevue, Schre-
venborn, Mcillenort, and Friedrichsort, six times daily.

Kiel, one of the oldest towns in Holstein , with 31,750 inhab.,

the seat of government for Schleswig- Holstein , and the German
naval head-quarters on the Baltic , with a naval academy , etc. , is

picturesquely situated at the S. end of the Kieler Fbhrde , one of

the best havens in Europe and the chief war -harbour of Germany.
Kiel was a member of the Hanseatic League as early as the 14th

cent. , and is now a commercial place of considerable importance,

being a great depot of the tradebetween the Danish islands and the

continent. Extensive harbour fortifications
,
quays , and docks are

in course of construction.

The University CPl. 23), founded in 1665(250 stud.}, possesses

collections of some merit, especially that of National Antiquities in

the Kehden-Strasse and the Mineralogical Museum. The Museum
of Art, in the palace (PI. 20), open on Sat. and Sund., I272— 1'/-'

o'clock, contains casts from antiques. The hall of the Kunstverein
(PI. 15) contains some good modern pictures. — Visitors may be
introduced by a member to the reading -room of the Harmonie. —
The collection of Schleswig - Holstein * Wood Carvings of Professor
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Thaulow, Loreiitzendamm 23, deserves a visit (Wed. and Sat.

11—12, Sund. 1—2).
*Environs. The harbour is picturesque, and a trip by steamer

or small boat as for as Laboe is recommended.

On the W. Bank (romp. PI. F, 1, 2, and small Map of Envi-

rons) a picturesque road flanked with pleasant country-houses leads

through beautiful beech woods to the (I'/o M.) Hotel Diisternbrook

and the *H6tel Bellevue (R. in July and August 4—16 , D. 5 Thlr.

per week, less expensive earlier and later in the season; warm
sea-baths), two favourite sea-bathing places. The latter lies on a

hill, and commands a beautiful and extensive view over the Fohr-
de. Beyond the Bellevue is the hotel and pension Marievhbhe. A
little inland is the forest-nursery of Duvelsbeck. From the Bellevue

the traveller may follow the coast by the village of W«efc, to Holten-

au, at the mouth of the Schleswig-Holstein Canal, 20 M. in

length, constructed in 1777—84 for the purpose of connecting

the Baltic with the N. sea by means of the Eider, but navigable

for vessels of small tonnage only. A delightful walk hence is by the

canal and the Holtenau Lock to the park of Knoop (good rustic inn

at the second lock). Distance from Kiel to Holtenau 3 M. , thence

to Knoop 2 M. ; direct route back to Kiel 3 M. (fiacres, p. 111).

Friedrichsort, a fortress 3 M. farther, with the works on theBranne-
berg and the opposite batteries of Multenort and Laboe , command
the entrance to the harbour. Steamers see p. 111.

The E. Bank of the harbour is also attractive. The * WUhelminen-
hijhe (or Sandkrug), opposite the station (comp. Plan; steamers, see

p. Ill), commands an admirable view of the town and the wooded
W. bank. Between this height and the fishing- village of EUerbeck

are the premises of the xV. Uerman Sliipbuildmg Co. and the un-
completed Government Docks. A pleasant footpath leads hence over

the Koppeln, to Neumiihlen, at the mouth o{i\\eSchwentine. Farther

distant is the Schrevenhorn wood; then, between the villages otAlt-

Heikendorf, MoLtenort, and Laboe, the 'Griinde', affording charming
wood-excursions on the slopes of the coast. Laboe belongs to the

Probstei , an extremely fertile district, 40 sq. M. in area, the pro-

perty of the monastery of Preetz , where primitive habits and cos-

tumes are still to some extent prevalent. Popular festivals take place

at Whitsuntide.
To Ei'keriifiirdc (p. 114) diligence twice daily in 23|i hrs. (fare

22i|2 Sgr.), by Luchsdorf and Gettorf.

To C'o2ienhaffe>i,'see p. 125.

Steamers to Soiiderburg (p. 115), Stettin, and Christiania.

The traveller proceeding to Flensburg returns to the Neumiinster

junction (p. 111).

Rendsburg (*Stadt Hamburg and Liibeck , in the Altstadt , mo-
derate ; *Puhl's Hotel , in the Neuwerk ; Nordischer Lowe , unpre-
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tending), a fortified town with 11,514 iiihab. , was unsuccessfully

besieged by the Swedish General Wrangel ia 1(:)45. The fortress

formerly consisted of three works separated by the Eider, the AU-
stadt on an island, the Neuirerk to the S., and the Kronwerk to the

N. The P^ider falls into the N. fSea at Tonning, and is also

connected with the Baltic by means of the Schleswig-Holstein
Canal.

Stations Owschlag, Klosterkrug. As Schleswig is approached a

fine view is suddenly disclosed of the broad estuary of the Schlei

and the town itself.

The Dcivewerk (or Bnniicvirke^ , an iiitrenclimcnt which formerly de-
fended the Danish frontier, stretching across the level country, was
stormed by the Prussians in 1848. The works were subsequently restored,
and greatly extended and strengthened hy the Danes, so that in 1864 they
constituted a harrier from the mouth of the Schlei to Friedriehsstadt, a
distance of 46 M., whiih niijiht easily have been defended, had the Danish
army bean sufliciently nuniircms. Their forces were, however, totally

unequal to the task. The jesult was inevitable. The united troops of
Austria and Prussia, notwithstanding the gallant resistance of their enemy,
stormed the advanced positions in rapid succession , while a Prussian di-

vision proceeded to force the passage of the Schlei, in order to attack the
Danes in the rear. The Danish General de Meza, seeing the impossibility
of preventing this , at once abandoned his position and retreated rapidly
in order to save his army from total annihilation. — The intrenchmenii
have since been entirely levelled.

Schleswig [Stadt Hamburg; *Kaven's Hotel, in the Altstadt, R
"24 [., A. ()

J. ; Stehn's Hotel, near the station; *Stndt Kiel, small '

omnibus to the town 4, with luggage 6
J.), an ancient town, found-

ed in the tirst half of the 10th cent, after a campaign of Emp-
Henry I. against the Danes , and afterwards the residence of the

Dukes of Schleswig, is a charmingly situated place with 13,000 in-
hab. , and consists of a single street 31/2 M. in length extendinj"

round the W. end of the arm of the sea termed the Schlei. The dif-

ferent parts of the town are termed Friedrichsberg , LoUfuss, Holm
and Altstadt. The finest *view is commanded by the Erdbeerenberg

,

on the S.W. side, near the station.

At Friedrichsberg, the part of the town next the station, is situ-

ated the old ducal Schloss Gottorp, now occupied by government of-

fices, behind which are beautiful oak and beech woods.

In the Altstadt is the Dam (^sacristan opposite the S. Portal, No.

68, fee 15 J.), dating from the 10th cent., but frequently restored,

and of unprepossessing exterior. The **altar-piece , formerly in the

monastery of Bordesholm, a work executed in carved oak by Brugge-
mana in 1521, represents the history of the Passion in 14 sections,

and is by far the finest work of art in the Duchies. To the 1. in the

choir is a font of 1480, on the r. the tombstone of King Frederick I.

Adja<;ent is the chapel of the Dukes of Gottorp, and in the nave are

those of several noble families.

The Movenberg (sea-gull's hill) , a small island near the town,

is densely covered with sea-fowl, which regularly take possession

BiBDEKEu's K. Germany. 5th Edit. g
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of it on 12th March , covering the entire surface like a white

mantle, and leave it again in autumn. They are shot in July, when
great numbers of the surrounding population assemble to enjoy the

sport.

Sleumhoai tvi^ice daily, 'except Sand., in 23|4 lirs. to Gappeln (Roh-
weder\'! Inn), on the picturesque banks of the <Sc/(to', a charming excursion,
which may also he made in a rowing-boat. At Missimde, the narrow-
est point of the Schlei , commanded by seven Danish intrenchments , un
engagement took place on 2nd Feb., 1864, between the Danes and the
Prussians, after which the latter effected the passage of the bay at Arnix.
The result of this was the abandonment of the Danewerk by the Danes
(see above). The district of Angeln, a fertile peninsula between the Schlei
and the Bay of Flensburg

,
presents a somewhat English appearance with

its high hedges, which are not common on the continent. The finest sur-

vey of the district is obtained from the Schiersbeig.
Diligence daily in 2'|4 hrs. from Schleswig to Eckernforde (Odizc),

near which is Borby , a small sea-bathing place much visited by Ham-
burgers.

Stat. Jiibeck, the junction for Husum (route to Wyk and Sylt)

and Tonning, see p. 116. lHhen Eggebeck, Tarp, Sini Nordschleswig'-

sche Weiche, whence a branch line (the main line goes on to Den-
mark") conveys the traveller to

Flensburg (* Stadt Hamburg , in the .Siidermarkt ; *Bahnhofs
Hotel- charges at both, K. II/2 M., A. 6 J.), a thriving town with

21,325 inhab. , beautifully situated at the S. end of the Flensburg

Fjord, one of those deeply indented bays ('fjords') which form
the excellent harbours of Schleswig-Holstein. Fine view from the

Bellevue , a cafe' on the hill to the W., near the windmills. The
Cemetery, prettily situated on the same height, contains a number
of monuments to soldiers who fell in the German - Danish wars.

The ^Lion of Flensburg'
,
placed here by the Danes to commemorate

the victory of Idstedt in 1850 , was removed to Berlin in 1864

(p. 15).
At Oeverxee, 6 M. to the S. of Flensburg, un the road to Schleswig, a

fierce conflict took place between the rear-guard of the retreating Danish
army and the pursuing Austrians in 1864. Farther to the S., 3 M. to the
N. of Schleswig, is the village of Idsledt, where the Danes gained a vic-
tory over the Schleswig-Holstein army in 1850.

^Excursion to JJUppel and Alsen. Steamboat from Flensburg
four or five times a day, alternately by Nilbel (whence an omnibus runs
to Diippel and SonderburgO, and direct round the Broacker peninsula, I0
Sonderburg. One of these routes may be taken in going , the other in re-
turning. Fare by either 25 f., return-ticket 40

J.
The *Flensburg Fjord is a fine sheet of water enclosed by gentle

slopes, partly wooded, and partly covered with pastures, and enlivened by
the red roofs of scattered farm-houses. Stations (touched at alternately
only) Milrwick, Collund ; then Glucksburg, on the S. bank, sj^ m. from the
shore, and not visible thence, with a Schloss of the 16th cent, containing
the burial vault of the older Glucksburg line of dukes, who became e.x-

tinct in 1799. Sundacker on the N. bank is the station for the village of
Riiikenis, situated on the high road. On the trip to Niibel the steamer
proceeds towards the N., traverses the narrow Eken-Sund , and touches at
GravensU-iii, the Schloss of which was the headquarters of Prince Charles
of Prussia during the Dano - Prussian war. Then Nilbeler Mii/ile , where
an omnibus for Sonderburg is in waiting. Pleasant walk to (3)4 M.) Miibel
(Inn), where the Flensburg and Sonderburg road is reached. From Niibel
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to Sonderlnirg G M. The road ascends gradually
,

passing a number of
graves of fallen Danes and Prussians. To the r. rise the two conspicuous
towers of the village of Broacker, on the peninsula of that name. To the
1. the spiic uf S„li;,iK Tho villaiir of Dii/^j.,! ^ ,,r /)„bhol, lies to the 1. of
the roail. dn thr hill lisrs tlir r.'cnlly <-oni |il.'l..l (iotliic Obelisk, com-
memoraliii'^ t'.w -;l.ui,,iiii; i.l' llie iiil n iKlniirnl^ ..I |)ii|,|,rl. * View to the

_E. of tlicislaiHl uf.l/N,,/.- (,, 11,,. S., 1m.\ I llir Wri,ninj;lMind, the peninsula
of BtO(uker: faithev W. the villai'.e nf i;i,,;,,k,,-; then the fertile hills of
the Snndewitl; and finally to the N. Ih, .lis(ai,l I'.altie.

A little farther the road passes tin' /////.//./,/;(. «/'.s- o//)(/66oi, a connected
series of bastions forming a semicircle rounil (he point of tlie Sundewitt
opi)osite Sonderburg , and extending from the Alscn Sund to the Wi'iiviiio-

liiiinl. They were taken by the Prussians in 1864 after a siege of two
months, and have since been refortified. The road now descends to (1 M.)
the narriiw A!xi ii-filiind^ which is crossed by a bridge of boats to

Sonderburg ( //d/m', ///MZ/cs- Jlaiin; *Sladt Huinbury^ unpretending), the
pleasant lilllr capilal ( 'M H,iO inhab.) of Aheii , an island 200 sq. M. in
area. Tl,,' oM Schhiss ,if the Duke of Augustenburg is now a barrack.
A walk round the town is recommended. — On the Alsen-Sund, about
3 M. to the N. of Sonderburg, rises a Monument commemorating the pas-
sage of the Prussians at this spot in 1864. — Towards the E. , about 4i|2

M. from Sonderburg, lies the village of Avgvstenburg {inrvicnff^ri^ Inn),
with the ancestral chateau of the Dukes of Sehleswig-HolsteiiiSoniliiliiug-
Augustenburg, now a barrack, prettily situated on the <l>ii,l\ imU nled
Augu.Henburg Fjord. Near Adzerboliig, 4'J4 M. farther, rises th,' //lin,- lUrg
(233 ft.), which commands a survey of the island, the sea, Fuhnen, Ar-
riie, i'c.

On the direct steamboat trip from Flensburg to Sonderburg, the vessel
steers from Sandacker (see above) to the S. , stops at Briinsnis on the W.
coast of the iKMiinsula uf P.roacker, and steams round the S. end of the
penins,ila, on wh)<-h rise the c<inspicu,ms towers of the village of Broacker.
The pier at Soudorburu; is at the S. end of the town, near the lofty

Schloss.
i Steamer from Sonderburg to Apenrade (see below) several times a

I
week.

\
From Stat. Nordschleswig'sche Weiche (p. 114) the main line

iruns due N.; country uninteresting. Stat. Tingleff (hTa.nd\-line to

^Tondern, for Sylt, see below); then Rothenkrug, whence a branch-

line runs in 1/4 l^r. to Apenrade (Bahnhofs-Hotel ; De Vosj, a small

itrading town and sea-bathing place on the beautiful Apenrad Fjord.

iFroni Stat. Woyens another branch-line runs in 24 min. to Haders-

leben (*Petersen's Hotel), a small commercial town on the fjord of

that name. At stat. Sommerstedt the Prussian frontier is reached

(^see p. 1'24).

19. The N. Frisian Islands Fohr and Sylt.

W. Schleswig.

Wi/ck in the island of Foki; and Wesleilaiid in Sylt, two much fre-

quented bathing-places , are most easUy reached from Husum and Hoyer
respectively. Railway from Hamburg (Altona) via Jiibeck (p. 114) to

Husum in 43|4 hrs. (fares 4 Thlr. 17, 3 Thlr. 9, 2 Thlr. 5 Sgr.). Steam-
hoot thence to Wyck in 3—4 hrs. (fare 1 Thlr. 27 Sgr.); from Wyck to

Sylt in 2 hrs. (fare 11(2 Thlr.); from Husum to Sylt 3 Thlr. (by carriage
from the landing-place to Westerland in 2 hrs.). — iJaiiwio!/ from Hamburg
Altona) via Tingleff (see above) to Tondein in 5'^li hrs. (fares 6 Thlr. 5,

i Thlr. 121(2, 2 Thlr. 27 Sgr.); by carriage or diligence to Hoijer in 13|4

8 *
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hr. ; and thence by steamlioat to Siilt in 2'|2 hrs. (fare 25 Sgr.); carriage

from the landing-place to Westfrland in 'Is hr. The departure of the

steamers depends on the tide. Through-tickets may be obtained at Ber-
lin, Hamburg, and Altona.

From Hamburg to Jiibeck, see R. 18. The Husum line diverges

to the 1. here. Stations SoUhruck. Ohrstedt. Near Husum begins

the marshy district of Eiderstedt, with its excellent pastures, whence
cattle are largely exported to London.

K\isvira{Thomas Hotel; *Stadt Hamburg, not expensive"), situated

on the Husumer Au , which here empties itself into the German
Ocean by means of the 'old' and the 'new' Hever , is a dull seaport,

with an old chateau and park of the former dukes. About 1/2 M.
from the town are extensive Oyster Parks , from which 00,000 oys-

ters on an average are taken daily during the season and exported at

4L per thousand.
From Husum the railway runs to the S. to Friedrichsstadt and

Tonning.

The Steamboat threads its intricate passage between numerous
islands and sandbanks. Some of thelatter, termed 'Hrtii/c^c', although

covered by spring tides , are inhabited , the buildings being erected

on embankments of earth. On the 1. the large island of Nordstrand,

on the r. Nordstrandisch Moor; then Pelworm on thel. The steamer

steers between numerous 'Hallige', and the large island of -Fo/ir soon

comes in view.

Wyck (*Conversationshaus, on the Sandwall, R. 4—6 Thlr. per

week, D. 18 Sgr. for subscribers; *Redtefsen, on the Sandwall, with

terrace, same charges; ^Hansen, Sandwall, cheaper.— Applications

for apartments should be addressed to Herr Weigelt, the proprietor

of the bat.hs~), the principal village (200 Inhab.) on the island of Fohr,

lies on the S.W. coast. The Sandwall, a road parallel to the beach,

and shaded with a double avenue, where the Conversationshaus

(music morning andevening], the hotels, the landing place, etc, are

all situated, is the favourite promenade. The bathing beach is at the

S. end. The sea is generally smooth, and the water unusually salt.

From Wyck to Sylt 2 hrs. by steamboat; tlie landing-place is at

the Nosse , on the S.E. side of the island (trifling fee to the boatmen),
where carriages are in readiness to convey passengers to Westerland (1

—

2 pers. 2, 3—4 pers. 2^z Thlr.).

From Hamburg to Tingleff, see R. 18. Branch- Line thence

to Tondern {*Stadt Hamburg, in the town ; Balmhofs-Hotel , at the

station ; Siadt Copenhagen^, an old town with 3500 inhab., and the

capital of the district. — The High-Road to Hoyer (8^2 M. ; dili-

gence once daily; carr. for 1—4 pers. I^j^ Thlr.) traverses exten-
sive pastures on which a fine breed of cattle is reared. Mogelton-
dern, with a chateau and park of the Countess Schack, is about
half-way. Hoyer (Paulsen s Hotel) lies 3/4 M. from the sea shore.

The small Steamboat starts from Hoyer, and steering for the N.
end of the island of. Sylt, turns to the S. towards the lighthouse
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near Wenningstedt. At the landing-place at Munkmarsch (tavern)

carriages are iu waiting to convey passengers to Westerland (in
I/., lir., 1—4 pers. 1 Thlr.).

Westerland (*//6fei Royal., pension from 15 Thlr. per week;
*I)eutscher Kaiser; Strand-Hotel and Dunenhalle; Stadt Hamburg;
Steffensen ; Westendhalle, moderate. Bath arrangements defective,

each bath T'/a Sgr-)' * scattered village , frequented as a sea-

bathing place since 1858 , lies on the W. side of the island of Sylt,

and is separated from the sea by a range of sand-hills , across which
wooden pathway leads to the beach (at the top is the Erholung

restaurant). To the r. (N.) is the gentlemen's, to the 1. (S. ) the la-

dies' bathing place. .Sea generally rougher than at the other sea-

bathing places on this coast.

20. From Hamburg to Liibeck and to Schwerin.
Railway to LUlieck in 1:'|4—2 lirs. ; fares 1 Thlr. 20'|2, 1 Thlr. 7'|2,

25i|2 Sgr.— From Lubeck to Schwerin in 2'|4 hrs. ; fares 2 Thlr. 9, 1 Thlr.
" 28 Sgr.

The journey presents few objects of interest. Stations 'Wandsheck

(p. 108), Alt-Rahlntedt, .^/ircnsfti/r^ (with chateau andpark of Count
.SchiinmelmannJ, Bargteheide, Oldesloe (a picturesquely situated wa-
tering-place with saline baths). Beyond stat. Reinfeld the ancient

and imposing Liibeck becomes visible. The railway-traveller enters

the town by the handsome Holstenthor
, completed in 1477 , and

restored in 1S71 , a good specimen of an ancient structure of this

description.

Liibeck. Hotels. Staut HAJiiiUUG (PI. a), on the Klinghcrg; *DuiF-
HoTKL (PI. b), at the corner of the Meng-Str. and Breite-Str. , com-

mercial; Hahn's Hotel (PL c), Breite-Str. ; charges in all, R. from 11)2 M.,
D. l'|2 M. ; Bkookmullek\s Hotki. (PI. d), in the Kohlmarkt. — Wine at
the Rcit/is- Weill keller. — Money as at Ilamlmrg (p. 100). — Theatre (PI. 22)

winter only; Tiroli Theatre (PI. 24), with concerts, etc., summer and
nier. — Cah for 1—2 pars. 6, each additional pers. 2 J'.; per hour 1 M.,
lall articles of luggage 4 J.

— Marzipan., the old English 'marchpane', is

kind of macaroon for which Lubeck is famous.

Lubeck, with 49, 183 inhab., the smallest of the three independent
Hanseatic towns of the German Empire , and the seat of the appeal
court for these towns, was once at the head of the League, and is still

a busy commercial place. It lies 9. M. from the Baltic, on the Trave,
the cliannel of which has been deepened so as to aflord access to ves-
sels of considerable size. The town still contains reminiscences of

its media;val greatness in its lofty towers, its ancient gabled houses,
fortitied gateways, Gothic churches , and its venerable Rathhaus.

Liibeck was founded in 1143 by Count Adolph II. of Holstein , on the
site of an earlier town of the Wends, and shortly afterwards ceded to
iHenry the Lion, under whom it prospered so greatly that it was declared
a free town of the Empire in 1226 and invested with important municipal
privileges. In 1227 Lubeck in alliance with the Holsteiners signally de-
feated the Danes at BornhSved , thus releasing the surrounding country
ifrom their yoke, and in 1234 they gained the first German naval victory
Ion record at Traremiiiide , which overthrew the naval supremacy of the
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Danefi. Lubeck's enterprising spirit, coupled with the increasing activity

of the neighbouring towns (Rostock, Wismar, Greifswald, Stralsund, Ham-
burg), gave rise to the foundation of the Honseotic Lecigite (from 'Hansa', i. e.

association) , an alliance of the great commercial towns of N. Germany,
which formed a peace-loving, but powerful bond of union between West-
ern and Eastern Europe. The first alliances were indeed soon dissolved,
but in the 14tli cent, they were eagerly renewed in consequence of the
Danes having bj' the conqvie.^t of the ancient colony of Wisby in the is-

land of Gothland in 1361 threatened to monopolise the trade of the Baltic.

The war resolved on by the first general Hanseatic Diet at Cologne in
1367 soon raised the League to the zenith of its power. They conquered
S. Sweden and Denmark and permanently garrisoned several important
places within these countries , and by the Peace of StraUuvd in 1370 they
even became entitled to ratify the elccticm of the kings of Denmark. The
League enjoyed marked prosperity for upwards of a century, and embraced
eighty cities in all, from Reval to Amsterdam, and from Cologne to Breslau and
Cracow, which according to their situation belonged to one of four sections,
viz. the Wendish, the Prussian, the Wcstphalian , and the Gothlandish,
and had their factories at Bergen, Novogorod, London, and Bruges. Ltibeck
at that period numbered 80—90,0(X) inhab., and held undisputed precedency
over the other members of the League. Towards the close of the 15th
cent, the increasing power of the Northern and the Russian empires proved
detrimental to the League , and its decline was accelerated by the new
commercial relations of Europe with America and India, which were
chiefly carried on through the medium of England and Holland. Notwith-
standing this , Liibeck again endeavoured to assert her ancient supremacy
over the Baltic, and the enterprising burgomaster Jiirgen WvUenwever i

conceived the bold project of establishing a democratic hegemony over I

the Scandinavian kingdoms (1531—35). But these schemes proved abortive,
and a war against Sweden in 1563—70, although not unattended with glory,

,

led to no practical result. Liibeck's power thenceforth declined, but she
j

preserved her position as a free city of the Empire, and continued to en- '

joy a considerable share of commercial prosperity, although her population
gradually dwindled to one-third of its ancient number.

Tlie Holsten-Strasse leads straight to the Market. The *Rath-
haus (PI. 20), situated here, a Gothic edifice constructed of red and

black bricks, with five curioustowers, was almost entirely completed
in 1444. The arcades and the Renaissance staircase in stone, towards >

the street, were added in 1594. The Audience Chamber and the

Kriegsstube ['War Chamber') ,with wood-carving of the end of the I

16th cent.
,

are worthy of inspection. The ancient Hanseatic Hall,

in which tlie diets were held, has been converted into public offices. '

Under the N. wing is the entrance to the Kathskeller (sec p. 117),
which was completed in 1443, and is remarkable for its fine well-preserved

j

vaulting. The Cliimney Piece in the apartment where bridal festivities I

were wont to be celebrated bears the quaint inscription , 'Menicb Man
lude synghet, wen me cm dc Brut briniet; westc he wat men em brochte, !

dat he wol wenen mochte' (many a man sings loudly when they bring '

him his bride; if he knew what they brought him, he might well weep).
The Admiral's Table is said to be made of a plank of the last admiral's
ship of Liibeck (1570).

The Pranger (pillory), termed Kaak in Low German, a Gothic struc-

ture of brick in the market-place , has lately been restored and converted
into market-stalls.

A few paces to the N. of the market rises the *Church of St. Mary
fPl. 15) (open 10— 1 o'clock; the sacristan , who lives at Meng-Str.

4, usually shows the church about noon"), the finest edifice at Liibeck,

and one of the most admirable examples of the grave Gothic style
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peculiar to the shores of the Baltic. It is constructed of brick, and
was completed in 1304. The nave is of unusual height (123 ft.);

spires 409 ft. high.

The S.W. Portal, by which the church is xisually entered, leads into
the 'Briefcapelle" (chapel of letters), so termed from indiiJgences having
once been sold there, with groined vaulting supported by two slender mono-
liths. — At the W. end of the nave is a Font of 1337. — Beyond it is

the Chapel of the Bergenfahree, with the 'Mass of St. Gregory' (in
distemper). Altar with scenes from the life of the Virgin; altar-
piece with Descent from the Cross and Saints. The Dance of Death,
in a closed chapel on the 1. , is erroneously attributed to Holbein. — In
the following chapel the *Taking leave of the body of the Saviour, painted
at Rome by F. Overbetk. — . The Sacristy contains some good carving.
— Farther on, against a pillar on the 1., hangs an admirable old winged
picture, the Nativity, Adoration of the Magi, and Flight into Egypt, painted
in 1518, ascribed to Jan Moxlaerl. — Among the lower of the stone reliefs
opposite is a black mouse gnawing at the roots of an oak, the ancient
emblem of the city. — The C'lork at the back of the high altar, dating
from 1405, from which at noon the Emperor and Electors step forth, move
past the Saviour, and disappear on the other side, always attracts nu-
merous spectators ; beneath it an astronomical dial, repaired in 1860, which
gives eclipses of the sun and moon and various other data down to the
year 1899. — The so-called Beichtcapelle , to the E., at the back of the
choir, contains Overbeck\'! Entry of Christ into Jerusalem, painted in 1824.
The *stained glass in this chapel was executed by a Florentine in 1436.— High Altar of 1697, lieside it the graceful Gothic *ciborium of 1479.
Some wood-carving on the benches and several brasses of the 15th and
16tli cent, are also worthy of notice. — Fine modern organ (5134 pipes
and 80 stops).

To the S.W., in the vicinity of the market, is the Church of St.

Peter (PI. 17; sacristan, Petri-Kirchhof 307), a Gothic edifice with
double aisles, erected on the site of a Romanesque church about
the year 1300. A few circular arches of the original building of

1170 are stillleft. The monumental brass of the burgomaster
Clinghenberch, a work executed in the Netherlands in 1356, merits
inspection.

The *Cathedral (PI. 1'2
; sacristan, Hartengrube 743), founded

by Henry the Lion in 1173, re-erected in 1276, was completed in

1334; towers 394 ft. high. The *E. Portal, transept, choir, and nave
are in the Romanesque , the rest of the edifice in the Gothic style.

The church is generally entered by the N. Portal.

Font of 1445 in the chapel behind the organ. — Brazen lamp of the
15th cent. — An elegant railing surrounding the pulpit is attributed by
tradition to the workmanship of the devil ; the pulpit itself dates from
1568. — In the Choir the recumbent bronze *fjgure of Bishop Bockholt
(d. 1341), founder of the choir. High Altar of 1696; in front of it the
tombstone of Ceroid, the first Bishop of Liibeck (d. 1163). — The Archi-
episcopal Chapel to the 1. of the choir contains sarcophagi of the last arch-
bishops. — In the next Chapel the *monument of the bishops von Serken
and von Mull, Netherlands workmanship of the 14th cent. — The Ghever-
aden-Capelle contains the finest work of art in Liibeck, an **altar-piece
of 1491, by Memling: on the external shutters the Annunciation, in gris-

aille, on the inner shutters SS. Blasius, yEgidius with the deer, John the
Baptist, Jerome with the Lion ; in the interior the history of the Passion
in 23 scenes , from the Mt. of Olives to the Ascension; the Crucifixion
forms the great central scene.
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The ^gidienkirche (PI. 9) is a somewhat rumbrous strncture of

the 14th cent. — The eminent painter Friedrich Overbeck (d. at

Rome in 1870) was born at No. 894 Konigs-Strasse. — Dr. Gaedertz

(No. 876 Konigs-Str.
)
possesses a cabinet of valuable paintings by

old masters, to which strangers are readily admitted.

The now disused *Church of St. Catharine (PI. 11), an admir-
able structure in the early Gothic style

,
possesses an elegant choir

borne by columns, where a collection of ecclesiastical antiquities

is now preserved (open Mond. and Thursd. 12—1). The buildings

of the monastery are occupied by a grammar-school (Gymnasium)
and Library, containing several historical treasures. — The Gesell-

schaft zur Beforderung gemeinniltziger Thdtigkeit , Breite-8tr. 786,

also possesses a collection of Liibeck antiquities(adm. Mond., Wed.,
Frid. 12—1).

The Natural History Cabinet, Breite-Str. 805, includes a collection of
gorillas, presented to the city by the traveller Heinrich Brehmer, and said
to be the most complete in Europe.

The Jacobikirche (PI. 13; sacristan Breite-Str. 770, a corner

house), a Gothic building of the 14th cent. , contains a chapel (the

Bromsencapelle) with a remarkable *Altar of the latter part of the

15th cent., representing the Crucifixion in relief in the centre, and

the family of the donor, the Burgomaster Bromse, on the wings.

Opposite the W. Portal of the church is the handsome house of

the SchiffergeseUsrh(tft(l?l. 18), with interior little altered, an inter-

esting example of the old guild-houses. — The third house from

it, that of the Kaufleute-Compagnie (PI. 8), Breite-Str. 800, con-

tains some admirable wood-carving, particularly in the old *Freden-

hagen-Room, executed by an unknown master in 1585, and trans-

ferred hither (open Thursd. 1—2; at other times apply at Engels-

grube 536).

The Hospital zum Heiligen Geist (PI. 7), on the Kuhberg is

an admirably organised institution. A fine early Gothic chapel, dat-

ing from the early part of the 14th cent. , and now rarely used for

divine service, serves as an entrance -hall. The chapel and its an-

cient mural-paintings were restored in 1866. — A short distance

hence, in the Grosse Burg-Str., is the old Burgkloster , a fine, but
sadly dilapidated brick edifice of the 13th cent.

The *Biirgthor, the N. gate of the town , is a lofty brick struc-

ture of 1444. In the vicinity, on 6th Nov. 1806, several severe en-

gagements took place between Bliicher, with the wreck of the Prus-

sian army which had survived the battle of Jena and retreated to

Liibeck, and the pursuing French marshals Bernadotte , Soult, and
Murat.

The house No. 298 on the Trave contains a Weinstube , or tap-

room, curiously carved in wood in 1644.
* Walks on the old ramparts, thepleasantest outside the Holsten-

thor : to the N. of the station is the 'Chimborasso' (PI. 5), an emi-
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nence commanding a fine *survey; the harbour also affords a pictu-

resque view.
To the N.E. of Liibeck (steamer several times daily) lies (9 M.)

Travemiinde (.A'«)7ia«s; Hdtel de Rus.ne ; Skidl Liibeck; Stadt Humburg, i:c.),

a sea-liathiiig place, and the port of Liibeck before the deepening of the

river.

From Liibeck to Copenhagen , see p. 125; there are also numerous
steamboats to the ditlerent ports of the Baltic.

From Liibeck to Kiel. Diligence to Eutin twice daily in 41(4 hrs.,

fare 28'|2 Sgr. (railway in progress) ; railway from Eutin to Kiel in 13(4 hr.

;

fares 1 Thlr. 9, 28'(2, 19' I2 Sgr. (Or an excursion from Kiel to Eutin and
its environs and back should be undertaken by travellers who do not wish
to proceed thence to Liibeck.)

Eutin (*Stadt Hamburg; Hotel Belleriie), pleasantly situated between
the Grosse and Klei?ie Eutiner See, now belongs with its Sc/ilos.i and pretty

*grounds to the Duke of Oldenburg. Weber (d. 1826), the great composer,
was born here.

The * Environs of Eutin, as far as Ploen and Preetz towards the

W. , and Liitjenburg towards the N.E. , are the most picturesque part of
Holstein. Good village inns. About l'|4 M. to the N. of Eutin is the
picturesque Kellersee , a path along the bank of which leads partly through
pleasant beech woods to (3|4 hr.) Sielbeck. The charming *tfkleisee, 7 min.
to the E. of Sielbeck, should next be visited; the walk round it occupies
1 hr. ; the inn and the forester s house atlord refreshments and unpretend-
ing accommodation. Cart-roads lead from the Uklei inn towards the N.E.
in l'(4 hr. to the Biiiiiisb,rij (570 it.), the highest point in the district, the
tower on which couiinands an ixtcnsive prospect. Thence 12 M. (or direct

from Eutin by the Icillily Nitiiadd village of Kirchniichel about 18 M.) to

Liitjenburg (Stadt lluuibury) , from which the charmingly situated sea-

bathing place *Hassberg (not expensive) is 3 M. distant. Thence in 2 hrs.

by the Stbss farm and the N. bank of the Seleiiter See to Pcmker, seat of

the Landgrave of Hessen-Cassel. Near it rises the *Pielsberg (446 ft.),

with the tower of He.iseiistein, which commands one of the most extensive
prospects in N. Germany. Faitlitr t.i the W. is Salzau, with the chateau
and park of Count Blome ; tlun the Prabslei (p. 112). — A r^jad leads on
the S. bank of the Selenter Sec tluuugh the wooded estate of iVe«/A««.'! and
past the *Blomenburg to Rasdorf (see below).

The next station beyond Eutin is Gremsmiihlen (*Inn) , charmingly
situated on the Dieksee , along which a beautiful footpath leads to Ploen
in 2'|2 hrs.

Stat. Ploen (Stadt Hcimbvrg; Prim) is very picturesquely sitviated be-
tween the Orosse and Kleine Ploener See (pleasant steamboat trip on the
former to Ascheberg, see below). The Prussian military school was once
a royal Danish chateau. Fine view from *Lange"s Anlagen (Apartments
and Pension), 8 min. from the station, on the road to Liitjenburg.

The railway skirts the N. bank of the Grosse Ploener See. Stat.

Ascheberg, on Count Ahlefeldt's estate of that name, junction for Keu-
miinster (p. 111). The Kiel line turns to the N. and skirts the Lanker
See. Stat. Preetz (Stadt Hamburg) -posi^eRscs a convent for ladies of noble
birth , founded as early as 1220. A walk of 'I2 hr. may be taken hence
to Rasdorf y with a beautiful park in the valley of the Schwentitie , which
forms the outlet of the Ploener See; then in 2 hrs. down the valley by
the *Rasdorf Papermill and Oppendorf to Neumiihlen (p. 112).

Kiel, see p. HI.

Beyond Lubeck begins the Mecklenburg line. Stations Schon-

berg, Orevismuhlen, Bobitz and Kleinen (Rail. Rest.) whence there

are branch-lines to Wismar and to Schwerin.

Branch-line (in 1/0 hr.) to Wismar (Stadt Hamburg), a Mecklen-

burg town with 14,000 inhab.
,
possessing an excellent harbour and

several tine churches. *.St. Mary's dates from 1339. The Fiirsten-
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hof, formerly a ducal palace, is now the seat of the municipal
authorities. — Near Wismar is the little sea-bathing place Bolten-

hagen.

Schwetin (*mtel du Nord, PL a; *Stern's Hotel, PI. b; *mtel
de Russie, PI. c; *Louisenhof, PI. J; the two last in the Louiscn-
platz, more moderate than the iirst two, R. 20, B. 8

J.
—Confec-

tioner, Krefft. — Restaurants : *Cohen in the Konigs-Str.; Dahelstein

and Frohleke in the Salz-Str. — Cab 8 J per drive), an ancient settle-

ment of "VVends, and an episcopal see from 1170 to 1624, is now in

its modern parts a well built town with 25,100inhab., and the capital

of the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg Schwerin
,

prettily situated on
the Lake of Schwerin (14 M. long, S^/oM. broad) and several

smaller lakes.

The *Cathedral (PI. 6) in the Alfstadt, a line brick edifice in

the Baltic style, begun in the middle of the 14th cent, and com-
pleted in 1430 on the site of an earlier building, has recently been
restored.

The ^Chapel of Ihc Holy Blood' at the back of the high altar, contains
tomhs of the grand-dncal family. The stained glass windows, representing
the Ascension, with seven figures of .apostles and evangelists, were designed
by Cornelius. The N. side of the choir contains a Moniimettt of Duke
Christopher (d. 1595). Altfir-2nece , a Crucifixion, executed under the di-

rections of Cornelius. By one of the S. pillars is an Epitaphium of tlic

Duchess Helena (d. 1524), executed in bronze by the celebrated Peter
Vischer of Nuremberg. The four remarkable monumental Brasses , 10 ft.

in height, date from 1473.

From the cathedral the traveller crosses the market-place , and
traverses the Konigs-.Str. and the Schloss-Str., at the end of which
is the Collegiengehiiude (PI. 4), on the r. , containing government
offices. Beyond it is the Alte Garten, an open space, where a

Monument to Grand Duke Paul Frederick (PI. 15), designed by
Ranch, stands near the Theatre (PI. 21).

On the opposite side rises the grand-ducal *Palace (PI. 19),

beautifully situated on an island between the Schweriner >See and
the Burgsee , begun in the early Renaissance style in 1845 , and
completed by Stiller in 1857. It is an imposing and extensive

structure
, with irregular wings flanked with lofty towers , and en-

closes a pentagonal court-yard , the whole producing a very pictu-

resque effect. As early as the beginning of the 12th cent, a palace of

the princes of Mecklenburg occupied this site. It was rebuilt in the

15th and 16th cent. , and parts of this medieval edifice have been
skilfully and tastefully incorporated with the modern palace. The
*Interior , decorated chiefly by Stiller and Strack , is open on Sun-
days and holidays at noon , on week-days at 10, 1, and 5. 30 (from

1st Sept. to 31st March at 3) o'clock. On the ground-floor is the

Waffensaal ; on the first floor are the spacious Festsaal ,
the Thron-

saal, and the tasteful Gothic Chapel. Fine views from the windows.
The Burggarten adjoining the Schloss is also worthy of inspection.

The extensive *Schlossgarten is reached hence by a bridge.

J
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The Anna-Strasse leadinp; from the Alte Garten to the 8. to

the Ducal Stables (which also deserve a visit^ contains a number

of handsome houses. Around the Pfaffcnteich (PI. B, C, 3) there

are also some good modern buildings, the finest of which is the

Arsenal (PI. i). Opposite to it is the Gymnasium.

Near the station rises the new (iothic Church of St. PauKTl.Sn:).

The srand-ducal Picture Gallery (PI. 5), at the corner of the

Alexandrinen-Str. and Wilh(lnis-8tr., is open daily (except Tuesd.

and Sat.) 11—12, on Sund. and holidays 12—2. Engravings and

sculpture in the same building, Sund. 12—2 only. Lists of the

pictures are hung up in each room.

The *Aiitiquarium (PI. 2), in the Amts-Str., contains the valu-

able and well arranged collections of the Mecklenburg Antiquarian

Society.

*Walk to Zippendorf, and along the banl< of the lake to Raben-

steinfeld, where the grand duke has a villa. Steamboat on the lake

in summer. The Kaninchemrerder (Restaurant), or rabbits' island,

is mucli visited. — Parchhn, the birthplace of the celebrated Prus-

sian fleld-marshal Count Moltke (b. 1800), is a small town 25 M.

to the S.E. of Schwerin.

Fro7n Schwerin to Rostock by railway in 2i|2—3'|2 hrs. (fares 1

Thlr. 19, 1 Thlr. 5 Sgr., 25 Sgr.) via stat. Kleinen (see p. 121), Blankenberg,

Biitzoir, and Schwaan.
Rostock (*Hdlel de Russie; Sonne; *Stndt Hamburg; restaurants of

* Friedmonn , Friedrich Franz-Str. , and Alirens , Hopfcnmarlct; Bellevue,

Tivoli , T/ifdiri- Theater, Ac. are places of popular resort), on the Warnow,
with 32,000 inhab., once a prominent member of the Hanseatic League, is

the most important place in the Duchy of Mecklenburg
,
possessing the

most considerable commercial fleet on the Baltic. The astronomer Kepler
once taught at the University here (founded 1419; 200 stud.), having been
appointed pr<rfessor by Wallenstein during his brief supremacy in 1629.

The handsome new University Building is a Renaissance structure in brick.

The *Marten kirche, a fine edifice erected in the Baltic-Gothic style in

1398—1472, contains numerous tombstones, chiefly of the Meerheimb family.

A stone in the cluirch marks the spot whore the learned Grotius, who
died here in 1645 on his way as Swedish ambassador to the French Court,

was buried; his body was afterwards removed to Dell't in Holland. The
lofty tower of St. Peter\i Church (430 ft.) serves as a landmark to mariners.

The Rothhans and a number of private dwellings arc interostinj; examples
of the secular architecture of the 15th cent. The Blucherplat/. is adorned
with a bronze Statue of Bliirhcr , who was born in the Uluclur Strasse.

The reliefs are in allusion to the marshal's defeat at Ligny and his victory

at Waterloo.
[Gcbhard Lebrecht v. Blilcher, born at Rostock in 1742, first entered the

Swedish, then the Prussian military service. When captain of cavalry in

1772 , in consequence of a delay in his promotion , he applied for his dis-

charge , which was granted in the characteristic words of Frederick^ the

Great, 'Der Rittmeister v. Bliicher soil sicli zum Teiifel scheeren' , i. e.

may betake himself to . . . dc. After Frederick's death he re-entered the
service as major in 1787, distinguished himfelf against the French in 1793,
and in 1806 became general of the advanced guard of the army. After
the disastrous battle of Jena he retreated to Liibeck , where after a de-
termined resistance he was at length compelled to capitulate. In 1813 he
was appointed to the command of the Silcsian army (40 000 Prussians and
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Russians), defeated the French at the Katzbach (p. 163), and paved the

way for the victory of Leipsic by the battle of Miickcrn, on 16th and 18th

Oct. On Kew Year's Day , 1814 , he crossed the Rhine at Caub , defeated
Xapoleon on 1st Feb. at La Rothiere, and on 31st March took the Mont-
martre at Paris by storm. At Paris Bliicher was created marshal and
Prince of Wahlstadt by the King of Prussia , and afterwards accompanied
him to England, where among other marks of distinction the degree of
D.C.L. was conferred on him by the University of O.xford. After Kapo-
leon's return in 1815 Blucher ci'immanded the Prussian army of 115,000
men , and was repulsed by the French at Ligny on 16th June. He suc-
ceeded , however , in rallying his army with wonderful rapidity , and on
the memorable 18th, arriving on the field of Waterloo at 4. 30 p. m., de-
cided the victory. On the termination of the war Bliicher retired to his
estates in Silesia', where he died on r2th Sept. 1819.]

The Warnow, the channel of which is 12—15 ft. in depth, forms an
excellent harbour for vessels of moderate burden. Pleasant walk of 3)4 hr.

along the bank, past the walls of the town, and through the grounds laid

out on the old ramparts. The new hospital is passed on the way. Near
the new school-house rises a monument to Mecklenburgers who fell in
France in 1870—71.

Steamboat from Rostock (in summer 6—12 times a day, in 50 min.)
to Warnemiinde, a seaport on the Baltic 9 M. to the N. , which is entered
and quitted by about 700 vessels annually. The sea-bathing attracts about
4000 visitors in July and August.

Diligence from Rostock twice d.^\\y io Hoiibetxa. (Logierhans ; JAnden-
liof), on the Baltic, 10 M. to the W. of Rostock, a sea-bathing place with
a chalybeate spring. The palace with its park and the Gothic *Church,
completed in 1368, are the principal buildings. The bathing-place is at

the *HeiUgendamm, l'|2 M. distant, delightfully situated. Omnibus thither
12 |.

The Mecklenburg line proceeds from Biitzow by Gustroic , Malchin,
Neiibrandenburg, to Strasburg, the junction of the Prussian line to Stettin,

see p. 142.

21. From N. Germany to Copenhagen.

a. From. Hamburg throngh Schleswig , Jutland, and the

Danish Islands.

Railwa ii the whole way , with the exception of the short ferries to

Fiinen and Zealand. Through train in IT'lzhrs.; fares 15 Thlr. 2, 11 Thlr.

21, 7 Thlr. 29 Sgr.

From Hamburg to stat. Sommersiedt , the Prussian frontier, see

R. 18. Stat. Vamdrup is the Danish frontier station (luggage book-
ed for Copenhagen is not examined till the capital is reached^. Stat.

Kolding , with the imposing ruin of Koldinghuus. At Fredericia

( Victoria Hotel), which is surrounded by an extensive girdle of de-

raying fortifications, there is an interesting bronze *Statue of a soldier

in commemoration of the victory of the Danes over the Schleswig-

Holstein besiegers in 1849. Passengers cross the Little Belt by a

steamboat to Fiinen, Dan. Fyen, and land at Strib, nea.T Middelfart.

Several unimportant stations. Then Odense (Postgaard) , the capi-

tal of the island , with 15,000 inhab. , the birthplace of Andersen,
the author. The Cathedral ofSt.Knut, erected in 1086— 1301,
contains monuments of the kings John and Christian 11. The Fiinen

railway terminates at Nyborg; the quay is 7 min. from the station
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(^omnibus 1 Mark = 4 Sgr.). The steamer departs 1/2 ^r. after the

arrival of the train , and crosses the Great Belt to Zealand in l'/4

hr. The starting point of the Seeland line is Korsor (Hotel Store

Belt), with 3000 inhab. Tlien stations Sliigelse , Soro (on the lake

of thnt name, surrounded by beech woods^, liingsted, Borup.

Roskilde f*//o<ei Frederilcstad, at the station; Rail. Restaurant),

an old town on the deeply indented fjord of that name, was the

capital of the kingdom down to 1448 (comp. p. 1211), and the resi-

dence of the Bishop down to the Reformation , and once numbered
100,000 inhab., but now contains 5000 only. The only relic of its

ancient glory is the tine *Cathedral (^sacristan, Dan. 'Graver', nearly

opposite the W. portal, 1—3 pers. 6 M.), consecrated ia 1084,

restored after a lire in 1282, and at subsequent periods, and

finally in 1868. It contains the tombs of the Danish kings , all of

whom, from Harold I. (d. 985) down to Frederick VII. (d. 1863)
repose here, the earlier in vaults, the more recent in chapels added
to the church in 1615—42 and 1772—1825. Some of their monu-
ments ;ire worthy of inspection. The small gate opposite theN. side

of the (^hurch leads to grounds whi(di command a pleasing view of

the fjord. The S. Zealand railway diverges here.

The railway journey from Roeskilde to Copenhagen occupies 1

hr. mere. Last stat. Frederiksberg (p. 136). The station of Copen-
hagen is outside the Vester-Port, near the Tivoli (see Plan).

b. From Kiel to Copenhagen by Korsor.

steamer to Korsor (see above) every evening on the arrival of the
last train from Hamburg (R. 18) in 6—7 lirs., cabin-fare 3 Thlr. 2'2'|2 Sgr.;

in the reverse direction every evening on the arrival of the last train from
Copenhagen. Ruilw (( y from Korsor to Copenhagen in 3i|i hrs. ; fares 4 Rd.
24, 3 Rd. 16, 2 Rd. 12 J. Dan. currency. Through tickets from Hamburg to

Copenhagen: 1st clas/ railwav and cabin 9 Thlr. 27, 2nd class and cabin
8 Thlr. 15, 3rd class and steerage 4 Thlr. I'fz Sgr. ; from Kiel to Copen-
hagen 6 Thlr. 22>|2, or 5 Thlr. 25 Sgr.

Kiel, see p. Ill (steamboat-quay, comp. PI. E, 5). The
pretty Kiel Fjord is unfortunately generally traversed at night.

The vessel steers between the islands of Laaland on the E. and

Langeland on the W., and arrives at Korsor about 7 a. m. (steward's

fee 5— 10 j. Hamburg currency). From Korsor to Copenhagen, see

above.
From Kiel to Cojte 11 lia y e n by steamboat direct, twice weekly in

16 hrs.; fares 5 Rd. 16 J., 3 Rd. 64 J. Departure in the evening.

c. From Litbeck to Copenhagen.

steamboat from 1st April to 30th Sept. daily in 16 hrs. ; fares 6 Thlr.

5, 5 Thlr. 8, 3 Thlr. 22'i2 Sgr.

The steamer usually starts from Liibeck about 4 p. m. (PI. D.

3). The descent of the 2'ra«e is uninteresting. In II/2 tr. Trave-

miinde (p. 121) is reached. The Travemunder or Neustadter Bucht

is then traversed. The chalk cliffs of the Danish island of Mden and
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the coast of Zealand come in sight about 4 a. m. ; then the light-

house of Fftlsterbo on the Swedish coast, opposite which , on the

Danish side, is the Kjijye Bugt, where the Danes under Niels Juel

gained a great naval victory over the Swedes in 1677.

The vessel steers round the fertile island of Amager , on which

the village of Dragor is situated. To the r. on the Swedish coast lies

Malini) (p. 139). The island of SdUholm is next passed, and the tow-

ers of Copenhagen at length become visible. The Lunette and 3Ve

Kroner batteries, which proved so destructive to the English fleet

on 2nd April, 1801, are passed, and abotit G a. m. the Harbour of

Copenhagen , defended by the citadel of Frederikshaim
, is reached

(steward's fee 10— 15 J.
Hamburg currency).

The formalities of the custom-house take place at the Toldbod.

Porterage for each package from the steamer to the custom-house,

and thence to a cab, 1 M. — Cabs, see p. 127.

d. From Stralsund to Copenhagen by Malmo.
Sleamhoot to Malmo (p. 139) three times a week in summer in 8

hrs. (fares 5, 31)2, 2 Thlr.). From Malmo to Copenhagen in li|2 hr. (fares

72, 48 J. Danish).

The Steamer (which generally starts about daybreak) traverses

the Strela Sund, the narrow strait between Pomerania and the is-

land of 11 iigen (see Map, p. 144). In about 6 hrs. the Swedish coast

comes in sight. The promontory of Falsterbu with its lighthouse

is rounded, and Malmo (p. 130) reached about noon. Another

steamer is here in waiting to convey passengers across the Sound to

Copenhagen , where they are 1mded near the St. Annae-Plads (PI.

42). Cabs, see p. 127.

e. From Stettin to CopenJiagen.

steamboat every Saturday in summer in 15—20 hrs.; fares 5, 3'|2,

2 Thlr., return-tickets 8, 6, 3 f hlr.

The Steamboat generally starts at noon, and about5p. m. touches

at Swinemiinde (p. 141 ). About 3 a. m. the chalk cliffs of the is-

land of Moen come in sight. Approach to Copenhagen and arrival,

see above, li. c.

22. Copenhagen.
Language. English is spoken at all the principal hotels and shops.

A brief notice of a few of the peculiarities of the Danish language may
however prove useful.

The pronunciation resemble.s that of German more nearly than that of
English : a is pronounced like ah , e like a , i like e, aa like a long o, w
like a , and oe almost like 00, or o like the German o or French eu,

2/ like the German ii or French u; d is generally mute after 1, n, r, sk, st,

t, and in the terminations ds, dse, e.g. Kilde, a spring, pron. Kille, Plads,
a place, pron. Plass; g is often mute, or pronounced like y, e.g. Pige, a
girl, pron. peayah, Segl, a sail, pron. sayel , Fugl , a bird, pron. fool; gii

has a slightly nasal round, e.g. Vogn , a carriage, pron. almost like vong,
Regn, rain, pron. raing ; j is like the English y; J after k is mute, e. g.
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Kji'id, meat, pron. Kocl ; sj is like the English sh. The Danish article is

en for the niasc\iliiie and feminine, and et for the neuter; when definite

it is suffixed, when indefinite prefixed to the substantive, e.g. Fisken, the
fish, en Fisk , a fish; Skibet, the ship, et Skib , a ship. But if the sub-
stantive be qualified with an adjective, the article is de7i (m. and f.) and
det (n.) in the singular, and.de in the plural, e.g. den smukke Pige , the
pretty girl. The plural of substantives is sometime.s formed by adding e

_or cr, while in other cases the singular remains unaltered. To be ('«>)(-,

lam, &c.: jeg (pron. yai-y) er; du er; liaii, liiin^ del^ imiii I'r; ((, /, iti' cr.

To have hafve; I have, itc. : jeg liar; du /lar; /kdi, Iiiiii^ drl, iiiiiii er; vi\

i, de har. The third pers. pi. De (pron. dee) is commonly used instead of
the second pers. sing, or pi. (like the German Sie) , the dative and accu-
sative of which is Dem.

Cardinal numbers : een or eel , to , tre
, fire , fern , sex , st/v, otle, « j, ti,

illeve ^ tolv , tretten
^
fjorleii

,
feinten , sexlen (pron. sayisten) , .ii/tten, (liten,

nitteii , ti/ve , een og (g mute) tiive ^ itc. , iredive , and so on. The ordinals:
den, delforsle; den anden , or det andet; den, det tredie; den, del fjerde,
femle, sjetle, syveiide, otiende, nieiide, tiende, &c.

Jii, yes; nei (pron. nai-y) no; ikke, not; Tak, thanks.
Hiir de 0l'f Have you beer? Giv mig (pron. mai-y) el Glas Viin eller

Porter! Give me a glass of wine or porter. Bring mig Sup, Kjod , og
Grant! Bring me soup, meat, and vegetables. Kartoffel, potato; Rikloiln,

red wine; Vand, water; 5rod, bread; /Smerr, butter; Os(, cheese; Middags-
mad , dinner ; Frokost , breakfast. Hvormeget er jeg Dem skyldig ! How
much do I owe you? Hvormeget koster deti What does this cost? Jeg
beder , hvilken Vei forer til Bmiegaarden? Pray, which is the way to the
station? Ligefrem , straight on; inm venstre, to tlie \eit; paa hoire, to the
right; bag, back. Br det Toget til K.^ Is that the train to K.? Hvorledes
k(ddes denne Station (pron. stashoon):<' What is this station called? Jem-
bane, railway; Datnpskib, steamer; Bii, town; Gade, street; Torv, market;
Nytorv , new market; Oammeltorv , old market; Halmtorv, straw market;
Port, gate; Bro, bridge; Uiiibro, high bridge; Holm, island; Have, garden;
Havn, harbour; Kjebenhavn, Copenhagen, i. e. merchants' harbour; Kong,
king; Dronning, queen; stor

,
great; Uden, lille, small; gammel, old; ny,

new.
Honey. Rix-dollars, marks, and skillings are the current coins of

Denmark; 1 Rd. = 6 m., 1 m. = 16 sk. ; 1 Rd. = 2 *. 3d., 1 m. = 41(2

d. ; 3')2 sk. =; 1 d., nearly. Prussian money is favourably received : 1 Thlr.
= 8 m. ; sovereigns and Napoleons also realise their full value.

Hotels. *HoTEL RoTAL (PI. a), opposite the Christiansborg; Hotel
d'Angleterre (PI. c) , Kongens Nytorv 34; Phcenix (PI. b), Bredgade 37;
charges at these, R. from 5, L. 2, D. 6, B. 2'|2 m. — Second class; Jern-
BANK-HoTEL (PI. d) ; ScANDiNAVisK HoTEL (PI. e) ; Prinz Karl, Store Kon-
gensgade; Kong af Danmark (PI. f) ; *Kronprinds (PI. g); Nordisk Hotel
(PI. h); Stadt Lybaek (PI. i); Dannevikke (PI. k) , near the station. —
Uttenreiter's Hotel Garni, Store Kongensgade 3.

Restaurants. *A. Vincent Junr., on the Holmens-Canal, D. 4—6 m. and
upwards; * Vincent, Kongens Nytorv 21; *Schwalbe , Lille Kongensgade 1;
Bechmann, Pilestrade 15; Hansen, Store Kjobmagergade 20; *Toldhod-Viin-
fius , near the custom-house , reasonable , with view of the harbour. —
Beer. *Ryberg, Ostergade 13; Ginderup, Viuimelskaftet 38; Svan/iolm

,

Gammel Kongevei ; Figaro , Vesterbrogade , concerts in the evening.

—

Con-
fectioners. *Porta , Kongens Nytorv 17; Richardt, Norgesgade 4; GianelU,
Kongens Nytorv 23, &c.

Fiacres and Cabs (the latter for 2 pers. only). Per drive within the
town 1 m. 12 J. ; to Christianshavn, the Tivoli, or the railway-station 2 m.,
box 12 J.; to Vesterbro. as far as the Frederiksberg - Allee , Norrebro as
far as the cemetery , or Osterbro as far as the Triangle 2 m. 8 J. ; Frede-
rik,sberg and Sondermarken (p. 136) 3 m. ; by the hour ('timeviis') 4 m.

Tramway, Dan. Sporvei. The three chief lines are : 1. The Slukef-
ter-Vibenshus-Frederiksberg , 5 M. in length, consisting of two branches
diverging from the Kongens Nytorv (PI. F, 4); the W. Branch leads by the
Storre Strade , Holmens Bro , Slotsplads , Storm-Gade , Vester Port, TivoH,
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Vesterbrogade , and then eitlier through the Frederiksberg Allee (p. 136),

or through the Pile Allee to the entrance of the Frederiksberg-Hnve (pa-

lace-garden) , in all a drive of 1(2 hr. ; the iV. Branch leads by the Norges
Gade, the St. Annae Plads, Groningen (p. 136), Osterbrogade , and the
Strandvei to Vibenshus in the suburb Osterbro , and thence to Slukefter,

near the railway station Hellerup (p. 137), 3 M. to the N. of Copenhagen

;

fare from station to station (those printed in Italics) 4 f. — 2. From the
Kongens Nyiorv by the Slotsplads, Tivoli, past the station, and over the
Sporveis-Bro to the Parcelvei. — 3. From the Kongens Ifytorv by the
Gothers Gade , Norre Port., and the Norrebro Gade to the end of the Lyg-,

tevei.

Omnibuses. The only lines in the town likely to be serviceable to the
traveller are those from the Amngertorv near the Hoibroplads (PI. E, 5)

to the Toldbodvei (PI. G, G, 3), near the Lange Linie , and to Frederiks-
berg (PI. 121), fares 4 and 8 J.

— In the Environs., those from the Hotel
du Uord, Kongens Nytorv 13, several times daily to C/iarlotienlund, Belle-

vue, Klumpenborg^ and Toarbaek (see p. 137).

Boat from the Nyhavn to Christianshavn 4 J., Toldbod 24 J., Knippels-
bro and Exchange 12 J., Langebro 12 J.

Baths. Ryssensteeii , by the Lange Bro , all kinds of baths , including
Russian; at the Commune HospiUd (PJ. D , 3), open to the public in the
afternoon only ; at the Frederiks Hospital in the Amalie Gade ; Drochmann
& Schylle, Gammeltorv 18, Turkish and other baths. — The Sea Baths
of Engelbrechl, Bnek., d'c, and those at Klampenborg (p. 137) near the
Lange Linie (PI. G, 1), are recommended.

Post Office. Kjobmagergade 33; poste-restante to the r. in the court.

Branch offices at the Toldbod and the railway-station. — Telegraph Office
at the post-office.

Thorvaldsen's Sculptures. Beautiful copies at the Royal Porcelain
Factory., Kjobmagergade 50; Bing, at the corner of the Kronprindsensgade
and the Philestrsede ; Brir, Nygade 2 ; Jpsen, Norgesgade 31. — Photographs.
Wagner , Tryde , both in the Ostergade. Casts of these celebrated works
may also be purchased.

Military Parade daily about noon in the Kongens-Nytorv when the
king is residing at the Amalienborg.

Theatre (PI. 36) in the Kongens Nytorv from 1st Sept. to 31st May,
good acting and ballet. Casino Theatre (PI. 37), much frequented. Popular
Theatre (PI. 38).

*Tivoli (PI. 39; admission 1 m., and on grand occasions li|2 m.), out-
side the Vaster-Port, is a very extensive and interesting establishment,
comprising all kinds of amusements , concerts by Lnmby^s excellent band,
ie. — The * So7uinerly.it and other places of recreation of the same de-
scription are all situated in the Frederiksberg Allee.

Steamboats (see also the 'Reiseliste for Kongeriget Danmark', published
twice monthly , 8 j.) to Helsingor in 2i|2 hrs. (fares 64, 48 J.) , and Helsin-
borg in 2')4 hrs. (fares 1 Rd. 16, 88 J'.),

twice daily, starting from the quay
near the St. Annse Plads (PI. 42) ; pleasure trips on Sundays at reduced
fares ('Tour og Retour). To M<amo (p. 139) four times daily in lijz hr.,

fares 96 , 72 J. ; to Bellevue near Klampenborg (p. 137) several timies daily
in 3|4 hr., fare 24 f. — To Kiel, Liibeck, Stralsvnd, and Stettin, see R. 22".

— To Lolulon, Hull, and Leith generally once weekly. — The larger vessels
start from the Toldbod.

Railway (see also the 'Reiseliste for Kongeriget"). The station (Dan.
Banegaard, PI. C, 5) lies outside the Vester Port, near the Tivoli. There
are four lines in Zealand: 1. The Western Line to Korsor (see p. 125); 2.

The Sovthern Line, which diverges from the first at Roskilde (p. 125); 3.

The Northern Line to Helsingor (p. 138); 4. The Line Klampenborg
(p. 137), a short branch of the last. Trains on the Klampenborg line start
from the Klampenborg Station (PI. 44), a little way to the N. of the prin-
cipal station , every hour on week-days , and every half-hour on Sundays.

English Church Service by a resident chaplain.
Diary (comp. the 'Erindringsliste' in the Dagbladet or any other new-

paper, as the hours are frequently changed).
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Anthvopolngical Mi;sevm (p. 135) on Saturdays in summer, 9— 11.

*Antiquilies^ Northern (p. 134), from 1st May to 30th Sept, Thursd. and
Sat. 12—2, Tuesd. 5—7 (in Sept. 3—5) ; from 1st Oct. to 30th April Sund.
and Thursd. 12—2.

Antiquities, Rovul Collection of (p. 134), Tue.sdays 12—2.
Arsenal (p. 132), Wednesdays 1—3.
Botanical Garden (p. 130) Thursdays 8—2 and 4—7

,
open to scientific

men daily.

Chrislianahorg., Palace of (p. 131), daily.

Coins and Medals , Royal CoVeciion of (p. 134) , from 1st May to 31st

Oct. Mondays 12—2, open to scientific visitors on Wed. and Frid. also,

12-3.
Engravings.^ Royal Collection of (p. 134), Tuesd. and Fridays 12—2.
*EthnograpMcal Mvsenm (p. 134), from 1st May to 30th Sept. Sat. 12—

2 and Wed. 5—7 (in Sept. 3—5); from 1st Oct. to 30th April Sund. 12—2.
Erhibition of Art at the Charlottenborg (p. 130) daily 9—6.
*FrueMrke (Church of Our Lady, p. 130) daily 9—11.
Natural History Mvseiim (p. 131), Sund. and Wed. 12—2.
Picture Gallery, Royal (p. 131) from 1st May to 31st Oct. Sund. 11—2,

Tuesd. 3—7 (in Sept. 2—6, in Oct. 1—5), Frid. 11—3.
Picture Gallery, MoUke\^ (p. 135), daily.

Rosenborg, Palace of (p. 135) daily, on application made the day before,
fee 3 Rd. for 12 pers.

**T/iorvaldsen Mnseiim (p. 132) from 1st 3Iay to 30th Sept. Sund. 11

—2, Tuesd. 2—3, Thursd. 9-12, Sat. 12—3; in winter Wed. 11—2.
Zoological Garden (p. 136) daily.

Principal Attractions. Fruekirke (p. 130) , Thorvaldsen Museum
(p. 132), Northern Antiquities (p. 134), view from one of the towers men-
tioned at pp. 131, 135, 138, walk along the Lange Linie (p. 136), an even-
ing at the Tivoli (p. 128), and if possible an excursion to Helsingor (p.
138).

Copenhagen, Dan. Kjebenhavn
, the capital of the kingdom of

Denmark and the residenre of the king, with 181,291 inhab. (^ex-

clusiv:; of the suburb Frederiksberg, with 19,000 inhab.}, lies on
both sides of the KaUebostrom , anarrow and deep strait ofthe Sound
which separates Zealand from the small island of Amager. The N.
and broader part of the strait forms the excellent .ffarftoMr, to which
the city was indebted for its early commercial prosperity.

Copenhagen was founded in the 13th cent, by Axel , Bishop of Roes-
kilde, on the site of a fishing village (whence its" original name Axelhmis),
and increased so rapidly in consequence of its trade that King Christian
III. constituted it his capital and residence in 1448. It was extended by
Christian IV. , chiefly by the foundation of the Christianshavn quarter on
the island of Amager. Thenceforward the city steadily increased , not-
withstanding the numerous reverses it sustained in the wars with the
Hanseatic League, Norway, Sweden, England, and Holland. Copenhagen
suffered severely from two well-known events at the beginning of the
present century,the naval battle of 2nd April, 1801, and the bombardment of
the city and capture of the fleet by the English, 2nd—5th Sept., 1807. The
occasion of the former was the alliance concluded by Denmark with
Sweden and Russia , of the latter the necessity of preventing the Danish
fleet from falling into the hands of the French. The business of the place
has at length recovered from these shocks and has been considerably ex-
tended of late. It now possesses about 470 vessels. The number of ves-
sels which annually enter the port is 9000, chiefly of small tonnage (in
1843 the number was 4800 only). The staple commodities are grain, leather,
wool, and train oil.

The commercial harbour, situated on the Zealand side, is sepa-

rated from the war -harbour by a barrier across the KaUebostrom.
B.«deker's N. Germany. 5th Edit.

'J
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The warehouses and magazines are in the Christianshavn quarter.*

The Orlogshavn, or war-harbour , adjoins the small islands of iVj/-^

holm, Frederiksholm, Arsenalij , and Christiansholm , on which the
'

naval depots are situated.

Down to 1864 Copenhagen was carefully fortified, but the works

on the land side have since been removed. Those on the side to-

wards the sea, the citadel of Frederikshavn , the advanced batteries

of Trekroner and Lynetten, and the Sextus and Quintus batteries in

Amager are still capable of being defended.

Apart from its picturesque situation and environs, Copenhagen
is chiefly interesting from its having given birth to the greatest

master of modern sculpture , Albert (T>a.n. Bertef) Thorvaldsen

(Jo. 1770, d. 1844), all of whose works are represented by casts,

or in some cases preserved in the original , within the precincts of

his native city.

The centre of the city and chief focus of business is the Kon-
gens Nytorv (king's new market, PI. F, 4, 5), from which thirteen

streets radiate. The theatre, the palace of Charlottenborg (Academy
of Art, PI. 23), the chief Guard-house (Fl. 9), and the principal

hotels are situated here. In the centre rises the Equestrian Statue

of Christian V. (d. 1699), cast in lead. Adjoining the Charlotten-

borg is the Botanic Garden (PI. 3), with palm-houses, etc., open
to the public on Thursdays only , 8—2 and 4—7 o'clock , to pro-

fessional men daily (entrance from the Nyhavn).
The 0stergade and beyond it the Vimmelskaft lead from the

Kongens Nytorv to the Gammel og Nytorv ('old and new market').

In the corner to the 1. is the Town-Hall (PL 31) , erected in 1815,
with a portico ; in the tympanum are the words with which the

Jutland Code of 1240 begins : 'Afed Lov skal man Land hygge

('with law one must establish the land').

Turning hence again to the r. . the traveller passes a fountain

erected by Christian IV. , and soon reaches the Prot. *Fruekirke
('Church of Our Lady', PL 21), the metropolitan church of the

Danish dominions , a simple but impressive structure in the early

Renaissance style , replacing one which was destroyed by the bom-
bardment in 1807. On the r. and 1. of the entrance are statues of

Moses and David. The tympanum contains a group of John the

Baptist preaching in the wilderness, in terracotta; over the entrance
door, Christ's Entry into Jerusalem in stucco, both by Thorvaldsen.

Interior (open daily 9—11). The sole ornament of the interior
consists of the exquisite *mai'ble groups designed and partially executed
by Thorvaldsen: a Risen Christ and the Twelve Apostles, over life-size;
a Kneeling Angel of striking beauty, with a shell as a font; over the
altar and in the two chapels, reliefs of the Bearing of the Cross , Baptism,
and Last Supper; above the alms-basins the Guardian Angel and Charity.
St. Paul , with the sword, entirely executed bv the great master himself,
is probably the finest of the apostles ; SS. Johii, James, Matthew, and the
pensive Thomas are the next in point of excellence. All these plastic works
form a cycle of Scripture history, commencing with .John the Baptist,
and terminating with the Risen Saviour,
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The tower commands a view similar to that from the Bound Tower
(p. 135).

Opposite the church is the University (PI. 41), founded in

1479 (burned down in 1807), and attended by 1000 students, more
than half of whom study theology. In the vestibule , by the en-

trance, Apollo and Minerva in marble ; above, frescoes by Hansen.

Next door is the University Library (300,000 vols.) and the exten-

sive and valuable Natural History Museum (PL 27) , containing a

separate department for whales. Entrance in the Krystalgade (Sund.

and Wed. 12—2).
Between the university and the Fruekirke are monuments to

the naturalist Schouw (d. 1852) and the organist Weyse (d. 1842).

The Raadhuus-Strffide leads from the Fruekirke and the Gammel
og Nytorv towards the S.W. to the Christiansborg Palace (PI. E,

F, 5, 6), situated on an island, which was fortified by Bishop Axel

(p. 129) in 1168. On the site of the ancient Axelhuus, which had

been frequently restored and altered. Christian VI. caused a magni-
ficent palace to be erected in 1732—40, but that building was
burned down in 1794. The present palace , designed by Hansen,
and completed in 1828, is a spacious and lofty edifice, which with

its numerous offices and dependencies of itself forms a small

quarter of the city. The handsome fa(;ade towards the Slots-Plads is

adorned with several sculptures by Thorvaldsen. Above are four

reliefs : Minerva and Prometheus , Hercules and Hebe
, Jupiter and

Nemesis, jEsculapius and Hygeia. The niches adjoining the portal

contain four large allegorical figures in bronze, of Wisdom , Power,

Justice , and Health , by Bissen. The castellan Zeltner lives at

Toihuusgade 16 , near the Prindsensbro. The finest apartments in

the interior are the spacious Hall of the Knights , the Chamber of

the Council of 45tate , which contains a copy of Thorvaldsen s '"Pro-

cession of Alexander (at the Villa Sommariva on the Lake of Como),
and the Throne Room. The caryatides on each side of the throne

are by Thorvaldsen; the walls are embellished with four scenes

from Danish history by Eckersbery. The palace also contains the

halls in which the L'pper and Lower Chamber assemble, the picture

gallery, the court chapel, the i?oj/aZ Li6rarj/ (500,000 vols. , com-
prising many valuable works on Scandinavia), etc.

The Royal Picture Gallery (or Kongelige Maleri-Samliny) is on
the upper floor of the palace. Entrance by the chief portal in the

Slotsplads , then ascend the stair to the 1. (Admission see p. 129.

Catalogue in Danish i^j-i, in French 3 m.)
Towards the Court- Ja/d. I. Room. 20. «£/««««, Joseph and Potiphar;

64. Salv. Rosa, The prophet Jonah. II. Room. 255. Jordaens , Hercules;
F. Bol, The women at the tomb of the Saviour. III. Room. 382. iJ?/6eji*-,

Solomon's .Judgment. From the 2nd Room the visitor enters the nine
rooms facing the Slots-Plads. Passing through the two rooms to the r.,

he will reach the last of the suite , which according to the present plan
may be termed the — 1st Room. 304 , 305. Mierevelt , Man and woman

;

115. Bloemart, Niobe sheltering her children from the arrows of Apollo
and Diana-, 178. Everdingen, Waterfall. — 2nd Room. 388. Buisdael, Torrent;

9*
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2'59 Bonthorst Effect of light; 430. Jav Steev, Miser; 419. Slingeland, Young

Dutchwoman with parrot. - Srd Room (t^at by which the suite has been

entered) 215. Van der Heist, Portrait of a man; 306. Mterevelt , Portrait

of a man- 249. Uw/smn, Flower piece; 443. Teniers, Temptation of St. An-

tony. - 4th Room." 167. Van Dyclc, Portrait of a lady
; ^9. TTeente, Game;

366 Paul Pottei-\i School, Cows at milking time; 405. Sckalcken, Holy

Family 490 Weenix, Game. — 5th Room. 123. F. Bol, Dutch lady; 166.

Van Dyck, Holy Family; 296. Mieris , The order; 160. GZ)o«j Physician

and ladv; 370. Rembrandt, Christ at Emmaus; 124. F. Bol ,
Admiral de

Ruyter-"297 298. Mierix the Elder, Portraits of men; 383. Rj/bens, Portrait

of the Abbot Irselius ; 384, 385. RiibenK, Portraits of Francis I. of Tuscany

and his Duchess; 418. Slingeland, Family picture. — 6th Room, dil, 612.

Rembrandt, Portraits. — 7th Room. Cranach the Elder, 146. Luther, 14|.

Catharine Bora, dx. ; 406. Srhalcken , Dutchwoman sealing a letter; 454.

Rembrandt's School, Portrait of a woman. — 8th Room. 79. Lnini, St. Ca-

tharine • 60. After Raphael , Adoration of the Magi ; 51. Moretto, Portrait

;

34. Garofalo, Adoration of the Magi; 14. Caravaggio , Gamblers. Beyond

the 8th Room is a dark corridor, from which the visitor turns to the r.

into the — 9th Room. 35. Luca Giordano, Cain slaying Abel. — The other

Sir Rooms contain modern pictures by Dani!<h Masters, the collection being

annually extended by purchase: 541, 542. Carstens , Bacchus giving wine

to Cupid, and Fingal fighting with Loda; 564. Exner, The difficult choice;

565. Exner, Grandmother greeting her convalescent granddaughter; 577.

Gvrlitt, View of Skanderborg; 578. Gurlilt , Scene in Jutland ; 594—597,
602—604. Portraits by Jens Jtiel; 618. Kobke , Coast of Capri; 624. Lund,

Battle of Fridericia; 641. Marstrand , The visit; 643, 644. Melby , Sea

pieces; 687, 688. -Sonne, Battle of Dybbol in 1848, and that of Idsted in

1850.

A wing of the Christians'borg contains the Royal Stables. The

Palace Chapel is on the N. side. The Arsenal is open to the puhlic

on Wednesdays, 1—3 o'clock.

On the N.W. side of the palace rises the **Thorvaldsen Museum
(PI. 40), a somewhat gloomy edifice erected in 1839—48 in the

style of the Pompeian and Etruscan tombs. Over the pediment of

the fagade is a goddess of victory in a quadriga, in bronze, designed

by Thorvaldsen and executed by Bissen. The other three sides of

the building are adorned with a series of scenes in plaster, re-

presenting the reception of the illustrious master at Copenhagen on

his return after an absence of eighteen years
,
bringing with him a

number of works destined for the Museum. The inner quadrangle

contains Thorvaldsen's tomb (d. 1844). Visitors (adm. see p. 129)

usually enter by the small door opposite the palace.

Besides Thorvaldsen's Works (copies and photographs, see p. 128) the

Museum contains his collections of ancient and modern objects of art, all

bequeathed by him to his native city. The whole of the master's own
works, which are the most interesting part of the collection, are repre-

sented here, both by the original models and designs and by excellent

copies, some of them in marble (by himself or his pupils), others
"-

plaster.
Vestibule (entered from the corridor), r. 128. Elector Maximilian I.

of Bavaria, a model of the monument at Munich; 1. 123. Poniatowsky, de-

signed for Warsaw (two colossal eque.strian figures); 142—45. Monument
of Pius VII. at Rome; 135. Schiller, Mayence; 113. Copernicus, Wansaw;
253. Marble bust of Horace Vernet. — Corridor. On the 1. and r. of

the entrance from the vestibule: 55, 56. Caryatides from the Christians-

borg; 1. 119. Dying lion, protecting the French fleur de lys, Lucerne; r.

122. Lion reposing; continuing to the r. , 575—578. The Four Evangelists,

reliefs in marble; 59—70. Preaching of John the Baptist in the tympanum
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of the Fniekirke. In returning through the corridor, the visitor should
observe the artistic tomb reliefs on the pillars between the windows. —
Cabinets. Isl. 40, 42. Ganymede. — 2nd. 27. Cupid and Psyche; 426.
Ages of love; 430. Cupid awakens Psyche; 585, 587. Genii, reliefs. — 3rd.
29. Tlie Graces and Cupid; 340. Dance of the Muses on Helicon, relief;

371, 396, 397, 375, 393. Five reliefs, Cupid in diflerent attitudes. — ith.

11. Venus with the apple of Paris; 414, 410, 412. Winter, Summer, and
Autumn, reliefs. — 5th. 51. Jason with the golden fleece; 489, 492, 493, 495.
Scenes from the life of Achilles. — 6th. 38. Hebe; 321—324. Hercules and
Hebe , iEsculapius and Hygeia , Minerva and Prometheus , Nemesis and
Jupiter, reliefs. — 7lh. 6. Mars and Cupid; 499, 501. Scenes from the
Iliad. — 8th. 46. Hope; 367, 368. Day and Night, a relief. — Sth. 8.

Vulcan ; 497. Athene awards the arms of Achilles to Ulysses, a relief. —
lUth. 4. Mercury as the slayer of the Argus ; 352, 354, 407, 416. Groups
of Pan, satyrs, and Cupid. — 11th. 166. Countess Ostermann; 171. Prin-
cess Bariatinski; 461.

Cupid and Hymen

;

618 a. Death of the
Baroness Schubert.—
12th. 124. Equestrian
statue of Prince
Poniatowsky ; 207.

Count Bernstorft', 234.

Prince Metternich,
272. Count Somma-
riva, busts in mar-
ble. — The Christ
Saloon (the 'cella')

contains the models of
the sculptures in the
Fruekirke (p. 130).
— The corridor is

next traversed. The
model of the Proces-
sion of Alexander
serves as a frieze.

On the pillars be-
tween the windows
are tasteful reliefs

;

1. 252. Apotheosis of
Napoleon , a bust in

marble; 233. Lewis I.

ofBavaria;255.V\'al-
ter Scott. — Cabi-
nets. 13th. 121. Lion
reposing; 130. 131.

Lord Byron, and a
relief; 343. Cupid listening to the singing of Erato; 365. The three Fates,
a relief. — Ulh. 44. Ganymede with the eagle of Jupiter; 389. Cupid on
the lion; 391, 417, 424. Groups of Cupid, reliefs; 484. Hylas carried ofl' by
Nymphs. — 15th. 155. Prince W^ladimir Potocky; 359. Victory noting a
heroic exploit on her shield; 514. Alexander the Great induced by Thais
to set fire to the Temple of Persepolis. — 16th. 22. Cupid triumphant;
377—80. Four reliefs , Cupid as ruler of the elements ; 395, 454. Groups of
Cupid. — mil. 53. Adonis; 480. Nessus embracing Dejaneira, a relief. —
18th. 31. The three Graces with the arrow of Cupid. — i9th. 176. Shepherd-
boy; 482. Hylas carried off by Nymphs, a relief; 638—41. The four ages
and seasons. — 20th. 162 A. Thorvaldsen, a statue in marble; 232. Lewis I.

of Bavaria. — 21st. 150. Conradin, the last of the Hohenstaufen (from the
original tomb at Naples). — On the staircase leading to the Upper Floor,
Hercules, from the portal of the Christiansborg (p. 131). Then in the upper
Corridor to the 1.: 508. Alexander's entry into Babylon, reduced, with
variations; 509. Variation of tUe central piece. Then along the side of

XI. 32.

X.31.
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the corridor a number of models and casts. Cabinets 22nd—32nd con-

tain Tliorvaldsen's picture gallery, comprising works by Overheck , W.
Schadow, Leap. Robert, Riclifer, Horace Vernet , &c. Then several statues

by Thorvaldsen. In the 24th a triumphant Cupid, in the 25th Georgina

Russell, 'la fanciulla', in the 26th a dancing girl, in the 27th Cupid
playing the lyre, in the 29lh Cupid with the bow, in the 31st Psyche.

The 32nd contains a selection of engravings and drawings from Thor-

valdsen's valuable collection. 33rd. Sketches and designs by Thor-

valdsen. 34th. 649. Marble chimney-piece after Thorvaldsen, relief

sketches and designs. The 36—40th contain Thorvaldsen's collection of

antiquities , the 41st his library, the 42nd his unfinished works , his fur-

niture, and his bust by Bissen.

On the Frederikholms-Canal, to the S.W. of the Christiansborg,

beyond the bridges, is situated the Prindsens-Palais (PI. 29), once

an occasional residence of the Danish crown-princes , and now con-

taining several interesting collections.

1. The * Museum of Northern Antiquities (^^Nordiske Old-

sager ; admission, see p. 129) is the finest of its kind in exi-

stence , and invaluable to the historian of early civilisation , espe-

cially in Scandinavia. The objects it contains, 40,000 in num-
ber, consist of weapons, tools, implements, domestic utensils,

hunting gear , wooden coffins , cinerary urns , musical instruments,

trinkets . Runic inscriptions ,
ecclesiastical vessels , armour , tomb-

stones , etc. , all admirably arranged in chronological order. There

are five leading departments. 1st. The Flint Period (Rooms 1—3

;

down to B. C. 1500); 2nd. The Bronze Period (Rooms 4 and 5;

down to A. D. 250); 3rd. The Iron Period (Rooms 6—9); 4th.

Mediaeval Christinn Period (Rooms 10—15; from about 1030 to

1536); 5th. Modern Period (Rooms 16—19; down to about 1660).

The two last departments are on the first floor. Interesting catalogue

in French 31/0 m- On the second floor is the antiquarian-topo-

graphical museum, open on Tuesd. , Thursd. , and Sat., 12—

2

o'clock.

2. The * Ethnographical Museum (admission, see p. 129),

which is also one of the most extensive in Europe, occupies

35 rooms. The two chief departments are: 1st. Ancient Times,

comprising European antiquities (except those of the North), Asiatic,

African , and American ; 2nd. Modern Times , comprising objects

from primitive or barbarous non-European nations , illustrative of

their arts of war and peace (Greenland and E. India are particularly

well represented). Danish catalogue 2 m.
3. The Royal Collection of Antiquities (admission, see p. 129)

contains Egyptian, Assyrian, Phcenician , Etruscan, Greek, and
Roman antiquities, of no great value.

4. The Royal Collection of Coins and Medals (admission, see

p. 129) contains 30,000 specimens in five sections: 1st, Greek;
2nd, Roman and Byzantine ; 3rd, Mediaeval ; 4th, Modern ; 5th,

Oriental.

5. The Royal Collection of Engravings (admission, see p. 129)
consists of upwards of HO, 000 plates.
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On the quay, on the E. side of the Christiansborg , is situated

the Exchange (PI. 4), erected in 1G15 in" a degraded style , with a

tower 150 ft. in height, the summit of which consists of four dra-

gons with entwined tails. The hall is to be embellished with paint-

ings from the history of Denmark; opposite the entrance is the

statue of Christian IV. in bronze, by Thorvaldsen. Tht lower part

of the building is occupied with shops . offices . etc. Business hour
1. 30 to 2. 30 daily.

The Knipjjelsbro at the back of the Exchange crosses the harbour

to the Christianshavn quarter (p. 129) , where the singular tower of

Vor Frelsers Kirke {Church of Our Redeemer., PI. 20), erected in

1749, rises conspicuously (286 ft. in height). A winding stair on
the exterior ascends to the summit , which is crowned with a figure

of the Redeemer. Extensive *view. Graver (sacristan), Dronning-
ensgade 67; fee 6 m. for 1—4 pers.

Opposite the Exchange , beyond a branch of the harbour , rises

the HoIrnens-Kirke (PI. 15), erected at the beginning of the 17th

cent, and receirtly restored, containing the tombs of several Danish
naval heroes (Niels Juel, d. 1687; Peter Tordenskjold , d. 1720,
etc.).

At the W. end o-f the Gothersgade , which diverges from the

Kongens Nytorv , is situated the handsome Rosenborg (PI. 32) , a

handsome royal palace with three towers, erected in 1604, partly in

the Gothic, and pa'ftly in the Renaissance style. The interior, re-

sembling the 'Green Vault' at Dresden, is worthy of inspection. It

contains a great number of valuable curiosities, jewels, weapons,
ivory carving, furniture, &c. (6—12 pers. 3 Rdlr. ; application must
be made on the previous day ; entrance from the Osterwall).

The palace is enclosed by moats, and is bounded on the E. by the

Rosenborg-Have-^ a pleasant park , and on the 8. by the Esplanade.
On the Osterwall, opposite the Rosenborg, rises the new Observatory.

Beyond the ramparts is the extensive Hospital.

A short distance from the Rosenborg, at the corner of the Lande-
mserke and the Store Kjobmagergade, is situated the Church of the

Trinity (PI. 33), with its *"Round Tower 116 ft. in height, which
commands an admirable survey of the city and environs. The tower
is ascended by means of a broad and winding causeway. (Visitors

knock at the door; fee 2 m.)
The Aristocratic Quarter of Copenhagen lies to the N.E.

of the Kongens Nytorv, and consists of the Norges-Oade or Brede-
Oade, the St. Annae Plads , and the Amalie-Gade. At No. 15
Norges-Gade (to the r. in the court) is the Picture Gallery of Count
Moltke, consisting of 500 works by Dutch and German masters of

the 17th and 18th cent. At No. 46 in the same street is an An-
thropological Museum, open in summer on Sat., 9— 11 o'clock. The
St. Annae Plads is adorned with a bronze statue of the Danish poet

Oehlenschldger. The Amalie-Gade is broken by the octagonal
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Frederiks-Plads , which is embellished with an equestrian Mon-
ument of Frederick V. (d. 1766) in bronze ,

erected in 1771 by the

Asiatic Trading Company. The four buildings enclosing the Plads

are the Amalienborg (PI. 1), which is now the principal residence

of the reigning monarch Christian IX. , and the residences of the

Queen Dowager, the Crown Prince, and the minister of the exterior.

Travellers who have the misfortune to be overtaken by illness may
obtain private apartments and good medical advice on reasonable

terms at the Frederiks-Hospital in the Amalien-Gade.
The Nyboder ('new buildings'), a series of parallel streets of

one-storeyed houses erected at the beginning of the 17th cent, under

Christian IV. , to whom the city is also indebted for various other

buildings, and extended during the last century, are inhabited

chiefly by sea-faring men and their families.

Walks. Besides the Rosenborg Garden (p. 135), the 'Gron-

ingen' esplanade (PI. G, 2, 3) between the citadel and the town,

and its continuation towards the N., termed the "^Xange Linie (PI.

1, 2), alford a pleasant promenade, with a view of the sea. A little

farther to the N. are the bathing-places and a large Blind Asylum.
— Near the Vester Port is the so-called Philosopher's Walk (PI. D,

E, 6), laid out on the old ramparts of the city.

the ^Environs, as well as the entire N.E. part of Zealand, are

very attractive. The rich corn-flelds, green pastures, andflne beech-

forests , contrasting with the blue-green water of the Sound , are

enlivened with numerous chateaux , country-houses , and villages.

A few of the finest excursions are here mentioned.
The Frederiksberg, a royal palace 1^2 M. to the W. of the

town, may be reached by tramway or by omnibus. Outside the

Vester Port, at the entrance to the Tivoli (p. 128), rises the Fri/teds-

Stotten, or Column of Liberty (PI. 8), an obelisk of reddish granite

erected in 1778 to commemorate the final abolition of serfdom. On
the 1., farther on, is the new Industrial Hall. The road then leads

through the Frederiksberg-A llee, with its numerous pleasure-gardens.

At the entrance to the Frederiksberg-Have , or palace garden , rises

a Statue of Frederick VI. (d. 1839) by Bissen. The palace, erected

in the Italian style under Frederick IV. (d. 1730), lies conspicuously

on an eminence. The chief attraction is the view from the platform.

Adjoining the palace on the S. is the beautiful shady park of Sijn-

dermarken, containing the large basin whence Copenhagen is sup-
plied with water. In the vicinity is the Zoological Garden.

Eoskilde, 17 M. farther to the W., see p. 125.

To the N. of the city, 2 M. from the Oster-Port, is the royal

chateau of Charlottenlund
, generally occupied by the crown-prince

in summer, situated in a beautiful park, ^/i M. from Slukefter, the
terminus of the tramway. A fine avenue leads from Charlottenlund
to the N.W. to (11/2 M.) the chateau of Bernstorff, the autumn
residence of the royal family, also situated in a park, and the hamlet
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of Jdgershorg (Inn). The railway stations Gjentofte and Lyngby
mentioned below are respectively ^/^ M. and i^jo M. distant.

A very favourite excursion is to the *Dyrehave, or deer-park, a

beautiful forest of oaks and beeches. At the entrance, 3 M. to the

N. of Charlottenlund, is the Bellevue-Hotel , the landing-place of

the steamers from Copenhagen (p. 128). In the vicinity is the

water-cure and sea-bathing establishment of Klampenborg (railway

p. 128 ; omnibus to Taarbfek, p. 128), which attracts numerous visitors

in summer (*Hotel and restaurant , commanding a line view). The
numerous villas of Taarhak and Ny-Taarbak, farther on, are chiefly

let as summer quarters. On a height , a little inland , stands the

Eremitage , a shooting lodge , near which groups of stags and deer

are frequently observed. The Dyrhnves Bakken (' deerpark hill'), on

the S. side of the park, is a favourite resort of the lower classes in

summer. The costumes of the peasant women are often very be-

coming. Near the spring termed the Kirsten-PUls Kilde are grouped

numerous booths and popular shows of all kinds , which with the

beautiful neighbouring woods afford a pleasant picture of humble
life 'al fresco'.

The Railway to Helsingor (in 2 hrs. ; fares 1 Rd. 32, 1 Rd.,

or 72 |. ; steamboat see p. 128) affords the traveller a good oppor-

tunity of visiting several points farther inland. Stations Hellerup,

junction for Klampenborg; Gjentofte (chateau of Bernstorff, see

above); Lyngby, near which are the chateaux of Sorgenfri, with

beautiful rose-garden, and Frederiksdal ; Holte, also with pleasant

environs, comprising the Dronninggaard on the Fuur-Se ; Bir-

kereid, Lillered.

At Stat. Hillerod (Rnsmussens Inn) , the principal town in the

district of FreUeriksborg , is situated the handsome palace of Fre-

deriksborg, the summer residence of the king, re-erected after a

fire in 1859. The palace church, in which the Danish kings were
once crowned, is worthy of a visit. The palace lies in the middle of

a small lake, surrounded by beautiful oak and beech woods, termed

the Indelukket, through which a road leads to the N.W. to the

(41/.2 M.) Fredensborg, another favourite summer seat of the royal

family, near the picturesque Esrom-Se'. This chateau was built in

1720 in commemoration of the peace ('Freden') which had shortly

before been concluded between Denmark and .Sweden. The village

of Fredensborg (*Jansen's Restaurant) is also a railway-station.

Next stations Kvistgaard and Helsingor (see below). The railway-

station (refreshment-room) is on the E. side of the town.
The *Steamboat Journey to Helsingor (in l^j-i hrs.; see

p. 128) is preferable to the railway route, as it affords a view of

the picturesque coast of Zealand. The vessel touches at Bellevue

(see above), Taarbcek (see above), Skodsborg, and Vedbak; then,

leaving the Swedish island for Hveen to the r., at Rungsied and
Humlebek,
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Helsingor, or Elsinore (*H6tel Oresund ,• Hotel du Nord) , a

small and very ancient commercial town with 8500 inhab., lies on

the Sound at its narrowest part, which separates Zealand from the

Swedish province of Skaane. The Gothic Raadhuus in the prin-

cipal street was restored in 1855.

The *Kronborg, a picturesque fortress rising conspicuously

on the N.p]. side of the town, was constructed in 1577—85, and
surrounded with ramparts and broad moats. After the fall of the

Hanseatic League the Danish government assumed a right to levy

toll here on all vessels passing through the Sound, but in 1857
agreed to a commutation of the obnoxious Sound dues for a payment
of 31/2 niillion pounds sterling by the commercial nations chiefly

interested. The Danish batteries were moreover unable without

cooperation from the Swedish side, effectually to prevent the passage

of vessels , as was proved on two different occasions by the English

fleet. The Flag Battery, where the Dannebrog, or national banner,

is planted (open to the public; turn to the 1. on entering the fortress

by the W. gate"), <ommands a beautiful view of the Sound, the

island of Ilveen ,
and the promontory of Kullen (see below). This

battery is said to be the 'platform of the castle of Elsinore' where
the ghost appeared to Hamlet. The Kronborg is also the scene of

other interesting legends connected with Denmark. Thus the tutel-

ary genius of the country , Holger Danske , who is familiar to the

reader of Andersen's fables , is said to repose beneath the castle,

ready to arise when Denmark is in danger. The pulpit and choir-

stalls in the castle chapel were carved by German masters. Two
rooms contain a few pictures by Danish masters. The flat roof of

the S.W. tower commands the most extensive inland view (castellan

in the court to the 1. ; fee for a party 1 lid.).

Marienlyst, a sea-bathing place, lies 3/^ M. to the N.W. of the

Kronborg. The chateau of that name , situated on a hill , is now a

'Curhaus'. A small column near it, without inscription , is said to

mark Hamlet's grave (reached through the Curhaus, fee 2 m.).

Nearer the beach is the Badehotel.

Pleasant walk hence along the wooded coast to (41/2 M.) Helle-

bsek, another sea-bathing place. On the Swedish coast opposite the

red chateau of Sophienro and the coal mines of Hoganas (see below)
are conspicuous.

Swedis/t Coast. Opposite the Kronborg lies the small town of
Helsingborg (*Hotel de Mollberg), an uninteresting seaport with 7000 in-

hab. — The baths of Ramlosa, used as a remedy for gout and rheuma-
tism, are situated 5 M. S'. of Helsingborg.

The pleasantest excursion from Helsingborg is to the Kullen , a con-
spicuous promontory about 14 M. to the N. with a lighthouse at its extrem-
ity (carr. to Kttllagaard , 3 M. from the lighthouse , about 12 Dan. or 24
Swed. dollars). The road passes the coal-mines of Hoganas.

The traveller may now return to Copenhagen via Malmti on the
Swedish coast.

Railway in 2 hrs. by Billeberga (junction for the fortified seaport
Laiulskrona) to Eslof, the junction of the Helsingborg, Stockholm, Ystadt,
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and Malmo lines. Thence to Malmo in 1 hr. Stat. Lund, witb 10,000 in-

liab. , an ancient episcopal see with a celebrated cathedral in the Roman-
esque style, possesses a university founded in 1666, where the poet EsciUi.t

Tegn(r (d. 1846) was a professor. A monument was erected to him in

1853.

Halmo (*Kramer's Hotel, a German house ; Ousluf Adolf; Svea Hotel)

is a busy seaport with 21,000 inhab. The station is near the harbour.
Steamboats to Copenhagen several times daily, see p. 128.

23. From Hamburg to Berlin.

Railtcav in 6—8 hrs. ; express fares 10, 7 Thlr.; ordinary 7 Thlr. 15,

5 Thlr. 20, 4 Thlr. 5 Sgr.

Custom-house formalities at the Hamburg station. Stat. Berge-

dorf , where peasant-women wearing a peculiar and picturesque

costume oflfer fruit and flowers for sale, belongs to Hamburg. Rein-

beck and Friedrichsruh, in the Sachsenwald with its fine beeches,

are favourite resorts of the Hamburgers. At Schwarzenbeckihev/ood
is quitted. At stat. Btichen the line to Liibeck diverges. Several

chateaux and parks with deer are passed. Stations Boitzenburg

,

Brahlsdorf. Pritzier, and Hagenow (junction for Schwerin and Ro-
stock, R. 20).

Stat. Ludwigslust (*H6lel de Weimar) is an occasional residence

of the Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin. The chateau contains some
good Dutch pictures and a collection of Sclavonic antiquities. Ex-
tensive grounds. The Russian chapel contains the tomb of the

Grand Duchess Helena, a Russian princess (d. liS03). At Wobbelin

on the road to Schwerin, 5. M. to the N. , is the grave of the poet

llieodore Korner , who feU in battle in 1813 at Gadebusch, near

Schwerin.

At stat. Wittenberge (*Rail. Restaurant) on the Elbe , the

Magdeburg line Qi. 223) diverges. Stat. Wilsnack possesses the

most ancient cljurch in this district. Stations GLiJven, Zernitz (sta-

tion for Kyritz and Wittstock^, Neustadt (where the Dosse is cross-

ed). Stat. Friesack is 9 M. from Fehrbellin (E.), where the Great

Elector of Brandenburg with 5000 cavalry defeated 11,000 Svpedes

in 1675. Stations Paulinenaue, Nauen, Seegefeld.

At stat. Spandau (Adler), a strongly fortified town, with 17,386
inhab. , the Havel is crossed , near its union with the Spree. The
Church of St. Nicholas , a fine edifice of the 16th cent. , contains

some remarkable monuments and a very ancient metal font. Near
the park of Charlottenburg the line crosses the Spree.

Berlin, see p. 1.

24. From Berlin to Stettin.

Ruilwav in 23|4—3i|o hrs.; express fares 4 Thlr. 15, 3 Thlr. 10 Sgr.;
ordinary 4, 3, 2 Thlr.

Shortly after leaving Berlin
, the train passes Bernau , a small

town which was gallantly defended by its inhabitants against the

Hussites in 1432. Armoxir said to have been captured on that occa-
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sion is shown at the Rathhaus. Stat. Biesenthal; then Neustadt-
Eberswalde (*Rail. Restaurant), a busy town on the Finow Canal,

the seat of the Prussian Foresters' Academy.
Branch Railioatj to Wriezen (in 50 min. ; 27, 20, 13 Sgr.). Stat.

Falkenberg ; then Freyenwalde (Post; Alexaiidrineiibad), a small watering-
place in the prettiest part of the Province of Brandenburg. Stat. Wriezen
is a small town on the Alle Oder.

Beyond Neustadt the Finow Canal is crossed. To the r. the
picturesquely situated old monastery of Chorin , now a farm , soon
becomes visible. The fine early Gothic abbey-church is now in a
ruinous condition. Near Angermiinde, an ancient town with a lofty

church , the line skirts the Paarsteiner See. The line to Stralsund
diverges here (R. 25).

Schwedt on the Oder, 12 M. to the E. of Angermiinde, was once the
seat of the Margraves of Brandenburg-Schwedt , descendants of the 'Great
Elector", who became extinct in 1788.

The line traverses the valleys of the Randow and WeUe , and
intersects extensive and well-cultivated fields of beet , from which
sugar is manufactured. Views of the large Daimn'sche See are occa-

sionally obtained to the r.

Stettin. Hotels. *H6tei, de Pklsse, Louiscn-Str. ; Hotel du Nord,
*Dkei Kuonen, and Deutsches Hals, in the Breite-Str. ; at all these,
E.. 20, D. 20, B. 7'|2 Sgr. ; Wolu's Hotel, near the station ; Fukst Bluchei:,
Grosse Wollweber-Str. ; Zwei Goldne Ankek; Hotel de Russie. — Restau-
rants. Hocven (formerlv Truchot), under the Hiitel de Prusse; *Herbi)ig,
Beifschlager-Str. 18, 19; Tessendor/, Kl. Dom-Str. 10; Grand Restaurant,
Schuh-Str. 12.— Beer. Ziim Itiftdichten Schneider, Breite-Str. 39; Leichsenring,
Gr. Dom-Str. 13; Spielvogel, Kl. Dom-Str. 21; Lotiisengarten, belonging to
the Hotel de Prusse. — Jenny, confectioner, with garden, Kleine Dom-Str. —
Baths. Moritz (river, Russian, and other baths) and Pioneer Swimming
Bath on the r. bank of the Oder. — Cab for 1—2 pers. 5, 3—4 pers.

^^2 Sgr.

Stettin, a fortress of the first class, and the capital of the Pro-
vince of Pomerania, with 76,149 inhab. and a garrison of 6000 sol-

diers, originally belonged to the Dukes of Pomerania, who became
extinct in 1637, then to Sweden from 1648 to 1720, and has sub-

sequently been Prussian. It is a commercial and manufacturing
town of great importance , situated on the 1. bank of the Oder, and
connected with the suburb of Lastadie (i. e. 'wharf") by four

bridges.

The Quay, extending from the station to the steamboat-pier, is

the scene of brisk traffic , the water being sufficiently deep (16 ft.)

for vessels of considerable size. Stettin possesses 200 sea-going craft.

The chief exports are corn, wood, and spirit, valued at 6,000,000 I.

annually; the imports (averaging 7,000,000 i. per annum) are

petroleum, train-oil, French wines, and herrings. Since the

abolition of the Sound dues (p. 138) the trade of the place has

been nearly doubled.

The town contains little to interest the traveller. The modern
Neustadt possesses a number of handsome buildings , among which
is the Hauptwache (PI. 2). The terrace above the railway station
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commands a fine view. The Turnhalle (PI. 13) contains a small

collection of Modern Pictures, open to the public on Sund. 11—12,

and at other times by payment of a fee.

The conspicuons old Schloss (PI. 9), erected in 1575, once tlie

seat of the Dukes of Pomerania , is now occupied by courts of

judicature and government-offices. The church contains the burial-

vault of the dukes. The painting over the altar represents Duke
Bogislaw X. entering Venice on his return from the Holy Land in

1497. The grotesque face of the clock in the tower of the S. wing
turns its eyes at each stroke of the pendulum. The tower commands
the finest view of the town and environs.

The Toivn Hall (PL 8) contains a collection of Russian medals
dating from the time of Catharine IL (1729) and Maria Feodorowna
(1759), wife of the Emp. Paul, both of whom were born at Stettin.

Their fathers (Princes of Auhalt and of Wurtemberg respectively)

were Prussian governors of the town. The new Exchange (PL 1 ;

open 12y.)—2) is opposite the town-hall.

The Konigs-Platz is adorned with a fine marble *Statue of Fre-

derick the Great (PL 10) by Schadow, erected in 1793. In front of

the new Theatre, also situated in this Platz , stands the marble
Statue of Frederick William III. (PL 11), by Drake.

The Church of St. James (PL 3) is an important-looking struc-

ture on an eminence in the centre of the town. The oldest part

dates from the 13th cent. , and the whole was remodelled after the

siege of 1677. — St. Peter and St. Paul (PL 5) , the most ancient

church in Pomerania, was founded in 1124, and after various vicis-

situdes restored in 1816. The modern stained glass was presented
by Frederick W411iam IV. and William I.

The Logengarten, 1 M. beyond the Konigsthor, a fashionable

promenade in the afternoon, commands a pleasant view.
Steamboats to Copenhagen.! s^e p. 126). To London, Hull, and Leiih

several times a month, the voyage in each case occupying 4—5 days.
To Swinemunde a steamer daily in summer at 12. 30, in 4 hrs (fares

1 Thlr. 15 Sgr. , 1 Thlr.), a pleasant trip. Immediately after starting,

Frriuendorf, a place of popular resort, is visible among the trees on the 1.

The boat next passes the Damm'sche See , enters the broader Pax>enwasser,

and then the Slettiner Haff, 2 hrs. from Stettin, a fresh-water basin 75 M.
in circumference, divided into the Orosae and Kleine Haff, from which the
Oder empties itself into the Baltic by means of three channels, the Peene,

Swine , and Dievenow , thus forming the two large islands of Usedom. and
WoUin. The steamboat enters the Swine. To the r. rise the wooded
Lebbiner Sandberge; on the 1., farther on, is the Friedrichsthaler Fomt,
which extends as far as Swinemunde.

Swinemunde (Hotel de Prusse; Hotel de V Europe-, Drei Kronen), the
capital of the two islands, with 7000 inhab., situated in Usedom,
l')2 M. above the mouth of the Swine, was founded in 1740, and is

now the seaport for the heavier vessels trading with Stettin. At the
mouth of the Swine, which is protected by fortifications , are two massive
breakwaters

, ^^ M. in length , forming the entrance to the harbour. On
the E. bank are new docks and a lighthouse 210 ft. in height , command-
ing an extensive view. Swinemunde is also a sea-bathing place. The
beach, 1 M. to the N. of the town, is reached by a shady road through
the Plantage, passing the *Wilfielmsbad.
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The road to Heringsdorf ,
4i|2 M. from Swinemunde {one-horse carr.

1 Thlr.) passes the fishing village of Ahlbeck (Inn), a small sea-bathing

place.
Heringsdorf (LindemmiTi's Hotel; *GesellschafUhaus; lodgings generally

full in the season), charmingly situated in the midst of beech woods, is a
favourite sea-bathing place (2000 visitors annually). Fine y\&vr from the

Kulm. The beach and the vi^ooded heights near it afford pleasant vi'alks.

Extensive prospect from the Streckelberg (164 ft.), 7 M. to the N.W., near
which is Koserow (*Karstadrs Inn).

Vinetci , the traditional fortress and prosperous capital of the Wend
settlers on the coast of the Baltic, is said to have been situated at the

base of the Streckelberg, until at a very remote period it was overwhelmed
by the sea. The imaginative may still distinguish its vast towers and
palaces far beneath the surface of the water.

From Stettin to Misdroy. Steamboat to Latzig daily during the

bathing season, except Sund., at 12. 30, in 4 hrs. ; fares 1 Thlr. 5, 25 Sgr.;

from Latzig to Misdroy l'|2 M. , omnibus 2^]^ Sgr. — Steamboat route as

far as the entrance to the Swine, see above; the vessel then steers to the
N. and stops at Latzig.

Misdroy i*Devtsches Ham; *Herzberg"s Hotel; lodgings often full), very
pleasantly situated between two wooded heights on the N^.W. coast of the

island of Wollin, is a well organised bathing-place. Pretty walks near
the conspicuous new church , on the beach , to the Kaffeeberg (view) , to

the Jordansee (4 M.), &c.

To Wollin and Cammin a steamboat also runs daily from Stettin,

except Sund. — From Wollin., the ancient, but now unimportant capital of

the island, a diligence runs to Misdroy and Swinemunde.

25. From Berlin to Stralsund. Riigen.

Railway in 5>|2—6i|2 hrs. ; fares 7 Thlr., 5 Thlr. 8, 3 Thlr. 15 Sgr.

The route is the same as the preceding as far as Angermiinde

(p. 140). Next stations Greiffenberg, Wilmersdorf, Seehausen.

Freuzlau (Hotel de Prusse ; Deutsches Haus ; Schneyer's Hotel),

on the Vcker, the ancient capital of the Uckermark , with 16.000
inhab. , lies at the N. end of the L'ckersee , a lake 31/4 M. in length

and of nearly equal breadth. The Gothic Church ofSt. Mary, dating

from 1340 , is one of the finest brick structures in this district.

Handsome town-gate.

Stat. Nechlin; then 'PsLBewalk (Stuthmann's Hotel), the junction

of the lines to Stettin and to Schwerin and Hamburg [R. 20). Se-
veral small stations.

Anclam (*Traube; Bohmer). with 13,000 inhab., on the Peene,

-which is here navigable for small sea-vessels, and was formerly the

frontier between Prussia and Sweden , contains several picturesque

old houses. The tower of the Steinthor is particularly fine. The
Hohe Stein, an ancient watch-tower '2 M. from the gate, was erect-

ed to protect the town against the Counts of Schwerin. — Diligence

by the Pinnow Ferry to Swinemiinde daily.

Stat. Ziissoiv is the junction for Wolgast (reached in ^/o hr.),

a busy commercial town on the Peene, and the^ancestral seat of the

Dukes of Pomerania.
Greifswald (*Deutsches Haus; Hotel de Prusse; Hdtel du Nord)

,

a town with 17,208 inhab., possesses a university founded in 1456
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(300 students), and several picturesque gabled houses, especially

in the market. The Monument in the Universitiits-Platz commemo-
rates the 400th anniversary of the foundation of the university.

In the vicinity are salt-works of some importance. The small river

Ryck, or Hylde, connects Greifswald with the Greifswatder Bodden,

a broad arm of the Baltic, 21/4 M. distant. Near the mouth of the

river are the ruins of the Cistercian monastery of ELdena, destroyed

by the Swedes , and the buildings of an agricultural school of that

name. — Steamboat to Eiigen, see p. 145.

From Stat. MiltzouJ a diligence runs by Stahlhrode and the Gle-

witz Ferry to Garz in the island of Riigen ; see p. 145.

StT&lsvLn6i(*Go.ldner LlJwe; *Hotel de Brandehourg ; Eumischer

Kaiser; Hotel Bismarck, near the post-office), the capital of a pro-

vince of that name, and a fortress of the second class, with 26,731

iuhab., lies in a plain on the Strelasund, a strait 2 M. wide, which

separates Riigen from the mainland. The town is entirely surrounded

by water, being connected with the mainland by three bridges only.

The lofty gabled houses , the towers , and the Gothic churches of

brick resemble those of Rostock and Liibeck.

Stralsund was founded in 1209, and soon attained to such prosperity

that in the 14th cent., of the Hanseatic towns on the Baltic, it was second
in importance to Liibeck alone. The citizens adopted the reformed faith

at an early period , and were therefore on the side of Sweden during the
Thirty Years' War. In 1628, aided by Danish and Swedish vessels, they
gallantly defended tlieir town against Wallenstein, who had sworn to take
it, 'though it had been attached by chains to heaven", but was compelled
to abandon the siege after sustaining a loss of 12,000 men. By the Peace
of Westphalia in 1648 the town , together with the province of Vor-Pom-
mern and the island of Riigen was ceded to Sweden , to which , notwith-
standing its capture by the Great Elector in 1678, and by the Prussians,
Danes, and Saxons in 1715, it continued to belong down to 1815 , when it

became Prussian.

On leaving the station, the traveller passes through theTribseer

Thor and reaches the Neue Markt in a straight direction. The
Marienkirche, situated here, erected in 1416—78, is a vast brick

structure with a transept, aisles, and a series of chapels between the

flying buttresses. Two modern stained glass windows were present-

ed by Frederick William IV. The tower atfords a fine survey of the

peculiar, insulated position of Stralsund, part of the island of Rii-

gen, etc. (Sacristan at the back of the church. No. 18).

Opposite the Marienkirche, to theN., a broad street leads to the

1. to the Alte Markt, a fine mediasval Platz. The handsome Rath-

haus here, with its rich facade, was erected in 1316 , and enlarged

inthe 18th cent. The provincial museum on the upper floor contains

a collection of Northern antiquities of some value.

Beyond the Rathhaus rises the Nicolaikirche , a church resem-
bling the Marienkirche, but on a smaller scale. The high-altar, carved

in wood in the 15th cent., represents the Passion. A bronze slab to

the memory of a burgomaster of Stralsund dates from 1357. Benches
of the 16th cent. ; at the entrance to those of the Kramer, or mer-
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chants, is the polite intimation :
' Dat ken kramer ist de blief da

buten, Oder ick schla em up de Schnuten' (literally , 'He that's no

merchant stay without, or else I strike him on the snout !'). The
sacristan lives opposite the S.W. tower.

From the Alte Markt the Fdhrstrasse (see below) descends to

the Fahrthor, outside which is the steamboat quay.

A stone built into the wall , near the Frankenthor , bears a

Swedish inscription recording that Charles XII. defended the town
at the siege of 1715. In the Strelasund, to theS.E. of the Franken-
thor, is the small fortified island of Ddnholm.

In 1809, when the war between France and Austria broke out, Major
Ferdinand v. Schill, a distinguished Prussian officer of hussars, quitted Ber-

lin with his regiment without the knowledge of the king, with a view to

effect a patriotic rising against the French in N. Germany. His noble
effort was however premature and met with little response, and he and
his corps were eventually driven back to Stralsund by the Westphalian
and Dutch allies of the French. The town was taken by storm, and after

a heroic defence Schill and most of his corps were killed in the streets.

Eleven captured officers were afterwards shot at Wesel by order of Napo-
leon. The spot where Schill fell is indicated by an inscription in the
pavement of the Fahrstrasse (opposite the house A. No. 67). His head was
preserved in spirit at Leyden till 1837, when it was finally interred at

Brunswick. His body reposes in the Knei2)er Cemetenj, sj^ ji. from the
gate of that name. The gr.ave, in the N.E. angle, was originally marked
by a simple iron slab without a name, bearing the inscription, partly from
Virgil (^n. II. 557):

Magna voliiisse magnum.
Occuhuit fato : 'jacei ingens liiore truncus.,

Avolsumque capvt: tamen haud sine nomine corpus.''

A monument has since been erected to the memory of the intrepid soldier.

Steamer to Malmci in Sweden 3 times a week in 8—9 hrs. ; railway
thence by Jonkoping and Falkoping to Stockholm in lijz day.

Riigen.

Comp. Map.

Plan of Excursion. Steamboat in the afternoon to Lavterhach, walk
or drive to Pntbvs, and spend the night there. 1st Day. Drive in I'lz, or
walk in 2'|2 hrs. to the Jagd.^c/iloss; walk in ijz hr. to Binz and Aalbeck,
row or sail thence to Sassnitz in 2'|2 hrs., and walk to Stubbenkammer in

3 hrs. — 2nd Day. Walk in 2i|2, or drive in I'lz hr. to Sagard, and return
thence to Stralstind, either by steamboat via Polchow , or by carriage via
Bergen. — If the traveller have three days at his disposal, he may drive
on the second by the Schaabe to Arcona in 7 hrs. (or walk to Lohme and
row or sail thence), and return to Stralsund on the third from Breege (by
steamboat, arriving at 9 a.m.), or by Vieregge and Bergen (see p. 149).

Arcona, however, is inferior to Stubbenkammer, and should either be seen
first, or entirely omitted.

The above mode of e.xploring the island is the pleasantest, and affords
considerable variety, but a carriage may be hired for the whole excursion
at Putbus, Bergen, Polchow, or Sagard.

Putbits and Sassnitz are the most attractive places for a prolonged stay.

Carriages with two horses may be hired at Putbus, Bergen, Alte Fahre,
and Sassnitz, and at Polchow and Stubbenkammer if ordered previously.
Usual charges from Putbus: to the pier at Lauterbach 15, Friedrich-Wil-
helmsbad 20, per hour 25 Sgr. ; to the Glewitz Ferry 3 Thlr. 10, !Neuen-
camp (p. 146) 1 Thlr., Garz or Bergen 1 Thlr. 20, for each hour of wait-
ing above 2 hrs. 5 Sgr.; Jagdschloss and back in i|2 day 2'|2 Thlr.; to
Stubbenkammer and back in one day 6, or by the Jagdschloss and back
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in two days 8, or back by Bergen 9 Thlr. ; either of these three last routes
by Sassnitz 1 Thlr. more ; to Stubbcnkammer by the Jagdschloss and by
Bergen to Alte Fabre 12 Thlr.; to Arcona and back by Stubbenkammer
and the Jagdschloss in three days 13 Thlr. (tolls included in each case.

Sailing Boats. From Lauterbach to the island of Vilm , with stay,
1 Thlr., to Miinchgut 2'U Thlr.; from Aalbeck to Sassnitz 3, to Stubben-
kammer 4 Thlr. ; from bassnitz to Stubbenkammer 4 Thlr. ; from Lohme
to Arcona 3'|2 Tblr.

Diligence between Stralsund and Bergen, Slralsund and Garz, and
Stralsund and Putbus twice, between Miltzow and the same places once
daily; between Bergen and Putbus once, between Bergen and Sagard
twice daily. In summer a post-omnibus also runs between Putbus and
Sassnitz.

Steamboat from EUle/ia (Greifswald) to Lauterbach (Putbus) in summer
daily, except Sund., in 2 brs., fares 30, 20 Sgr. ; omnibus from Lauterbach
to Putbus 3 Sgr. — From Stralsund^ from 15th June to 15th Aug. daily at

2.45 p.m. (after the arrival of the Berlin express train) by Breege (arrival

at 6 p.m. ; to Arcona, see p. 148) and Polchow (arr. 8 p.m.) to licdsuick

(arr. 8.30 p.m.), 3 31. from Bergen; returning from Ralswiek at (j.45 p.m.,
arr. at Stralsund at noon. Before 15th June and after 15th Aug. the
steamers depart from Stralsund on Tuesd., Thursd., Saturd., from Rals-
wiek on Mond., Wed., and Frid. Fare for the single trip 1 Thlr. 2'|2 or
17').2 Sgr.

Ferries. Steamboat hourly between Stralsund and the Alte Fahro in

10 min. ; sailing-boat between Stahlbrode (43jj M. to the N. of MiUzoic, p.

143), and Olewitz in 30—40 min., 5 Sgr.

Rugeu, the largest island belonging to Germany (400 sq. M.),

with 45,077 inhab., is separated from the mainland on theS.W.by
the Streliisund, which at the narrowest part is I1/2 M. in breadth.

The deep bays by which the island is indented in every direction

form a number of peninsulas , connected with it by narrow strips

of land only. The most important of these are Wittow and Jasmund
on the N. and Mijnchgut on the S. side of the island. Riigen, which
was originally inhabited by the Germanic lliigii, was afterwards oc-

cupied by a Sclavonic race, who resisted the influences of Christ-

ianity and civilisation down to the middle of the 14th cent. In 1478,

after the native princes had become extinct, the island was annexed
to W. Pomerania, the vicissitudes of which it thenceforward shared

(comp. p. 143). The blue bays, the magniticent beech forests, and
the traditionary traces of the heathen rites of the ancient Germans

(p. 148) invest Riigen with a peculiar interest. Stubbenkammer,
the most bea\itiful point, will amply repay the traveller.

Putbus (;^Furstenhof, in the Promenade ; "'BeUevue , in the Cir-

cus; '*H6leldu Nord, at the corner of the Promenade and the Circus;

charges in all, R. 20, L. 6, A. 5, B. 77-2 Sgr. ; Adler, unpretending.

At Lauterbach, the * Victoria Hotel, and near it the *Badehuus , the

latter for a prolonged stay), a handsome modern watering-place,

founded in IHIO by the proprietor, the Prince of Putbus, whose
estates are 120 sq. M. in area and contain 13,000 inhab., lies about

2 M. from the sea. The town consists chiefly of the Promenade and
the Circus, the latter of which is adorned with a monument to the

founder.

The Palace, in the park, was erected in the late Renaissance

B.s;deker'8 N. Germany. 5th Edit. 10
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style on the site of an older building, which was burned down in

1865. Fine terrace at the back. In front of it rises a *Statue of

the late prince, by Drake. The park, with its beautiful walks, con-

tains the handsome mausoleum of the princely family. The bath-

ing-places are 21/4 M. distant (after li/o M. the road to the 1. must
be followed), near Lauterftac/t (hotels, see above), which is charm-
ingly situated on the Riigen sche Bodden. Omnibus thither 5—

6

times daily (3 Sgr.). The beautiful island of Vilm (boat see above),

with its magniticent oaks and beeches, should be visited.

Near Neuencnmp, on a small peninsula , 3 M. to the S. of Put-

bus, is a Monument to the -Great Elector^ erected on the spot where
he landed with his army in 1678 for the purpose of wresting the is-

land from the Swedes.

To the Jaydschloss , 71/2 M. , a good and well shaded road,

on which lies (I72 M.) Vilmnitz, with a church containing the bu-
rial-place of the Counts and Princes of Putbus. At Gross -Stresow,

to the r. near the coast, there is a monument to Frederick William I.

of Prussia. The Granitz, a beautiful deer-park in which the Jagd-

schloss (or 'hunting chateau') is situated, is entered by a gate (car-

riage 21/2 Sgr.).

The Jagdschloss, erected from designs by Schinkel in 1835

—

46, and situated on an eminence , contains several good modern
pictures by Kolbe and Eibel, and a collection of Riigen antiquities.

The platform, to which an iron stair ascends, commands aflne*view

(fee 71/2 Sgr., for a party 20 Sgr. to 1 Thlr.j. The forester keeps a

small Inn at the foot of the hill. The Kiekower and other points in

the park can only be visited by permission of the forester, and under
the guidance of an under-keeper (21/2 Sgr. per hour).

The rugged peninsula of Monchgut may be visited from Putbus
by boat (see p. 145); view from t\ic* Grosse Pehrd, theE. extremity

of the peninsula, 7 M. from the Jagdschloss
; also from the Baken-

berg in Gross-Zicker, whence the curious indentations ofMonchgut
are best observed, and from Thiessow on the S. extremity.

From the Jagdschloss a road descends to the N. (r.) to the (IV2
M.) hamlet of Binz, which with Aalbeck , a hamlet to the r. nearer

the coast, is frequented as a bathing-place. The beach is the best in

Kiigen. Sailing-boat to Sassnitz 3 Thlr. The road next passes the

picturesque Schmachter See, bounded on the W. by wooded hills,

traverses the isthmus termed the Schmale Heide , and then unites

with the road from Putbus to Sagard, not far from the (3 M.) fores-

ter's house of Prora.

A slight digression may be made to the Schanzenberg , near (1 hr.)

Lttbkow, an open eminence in the midst of the woods, commanding an ex-
tensive view. Immediately beyond the Schmachter See follow the road to

the 1. to Dollalin and Lubkow, turn to the r. from the latter on the Putbus
and Sagard road for

^l^ ji.^ then ascend to the 1. by an oak to the top of
the hill in 5 min. The forester's house of Prora (see above) is i(j M.
beyond this point.
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Neu-Mucrnn (poor inn), 41/2 M. from the forester's house, is next

reached. The road divides here" That to the I. leads to (33/4 M.)

Sagard, see p. 148. — That to the r. leads by A/ucmn and the

estate of Lanken to Crampas and Sassnitz {*Paulsdorff's Hotel;

*Kuster; Gothan, all often crowded in summer; another new Hotel

opened in 1873). The latter, prettily situated at the mouth of a

ravine, is a sea-bathing place. Best survey from the Fahrenberg, a

wooded hiU between Crampas and Sassnitz, on the slope of which

Paulsdorff's Inn is situated.

From Sassnitz to Stubbenkammer , a.\)ont 6 M. , either

by sailing-boat (2 Thlr.), or on foot through beautiful beech forest,

the path beina; indicated by finger-posts, and commanding oecnsional

glimpses of the rocky and romantic coast. Another path recom-

mended to the traveller is that by the '^Wissoiver Klivken , a series

of chalk cliffs resembling those of Stubbenkammer. A finger-post

in the wood, 2 M. from Sassnitz, indicates the route thither to the

r. ; beyond the cliffs the beach is followed, and the routes then unite

at the Kieler Bach. Near Stubbenkammer the Victoria Sicht and

"Wilhelm I. Sicht (see below) are passed.

*Stubbenkammer (from the Sclavonic stopicn, steps, and fcamien,

a rock) (Inn, often full. R. 20, D. 20, B. 71/2, L- 5 Sgr. ; tolerable

quarters at Eichstadt's at Nipmerow , 2 M. from Stubbenkammer,

or at Lohme, p. 148), the finest point in Riigen, situated on the E.

coast of the peninsula of Jasmund, is a furrowed chalk cliff, rising

to a height of 420 ft. almost perpendicularly from the sea, the sum-
mit of which, termed the *Kunigsstu]d, commands a beautiful view.

To the 1. is a xugged precipice of chalk ; in the distance the light-

house of Arcona (p. 148); to the r. the Kleine Stubbenkammer.

The latter, termed the Wilhelm I. Sicht since the visit of the king in

1865, commands a fine survey of the Konigsstuhl itself. A third

point , named the Victoria Sicht since 1865, is a few minutes' walk

farther. Between the Konigsstuhl and the Kleine Stubbenkammer a

winding path descends
,
passing the clear and cool Golcha-Quelle,

in 10 min. to the foot of the cliffs, of which an imposing survey is

obtained from below.

An illumination of the cliff at night by means of red hot char-

coal produces a striking effect (each spectator 5 Sgr.). In 1864 a

naval engagement between Prussian and Danish vessels took place

off Jasmund.
The E. side of the peninsula of Jasmund is clothed with beau-

tiful beech-forest , termed the Stubbenitz, extending along the coast

for 12 M., and said to have been regarded as sacred by the ancient

Rugii. In this forest, about 1/4^^. from Stubbenkammer (finger-

post on the road to Sassnitz, to the r. , 10 rain, from the inn), lies

the Herthasee, a small lake about 200 yds. in diameter, on the W.
bank of which rises the Herthaburg, a semicircular mound, 50 ft. in

height. Several 'altars' found in the neighbourhood appear to mark

10*
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this as the scene of ancient religious rites. One of these , near the

foot of the Herthaburg, about a hundred paces to the r. of the path

from the road to th^. lake, is provided with runlets supposed to have

been designed for the escape of the blood. Tacitus (_Germ. 40) men-
tions the mysterious rites of the goddess Hertha, orNerthus, but the

tradition which points out this spot as the scene of her worship is

probably unfounded.

From Stubbenkammer to Arcona. A boat for this ex-

cursion should be hired at Lokme (inn tolerable), a Ashing village

11/2 M. to the N. of Stubbenkammer, and sometimes visited as a

sea-bathing place, or at Gloive , at the S. end of the Schaabe (see

below). The voyage occupies 2—4 hrs., according to the wind. The
fatiguing Road (20 M.) leads by the Schaabe, a narrow, sandy isth-

mus 5 M. in length, connecting the peninsulas ofJasmundand Wit-

tow. The usual route to Arcona now runs inland by AUenkirchen

(Inn), where a figure built into the wall of the church is said to be

that of the idol Swantewit, but the coast road by Goor and Vitte, is

far preferable. At Vitte the pastor of Altenkirchen preaches on eight

consecutive Sundays during the herring-fishery to the fishermen

assembled on the beach by their boats.

The promontory of Arcona, the most N. point of Riigen, 206 ft.

above the sea, is crowned with a lighthouse (which is also a good

inn), 75 ft. in height. The view embraces the coast of Jasmund,
the island of Iliddensoe, and the Danish island of Miien in the dis-

tance. Here once stood the ancient stronghold of the Wends , con-

sisting of a circular Intrenchment 20—40 ft. high
,
and containing

the temple of their four-headed idol Swantevit. It was taken and

destroyed by the Danes under Waldemar I. in 1168.

The traveller is recommended to return from Arcona by Alten-

kirchen (see above) and (T'/o M.) Breege , a large fishing-village on

the N. shore of the Breeger Bodden (steamboat to Stralsund , or to

Polchow, or Ralswiek, see p. 145). From Breege a sailing-boat may
be taken direct to Vieregge (in 1 hr. , 1 Thlr.), or the traveller may
cross by the ordinary ferry from Cammin (3 M. from Breege) to

Vieregge in y4 hr. Between Vieregge and (I1/2 M-) Neuenkirchen

(Inn) rise the//oc/i/ii7gfor(Zhills, employed in ancient times as places

for sacrifice and burial, whence a view of the N. part of the island

is enjoyed. Bergen (p. 149) is 9 M. distant. The regular carriage-

road from Arcona to Bergen by Altenkirchen (Inn), Wieck, the Wit-

tow Ferry, and Trent is uninteresting.

Most travellers prefer to return direct from Stubbenkammer to

Stralsund. A tolerable road leads by Nipmerow (Inn), Poissoio, and

Volksitz to (71/2 M.) S&gaxd ( Fiirstenkrone ) , from which a diligence

runs twice daily to Bergen ; or the traveller may proceed to Polchow,

about 21/2 M- from Sagard, and return thence to Stralsund by steam-

boat (see p. 145). To the N. of Sagaid and E. of Quoltitz is a so-

called 'Opferstein', or altar, resembling those already mentioned
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(p. 148). To the S. of Sagard , immediately to the 1. of the Bergen

road, is the Dubberworth, the largest tumulus, or 'giant's grave', in

Riigen. The road from Sagard to (10'/2 M.) Bergen crosses the narrow

passage between theGrosse andKleineJasmunderBodden by a bridge

at the Lietzow Ferry.

Bergen (*Prmz von Preussen; *Rathskeller ; Goldiier Adler, un-
pretending), a town with 4000 inhab. , is the capital of Rugen and

the neighbouring islands. The conspicuous church with its lofty

tower is partly in the late Romanesque style and dates from the 12th

cent. The Rathhaus contains a small collection of Riigen antiquities.

To the N.E., 1/4 hr. from the town rises the Rugard (490 ft.") the

highest point in the island, crowned by an intrenchment, the sole

vestige of a stronghold which was destroyed in 1316. The view is

very extensive and strikingly picturesque , especially by evening

light. The entire island, with its deeply indented coast, its promon-
tories, wooded heights, and extensive bays, lies like a relief- map
at the spectator's feet. Stralsund, Greifswald , Wolgast , and the is-

land of Usedom with its sombre pine-forests are also visible. The
tower in course of construction here is a monument to the poet

Arndt.

Steamboat from Rnlswiek to Stralsund, see p. 145.

Good roads lead from Bergen to Putbus (6 M.), and to Stralsund

(16 M.). Diligence see p. 145. At Snmtens , halfway to Stralsund,

the road unites with the Stralsund and Putbus road, on which, about

4'/2 M. to the S.E., lies Gnrz (Hotel duNord"), the anrient Carenzn,
formerly the capital of the island, destroyed by the Danes in 1168.

A well-preservgd circular wall here is a relic of heathen times. Scho-

rits, 2 M. to the S., on the road leading to the Glewitz Ferry , was
the birthplace of the poet Arndt (b. 1790, d. 1860).

26. From Berlin to Dantsic and Konigsberg.

Rail ID ay to Dantsic in lO'Ja—13i|4 hrs. (express fares 14 Thlr. 2, 10
Thlr. 25 Sgr. ; ordinary 13 Thlr. 2, 9 Thlr. 24, 6 Thlr. 16 Sgr.) ; to Konigs-
berij in 123|4— 16 hrs. (express fares 17 Thlr. 28, 13 Thlr. 24 Sgr. ; ordinary
16 Thlr. 17, 12 Thlr. 13, 8 Thlr. 9. Sgr.).

The country traversed is flat and uninteresting. Stations Neuen-
hagen, Straussberg, Dahmsdorf-Miincheberg.

Diligence from Miincheberg once daily to (7 W.) Buckow (Hoffaeker),
a small town situated in a pretty district termed the 'Markische Sc/iweiz\

Stations Trebnitz, Oitsoiu, Golzow.

Ciistrin (Kronprinz; Adler) is a strongly fortified town with
10,000 inhab. at the confluence of the Warthe and Oder. Frederick
the Great, when crown-prince , was once imprisoned by his stern

father in the castle here ; and on the ramparts , in view of the room
where he was confined, his friend Lieut, v. Katte, who was to have
accompanied Frederick in his intended flight to England , was be-
headed on 6th Nov., 1730,
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At Zorndorf ,
4i|2 M. to the N., Frederick the Great and Sevdlitz with

30,000 Prussians defeated 50,000 Russians under Fermor, 25th Aug., 1758.

The line crosses the Oder and the navigable Warthe. Stations

Tamsel, Vietz, Dollens, Diiringshof.

Landsberg (Ludke's Hotel; *Rail. Restaurant), with 19,000 in-

hab., and a brisk river traffic, is picturesquely situated on the Warthe.

At Stat. Zantoch the Netze falls into the Warthe. Stations Gurkow,
Friedeberg, Alt-Carhe. The sandhills near stat. Driesen are planted

-with vineyards. At stat. Kreuz (Rail. Restaurant) the lines to

Stettin and Posen diverge.

Kreuz lies about half-way between Stargard and Posen, on the Stettin

and Breslau Railway.
From Stettin to Posen in 4i|4—6 hrs. (5 Thlr. 29, 4 Thlr. 17, 3

Thlr. 6 Sgr.). Near Stettin the line crosses the Oder, and near Damm the
Reglitz, an arm of the Oder, which falls into the Lake of Damm. Beyond
stat. CaroUnenhorst the train passes the Mudii-See , the largest lake in
Pomerania, and famous for its lampreys.

Stargard (Hdtel Daniels; Siadt Petersburg), on the navigable Ihna, the
most important town in E. Pomerania , with 18,000 inhab. , is surrounded
by a well-preserved wall, with handsome towers and gateways. The
Murienkirche , of the 14th and 15th cent., is richly adorned externally,
and of imposing dimensions in the interior. The Rathhavs of the 16th
cent, and the Protzen'sche Hans adjoining the church deserve notice. —
To the S. of Stargard lies the small town of Pyritz, where the Otlobrunnen
has been erected in honour of St. Otho, the apostle of this district. Pretty
environs, termed the ^Ye^t^acker

;
picturesque costumes.

Several unimportant stations; then Krenz , beyond which the journey
is uninteresting.

Posen {Hotels de Dresde, de Rome, de France, de VEurope, du Nord ; Bazar.
— Cab from the station to the town for 1 pers. 5, 2 pers. 7'|2 Sgr.), Pol.

Pozndn , the capital of the province of that name, and a fortress of the
first rank, with 56,464 inhab. (more than 1)2 German, about 1)4 Prot., and
'jj Jews), and a garrison of 7000 men, lies at the confluence of the Cybina
and Warthe. It is the most ancient town in Poland, having been the re-

sidence of the Polish kings down to 1296. It was also important as a
great depot of the trade between Germany and the East, and was a mem-
ber of the Hanseatic League in the middle ages. The new part of the
town has been erected since it came into the possession of Prussia in 1815.

The station is IJ2 M. from the Berliner Thor. Massive fortifications. The
Wilhelms-Plutz with the Theatre and the Raczynski Library, is a handsome
square. The oldest building is the Rathhans , in the round-arch style, 1512—30.
The Dom, or Cathedral, on the r. bank of the Warthe, re-erected in 1775,
contains several treasures of art (sacristan to the r. , at the corner of the
chief facade). On four pillars four *Brasses of the 15th cent. , among
them that of the Woywoda, or governor, Gurka (d. 1472); Monuments of
bishops ; sumptuous *Golden Cliapel, erected in 1842 by a society of Polish
nobles , in the Byzantine style , adorned with paintings and mosaics and
fine gilded bronze statues of the two first Christian Polish Kings, by Ranch;
monument in the chapel, adjoining the latter on the r., of the Powodowski
family, 1585. — *Fort Winiary, the citadel of the fortifications, afl'ords'the

best survey of the environs (tickets at the office of the commandant, Wil-
helmsplatz).

From Posen to Breslau in 4i|4 hrs., an uninteresting journey.

Bromberg (Hotel Moritz ; Englisches Haus ; *Rios ; Schwarzer

Adler) on the Brake, with 28,000 inhab., is the seat of the govern-

ment of this district. The town owes its commercial importance to

Frederick the Great, who caused a canal to be constructed from the

Brahe to the Netze, thus connecting the Vistula and the Oder, two
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of tlie greatest rivers in Europe. A monument to him adorns the

market place.

From Bromhevrj to Thorn by railway in 13|4 hr. (fares 40, 30, 20

Ssir.). Thorn (*IIdiel Sanssoiici; Marquardl; Drei Kronen)^ with 17,000

inhab. , is an old fortified town uf soin<' importance on tlie Vistula. The
handsome Rulhhau.<t of the 14th and Ifitb rent. , the Krvmme Thurm (i. e.

crooked, or leaning tower), the K/ilmrr '/'/i„r (with the ancient insignia of

the town, a cook with a spoon), tb. ,,1,1 ,sv/;/„,s-.'.- (erected in 1260, destroyed

by the townspeople in 1420), and tbc Kutunii-hircmz , a handsome watch-

tower, are all worthy of inspection. The Vhurch of St. John contains a

monument to Copernicus (d. 1543) , v/ho was born at Thorn in 1473. The
Mcirierikirche contains good wood-carving of the 14th cent.

To Warsuio express in 7'|4 hrs. ; to Po.ien, a direct line is in course

of construction.

The line follows the course of the Vistula
,

at a distance of 4

—

6 M. from it. Stations Kotomierz, Terespol, Laskoiuitz , Warlubien,

Czerwinsk.
From Terespol diligence four times daily to Culm (Schwarzer Adler),

an ancient stronghold of the Teutonic Order (p. 156), on the lofty r. bank
of the Vistula. — A diligence also runs from Terespol to Schivetz ,

4i|2 M.
N. of Culm.

From Warlubien diligence five times daily to (9 M.) Graudenz (Gold.

Lowe), a strong fortress, picturesquely situated on the r. bank of the Vis-

tula, which successfully resisted the French in 1807.

From Czerwinsk diligence four times daily to (ll'|2 M.) Marienwerder
(*Hellzner), the seat of government for the district and of a pul)lic horse-

rearing - 'ablishment. "Cathedral of 1348, and iSdiloss founded in 1233,

with t\so remarkable projecting towers.

Stat. Pelplin ,
the residence of the Bishop of Culm , has a line

cathedral.

Dirschau (Kronprinz), where the passage of the Vistula in win-

ter was formerly often attended with great difficulty , now possesses

a handsome Railway Bridge, completed in 1857 , nearly l/.j M. in

length.

As the train approaches Dantsic the country becomes more pictur-

esque. Last stations Hohenstein and Praust.

Dantsic. Hotels. *Englisches Haus (PI. a), once the English cloth-

makers" hall, fine view from the old tower; *Hotel du Nord (PI. b)

;

^Walter's Hotel (PI. c); Hotel dk Berlin (PI. d) , nearest the station;

Drei Mohrkn (PI. e); Scheerbart , new, Hundegasse 17; Kronprinz (PI.

f); Deutsches Haus, Holzmarkt 12.

Restaurants. Lentholz No. 11, and Dertzer No. 12 Langemarkt; Fuchs,

Brodhankengasse 40; Rathskeller, under the Artuahof. — Beer. Schneider,

Hundegasse 86; Oambrinus-Halle, with garden, at the Ketterhager Thor,
near the Hotel de Berlin; Ileyn, Kohlenmarkt, adjoining the theatre. —
Sel07ike, Langgarten 31, outside the Griine Thor, with theatre, concerts, &c.

— Confectioners. Sebastiani, Langgasse 66; Grentzenherg No. 32, and a Porta

No. 8 Langemarkt.
Amber. Hoffmann, Altstadtischf '• Graben92; Jantzen, Heil. Geistgasse

114; Alter, Breite-Str. 79.

Goldwasser, a specialty of Dantsic, is a liqueur prepared by Isaac

Wedling Widotv and Eydam Dirck Hekker , Breitegasse 52, a firm founded
in 1598"; ordinary quality 16 Sgr., superfine li|2 Thlr. per bottle.

Cabs. Per drive 1—2 pers. 5 Sgr., 3 pers. 71(2, 4 pers. 10 Sgr.; lug-

gage to or from the station 21)2 Sgr. for each person. For 1)2 hr. 7'J2, 10,

or 12 Sgr., 1 hr. 12i|2, 15, or 17'|2 Sgr. At night double fares, but no extra

charge for luggage.
Railways. There are two stations at Dantsic, the Prussian E. Railway
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station at the Legel/ior (Pi. B, 6) for the line to Dirschau, Marienburg,
and Kiinigsberg (pp. 151, 156), and the Berlin and Stettin Railway Station

outside the Ilohe Tlior (PI. A , 3) , for the line to Neufahrwasser and to

Oliva, Zoppot. Steltin, and Berlin (pp. 155, 156).

Steamboats (the quay is outside the Johannisthor, at the end of
the Jdhannisgassc, PI. C, 3") to Nevfahrwasser (p. 156) hourly in summer,
3i|2, l'|2 Sgr. ; to Ellnng (p. 157) hy the Vistula and the Frische Haff three
times a week, in 8 hrs. , 20, 12'|2 Sgr.; to Stettin (p. 140) by JTeiifahr-

wnsscr and Swincmiinde six times monthly in 28 hrs., 3, I'jj Thlr.
Post-Offfce, PI. 23. Telegraph Office (PI. 27) at the entrance to the

Kiirschnergasse, near the Langenmarkt.
Sea Baths. The most frequented are at Briisen : steamboat hourly in

3J4 hr. (2'|2 Sgr.) to Ueufahrwasser (or by railway, see above), and omni-
bus thence to Brosen in 20 min. (l'|4 Sgr.) The Weslerplatle ^ beyond
the harbour canal, and Weidi$elmiinde (p. 155) arc also bathing-places.

Chief Attractions. Langeniarkt and Langgasse , Kathhaus, Artushof,
Maricnkirche, view from the Bischofsberg (p. 155), and excursion to the
J(diannisbcrg.

Dantsic, or Dantzig, Pol. Gdansk, with 89,121 inhab., including

a garrison of 7000 men , lies near the influx of the united Mottlau

and Radaune into the Vistula. The Mottlau flows through the town
in two branches , and separates the Altstadt, Rechtstadt, and Vor-

stadt , the older parts of the town on the I. bank (enumerated from
N. to S.), from the modern Niederstadt and Lnnggarten on the r.

bank; between the branches is the Speicherinsel (p. 153). The Ra-
daune enters the town by an artificial channel near the Hohe Thor,

and then separates the Altstadt from the Rechtstadt.

Dantsic was originally a Sclavonic-Danish settlement and became the
capital of the Duchy of Pommerellen as early as 997. In 1310 it came in-

to posses.sion of the Teutonic Order, whose fostering care inspired the
town with new life. The German Rechtstadt was then added to the still half
Sclavonic Altstadt and soon became the centre of the business of the city.

About 1360 the citizens of Dantsic joined the Hanseatic League and took
an active part in the wars of their allies against the Northern kingdoms and
the pirates, in which they were aided by the Teutonic kniglits. With the
latter, however, they soon quarrelled, and in 1454, when the Order began
to decline, they were induced to place themselves under the protection of
Poland. Kepeated attempts were made to re-establish the authority of the
Grand Master, but they were as often repressed. As an independent state,

under Polish supremacy, the city enjoyed extensive privileges, and absorbed
almost the entire trade of Poland. When the Hanseatic League took part
in the English wars of the Roses, the ships of Dantsic frequently returned
home laden with booty. The city embraced the Reformation at an
early period, but continued its connection with Roman Catholic Poland.
During the incessant wars in which the kingdom was involved in the 16th—18th cent, the town was frequently besieged, but never surrendered, ex-
cept to the Russians in 1734. The second division of Poland in 1793 at
length restored Dantsic to German supremacy. In 1807 the Prussian Mar-
shal Kalkreuth surrendered the town, after an obstinate resistance, to the
French Marshal Lefebvre, who in consequence of this success was created
'Duke of Dantsic". Although retaining the semblance of a free city, Dantsic
then became an important French arsenal , especially during the Russian
campaign of 1812. In 1814 it was surrendered by "the French Marshal
Repp to the Russian and Prussian armies under the Duke of Wurtemberg,
and when peace was concluded it was again awarded to Prussia.

The town owes its importance as a Seaport to its situation at

the mouth of the Vistula, which forms the great highway of the ex-
tensive Polish corn-trade. This river affords excellent anchorage for
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vessels of moderate tonnage , while smaller craft and barges pene-

trate into the heart of the town by means of the Mottlau. In 1840

the Vistula forced a new passage for itself into the sea at Neufiihr,

7M. to theE., but strong bulwarks have since been erected to prevent

the recurrence of such an event. The corn-trade of Dantsic is the

most extensive in Europe , with the exception of that of Odessa.

The vast magazines on the Speicher-lnsel are capable of containing

2'/2 million bushels. The timber-trade, the depots of which are in

the Lnnggarten quarter, to the E. of the Speicher-lnsel, is also very

considerable. Amber is also a specialty of Dantzig. The Lange

Briicke, a quay on the Mottlau, is the principal resort of the barge-

men, most of whom are Poles, wearing picturesque costumes.

Dantsic was the cradle of the infant navy of Germany, the

headquarters of which were removed to Kiel and "Wilhelmshaven

in 18(35.

The town still contains many interesting memorials of its past

history. While the lofty Church of St. Mary and theRathhaus recall

the period when Dantsic was under the supremacy of the Teutonic

Order and a member of the Hanseatic League, the rich fa(;.ades and

interiors of many of the old houses bear testimony to the subsequent

prosperity of the merchant-princes of the place.

The Rechtstadt is the most interesting quarter to strangers.

The *Langemarkt and Langgasse (PI. B, 4) form a single broad

street intersecting the town , flanked with many handsome edifices,

some of the fagades of which were imported fromltaly and Portugal.

Each house was formerly provided with a ^Beischlag', or landing-

place approached by a flight of steps, but this peculiarity of medite-

val Dantsic is rapidly disappearing.

The handsome *Rathhaus (PL 24), dating from the beginning

of the 14th cent., with a beautiful slender tower added in 1561,

has recently been admirably restored in the interior (custodian to the

1. in the corridor, 5 Sgr.).

Ground Floou. To the 1. the Sommer - Ratlisslube (council -chamber),
with good carving on the ceiling and frieze, and fine inlaid work at the

windows and doors dating from the 16th cent. ; chimney-piece of 1593

;

among the mural paintings is one representing a listener and a man en-

joining secresy, in allusion to the use of the apartment. Adjacent is the

Winter-Rdthsstube. To the r. on the ground-floor is the *Remlei\ the (modern)
vaulting of which rests on a single octagonal column of granite. — An
ingenious winding stair of wood ascends to the Fihst Floou, containing
the EmpfdtHjsziinmer , or reception-room, which resembles the Sommer-
Rathsstube in its decorations , but is of later date , and the handsome
Arbcitszimmer of the burgomaster, &c.

The Neptune Fountain in the Langemarkt, opposite the corner of

the Rathhaus, was cast in Holland about the middle of the 17th cent.

Beyond the fountain a broad flight of steps ascends to the *Ar-

tushof, or Junkerhof (PL 1), now the Exchange, the former name
being derived from the mediieval tradition of King Arthur , and in-

tended to indicate the festive purposes of the building , the latter

from the 'Junker' , or wealthy merchants of Dantsic, who formerly
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met here to transact business. The present building dates from the

16th rent.

The *Hall (generally open in the forenoon, entrance by the adjoining
house on the 1. ; business hours 11—2) with fine groined-vaulting, borne by
four slender pillars of granite , is very quaintly decorated with pictures,

reliefs, and statues from subjects derived from Christian and pagan tra-

ditions. In the centre Augustus III. of Poland, in marble. To the r. of

the entrance a Last Judgment by Moller, 17th cent.; Madonna by Slec/t ;

Actffion, a strange combination of painting, relief, and antlers; Head of

Christ , by StecJt ; Siege of the Marienburg in 1410 (p. 156) ; Departure of

mediseval warriors, a small, but good picture; frieze representing the his-

tory of the 'Children of Haymon"; Orpheus playing to his spell-bound
audience (with a cleverly painted burning light), &c.

The Langemarkt is terminated on the E. by the Grune Thor,

and the Langgasse on the W. by the Langgasser-Thor , erected in

1612. Opposite the latter is the lofty Stockthurm , now a prison, and

adjoining is the Hohe Thor (P\. A, 4), a handsome fortified gateway

erected in 1588.

In the neighbouring Kolilenmarkt is the Old Arsenal (PI. 30),

a curious Dutch-looking edifice of 1605. The AUsiadtischeRathhmis,

on the opposite bank of the Radaune , now a court of justice , is a

similar building.

The *Church of St. Mary (PI. 17), a noble pile, begun in 1343,

and completed in 1503, possesses aisles and a transept flanked with

chapels between the flying buttresses. Massive "W. tower, 248 ft. in

height, and ten slender turrets on the gables. The beautiful and

varied vaulting of the interior is borne by 28 pillars. The church

contains several treasures of art (sacristan , Korkenmachergasse No.

4, to the r., opposite the N. tower).
Gothic *Hi6H Altar, carved in wood by Michael Schwarz in 1517,

representing the life of the Virgin in ten sections ; fine candelabra of the

same date. To the r. a tasteful Gothic ciborium. Modern stained glass

at the back of the altar presented by Frederick William IV. , 1844. A
chapel on the S. side of the choir contains a * Crucified C/irisl, ad-

mirably carved in wood. The Dorotheen-Capelle in the N. aisle contains

the gem of the cathedral, a large altar-piece with wings, painted in 1467,

a bold and grand conception of the * Last Judgment, by Memling, for-

merly ascribed to .John van Eyck. It is said to have been painted for

the Pope, captured by pirates on its way from Bruges to Rome, re-captured

by a vessel of Dantsic , and presented to the church of St. Mary. The
French carried it to Paris in 1807, but it was restored after the war.
Large Font, cast in the Netherlands in 1554. Two well executed Can-
delabra in brass , in the nave. The Reinholds-Capelle , to the N.W. of

the font , contains a small altar with fine carving. The Allerheiligen-Ca-

pelle and 'Spruchstube" contain a valuable * Collection of sacerdotal

vestments and ecclesiastical vessels of the 12th—16th cent.

The Tower commands a good survey of the town (tickets at 40 Heil.

Geistgasae, 2'|2 Sgr.).

The other churches, all brick structures in the Gothic style, are

inferior in interest to St. Mary's. St. Catharines (PI. 11), erected

in 1326 , and extended in the 15th cent.
,
possesses musical bells.

St. Johns (PL 15), completed in 1465, is of noble proportions, but

disfigured by restoration. Trinity (PI. 18), completed in 1514, has

a curious, richly decorated W. gable. Adjoining it is the old Fran-

ciscan Monastery (PI. 32), recently restored, a fine brick edifice in
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the Baltic style, the ground-floor rooms of which, covered with bold

vaulting, are destined for the reception of a museum of Dantsic an-

tiquities, while the upper floor is to be tttted up as a picture gallery.

Kabruri's Picture Gallery in the Handels-Academie , Hunde-
gasse 10, contains about 3o0 works, chiefly of the Netherlands

schools , 2000 drawings and water-colours , and 10,000 engravings

and woodcuts (^Sund. 11— 1).

Herr Kupferschrnidt, Breitegasse 52, possesses a valuable col-

lection of carved furniture and other objects of art of the IGth, 17th,

and 18th cent., to which strangers are readily admitted.
* View of the picturesque town and its environs from the

Bellevue inn, at the entrance to the fort on the Bischofsberg , an

ascent of 1/4 hr. from the Hohe Thor (p. 154). To the 1. rises the

fortified Hagelsberg.

The *Environs of Dantsic surpass those of any other German
seaport. The finest points are easily reached by railway or steamboat.

Mouth of the Vistula. By steamboat (p. 152) to Neufalirwasser,
and back by railway (p. 152). The steamer starts from the Mottlau, passes
the fortified island of Holm and the fortress of Weichselmiinde, from the
green ramparts of which a very ancient tower rises , and stops at Neu-
fahrwasser, the seaport of D. ntsic for vessels of heavy burden. Two or
three hours may be devoted here to inspecting the piers and lighthouse,
and enjoying a bath.

To Langfuhr, Oliva, and Zoppot by the Stettin Railway. Stat.

Langfuhr, a suburb of Dantsic, with numerous villas, is connected by a
double avenue of fine limes with the Olivaer Thor. A road to the 1. in

the middle of it ascends to the *Johanmsberg (on the slope of which is

the *Bellevue, or Ziuglersholte inn), the top of which (300 ft.) commands a
noble and extensive prospect, most beautiful towards sunset. Descend
for variety by the pretty Jeschlenthal.

At Stat. Oliva, a village 3'|,! M. to the NW. of Langfuhr, there is a
once celebrated Ci.Hercian Abbey suppressed, in 1829, the Church of which,
dating from 1581, is now that of tlie parish. The choir contains figures

of Polish kings and Dukes of PomereUen, the S. transept good carving of
11)19. The Refectory is adorned with portraits of all the abbots from 1170,
the date of the foundation of the abbey. The peace which terminated
the sixty-one years Northern war was concluded here between Sweden
and Poland on 3rd May, 1660. The Schloss of the abbots, the last of
whom was a Prince of Hohenzollern, with its *Garden, is now the pro-
perty of the emperor.

The *Carlsberg (350 ft.), immediately at the back of Oliva, is a fa-

vourite point of view. The survey of the environs is remarkably pictu-
resque, in some respects surpassing the view from the Johannisberg.

Stat. Zoppot (*Kulzbach's HOtel; Hochbmim's; Curhaua on the beach),
2'|2 M. farther N., is a sea-bathing place, near which are the Thalmilhle,

EUsenhiihe , and KiSniga-Hohe, all good points of view. The *Adlershorst
(200 ft.), a promontory 2'(2 M. to the N., commands a charming survey of
the bay of Zoppot and of another bay farther N., formed by the promi-
nent Oxhofler SpUze.

The Carthaus, or suppressed Carthusian monastery of Marien-Paradie.1,
18i|2 31. to the S.W. of Dantsic, with the village of that name, lies in a
wooded and hilly lake-district. The Schonberg (1120 ft.), 9 M. farther S.,

is one of the highest hills between the Harz and Ural Mts.

From Dantsic to KiJnigsberg. Dirschau, see p. 151.

The train now traverses a fertile plain , and crosses the Nogat, an
arm of the Vistula. This district lies below the highest level of

these rivers, and is protected from inundation by embankments.
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Marienburg (*Kdni<j von Preussen; Hoehmeister), an ancient

town on the Nogat, with 8000 inhab., was anciently the scat of the

powerful knights of the Teutonic Order. The market-place, flanked

with handsome arcades , contains the Gothic Rathhaus, erected at

the end of the 14th cent. The handsome Town Gates are of the

same period. At the N. end of the principal street rises a small

modern Gothic Obelisk to the Burgomaster Bliime (see below).

The * Schloss , the grandest medi;eval secular edifice in Ger-
many, was at once the residence of the Grand Master and a fortress.

The N. and W. fagades (the latter best viewed from the bridge over

the Nogat) are the finest. It consists of three parts, the Alte, or

Hohe Schloss (Fl. A), the Mittelschloss (VI. R), and the Vorburg,

which is no longer extant. Principal entrance on the N. side (PI. e).

The sacristan of the Matienkirche lives at the school at the end of

the town; the castellan , who shows the Mittelschlbss , in the W.
wing of that building (PI. f).

The Teutonic Order, founded in 1191. began in 1231 under the auspices
of the Grand Master Hermann v. Salza to undertake the conquest and con-
version of the heathen Prussians. Each conquered piece of land was pro-
tected by castles and provided with German colonists. In this manner
Marienburg was founded in 1274, at first merely as the seat of a comman-
der of the Order. In 1309, however, Siegfried v. Feuchlwangen transferred
the residence of the Hochmeister hither, and the castle was extended so

as to render it worthy of its new dignity. In 1335 Dietrich v. AUenburg
began to erect the MitteLfcliloss, which was magnificently completed under
Winrich v. Kniprode (1351—82). This was the" golden age of the Order,
after which it rapidly declined. Its moral foundations were sapped by
luxury and internal dissensions , and at the same time Poland became its

bitter and implacable enemy. Disputes with regard to the frontier caused
the outbreak of hostilities in 1407, and in 1410 the Grand Master Ulrich
V. Jungingen fell at the bloody battle of Tannenberg. The greater part of
the Teutonic dominions now succumbed to the Polish yoke; and although
the Marienburg under the gallant Heinrich v. Plaiieii (1410—1413) with the
remnant of his knights successfully resisted a siege, and the Peace of Thorn
was concluded in 1411 , the power of the Order was irretrievably gone.
The incursions of barbarian hordes became more frequent, and numbers
of the towns and noblesse went over to Poland. The mercenaries employed
by the Order moreover rebelled when their pay was in arrear, and one
castle after another was pledged to them. At length in 1457 the Marien-
burg itself thus fell into their hands and was sold to the Poles, who at

the same time took possession of the whole of W. Prussia. The Grand
Master escaped to Konigsberg, and thenceforth retained E. Prussia only as
a fief from the king of Poland. The town of Marienburg, however, under
its faithful and undaunted burgomaster Bartholomew Bliime , continued to
resist the attacks of their enemy, and did not succumb until three years
later. During the Polish supremacy (down to 1772) the Marienburg fell to

decay and was frequently altered and disfigured, but in 1817—20 the vener-
able Mittelschloss was restored. The Hochschloss is still in a ruinous
condition , while the site of the Vorburg is now covered with modern
buildings and intersected by the railway.

The Hochschloss (PI. A), next to the town, encloses a quadrangle,
formerly surrounded with cloisters, and contains the *Marienlcirche (PI. a),

a pure Gothic structure , but disfigured by the Jesuits , which the visitor
enters by the elegant 'Golden Gate". It contains the old choir stalls of
the knights. A niche on the exterior, on the E. side, contains an inlaid
*Statue of the Virgin, 26 ft. in height. The Chajyel of St. Anna beneath
the church contains the ancient burial vault of the Grand Masters,
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(Vorburg.)

(Town.)

The *MiTTELSCHLOss (P). B), adjoining tlie HocUschloss, forms an ir-

regular quadrangle , about 100 yds. in length and 90 yds. in width , and
contains the sumptuous apartment'? of
the Grand Master and knights, and the
three 'Remter' or halls. A long pas-

sage leads to the *Master"s Great hall
(PJ. b), the bold vaulting of which is

borne by a single granite pillar 19 in.

thick and 38 ft. in height. During the
siege of 1410 this pillar formed the
principal aim of the Polish cannon, a
ball from which is still to be seen built
into the wall. Stained glass illustrating
the history of the Order. t)ver the door
and on the E . wall are portraits of ce-

lebrated Grand Masters and generals.
The Mcixler's Small Hall (PI. c) is also
borne by a single column of granite.
The C/iapel of the Grand Master con-
tains the field altar of the Grand Master
probably lost at the battle of Tannen-
berg, but discovered at Guesen in 1823.

One of the finest apartments in the
Schloss is the *Conri'iit Jiciiiler (PI. d),

or assembly hall, with remarkalily light

and elegant groined vaulting, borne by
three granite pillars, IG in. thick. Stained
glass windows with subjects relating to

the Order. The pinnacles of the Schloss
allbrd a good survey of the environs.
The vast Cellars arealso worthy of in-

spection.

Tlie train now traverses the fertile plain of Marienbiirg and

Elbing. Stations AUfeUle, G'runau.

Elbing (*'Hotel de Berlin ,• *Kdnigiicher Hof), a commercial town
on the Elbing, with 31,000 inliab. , somewhat resembling Dantsic

in the older parts, contains nothing to detain the traveller. Vogel-

sang and Dambitzcn are tine points in the environs. Pleasant ex-

cnrsion by steamboat to Kahlberg , a small watering-place ; or by

Reimnnnsfelde (water-cure) to the deserted monastery of Cadienen.

From Elbing by steamboat in 21)2 hrs. to the small town of Frauen-
burg (Zidii Vopfriiic'iix), the seat of the Bishop of Ermeland, whose modern
palace lies on the height. The conspicuous *Doin, fortified with towers
and walls , externally a fine Gothic edifice of brick of the 14th cent. , is

decorated in the interior in the bad taste of the 17th and 18th cent. The
celebrated Copernicus, who died here as a canon in 1543, is s.aid to have
erected the tower containing the machinery for supplying the cathedral
and vicinity with water.

Next stations Giddenboden, Schlobitten, Milhlhausen, Tied-

mannsdorf, Brnunsberg, a town on the Passarge (Rheinischer Hof

;

Hchwarzer Adler), Heiligenbeil, Wolitnik, Ltidtuigsort , Kobbelbude,

Seepothen.

Konigsberg. Hotels. Dkutsches IIaus (PI. a); *IIotel de Prusse
(PI. b); ^British Hotel (PI. c) , new; Hotel Sanssouci (PI. d), at the
station; charges in all, R. 20, D. 20, B. 10 Sgr. — *K6nighcher Hop
(Pi. e); HiiTEL de Berlin (PI. f); Schwan; Hotel du Nokd, Steindamm 117.
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Restaurants. Skibbe, Kneiphcifsche Langgasse; Schorsclimidl , at the
Konigliche Hof (PI. e); Sclncai-z, Kneiphofsche Langgasse 27. Bliil-Gericht, in
the Schl08shof, good wine.'!. BeUevtie , on the Schlo.ssteich

,
plea.sant view.

— Confectioners. Zappa., Franzo.iische Str. 14; Steiner , Junker-Str. ; Po-
mattti, Altstadtische Kirchen-Str. 19, S. .side of the palace; Bucella, Post-
Str. 3, ."ells the best 'marchpane'', a specialty of Konig.sberg.

Amber Wares. LiecUke, Altstadtische Kirchenplatz.
Chief Attractions. Palace, Monuments of Kant and Frederick William

111., New Tniversity, Stadt-Museum, Dom.

Konigsberg, the second town in Prussia, and seat of the pro-

vincial government, with 112,123 inhab. and a garrison of 6680
men, lies on undulating ground on the Pregel, 41/2 M. from its

influx into the Frische Haff. It was originally a fortress of the Teu-
tonic Order, and was named after their ally King Ottocar of Bohemia
(1255). After the fall of the Marienburg (p. 156) the town became
the residence of the Grand Master, and afterwards [1525'—1618) that

of the Dukes of Prussia. The Elector Frederick III. of Brandenburg
assumed the title of king of Prussia here in 1701 , and after the

disasters of 1806 Frederick William III. and his court retired to

Konigsberg , where schemes for the salvation of the tottering king-

dom where zealously canvassed by Baron Stein , W. v. Humboldt,
York, and other illustrious men of the period. Konigsberg is also

celebrated as the scene of the labours of the philosopher Kant (1724
—1804), Herder, Hamann, and other distinguished scholars.

Konigsberg is now a fortress of the lirst rank. The principal

gates are the Sackheimer Thor, the Bossgiirter Thor, and the Konigs-

Thor, which last is adorned with statues of King Ottocar of Bohemia,
Duke Albert of Prussia, and King Frederick I.

The lofty Granaries on the bank of the river testify to the com-
mercial importance of the place, while the Harbour generally contains

a number of steamboats , small sea going craft , and Polish barges.

The staple commodities are grain, flax, hemp, and spirits.

The Palace (PL 19) , an extensive building . enclosing a large

quadrangle, with a lofty Gothic tower, situated nearly in the centre

of the city , was formerly the seat of the Teutonic Order , and was
re-erected in 1532—54. It now contains the apartments of the royal

family, government offices, and the Archives (open daily 9— 1).

The W. wing contains the Schlosskirche , where Frederick I. of

Prussia was crowned in 1801, and William I. in 1861. The Pro-

vince of Prussia is the cradle of the 'Landwehr' , the names of

numerous members of which, who fell in 1813, are recorded on the

walls of the church. Above the church is the spacious Moscoiviter-

Saal, employed for festivals
, exhibitions of art, etc. (custodian in

the E. wing, opposite). The Tower, the summit of which is 330 ft.

above the Pregel , commands an extensive prospect (custodian in

the S.W. corner of the court).

The Statue of Frederick I. (PI. 4) in front of the E. portal of

the palace, was erected in 1801.

The *Monument of Kant (PI. 6), in bronze by Rauch, near the
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N.W. corner of the palace, completed in 1864, represents the

philosopher in his 30th year. The house No. 3 Prinzessin-Str.

(PI. 8), in the vicinity, was occupied by Kant from 1793 to 1804.

The Post-Office (PI. 17) is situated opposite Kant's house, and

adjoining it the modern Alisiddtische Kirclie (PI. 13).

In the vicinity is the Parade-Platz^ or Konigs-Garten, bounded

on the N.E. by the Theatre (PI. 18), and on the N.W. by the New
University, and embellished with an equestrian *Statue of Frederick

William III. (PI. 5), by Kiss, erected by 'grateful Prussia' in 1851.

ReliefX. 1. Domestic life of the king at Konigsberg In 1807—9; 2. The
king delivers to llardenberg the new laws enacted during these years,

Scharnhorst and Stein approving; 3. Foundation of the Landwehr in 1813-,

York between Dukes Alexander and Lewis Dohna gives a musket to a
student; Bardeleben leaning on his sword; to the r. in the corner the

burgomaster in the Landwehr uniform ; to the 1. a soldier of the national

cavalry regiment. The 4th and 5th scenes represent the blessings of peace.

The New University (PI. 22), completed in 1862, is a flue

Renaissance structure by Stiiler. The facade is adorned with an

equestrian figure in relief of Duke Albert of Prussia, the founder of

the 'Hochschule' in 1544. Below are niches containing statues of

Luther and Melanchthon ; above, medallion portraits of celebrated

Konigsberg professors.
Interior. Handsome staircase, borne by marble columns. The Senate

Hall contains a portrait of the Crown Prince as rector, by Lauchert , and
a bust of Kant in his 80th year, by Schadow. The adjacent *Aola is

adorned with admirable frescoes, representing the different branches of art

and science, and pleasing allegories in the arches above. The carved
chairs are also worthy of notice.

The Schlossteichgasse leads from the Koiiigsgarten to the E. to

the Schlossteich , a small lake intersecting half the town from S. to

N. , and surrounded by public and private gardens (Bellevue , see

p. 158). The bridge across it (PI. G, 3) at the end of the Schloss-

teichgasse is for foot-passengers only. Traversing the Weissgerber-

gasse and crossing the Kossgartsche Markt , the traveller enters the

long Konigs-Strasse , where a column rises to the memory of the

Prussian minister v. Schon. No. 57, near the monument, is the

Kunst-Academie (Director Prof. Rosenfelder) , containing on the

upper floor the

*Stadt-Museum (PI. 20) , a choice collection of 300 pictures,

chiefly modern (Sund. 11— 2, Wed. 11— 1; at other times fee

10 Sgr. ; custodian Landhofmeister-Str. 2, 1. side, a street nearly

opposite the museum).
Entrance Cabinet. Engravings of the finest pictures in the collection.

lii(jhi: 1st Room. *157. CampmielUi, Choir of S. Maria delta Concezione at

Rome; 272. iSclierres, Landscape in E. Prussia; 273. Piloty, The Abbess of

the Chiemsee Nunnerv defending it against plundering soldiers of the

Thirty Years' War; 114. Portrait of Bessel (p. 160); 110. Portrait of Ha-
mann. — 2nd Room. *i73. Ko/iler, Finding of Moses; 62. Portrait of an old

woman, after Rembrandt; 254. Breiidel, Flock of sheep; 263. ffiddemcmn,
Quartett; 167. Hubner , Distress; 195. C. Sohn , Lady with a mirror; 278.

Sc/imidt, Forest scene: 178. Maes, Roman woman praying; 274. Pauwels,
Persecution of Protestants in the Netherlands; 215. Gtidin, Sea-piece. —
3rd Room. 220. Hollstein, Alpengluhen ; 226. Robert, Woman of Procida; J91.
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Schrodler^ Jester and cellarman ; 255. W. Sohn, Gipsy; 192. SchutU, Choir
of the cathedral of Kiinigsberg-, 181. PiMorins, Village fiddler; 217. Ondin,
African coast ; 218. Gvdin, Neighbourhood of Antibes ; 258. AcJienbach, Beach
at Scheveningen ; 252. C'o^int Kalkreuth. Lalce in the Pyrenees; 224. Pisto-

rius , Cellarman ; 179. Perrot , Naples. This and the following room also

contain a number of old Italian and small Netherlands works. — 4th Room.
270. Nordgreen , Scene in Swedish Lapland ; 261. Schlekh , Landscape near
Munich; 246. Waielet,^ Rainy day; *210. Delaroche, Night of St. Bartho-
lomew ; 153. Blanc, Going to church. — Left : 1st Room. 115. Wach, Min-

.

ister V. Schon; 277. Dilcker, Coast of the Baltic; 242. Voltz , Cattle on the
Benedictinerwand in Bavaria; 276. Bravsewelter., Lady at the grave of her
husband ; 150. Adam, Horses ; 259. Sodom, Norwegian landscape. — 2nd Room.
188. >Sc/iorn, Cromwell foretelling the victory at Dunbar; *253. Lessing,

Monk praying at the coffin of Henry IV. ; 262. Comphausen , Blucher and
Wellington at Belle-Alliance; 243, 244. Wagenbcwer, Valley of the Inn
between Bosenhain and Kufstein; 264. Tidemand , Holy Communion in

a Norwegian cottage. — 3rd Room. 169. Jacobs, Story in the Arabian Nights
;

200. Vennemanti, Nap; 222. Jsabey. Ships; 160. Van der Eycken, Winter
landscape; 203. WaldmiiUer , Sunday afternoon; 225. Preyer, Still life;

174. Kolbe, Battle of the Lechfeld; 141. Hobbema , Water-mill; 248.

Oirardet, Souvenir de Suisse; 240. Verboeckhoven , Man with a calf; 216.

Gtidin, Sea-piece. — 4th Room. 182. Lepoittevin, Bay of Naples; 183. Quaglio,

Cathedral of Frauenburg ; 154. Blectien , Ruin of a chapel ; *267. Knaus,
Gipsies reposing; 250. Leu, Norwegian scene; *269. VauUer, Sunday after-

noon in a Swabian village; *189. Schotel, Shipwreck. — 5th Room. *249.
Rosen/elder, Occupation of the Marienburg (p. 156); 198. Slilke , Departure
of Syrian Christians after the destruction of Ptolemais in 1291 ; 187.

Scliinner, Repose after a stormy day; 251. Weber, Forest scene; 247. Bc?i-

reitdsen , Morning among the Alps ; 152. Bellermaim, Evening on the Man-
zanares; 177. Leu, Waterfall in Norway.

No. 65 in the same street is the University Library (PI. 2),

containing 250,000 vols, and MSS. of Ltither, etc. (Tuesd., Thiirsd.,

and Frid. 11-—4, Wed. and Sat. 2—4). Farther on is the K'unigs-

Thor (p. 158).

In the quarter termed the Kneiphof, on an island in the

Pregel, rises the Gothic Cathedral (PI. 9), begun in 1335 (sacristan

Dom-Str. 15, S. of the church).
The Choik, now disused, contains ancient monuments, the chief of

which is that of Albert I. , Duke of Prussia (d. 1568) , the founder of the
university, and a most important personage in the annals of the city. On
the N. side the tomb of the Chancellor Kospoth. A number of Grand
Masters of the Teutonic Order and Prussian princes are interred in the
vaults.

The 'Stoa Kantiand adjoining the cathedral, on the N. side of

the choir, contains the grave of the illustrious thinker.

The Old University (PI. 23) and the Kneiphof Gymnasium adjoin

the cathedral.

The Observatory (PI. 21) , on an old bastion to the W. of the

city, buiU in 1811— 13, was fitted up by the talented astronomer

Bessel (d. 1846). Near it are the Botanical Garden, Butterberg

Nos. 2—3 (in summer Wed. and Frid. 2—6), the valuable Zoolog-

ical Museum (PI. 24) , Sternwart-Str. 5—6 (Wed. , Frid. 2—5

;

strangers admitted on Mond. and Thursd. also) , and the Chemical

Laboratory of the university.
From Ktinigsberg to Pillau by railway in i^^ hr. {fares 1 Thlr.

6, 27, 18 Sgr.). Stations Metgethen ; to the 1. the Coporrische Haide , an
extensive forest, in the centre of which rises the Vierbriidersaule; Powayen
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whence the Galtgarben is visited; Fisc/ihausen, 1')^ BK from the <S/. Adalbert
Cross at Tenkillen, which marks the spot where the saint was murdered
by the heathen inhabitants in 997; Lochsledt, an ancient castle of the Teu-
tonic Order; iVetikduser , a bathing-place surrounded by woods. Then
Fillau, a fortress at the mouth of the Frische Haff, with a harbour and
lighthouse. — Sleamhoat from Konigsbcrg to Elbing by Pillau daily in

8 hrs. (1 Thlr., or 20 Sgr.), a pleasant trip.

Samland (see Map after the Index) is a fertile and wooded district,

with several lakes, lying to the N. of Konigsberg. The highest point in
the Galtgarben (365 ft.), the top of which, reached in 1 hr. from stat.

Powayen via Medciiau, is crowned with a large iron cross in commemora-
tion of the War of Independence. Most of the villages on the N. coast
are frequented as bathing-places. Cranz , the chief of these, lies 20 M.
to the N. of Konigsberg (diligence daily in 3^)i hrs.), at the S. end of the
Kurische Nehrung, a sandy tongue of land running N. toMemel, a distance

of 69 M. The sand-hills of the Nehrung, attaining a height of 200 ft., are
sometimes visited. Schwarzort, a bathing-place on tlie Nehrung, 14 M.
from Memel , is chiefly remarkable for its amber-diggings, which yield
about 80,000 lbs. annually, worth on an average 27,000 I. To the W. of
Cranz lie Neukuren , Rmischen , Georgenswalde, and Warniken^ the environs
of the last of which vie in grandeur with Stubbenkammer (p. 147).

A III be r of a remarkably pure and solid consistency is found at Brii-

sterort, at the N.W. angle of Samland, where divers are employed in the
search. The whole of the W. coast of Samland has for more than a thousand
years been celebrated as the 'Amber Coast\ The yield is most abundant
after storms. In 1862 about 4000 lbs. , valued at 1800 1. , were found near
Palmnicken and Nodems in a single morning. Dantsic is now the principal

depot of this highly prized antediluvian gum. It is exported to the East
for pipe mouthpieces, as well as to America, Africa, etc. The right to

collect amber, formerly a privilege of the Teutonic Grand Master, and
subsequently a royal monopoly, protected by severe laws, is now farmed
to private individuals. It is found among the seaweed, and also dug out
on the coast, sometimes at a considerable distance from the water. Frag-
ments ')2 oz. in weight are valued at is. 6d. to 2s., those of lib. at ibl.

and upwards. The milky amber is most esteemed.
From Konigsberg to Memel. Railway in^4i|2 hrs. by Insterhurg

to Tilsit (*IIdtel de Hussie; Hotel du JVord), a town with 20,336 inhab.
on the Memel. On a raft below the bridge of boats the peace of 1807 was
concluded between Napoleon , Alexander , and Frederick William III. , by
which Prussia was deprived of one-half of her dominions. From Tilsit

by diligence in 15—20 hrs. to

Memel ( Weisses Ross; British Hotel; Victoria Hotel; Weisser Schwan),
a seaport with 19,019 inhab., at the entrance to the Kurische Haff, the

most N. town in Prussia, and the central point of the Baltic timber trade.

From Insterburg to Eydtkulineii, the Prussian frontier station, by rail-

way in 2 hrs. ; thence by Kotono and Diinaburg to St. Petersburg by ex-

press in 24 hrs.

27. From Berlin to Breslau.

a. By Frankfort on the Oder and Kohlfurt.

Rail 10 ay in 7i|2— lO'l-, hrs.; express fares 10 Thlr. 9, 7 Thlr. 7i|2 Sgr.;

ordinary 9 Thlr. 15, 7 Thlr. 5, 4 Thlr. 22 Sgr.

Scenery unattractive. Stations Rummelsburg , Kopenick, where

Frederick the Groat was tried by court-martial when crown-prince,

Erkner (to the S. rise the Muggelsberge), Fiirstenwalde, Brlesen.

Frankfort on the Oder (Deutsches Haus ; Ooldner Adler ; Prinz

von Preussen ; restaurants of *Ludwig and Eckhardt in the market),

the capital of the district of that name ,
with 43,211 inhab. , and

B^uiiKEu's N. Germany. 5th Edit. 11
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the largest town in the Province of Brandenburg after Berlin and
Potsdam , was founded by the Wends , annexed to Brandenburg in

1250 , and notwithstanding its repeated capture during the Hus-
site , the Thirty Years', and the Seven Years' wars was always an
important station on the commercial route to Poland. The Marga-
retha , Reminiscere , and Martini fairs are still much frequented by
Poles. The streets are broad and well built. The Oberkirche, or

Church of St. Mary, is a handsome brick structure of the 14th cent.;

the external aisles were added subsequently. Carved altar, richly

gilded, of 1717. Old stained glass. Candelabrum with seven branches,

with reliefs of the 14th cent. A picture by the S. entrance re-

presents the finding of the body of Prince Leopold of Brunswick,
nephew of Frederick the Great, who perished in 1785, while at-

tempting to rescue a family from the Oder during an inundation.
— The handsome *Rathhaus in the market-place , near the Ober-
kirche, was erected in 1607. On the S. gable is seen the device of

the Hanseatic League , an oblique iron rod , supported by a shorter

one (thus X)- Theatre in the large Platz near the railway. The
park on the S. side of the town contains a monument to the poet

Ewald von Kleist, who fell at the battle of Kunersdorf in 1759.
Railways diverge liere to Cilsirin (p. 149) and to Foseii (p. 150).

At Stat. Finkenheerd the MuUroser Canal, , which unites the

Spree and Oder, is crossed. Stations Filrstenberg, Neuzelle, Wellmitz.,

Guben (with 16,000 inhab., cloth-factories, and vineyards).
From Gil hen to Cottbus, see p. 164.

From Guben to B entschen railway in 3s|i hrs., via Crossen, at the
confluence of the Bober and Oder, the capital of an ancient duchy of the
name which was annexed to Brandenburg in 1538, and Rothenburg, another
town on the Oder.

From Rothenburg to Liegnitz by railway in5hrs., via, Griinberg,
prettily situated, where sparkling wine is largely manufactured, and Crlogau
(Deiitsches Ilmis ; WestpJiciVs Hotel), a fortress on the Oder, with 17,000
inhab. Liegnitz, see below.

Beyond Guben the line crosses the Neisse. Stations Jessnitz,

Sommerfeld, Liehsgen, and Sorau (hanger's Hotel; Stern), a manu-
facturing place with a royal Schloss. Then Hansdorf.

From Sorau or from Hansdorf to Glogau by railway in 2'|4 hrs. , via
Sagan, the property of the Duke of Sagan and Valencay.

The line intersects the extensive woods of Gorlitz. Stations

Halhau, Rauscha, and Kohlfurt (*RaU. Restaurant), where the

lines to Dresden and to Hirschberg (p. 172) diverge. Travellers may
proceed by the latter direct to the Giant Mts. (comp. p. 171). The
Bober is now crossed by a long viaduct.

Bunzlau (Schwarzer Adler ; Kronprinz) , with 8000 inhab. , is

famous for its pottery. Monument in the market to the Russian
General Kutusoff i^d. 18i3j. About 3 M. E. is the Moravian colony

of Gnadenberg. The country becomes fertile and undulating. At
Stat. Haynau the Prussian cavalry defeated the French in 1813.

'Lie^.Toitz ( Rautenkranz ; Schwarzer Adler; Krone), at the con-

fluence of the Katzbach and Schwarzivasser , with 20,069 inhab.,
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formerly the capital of a principality , is now that of a province of

the name. The Schloss near the station , rebuilt since 1835 , con-

tains the government ofrtces. Museum of industrial products on the

upper floor. The Rom. Caih. Church contains monuments of the

princes , who formed the last branch of the ancient Polish Piast

family, and became extinct in 1675. St. Peter s , St. Mary's, and
two huge towers all date from the 14th cent.

From Liegiiiiz to Konig szelt by railway in 1>J2 hr. , intersecting
(between Nevdorf and BreclieWiof) the field of tlie Battle of the Katzbach,
in which, on 26fh Aug., 1813, Blilcher signally defeated the French and
took 100 pieces of cannon and 18,000 prisoners. A monument was erected
on the field by Frederick William III. Near this spot Duke Henry of
Liegnitz conquered the heathen Mongolians in 1241, but fell in the battle.
His mother St. Hedwig erected a chapel here, on which the monastery of
Wa)tUlalt , now a military school , was afterwards founded. Next stat.

Jimer, famed for its sausages. — Stat. Konigszelt (king's tent), the junction
for Breslau, Freiburg, and Frankenstein, derives its name from the tent
of Frederick the Great having once been pitched here during the Seven
Years' War.

From Liegniiz to Hirschherg, 35 M., diligence twice daily in
71)2 hrs. , via Goldberg and Schonau , through a picturesque hilly district.

Fine view from the * Copellenberg , halfway between Schonau and Hirsch-
berg; finer from the *Holigulje, or i7w(/oi«e"c2350 ft.), to the r. of the road.
Hirschberg, see p. 172.

Beyond Liegnitz the Breslau train crosses the Katzbach. To the

1. the Kunitzer See. Stat. Maltsch. The Zobten(y. 166) is con-

spicuous in the distance , especially near stat. Neumnrkt. Stat.

Nlmkau. At Leuthen, near stat. Lissn, Frederick the Great with

33,000 Prussians defeated 90,000 Austrians under Prince Charles

of Lorraine in 1757. On the evening of the same day Frederick sur-

prised a number of Austrian officers in the chateau of Lissa (I. of

the stat.
J
with the enquiry, 'Good evening, gentlemen I Any room

for me here?'

Breslau, see p. 167.

b. By Gorlitz and Hirschberg.

Railway to Gorlitz in 43|4—5>|2 hrs. (5 Thlr. 18, 4 Thlr. 6, 2 Thlr.
24 Sgr.) ; thence to AUwasser in i^^ hrs. (3 Thlr. I61J2, 2 Thlr. 20, i Thlr.
23 Sgr.); from Altwasser to BresUni in 2 hrs. (1 Thlr. 23, 1 Thlr. 7')2,

26>|2 Sgr.).

Scenery at first uninteresting. To the 1., near stat. Grimau, is

Schloss Kopenick (p. 161),- the neighbouring Miiggelsberge and
Miiggelseen are often visited from Berlin. Beyond Brand begins the

Spreewald, which the line skirts for 25 M. Stations Liibben (Stadt

Berlin) , at the confluence of the Berste and Spree ; Lubbenau
(^Braunes Ross), with a chateau of Prince Lynar; Vetschau.

The Spreewald is a wooded and marshy district, about 28 M. in length
and 2—5 SI. in width, intersected by a "network of upwards of three
hundred branches of the Spree. Part of it has been drained , but the
wilder parts are only accessible by boat in summer. The inhabitants are
a Wendish race, who still retain their Sclavonic dialect, costumes, and
manners. The Untere Spreewald lies to the N.W. of Liibben, the Obere to
the N.W. (if Vetschau. A visit to the latter is not without attraction.
Walk from Vetschau to the (4i|2 31.) GaKt/iaiin ziim Spreewald near the

11*
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village of Burg; walk or row to the (3 HI.) Buschmilhle (2 M. distant is the
Weinberg., a goml point of view near Straupitz) ; row to the (^2 hr.) Forst-

liaus Eic/ie, and thence by the village of ('I2 hr.) Leipe to i^ji hr.) Lilbbenau
(see above).

Cottbus (Lossow's Hotel; Ansorge's; Goldener Ring), a busy
town on the Spree, with 18,000 inhab.

,
the junction for Dresden

(p. 190), and for Guben (p. 162"), contains considerable cloth-

fnctories and a mediaeval Schloss. The chateau of Branitz, a seat of

Prince Piickler, is 2^/^ M. distant. Stat. Spremberg (Grundig),

pleasantly situated in part on an island in the Spree ; then Weiss-

wasser.
Br anch-line in 'li hr. to Iffiuskau (Giiiner Baum; SUiiil Berlin) on.

the Neisse, where Prince Frederick of the Netherlands possesses a beautiful
*Park, 2750 acres in area, laid out by the former proprietor Prince Piickler,

and including an *Arborehim. Modern Schloss in the Renaissance style.

The pine-cone and mineral baths of Hermannsbad are also situated here.
The shooting lodge of Hermannsruh is situated amidst magnificent woods,
7 M. from Muskau.

The next stations are Rietschen, Uhsmannsdorf, and
Gbrlitz {^Victoria Hotel , Post-Platz ; Rlieinischer Hof, near the

station; Herbst's and Stadt Dresden, opposite the station; Preuss.

Hof and Gold. Krone in the Oberniarkt; Prinz Friedrich Karl;

Kunig Wilhelm , near the station , new ; Strauss , Marien-Platz), a

busy and rapidly increasing town with 42,732 inhab., situated on
the Neisse, and on a very ancient commercial route to Poland. In

1346 it was at the head of the alliance between the six towns of

Upper Lusatia (Gorlitz , Bautzen , Lobau , Kamenz , Lauban , and
Zittau), but was afterwards annexed to Bohemia and was frequently

involved in the religious wars of Bohemia and Germany in the

15th—17th cent. In 1635 it became Saxon, and in 1815 Prussian.

The fine Gothic churches , the handsome gateways , the sculpturing

on many of the houses, and the Rathhaus in the Altstadt, all testify

to the age and ancient importance of the town, while the broad and
•well-built streets of the new quarters betoken its ^modern pros-

perity.

Leaving the station the traveller proceeds straight through the

Packhofs-Str. and Salomons-Str. and across the Post-Platz , to the

Marien-Platz
,
where the Frauenkirche , erected in 1449—94 and

recently restored (fine portal) is situated. Opposite to it rises the

Statue of the Burgomaster Demiani (d. 1846), to whom the town was
indebted for its rapid development. The neighbouring Frauenthurm
with the arms of the town dates from the end of the 15th cent.

Near the Marien-PIatz, to the 1. (W.) lies the Demiani-Platz, with
the modern Theatre and the *Kaisertrutz, a massive bastion of 1490,
now used as a guard-house and arsenal. Opposite is the Industrial

Museum. To the E. of this Platz is the Obermarkt, with the
Trinity, or Abbey Church, of the 13th and 14th cent., which con-
tains some fine wood-carving. Beyond the church is the modern
Gothic Gymnasium

, occupying the site of the old abbey. A short

distance heiu;e , in the Untermarkt , which is partly enclosed by
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arcades , rises the Rnthhnus of the 14th cent. , at the corner of the

Bnider-Str. ; the entrance steps with a statue of Justice and the

court should be inspected ; on the tower (^view) are the arms of the

Hungarian King Matthew Gorvinus , with whom Gorlitz was allied

against king George of Bohemia. Proceeding towards the N. through

the Peters-Str. the traveller next reaches the

*Church of St. Peter and Si. Paul, erected in 1423—97, with

earlier W. portal and crypt, one of the most remarkable Gothic

edifices in E. Germany. Interior, with double aisles , borne by 24

slender palm-like pillars. The wooden bridge over the Neisse to the

E. of the church commands a good survey of the choir.

At the KreuzcapeUe , to the N.W. of the town, is an imita-

tion of the 'Holy Sepulchre', constructed at the end of the 15th cent,

by a burgomaster of Gorlitz , who undertook two journeys to Jeru-

salem for the purpose.

A beautiful *Park, beginning on the lofty 1. bank of the Neisse

to the S. of the Altstadt, extends round the entire .S.E. angle of

the Neustadt. Between the park and the Altstadt is the modern

Horn. Cath. Church in the Romanesque style, to the S. of which is

the Standehaus in the Renaissance style. In the grounds near the

latter is a Monument of Humboldt. Best survey of the Neissethal

and the viaduct (see below) from the Blockhaus at the S. end of the

promenades, near which is a Monument to Schiller.

The Lmtdskrone (1421 ft.), a basaltic hill 5 M. to the S.W. , with a

castellated inn and belvedere ou the top occupying the site of an ancient

robbers' stronghold , commands a fine view. To the Kreuzberg near Janer-
nick also 5 M. — To the Konigshainer Berge 9i|2 M. — To the Cistercian

Nunnery of St. Marienthcd near Ostritz, in the pretty valley of the Neisse,
9i|2 M. — At J/oy.«, '2i|4 M. to the S.W. of Gorlitz, General v. Winter/eld,

the favourite of Frederick the Great, fell in 1757 in a battle against the

Austrians.

Gorlitz is the junction for Kohlfurt (jp. 162) and Dresden (p.

185). The line to Ikeslau (^'Silesian Mountain Railway') now crosses

an imposing * Fiaducf of 34 arches over the Neissethal, ^/^M. in

length and 70 ft. in height. Pleasing retrospect. Stations Nicolaus-

dorf, Lichtenau, and 'La.nha.n (Rother Hirscli.) , where another line

to Kohlfurt diverges. Stat. GreifFenberg (Spohn's hotel; DietzeVs),

prettily situated 1/4 M. to the r. of the railway ; 1 M. to the S. rises

the ruined castle of Qreiffenstein (_1400 ft.), on a wooded hill, a fine

point of view.
Roads lead from Greiffenberg and Rabishau (see below) to the S., pass-

ing the Greiffenstein and the small town of Friedeherg to (11 M.).

Flinsberg (1116 ft.) {Neues Brunnenhaus ; Schvbert
,
poor), a straggling

village in the Queislhal, with mineral baths. The oldest spring, discovered
in 1572, is termed the 'Heilige Brunnon\ The Geiersteiii (2G48 ft.), 1 hr.

to the E., is a fine point of view. To the S. rises the Iserkamm, of which
the highest points are the Heufudev (3543 ft.) and the Tufelfichte (3629 ft.),

reached in 2'|2 and 3 hrs. respectively from Flinsberg. At the foot of the
latter lies Bad Schicarzbach, 1 hr. from Flinsberg. The Hochstein (p. 174)

may be reached hence by ascending the wooded Queisthal, with a guide.
" A footpath leads from Flinsberg to the W. in 31)2 hrs. to the small

baths of Liebwerda (Adler), charmingly placed in the valley of the ^yitlig^
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at the foot of the Tafelflclite, with a chateau of Count Clam-Gallas. Thence
to Friedland (p. 188) 6 M. , or by the direct road from Flinsberg 13'|2 M.
(see Map, p. 170).

A view of the Giant Mts. to the r. is gradually developed. Sta-

tions i?rt6is/t«M , Altkernnitz , and Reibnitz (omnibus and diligence

several times daily to Wnrmbrunn , S^/o M. , seep. 172), heyond

which one of the finest parts of the journey begins. The Bober is

crossed twice, and a succession of views is enjoyed.

Hirschberg, see p. 172. Omnibuses daily to Warmbrunn^p. 172)

and to Schmiedeberg (p. 174").

Stat. Schildau , with a chateau of the Princess of the Nether-

lands {ommhxis to Schmiedeberg , Jannou-itz, a.nd Merzdorf). The
Bober is crossed several times. At stat. Hnhbank the line to Trau-

tenau and Pardubitz (p. 180) diverges.

The train now traverses the valley of the Ldssig to Gottesberg

(1805 ft.), the highest place in this mountain district, and descends

to Dittersbach.

Waldenburg (1385 ft.) (*Schwarzes Ross, R. and B. 20 Sgr. ;

Beutsches Haus ; Gelber Lowe) , a busy manufacturing town witli

5000 inhab., lies on the Polsnitz, and is the centre of a coal-mining

district in the principality of Schweidnitz. Krister's china factory

at the station employs 1500 workmen. There are also considerable

flax mills and linen factories here. Handsome modern Rathhaus in

the Gothic style.

To Adersbach, see p. 178. Diligence three times daily from Wal-
denburg to Charlotlenbrunn, see p. 182.

Altwasser (1368 ft.) ( Villa Nova, at the station,- Bergers Hotel),

with 3000 inhab.
,

possesses mineral springs containing salt and

iron, which have been known since the 14th cent, and attract a

ntimber of visitors, extensive brown-coal mines, iron-foundries, and

a porcelain factory.

To Sdlzbrtinn, see p. 181; the Wilhelmshohe
, p. 182. From Alt-

wasser to C/iarloUenbnuin diligence three times daily, see p. 182.

Freiburg (906 ft.) (Schwarzer Adler ; Burg ; Schwarzer Bar
,

Bother Hirsch) , a small town , with several weaving factories , is

prettily situated on the hill-side. On the opposite bank of the

Polsnitz lies the village of Polsnitz. — To Salzbrunn, see R. 31.
Hohenfriedberg , i^jt 31. to the N.E. of Freiberg, was the scene of a

celebrated victory gained by Frederick the Great over the united Austrians
and Saxons under Prince Charles of Lorraine. The tower on the Sieges-

hii/te commands a fine panorama (inn).

Stations Konigszelt , an important junction (p. 182); Saarau,

with foundries and chemical works ; Mettkau , the station for the

Zobten. To the 1. a chateau of Count Pinto.
From Metfkau diligence twice daily in 2 hrs. to Zobten mn Berrjc

(Hirsch), at the base of the Zobten. Kear it are Gorkau (Inn), prettily

situated, with granite quarries, and the Roscdienl/ial (Inn). Paths easily

found lead from Zobten and from Gorkau to the (1>|2 hr.) summit of the
*Zobten (2215 ft.), the finest point of view in Silesia. Chapel, small inn,

and a few fragments of an old castle, destroyed in 1471. Best view from
an open space , about 300 paces from the chapel : to the E. and S.E. the
Moravian-Silesian Mts., among which is the distant three-peaked Altvater;
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S. the Mts. of Glatz, the hirge rounded Schneebcrg , the Heiischcuer, the

Hohe Eule , the fortilications of Sillicrbcrg, then above Schweidnit/. the

Riesenkamm ; W. the Eicsenkoppe as far as the Tafelfichte; N. the popul-
ous Silesian plain. — Schweidnitz (p. 182) is 9i|2, Strehlen fp. 182) 14 M.
from the foot of the Zobten.

Next Stat. Cnnth. At Kryblowitz , 3 M. to the S.E. ,
there is a

monument to Prince Bliicher , who died here in 1819 at the age of

77. Last Stat. Schmolz. To the r. as Breslau is entered are the

cuirassier barracks and Reich's hospital.

28. Breslau.

Hotels. *Goi.DNEK Lowe (PI. a), Tauentzien-Platx, R. from 20, 15. 10,

D. 25 Sgr. ; *GoLDNE Gans(P1. b), .Tunkern-Str., similar charge,? ; *Weissek
Adlek (PI. d), Ohlauer-Str. — *Hotei, du Nokd (PI. c), opposite the Central
Station, R. 15 Sgr. ; Hotel de SiLfisiE (PI. e); Dkei Berge (PI. f). —
*Deotsches Haus, Albrecht-Str. 22, and *Weisses Ross, Nicolai-Str. 10, 11,

both unpretending; Stadt Brandenburg, Berliner-Platz 6; Gebauer's
Hotel, new.

Restaurants. *Hansen, Ohlauer-Str. 9; *WUUg, Junkern-Str. li;'P/d-
lippi, Albrecht-Str.; Lan(/e , Junkern-Str. 10. — Beer. Kisshiifl, .^\nl'kern-

Str. 9; Borseiikeller, at the new Exchange: Friebe , Schweidnitzcr Keller,
below the Rathhaus; Weberbauer , Zwinger-Str. 5; Hotel de Rome

.^ with
reading-room; Hermann^ Ohlauer-Str. 75; Labuske, Ohlauer-Str. 79; *Lo-
witsch, Carl-Str. 41. — Public Gardens outside the gates: Winterc/artett,

with theatre; Liebich, Weiss, Volksgarteii, etc., at all of which concerts are
frequently given. — Confectioners. Perini , Junkern-Str. 2; McmatscJial,
Ring IS-^' Steiner, Albrecht-Str. 33; Brunnies, Junkern-Str. 30. — *Liebigs-
lio/ie (p. 168), restaurant, with beautiful view.

Baths. River Baths: *Riesenwellenbad ,' by the mills; others by the
Matthiaskunst, outside the Ohlauer-Thor, etc. — Warm Baths: Malitzki,
Weidendamm 3; Georgenbad, Zwinger-Str. 8 (also vapour). — Turkish
Baths: at Malitzki's, and at Baron's, Friedrich-Wilhelm-Str. 66.

Theatres. Stadttheater (PI. 33), burned down in 1871; Lobetheater
(PI. 33a), for comedies and minor operas; Thalia- Theater , Vaudeville, etc.

Post Office (PI. 28), Albrechts-Str. ; also several branch-offices. Tele-
graph Office at the new exchange.

Railway Stations. 1. Central Station (PI. 1) for the Upper Silesian
and Posen railway, and for the express trains of the 'Kiederschlesisch-
Miirkisch' line. 2. Niederschlesisch-Mdrkisch Station (PI. 3), for the ordinary
trains of this line. 3. Freiburg Station (PI. 2), for the Freiburg and
Schweidnitz line. 4. Station for the Right Bank of the Oder, N. of the
city (comp. PI. D, 1).

Cabs. Per drive in the town , for 1 pers. 3, 2 pers. 5 , to the station
5 Sgr.

;
per hour 10 Sgr.

Breslau (391 ft.), the second city in Prussia, the capital of

Silesia and seat of government for the province , and the residence

of a Rom. Cath. bishop of princely rank , with 208,025 inhab.

(50,000 Rom. Cath., 20,000 Jews, 8000 soldiers), lies in a fertile

plain on both banks of the Oder , at the influx of the Ohlau. The
islands formed here by the Oder are connected with the banks by
numerous bridges. The city consists of the Altstadt, Neustadt, and
live suburbs. The latter were burned down during the siege of

1806, but have been re-erected in a modern style ; the Schweidnitzer

Vorstadt is particularly well built.
Breslau, Lat. Wratislavia , Pol. Wraclaw, a town and episcopal see as

early as the year 1000, is of Sclavonic origin, and with Silesia belonged
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to Poland down to 1163, after which it became the capital of the indepen-
dent Duchy of Silesia. On the extinction of the dukes in 1335 it was
annexed to'Bohemia and became subject to the emperors of the Luxemburg
family, who took the city under their special protection. Charles IV. intro-

duced the then famous municipal law of Magdeburg, which, in spite of the

storms of the Hussite wars and of the following centuries , favoured the

development of an independent German element. In 1523 Breslau embraced
the Reformation, and although it was annexed to Austria in 1527, it suc-

ceeded in maintaining its privileges, which were farther secured by the

Peace of Westphalia. In 1741 Frederick the Great marched into Silesia and
took Breslau by surprise. In 1757 the town was again occupied by the
Austrians, but was re-captured bv Frederick after the battle of Leuthen
(p. 163). In 1760 Tauentzien (p. i69) repelled an attack by Laudon. In
1806—7 the town was besieged by Vandamme, who took it and levelled

the fortifications. In March, 1813, Breslau was the scene of an enthusiastic

rising against the French, on which occasion Frederick William III. issued

his famous appeal 'An mein Volk\ Since the termination of that war the
city has rapidly increased.

Breslau is now one of the most important commercial and manufactur-
ing places in Germany. The principal manufactures are steam-engines,
railway-carriages, liqueurs, and spirits. The staple commodities, chiefly

the produce of Silesia and Poland, are wool, grain, metal, cloth, and
timber. The great wool-markets take place at the beginning of June and
October.

*Promenades on the site of the fortifications, skirting the broad

moat which is enlivened with swans , now enclose the greater part

of the inner city. On the old Taschenbastei , at the S.E. corner of

these , rises a modern belvedere termed the *Liebigshohe (VI. 36),

crowned with a Victory by Rauch , and commanding an admirable

survey of the town and its environs. At the foot of it is a monument
to Schleiermacher (p. 32), who was born at Breslau in 1768. The
Ziegelbastei (^N.E.) affords a view of the Oder.

In the Grosse Ring, a market-place nearly in the centre of

the town, rises the *Rathliaus (_P1. 29) , a noble monument of the

prosperous age of Charles IV. and the other Luxemburg monarchs.

The florid enrichments of the oriel windows and gables , and the

rich decorations of the interior belong ,
however , to the subsequent

late Gothic period (end of 15th and beginning of 16th cent.).

The finest apartment is the *Furstensaal, with handsome vaulting,

where from the 15th cent, downwards meetings of the Silesian

princes and estates were generally held. The last of these was in

1741 , when homage was done to Frederick the Great as conqueror

of Silesia. The hall has been appropriately restored and adorned

with portraits of princes (visitors apply at the custodian's room in

the passage below). Below the Rathhaus is the Schweidnitzer Bier-

keller (erected from the S. side), with remarkably fine vaulting.

The Staupsdule (or pillory), erected in 1492 , on the E. side of

the Rathhaus , is a monument of the severe laws of ancient times,

M-hile the extensive range of buildings around the Rathhaus is a

memorial of the Sclavonic custom of erecting booths and stalls ad-

jacent to public buildings.

In the \V. part of the Grosse Ring rise the equestrian *Statue
of Frederick the Great (PI. 23) , in bronze , erected in 1842 , and
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the equestrian Statue of Frederick William III. (_P1. 24), erected

in 18()1, both by Kiss.

The Stadthaus (PI. 30) , adjoining the Rathhaus , designed by

Staler, was conipleted in 1863. On the ground-floor are shops, and
on the sunk floor a restaurant. The handsome apartments of the

first floor contain the Town Library, comprising 300,000 vols.,

2000 MSS., a cabinet of coins , and a valuable collection of old en-

gravings and woodcuts.

Opposite is the House of the Seven Electors , of 1672 , with
restored frescoes representing the emperor and the seven electors.

The neighbouring BliJc.her-l'latz is embellished with a *Statue

of Bliicher (PI. 25), designed by Rauch. On the S. side of the Platz

is the handsome Borse, the property of a private club.

The Prot. Church of St. Elizabeth (PI. 16), to the N.W. of the

Ring, erected in 1257 and recently restored, with a tower 335 ft.

in height , contains some interesting old tombstones and modern
stained glass. The Prot. Mary Magdalene Church (PL 18), to the

E. of the Ring, with two towers connected by an arch, dating from
the same early period, also contains good modern stained glass.

The Ring forms the centre of traffic , the main arteries of which
are the handsome Schweidnitzer Strasse, leading to the W. stations,

and the Ohlauer Strasse.

At the end of the Schweidnitzer Strasse are the Theatre

(PI. 33), erected after a fire in 1865, and again burned down in

1871, and the Government Buildings (PI. 11). The adjoining

Exere ier-Platz (parade at noon), is bounded on the N. by the

Royal Palace (PI. 27), restored in 1846, and on the W. by the

Standehaus (PL 31), or Hall of the Estates, which contains a

Picture Gallery (800 works , most of them duplicates of the old

Italian masters at the Berlin Museum; also a few good modern
pictures).

Beyond the Standehatis, at the corner of the Graupen-Str. and
the Promenade, rises the Neue Borse, or New Exchange, an imposing
modern Gothic edifice. The fa(;.ade opposite the Stiindehaus is

adorned with stone statues representing a merchant , a farmer , a

sailor, and a shepherd. The spacious Hall is handsomely decorated

(open daily 10— 1).

Beyond the Stadtgraben rises the large New Synagogue (PL 35),
a brick building in the Oriental style ; then the Court Buildings,

the Cuirassier Barracks (PL 8), and beyond it the Schweidnitz and
Berlin railway stations.

The continuation of the Schweidnitzer Str. to the S. , beyond
the moat, leads to the Tauentzien-Platz, which is adorned with the

Tauentzien-Monument (PL 26), erected to the general of that name
(d. 1791), the gallant defender of Breslau in 1760. A short distance

hence is the Central Railway Station (PL 1) , at the S.E. angle of

the city.
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The streets running to the N. of the Ring lead to the University

(PI. 34), which contains valuable zoological and mineralogical col-

lections. It was transferred from Frankfort on the Oder to Breslau

In 1811, and united with a Jesuit school, the buildings of which it

now occupies (900 students). — The University Library, comprising

380,000 vols., 2840 vols, of MSS., specimens of the earliest typo-

graphy
,

etc. , is established in an old Augustine Abbey (PL 5) on

the Sandinsel (PI. F, 2, 3), which also contains a Museum of

Art and Antiquity and a Museum of Silesian Antiquities (admission

21/2 Sgr., daily 3—6, Sund. and holidays 11—1 and 3—5).
The adjoining Sandkirche (PI. 19), or Church of our Lady on

the Sand, erected in the middle of the 13th cent. , is a finely pro-

portioned structure with polygonal apse and fine star vaulting.

The Kreuzkirche (PI. 17), on the r. bank of the Oder, a hand-

some brick edifice consecrated in 1295 , contains the tomb of Duke
Henry IV. of Breslau (d. 1290), in terracotta, in front of the high

altar.

The *CathedraI of St. John (PI. 14), begun in 1170, completed

in the 14th cent., and recently restored, is flanked with two series

of chapels.
*Interior. At ihe end of the S. aisle is the sumptuously decorated

chapel of Cardinal*Frederick, Landgrave of Hessen , with the tomb of the

founder and a statue of St. Elizabeth, executed by Floretti of Rome in

the middle of the 17th cent. The adjacent chapel contains the *Monument
of Bishop Roth (d. 1506), cast by Vischer of Nuremberg, the bishop in high
relief, surrounded b'^the six patron saints of the country. Marble sarco-

phagus of Bishop Progella (d. 1376). Monument of Duke Ghrisiian of IloUtein,

an imperial general who fell in a battle with the Turks at Salankemcn
in 1691 (reliefs of battles, Turks as caryatides). — The adjoining chapel of

Count Palatine Franz Ludwig , Elector of Mayence , and Prince Bishop of

Breslau, contains two good statues of Moses and Aaron, 1727. Numerous
other monuments of bishops and canons and several paintings of the 18th

cent, by the prolific Willmann. — The Chapel of St. John, in the N. aisle,

the second from the choir, contains Cranach^s celebrated 'Madonna among
the pines'. — On the wall of the choir, opposite the Chapel ot St. Borro-
mfeus, Christ with the disciples at Emmaus, ascribed to Tilian.

The Botanical Garden (PI. G, H, 1, 2; open daily till 7 p. m.),

to the N. of the cathedral , contains a valuable collection of medi-

cinal plants. The Wintergarten (p. 167) is 1/4 M- to t^^e E. ; the

Zoological Garden, tastefully laid out, lies beyond the barrier, 3/4 M.
distant.

The Mohnhaupt-Strasse leads from the Botanical Garden to the N., past

the Deaf and Dumb Asylum (P). G, 1) to the *New Church of St. Michael,
an elegant Gothic brick edifice, consecrated in 1871 , with lofty towers of

unequal height.
Environs. Scheitnig, on the r. bank of the Oder, li|2 M. above the

Zoological Garden, with a park and numerous country-houses ; Piipelwitz,

to the W. of the Nicolaithor, with the pleasant Eichenpark garden, etc.
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29. The Giant Mountains.
Flan. The most interesting points among the Giant Mts. may be

visited in nine or ten days. Hirscliherg (p. 172) is tlie most convenient
starting-point. 1st Day. Hirscliberg and environs; Cavalierberg sj, hr.,

gorge of the Sattler 4 hrs. ; drive in the afternoon to Krdmannsdorf in l'|2,

walk liy the Ilcinriolislnng and Weihrichsberg to W.armbrunn, 3, in all

9 hrs. — 2nd Day. llernisdorf % hr. , Kynast and back l'|2, Kochelfall

2'|2, .Tosephincnhiitte 2, in all 7 hrs. — 3rd Day. Mountain walk : Zacken-
fall 3|4 hr., Neue Schlesische Baude 3)4, Elbfall" 2, Schneegrubenbaude ^^,
Petersbaude 1, Mittagsstein 11)2, Riesenbaude 1>|2, Koppe ^\i, in all about
9 hrs. — 4th Day. Descend to the Hampelbaude 1'|'2, Kirche Wang l'|2,

Grabersteine 1, Arnsdorf i|2, Sehmiedeberg 1 hr. — 5th Day. Friesensteine
li|2, Fischbach 1, Falkenstein 1, Jannowitz 1 hr. — The descent to the
Boliemian side may be arranged thus : From the Koppe to the Petz Kre-
tscham in the Riesengrund 2 hrs. ; Johannisbad 3 hrs.; then on the follow-

ing day by Klein Aupe and the Grenzbauden to Sehmiedeberg 6 hrs. , or

by Trautenau , and thence by railway. — A visit to the AdeLsbach and
Weckelsdorf rocks may be combined with the above tour as follows

:

either from Sehmiedeberg by the old road, with a digression to the Friesen-
steine and Landshut, 3i|2 hrs., and thence to Adersbach 5 hrs.; next day
to Weckelsdorf 3|4 hr., Felsenstadt 2i|2, Friedland 2, Waldenburg 2'|2 hrs.

;

or by railway to Liebau, see p. 180.

Zittait is another good starting-point. 1st Day. *Oybin and Lausche

;

drive in 3 hrs. to Friedland (p. 188). — 2nd Day. To Liebweida (p. 165)

2 hrs. ; with guide (20 Sgr.) to Flinsberg 3'(2 hrs. — 3rd Day. Ascend the
Ilochstein in 4 hrs. (p. 174), descend to the Josephinenhiitte in 1 hr. (dine)

;

visit *2(ickenfcill in 1 hr. ; to Petersdorf (p. 173) 1 hr.. or to Hermsdorf (p.

173) 3 hrs. — 4th Day. Visit the Kijnast (p. 173) in 2 hrs. ; then by Giers-

dovf and Merzdorf to the *IIeinru-/isbvrg (p. 174) in I1I2 hr. ; Slonsdorf (p.

174) 'I2 hr. ; Erdmannsdorf fp. 175) 1 hr. (dine). With guide over the
Ameisenberg to *Fischbach (p. 175) 1 hr. , BuchwaJd (p. 175) 1 hr.,

Sehmiedeberg (p. 174) ^U hr. — 5th Day. Drive in 3|4 hr. to Krumhilbel

(p. 177); thence with guide (for the whole day; route, see p. 177) to the

summit of the Schneekoppe (p. 178; dine); then by the Grenzbauden to

Liebau (p. 180) in 4—5 hrs. Or the night may be spent at the Grenzbaiide
at (li|2 hr.) Klein-Avpa., and Liebau (3 hrs.) reached on the following
morning. — 6th Day. Drive from Liebau by Schomberg (p. 178) to Aders-
bach (p., 179; dine), * Weckelsdorf, Friedland, and Waldenburg (p. 166). —
7th Day. AValk from Waldenburg to Altwasser , and over the Wilhelms-
hohe to SaUbrunn (p. 181), in 11)2 hr., thence to the Ftirstenstein and Frei-

burg, and by railway to Breslau.
Inns generally good, except at the smaller villages. Those among the

mountains termed 'Bauden' are constructed of wood. Charges : R. 15—20,

B. 7>|2, A. 5, D. 15 Sgr. Wine on the Austrian side generally good, on
the Prussian inferior and dearer.

The Giant Mountains form part of the great mountain chain termed
the Sudeten which extends from the sources of the Oder and the Car-
pathians towards the N.W. for a distance of 140 M. The Riesenkamm, or

Giant Range , strictly so called , which rises somewhat abruptly on the
Silesian, and gradually on the Bohemian side, stretching from the sources
of the Bober on the E. and those of the Quels and Zacken on the W., is

23 M. in length, and attains an average height of 4000 ft.. The
principal heights are the Schneekoppe (5138 fr.), the Grosse and Kleine
Slurmhaube (4500 and 4494 ft.), the Mittagstein (4647 ft.), the Tafelfichte

(3483 ft.), the Reiftrager (4290 ft.), the Hohe Rad (4450 ft.), the Brunnberg
(4820 ft.), and the Kesselberg (4430 ft.). At a height of about 3500 ft. the
forest zone of the Giant Mts. terminates, and the region of the dwarf pine
(pinus humilis) begins, and this in its turn soon disappears, particularly
on the Schneekoppe, where the 'devil's beard" (anemone alpina) and
violet-moss (byssus jolithus) alone thrive.
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a. Hirschberg, Warmbrtmn, Schmiedeberg , and Environs.

Distances. From Hirschberg to Warmbrunn 3^|4 M. , Warmbrunn to

Hennsdorf 2i|4 M., ascent ol' the Kynast 1 hr., Hermsdorf to the Josephinen-
hiitte 8 M. , Hermsdorf to Schmiedeberg 9 M. , Warmbrunn to Schmiede-
berg 9 M., Hirschberg to Schmiedeberg 9 M.

Carriage with one horse 3, witli two 5 Thlr. per day.

Hirschberg (1122ft.) {*DreiBerge, by the post-office; *Preussi-

scher Hof, in the Anlagen ; Weisser Sckwan, at the station ; Deut-
sches Haus and Weisses Ross in the market-place ; Bergmnnri's and
Ungebauers in the Anlagen ; Inn on the Calvarienberg, see below),

a station on the Silesian Mountain Railway (p. 166), picturesquely

situated at the confluence of the Bober and Zacken , is an old town
with 10,000 inhab. , still partially surrounded by walls, and the

principal commercial place among the Silesian Mts. Near the station

is the Prot. Church , covered with a large dome , one of the six

churches for which Charles XII. of Sweden stipulated from Emp.
Joseph I. at the Altranstadt Convention in 1707. The Rom. Cath.

Church dates from the 14th cent. The Ring, or market, is enclosed

by arcades. To the S. of the town are prettly Anlagen, or promena-
des, extending to the *Cavalierberg (Inn).

To the N.W. of the town, on the 1. bank of the Zacken, rises the
^Haitsherg (Restaurant) , a fine point of view. At the foot of it is the
Railway Viaduct (p. 166). To the N. of the Hausberg rises the Helikon,
crowned with a small Doric temple.

A walk up the wild *Boberthal, or Saltier Ravine, on the 1. bank,
will repay the traveller. The finest point, about 3 M. from Hirschberg, is

termed Der Welt Ende , where the path is compelled to quit the stream
and ascend to the 1. On the opposite bank are the Raiibsc/iloxs and
the Thurmstein , a huge mass of rock. In ^\i hr. more Boher-RShrsdorf,
with the ruins of an old castle , is reached , whence Hirschberg may be
regained by the inn Zur halben Meile and the Helikon (see above).

To Liegnitz, see p. 163. — The *Hvgolje (p. 163) may be reached
from Hirschberg in 3 hrs.

To Sc/imiedeberg , 9 M. , diligence and omnibus several times a
day, see p. 174.

From Hirschberg to Warmbrunn 43/4 M. ; diligence

twice, omnibus 6—8 times a day. The road on the 1. bank of the

Zacken ascends the industrious Hirschberg Valley, inhabited chiefly

by weavers , and passes through Kunersdorf and Herischdorf, the

latter being almost contiguous to Warmbrunn.
Warmbrunn (1122 ft.) [*'Hotel de Prusse; *Schwarzer Adler

;

Schneekoppe ; Verein; Weisser Adler ; *Langes Haus, a hotel garni

only ; Breslauer Hof; Schwarzes Ross ; Stadt London, etc. ; table

d'hote at the two first named
, also at the Gallerie, I71/2 Sgr. ; D. at

the Cursaal h. la carte. Beer at the Rosengarten. Lodgings 3

—

5 Thlr. per week), a pleasant watering-place, visited by 3000 patients

annually, lies in a fertile district on both banks of the Zacken, near
the N. slopes of the Giant Mts. The alkaline and sulphureous water
(95—103° Fahr.), used both for drinking and bathing, and bene-
ficial in cases of gout and skin disease have been known since the

end of the 12th cent. Since 1401 the place has been the property
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of the Counts Schaffgotsch , whose handsome Schloss was erei;ted in

1784—89. The Probstei contains their library of 50,000 vols, and

a fine collection of weapons and minerals. The Scldoss-Park is open

on Tuesd. and Frid., 2—7 o'clock. The beautiful Promenades ex-

tend as far as Herischdorf , 1/4 M. distant, and are flanked with the

Theatre, the Oursaal,, the ^GaUerie\ and numerous shops, in which

cut glass ancl polished stones are the most attractive wares. The
*Weihrirli!iberi) (^1161 ft.), 1/4 ^^r. to the S.W., and the Scholzenberg

(1356 ft."), '/4 ^r. to the E. are two of the finest points of view.
To Rcibnitz (p. 16G) post-omnibus three times daily in ^jt hr.

Hermsdorf (1280 ft.) (*Tietze's Hotel; *Verein; Gehhard''s;

Weisser LiJwe ; Wilke's; ZumKynast; *Goldener Stern, unpretend-

ing. Private apartments to be had), 2 M. to the S.W. of Warm-
brunn, a beautifully situated village with a chateau of Count Schaff-

gotsch , is an admirable starting-point for excursions (guides , see

p. 175). On a wooded height above it rises the well-preserved ruin

of *Kyiiast (1880 ft.), founded in 1292, and destroyed by lightning

in 1657. A legend attaching to the castle forms the subject of a

ballad by Korner. The beautiful but heartless Kunigunde vowed to

marry none but the knight who should first ride round the parapet

of the castle. Many made the attempt , but were precipitated into

the abyss below. At length one in whom she felt a real interest

succeeded , but instead of claiming his prize , he administered a

stern reproof and departed. Beautiful view of the Hirschberg valley

from the tower. The ascent to the castle is best made by the car-

riage-road (1 hr.), the descent by the Hollengrund, which separates

the Kynast from the Heerdberg (2126 ft.) towards the S. The latter,

commanding a fine view of the castle , is ascended from Kynast in

3/4, from Hermsdorf in 11/2 hr.

Near Weniei-sdorf (Znm Ireundlichen Hain), 33|4 M. to the W. of Warm-
brunn, and 3 M. from Hermsdorf, are the Bibersteine, an imposing group
of nicks. The top of the Grosse Biberstein (125 ft.) commands a fine view.

From Agnetendorf, 2^\i M. to the S. of Hermsdorf, the Bismarckshohe
(2176 ft.), another good point of view, may be reached in 3|4 hr. , or from
Hermsdorf direct in 11(4 hr. — Near it is the Sabrich, another fine point.
— The Hdineegruben, Thiirmstein, etc., see p. 176.

From Hermsdorf the post-road ascends the picturesque valley

of the Zacken to (2 M.) Pctersdor/' (Kronprinz , at the beginning,

*Zum Kochelfall, at the end of the village). At the milestone 2,47,

near the Kochelfall Inn, a path to the 1. diverges to the (10 min.)
Kochelfall , a fine cascade 40 ft. in height. The road then leads

through the straggling village of Schreiberhau , the 3600 inliab. of

which maintain themselves by linen-weaving and glass-polishing.

Several inns on the road side , among them L'lbrich's Zum Zacken-

fall (2028 ft.) , and . farther on , *Zur Josephinenhutte (2225 ft.),

the latter, about 8 M. from Hermsdorf, being the headquarters of

guides and porters for the Koppe. The Josephinenhiitte, the largest

of the glass-houses of Schreiberhau, belongs to Count Schaffgotsch.

Near it rises the Rabenstein, a lofty rock.
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The *ZackenfaU, a fall of the Zackerle, 80 ft. in height, framed
in beautiful forest scenery. 3/^ M. to the S. of the Josephinenhiitte,
is apt to disappoint in dry seasons, but may be artificially improved
by the opening of a sluice gate. Route to the Neue Schlesische
Baude, see p. 175.

To the N.W. of the Josephinenhiitte rises the Hochstein (3740 ft.),

ascended in 1 hr., an excellent point of view (rustic inn). On the path to
it is *Rosemann"s Inn. Ascent from Hermsdorf direct 4 hrs.

The high road beyond the Josephinenhiitte ascends to a height of
2460 ft., crosses the Austrian frontier, and leads by Nemcelt., or Nemoald
(16'l2 M. from Warmbrunn), and (IOM2 M.) Tannwald to (13 JVI.) Reichenbera
(p. 188).

Stonsdorf (_1227 ft.) 21/4 M. to the S.E. of Warmbrunn, a village

with a Schloss and brewery of Prince Reuss, lies at the base of the

granite Prudelberg (1460 ft.) , which may be ascended in 20 min.
On the Stangenberg (1657 ft.), a pine-clad hill, 3/^ hr. to the S.W.
of Stonsdorf, rises the *Heinrichsburg

.,
a tower commanding an

admirable view: to the N. Hirschberg and its environs; N.W.
Warmbrunn; W. the Hochstein; S.W. the Kynast, Reiftrager,

Hohe Rad, Grosse and Kleine Sturrahaube; S. the Silberkamm,
Schneekoppe ; S.E. Schmiedeberg , the Schmiedeberger Kamm and
Friesensteine ; E. Fischbach and the Falkenberge. At the foot of

the Stangenberg on the W. lies the hamlet of Mersdorf, 3 M. from
Warmbrunn.

Near Merzdorf , to the S.W. , lies Giersdorf (Li-p-pert , in the

upper part of the village. Brewery in the lower), 2 M. from Warm-
brunn , and almost adjoining it is the straggling village of Hain.
The picturesque *Hainfall in the valley of the Mittelwasser is

11/2 M. above Hain. Near it a fine point of view and a restaurant.

Higher up are some remarkable rock formations, termed the Semmel-
junge (view), the Thumpsahutte, etc.

iSej/dorf (1181 ft.) (Inn and brewery), where the roads from
Warmbrunn and Hermsdorf unite, 3'^/^ M. from each of these places,

and 51/4 M. from Schmiedeberg, lies to the S. of Merzdorf, and is

one of the starting-points for the Koppe (p. 170). Near it rise the

Grabersteine, on the N.W. slope of the Grdbersberg, commanding a

fine view. At the (Y4 hr.) Anna-Capelle (2067 ft.) is a foresters

house affording refreshments
, from which Seydorf may be regained

in 20 min. — From Seydorf the road leads to the E. to Arnsdorf
(Inn), with a ruined castle and a chateau of the 17th cent., prettily

situated at the entrance to the Lomnltzthal ; then to Steinseiffen

and to

Schmiedeberg (1444 ft.) (Preussischer Hof; *Sch'warzes Ross ;

Goldner Stern)
,
an old town with 3500 inhab.

, stretching for a

considerable distance in the steep valley of the Eglitz. Down to

the 16th cent, it was an important mining place, and was subse-
quently the centre of the Silesian linen manufacture. Picturesque
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environs, with a number of villas and chateaux. The AnnaCapelle,

above the town, is a fine point of view. At Buchwald, 2 M. to the

N., there is a chateau with a beautiful park.

Erdmannadorf (_1'257 ft.) (_*Zum Schweizerhaus), a village with

a royal chateau and park , lies halfway from .Schmiedeberg to

Hirschberg, between which places (9 M.) a diligence and omnibus

run several times a day. Church designed by ,Schinkel. In the

vicinity is ZiUerthal , a colony founded by Tyrolese Protestant emi-

grants in 1838, with a spinning mill belonging to the SSeehand-

lung' (p. 31). Immediately to the N. of Erdmannsdorf lies Lom-
nitz, through which the road to SchUdau (p. 166) leads.

To the E. of Erdmannsdorf lies the long village of (^3 M.) *Fisch-

bach (^two good inns), with a tine old chateau, founded in the 14th

cent. , completed in the 16th , and subsequently restored and em-
bellished. It now belongs to Prince Adalbert of Prussia. At the

entrance are two cannon which were presented by the English to

Prince Waldemar (_d. 1849) in recognition of his active participa-

tion in the war against the Sikhs. Extensive park. Brewery and

inn at the offices. — To the N. of Fischbach rise the Fnlkenberge,

the highest of which is the Falkenstein (2126 ft.}, an excellent

point of view, reached in 1 hr. from Fischbach. To the S.E. of

Fischbach rises the (IV2 ^^) Marianenfels, a huge group of rocks

on the summit of the Fischbacher Gebirge , commanding a line

panorama. On the S. side of the rocks a gigantic lion in iron, after

Rauch.
The old post-road from Schmiedeberg to Landeshut (p. 180) , 9 M. , tra-

verses the Lundshuter Kamm, the highest point of which is termed the
Ausgespann, where Frederick the Great is said to have frequently alighted
to enjoy the view. The prospect is very striking, especially if the tra-

veller is coming in the reverse direction. To the 1., apparently quite near,
rises the Kuppe ivith its inn and chapel; then the pine-clad E. spurs of
the Giant Bits.; at the spertatiii's I'eet lie the valleys of Schmiedeberg and
Hirschberg, sprinkled with ninuorous houses. This view is still more
complete from the ^Friesensteine (2920 ft.), i|2 hr. to the r. of the road,
and l')2 hr. from Schmiedeberg.

b. T/ie Hochgehirge.

Distances. From the Josephinenhiitte to the Schneegrubenbaude 4 hrs.,

Riesenbaude 4i|2, Koppe ^|i hr. ; from Agnetendorf to the Schneegruben-
baude 4 hrs. ; from Seydorf to the Riesenbaude 5i|2 hrs. ; from Schmiede-
berg to Krumhiibel l')2 hr. ; thence to the Riesenbaude 2i|2 hrs. ; from
Schmiedeberg direct to the Koppe 4 hrs. ; from Johannisbad to the Koppe
5 hrs. ; from Hohenelbe to the Koppe 1^2—8 hrs.

Oiiides (i Thlr. 10 Sgr. per day, for which they are bound to provide
their own food), although seldom absolutely necessary, are often useful
in the stormy or foggy weather which is frequently encountered amon?
the Giant Mts. Their headquarters are at Warmbrunn, Hermsdorf, Agneten-
dorf, the Josephinenhiitte, Seydorf, Arnsdorf, and Krumhiibel.

C/iciir Porters 3 Thlr. per day.
Horse with attendant per day 3, half-day l')2 Thlr.

From the Josephinenhiitte to the Koppe 9— 10 hrs. The
path ascends by the {^/n hr.) ZackenfuU (p. 174), crosses a bridge
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(2300 ft.) , and ascends to the (1 hr.) Neue Schlesische Baude *

(3847 ft.) , a tavern , where a view is obtained. Leaving the Reif-

trager (4290 ft.) to the 1., the path then ascends past some remark-

able groups of rock, the (1/2 hr.) Sausteine, and (1/4 hr.) Kdssteine,

or Quarksteine , crosses (1/4 hr.) the path from the Alte Schlesische

Baude to Ober-Rochlitz , and then skirts the S. side of the Spitz-

berg. After V4 tr- more the straight path leading direct to the
(I/2 ^r-) Schneegrubeubaude (see below) is quitted by a path to the

r. to the ( '/4 hr.) Elbbrunnen , one of the sources of the Elbe , and
thence towards the S. to the (1/4 hr.) *ElbfaU , 145 ft. in height,

one of the finest among the Giant Mts. (*rustic inn). About 10 rain,

farther is the Pantschfall, 800 ft. in height, and 1 1/2 hr. beyond it

the Spindelmiihl , see p. 178. From the Elbfall ascend the 1. bank
of the brook to the (2/4 hr. ) *Schneegrubenbaude, lying on the brink

of the Grosse and Kleine Schneegruhe, two rocky gullies upwards of

1000 ft. in depth. View of the Ilirschberg Valley beyond the abyss

from RilhezahVs Kanzel ('Number Nip's Pulpit') , a lofty rock near

the Baude. To the E. of the Schneegruben rises the Hohe Rad
(4449 ft.), the summit of which is reached hence in 20 min.; *view
preferred by many to that from the Koppe.

From the Schneegrubenbaude the path follows the Riesenkamm,
or the crest of the mountains . the boundary between Prussia and
Austria, leaving the Grosse Sturmhaube (4500 ft.) on the 1. , and
passing the Mannstein, the Mddelsteine, and the Vogelsteine, and in

13/4 hr. reaches the Petersbaude (4066 ft.) , a mountain inn , com-
manding an extensive view towards Bohemia. It then descends into

the Mddelwiese, a marshy hollow, and the (40 min.) Spindlerbaude

(3180 ft.), an inn on the W. slope of the Kleine Sturmhaube
(4491 ft.). The path on the N. side of the latter leads to the Mit-

tagstein, a granite rock about 40 ft. in height on the N. slope of

the Lahnberg , or Silberkamm (4647 ft.) , commanding a tine view
towards Silesia. The deeply imbedded Grosse Teich , destitute of

fish
, and the Kleine Teich , in which trout abound , are next passed

(the Wiesenbaude being left to the r.), and the Koppenplan, clothed

with the dwarf pine, traversed to the (1 1/4 hr.) Riesenbaude (4390 ft.),

a 'Weinhaus' at the foot of the barren summit of the Koppe. A new
path, protected by stone waUs, ascends hence in numerous wind-
ings to the summit (8/4 hr., descent 20 min.).

From Agnetendo rf to the Koppe 8—9 hrs. The path ascends the
Tiefe Oroberi, the wooded valley of a brook rising in the Agnetendorfer
Schneegrube, passes the Thurtmieiii (2152 ft.), and then the (2 hrs.) Korall-
steine (2733 ft.), a wild group of rocks on the N. slope of the Kleine Sturm-
haube (see above). The Agnetendorfer , or Schwarze Schneegrube is next
passed, and in 1>|2 hr. the above described path to the Riesenkamm is

reached. Thence to the Koppe, see above.

From Seydor f {y. 174) to the Koppe 6 hrs. In the upper
part of the village a flnger-post indicates the way to the 1. to the

(l'/4 hr.) Anna-Capelle (2396 ft.), where a forester's house affords

refreshments. Near it are the (1/4 hr.) Grabersteine (p. 174), which
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however lie off the direct route. The path ascends from the chapel

to the S. to the (IV4 hr.^ Brotbaude, at the junction of the paths

from Arnsdorf and from Schmiedeberg by Krumhiibel. About 10 niin.

from the Brotbaude is the *Church of Wang (^2471 ft.) , the parish

church of the straggling village of Briickenberg , a curious wooden
structure of the l'2th cent., purchased by Frederick William IV. in

1844 and transferred hither from its original site at Tellemarken in

Norway. A small portion only of the carved work is modern.

Tower , school . and parsonage new. The churchyard affords a fine

prospect of the valley, Erdmannsdorf, llohen-Zillerthal, Schmiede-
berg, etc.

By the entrance to the parsonage the path ascends in 40 min.

to the Schlingelbaude (3396 ft.) (refreshments). Near it the Drei

Steine, rocky pinnacles on the top of the mountain. Then- (10 min.)

two bridges over the outlets of the Grosse and Kleine Teich, whence
the (72 lir-) HempeLsbaude (3983 ft.) is visible on its green plateau.

From the Ilempelsbaude ascend for 25 min. on the Stirndl to

the Koppenplan , on which, 25 min. farther , is the Riesenbaude, at

the base of the Koppe (see p. 176).

From Schmiedeberg (p. l75) to the Koppe by AVwm/m?*ei

and Briickenberg 5 hrs. A broad road leads from Schmiedeberg to

the S.W. by Steinseiffen in I1/2 hr. to Krumhiibel (*Zur Schnee-

koppe), formerly the principal seat of the now almost extinct 'La-

borauten' , or herb and medicine vendors of the Giant Mts. , who
trace their descent from two medical students from Prague , who
at the beginning of the 18th cent, sought an asylum here on account

of a duel. 'Pudel" is an aromatic liqueur, manufactured here. From
Krumhiibel to the Koppe 31/2 hrs. (guide not absolutely necessary);

carriage-road as far as (21/2^.) Briickenberg. The Church of Wang,
and thence to Che summit, see above.

From Schmiedeberg direct to the Koppe by the Schmiedeberger
Kamm, with guide, 4 hrs. The path passes the Anna-Capelle

(p. 174) and leads chiefly through wood to the Grenzbauden {*lluh-

ner, *Blaschke) , 2 hrs. below the summit (good Hungarian wine).

The vegetation becomes scantier as the summit is approached. The
steep part of the ascent begins on the Schwarze Koppe, 3/4 hr. from
the summit.

From J ohannisbad (p. 189) to the summit 5 hrs.; a carriage-road
as far as Petzer (see below). The traveller returns at first by the road
as far as (fijz M.) Freiheit (p. 189), and then ascends the busy and pictu-
resque valley of the Airpa to (3 M.) Marsc/iendorf (Zum Platz; Schrem-
mer's Restaurant), the first houses of which almost adjoin Freiheit. Count
Aichelburg possesses a chateau here. Post-conveyance from Trautenau
(p. 189) to Marschendovf daily.

The valley contracts. A short way beyond (3|4 M.) DunkeUlwl . where
there is a large glass-house, the road divides, that to the r. leading to
Klein Aypa and the Grenzbauden, 21J2 hrs., that to the 1. to (1 hr.) Gross
Aiipa (Preller) , a village consisting of huts scattered over the hillside.
In ij-ihr. more Petzer, the highest part of Gross-Aupa , is reached, where
the road terminates. Refreshments and chair-porters at the Petzer Krc-
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tscham. Then a steep ascent through the grand *Rie!:engrund , or Avpe-
grttnd, which descends abruptly from the Schneekoppe to a depth of

2000 ft. , to the {2 hrs.) Riesenbavde (4390 ft.) ; thence to the Koppe , see

p. 176.

From Hohenelhe (p. 189) to the Koppe there are two routes: a
direct and rough road by (3|4 hr.) Pommerdorf, the (}\i hr.) Vollerbavden

,

the ('In hr.) Lahrhavden. the ('I2 hr.) Rennerbmiden. and the (3(4 hr) Brunn-
berg to the (>|2 hr.) Riesenbaude (p. 176). The other and better route is

by a road ascending the romantic *Elbthal by Oberhoketielbe, and the first

and second Kmusemiihle , to (3i|2 hr.) St. Peter ^ or Spindelmiihl (*Richter,

trout and Hungarian wine), situated at the confluence of the sources of

the Elbe with the Weissioaaser., a brook descending from the Sieben Griinde.

A path leads hence to the W., up the course of the Elbseiffen ,
passing on

the N. (r.) of the Kesselkoppe (4548 ft.), to the (2 hrs.) Pantschfall and
beyond it the Elbfall (p. 176). The Koppe may be reached from St. Peter
direct by ascending the course of the Weisswasser and traversing a bleak
region between the sharp ridge of the Ziegenriicken and the Lahnberg
(p. 176) , and crossing the saddle connecting these. The Wiesenhaude is

then reached in 2—2'|2 hrs. Thence to the summit of the Koppe , see

p. 176.

The *Schneekoppe , or Riesenkoppe (5138 ft.), the highest

mountain in N. or Central Germany, is a blunted cone of granite,

covered with fragments of gneiss and mica-slate. Chapel erected at

the end of the 17th cent. *Two inns, one on the Prussian, the other

on the Bohemian side of the summit.
View extensive and picturesque : to the N. the entire Hirsch-

berg Valley; E. Schweidnitz, Zobten ,
Breslau , Eule , Silberberg,

Schneeberg, Ileuscheuer; S.W. the Weisse Berg near Prague; W.
the Milleschauer near Teplitz ; N.W. the Landskrone near Gorlitz.

An unclouded horizon is, however, rare. To the S.W. a most im-
posing view of the Aupegrund or Riesengrund, descending 2000 ft.

almost perpendicularly; to the N. the Melzergrund. Fields of

snow are often seen on the mountain in the early part of summer,
whence the name.

c. Rocks of Adershach and Weckelsdorf. Heuschmer.
From Liebcni to Sc/winberg 43J4 M., diligence twice daily, from Landshut

to Schomberg 9 M. ; from Schiimberg to Adershach 6 M. — From fValden-
biirg, or from Dittersbcich to Friedland 8>)2 31., diligence twice daily; from
Friedland to Adershach or Weckelsdorf 6 M. — From Adershach to Weckels-
dorf 2i|4 M. — One-horse carr. from Waldenburg to Adershach 3, two-
horse 5 Thlr.

From Liebau (y. 180) a road leads to (4^/4 M.) Schomberg
(Ross; Deutscher Kaiser) , which is also reached by a road from

Landshut via Griissau. The road , at first ascending as far as the

Bohemian frontier, now leads by (2 M.) Liebenau and (2 M.) Mer-
kelsdorf (Stenzel) to (2 M.) Nieder-Adersbach. Pedestrians save

1/2 hr. by taking the path to the r. by the tavern at the entrance

to Liebenau.

From Waldenburg (p. 106) the road ascends to (2 M.)
Dittersbach (p. 166) and then leads up and down hill

,
passing the

villages of Neuhayn, Lang- Waltersdorf, and Schmidtsdorf. Near the

last, 1 M. from the road, lies Gorbersdorf (1738 ft.), a sanitary
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establishment in a sheltered situation , visited by consumptive
patients. Beyond the small town of Friedlnnd (Gold. Lowe; Ross)

the Bohemian frontier is crossed. Good Hungarian wine atRingel's,

next to the custom-house. The large village of Merkelsdorf (see

above) is next reached , from which a road in a straight direction

and then to the r. leads to (2 M.") Ademhach . and another to the 1.

leads by Buchuuddsdorf to ('2 M.) Weckelsdorf.

The *Adersbach Bocks l*Zur Felsenstadt, at the entrance; guide

7^/.2 Sgr.), resembling those in Saxon Switzerland, are very remark-

able. They once formed a solid mountain of green sandstone, the

softer parts and clefts of which have been worn away and widened
by the action of water , leaving the more indestructible portions

standing. These rocks, thousands in number, some of them 180 ft.

high, often assume grotesque shapes, and many of them have been
named in accordance with a fanciful resemblance (sugar-loaf, burgo-
master, drummer, etc.). The path is often so narrow that visitors

must walk in single flle. A silvery brook traverses this labyrinth, a

visit to which occupies 1—1 '/2 ^^- -A-t the egress an echo is awakened
by the blast of a horn or a pistol-shot.

The *Weckelsdorf Rocks (*Eisenhammer
; guides), adjoining

those of Adersbach on the E. (2 M. from the Adersbach inn), are

still more imposing. Admission 6, guide 2 Sgr. Here, too, various

parts of the chaotic scene have their peculiar appellations (cathedral,

burial-vault , etc.), the most appropriate of which is the grand

'Miinster', resembling a Gothic structure, where the tones of a con-

cealed organ enhance the efl'ect. Visitors generally return through
the Neue Felsenstadt, where the 'Amphitheatre' and the 'Valley of

Jehoshaphat' are picturesque points. A visit to these rocks occupies

2—21/2 hrs.

Near Radowenz, 9 M. to the S.W. of Adersbach, is a Fossil Forest,
discovered by Prof. Gdppert of Berlin.

From Weckelsdorf to the Heuscheuer 5'|2 hrs. — The usual
route is by the small town of Politz (2'|4 hrs.), and by Macliau, Meldeii,
and Nausenei to {2^i hrs.) Carlsberg (see below). A preferable and hardly
longer route is by (1 lir.) Ledum and (1 hr.) Hiitberg to the (1(2 hr.) chapel
on the Stern, adjoining which there is an inn, with an admirable view.
In the vicinity are the Weckersdorf Rocks (the village of that name lies

1>|2 M. to the E. of the Stern), a 'Felsenstadf resembling those of Aders-
dorf and Weckelsdorf, and much visited from Bad Charlottenbrunn (p.

182), 12 M. to the N. A visit (with guide) to this labyrinth occupies
nearly 2 hrs. ; fine view from the *Elisahethenhohe, the highest part of the
ridge. From the Stern to Klein Ladney 20 min., Dosengrund 1)4 hr., Bilaij

^)4 hr. , Melden i|4 hr. , Nausenei 'I2 hr. , I'asse/tdorf IJ2 hr. , Schweizcrhaus
on the Heuscheuer (see below) 'I2 hr. , in all 3 hrs.; or better from Nau-
senei to (1 hr.) Carlsberg (Pawel) on the S. side of the Grosse Heuscheuer,
and thence to the top in 'I2 hr.

The *Heuscheuer (*Schweizerhaus) (comp. Map, p. 182) rises about
500 ft. above the lofty plain of the Leierberg. The grotesque rock-forma-
tions here have various whimsical names. The highest point is the
Oros.tvalersttihl (2920 ft.) , a seat hollowed out in a small rocking stone,
which commands a view of the neighbouring rocks ; to the N. is the
Bohemian "town of Braunav (Kaiser v. Oesterreich) , with its handsome
Benedictine Abbey; beyond it the Bohemian side of the Giant Mts. ; at

12*
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the foot of the mountain on the E. lie the small town of Wunscfirlburg

(*Bartsch; Meese), 14 31. from Glatz by a good road, and Albendorf, a
resort of pilgrims ; farther E. aru the heights about Landeck and above
them the picturesque Silesian and Moravian Mts. ; to the S.W. Jfachod and
a large tract of Bohemia. Ciidowa, Leiei7i, and Jfctc/iod, see p. 184.

From Dresden to the Giant Mis. The following outline will
be useful to those approaching the Riesengebirge in this direction.

1st day. Hochkirch , *C'zorneboh, Herrnhul ^ Ziitau. — 2nd. Oybiyi and
Lausche; afternoon diligence in 3 hrs. to Friedland (p. 188). — 3rd. By
the road (in the picturesque valley of the Wittich) in 2 hrs. to Liebwerda,
then (guide 20 Gr.) in 3 hrs. to Flinsberg (p. 165), both pleasant little

watering-places. Or (with guide) from Liebwerda in 2 hrs. to the, *Tcifel-

fichte (3629 ft.), and down to Flinsberg in li|2 hr. — 4th. In 3'|2 hrs. to

the Hochstein (3740 ft.) , with line view , down in 1 hr. to the Josephintn-
hiitte ; in 1 hr. to the *Zaclen Fall and back ; 2 hrs. from the Josephinen-
hiitte to Petersdorf, or 3 hrs. to Hermsdorf. — 5th. Visit to the Kynasl
2 hrs.; then in li|2 hr. by Giersdorf and Merzdorf to the Heinrichsburg

\

i|2 hr. Stoiisdorf ; 1 hr. Erdmannsdorf; over the Ameisenberg (with guide)
in 1 hr. to Fisclibadi , Buchwald 1 hr. , Schmiedeberg ^\i hr. — 6th. One-
horse carr. (20 Ngr.) in 3)4 hr. to Krumhiibel, thence (with guide) in 31(2 hrs.
to the Schneekopjpe , down by the Grenzbauden in 4—5 hrs. to Liebau (see
below). Or the night may be spent at the (I1I2 hr.) Blaschke's Grenzbaude
at Klein-Aii2)a, and Liebau reached (3 hrs.) the following morning. — 7th.
One-horse carr. (2 Thlr.) from Liebau by ScMinbtrg (p. 178) to Adersbach,
* Weclelsdorf, Friedland, and Waldenbu'rg. — 8th. Walk from Walden-
burg over the Wilfielms/iohe in IIJ2 hr. to Salzbrvnn , *Fiir-'<tenstein , and
Freibnrg, and take the railway to Sre.^lau.

30. From Breslau to Liebau and Josephstadt.

Railwaij to Liebau in 2i|2—3i|2 hrs. (fares 3 Thlr., 2 Thlr. 5, 1 Thlr.
14>|2 Sgr.); thence to JosejJhstadt in I'la hr. (fares 3 tl. 42, 2 fl. 57, 1 fl.

71 kr., Austrian currency).

From Breslati to Ruhbank, see p. 166. Carriages are generally

changed here. The line soon turns to the 1. and ascends the valley

of the Bober.

Stat. Landeshut (*Drei Berge ; Robe), with 5000 inhab., occupied

in flax-spinning and weaving. The Prot. church is one of the six

'Gnadenkirchen' [p. 172). In 1760 here a body of 10,000 Prussians

under Fouque were defeated by 31,000 Austrians under Laudon.
To Schmiedeberg, see p. 175. — At Gritssau, 3 M. to the S.E. of

Landeshut, are the extensive buildings of a Cistercian Abbey , founded in
1290, suppressed in 1810, and now used as a manufactory.

Stations Blasdorf hnd Lieba,\i (*Kyffhduser ; Deutsches Haus), the

Austrian custom-house. From Liebau to Adersbach, see p. 178.

The line follows a defile through which the Prussian army in-

vaded the Austrian dominions in 1866, and soon enters Bohemia.
Stations Konigshain, Bernsdorf, Parschnitz (junction for Trautenau,

Reichenberg, and Zittau]. The course of the Awpa is now followed.

Stations Schwadowitz, Kosteletz, and Nachod (Lamm) , a town with
3500 inhab.

, 2 M. to the E. of the railway, commanded by an old

castle of Wallenstein , a fine point of view. The Austrians under
Ramming and Archduke Leopold were defeated here in several

different engagements by the Prussians under Steinmetz in 1866.

The line traverses the battle-field, where numerous monuments have
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been erected to the fallen. The contest was terminated by the rap-

ture of Skalitz, the station of which was bravely defended by Austrian

riflemen.

Josephstadt ( Wesselys Hotel), a town and fortress on the Elbe,

erected under Joseph II. in 1781—87 , an important Austrian

stronghold.
To Pardiibitz and Prague nr Vienna, sec £ac'deker''s S. Germany and

Aiiatria.

31. From Freiburg to Altwasser by Salzbrunn.

From Freiburg to Salzbrunn 5'|2 M. , diligence once, omnibus several

times daily. From Salzbrunn to Altwasser 2 M., omnibus several times
daily.

The road ascends, affording pleasing retrospects. An avenue to

the r., 2i/-> M. from Freiburg, leads to (^^^/^M. jSclUossFiirstenstein.

Pedestrians may also visit the Schloss from stat. Polsnitz (p. 166),

or by the road through the Polsnitzthal , which leads in 1/2 h"". to

the farm (see below; comp. Map, p. 170).

*Scliloss Fiirstenstein, the residence of Count Hochberg, Prince

of Pless , charmingly situated on the E. side of the valley of the

Hellabach or Polsnitz, and surrounded by extensive grounds, is one

of the most attractive spots in Silesia. The chateau, erected in the

Renaissance style in the 17th cent. , has been entirely altered and

sumptuously fitted up by the present proprietor. The tower should

be ascended for the sake of the view. Hotel adjacent.

The *Park may be visited in 2 lirs. as follows. From the inn a road
indicated by stone way-posts leads to the S. to the *Louisenplatz, where a
beautiful view of the chateau, the Alte Burg, and the wooded Fiirsten-

steiuer Gnmd is enjoyed. Descend hence into the valley, 300 ft. in depth,
cross the brook , and ascend to the Alte Burg, a small imitation of a me-
dieval castle. A^kind of tournament was held here in 1800 in honour of

Frederick William III. , on which occasion the prizes were distributed by
his (Jueen Louise. (Castellan 10—15 Sgr.) Return by the same route into

the beautiful valley, and descend the 1. bank of the stream. If time be
limited , cross a wooden bridge which is soon reached , and ascend to the
Schloss ; but it is preferable to follow the brook as far as the SeliiBeizerei,

or farm, and to ascend thence to the r. to the Schloss.

From Fiirstenstein to Salzbrunn 3 M. by the Freiburg road

above mentioned ; somewhat less by a road from the Alte Burg.

Salzbrunn (1247 ft.) (^Flammender Stern, a handsome Renais-

sance building ; *Preussische Krone ; *Brunnenhof, with reading-

room ; *Elisenhof; Sonne; Kurhaus ; Paderborner Hof. — Deutscher

Adler ; Preussisches Scepter. — Private Apartments 4—10 Thlr. per

week. — Theatre during the season), a straggling village consisting

of Nieder, Mittel, Ober, and Neu-Salzbrunn, lies in the valley of the

Salzbach. Its saline-alkaline waters were famed as early as the 15th

cent, for their efficacy in pulmonary and bowel complaints , but fell

into disuse d\iring the wars of the following centuries. Their virtues

were again brought into notice about fifty years ago, and Salzbrunn is

now the most fashionable watering-place in Silesia(2000 patients an-
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nually). Pleasant promenades at Ober-Salzbrunn, where the springs

are situated. The Ellsenhalle, the chief resort of visitors (music 1

morning and evening) adjoins the Oberbrunnen^ the most important

of the springs (used for drinking). The neighbouring Baths are

supplied by the Heilbrunnen a.nd Wiesenbrunnen. The Annenthurm

,

commanding a pleasant survey of the environs, the Richthofensruhe,

and the Schline Aussicht are all near the promenades. Friedrichsruh,

20 min. to the S. W., is a favourite cafe near Conradsthal.
The ruined Zeiskenschloss, or Czeschhcms , I'l^ lir. N.W. of Salzbrunn,

lies picturesquely in the valley of the Zeis. The road to it leads through
the estate and village of Adelsbach. — The summit of the Sattelwald
(2896 ft.) , commanding an admirable view of the Silesian Mts. , may be
reached in 2i|2 hrs. — The Wilhelmshtihe, see below ; Fiirstenstein , see

above; Charlottenbrunn, see below; Rocks of Adersbach and Weckelsdorf,
see p. 179.

At the upper end of Neu-.Salzbrunn , near the entrance to the

village of Hartau , the road to Altwasser diverges to the 1. (E.).

Pedestrians are recommended to take the route by the *Wil-
helmshohe (1690 ft.}, to which an avenue ascends from the pro-

menades in 1/2 lir. Inn at the top commanding a fine view. Descent

on the E. side to Altwasser (p. 166) in 1/2 ^ir.

32. From Breslau to Glatz.

Railway to Frankenstein in 2i|2 hrs. (fares 2 Thlr. I41I2, 1 Thlr. 23,

1 Thlr. 7i|2 Sgr.) ; diligence thence to Glatz 3 times daily in 3 hrs.

Direct Railway by Strehlen and Miinsterberg open as far as Strehlen
only (in l'|i hr.), from which a diligence runs to Miinsterberg

.

From Breslau to Konigszelt, see II. 27. The Frankenstein line

diverges here and crosses a long viaduct.

Schweidnitz ('* Krone; * Stern. — * Deutsches Haus , 2nd cl.;

Goldnes Scepter ; *Januschek's Brewery), formerly the capital of a

principality of the name, now that of a district, with 16,000 in-

hab., is prettily situated on the 1. bank of the Weistritz. Rathhaus

in the market-place , with tower 170 ft. high. The lofty tower

(338 ft.) of the Rom. Cath. Church commands an admirable pro-

spect. The old fortittcations were removed in 1862 and converted

into handsome promenades. The beer of the place , termed

'Schwarzer Schops' , was once famous, and was largely exported

in the 16th cent.

Pleasant excursion to the S. through the Schlesierllial to the {i^^ hr.)

large and well preserved ruin of Kynsburg, and by Charlottenbrunn (Deut-
sches Haus), a prettily situated bath, to Waldcnburg (p. 166).

The train crosses a viaduct : view of the Eulengebirge to the r.

Stations Jacobsdorf, Faulbruck.

Reichenbach (Seliger's Hotel ; Langerfeld's) , a town with old

fortifications and a 8c.hloss , is historically interesting as the scene

of a victory gained by Frederick the Great over Laudon in 1762.

The Convention of Reichenbach
,
guaranteeing the subsistence of

the Turkish Empire , and a treaty between the Allies and Austria,

which was ratified at Prague in 1813, were also concluded here.
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The Eulengebirge a picturesque mountain-district, may be visited

liom Reklienbaih as I'ollows: by diligence (in 'Iz hr.) to Peterswaldciu, with
a chateau of Count Stolberg, walk to (2'|4 M.) Sleinkunzendorf (*Inn);
thence (with guide, 10 Sgr.), over the (1 hr.) Vberberg to the Forestcr^s IIoukc

(*Inn), the (li|4 hr.) Schofberg , and the (i|4 hr.) Sonneiikoppe (fine view).

Then to the S. past the Sonnenstem, a mass of rock, and descend through
wood to the (1 hr.) forester's house in the Trankegrund (*Inn and Baths);
i|2 hr. Neurode (Deutsches Haus) , and thence by diligence to Glatz in

2»|2 hrs.

The train next passes Gnadevfrei, a Moravian colony. Franken-
stein f Urn iauf's ffotei; Deutsches Haus) , a small town re-erected

after a fire in 1858, with an old Schloss and a modern Rathhaus,

situated in the most fertile district in Silesia , is the terminus of

the railway.
Silberberg (ScJiwarzer Adler), a small town fortified by Frederick the

Great, is reached by diligence once daily in i'lz hr. The works are partly

hewn in the solid rock. Fine view from the keep.

The road now leads to the S. to (7 M.) Wartha (Lowe), on the

Neisse, which possesses a shrine -visited by 50,000 pilgrims annually.

A steep path ascends to the Chnpel of St. Anna on the Warthaberg

(1838 ft.), where a fine view is obtained. The banks of the Neisse

here are attractive ; near the town the stream forces its passage

through a rocky pass, formed by the spurs of the Schnee and Eulen-

Gebirge.
About 7 M. to the E. of Wartha lies Camenz, the once wealthy Cis-

tercian Abbey of which was suppressed in 1810. Frederick the Great,
when pursued by the hostile Croatians in 1745, escaped detection here by
assuming the garb of a monk. — The neighbouring Harlaberg is crowned
by the Fiirstenbvrg, an imposing chateau of the Princess Albert of Prussia.
— Reichenstew , with an arsenic mine and foundry, lies 43)4 M. to the S. of

Camenz. — About 7 M. to the S. of Reichenstein are the baths of Landcck
(see below).

The road traverses deep ravines until beyond Eichau the Pass-

herg commands a fine view of the mountain district of Glatz , en-

closed by four ranges of hills . the Heuscheuer , the Mense-Gebirge,

the Schnee- Gehirge, and the Eulen-Gehlrge.

15 M. Glatz ( Neu-Breslau ; Weisses Ross; Stadt Rom), a

strongly fortified town on the Neisse, with 12,000 inhab., is com-
manded by the conspicuous keep of the old castle, 300 ft. above it,

opposite to which is the modern fortress.

Glatzer Gebirge. From Glatz by carr. or diligence to UUersdor/,
Kanzeitdorf (both with fine parks), and (lli)2 M.) Landeck (1442 ft.). The
baths , 3j^ ji. from the town, are chiefly frequented by Silesians and
Poles (pleasant walk to the SchroUenstein , a beautiful point of view, ^^2

hr. to the S. ; also to the Karpensieiri , a ruined castle farther distant).

Hence through the pretty Bielethal to (3 M.) Seitenberg (Brauhaus); walk
in '12 hr. to the marble-quarries on the Krevzberg, then descend in 'I2 hr.

into the KUtssengrund ^ and through the poor, straggling village of that
name, and ascend in I'lz hr. through magnificent pine forest to a finger-

post, 'I4 hr. beyond which the chalet (rustic inn) on the Schneeberg is

reached. The summit (4338 ft.) which is attained in 1)2 hr.
,

presents no
comprehensive point of view ; the traveller must therefore walk round
the margin of the bleak table-land, in order to survey successively the
basin of Glatz, the Silesian plain, the Altvater-Gebirge (to the E.) , and
the wild valleys of the March and its affluents which rise here towards
the S. (The rugged paths descending to the S. and S. W^. to the sources
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of the March and the l!feisse
,
present no attractions.) From the above-

mentioned finger-post descend In 1)2 hr. to the W. to tlie upper WSlfela-

grund; '12 hr. farther down, the valley is joined by another valley lying

more to the N. (travellers in the reverse direction may drive thus far,

and here turn to the r.) ; 33|4 M. WolfeUmiihle (Inn , trout), with the pic-

turesque * Wdlfelsfall, which is precipitated into a narrow rocky basin, ren-

dered accessible by steps. The valley opens into the broad basin of Glatz
li|2 31. lower down. The traveller may now drive in li|2 hr. by WolfeU-
dorf to Hctbelschweri ; for pedestrians, however, it is far preferable to make
a short circuit to the N. , in order to visit the conspicuous pilgrimage-
chapel of *Mana Schnee (Inn) , situated on a pointed summit, and com-
manding a magnificent prospect. The district town of Pabelschwert (fDrei
Karpfen) is 9 M. distant from Glatz, which may be reached by diligence.

A pleasanter road, recommended to pedestrians and light carriages , leads
on the 1. bank of the Neisse by Grafenort, the property of Count Herber-
stein, with a beautiful park. Travellers who prefer driving to walking
should make this excursion in the reverse direction, as, in descending in

the direction described, carriages are not always to be obtained at W61-
felsmiihle.

From Glatz the old Prague road leads (diligence several times a day)
to the W. to

14 M. Reinerz (1730 ft.) (Bar; Krone; Bade-GcisUiof) , a charmingly
situated bath. The Hohe-Mense (2868 ft.), 2i|2 hrs. to the S. , commands
an extensive view towards Bohemia.

4'|2 M. Leicin (1381 ft.) (Feller) is the Prussian frontier town. To the
N. of the road, li|2 M. from Lewin, lies the small bath of Citdoita (Stern),

from which the *IIeiischeuer - Gebirge (p. 179) may be ascended in 3 hrs.

The route passes the Wilde Loch, a mass of rock hollowed out by the
action of the water, forming a labyrinth which shoiild not be explored
without a guide.

9i|2 M. Nachod, see p. 180.

33. From Breslau to Vienna.
Railway. Express to Oderberg in 4 hrs. (fares 5 Thlr. 8, 4 Thlr. 1 Sgr.);

thence to Vienna in Q^t hrs. (fares 13 fl. 15, 10 fl. 13 kr. Austr.).

The first part of the journey is uninteresting. Stations Kattern,

Leisewitz ; then Ohlau (AcUer) , a small town on the Oder , with
extensive tobacco fields. To the r. near Erieg rises the church of

Mollwitz, where the Austrians were defeated by Frederick the Great

in 1741.

Brieg (Hirsch; Kreuz) on the Oder, with 14,800 inhab. , con-

tains an old Schloss of the princes of Brieg.
Branch-line from Brieg (in 11(2 hr.) to "Suisse ( Stern ; Ross), a fortified

town with 18,500 inhab., in a marshy district. On Austrian territory, IBM.
to the S. of ^Teisse, in the Gesenke , a district of the Sudetengebirge , and
l'|2 M. from the post-stat. Freiicaldav , is situated Grafenberg, with a
celebrated hydropathic establishment founded by Priessnitz (d. 1851), the
inventor of the system. Carr. from Neisse to Grafenberg in 4—5 hrs. (one-
horse 3, two-horse 4—5 Thlr.).

Next stations Lossen , Lowen , Dambrau. The Oder is crossed

at Oppeln (Biewald's Hotel; Adier), the seat of government for

Upper Silesia, possessing a church of great antiquity. Branch line

to Vossowska (in 1 hr.) , in connection with the railway on the r.

bank of the Oder (p. 184).
The main line next skirts tlie Annnberg (with a celebrated

pilgrimage-church), and soon reaches stat. Kandrzin (*Restaurant),

3 M. to the W. of the fortress Cosel on the Oder.
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From Cosel to Cracow express in llhrs.; fares 4 Thlr. 6'|2, 2 Thlr.

13 Sgr. (from Breslau to Cracow in 13i|2 hrs. ; fares 7 Thlr. 26 Sgr., 6 Thlr.).

The first Polish station is Gleiwitz (Deulsc/ies JImis), an old town with
13,000 inhab. ; fine church and extensive government foundry. A busy
mining and manufacturing district is now traversed. Morgenroih is the

junction for Tanwwilz, and Juittowitz, the junction for Nendza. Beyond Mynlo-
witz the once independent state of Cracow is entered. Szczcikoica is the

junction for Warsaw. At Maczki a full view of the Carpathians is obtained.

A valley bounded by abrupt heights is traversed between Chrzanow and
Tvzehinia ; on the r. side of it are a ruined castle and the monastery of

Ahoernia. Cracow, see Baedeker's S. Germany and Austria.

The Vienna train continues its route towards the S. At stat.

Rdtihorer-Hammer the plain of the Oder is skirted. Alluvial de-

posits have here raised the bed of the river so considerably that

inundations are of very frequent occurrence. Branch-line from stat.

Nendza (in 4 hrs.) to Kattowitz (see above).

At Batibor (Jaschke) , the seat of the Upper Silesian court of

appeal, with 14,000 inhab., the line again crosses the Oder; branch-

line to Leobschutz. Stations Krzizanoivitz , Annaberg. The train

again crosses the Oder , which here forms the boundary between

Prussia and Austria, and stops at Oderberg, the seat of the Austrian

custom-house authorities.

From Oderberg to Vienna, see Baedekers 8. Germany and
Austria.

From Breslav to Be u then bv the Rechte-Oderuferbakn, or Railway
of the R. Bank of the Oder, in 4'|2 iirs. (3 Thlr. 14, 2 Thlr. 18, 1 Thlr.

22 Sgr.). Principal stations Oels, a pleasant town, once the capital of a
principality, on the Oelsa; on a height a Schloss of 1558, with an extensive
park. Namslau, near which is Mitikowsky, where General Seidlitz died in

1773. Fo.s40ic.sAo, junction for Oppeln (see above). Tcirnowitz , the head-
quarters of the important Silesian mining district. Beuthen, the capital

of a district, with 14,000 inhab.

'34. From Breslau to Dresden.

Railioay in 7>|2 hrs.; fares 7 Thlr. 2, 5 Thlr. 4, 3 Thlr. IG'lz Sgr.

From Breslau to Gorlitz , see R. 27. (From Gorlitz to Hirsch-

berg, see p. 166). To the 1. rises the Landskrone (p. 165).

Stat. Reichenbach (Sonne), the last Prussian town. On 22nd May,

1813, after the battle of Bautzen, the French generals Bruyeres and

Kirchner fell near Reichenbach, and the ball which occasioned

Kirchner's death , fired by a Russian battery near the village , also

mortally wounded Duroc , Napoleon's favourite chamberlain. A
simple block of sandstone marks the spot. Next stat. Zoblitz.

Stat. Lobau ( Wettiner Hof; Stadt Leipzig ; Schwarzes Lamm

;

*Rail. Restaurant), in the Wend dialect Lubij (i. e. low-lying), the

oldest of the six allied towns of Upper Lusatia , whose league was
entered into here in 1346, is a busy place with 5500 German inhab.,

while the neighbouring country is peopled with "Wends, a Sclavonic

race differing from their German neighbours in language , customs,

and dress. The towers of the Rathhaus and the Johanniskirche are

both of the 14th cent.
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The site of the old fortifications is now occupied with pleasant

promenades.
E xcursioiis. The *L6bmier Berg, 650 ft. above the town, with an

iron tower and an *inn at the top , reached in >|2 hr. from the station,

commands a fine view. — The Rotlienstein, 1 hr. to the E. — The Coilmar,
see p. 187. — The Scalct , a picturesque valley watered by the Ldbaner
Bach, i|2 hr. to the N.

Stat. Pommritz, near which (3/^ M. to the S.) lies the village of

Hochkirch, memorable as the scene of one of the bloodiest and most
disastrous battles fought by Frederick the Great (14th Oct., 1758).

Marshal Keith, Frederick's well-known general, fell in this battle.

He was the son of Lord Keith, and an adherent of the Pretender. After the
battle of Sheriflmuir he was branded as a Jacobite, and obliged to quit the
country. He afterwards entered the Russian service , in which he greatly
distinguished himself, and attained the rank of field-marshal. Having re-
signed his appointment he repaired to Berlin, where Frederick the Great nomi-
nated him a Prussian marshal and governor of Berlin. Sir Robert Keith,
British ambassador at Vienna, erected a monument to the memory of his
kinsman in the church at Hochkirch in 1776. The churchyard was bravely
defended by the Prussians. Marks of balls, especially near the S. entrance,
are still seen on the church. The bench on which the marshal lay when
mortally wounded is beneath the pulpit, but has been almost entirely carried
off by relic-hunters. The schoolmaster, who lives on the N. side of the
church, keeps the key. Good inn adjoining the church.

A favourite point of view is the *Czorneboh (i. e. devil's mountain

;

1764 ft.), to the S. of Hochkirch , with tower and inn on the summit,
reached in lija hr. from Pommritz, and in 2^i hrs. from Bautzen. To
Wuischke, at the foot of the hill, a carriage-road; thence to the summit
by a good path in 3|^ hr. At the foot of the tower lies a huge block of
granite, said to be an altar of the ancient heathen Wends. The prospect
is very fine, embracing the vast and fertile plain of Upper Lusatia, E. the
Landskrone , near Gorlitz , and the Giant Mts., S. the Bohemian Mts., S.

W. those of Saxon Switzerland, among which the Lilienstein and Konig-
stein are most conspicuous.

Stat. Sautzen, Wend Budissin (Goldne Weintntube ; Goldne
Krone; Weisses Ross; Sonne; Adler), the handsome and busy ca-

pital of Saxon Upper Lusatia [12,600 inhab.), formerly one of the

six allied towns, and still surrounded by walls and watch-towers, is

picturesquely situated on a height above the Spree. The Church of
St. Peter in the Fleischmarkt, founded in 1213, has been used since

1635 by the Rom. Catholics and Protestants in common. Schloss

Ortenburg , situated on an eminence on the Spree at the W. end of

the town, now contains government offices. On the tower is a life-

size figure of Matthew Corvinus of Hungary, commemorating the

restoration of the castle by that monarch in 1483. The Rathhaus,

containing portraits of the burgomasters of the last 400 years
,
the

Gymnasium, the Barracks, a.nd the Landhaus, or Hall of the Estates,

may also be noticed. On the 1. bank of the Spree lies the village of

Seidau (Zidow) , chiefly inhabited by Wends. The Protschenberg

near it is a good point of view. On 20th and 21th May, 1813, the

Russians and Prussians under Bliicher were repulsed by Napoleon
in this neighbourhood.

The valley of the Spree is now crossed by a long viaduct.

Rammenau, the birthplace of Fichie (in 1762), lies 3 M. to the N,
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of stat. Bischofswerdn. Next stations Fischbach and Radeberg , a

small town with a glass-work , and the junction of a branch-line to

Camenz

.

To Camenz railway in 1 lir. (22, 15, 11 Sgr.). Stations Grossrolirs-

dorf, Pulsnitz ; then Camenz (Gold, ffirsc/i), the birthplace of Lessing (in

1729) , to whom a colossal bust was erected near the Wend church in 1863.

View from the tower on the JIutMerff, ^t hr. from the town.

Dresden, see p. 191.

35. From Lobau to Trautenau by Zittau and
Reichenberg.

Railway to Reichenberg in 2'|'2 hrs. (fares to Zittau 26, 18, 13 Sgr.;
thence to Reichenberg 1 fl. 35, 1 tl., or 65 kr. Austr.); from Beichenberg to

Alt-Paka in 33|4 hrs. (fares 3 fl. 60, 2 fl. 70, 1 fl. 80 kr.); thence to Trau-
tenau-Parschnitz in 2>(4^hrs. (fares 2 fl. 24, 1 fl. 87, 1 fl. 13 kr.).

Lobau, see p. 185. — Stations Neu- and Ober Cunnersdorf

;

the Cottmar (1770 ft.), 1/2 ^r. to the S., commands a view. Then
Herrnhut ( Gemeinde-Logis) , a pleasant village with 1000 iiihab.

,

founded in 1722 by several families from Moravia who belonged

to the Moravian brotherhood, and had quitted their country on

account of their religion. The site was presented to the exiles by
Count Zinzendorf , the proprietor. The Hutberg , on the slope of

which the pretty cemetery is situated, commands a pleasing view.

Stations Ober- and Mittel-Oderwltz. As Zittau is approached

the scenery becomes more picturesque. The station is '/o M- from

the town.

Zittau (*Sachs. Hof; ^Sonne; *EngeL One-horse carr. to the

Oybin II/3 Thir. for 1/2 day, 2 Thlr. for a whole day; to Waltersdorf

and to the Lausche direct to the upper inn 2 , by the Oybin and

Jonsdorf 21/2 'Thlr. ; two-/torse one - half more. Two -horse carr. to

Friedland 3 , Liebwerda 6-/3 , Warmbrunn 8 — 10 Thlr.) , a manu-
facturing town with 18,000 inhab.

, the principal cotton- spinning

place in Saxony, is situated in a fertile and undulating district. In

1757, after the battle of Kollin , the town was occupied by the

Prussians, and was almost entirely reduced to ashes inconsequence
of the bombardment by the Austrians under Prince Charles of Lor-

raine. Handsome Rathhaus, erected in 1844. The Church of St.

John was re-erected in 1836 ; view from the tower. The Ceme-
tery . to the S. E. of the town, affords a good survey of the

Neissethal viaduct.
From a rocky basin to the S. of Zittaxi (a walk of 2 hrs. ;' comp. Map,

p. 206) rises the *Oybin (1621 ft.), a wooded sandstone rock, in shape
resembling a beehive, and crowned with the highly picturesque ruins of
a monastery and a castle, curiously combined. The castle, a robbers'
stronghold, was destroyed by Emp. Charles IV., who founded the monas-
tery on its site in 1369. The latter was deserted in 1545 by the Celestine
monks who occupied it, and was destroyed by flres in 1577 and 1681. The
church with its lofty Gothic arches , some of which show remains of
beautiful tracery, is the best preserved part. The tower aflbrds a pictu-
resque view. Ancient tombstones in the churchyard. *Jnn adjacent. At
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the base of the hill is the scattered village of Oy6i« (Kretscham, Diirling),

with a number of villas of Zittau manufacturers.
Opposite the Oybin, to the E., rises the yop/er (3(4 hr.), another lieight

remarkable for its grotesque sandstone rocks. The direct route to it from
Zittau diverges from the road to the 1., 'Iz hr. before the Oybin is reached.

The *Lausche (2507 ft.), 2 hrs. to the W. of the Oybin, 3 hrs. from
Zittau (guide advisable, 10 Sgr.), is the highest point of the range of hills

which separate Upper Lusatia from Bohemia. It commands an extensive
and magnificent prospect, embracing the whole of Lusatia and the Saxon
Switzerland, the Teplitz and Bohemian Mts. (as far as Prague) , the Iser-

kamm , the Tafelflchte , and the Giant Mts. The inn at the top stands
half in Saxony, half in Bohemia (good Hungarian wine , bad quarters for

the night.)
The Hochwald, 1 hr. S. of the Oybin, a height easily ascended, is

another good point of view (inn at the top; guide from the foot of the
Oybin to the Hochwald and back 8 Ngr.).

Friedland (*Herzog v. Friedlaiid, by the Schloss; Adler, Weisses Ross^ in

the town), a Bohemian town 14 M. to the E. of Zittau (diligence once
daily) is commanded by the imposing old Schloss, 200 ft. above it, begun
in the Uth and 12th cent., and completed in 1551. The tower was erected
as early as 1014; the basaltic rock on which it stands is exposed to view
in the court-yard. After various vicissitudes, the castle was purchased in
1622 by Wallenstein whose portrait here is said to be a faithful likeness.

The numerous family portraits with which the walls are hung belong to

the present proprietor, the Count of Clam-Gallas. Weapons used in the
Thirty Years' War are also shown. Fine view (custodian 10 Sgr.). Route
to Liebwerda, see. p. 166.

Passengers' luggage is examined by Austrian custom-house
officers at Zittau. The train now crosses the great *Neisse Viaduct,

^2 M. in length, supported by 34 arches , 72 ft. above the stream.

The pleasant valley of the Neisse is then ascended. Stations Orottau,

Kratzau, Hachendorf ; to the r. a view of the Jeschken (3173 ft.).

Reichenberg (Frank's Hotel; Union) , the largest town in Bo-
hemia after Prague , is a cloth-making place , with 25,000 inhab.

The Kreuzkirche contains an old altar - piece , Mary and the Child

(Diirer?). Schloss and Rathhaus of the 16th cent. New Prot. church.

*Excursion to the Jeschken and back, half-a-day.

The line ascends in windings, and at stat. Langenbruck reaches

the watershed between the Neisse and Iser. It then turns to the W.
and descends to Reichenau (comp. p. 189) and Liebenau, two glass-

making places. It next descends the Mohelka Thai and crosses it,

affording picturesque glimpses of *Schloss Sichrow , the seat of

Prince Rohan, built in the English Gothic style, and surrounded by
extensive grounds. Beyond stat. Sicfirow a tunnel 700 yds. long.

Country fertile and well peopled.

Stat. Turnau (Goldne Krone; Lowe), a town with 4500 inhab.,

lies on an eminence on the 1. bank of the Iser , 3/^ M. from
the railway. The modern *Marienkirche is a very fine Gothic

edifice. Turnau was formerly celebrated for its jewel-cutting establish-

ments , and imitations of precious stones. The hydropathic estab-

lishment of Wartenberg lies li/o M. to the S. ; about 3 M. to the

S. E. of it are situated the ruin of WnLdstein , the ancestral seat of

the celebrated Wallenstein , and the medieval chateau of Gross-
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Skal, with beautiful grounds (view from the tower"). Farther distant

is the ruin of Trosky, on two conspicuous rocks.

From Turnaii to Prague railway in 4 hrs. (fares 5 11. 40, 4 fl. 5,

2 11. 70 kr.). Stations MUndiengratz (Wallenstein is buried in the chuixh
of St. Anna here; a battle was fought in the vicinity in 1866), Jiing-Bunz-

Um (branch-line to Kolin), Kvltenthal, Obristwi-Klomin , and Kralup, where
the line joins the Dresden and Prague railway (p. 207).

The scenery between Turnau and Eisenbrod is the finest on

the line. Beautiful rock and forest landscapes, at the foot of

which flows the impetuous Iser, are now passed. From stat. Klein-

skal, which is grandly situated, an interesting route leads past the

castle of that name (among the ruins of which there is a 'Rock

Pantheon', with reminiscences of Austrian celebrities"), by the ruin

of Friedstein , and the Kopainberg (2161 ft. ; *view), direct to (2

hrs.) Reichenau (see p. 188). To the 1. the chateau of Dalimeric,

with its double tower.

The picturesque valley of the Iser is now traversed. Stations

Eisenbrod, Semil (with a chateau of Priiice Rohan . converted into

a government mining office), Liebstadil , and Alt-Faka, a junction

where passengers for Trautenau change carriages. The line to the

S.W. leads to Josephstadt (p. 181).

Stat. Stnrkenbach on the line to Trautenau is a small manufac-

turing town with an old Schloss. The church contains a font of

1545. Stat. Pelsdorf.
Branch Railway from Pelsdorf in 14 min. to Hohenelbe (1477 ft.)

i*U6lel Bosener; *<Sc/Kcaw;, a small town pleasantly situated on both banks
of the Elbe, on the spurs of the Giant Mts. The small houses with their

lofty gables are flanked with arcades borne by wooden columns. The
Schloss is surrounded by a fine park. Linen is the staple commodity here.

The Heidelberg (3120 ft.), which rises above the town , commands a fine

view. From Hohenelbe to the Schneekoppe, see p. 178.

From Sta\ 'Arnau a road leads to (9 M.) Freiheit (see below).

Stations Kottwitz, Pilnikau.

Trautenau ( Weisses Ross; Blauer Stern), a town with 6000 in-

hab. on the Aupe, almost entirely rebuilt since a great fire in 1861,

is the centre of the Bohemian linen manufacture. In the Realschule

is preserved an interesting collection of the Flora of the Giant Mts.

The Prussians gained a victory over the Austrians in the vicinity

in 1866. Several monuments to the slain have been erected on the

Johannisberg , or Kapellenberg , to the S. of the town , where the

battle raged most fiercely. The Gablenzhohe , '/i M- distant , is

crowned with an iron obelisk to Marshal v. Gablenz. Fine view
towards the Giant Mts.

From Trautenau to Jo/ia iinisbad 8 M. ; diligence daily in sum-
mer. The road ascends the populous valley of the Aupe and passes Alt-
stadt , Triibenwasser , and Jungbuch, all of which possess extensive flax-
mills. At Freiheit (1493 ft ) it turns to the 1. into a narrow valley, where
the pleasant little Johannisbad is situated (Gastgebaude; Deutsdies Hans;
Stadt Breslau; numerous private apartments). The alkaline chalybeate
spring is beneficial in cases of rheumatism, etc. The Ladig , the Jdger-
haus , the wild ravine of the Klause, and the Blaustein are the prettiest
points in the pleasant envirous.
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36. From Berlin to Dresden.

Railwatj in 4i|o—5 lirs. ; express fares 6 Thlr. 2, 4 Thlr. 14, 3 Tlilr.

10 Sgr. ; ordinary 5 Thlr. 5, 3 Thlr. 25i|2, 2 Thlr. 22 Sgr.

Soon after the station is quitted, the Kreuzhery{^. 33} appears

on the 1. ; r. Teltow, then the windmill-hill of KuJdsdorf; 1. Gross-

Beeren, where, on 23rd Aug., 1813, the Prussians under Billow de-

feated a French corps, consisting principally of Saxon soldiers,

under Oudinot. A turreted church , erected in 1817, and an iron

monument mark the battle-field. — At the church of Juterbog

one of Tetzel's indulgences is stiU shown. The old gates of the

town merit inspection. The line to Halle and Leipsic diverges

here. Beyond this the country is flat and uninteresting.

Dennewitz, 2 M. to the S.W. of Jiiterbog, was the scene of a great
victory gained by the Prussians under Bulow, on 6th Sept., 1813, over
Key and Oudinot, who lost 15,000 men and 80 cannon. Berlin itself was
thus saved from imminent danger.

Stations Holzdorf, Herzberg, Falkenberg (junction of the Halle,

Sorau, and Guben line, p. 162j.

Stat Burgsdorf ; then Rljderau, the junction of this line with
the Leipsic and Dresden Railway (p. 215). From stat. Pristewitz

a branch-line to Grossenhayn, with important cloth - factories , and
Cottbus (p. 164). The scenery now improves. Stations Niederau
and Coswig (the junction of the line to Leipsic by Meissen and
Dobeln).

The train skirts vine - clad slopes. On the hill to the r. is the

chateau of Weisstrop , the property of the Duke of Lucca , who in

1849 resigned the throne of Parma in favour of his son (d. 1854).

Stat. Kotzschenbroda ; to the 1. Lossnitz , with an extensive cham-
pagne-manufactory. Stat. Weintraube. The train stops at Neustadt-

Dresden, 1 M. from the hotels of the Altstadt. Omnibuses, etc.,

see below.

37. Dresden.

Arrival. Cab-tickets are handed to travellers on their arrival, as at

Berlin (p. 1). Cab to the town for 1 pers. 4, 2 pers. 5, 3 pcrs. 6, 4 pcrs.

8 Ngr. ; bridge -toll 1 Ngr. for each horse; each heavy package 2 Kgr.
(comp. p. 191). — There are three railway -stations at Dresden; 1. Bolie-

mian Station (PI. 4), for the trains to the Saxon Switzerland , Bodenbach,
and Prague, and for Tharandt, Freiberg, and Chemnitz; 2. Leipsic Station
(PI. 5), for Leipsic and Berlin; 3. Silesian Station (PI. 6), for Gorlitz and
Breslau. The first two are in the Altstadt, the last two in the Neustadt.
Sonic of the trains stop at both stations.

Hotels. In the Altstadt: *Bellevue , beautifully situated near the
bridge; *Victokia, Johannes-Allee , S. of the Altmarkt; *Hotel de Saxe

;

all of the first class: R. from 20, L. 8, B. 12, D. 1 Thlr., A. 8 Ngr-;
Grand Union Hotel, Bismarck-Platz , by the Bohemian station; *Berlin,
Rome, both in the Neumarkt; Lingke's Hotel, See-Strasse 22; Rhki-
NiscHEU Hop, See-Strasse 6; *Stadt Gotha, Schloss-Strasse 8; *Webek"s,
Ostra-Allec, near the Zwinger. — Hotel de France and *Goldner Engel,
in the Wilsdruflfer-Str. ; Deutscues Haus and *Preussischer Hop in the
Scheffel-Str. ; British Hotel, Landhaus-Str. 22; Stadt Weimar, Pfarrgasse,
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and ZwEi Schwarze Adler, Zahnsgasse 1, both second-class; Cuklandeh
Haus, by the Bohemian station. — Hdlels Oarnis: Hotel du Nord, Liitti-

chau-Str. 17 ; *Stadt Moskau
,

Christians-Str. 5 , both recommended to
families.

In the Neusladl: * Stadt Wien, by the bridge; *Kkonpuinz, Haupt-
Str. ; both first-class. — Hotel Royal, near the Silesian station; *Kaisek''s
and Werthmann's , both in the market-place. *Coburg , at the Leipsic
station. Drei Palmzweige, by the Japanese Palace, Stadt Prag, Gr. Meiss-
ner-Str., and Stadt Gorutz in the same street, all unpretending.

Restaurants. Belvedere, on the Briihl Terrace (p. 194), concerts fre-
quently given in the evening. *Hotel de France, Wilsdrufter-Str.

, good
beer; *Mailer, Neumarkt, D. at 10 and 15 Sgr. ; *Deville (Cafe de I'Europe),
Frauen-Str. 1; Goldner Schwmi anA Strcissburger Hof, hoth near the Fmuen-
kirche; Helbig, by the bridge, with view. In the Neustadt, 7/(?n?ie, Bautz-
ner Str. 44b, with garden. — Wine. Habert, Schloss-Str. 25; Seiilen, Wall-
Str. 16; GerlacJi, Moritz-Str. 22; *Victoria- Keller, See-Str. ; Riider , Neu-
stiidterMarkt; Hungarian wine at No. 3 Sophien-Str. — Beer. *Dauch, Gr.
Briidergasse 34; *Fiebiger, Gr. Briidergasse 13; Renner (Bohemian beer),
Marien-Str. 22 ; Lussert, Frauen-Str. 2; Waldschlosschen,Post-Pls.tz; Ancot,
Markt 8, in the Neustadt; Niirnberg, Wilsdruffer-Str. 16; Neumann, at the
corner of the Schossergasse and Sporergasse ; Medinger Bierhalle, Gr. Brii-
dergasse, near the Zwinger; Berlin 'Weissbier' at Zimmermann''s, Kl. Brii-
dergasse 9. — Cafes and Confectioners: *Trepp, Altmarkt and Scheffel-
gasse 1; *Cn/e Reale , Belvedere, both on the Briihl Terrace: Liisnig,
Prager-Str. 50; Koliler, Jiidenhof 2.

Pleasure Gardens. Schiller-Schlosschen , Wald-Schlosschen , both in the
Schiller-Str., r. bank; fine views. — Grosser Garten (p. 204). — Bergkeller,
Berg-Str. ; Feld - Schlosschen , on the Chemnitz road; Felsenkeller, in the
Plauenscher Grund.

Newspapers in the Literary Musemn, Waisenhaus - Strassc 31. Adm
2i|2 Ngr., per week 10 Ngr. ; open 8 a. m. to 10 p. m.

American Club (U. S. newspapers, etc.) Victoria-Str. 22.

English Club Biirgerwiese 20.

Cabs. One-horse CDroschW ) per drive within the inner town, with
or without crossing the river 5 , 6, 7 , 9 Ngr. for 1, 2, 3 or 4 pers. ; same
fares from the inner town to the suburbs, but without crossing the river;
if the river be crossed, 7, 8, 9, and 11 Ngr. — By time. For 20 min. 5, 6,
7 9 Ngr.; iJ2 hr. 7ir'!, 9, 10, 12 Ngr. ; 3)^ hr. 10, 12, 14, 16 Ngr. ; 1 hr. 14, 16,
18, 20 Ngr. ; at sight (10—6, in winter 10—8) double fares. Small articles
free ; each box 2 Ngr. Bridge-toll 1 Ngr. per horse additional. — A bar-
gain should be made for longer excursions, the usual charge for which is

6 Thlr. per day and a fee to the driver.
Omnibuses. 1. From the Altmarkt (PI. D, 4, 5) to the Schiller- Schloss-

chen and Wald-Schlosschen every '14 hr., li|2 Ngr. — 2. From the Bohemian
Station (PI. E, 7) to the Bischofsweg (PI. E, F, 1) every ifj hr., li|2 Ngr. —
3. From the Schloss-Platz (PI. D, 4) to PUcven, every I'la hr. in the morn-
ing, every i|2 hr. in the afternoon. — 4. From the Wald-Schlosschen to the
Weisse Hirsch several times a day, 3 Ngr. — 5. After the theatre to the
Neustadt and Antonstadt, 2 Ngr. — 6. From the Schloss-Platz to the Grosse
Garten several times a day, in the afternoon almost every 1(2 hr. — 7. From
Dresden (from the Elbberg and from the Neumarkt) to Blasewitz almost
every i|2 hr. — 8. From Dresden to Lockwitz in summer. — 9. From the
Post-Platz to Hanry's Rtih several times a day. — 10. From the Palciis-
Platz to Moritzburg on Sundays only. Time-tables published by Bloch-
mann and by Gartner, 1 Ngr.

Tramway from the Bohemian Station (p. 190) to Blasewitz (p. 205)
every 10 min. ; same station to Piemen (p. 211) every ')2 hr.

Post-Office (PI. 36) open from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m. ; there are also eight
branch-offlces. — Telegraph Offices at No. 2 Waisenhaus - Str. (open day
and night) and No. 15 Rhanitzgasse (open by day only).

Baths. Dianabod (with Turkish and vapour bath,s) , on the Biirger-
wiese; Albertsbad, Ostra-Allee 38; Johannisbad, Kiinigs-Str. 11; Prinz-Fried-
riehs-Bad, Reitbahn-Str. — River Baths above and below the old bridge.
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Shops. The best are in the Schloss-Str., the Alt- and Neu-Markt, the
See-Str. , and the Wilsdnifl'er- Strasse. In the Schloss-Str., opposite the
Schlossthor, is a depot of the porcelain of Meissen. (Caution is nece.ssary
in purchasing so-called 'old Dresden china' at the second-hand shops.)
Opticians : Lietzmann, Frauen-Str. ; Hoeltig, Ferdinands-Platz 1. Chocolate-
manufacturers : Jordan and Timaeiis , near the Japanese Palace. Cigars
at Dressler's, Sophien-Str. 7.

Theatres. The Ho/tlieater, in the Theater-Platz, was burned down in
1869. Temporary theatre in the grounds of the Zwinger; performances
daily, beginning at 6. 30; amphitheatre l^i Thlr., parquet l^e Thlr, reserved
seat 25 Sgr. , first boxes li|2 Thlr. , second boxes 20—25 Sgr. (closed in
May). — 'Meldekarten' (comp. p. 5) must be posted in time to reach their
destination on the 2nd day previous to the performance for which tickets
are desired, 12—7 p. m. — Zieeites Theater (PI. 43, G, 6), in the Grosse
Garten; performances daily in summer (closed in winter). — Neustddter
Theater^ Alberts-Platz.

Steamboats. Up the Elbe (piers above the old bridge on both sides
of the river) : in summer almost everv hour to Loschwitz (p. 205), Blase-
witz (p. 205), Hosterwitz, Pillnitz (p. 205), Pima (p. 206), Rathen (p. 209),
Konigstein (p. 206), Wehleii (p. 208), Schandau (p. 209). Down the Elbe (pier
below the old bridge) : to Meissen (p. 215) 4 times daily.

Valets-de-Place 1 Thlr. per day, 20 Ngr. for half-a-day.
English Church, consecrated in 1869, in the Wiener Strasse, near the

Bohemian Station (p. 194). Presbyterian Service at Ko. 7, Ferdinands-Str.
American Episcopal Church., Ostra-Allee 5.

Collections (consult also the 'Dresdener Anzeiger' or other local news-
paper).

Acoustic Cabinet, Kauffmaniis (PI. 22), Ostra-Allee 9, a collection of
self-acting musical instruments, closed since the death of the proprietor.

Antiquities in the .Japanese Palace (p. 203), from 1st May to 31st Oct.
on Wed. and Sat., 10—2, gratis; on other days, and during the rest of
the year, 5 Ngr.

Arms, Gallery of (p. 195), on Tuesd. and Frid., 9—1, gratis; on other
days by cards for 1—6 pers., 9—1, 2 Thlr.

Casts, Collection of (p. 200) , from 1st May to 31st Oct. on Mond. and
Thursd. , 10—2

,
gratis ; on other davs , and during the rest of the year

5Ngr.
Coins , Cabinet of (p. 203) , open to scientific visitors on Tuesd. and

Frid., 10-1.
^Drawings and Engravings (p. 200), on Tuesd., Thursd., and Frid.,

10—2, gratis; on Mond. and Wed. 5 Ngr.
*Griines Gewolbe ('Green Vault' p. 195), from 1st May to 31st Oct. on

Sund. and holidays 11—2, Mond., Wed., Thursd. and Sat. 9—1, 10 Tfgr.

;

from 1st Nov. to 30th April daily except Sund. and holidays 10—1, by
cards admitting 1—6 pers., 3 Thlr.

Kreuzthurm (p. 202), view of Dresden , from early morning to 8 p. m.
*Library (p. 203) in the Japanese Palace, on week-days, 9—1, Wed. and

Sat. 9— 11, 2— 4 (fee 5 Ngr.), 10 pers. only admitted at a time; appli-
cation must be made at the office on the 1st floor.

Mathematical and Physical Instruments and Models (p. 201) from 1st

May to 31st Oct., on Wed. 9—12, 5 Ngr.; on Sat., 9—12 gratis; to scien-
tific visitors open on other daj'Sj 10—12.

Museum of Antiquities (p. 2(M), daily 8—12, and after 3 p. m., 5 Ngr.'
Museum, Historical (p. 201), from 1st May to 31st Oct. daily, except

Wed. and Sat. (Sund. and holidays 11— 2, week-days 9—1), 5 Ngr. —
Also during the above months on Wed., 8—4, and on the other days on
which the Museum is open ,

8—9 and 1—4 ; and in winter on week - days
except Sat., 1—3, and on Sund. and holidays, 11—2, by card admitting
1—8 pers., 3 Thlr. (on application at the office). Closed on Easter-Sunday,
Whit-Sunday, Christmas-Day and 24th Dec, Good Friday, fast-days, and
Saturdays.

Museum, Mineralogical (p. 201) in the Zwinger, from 1st May to 31st
Oct. on Tuesd. and Frid. , 10—12

,
gratis ; on other days, 5 Ngr.
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Museum, Natural History (p. 201) in the Zwinger, from 1st May to

31st Oct., on Tuesd. and Frid. 8—10, anthropoJogical collection 9—11, gra-

tis; on Mond., Wed., Thursd., and Sat. 8—2, 5 Ngr.
*Museum., Rietschel (p. 204) in the Schloss in the Grosse Gar en (which

also contains the Museum of Antiquities) , from 1st May to 31st Oct. , on
Wed. and Sat., 3—6, gratis; on other days, except Sund. and' holidays,

3—6, 2'|2 Kgr. — During the rest of the year (on application at the office

of the collection of casts) by card for 1—3 pers. 15 Ngr. , each additional

pers. 5 Ngr.
Palace, Royal (p. 194), daily by card procurable at the Hofmarschall-

amt, or office of the intendant, for 1—3 pers. 15 Ngr., each additional

pers. 5 Ngr. (in winter by special permission only).

**Piclure Gallery (p. 197) daily; on Sund. and holidays, 11—2, and on
Tuesd., Thursd., and Frid., 10—4, gratis; on Wed. and Sat. 10—4, 5 Ngr.

(From 1st Nov. to 15th Apr. closed at 3 p. m.).

*Picture Gallery of the Kunstverein (PI. 47), on the Briihl Terrace,

daily 11—3 (2i|2 Ngr).
Porcelain and Vases (p. 203) in the Japanese Palace , from 1st May to

31tOct. on Mond., Tuesd., Thursd. and Frid. 2—5, 10 Ngr. ; also on Wed.
and Sat. 9—5, on other days 9—2, by card admitting 1—6 pers., 2 Thlr.

Silberkammer, Royal (p. 195), in the palace, daily, except Sat. and Sund.,
9— 1 and 4—6; tickets at the Hofmarschallamt, 1—3 pers. 15 Ngr., each
additional pers. 5 Ngr.

^Zoological Garden (p. 204) daily 5 Ngr., Sund. 3 Ngr.

Diary. (Consult the 'Dresdener Anieiger" or other local newspaper, where
concerts, theatrical performances, etc. , are advertised. Compare also the

above list.)

Daily. Picture Gallery 10—4, Sund. and holidays 11—2. Library 9—1
(except Sund. and holidays). Historical Museum (except Wed. and Sat.)

9—1, or 11—2. Green Vault (except Tues. and Frid.) 9—1, Sund. 11—2
(10 Ngr.). Museum of Antiquities 8—12, 3—6. Porcelain and Vases (ex-

cept Sund.) 2—5, or 9—5. Rietschel Museum (except Sund. and holidays)

3—6, on four days admission 2'|2 Ngr., in winter 15 Ngr. for 1—3 pers. —
Kunstverein 11—3.

Sundays. Church music at the Kom. Cath. Court Church (p. 194)

11—12, and 4 p. m,
Mondays. Casts 10—2 gratis.

Tuesdays. Gallery of Arms 9— 1 gratis. —. Natural History Museum
8—10. Mineralofeical Museum 10—12. — Engravings 10—12. — Coins 10—1.

Wednesdays. Mathematical collection 9— 12, 5 Ngr. — Antiquities
10-2.

Thursdays. Casts 10—2 gratis. — Engravings 10—2.

Fridays. Gallery of Arms at 8 and 10 a. m. — Natural History Mu-
seum 8—10. Mineralogical Museum 10—12. Engravings 10—2. Coins 10—1.

Saturdays. Antiquities 10—2. Mathematical Collection 9—12 gratis.

The Royal Collections are closed on Easter -Sunday , Whitsunday,
Christmas-Day, Good Friday, on Penitentiary Days and on 24th Dec.

Principal Attractions. Picture Gallery (p. 197), Green Vault (p. 195),

Historical Museum (p. 201). Walk along the Briihl Terrace, cross the old
bridge, traverse the Neustadt, and return by the Marienbriicke ; then past the
Zwinger and through the Altstadt to the Grosse Garten. — Saxon Switzer-
land, see R. 39.

Dresden (319 ft.) , the capital of the Kingdom of Saxony, men-
tioned in history for the first time in 1206 , and the residence of

the sovereigns since 1485 , was greatly extended and embellished

by the splendour-loving Augustus the Strong (1694— 1736), and

has rapidly increased during the present century. Population

177,095. The city lies on both banks of the Elbe , which separates

the Altstadt (S. side), with its three suburbs which have sprung

Ba;dekek's N. Germany. 5th Edit. |3
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up since 1810 , and the Friedrichastadt., from the Neustadt , which
was re-erected after a Are in 1686 , and the Antonsstadt (N. side).

The beautiful environs and the magnificent picture gallery attract

numerous visitors , and a considerable linglish community resides

here for the sake of the educational and other advantages. The
handsome English Church in the Wiener Strasse near the Bohemian
Station (PI. D, 6), was completed in 1869.

The Altstadt and Neustadt are connected by means of two stone

bridges. The Old Bridge, the upper of the two, constructed in the

13th cent., restored in 1727—31, and partially blown up by Marshal
Davoust on 19th March , 1813 , in order to cover his retreat , is 1/4

M. in length and rests on 16 arches. About 1/3 M. below it is the

Marienbriicke , 250 yds. in length and borne by 12 arches, com-
pleted in 1852, and serving both for railway and ordinary traffic.

Both bridges command a pleasant view, particularly the latter.

Several of the chief attractions of Dresden are situated on the 1.

bank of the river, close to the old bridge. To the 1. of the traveller

approaching from the Neustadt lies the Briihl Terrace ; opposite him
are the Royal Palace and the Rom. Oath. Court Church; to the r.

are the Museum with the Zwinger, which contains the most impor-
tant collections, and the new Hoftheater.

The '•'Bruhl Terrace (PI. 8), rising immediately above the Elbe,

and y^M. in length, is a favourite promenade. It is approached
from the Schloss-Platz by a broad flight of steps adorned with *groups
of Night , Morning. Noon, and Evening, in sandstone, by Schilling.

The terrace is planted with trees, and on the side next the town is

bounded by the exhibition building of the Kunstverein (PI. 47) and
the Academy of Art (PL 1). At the entrance to the latter are me-
dallion portraits of Lindenau, Quandt, Thiirmer, and Rietschel, four

highly distinguished members. A monument to Rietschel on the

terrace is projected. Beyond these buildings are the cafes men-
tioned at p. 191.

At the E. end of the terrace is the Synagogue (PI. 41), erected in
1840 in the Oriental style. Service on Fridays, 7—7')2 p. m. Descending
hence to the promenades, the traveller perceives to the r. at the corner
of the Botanical Garden, the Maurice Monument fPl. 15), to the memory
of the Elector of hat name who fell in a battle with the Margrave of
Brandenburg at Sievershausen in 1553, after having resigned his dignity
to his brother Augustus, as the relief indicates.

The Rom. Cath. Court Church (PI. 26), opposite the old bridge,

erected in the baroque style in 1737— 56, contains a good altar-

piece by Raphael Mengs, representing the Ascension. Beneath the

sacristy are the royal burial vaults. The *church-music here (Sun-
days 11— 12 and at 4 o'clock, also on the eve of festivals) is cele-

brated. Strict order is preserved during divine service.

The Palace (PI. 38), founded in 1534, and frequently enlarged,

chiefly by Augustus the Strong at the beginning of the 18th
cent., is an extensive edifice of irregular form enclosing two quad-
rangles. Above the ^Oriine Thor'. in the facade towards the Court
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Church, rises a tower 361 ft. in height, the loftiest in Dresden.

In the Interior (adm. p. 193) are some tine ^frescoes by Bende-
mnnn, completed in 1845: in tlie throne-room Lawgivers, from
Moses to Maximilian I. , Scenes from the life of Emp. Henry I.

(^d. 9363 , on the frieze Relations of life ; in the ball-room Greek
mythological and historical subjects.

The *6re©n Vault (entrance to the 1. in the first court, adm. see

p. 192) on the ground-floor of the palace , so named from the origi-

nal decorations, contains one of the most valuable existing collections

of curiosities
,
jewels , trinkets

, and works of art , formed in the

16th— 18th cent.

l.U Room. Bronzes : crucifix by Giovanni da Bologna, small dog scratch-
ing itself by Vischer, Rape of Proserpine , Bacchus on a goat surrounded
by children. Equestrian statues of Charles II. of England, Louis XIV.,
and Augustus the Strong.

2>id. Ivory Collection. Crucifi.x attributed to Michael Angelo; battle-
scene attributed to Diirer; vases with battle - scenes , Hippodamia and the
contest of the Lapithfe and centaurs; vessel adorned with the Foolish
Virgins; Fall of Lucifer and the wicked angels, a remarkable and elabo-
rate group of 92 figures, carved out of a single mass of ivory, 16 in. high;
two horses' heads in relief, Michael Angelo; Rape of Proserpine; vessel
with hunting-scene.

3rd. Mosaics , ostrich - eggs , and shells with reliefs and decorations,
coral, amber, enamel, etc.; chimney-piece of Dresden china (from Meissen)
with Sa:xon precious stones; enamel - pictures , the finest of which are a
Madonna and Ecce Homo by Mengs ; fruit-plate with battle-scene.

4th. (This is the 'Green Vault', poperly so called, from the colour of
its walls.) Side-board vessels in gold and silver, plate, ruby-crystal, commu-
nion-cup and vessel by Benvenuto Cellini, magnificent jewel-casket by Jam-
nitzer of Nuremberg.

5th. Vessels of agate, jaspar, chalcedony, collection of polished stones,
rock-crystal, etc. ; two vessels entirely of cut stones, each valued at WXH.

;

fine large vases of rock-crystal; beautiful topazes; large globe of rock-
crystal ; earliest Meissen porcelain.

6th. Rare jewels, carved ivory and ebony, curious caricatures, etc.

7th. Regalia of Augustus II. as king of Poland; carved wood (Resur-
rection, Descent from the Cross, Archangel Michael's contest with Satan)

;

two battle-pieces in wa.x.
8th. This room, which surpasses all the others in the costly splendour

of its contents, contains the crown jewels, the most valuable of vi'hich is

a green brilliant of great size set in an ornament for the hat. Then works
of Dinglinger (1702—28) , the Sa.wn Benvenuto Cellini. The principal of
these is the Throne and Court of the Grand Mogul Aureng Zeb (at Delhi,
1659—1707), consisting of the monarch himself on a golden throne , sur-
rounded by his guards and courtiers, altogether 132 figures in gold and enamel,
a most elaborate woi'k deserving minute inspection. Lamp with the myth
of Actseon and Diana. Specimen of Peruvian emeralds, presented in 1581
by Emp. Rudolph III. Largest ony.v known, 7 in. high, 2'|2 in. broad,
valued at 6000?. Richly decorated weapons , among them the Electoral
sword of Saxony, employed for the last time at the coronation of Emp.
Francis, 1792. Two rings of Luther, rare jewels, etc.

The Silberkammer, containing the king's plate, is also on the ground-
floor of the palace, and may be seen on application (p. 193).

The royal Gallery of Arms (OeweJir-Oallerie; adm. see p. 192) in the
old 'Stallgehiiude', Augustus-Str. 7, adjoining the palace on the E., contains
a valuable collection of firearms and other weapons, suits of armour, pic-

lures of tournaments, remarkably fine antlers, etc.

In the Theater - Platz with its promenades , extending to

13*
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the N. W. of the Palace , are situated the Hauptwache , or Guard
House (PI. 19), erected from designs by Schinkel in 1831, the Mu-
seum, (see below') , and the new Hoftheater (PI. 42) by Semper , on

the site of its predecessor which was burned down in 1869. Between
the theatre and the museum rises the bronze Statue of Weber
(d. 1826), erected in 1860, designed by Rietschel.

The *Museum (PI. 34), a handsome edifice in the Renaissance

style, designed by Semper, was completed in 1854. The sculptures

on the exterior by Rietschel and Hdhnel indicate the object of the

building (mythical, religious, and historical subjects ; those on the

N. side from the ancient world , those on the S. from the age of

Christianity and romance). In niches on the r. and 1. sides of the

principal portal towards the court are statues of Raphael and Michael

Angelo ; on the bases of the four lower Corinthian columns are

St. George and Judith on the 1. , and Siegfried the dragon - slayer

and Samson on the r. The 'attica' is adorned with statues , 8 ft. in

height , of Giotto , Holbein , Diirer . and Goethe by Rietschel , and
*Dante and Cornelius by Hdhnel.

The Museum forms the N. E. M'ing of the Zwinger (PI. 34) , a

building erected by Augustus II. at the beginning of last century in

the most florid rococo style , and intended as an entrance court to a

new palace. The space is now laid out as a pleasure- ground , em-
bellished with four fountains, and in summer with orange- trees. In

the centre rises the Statue of Frederick Augustus (d. 1827) in

bronze, by Rietschel, with figures of Piety, Wisdom, Justice, and
Clemency. Best survey of the building from the bastion on the

river-side
; ascent by Weber's monument,
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The Museum and the Zwinger contain most of the Dresden col-

lections. In the Museum are the picture gallery, engravings, drawings,

and one room with casts. In the Zwinger are the Historical and the

Natural History Museum, the casts, and the collection of mathemati-

cal and physical instruments.

The **Picture Gallery, one of the tinest on this side of the Alps,

consisting of '2400 pictures , was founded by Duke George ,
the

patron of Lucas Cranach, and greatly extended under Augustus II.

and III. — Hilbner's instructive catalogue (25 Ngr.~) should be pur-

chased by those who desire a thorough acquaintance with the gallery,

but may be dispensed with by the hasty visitor , the name of the

artists being always inscribed on the frames.
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Hall C. Wall 1. *315. Paolo Veronese, Presentation in the Temple;
W. 3. * Tintoretto, Assumption.

Hall D. W. 1. *151. Correggio, Madonna with four saints; *152. Cor-
reggio , Madonna and three saints; **154. Correggio, Adoration of the
Shepherds (the far-famed 'La Notte); *155. Correggio, Madonna and four
saints. W. 4. 43. A. del Sarlo, Nuptials of St. Catherine; 211. Vine. Catena,
Holy Conversation. W. 3. *303. P. Veronese, The centurion of Caper-
naum; *437. Fr. Francia, Baptism; *21. Luca Signorelli, Holy Family;
44. And. del Sorto , Abraham's Sacrifice; 304. Paolo Veronese, Finding of
Moses. W. 2. *84. Ramenghi , surnamed Bagnacavallo , Madonna with four
saints; 285. L. da Ponte, 288. Tintoretto, Portraits.

Hall E. W. 1. *300. P. FecoHfse, Marriage at Cana; *299. P. Veronese,
Adoration of the Magi. W. 4. *218. Giorfirjone, Jacob and Rachel; 306. P. Ve-
ronese, The good Samaritan; Titian, *225. Cupid and Venus; 228. Portrait
of the poet P. Aretino ; 230. Portrait of his daughter Lavinia. W. 3. 302.

P. Veronese, Christ bearing the Cross; 244. Palma VeccMo, Venus; 229. Ti-

tian, Woman with fan; 226. Titian, Woman with vase; *301. P. Veronese,
Madonna and the Concini family. W. 2. *223. Titian, Madonna and saints;
290. Tintoretto, Fall of the angels; 309. P. Veronese, Christ at Emmaus.

Hall F. W. 1. Caravaggio, 178. Game at draughts and fortune teller,

*177. Guard-room with card-players; above, to the 1., by the stairca.«e,

W. 4. 472. Ci^ido iJew!, Xinus and Semiramis, formerly known as 'Solomon
and the Queen of Sheba\ W. 3. *i76. Caravaggio, Cardplayers; 449.

Ann. Caracci, Genius of Fame. W. 2. 511. Ouercino, Messenger announcing
to Q,neen Semiramis the breaking out of an insurrection at Babylon ; 182.

Lan/ranco, Peter's Denial; 470. Guido Reni, Venus and Cupid.
Returning to Hall E., the visitor next enters the Cabinets containing

the smaller Italian pictures. 1st Cabinet. Wall a. *436. Fr. Francia, Vir-
gin and Child with St. John. W. b. 148. 149. Grandi , Christ led to be
crucified , Christ on the Mt. of Olives and taken captive ; 5. Botticelli,

26. St. John Bapt. ; 25. Christ with crown of thorns. W. c. *34. Lor. di
Credi, Madonna and Child with the infant John ; 24. Pinttiricchio, Portrait

;

30. L. di Credi, Madonna. — 2nd. W. a. 473. G. Reni, Madonna adoring
the sleeping Child. W. c. *153. Correggio, Mary Magdalene ; 85. Barrocio,
Hagar and Ishmael ; * 156. Correggio, Portrait of his physician (?). — 3rd.
W. a. 528. Cignani, Joseph and Potiphar's wife; 471. "G. Reni, Youthful
Bacchus. W. c. Ann. Carracci, Head of Christ; 479. Guido Reni, Christ
crowned with throns. — ith. W. a. 307. P. Veronese, Golgatha; *243. Palma
Veccliio, His three daughters ; 320. Vero7iese, Adoration of the Magi. W. b.

256. Bordone, Diana. W. c. 245. 246. Palma VeccMo, Madonna and saints;
**222. Titian, The tribute -money ('Cristo delta moneta'). — 5W. Kothing
of importance. — 6th. W. a. *655. CI. Lorrain, Sicilian coast, Acis and
Galathea in the foreground; 661, 657. G. Poiissin, Landscapes; 648. iV. Pous-
.siH , Nymphs surprised by shepherds. W. b. 687. 688. Watteau , Genre-
scenes. W. c. 656a. G. Poussin, Landscape; *654. CI. Lorrain, Landscape,
.shepherds and tlight of the Holy Family as accessories. — Then 7th—13th.
Netherlands masters : still life , Wonverman^s battles, landscapes , etc. ; in
the 11th, W. b. 1436, 1437. Landscapes by Rttisdael, the Chasse and Jews'
Burying-ground. — 14th. W. c. 1243. Terbiirg, Lady washing her hands;
1421, 1422. Potter, Cows; 1242. Terbiirg, Trumpeter waiting for a letter;
1244. Terburg, Le.sson on the lute.— 15th. W. c. 919, 918. Teniers , Peas-
ants drinking and smoking; 928. Teniers , Chemist at his furnace. — 16t/i.

W. a. 931. Teniers, Fair; 1349. ^'ouvermau. The departure. W. b. Chiefly
by Wotivermnn. W. c. Chiefly by Metsu. — nth. W. a. *1156. De Heem,
Fruit-piece. W. b. 1189. ^e/«(," Still-life ; 1496. i/^Vno", Fruit. W. c. Chiefly
by A. van der Werff: *1645. Abraham rejects Hagar. — 18th. W. a.

ir. Mieris (1653, 1652). W. b. 1344. ^youverman , Camp. W. c. 2355.
A. Cuyp Cavalcade. The rest arc all by F. and W. Mieris; Nos. 1475,
1474, 1471, 1473, 1470 deserve notice. — Wth. W. a. A. O.Hade, 1284.

Painter's studio; 1283. Inn; 1567. Schalken, Man with light viewing a bust

;

939, 938. F. Hals, Portraits. W. b. 1365, 1366 by Wouverman. W. c.

16 pictures by Dow: among them, 1140. Praying hermit. — 20lh. W. a.

Chiefly by Breughel. W. c. 1203, 1204, 1207, "1208. by Brouwer; 1527. Nel-
scher , Lady at a piano, 1529. Sick woman and physician. — 21st. Old
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German and Old Flemish Schools. W. a. H. Holbein the Younger , 1813,

1812, 1814. Porlraits; 174. Sdwol of van Ei/ck, Virgin. W. b. 1769, 1770.

Cranac/i, Portraits of Luther and Melanchthon. W. c. Gossaerl (Mabitse),
The Magi.

Hall K. *1809. Old copy of the picture at Darmstadt by Holbein thl

Younger, representing the Virgin and Child, with Jacob Meier, the burgo-
master of Basel, and his family at their feet (regarded as genuine down
to the Holbein Exhibition in 1871); *1810. Holbein, Thomas Morett, gold-
smith of Henry VIII. of England; 1817. Holbein, Female portrait. V\^all

to the r. ; 1722. Dilrer, Christ on the cross ; *1713. J. van Eyck, Madonna
and saints; 1718. Rogier van der Weyde, Christ on the cross; 1723. Diirer
Christ bearing the cross; 1815. Holbein, Virginia (in grisaille).

Hall M. Wall 3. 851. Rubens, Head of a high priest ; 842. The same.
Last judgment, sketch of the large picture at Munich ; 984. Van Dyck, The
Infant Christ with the globe ; 993. 994. Van Duck, Portraits. W. 2. 852—856.
Rubens, Portraits: The same *838. Judgment of Paris, *839. Garden of love,
840. Argus lulled to sleep. 995, 997, 998. Van Buck, Portraits.

Hall L. Wall 3. 1230, *1214, 1215, 1222, 1229. Rembrandt, Portraits.
*1433. J. van der Meer, Girl reading a letter; 941. F. Hals, Female portrait.
— A corridor leads hence to the three saloons of modern pictures (see below).

Hall K. Wall 4. 1224. 1233. Rembrandt, Entombment; 1226. 1232.

Rembrandt, Portraits; 891. Snyders, Wild boar hunt. W. 3. *837. Rubens,
Wild boar hunt; *1220. Rembrandt, Sacrifice of Manoah and his wife; 1217.

The same. Feast of Esther and Ahasuerus. W. 2. 1216. Rembrandt, Ganymede
carried oft" by Jupiter's eagle; *1432. J. van der Meer, Convivial party;
Rembrandt, *1225. Portrait of himself and wife ; 1219. Girl with flower

;

1590. A. de Gelder,Eccenomo. W.l. 1098,1099,1093. Miereveldt, Portraits;
1223, 1228. Rembrandt, Portraits: 1266. F. Bol, Repose during the fiight

to Egvpt.
Hall J. Wall 3. 982. Van Dyck, St. Jerome; 825. Rubens, Diana and

her nymphs returning from the chase. W. 2. 624. Velasquez, Portrait; 622.
The same. Portrait of Count Olivarez; 618. Ribera ( Spagnoletio),Y)io%&n.es:,
857. A'?(*eH.s-, Portrait. W.l. 986. Fon Z)«f A, Portrait of the Queen of Charles I.;

*845. Rubens, Portrait of his two sons ; *9S7. Van Dyck, Children of Charles I.

of England; 985. Van Dyck, Charles I. W. 4. 948. Rubens, Mother and
child; *981. Van Dyck, Jupiter visits Danae in the form of a shower of
gold; 961. Jordaens, Woman with grape-basket; 836. Rubens, Landscape.

Hall H. Wall 3. 584. Lnca Giordano, St. Sebastian; 514. Salv. Rosa,
Shipwreck ; *608. Ribera (Spagnoletto), St. Mary of Egypt. W. 1. 627.

Zurbaran, St. Francis, to whom an angel appears, declining the papal crown,
conclave of cardinals in the background. W. 4. 634. Murillo, Virgin with

'Child; 633. TAe .'.Yim.e, St. Rodriguez, mortally wounded, receiving the crown
of martyrdom from an angel. . .

From Hall L. a passage leads to the upper floor of the N.E*.. pavilion
of (he Zwinger, where a number of Pictures by Living Artists are exhibited
in three saloons. 1st. Saloon. 2041. Wegener, Forest on fire; 2069. Choulant,
View of the A^atican ; 1992. Matthdi, Orestes slays Aegisthus ; 2018. Roter-
mundt. The Body of Christ. — The 2nd Saloon is divided into several
cabinets. 1st.: *2024. Z,. if/cA/cr, Spring-landscape with a bridal procession;
2023. Peschel, 'Come unto me\ etc. — 2nd.: J. Hiibner 2031. Soldier, 2030.

Jew; 2032. Dreber, Landscape with the good Samaritan; 2068. Gartner,
Landscape after the fall of man; 2044. Dahl, Giessbach. — 3rd.: 2063.

K. W. Milller, Italian landscape at night ; Hennig, Finding of Moses. —
4th.: 2039. Von Oer, Albert Diirer visited by Giovanni Bellini at Venice;
2007. Dorr, Signing a deed; 2054. Dahl, The ferry. — 5th.: 2056. Uehme,
Mountain-scene; 2012. Biihr. Finland magicians predicting the death of the
Czar Ivan the Terrible. Long wall to the 1.: 2047. A. Schuster, Battle of
Borodino ; 2019. Wichmann, Petrarch ; Miihlig, Monks attacked by horsemen

;

*2038. Wislicenvs, Abundance and Want; 2026. Schweig, The Bishop of

Spires protecting the persecuted Jews. — 3rd. Saloon: 2006. Pliiddema/in,

Emp. Frederick Barbarossa at the Diet of Besancon ; 20.33. Roting, Columbus
before the council at Salamanca; 2048. .Sc/fMs^er, Bravery of Saxon grenadiers
at the Battle of Jena.
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The visitor should now return through Halls K, I, and H, and ascend '

to the Cupola Saloon, which contains 12 valuable pieces of Flemish
* Tapestry. Several of the 6 below are from cartoons by Q. Massys (ad-

mirable Crucifixion), those above from Cartoons by Raphael.
A 8tair ascends hence to the Tipper Floor, containing a few modern

pictures and others of inferior value. On the staircase
,
portraits of Graff

and Angelica Kaufinann ; *2009. 2010. Scknorr, sketches of stained glass

windows for St. Paul's in London ; *2027 Jul. Hiibiier, The golden age ; *1979.

A. Kauffmann, Vestal. — To the r. is the 23rd Cabinet: Altar-pieces by
Cranach, Kulmbach, Burgkmoier , and some pieces attributed to Diirer;

1724. Diirer, A hare. — 24lh: Chieflyaltar-pieces by Cranach the Elder.—
2-5th: 1865. Vaillant, Trav of l&ite,Ti. — 26th— 28th: Minor Netherlands
works of the 17th and 18th centuries. — 29th: *2360. Jul. Hiibner, Dis-
putation of Luther and Dr. Eck, which took place at Leipsic in 1519, a
very large picture. — 3uth: Four large animal pieces by Ph. Roos. — The
staircase is next traversed, and the cabinets to the left are entered. —
Slat: Nothing of importance. — 32nd: Early Italian works. 5. Giunta
Pisano, Madonna; 216. Cima da Conegliano, Presentation in the Temple. —
33rd—38th: Nothing worthy of note, except in the 36th: 315. Paolo Vero-
nese, Europa on the bull.

The Ground Floor (comp. p. 197) contains works of the 18th
century. Cabinets 3Sth—41st: Crayon portraits of distinguished persons,

most of them by Rosulba Carriera, a few by Raphael Mengs, the best by
Liotard in the ilst: 2089. Portrait of the painter in the costume worn by
him at Constantinople; 2090. Count Maurice of Saxony; *2091. The cho-
colate girl; 2092. Portrait of the artist's niece, 'the beautiful Lyonnese'.

—

42nd—44th: Small works by the Saxon Court -painter Dietric'hs (d. 1774),

and numerous views , chiefly of Dresden , Warsaw , Venice , and Verona,
by Citnalefto (d. 1768). — There is also a collection of miniatures on the
ground-floor, open on the first Tuesday of every month only.

The *Collection of Engravings , which is also on the ground-

floor of the New Museuua (entrance, see p. 197; adm. see p. 192),

founded by Augustus II. and afterwards gradually extended, now
comprises 350,000 plates , from Finiguerra (1450) and the earliest

German masters (15th cent.) down to the present day. About 700
of the finest are exhibited under glass. The others are kept in port-

folios, which the attendants open if desired. On the pillars of the

large saloon are medallion-portraits of celebrated engravers , among
whom are Diirer, Rembrandt, Mantegna, Lucas of Leyden, Masson,-

and Toschi. The smaller room adjacent contains Drawings, of which
about 300 are exposed to view , the rest being kept in portfolios.

Those of the old masters , chiefly of the German School , occupy 50
portfolios.

The *Museum of Casts , chronologically arranged , affords a good

review of the history of the plastic art. The nucleus of the collection

was formed by Raphael Mengs , by whom it was sold to the Saxon
Government in 1782. The value of some of the casts is greatly in-

creased by the fact that the originals have since been lost.

The Entrance (see ground-plan <•; adm., see p. 192) is on the E. side

of the Zwinger, opposite the Prinzen-Palais. I. Old Greek Hall: Assyrian
reliefs, B. C. 1100—700; early Greek statuary, from B. C. 1100 to about
470. — U. The Parthenon Hall, III. the Rotunda, and part of the IV.
Hall contain works of the best period of Greek art (about B. C. 450—350),
by Phidias and his pupils Scopas , Praxiteles, and Lysippus. — The re-

mainder of the last hall and the V. Hall are devoted to the schools of
Rhodes and Pergamus (B. C. 325—146), the period of the revival of art

down to the time of Augustus (B. C. 14), and a few later works. The
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third of the aisles, into which this hall is divided , contains works of the

Renaissance (Ghiberti , Michael Angelo, Peter Vischer, 1460—1563) and
modern works (Thorvaldsen, Ranch, Rietschel, etc.).

The *Hi8torical Museum in the W. and half of the S. wings of

the Zwinger contains weapons, armour, domestic chattels, costumes,

and other objects of historical or artistic value. This collection,

the most valuable of the kind in Germany , comprises many valu-

able works of the German and Italian Renaissance.

The Entrance (ground-plan h; adm., see p. 192) is in the N. W. corner
of the Zwinger court -yard. Each room contains notices of the most in-

teresting objects. I. Entrance Hall: Renaissance furniture, chiefly of the

time of Augustus I. (1563—86). Portraits of Saxon princes, those of Albert
and his wife by L. Cranach , most of the others copies; along the walls

antique iurniture and cabinets; Luther's cabinet, goblet, and sword; an-

cient drinking - cups , inlaid work, chairs of the 16th and 17th cent. —
2. Room of the Chase: Hunting gear, cross-bows, spears, knives, etc., of
the 16th and 17th cent. ; also the hunting-horn of Henry IV. of France. —
3. Tournament Hall: Richly decorated suits of armour and caparisons,

weapons, etc. The most magnificent and valuable armour is that of the
Elector Christian II. (d. 1611), one of them by Collmann, a celebrated

smith of Augsburg, the other of Italian workmanship, for which 14,000 Thlr.

are said to have been paid. Several shields and helmets, most artistically

decorated with reliefs; two gilded suits of armour of Prince Christian of
Anhalt (d. 1630) and Elector Christian of Saxony (d. 1591) ; a gala suit of

Duke Charles Emmanuel of Savoy (d. 1630) , manufactured at Milan. —
4. Battle Scdooti. The armour aiid weapons which were used in battle

by Saxon princes and celebrated generals, arranged chronologically; three

suits of armour of Elector Maurice, the blood-stained scarf worn by him
at the battle of Sievershausen (1533), and the bullet by which he was killed,

fired, it is said, by a traitor in his own army ; standard of Pappenheim's
cuirassiers of the Thirty Years' War; coat of mail of John Sobieski, king
of Poland, with gilded "iron crosses on the breast and the Maltese cross on
the collar, worn at the raising of the siege of Vienna in 1683. Trophies,
weapons, and horses' tails captured by the Saxon troops. Marshal's batons
of Tilly and Pappcnheim ; Thomas Miinzer's scythe sword. The horse-

shoe broken by the hand of Augustus the Strong. — 5. Pistol Chamber:
Fire-arms from the period of their first invention, pistol of Charles XII.

of Sweden, Louis XIV. of France, the Elector Maurice , etc. — 6. Saddle
and Costume Chamber: Sumptuous caparisons, embroidered trappings, etc.

used on festive occasions, chiefly of the reign of Augustus II. (1694—1733).

The cabinets contain court and "gala costumes of the 16th—18th cent. —
7. Turkish Tent of Kara Mustapha, captured at the siege of Vienna, con-
tains Turkish and Oriental weapons. — 8. Indian Cabinet. — 9. Parc(de
Saloon: Parade weapons of the 16th—18th cent., some of them of beautiful!

workman.ship ; in the centre those purchased at Nuremberg by Elector
Christian III. in 1606, of German workmanship; on the r. and 1. two
Italian suits in silver, executed for Prince Christian of Anhalt and Elector
Christian I. of Saxony; hat and sword of Peter the Great; sword of Char-
les XII. of Sweden; Napoleon's saddle of red velvet, the boots he wore
at the battle of Dresden, and velvet shoes worn at his coronation.

The Natural History Museum (entrance ground-plan e , on the

S.E. side of the Zwinger; adm., see p. 193), is of no great extent,

but the collection of stuffed birds with their nests, eggs, and young,

and that of butterflies are worthy of note. The Mineralogical Mu-
seum (entrance ground -plan d, in the E. passage of the Zwinger;

adm., see p. 192j , consists of a collection of minerals and one of

geological specimens with numerous fossils. — The Physical-Ma-
thematical Saloon (ground-plan f; adm., see p. 192). founded by
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Elector Augustus I., contains a large collection of scientific instru-

ments of every description, many of them of great historical interest.

In the Ostra-Allee which passes the Zwinger on the S.W.
side, is situated the Orangery, a modern edifice with a facade richly

adorned with sculptures by Hdlinel. On the Logengebdude in the

same street are sculptures by Rietschei.

Opposite the Zwinger, towards the E., rises the Prinzen - Palais

(PI. 37), erected in 1715, and extended in 1843, the residence of

the crown -prince of Saxony. — The Sophienkirche (PI. 29), or

Prot. court-church, dating from the 13th and 14th cent., was hand-
somely restored in the Gothic style in 1865—69.

In the Post-Platz, a little to the S., is situated the Post Office

(PI. 36). The centre of this Platz is embellished with a Gothic Foun-
tain Column designed by Semper , with statuettes of St. Elizabeth,

Wittekind , Winfred (St. Boniface), and John the Baptist, emblem-
atical of the salutary properties of water.

The Annen-Strasse leads from the Post-Platz to the Annenkirche
(PL 23), a church of the 16th cent. , subsequently restored, near
which is the Anna Fountain, erected in 1869 to the Electress Anna
(d. 1585), the order-loving wife of Augustus 1. , with a fine statue

of the princess designed by Henze and cast at Nuremberg.
In the Neumarkt (PI. D, 4) rises the Frauenkirche (PI. 25),

or Church of our Lady, erected 1726 — 34, with a lofty dome of

stone. The ascent of the 'Lantern', 310 ft. in height, is recommend-
ed for the view (sacristan, Rampesche Gasse 26, fee 20 Ngr.). In

the centre of the market-place rises the Statue of Frederick Au-
gustus 11. (d. 1854) in bronze, hy Hdhnel, surrounded by figures

emblematical of Piety, Wisdom, Justice, and Strength.

Near the Altmarkt rises the Kreuzkirche (PL 48), the largest

church at Dresden, re-erected in 1760 after the Prussian bombard-
ment, with a tower 342 ft. in height , which commands a good sur-

vey of the town (open the whole day, custodian 2Y2 Ngr.).

In the Georgs-Platz is situated the modern Gothic Kreuz-
schule, a grammar-school with a handsome hall. In front of this

edifice is the Statue of Theodore Korner , in bronze , by Hdhnel,
erected in 1871. The youthful minstrel of the 'Lyre and Sword' is

represented in a military cloak, with a scroll of poems in his right

hand, while with his left he presses his sword to his breast.

In the adjoining BIirgerwiese . a large open space with pro-

menades, a number of handsome modern dwelling-houses have re-

cently sprung up. The finest of these is Oppenheim's House on the

1., designed by Semper. The house formerly occupied by Rietschel.

the eminent sculptor , in the neighbouring Lange-Str.
,
No. 30 ,

is

adorned with medallions in relief. — The Moltke-Platz is em-
bellished with the modern Nymph Fountain. — The Grosse Garten,

Museum of Antiquities, and Rietschel Museum, see p. 204.
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In the Neustadt, on the r. bank of the Elhe , in the market-

place adjoining the old bridge, rises an equestrian Statue of Au-

gustus II. (PI. 12). 'the Strong', over life-size , in copper, gilded,

and erected in 1736.

Turning to the 1. the traveller soon reaches the Japanese Palace

(PI. 20), erected by Count Flemming in 1715, afterwards purchased

by Augustus II., and destined for the reception of various collections.

Those still preserved here are the Cabinet of Antiquities ,
Cabinet

of Coins, Collection of Porcelain, and Library.

The Collection of Antiquities, to the 1. on the ground-floor (adin., see

p. 192), contains little above mediocrity, most of the works dating from

the period of the Roman Empire , and" some of them freely restored. —
1st Saloon: Nos. 1—10. Busts of Saxon princes from Frederick the Wise
down to the present king; 21. Statue of a girl, and 24. Vestal Virgin, both

of calcsinter, modern; 34. Marshal Saxe, natural son of Augustus I. and
the Countess Konigsmark, and general of Louis XV. — 2nd: 53. Gustavus

Adolphus ; 54. Richelieu; 55. Charles 1. of England; 99. Nessus and De-
janira, in bronze, by Giov. da Bologna. — 3rd: 113. Silenus; 115. Head
of Niobe; 135. .Jupiter; 143. Torso of Minerva Promache. — 4t/i : 158. Faun
and Bacchante; 166. Young girl; 183. Female statue, drapery of grey

marble; 184. Sea-goddess; 185. Torso of a wounded gladiator. — 5th: 196.

Venus and Cupids; 197. Cupid plays with the lion; 198. Cupid and Psyche;
201. Trilateral candelabrum, pedestal of marble, on which are represented

the theft of the sacred tripod by Hercules, its re - consecration , and the

consecration of a torch in the archaic style; 208. Young athlete; 209. Young
Hermes; 210, 211. Young satyrs. — 6t/i : Busts of emperors; 224. Sarco-

phagus with Bacchanalian processicm ; 259, *262. Girls from Herculaneum

;

*263. Woman from Herculaneum ; the last two are admirable draped sta-

tues, found in 1715, and in almost perfect preservation; 262. Dancing
satyr. — 7tli: 280. Pugilist in polished grey marble; 300. Poseidon, a small

fountain-flgure ; 303. Recumbent figure; 304, 305. Satvr and nymph. Faun
and hermaphrodite. — Sth: 324. Caracalla ; 334. Muse ; 349—352. Gladiator,'^.

— l>t/i: 382. Antoninus Pius; 384. Athlete; *383. Venus; 367. Sarcophagus
with Bacchanalian procession. — loth: Three lions of Egyptian syenite;

391a—d. Assyrian reliefs from Kineveh. — 11th: Roman vases; cinerary

urns in niches' in the style of the Roman columbaria; mummies; small

bronzes. — 12th: Germanic antiquities.

The Cabinet of Coins (adm., see p. 192), also on the ground-floor, was
begun bv George II. (d. 1680) and considerablv extended under Frederick
Augustus (d. 1827).

The Collection of Porcelain (adm., see p. 193) in the vaulted rooms of

the sunk floor, consists of about 15,000 specimens of Chinese, Japanese,

E. Indian, French, and Dresden workmanship. The Dresden china, from
the first attempts of Bottcher (d. 1719) down to the present day , and the

modern European products of Sevres, Berlin, etc., are the most interesting

feature in the collection.

The *Royal library (adm., see p. 192) on the two upper floors, found-

ed by Elector Augustus (d. 1586), now comprises 500,0(30 vols., 2000 in-

cunabula or specimens of early typography, 3000 MSS. , and 20,000 maps.
Historical works and modern literature form the most valuable part of

the collection. The First Room contains a cast of Gellert's features after

death. In the Great Hall are busts of Goethe and Tieck, executed by Da-
vid d'Angcrs. The following curiosities among others are preserved in

Glass Cases: The Atlas Royal, a collection in 19 folio vols, of portraits of

princes and princesses of the 17tli cent, with maps
,
plans , etc. (three co-

pies only of the work were made at Amsterdam in 1707; one is now at

the Hague, another at Copenhagen); Mexican hieroglyphic codex, 12 ft.

long, written on both sides; fragment of the Zend Avesta of Zoroaster, a

MS. of the ]5th cent.; octagonal Koran, of the size of a crown-piece; Ko-
ran of Sultan Bajazet II.; Persian Ful Uameh (treasure - casket) with nu-
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merous drawings ; Runic calendars on boxwood of the 12th and 13th cent.

;

tournament-books with plates, among them that of King Rene of Anjou of

the 15th cent., once the property of Charles the Bold; Petrarch 'de re-

mediis iitriusque fortunae\ MS. of the 15th cent, with drawings ; breviaries

with miniatures; MSS. of Luther and Melanchthon; *Diirer's Treatise on
the proportions of the body, with original drawings ; Faust's Hollenzwang,
a MS. of the 18th cent, with mystic figures; Seb. Brant's 'Karrenschifl"'

with 117 miniatures, printed at Paris in 1497; German edition of the same
work, with 114 miniatures, printed in 1494; a *volume with 56 miniatures
of the most celebrated men of the 15th and 16th cent.

,
probably by Cra-

nach the Younger.

The Japanese Garden behind the palace , which is open to the

public, affords a pleasant view of the Elbe and railway bridge. Schil-

ler once resided [1784—86), and Korner was born (in 1769) in the

Korner-Strasse [to the r.) ; the houses are Indicated by marble tablets.

The Grosse Garten (PL F, G, H, 6), outside the Pima Gate, to

the S. E. of the town, a royal park laid out at the end of the 17th

cent, and subsequently embellished , covers an area of about 300
acres. In 1813 it was the scene of several sharp engagements be-

tween the French and Prussians. The park is intersected by two broad

avenues at right angles to each other , converging towards the Lust-

schloss (PL 36 ; 11/2 M. from the old bridge), a chateau built in the

centre of the park in 1680, where the royal Museum of Antiquities

and the Rietschel Museum are now established.
The Museum of Antiquities (adm. , see p. 192) on the ground -floor

consists chiefly of ecclesiastical objects of mediaeval origin , removed from
the churches of Saxony in consequence of the Reformation , and collected

here in 1845.

The Rietschel Kuseum (adm. , see p. 193) , on the first floor of the
chateau, contains an almost complete collection of casts and models of the
works of the talented sculptor of that name (d. 1861). Those of Luther's
Monument at Worms, of the Schiller and Goethe group at Weimar (p. 233), the
statue of Lessing at Brunswick (p. 71), the Quadriga at Brunswick (p. 69),
the twelve reliefs in the Aula of Leipsic (p. 220) , and the Pietas in the
Friedenskirche at Potsdam {p. 47) are particularly worthy of inspection.

The Zoological Garden (PI. F, G, 6; adm., see p. 193) contains a num-
ber of fine specimens of animals. Good restaurant.

Environs. Left Bank of the Elbe.

Immediately beyond the village of RScknitz , 1>)2 M. to the S. of the
town, is situated MoremCs Monument., surrounded by three oaks, erected
on the spot where the general was mortally wounded , 27th Aug. , 1813.

From the hill, about 1(X) paces farther, a survey of the mountains of Saxon
Switzerland is obtained. A more extensive prospect is enjoyed from the
Ooldene Hbhe (729 ft.), li|2 hr. farther S.

From Niedersedlitz, the first station on the Saxon-Bohemian line (p. 204),
a pleasant excursion may be made through the Lockwitzer Grund to
<4i).2 M.) Kreii.ichu. Then" by (3 M. S. E.) J/ria'en, with its valuable marble-
quarries, and the romantic JSuglltzthal, to the royal chateau of (3 M. E.)
Wesenstein, and down the valley to the N. to the ancient little town of
Dohna, and (3 M.) stat. Miigeln , whence Dresden is reached by train in
•|2 hr. The construction of Wesenstein is very remarkable, the chateau
being partially hewn out of the rock on which it is situated. The stables
are on the 3rd, the ice-cellar and chapel on the 5th floor.

The Right Bank of the Elbe above Dresden rises in gentle, vine-
clad slopes, crowned with woods and enlivened by country-residences, the
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most conspicuous of which is the Villa Rosa, and all'ords a number of

pleasant excursions. Thus I'lj M. from the bridge, is the Sc/iUkr-SMoss-

chen; ^t M. beyond it the *Wald-Schldsschen, an extensive brewery, com-
manding a beautiful view. Omnibus p. 191.

The Albrechtsburg, 3)4 M. from the Waldschlosschen , with two hand-
some modern chateaux (accessible daily, Sund. excepted, 1—3 o'clock),

the property of Prince Albrecht of Prussia, is the finest point of view.
Pleasant wood-walks hence to the Wolfshiigel.

Farther on, beyond the Movdgrund , lies loschwitz (Vktoriasholie, a

restaurant with a fine view), where a small summer-house in a vineyard

marks the spot where Schiller wrote his Don Carlos in 1785—87. — Oppo-
site Loschwitz, on the 1. bank, lies Blase-witz (Scliillergarien, with view).

At Wachwitz, V\2 M. to the S.E. of Loschwitz, is situated the Roijal

Vineyard., with a handsome chateau and pleasant grounds. At Hosterwitz,

halfway between this and (3 M.) Pillnitz, Weber composed his 'Freischiitz'

and 'Oberon'.
Pillnitz (206 ft.), on the r. bank of the Elbe, 7 M. above Dresden (the

direct road is on the 1. bank), is a modern chateavi of the king, with
pleasant grounds and a well-stocked botanical garden. The chapel and
the dining-room are adorned with good frescoes by Vogel. In an old

part of the chateau, since burned down, an alliance between Emp. Leo-
pold II. and King Frederick William II. of Prussia was entered into in

1791 with a view to oppose the advance of the French revolution. An
artificial ruin at the back of the village of Pillnitz , on the route to the
Porsberg, commands a pleasing view , which is finer and much more ex-

tensive from the *Porsberg (1142 ft.) itself, 1 hr. to the E. of Pillnitz.

At the top is a metal indicator of directions. Small *inn. — From Pill-

nitz the traveller may now proceed to (4>)2 M.) Lolimen, a village with an
old Schloss, from which a picturesque route leads by Uttetoald and through
the Uttewalder Grund to the Bastei (21(2 hrs.); comp. p. 208, and Map.

Below Dresden, to the N. W. , I'lz M. from stat. Weintraube, the
first on the Leipsic line, lies the Paradies, a beavitiful and favourite point
of view among the vineyard,?. The Spitzkaus on another height is also

an excellent point of view. On a third hill, near stat. Koizschenhroda
(p. 190), rises the Friedensbvrg , at the foot of which lies the extensive
Lossnitz Champagne Manufactory.

The Moritzburg, 6 M. to the N. of Dresden, with its picturesque ponds,
deer-park, and Jiorse-rearing establishment, once a favourite resort of Au-
gustus the Strong, may be visited by fiacre.

Meissen (p. 215 ;
pleasant to go by steamboat and return by railway)

also boasts of several beautiful points of view in its environs , among
which may be mentioned Schloss Scharfenberg , the rocky height of the
Bosel near Soriiewitz, and Schloss Siebeneichen , all steamboat- stations be-
tween Dresden and Meissen.

The excursion to the *Plauensc/ie Grund ,
* Tharandi , and Freiberg is

described at p. 211. Those who have not time to explore the whole of
the Saxon Switzerland should at least devote half a day to the Uttewalder
Grund and the *Baslei (p. 208), one of the most picturesque spots in N.
Germany.

38. From Dresden to Prague.

Railway to Bodenbacli in 13|4—2i|i hr. (fares 1 Thlr. 20, 1 Thlr. 3,

25 Ngr.); thence to Prague in 3'|4—6 hrs. (fares 6 fl. 12, 4 fl. 59, 3 fl. 6 kr.

Austr.). Finest views to the left.

As the train leaves the station, the Grosse Garten (p. 204) is ob-

served to the 1.
; then the vine -clad slopes of the r. bank of the

Elbe which the train approaches. Niedersedlitz , see p. 204. At
Miiyeln the train reaches the river, and then follows its windings
through the Saxon Switzerland (p. 207).
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Firna (358 ft.") (Schwarzer Adler ; Forsthaus ; *Rail. Restaurant),

a town with 8000 inhab., 10 M. to the S. E. of Dresden, lies at the

month of the Gottleube , and is commanded by the Sonnenstein , an

old fortress converted into a lunatic asyhim. The town was taken

by the Swedes in 1639, and in 1758 by the Prussians, who levelled

the fortifications. Above the town, on both banks of the Elbe, are

quarries of excellent sandstone.

Stat. Potzscha is the usual starting-point for a visit to Saxon
Switzerland (comp. p. 207). Opposite stat. Rathen (p. 209) rises

the Bastei on the r. bank (p. 208).

Konigstein (*Blnuer Stern; Scichsische Schweiz; *Rail. Restau-

rant) is a small town commanded by the imposing *Fortress

of that name (1165 ft. above the sea-levul, 1108 ft. above the Elbe).

Ascent 3/^ hr.
;
permission must be obtained at the foot of the hill

(1 Thlr. 10 Ngr. for 1—8 pers.). The ramparts command charming

views. In time of war the treasures and archives of Saxony have

usually been deposited here
, and the fortress is now employed as

a state prison. The excursion (2 hrs. to the top and back) amply
repays the fatigue.

The *Lilienstein (1293 ft.), which rises on the opposite bank of the

river, the highest of the twelve isolated and almost perpendicular mountains
of Saxon Switzerland, is crowned with an obelisk to commemorate the

visit of Aiigustus the Strong in 1706. In 1756, at the beginning of the Seven
Years' War, the Saxon army of 14,00() men was surrounded at the foot of

this hill by the Prussians under Frederick the Great and compelled by
hunger to surrender. In 1813 the French had a fortified camp here. The
*view from the summit is more extensive than that from the Konigstein,

and is very picturesque, e.specially looking up the river. The traveller

crosses the" Elbe to the village of Halbestadt, opposite the Konigstein sta-

tion, and proceeds thence through the E. end of the village of Ebenheii

direct to the foot of the Lilienstein. Ascent, partly by steps, somewhat
steep, 1 hr.

The *Pabststein (p. 210), the Bdrensteiue, and the Pfaffenstein (ascended

in 1 hr.) are other points of view near Konigstein.
About 21)2 M. to the S. of Konigstein is situated the water-cure estab-

lishment of Konigsbrunn, on the Bielabach, at the entrance to the *Biela-

grund, a very remarkable ravine with the most fantastic rock formations.

Pleasant walk up this valley to the (2 hrs.) Schweizermiihle , where there

is another water - cure (*Restaurant) ; then , 20 min. beyond it , turn to

the 1. by a finger-post, and walk in 11(2 hr. more to the summit of the

*Schneeberg (2277 ft.), where a tower commanding a fine view and a

small *inn are situated. At the foot of the mountain lies the village of

Schneeberg (Werner's Inn). From Schneeberg to Bodenbach 6 M. (see

below).
About 3 M. to the W. of Schneeberg (guide necessary) are situated

the Tissaer Wftnde, a curious labyrinth of ravines and grotesque rock for-

mations. Fine view from the plateau.

Krippen is the station for Schandau (p. 209). Beyond Schiina

(p. 211) the line crosses the frontier of Bohemia, passes Nieder-

grund, penetrates the Schiiferwand (690 ft.) by several tunnels,

and reaches

Bodenbach (*Post; Rail. Restaurant, dear), a village with

2000 inhab., with the Austrian custom-house. A suspension-

bridge here crosses the river to Tetschen (*Silberner Stern ; Krone

;
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Stadt Prag ; Restaurant at the Schi'dzenhnus , with garden on the

Elbe, 8 min. from the townj, a pleasant little town, with the hand-

some chateau and beautiful garden of Count Thun
,
and perhaps

the prettiest point in the valley of Elbe. Steamboat to Dresden,

see p. 192.

From Bodenbach to the Schneebevg (2i|2 hrs.)- The traveller

diverges from the Teplitz road to the r. either after ^)4 M. at the inn Zuiii

Rothen Kreuz (path indicated by white marks on the trees, and easily trac-

ed , but generally destitute of shade), or after li|2 M. at the inn Zxir Orii-

nen Wiese. After 7 min. the latter route crosses the valley to the 1. and
leads to the village of Sc/meeberg. A more direct route to the suminit

diverges from the latter path at a clearing in the wood , but is not easily

found without a guide. Those who prefer driving the greater part of the

way follow the Schneeberg road , which leads to the 1. below the suspen-

sion bridge.
From Bodenbach to Zitiav (p. 187) by railway in 4 hrs. via Warnsdorf

(Stadt Wien; Endler), the last Austrian station in this direction.

Stations Neslerschitz and Aussig , where the picturesque ruin of

Schreckenstein is conspicuous (branch-line to Teplitz in 40 min.);

Lobositz, where LeUmeritz and Theresienstadt are visible to the 1.
;

the latter is also a station on the line. Then llaudnitz, Berkowitz,

Weltrus , Krnlwp , Libschitz , Rostock , Prague (see Baedeker's S.

Germany and Austria).

39. Saxon Switzerland.

Plan. Two days at least are requisite for a visit to this interesting

district. 1st. Railway to Potzscha (p. 206) in 3^^ hr. , ferry to M''ehlen

;

walk or ride through the Wehlener Grund and Zscherregrund to the

Bastei in li|2 hr. ; through the Amselgrund to the Hockstein 2 hrs.; by
the Brand to Schandau 3 hrs. — 2iid. Drive in 3|^ hr. to the Lichtenhain
Fall, walk or ride to the Kuhstall 'Iz hr. , Grosse Winterberg 1^2 hr.

,

Prebischthor i^ hr., Herrnskretschen i^2 hr. ; steamboat in 1 hr. or rail-

way in 'I2 hr. to Konigstein, visit the fortress, 2 hrs.-, return to Dresden
by railway. — Those who have a third day at command may ascend the

Porsberg (p. 205), walk through the Uttewald , and Zscherre ravines to

the Bastei, and spend the night at Hohnstein. The secondday's walk
is thus rendered easier. — The Schneeberg and Bielagrund, see p. 206.

Quides (1 Thlr. per dav) not absolutelv necessary, although occasionally

desirable. — Horse from Wehlen to the Bastei 1 Thlr. 5, or by the Utte-

wakler Grund 1 Thlr. 12 Xgr. ; from the Bastei to Rathen 10, in the re-

verse direction 15 >igr. ; for other excursions generally 15— 20 Xgr. per
hour (comp. p. 209). — Cliair-porters from Wehlen to the Bastei 1 Thlr. 25,

or by the Uttewalder Grund 2 Thlr. 10 Ngr. ; from Rathen to the Bastei

1 Thlr. ; from the Bastei by Rathewalde to the Hockstein 2 Thlr. 5 Ngr. —
Steamboats on the Elbe, see p. 192; Railway, see R. 38.

The Meissener Hochland, a very picturesque district, remarkable

for its singular rock-formations, known for the last century as the

Saxon Switzerland, extends from Liebethal to the Bohemian fron-

tier, a distance of 23 M. , and from the Falkenb^rg to the Schnee-

berg, about the same distance. It is inttTsected by the Elbe , the

most picturesque part of the river being between Leitmeritz and

Pirna. The sandstone of which the mountains consist ofte-u

assumes the most grotesque shapes. Some of the rocky columns
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formed by the disintegration of the softer strata are so lofty and
slender that their upright position appears extremely precarious.

At Stat. Potzscha (p. 206) the traveller quits the railway and
crosses the Elbe to the village of Wehlen {Sachs. Schweiz; Stadt

Wehlen , station of the guides) , from which he ascends on the 1.

bank of the brook. After a few minutes' walk the paved track

ascending to the r. is to be avoided , and the path to the 1. in the

Wehlener Grund followed. The valley , which is enclosed by
rocky and wooded heights

,
gradually contracts , and 1 M. from

Wehlen divides. After 7 min. more a finger-post to the 1. in-

dicates the route to the Uttewalder Grund , and to the r. to the

Zscherre-Grund.

The *Utte-walder Grund is one of the linest rocky gorges in Saxon
Switzerland. The sides are so lofty and close together that some parts of
the ravine are never reached by the sun's rays. About 10 min. from the
above mentioned finger-post is a restaurant; the path passes the TeufeU-
kiiche (devil's kitchen), a grotto resembling an open fire-place. At the
narrowest part, called the Felsenthor, 5 min. above the restaurant, the
path is carried over the brook by means of a wooden scaffolding. At the
upper end of the valley steps ascend to Uttewald (p. 205). Those who visit

the Uttewalder Grund from the above mentioned finger-post usually pro-
ceed as far as the Felsenthor only.

The route hence to the Bastei can hardly be mistaken. The
broad path ascends through the "^Zscherre-Grund, a wild and narrow
wooded ravine 1 M. in length, bounded by lofty and grotesque rocks

which are partially clothed with moss and fern. A pine-wood is

next traversed. At the top of the hiU the high road (flnger-post)

is crossed, the Steinerne Tisch (Refreshments
; direction-post) pass-

ed , and the Bastei reached in 25 min. more. A rocky plateau,

50 paces to the 1. of the path , immediately before the Bastei is

attained , commands a fine survey of the rocks of the Wehlener
Grund.

The **Bastei (968 ft. above the sea-level , and nearly 700 ft.

above the Elbe; *Inn on the summit, R. 15Ngr.), a rock with

several peaks, rising precipitously from the Elbe, is the finest point

in Saxon Switzerland. The view, especially from the tower (2 Ngr.),

is magnificent and extensive : to the N. Rathewalde and Hohnstein
;

E. the Brand, Kleine Winterberg, Grosse Winterberg, Zirkelsteine,

and Kaiserkrone ; S. the Pabststeiu and Gohrischstein, in the fore-

ground Lilienstein and Konigstein ; S. W. the Rauhstein and Baren-

stein ; far below flows the Elbe , visible from Wehlen to a point

above Rathen ; admirable survey of the wooded gorges and of the

abrupt peaks resembling gigantic castles.

From the inn the traveller descends in 5 min. to the *Bastei-

briicke, a stone bridge of seven arches constructed in 1861 , con •

necting the rocky pinnacles which here rise from the valley. (To
the 1. before the bridge is reached a path diverges to the Ferdinand-
stein, which affords a good survey of the environs and of the bridge

itself.) An inscription on the bridge records the names of the pastors
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Ai'cotoj (d. 11-119) and Obtzinger (d. 1818), who first brought this

remarkable rock scenery into notice. A projecting platform affords

a magnificent view of the profound rocky and pine - clad gorge.

About 1/4 hr. from the bridge the path emerges from the wood and

divides. That to the 1. skirting the wood leads to the Amselgrund
(see below); that in a straight direction leads to (5 min.) Bathen
{*Zum Erbgericht, on the river), a village on the Elbe with a ruined

castle, and a steamboat and railway -station (the latter on the

opposite bank). The ascent of the Bastei from Rathen occupies

about 1 hr.

The above mentioned path to the 1. , 20 min. below the Bastei,

ascends the Amselgrund
,
passes a small waterfall , and leads in

11/4 hr. to Rathewalde. The traveller should here enquire the way
to the Hockstein, a rock 360 ft. in height, rising abruptly from the

green Polenzgrund. Opposite to it, on the other side of the valley,

lies the picturesque little town of Hohnstein (Hirsch; Sachs.

Schweiz), commanded by an old castle, now used as a reformatory.

Then descend through the Wolfsschlucht to the cool Polenzthal

,

and follow the course of the brook for about 3/^ hr. , until the

first house , the Waltersdorfer Muhle, becomes visible. A bridge

is now crossed, and the hill ascended to the r. "Where the path

divides, follow that to the r. until it joins the carriage-road on the

hill, which leads in 9 min. more to the Brand.

The view from the *Brand (968 ft. ; small Inn:) is hardly In-

ferior to that from the Bastei, and comprises nearly the same series

of peaks. Far below lies the Polenzthal.

About 100 paces from the finger-post on the carriage - road a

footpath diverges from the broad path to the 1. to a singular group of

rocks somewhat resembling oat-sacks , 100 paces distant. The main
path then descends rapidly through the Tiefe Grund

,
passing under

a curious overhanging rock, to the (i/o hr.) Hohnstein and the

Schandau road, which leads to the (2^/4 M.) Elbe at Wendisch-
Fdhre and to (1 M.)

Schandau (*Forsthaus and Deutsches Haus combined, willi pleasant

garden on the Elbe, R. 20, B. 8, A. 6 Ngr. — *Dampfschiff, Bahr's
Hotel, and Engel, also on the river; Anker, in the market, Stadt Teplitz,
both unpretending.— Private apartments abundant. — Guides, see p. 207.

—

Carriage to the waterfall li|2 Thlr. ; to the Brand by Hohnstein 3 Thlr.; to

the Bastei by the Brand and Hohnstein 4'|2 Thlr.— Chair-porters from the
waterfall to the Kuhstall 15 Ngr., from the Kuhstall to the Kleine Winter-
berg 1 Thlr., thence to the Grosse Winterberg 20 Ngr. , to the Prebisch-
thor 20 Ngr. more, thence to Herrnskretschen 1 Thlr. 5 Ngr. — Mule from
Schandau to the waterfall 1 Thlr., thence to the Kuhstall 8, Kleine Win-
terberg 20, Grosse Winterberg 15, Prebischthor 12, Herrnskretschen 20 Ngr.)

is a small town prettily situated on the r. bank of the Elbe , at the

mouth of the Kirnitzschbach. In the valley of the latter, 1/2 M. above

the town is a small Mineral Bath (Inn), surrounded by wooded
rocks and promenades. >Schandau Is the central point of Saxon

B^dekek's N. Germany. 5th Edit. 14
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Switzerland , and is much frequented in summer. The railway

station Krippen lies on the opposite bank. Steamboats, see p. 192.
Walks. In the Kiniitzschthnl

.,
see above; to (he Ostrau Sclieibe, to

the Schloxsberff, the Friedensplatz, the ScMUerhohe, the Schiltzenhaus ; farther
distant to the Hohe Liebe 1 hr. ; to the Schrammsleiiie \}\2 hr. ; to the Hoch-
buschkuppe 2 hrs.

To the Pabsistein {i^t hr.) : below the railway station of Krippen
take the first path provided with railings ascending rapidly to the 1.;

'I2 hr. Klein-Hennersdorf; at the house bearing the name of the village
the path turns to the 1., crosses the carriage- road, and skirts the wood,
the direction being occasionally indicated by white marks on the trees.

The view from the *Pabststeiii (1434 ft. ; small *inn at the top) embraces
the entire district of Sa.xon Switzerland. The most conspicuous points are
N.W. the Lilienstein and Kcinigstein, E. the Grosse Winterberg and the
Kleis rising like a tower, S. E. the basaltic Rosenberg (1957 ft.), the
highest peak in the district. A mere speck only of the Elbe is visible at
Schandau. — From the Pabststein a good path leads to the I^. W. by Qoh-
risch to Konigstein in 1 hr. (in the reverse direction I'lz hr.). Small boat
from Konigstein to Rathen (see above) in 40 min., 1 Thlr. 5 Ngr.

The Kirnitzschthal is ascended by a good road, passing the

baths above mentioned and the (^2 M.) Haidemiihle , to the Lichten-

hain Waterfall (*Iun) which may be improved by opening a sluice.

The footpath quits the road here and ascends in ^j-i hr. to the

*Kulistall (^999 ft. ; Inn) , an archway of rock," 20 ft. in height,

commanding in one direction a view of the Habichtsgrund , a pro-

found wooded ravine, enclosed by sandstone rocks. It was probably

once employed by the peasantry as a refuge for their cattle in time
of war, and has thence derived its name ('cow-stable'). The summit
is attained by 83 steps through a narrow cleft in the rocks. (Small

restaurant.)

The path descends through a deep gorge to the Habichtsgrund.

It next ascends gradually to the base of the basaltic Kleine Winier-

herg (1575 ft.), and then rapidly to a plateau
,
where a small hut

with inscriptions marks the spot where Elector Augustus by a

fortunate shot saved himself from the attack of an infuriated stag

in 1568.

The summit of the *Grosse Winterberg (1771 ft. ; Inn), which
is easily reached from the Kuhstall in 2 hrs. , is a basaltic ridge,

Y2 M. in length. The tower commands a picturesque and extensive

prospect , embracing the Saxon , Bohemian , and even the Silesian

Mts. ; in the foreground a small portion of the valley of the Elbe.

The Path to the Prebischthor (1 hr. to the S. E.) leads

from the inn on the Winterberg to the 1. through the wood, then, at

at the first bifurcation , to the 1. again , and afterwards crosses the

Bohemian frontier, which is indicated by stones. The *Prebischtlior

(1358 ft. ; Inn, Austrian wines), a rocky arch of far more imposing

dimensions than the Kuhstall (66—100 ft. wide; roof 48 ft. long,

10 ft. thick), is in Bohemian territory. The view of the wild en-

virons is very striking. The horizon towards the S. W. is bounded
by the outlines of the Erzgebirge. This spot is preferred by many
to the Bastei.
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A good path descends hence S. W. between huge walls of rock,

following the course of the Biela , to the valley of the fCamnitz,

through which a carriage-road leads to (I'/a hr.^ Hermskretschen
(Stadt Berlin, by the church; Zum Herrenhaus) , a village on the

Elbe. On the opposite bank is stat. Srhona (Rail. Restaurant).

Steamboat from Herrnskretschen to Tetschen (p. 206) several

times daily; also to Dresden, comp. p. 192. — Small boat from

Herrnskretschen to Schandau.(in II/4 hr.) I'/o Thlr., to Konigstein

(21/4 hrs.) 21/3 Thlr., to Rathen (3 hrs.) 3 Thlr.

40. From Dresden by Chemnitz and Zwickau to

Reichenbach.
R.I n way in 4'|2—6i|4 hvs. ; liires 4 Thlr. 2, 2 Thlr. 22, 2 Thlr. 1 Ngr.

As far as Tharandt the line follows the Weisseritzthal. At stat.

Pitmen, where there is an extensive brewery , 2 M. to the S. W. of

Dresden (by railway in 7 min.j, the *Plauensche Grand, a very

picturesque part of the valley of the Weisseritz , bounded by rocks

on both sides, begins. On the height to the r. rises the chateau of

*Begerbtirg (^Restaurant, Y* ^r. from stat. Plauen) , commanding a

pleasing prospect.

At stat. Potschappel the valley expands and is studded with ma-
nufactories and well-built dwelling-houses, to which the productive

coal-mines in the vicinity have given rise. On the Wlndberg , to

the S., rises a monument to 276 miners who perished by an explo-

sion in 1869. Next stations Deuhen , Hainsherg (whence the

attractive liahenauer Grund may be reached in 1 hr.}. Near Tha-
randt, on the r. and 1. of the line, are the plantations of the 'Forst-

Academie', with picturesquely grouped varieties of foliage.

Tharandt' (206 ft.) (Deutsches Haus ; Bad; Alberts- Salon),

with 1700 inhab. , romantically situated at the junction of three

valleys. On a rocky eminence rise the ruins of an ancient castle, for-

merly a hunting-seat of the Saxon princes. The Forst-Academie,

an institution for the education of foresters , enjoys a high reputa-

tion ; the nursery of forest-trees contains upwards of 1000 varieties

of trees and shrubs. Beautiful walks in the environs ,
especially in

the ^Heiligen Hallen , a fine beech plantation.

The line quits the valley of the Weisseritz beyond stat. Hbken-
dorf and ascends the picturesquely wooded Seerenbachthal as far as

stat. Klingenberg . Stations Bobritzsch and Hilbersdorf, the Muldener
Hiitte , an extensive government foundry is seen to the r. The
Freiberger Mulde is then crossed. On the r. and 1. are numerous
mines and foundries.

Freiberg (1181 ft.) (*H6tel de Saxe; *Rother Hirsch ; Stern),

a mining town, founded in 1171 , on the discovery of the silver

mines, and once fortified, as the remains of its towers and walls still

indicate, contained 40,000 inhab. during the height of its prosper-

14*
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Ity (about 1540), but now about 20,000 only. Freiberg is the

centre of the Saxon mining district. The value of the silver annually

yielded by the mines averages 185,000^.

The road in a straight direction from the station leads to the

Petersthor, where a Gothic Monument erected in 1844 commemo-
rates the brave defence of the town by the townspeople and miners
against the Swedes in 1642—43. The Peters-Str. leads hence to

the Obermarkt , with the handsome Rathhaus (1410") on the E. side

and the Kaufhaus on the N. The latter contains a Museum of An-
tiquities of considerable merit. The spot where Kuiiz von Kaufungen
was beheaded in this Platz in 1455 is indicated by a slab of green-

stone with a cross.

The Weingasse, at the corner of the market diagonally opposite

the Peters-Str., and then the second side street to the 1. lead to the

*Cathedral, a late Gothic edifice erected on the side of a Romanesque
church which was burned down in 1484. A beautiful relic of the

earlier church , dating from the 12th cent. , is the S. Portal , or

*Goldene Pforte, remarkable for its sculptures ; in the archway the

Virgin and Child; at the sides the Magi, Joseph, and an angel; on
the columns on the r. and 1. prophets and apostles.

In the Choir (sacristan Untermarkt 392, T'lz Ngr.) is the Kurfursten-
Capelle , in the vaults beneath which 41 Prot. princes of Saxony, from
Duke Henry the Pious (d. 1541) to Elector George IV. (d. 1694), repose.
The finest monument is that of the Elector Maurice (d. 1553 at the battle
of Sievershausen) in the Renaissance style of the 16th cent., a sarcophagus
of several rare kinds of marble, with a kneeling statue of the prince, and
richly sculptured , executed by Anthony van Seron at Antwerp in 1563.
High up in a corner of the clioir is the suit of armour worn by the Elec-
tor at the time of his death. The late Gothic Pulpit of 1508, in the form
of the stalk and calyx of a flower, with steps borne by the figures of the
master and his assistants, and the Knappschaftsstuhl of 1546, or seat of the
mining corporation, with painted stone statue.s of miners, are also worthy
of inspection.

Adjoining the cathedral on the S. are fine late Gothic Cloisters,

in which opposite the Goldene Pforte, the eminent geologist Werner
is interred. — The other churches are uninteresting.

Near the Kreuzthor at the N. W. corner of the town , is the old

Schloss Freudenstein, of the 15th cent. , once the chapterhouse of

the cathedral, the residence of Duke Henry the Pious in 1512—39,
and now a magazine. In the grounds near it is Werner s Monument.

The Mining Academy, founded in 1765, which formerly enjoyed
a high reputation owing to the efforts of the great mineralogist

"Werner (d. 1817), possesses valuable collections.

About 3|4 M. to the E. of Freiberg (by the road from the Donatsthor,
turning to the 1. past the cemetery) is "situated the Himmelfahrt mine,
which yields 8000 lbs. of pure silver annually. Fee for 1 pers. 10, 2 pers.

15, 3 pers. 20 Ngr. and gratuity.

As the train proceeds, the scenery is at first uninteresting, but a

picturesque view is obtained as Oederan is approached; in the

foreground the small town itself; then the imposing castle Augustus-
burg

, on an abrupt height , and the small town of Schellenberg
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(see lielow); in the background theErzgebirge. Beyond stat. Oederan
(Post^ the line enters the attractive valley of the FLoha

,
which it

follows to its influx into the Zschopau. Stat. FLoha, a pretty village

ill the Zschopauthal, was the birthplace of the celebrated statesman

Puflendorf.
Prom Flbha to Annoherg railway in 23|4 hrs. (farea 1 Thlr. 4, 23,

17 Ngr.)- — The line traverses the charming valley of the Zschopau, which
it crosses several times. On an eminence to the 1. of stat. Erdmannsdorf
lies the little town of Schelleiiberg (Post) , commanded by the extensive
Augusliisbiirg (1585 ft.

)
, a chateau erected in 1572 (two pictures by Cra-

nacli in the chapel). Stations Wuhlkiiclien, Zseho-ga,\x (Hirsch; Posl), a. siaa,\l

town with cloth-factories, M'olki-iisleiii, and Annaherg (Wilder Mann; Mn-
se-um; Gans), a busy little town, with a church containing curious reliefs

of the early part of the 16th cent. — Diligence daily in summer from Anna-
berg to Carlsbad in 7'|2 hrs. Tlie route is by Obertciesenthal (255G ft.), the
highest town in Saxony, to tlie r. of which rises the Fichtelberg (3833 ft.;

splendid view; keys of the tower at the inn of Oberwiesenthal , and at
the 'Neue Haus' at the liighest point of the Carlsbad road); then by Oot-
tesgabe , the first Bohemian tovi'n, the highest among the Erzgebirge.
Thence by Joachimsthul and Sc/ihickenwerih to Carlsbad, see Baedeker^s S.
Oermany.

Friim stat. Nieder-Wiesa a branch-line diverges to Frankenberg
and Haynkhen, two busy manufacturing places.

Chemnitz, pron. Kemnitz {Blauer Engel; Stadt Gotha; Stadt

Berlin; Rom. Kaiser; Victoria, etc.), the most important manu-
facturing town in Saxony, with 68,000 inhab., lies in a fertile plain

at the base of the Erzgebirge. It was originally a settlement of the

ancient Wends , and became celebrated at an early period for its

linen manufactories and bleaching grounds. The staple products are

stockings, woven goods, and machinery. Among the numerous ma-
nufactories in the environs may be mentioned the engine factory

of Hnrtmann, where 2000 workmen are employed. The late Gothic
Rdthhaus in th^ Hauptmarkt is flanked with arcades and possesses

a lofty tower. Near it is the Jacobikirche of the 14th cent. , altered

in the 18th, the sacristy of which contains a picture by Cranach the

Elder. The Scldoss, to the N. W. of the town , once a Benedictine
abbey, is now a restaurant. The adjoining Abbey Church, erected in

the late Gothic style in 1514—25, with a fine S. portal , contains a

painting of the old Franconian School. Around the town extend
the well-built and increasing suburbs.

The railway from Chemnitz to Zwickau traverses a nxanufac-

turing district. Stations Griina, Wilstenbrand , and Hohenstein-

Ernstthal (Deutsches Haus ; Schwan) , two manufacturing places

(the Baths of Hohenstein are I'/o M. distant). Then St. Egidien,

the station for Lichtenstein and Callenberg.

GrlavLchaM ( Deutsches Haus ; Adler), another prosperous manu-
facturing town with 22,000 inhab., with two chateaux of the counts
of Schonburg, lies on the Mulde , which the line now crosses. A
branch line to the N. W. diverges to GUssnitz (R. 45).

Zwickau (Post ; Deutscher Kaiser, new ; Hotel Wagner , at the
station ; Grilne Tanne ; Anker) , an old manufacturing town with
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26,000 inhab. , on the once important commercial route from the

Danube to E. Franconia, lies in a pretty valley on the Mulde. The
late Gothic *Marienkirche, begun in 1453 , with choir of 1536 , has

been restored as a Prostestant church. Altar-piece , with double

wings, by Wohlgemuth^ painted in 1479; beneath it a winged altar-

piece in carved wood, representing Mary and the eight holy women,
gilded and painted. The Sacristy contains similar works, dating

from 1507. In the Baptistery a small picture by Cranach, 'Suffer

little children to come unto Me'. Fine view from the tower (237 ft.).

The sacristan lives on the N. side of the church. The Catharinen-

kirche of the 14th and 15th cent., subsequently altered, also contains

a picture by Cranach. Thomas Miinzer , the fanatical leader of the

Anabaptists, who was beheaded at Miihlhauscn in 1525, was pastor

here in 1520—22. In the market-place are the liathhaus of 1581,

the Kaufhaus, 1522—24, and other tine buildings, the most inter-

esting of which is the late Gothic inn Zum Anker.

The environs are picturesque and well peopled. The 80 coal-

mines of this district employ upwards of 8000 hands.
From Zwickau to Schioar z enberg by railway in is)4 hr. (fares

1 Thlr. 2, 22, 16 >^gr.). The line ascends the valley of the Mulde. Stat.

Cainsdorf, with the Konigin- Maria -Hutte, the largest foundry in Saxony.
At Planitz., 1(2 M. to the W., is Geitner's interesting nursery, situated over
a burning seam of coal, with a beautiful palmhouse. The natural tempe-
rature in the hothouses is 88° Fahr. Stat. Fahrbrilcke ; V\i M. to the E.
is the small town of Wildenfels , with a chateau of the counts of that
name. ]S^ear stat. Wiesenbitrg rises a ruined castle. Stat. Stein; 1 M. to

the E. is the charmingly .situated Schloss Hartenstein , the property of

Prince Schonberg-Hartenstein. Stat. Nieder-Schlema.
Branch Line from Nieder-Schlema (in •|4 hr.) to Schneeberg (1477 ft.)

(*Sachs. Hof; Fiirsten/iavs) , a mining town with 7500 inhab. The late

Gothic church, erected at the beginning of the 16th cent., contains a large

altar-piece, with 8 wings, representing the *Crucifixion , the master-piece
of Cranach the Elder, by whom it was painted with the aid of his pupils
in 1539. The tower (262 ft.) contains a huge bell weighing 8 tons. Nu-
merous and valuable mines, chiefly of cobalt, are worked in the vicinity.

'Schneeberg snufl", manufactured at Bockav , 6 M. to the S., partly from
herbs which grow on the Erzgebirge, is said to possess sanitar yproperties.

The Schwarzenberg line next passes stat. Aiie, a pleasant little town
in a hollow, and then quits the Mulde. From stat. Lauier the Morgen-
leite (2560 ft.) which commands an admirable view , may be ascended in

I'lz hr. The line then ascends the Schwarzwasserthal to

Schwarzenberg (Hotel de Saxe
.,

K. 20 Ngr. ; Stadt Leipzig, near the
station ; Ratlthaus), a small town on an eminence skirted by the Schwarz-
wasser, 'with an old Schloss. Opposite to it, 8 niin. above the station, is

the Ottenstein , a height with promenades , at the foot of which lies the
pine-cone bath of that name (Bavers Hotel).

Diligence from Schwarzenberg once daily through the wild valley of

the Scfiwarzwasser. by Johann- Geargenstadt (Rathskeller), and across the
watershed of the Erzgebirge, to Carlsbad (see Baedeker's S. Oermanp uvd
Austria).

At Werdau the Leipsic and Hof railway is reached. Thence to

Keichenbach, see p. 222,
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41. From Dresden to Leipsic.

a. By Riesa.

Railway in 2i|2—3'|2 hrs. ; fares 3 Tlilr., 2 Tlili-. 8, 1 Thlr. 15 Ngr.

The train starts from the Neustadt, nearly 1 M. from the prin-

cipal hotels in the Altstadt, and skirts a range of vine-clad hills.

Stations Weintrauhe , Lossnitz (with a manufactory of sparkling

wine), Kvtzschenbroda. On a liill to the 1. in the distance rises the

tower of the chateau of Weisstrop. Stations Coswig (junction for

Meissen and Dobeln , see below), Niedernu. The scenery now be-

comes less attractive. From stat. Pristewitz a branch-line diverges

to Grossenhnin, a town with cloth-factories, and Cottbus (p. 164).

Stat. Roderau is the junction of the Berlin line (p. 190). The
train now crosses the Elbe by a long viaduct.

At Riesa (*Rail. Restaurant) a line to Chemnitz diverges to

the 1.

From Riesa to Chemnitz by railway in 2 lirs. (fares 1 Tlilr. 24,
1 Thlr. 6, or 27 Ngr.). The third stat. Doebeln is the junction of the
Leipsic, Meissen, and Dresden line (see below). Beyond stat. Limmerilz
the Zschopau is crossed, and several views of its pretty valley are obtained.
Stat. Waldlieim (Liiwe), a small town with a large prison. Evlau is the
stat. for Roc/ilitz, a town i^\i M. to the W., on an eminence near which
rises a tower in memory of king Frederick Augustus (d. 1854). On a lofty

rock on the r. bank of "the Zschoiiau, 1 M. to the N. of stat. Oberlichienau,

stands the chateau of Sadisenbiirg; l'|2 M. to the S. lies the extensive
liheAasM. {.ii Lichteinoalde , with beautiful fountains. Chemnitz, seep. 213.

Between Riesa and Leipsic the line traverses the field of the

memorable battle of Leipsic. At the Hubertusburg , an old chateau

7 M. to the W. of stat. Oschatz, a peace was concluded between
Austria, Prussia, and Saxony in 1763. Stations Dahlen , Machern
(where the Mulde is crossed), Borsdorf, Leipsic (p. 216).

b. By Doebeln.

Railwaij in 4—4112 hrs. ; fares 3 Thlr., 2 Thlr. 8, 1 Thlr. 15 Ngr. —
This route is longer, but more attractive than the above.

As far as stat. Coswig the route is the same as the preceding.

The train crosses the Elbe, and soon reaches

Meissen {Hirsch; Stern; *Geissler's restaurant and garden,

fitted up in the medisval German style. Steamboats to Dresden,
see p. 192), one of the most ancient towns in Saxony, and the seat

of the Margraves of that name down to 1090 , is most picturesquely

situated at the influx of the Triebisch and the Meisse into the Elbe.

The ^Cathedral, which stands on the Sclilossberg, 100 ft. above the
town, was founded in the l.Sth, and completed in the two following

centuries. The S. E. tower (254 ft.), with its elegant open spire,

dates from the 14th cent, (view from the top). Most of the ances-
tors of the royal family of Saxony of the 15th and 16th cent, repose
here, and among them the princes Ernest and Albert who were
carried off by the robber-knight Kunz von Kaufungen. The finest

of the numerous monuments is that of Friedrich 'der Streitbare',
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in bronze. The Fiirstencapelle contains a Descent from the Cross

by Cranach. Charming prospect from the beautiful open tower.

Adjoining the cathedral is the Albrechtsburg , erected in

1471—83 , one of the most extensive castles of that period. On
the Afrafelsen, which is connected with the Schlossberg by a bridge

of the 13th cent., is an old abbey converted into a school in 1543,
where Gellert (1729—34) and Lessing (1741—46) received their

early education. The celebrated Royal Porcelain Manufactory (600
workmen), formerly in the Schloss, is now established in a building
in the Triebischthal, IV2 M. from the town (shown daily, except
Sundays). The manufactory was founded in 1710, shortly after

Bottcher had discovered the art of making 'china'. The secret was
at length divulged during the Prussian occupation in the Seven
Years' War. Picturesque points near Meissen, see p. 205).

Stations Deutschenbora , Miltitz
, and Nossen , with a Schloss,

where the pretty valley of the Mulde is entered. On a wooded hill

to the 1. beyond it are the ruins of the monastery of Altenzella, with
a burial - chapel of the counts of Meissen. Stat. Rosswein; then
Doebeln (Sonne), the junction of the Riesa and Chemnitz line (see

above). Stat. Klosterbuch, with a ruined abbey ; beautiful walks in

the Forest of Wendischhain , on the 1. bank of the Mulde. Stat.

Leisnig, an old manufacturing town with 7000 inhab., is commanded
by Schloss MUdenstein.

Diligence daily from Leisnig to (8'(2 M.) the small town of Colditz,
in the pretty valley of the Zwickcn/er Mulde, commanded by an imposing
and well-preserved old castle, now a lunatic asylum.

Stations Tanndorf (to the r. the beautifully situated Schloss

Kossern), Grossbothen, and Grimma (*Kronprinz; Lowe; Schiff),

picturesquely situated on the Mulde , with 6500 inhab. ; on the 1.

bank is the Landes-Schule. The convent of Nimbschen , where Ca-

tharine von Bora , the wife of Luther, was once a nun , is now a

farm-house.

The line next traverses the valley of the Parthe. Stations Gross-

Steinberg, Naunhof, and Borsdorf, where the Riesa line is reached.

42. Leipsic.

Arrival. Cab tickets are issued at the station, as at Berlin; tariff, see

below. There are five railway stations at Leipsic. 1. Bavarian Station

(PI. 2), for Altenburg, Hof (Nuremberg and Munich), and Eger (Carlsbad
and Regensburg). S. Berlin Station (PI. 3), 1 M. to the N. of the town, for

Berlin. 3. Magdebvrg Station (PI. 5) for Halle (Cassel), Magdeburg, and Ham-
burg. 4. Dresden Station (PI 4), for Dresden, Gorlitz, and Breslau. 5.

Thwingian Station (PI. 6), for Weimar, Eisenach, and Frankfort on the
Main.

Hotels. *H6tel Hauffe (PI. a), at the corner of the Ross-Str. and the
Ross-Platz, well fitted up, R. 1 Thlr., B. 10 Ngr. ; *H(nEL de Russie (PI. c),

Peters-Str. ; *H6tel de Bavi^re (PI. b) , in the same street ; *Palmbaum
(PI. h), Gerber-Str. 5 Hotel de Pologne (PI. d) , Hain-Str. ; Hotel de
PRUSse (PI. e), Ross-Platz; *Stadt Hamburg (PI. f ), Nicolai-Str. ; Stadt
Rom (PI. k), near the Dresden Station; Stadt Dresden (PI. g), Grimmai-
sche Steinweg; Stadt Wien (PI. i), Peter- Str.; Stadt Nurnberg, at the
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Bavarian Station; MnNCHNER Hof, Kiinigs-Platz 2. Rooms may also be
procured at tlie *Dresden, Tliuringian, and Berlin Railway Restaurants.

Restaurants. ^Aeckerlein-i Keller, Markt 11; Kraft, Hain-Str. 23;
Reiisch, Griinmaisclie Str. 23; Rheinlandische Weinslube , Ritter-Str. ; Auer-

bach\^ Keller, GrimmaV'lie Str. 1, near the market, celebrated as the scene

of a part of Goethe's Faust, with curious mural paintings of the 16th cent,

(restored in 1863) representing the tradition on which the play was based.

At the Netv Theatre, E. pavilion. The *Schiitzeiitiaiis (PI. 42), with garden,

is a favourite place of resort. — Beer. *Baarmanr> , Katharinen- Sir. 28;
Kitzing, Peters-Str. 19; Unirersitdts- Keller , Ritter-Str. 43; Uhlemann,
near the Bavarian Station ; Gute Quelle (see below). — Cafes. Felsche

(confectioner), Augustus-Platz, at the corner of the Grimmaische Str.;

Caf( National, Markt 16; at the Netc Theatre, W. pavilion; Cafi Sedan,
in the Promenade; Gosswein , Briihl 78. Then Bonorand and Schweizer-

hcmscheii in the Rosenthal (p. 221), where a band plays in summer al-

most daily.

Baths. Dianahad , Lange-Str. 4, 5, with Turkish and other baths;
Sophienbad, Uorotheen-Str. 1, with Turkish, vapour, and swimming baths.
— River Baths at the swimming and bath establishment (for ladies also)

in the Schreber-Str. on the W. side of the town.
Fiacres. One-horse for 1 pers. within 20 min. 4, 2 pars 5, 3 pers. 7,

4 pers. 9 Ngr. (to the Berlin stat. 5, 6, 8, 10 Ngr.); from all the railway-

stations to the town 1 Ngr. more in each case. Per hour 10, 12, 13'|2,

15 Ngr. — Omnibuses to the neighbouring villages 11(2 Ngr.

Post Office (PI. 39) in the Augustus-Platz, opposite the theatre. —
Telegraph Office, Gr. Fleischergasse.

Theatres. At the New Theatre (PI. 48) performances daily, middle
balcony I'js Thlr., side-balcony 1 Thlr., parquet 25 Ngr., first bo.xes 20 Ngr.
— At the Old Theatre (PI. 47) performances on Sund. and Wed. in winter,

and daily during the fair. Vaudeville Theatre at the Gute Quelle on the
Briihl, with restaurant (in winter only).

Concerts in the Gewandhavs, celebrated, every Thursday in winter.
Director Herr C. Reinecke (conducted by Mendelssohn in 1835—41).

Newspapers in the Borsenhalle , Briihl 17 (for non - subscribers adm.
5 Ngr.).

Exhibition of Art (PI. 36), Del Vecchio's, in the Kaufhalle, Markt 9;
week-days 9—5, Sund. 10—3; adm. 5 Ngr.

English Church Service at the Conservatorium.

Leipsic, Ger. Leipzig (^387 ft.), the most important commercial

town in Germany next to Hamburg, with 107,575 inhab., and the

centre of the German book trade, is the seat of the supreme com-
mercial tribunal of the German Empire , and of one of the most

ancient and important universities in Europe. The city lies in an

extensive plain, near the confluence of the Elster, the Pleisse, and
the Parthe. Tlie interior of the city consists of lofty and closely

built houses, dating chiefly from the 17th and 18th cent., and is

surrounded by five handsome suburbs, beyond which are a series of

villages almost adjacent to the town. The population of Leipsic has

increased more rapidly than that of almost any other town in

Germany (in 1834 the number was 44,800 ; in 1849 , 62,400; in

1864, 85,400).
Leipsic is said to have been orginally a Sclavonic settlement, called

Lipzk, or 'the town of the lime-trees'. It is mentioned in history for the
fir.st time at the beginning of the 11th cent., and was soon afterwards for-

tified. About the year 1170 it was endowed with e,\tensive privileges by
Otho the Rich, Margrave of Meissen, and thenceforward increased ra-

pidly. As early as 1180 markets were held here biennially at 'Jubilate'

and Michaelmas, and in the 15th cent, attained to great importance. In
1458 a New Year's Fair was added to the number, and in 1497 and 1507
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the Enip. Slaximilian coiiiirmed the privileges of the town by prohibiting
markets to be held at any town within a wide circle around , and by
guaranteeing a safe conduct to all the frequenters of the Leipsic fairs.

The trade of Leipsic was somewhat dejiressed bv the various wars of the
17th and 18th cent., but after 1833 , when Saxony joined the 'Zollverein"
or German customs-union, it assumed most important dimensions. The
Jubilate and Michaelmas Fair.f are still attended by a vast concourse of
merchants, but the New Year's Fair has considerably fallen off. On these
occasions the town is thronged by from 30,(X)0 to 40,000 traders from all
parts of Europe, especially from the E., and by .Tews, Greeks, Bulgarians,
Armenians, and Turks. The most important of the staple commodities at
the fairs are furs, of which nearly one million pounds' worth change
hands here annually; next in value arc leather, cloth, woollen wares,
glass, and linen. The total value of the sales elTected at the fairs averages
ten million pounds annually.

Leipsic is still more important as the centre of the Book Trade of
Germany, a position which it has occupied since the end of the 18th cent.
There are upwards of 300 booksellers' shops and 80 printing-offices in the
town, and publishers in other parts of Germany almost invariably have
depots of their books at Leipsic, whence they are forwarding to all parts
of Europe and more distant countries. Many hundred booksellers congre-
gate here at the Jubilate , and transact business at their own Biirse , or
Exchange.

Pleasant "^Fromenades on the site of the old fortifications sepa-
rate the inner town from the suburbs , the most extensive and at-

tractive being on the S. and E. sides. On the E. side they are

interrupted by the spacious Augustus -Platz (PI. D, 4), which
is enclosed by the new theatre, the museum, the Augusteum , the

post-offlce, and a number of handsome private houses.

The *New Theatre (PI. 48), an imposing edifice in the Re-
naissance style, designed by Lamjhans of Berlin , was completed in

1868. The principal fagade is adorned with a Corinthian portico,

the tympanum of which contains an allegorical group by Prof. Ha-
gen ; the Apollo, Clio, and Calliope on the 'acroteria' are by the

same sculptor ; the groups in the tympana of the wings are by
Liirssen, Wittich, and Schiele. The back of the building with its

semicircular projecting verandah turned towards the most attractive

part of the promenades and adjoining the Schwnnenteich , a min-
iature lake, where a fountain plays to a height of 66 ft., produces
a very picturesque effect. The interior is also worthy of a visit

(open daily 2—4 p. m. ; 5 Ngr.).

The ^Museum (PI. ST), a handsome building opposite the theatre,

designed by Prof. Lange of Munich, and completed in 1858, is

chiefly remarkable for its collection of modern pictures. (Sund.

IOV2—3, and Wed. and Frid. 10—4, gratis; Tuesd., Thursd.,

and Sat. 10-—4, from Nov. to Jan. till 3 only, admission 5 Ngr.)

Director Dr. Max Jordan.
On the Crround Floor (in a straight direction) is the collection of casts,

among which is a *Ganymede in marble by Thorraldsen (No. 56). To the
right is the exhibition of the Kunstverein , to the left a room containing
cartoons by Scliiiorr, Orerbeck, etc., and *water-colours by Werner and
iSc/ncitid.

First Floor. 1st Room : Cartoons by Preller, scenes from the Odyssey.
— 2nd Room. Earlier Italian and Spanish masters : 1. 213. Sassoferralo, Ma-
donna ; 191. 0. Reni, Madonna; r. *154. Murillo , Madonna and Child; 184,
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Raphael, Madonna of Foligno (copy by Senf). — (1.) 3rd Room. 1. 105.

Heine, Criminals in church; *217. Scheuren, Old Caslle in the Ahr Valley;

12. BotU-her, Evening in Ihe Black Forest; 195. Kvt/iel, Bouz finding Rulh;
*216. Sf/ieiireii, Chateau on the Lake; *20i. Riller, Betrothal in Normandy

;

235. Speckter, Simson and Delilah; *71. Eggers , Portrait of an Italian

W(mian; *70. (r. of the door) Eggers, St. Catharine of Alexandria; *221.

Schnorr, St. Rochus; 198. Rioliler , Landscape; 296. Zimmermann , Female
Centaurs; 119. Koc/i, Sacrifice of Noah; 202, 199. RielUer, Italian landscape,
_^Schreckenstein near Aussig; 270. Veit , Germania; 76. Gurlilt, Landscape
on the Lago di Garda. — Pkincipal Hall: *157. Nordenberg , Swedish
organist; 25—28. Calnine, four large and celebrated pictures: **Monte
Rosa, *The Squall, *Ruins of Psestum, *Swiss moimtains; 98. Gudin,
Stormv sea; (E.) 223. Somers , Cromwell; *224. Schrader , Frederick the

Great "after the battle of Collin; 230. So/iii, Donna Diana; *275. Verboeck-

lioveii, Flock in a storm; 171. Papety , Finding of Moses; 231. Solm, the
Consultation; 219. SdiirnuT, Grotto of Egeria ; 234. Spangenbery , Luther
and his family; *106. Heinlein, Mountain scene. — In the small (5th) Room
to the r. : *83. Freij , Column of Memnon at Thebes; 415. F. Preller sen..

Landscape with the Samaritan. — 6th Room. 4. Bellangi, Scene after the
Battle of Wagram; 113. Jacqtiand, Gaston de FoLx dying of starvation;

55. P. Delaroche, Napoleon at Fontaineblcau, 31st March, 1814; 10. Biard,
Struggle with polar bears; *17. Bouchol, Gen. Marceau's interment at Cob-
lenz (1796); 9. Birird , The insane king Charles VI. of France; 56, 57.

Destouches, The wounded man. The convalescent; 5, 6. Bellange , The
soldier's farewell and return; 177. PoUlevin, Sailors saving a wreck; H.
Veruet, Magdalene; 204. Robert, Sleeping brigand. — In the small rooms on
the N. side: 8th Room. 418, 419. A. Calome, Studies; 428. v. Hove, Town-
hall of Amsterdam; *430, 431. Koekkoek, Spring-and winter- landscapes;
*434. H. Leys, Dutch genre-picture; 416. F. Bosswy , Gil Bias; 454, 455.

Verboeckhoven , Cattle -pieces; 460. E. Wagner, Grapes. — 9th Room. 274,

275, 276. Verboeckhoven, Sheep outside the stable. Sleeping peasant; 291.

Winierhalter , Portrait; 287, 288. Wickenherg , Mother at the bed of her
child, Interior of a fishermann's hut; 210, 211. Rottmann, Corfu, Greek
landscape; *16. Bossiiel, Cathedral of Burgos; 81. Franquelin, Expectation.
— lOlh Room. 220, 447. Schirmer, German landscapes; 150. Meyerhdr.i,

Sunday morning; 166. Tidemand , Farewell of emigrants; P. Hess, Duck-
shooting. — 11th Room. 268. Vavlier, Peasants in a tavern during church

;

112. Hummel, Lake of Brienz; 280. VoUz, Cow-herd; 85. E. Fries, Italian

landscape; 436. L. Mayer, Mary. — 12th Room. 273. Verboeckhoven, Grey
horse; 436. Lpidau, October festivals at Rome; 134. Lessing , Landscape;
118. Knauss, Card -sharpers. — 13th Room. 120, 121. /. A. Koch, Italian

and Alpine landscapes; 200, 201. L. Richter , Landscapes; 170. Overbeck,

Miracles of St. Francis; 37. Chodowiecki, The Thiergarten at Berlin; 146,

147. Raf. Mengs, Girls with Cupids ; 467. A. Graff, Portrait. — 14th Room.
Unknown Dutch Master, Female portrait; 87, 88. Fyt , Poultry-yard; 406.

Hondekoeter, Fowl. — 15th Room, mostly Dutch cabinet-pictures. — 16th
Room. Unknown master, Adoration of the Infant Christ; 40,42. L. Cronach,
Madonna and Altar-piece. — In the passage-hall (E. Loggia): *Frescoes
by Th. Grosse, finished in 1871. Left cupola: Ancient Mythology (Eros
rising from the Chaos, fall of Uranos, birth of Venus, education of Jupiter,
Prometheus breathing life into man, the minor gods, fall of the Giants
and Apollo with the Muses). Central cupola. Fancy surrounded by the
Graces; the Wind sisters; worldly and spiritual virtues; Egypt, Greece,
Italy, Germany ; the Plastic arts. Right cttpola. History of creation according
to the bible; the works of the six days; History of "the first couple; Fall
of Satan and appearance of Christ ; on the pilasters the four seasons.
Raphael, statue in marble by Hahnel. — 9th Room. 64, 65. De Drevx,
Dogs; 97. Greuze, Girl in white dress. — 10th Room. 238. Van Strv, Cattle

at the water; 215. Schendel, Return from the chase. — Uth Room. 298.

Zwengauer, Stags at the lake; 117. Kirner , Swabian militia; 295. Zeller,

Saltarello; *143. Murko , Italian landscape. — 12th Room. 115. Jordan,
First visit after marriage. — 14th Room. 88. Fyt , Cock fighting with a

vulture; 189. Reinhardt, Landscape. — 15th Room. L. Cranach the Elder,
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Christ and the Samaritan woman; several other pictures by the same
master. — 16th Room. 264. School of Andrea del Scirto , Holv Family;
193. Guido Rem, St. John the Evangelist; 192. G. Rem, David With head
of Goliath; 239. Tintoretto, Raising of Lazarus.

The TJpper Floor contains the extensive *Collection of Engravings
arranged according to schools, affording a survev of the pictorial art from
the 13th cent, to the present time. For a satisfactory acquaintance with
its details a catalogue (7i|2 >rgr.) is indispensable.

The Augusteum (PI. 1), on the W. side of the Augustus-Platz,
erected in 1836 from designs by Schinkel , is the seat of the Uni-
versity (founded in 1402) with several of its collections, its lecture-
rooms

,
and hall. The latter contains a number of good busts and

statues, and twelve admirable *Reliefs by Rietschel, illustrative of
the development of civilisation.

1. State of nature, nomads; 2. Egyptians; 3. Greeks; 4. Romans; 5
Christianity; 6. Foundation of towns; 7. The Humanists, Universities
Printing; 8. Commerce; 9. The Reformation; Luther, Zwingli and Me-
lanchthon, with the family of the sculptor on the r. ; 10. The Renaissance
painters and sculptors: Raphael , Michael Angelo , Peter Vischer Albert
purer; 11. Modern art and science, composers, poets, naturalists': Bach
bhakspeare, Goethe, Humboldt, with Kant in the centre; 12 Modern
statesmanship: the king on the throne; to the 1. a Rom. Cath. and a Prot.
clergyman, to the r. the military and industrial classes.

The adjacent Paulinerkirche (PI. 32j, which was restored in
1544, contains in the choir a monument by Rietschel to the Mar-
grave Dietzmann of Meissen, who was assassinated in St. Thomas's
in 1307.

Not far from the Museum, towards the S. W.
, near the Burger-

schule, rises the Statue of Thaer (PI. 19), a distinguished agricul-
turist (d. 1828) , in bronze , designed by Rietschel. The other
monuments in the promenades are of inferior merit. That of
Bach (PI. 12) was erected by Mendelssohn in 1843, near the school
of St. Thomas where the great master of fugues was 'cantor'
(d. 1750).

The busy Grimmaische Strasse leads from the Augustus-PIatz
towards the W. to the Markt-Platz, situated nearly in the
centre of the city, and bounded on three sides by lofty and
antiquated houses , some of them in the Renaissance style , while
the fourth side is occupied by the handsome Eathhaus (PI. 41) of
1556. Opposite to it, towards the S., is Auerbach's Keller (p. 217).
To the N. W. the Hain-Strasse, at No. 31 in which Schiller resided
in 1785 and 1789, leads to the Briihl , a great resort of the Jewish
frequenters of the fairs, and the Old Theatre (PL 47), near which
is a monument (PI. 15) to Hahnemann (d. 1843), the father of ho-
mceopathy. A small monument at the end of the Ranstadter Stein-
weg (PI. B , 3) commemorates the premature blowing up of the
bridge by the French on 19th Oct. , 1813 , which proved so fatal
to their rear-guard.

The Pleissenburg (PI. 38), at the S. W. angle of the town, for-
merly the citadel, now containing barracks and public offices, dates
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from tlie i6th cent. The tower affords a good survey of the battle-

field of 18th Oct., 1813 (custodian 7 1/2 Sgr.^.

The Churches of Leipsic present few altractions. The Nicolaikirche

(PI. 31) of 1525 contains some of the cannon balls of 1813 built into the

walls by the windows, and a stone pulpit, I'rum which Luther is said

once to have preached, in a vaulted receptacle by the S. entrance. In

the Ritter-Sfrasse, opposite, is the Booksellers^ Exchange (comp. p. 218).

—

The Church of St. Thomas (PI. 35), with its lofty and conspicuous roof,

-was consecrated in 1496. — Rom. Culh. Church (PI. 29) and Synagogue

(PI. 45) modern. — To the E. of the choir of the Church of St. John

(PI. 28) is GellertS Tomh (d. 1769). — Near the 'Milch-JuseT (PI. F, 3), the

first position within the town gained by the Allies on 19th Oct., 1813, is

the Kugel Deukmal (PI. 20), or 'Ball Monument', formed of projectiles

found in the city and environs.

A house in tne Konigs-Strasse (PL E, 5^, indicated by a memo-
rial tablet, was occupied by Mendelssohn in 1835—41 and 1846—47.

- The Turnhalle (PI. 48), or gymnastic hall, in the Turner-Str.,

completed in 1863, is worthy of inspection. — In the "Waisenhaus-

Str. , to the S. E. of the latter, are the extensive and admirably

organised Chemical Laboratory and Physiological Institute connected

with the university. Adjacent to the laboratory is the commodious
Municipal Hospital, completed in 1811.

Near the Zeitzer Thor (PI. E, 7) is situated the Romische Haus,

erected in 1832—33, containing good frescoes by Preller (illustra-

tive of the Odyssey) and Wislicenus. No. 43 Zeitzer Strasse is the

'gymnastic orthopaedic' sanitary establishment of Dr. Schildbach,

which enjoys a high reputation.

Adjoining the city on the N. W. is the *Rosenthal (PI. B, 1),

with its pretty dales and beautiful oak plantations (cafes and con-

certs, see p. 217), and a marble statue of Gellert (PL 14). To the

N. of these grounds is the village of Gohlis , where an inscription

on one of the houses records that Schiller there composed his 'Ode

to Joy'. Farther distant is Eutritzsch, where 'Gose', a kind of beer

which was once a favourite beverage of the Leipsickers, may still be

tasted at the Gosenschenke. — The Kuhthurm, I'/'i ^- to t^® ^'^•

of Leipsic , formerly a forester's house, now contains the agricultural

academy of the university.
The Collection of Baron Speck at Liitzschena (one hour's drive to the

N.W., beyond Mockern) comprises several good works by old masters
(visitors apply to the custodian; closed on Sundays): Rubens, Augustine
Prior; Memling, Salutation; Rembrandt and Lievens , Two portraits of old
men; Jordaens, Evangelists; F. Bol , Dutch burgomaster; Aiiev Raphael,
Johanna of Arragon ; Van der HeUt , Old woman ; H. Roos , Evening land-
scape; De Heem, Still life; Murillo , Madonna and Child; Schalkeu , Holy
Family; Van de Velde, Quay; Diirer, Young lady; Wohlgemuth, Christ
and the Apostles; Valdez, St. Bruno; Denner, Portrait; Cuyp, Cattle.

The Battle of Leipsic, which lasted four days, IGtli—19th Oct., L813,

is the most prolonged and sanguinary on record. It was conducted on both
sides by some of the greatest generals of modern times. Napoleon's forces

numbered 140—150,000 men, of whom 90,000 survivors only began the
retreat to the Rhine on 19th Oct.; the allied troops were 300,000 strong.

The Russians lost 21,000 men, the Austrians 14,000, the Prussians 16,000.

The entire number of cannon brought into the field is estimated at

2000. On 19th Oct. at 11 a. m. a Prussian 'Landwehr' battalion stormed the
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Grimma Gate and forced an entrance into the town. At 12 Napoleon
quitted the town. The French retreated towards Liitzen by the bridge over
the Elster near the Ranstadt Gate. The bridge, the only"mode of crossing
the river, was prematurely blown up, in consequence of which thousands ot

the French perished by drowning, and among them the Polish genera:
Poniatowsky •, 25,000 who had not yet crossed the bridge were taken pri'
soners. At 1 o'clock the Allies entered Leipsic.

A bird's eye view of the battle-fleld (see Plan) is best obtained from
the tovifer of the Pleissenburg (p. 220). The scene of the engagement o):

the decisive 18th Oct. is perhaps better viewed from the Napoleoruberg, a
height planted with trees near the Thonberg estate, 2 M. S. E. of Leipsic,;

whence the progress of the battle was watched by Napoleon. ':

The village of Probstheijda , 3|^ bj. farther, was the centre of thej

French position. On a hill by the road-side, l'|2 M. S. E. of Probstheyda,
rises an iron Obelisk on the spot where the three monarchs (Russiaj
Austria, Prussia) received the tidings of the victory on the evening ot

18th Oct. Another hill in the vicinity, near the farm of Meusdorf, bears!
a simple block of granite with an inscription to the memory of Princel
Schwarzenberg, the general of the allied forces (d. 1820). The only build-
ing on which bullet marks are still visible is the chateau at Dolitz, 2 M.
to the W. of the obelisk, where a detachment of Austrians were stationed.
All the above points may be visited by fiacre in about 3 hrs. — A number
of monuments in Leipsic and the environs commemorate the events of the
great 'Volkerschlacht', or 'battle of the nations', as the battle is not inap-
propriately termed by the Germans. The churchyard at Taucha , 6 M. to

E., contains monuments to the Russian general Manteuffel and the English
captain Bowt/er, commander of a British rocket-corps which aided the Allies
during the battle.

Leipsic and its environs have also been the scene of other important
historical events. In the castle of AUranstiidt Charles XII. of Sweden sign-
ed the articles of peace with Augustus of Poland in 1706. In the castle
of Hubertusburg (4 M. W. of stat. Oschatz on the Dresden line) the peace
which terminated the Seven Years' War was concluded between Austria,
Saxony, and Prussia, 15th Feb., 1763 (comp. p. 215). Near Bveitevfeld (p. 223)
Gustavus Adolphus defeated the troops of the Ligue under Tilly, 7th Sept. ,1631.

43. From Berlin to Leipsic.

Ra ilway in 'i^i—i^U hrs.; express fares 5 Thlr. 4, 3 Thlr. 7i|2, 2 Thlr.
28 Sgr.; ordinary 4 Thlr. 12, 3 Thlr. 9, 2 Thlr. ll'lz Sgr.

From Berlin to Jiiterbog, see p. 190.

Wittenberg (Zur Goldnen Weintraube, in the market; Goldner'

Adler, nearest to the station; *Rail. Restaurant) on the Elbe, with

11,500 inhab., one of the cradles of the reformation, was a residence

of the Electors of Saxony down to 1542. In 1760 it was bombarded by
the Austrians, in 1813 occupied by the French, and in 1814 taken I

from them by storm by the Prussians under Tauentzien. The doors'

of the *Schlosskirche, to which Luther affixed his famous 95 theses i

(31st Oct., 1517), were destroyed by the French, and replaced]

in 1858 by bronze gates , on which the original Latin text of the
|

theses is inscribed. Luther (d. 1546), Melanchthon (d. 1560), and '

the electors Frederick the Wise (d. 1525) and John the Stedfast

(d. 1532) are interred in the church. The monument of the Elector

Frederick, in bronze, is by P. Vischer of Nuremberg (1527). The
portraits of the Reformers are by L. TranacA (1472— 1553) who was
once burgomaster of Wittenberg.
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The altar-xUeces In the Sladlkirche , in which Luther frequently

preached, are also by Crannch , and contain numerous allusions to

the Reformation and portraits of the Reformers. Font in bronze by
Herm. Vischer of Nuremberg (1557).

Luther was once a monk in the Augustine Monastery here, now
a college for Protestant students of theology. His cell, which is little

changed, contains a few relics. Peter the Great's name is pointed

>ut among those written on the walls. The Rathhaus also contains

pictures by Crnnach and several memorials of the great Reformer.

The dwelling-houses of Luther and Melanchthon are now schools.

Dranach's house was burned down in 1871.

*Luther's Statue, by Schadow , in the market-place, has the

inscription on the pedestal : 'Ist's Oottes Werk , so wird's bestehen,

Ist's Menschenwerk, xoird's untergehen' (if it be God's work it will

jndure, if man's it will perish). Near it is the statue of Melan-
shthon, by Drake, erected in 1866.

An oak enclosed by a railing , outside the Elsterthor , marks the

>pot where Luther publicly burned the papal bull of excommunica-
;ion, 10th Dec, 1520.

The once famous University, founded in 1502, where Luther
ivas professor of theology , was united with that of Halle in 1817.

The building is now a barrack.
From Willenberg to Co then, see E. 57.

Beyond Wittenberg the Leipsic train crosses the Elbe. Stations

Bergwitz, Grdfenhuinichen. Beyond Burgkemnitz the Mulde is cross-

id. Stat. Bitterfeld is the .junction for Halle (p. 224) and Dessau

(p. 258). Stations Delitzsch, Z.schortau, Rackwitz.
The line passes near Breiteiifeld , where Gustavus Adolphus defeated

Dilly and Pappenheim in 1631. The highest point of the battle-field is in-

iicated by a stone surrounded by eight pines.

Leipsin , see p. 216. The station is nearly 1 M. from the town;
I flacre should' then-fore be at once secured.

44. From Hamburg to Leipsic by Magdeburg.

RaiUoiiii in 9i|2-ll hrs. ; express fares VI Thlr. 16, 8 Thir. 10 Sgr.

;

)rdinary 10 Thlr. I'J, 7 Thlr. 14, 4 TUlr. 17i|2 Sgr.

Luggage is examined at the custom-house before starting. From
lamburg to Wittenberge, see p. 139. The Elbe is then crossed, and

I flat district traversed. Stations Seehausen , Osterburg
,
Stendal

junction for Berlin and Hanover , see p. 57) , Demker , Tanger-

liitte (with extensive iron-works), Mahlwinkel, Rogdtz, Wolmirstedt,

ind then along the bank of the Elbe to Magdeburg (p. 60).

The line intersects the fortifications and passes the Friedrich

Wilhelm Garden. Stations Westerhlisen, Schonebeck (a manufactur-

ng town of some importance).
Branch line hence to Stassfurt (Rail. Restaurant), with very extensive

nines , and austeii , a station on the Cothen and Halberstadt Railway
see below).
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Stat. Gnadau is a Moravian settlement. The train now crosses
the Saale by a bridge V4 M. in length. Calle on the Saale is visible
to the r., then the towers and castle of Bernburg (p. 258); in the
distance rises the spire of the ancient town of Aken on the Elbe.

Cbthen (*Prinz von Preussen; Grosser Gasthof; Weintraube),
with 13,500 inhab., is the junction for Cothen and Berlin , and foi

Halberstadt and Vienenburg (R. 57). Naumann's Ornithological
Collection in the Schloss deserves mention. The principal church
contains old stained glass and a font by Thorvaldsen. The homoeo-
pathic clinical institution of Dr. Lutze enjoys a high repute. Sugar
is largely manufactured here from beet-root, of which vast fields are
seen in the environs.

Near Siumsdorf the line intersects the plain of the Fuhne. To
the 1. is Zorbig, an ancient town of the Wends

; to the r. the Peters-
berg (657 ft. above the Saale), 7 M. from Halle, commanding a fine
view. The old a_bbey-church here

, erected in the 12th cent. , and
re-erected in 1857, contains tombs of the Wettin princes.

Halle (j'Stadt Hamburg, next to the post-office; Kronprinz;
Stadt Zurich; Goldner Lowe; Mente's Hotel, R. 15, D. 15 Sgr.

;

Schmidt's Hotel; Russischer Hof. — Fiacre per drive for 1 pers. 3,
2 pers. 4, 3 pers. 71/2, 4 pers. 10 Sgr.), on the Saale, with 52,408
inhab.

, was an important place at a very early period \n conse-
quence of its salt-works, which now yield 11,000 tons of salt an-
nually. In the 13th and 14th cent, it was a member of the Han-
seatic League and waged protracted feuds with the archbishops of
Magdeburg

; after the Peace of Westphalia it was annexed to Bran-
denburg. Halle possesses a university of groat repute , founded in
1694, with which that of Wittenberg was united in 1817. The
'Pietistic' views for which the university was noted during the last
century are now less in vogue. The town, which has recently become
a commercial place of considerable importance

,
possesses five in-

creasing suburbs and is united with the formerly distinct towns of
Glaucha and Neumarkt.

In the market-place rises the Rothe Thurm, a clock-tower 276 ft.

in height. Between this and the medieval Rathhaus is a bronze
Statue of Handel (d. 1759), who was born here in 1G85, erected by
subscriptions from Germany and England. The great composer is

represented in the English conrt-dress ; at the back of the music-
desk is St. Cecilia (a portrait of Jenny Lind).

The *Marktkirche, or Church of Our Lady, erected in 1530—54,
with four towers which belong to a still earlier structure

, two of
them connected by a bridge, bounds the market on the W. side.

(Sacristan, An der Halle 6, at the back of the church, down a stair.)

Interior. *Altar-piece , a .scene from the Sermon on the Mount , by
Uiibner of Dresden. To the r. by the altar a small picture by Crancich,
the Fourteen helpers in need. The chief treasure of the church is a double
win^ied ^picture, painted by Cranach in 1529 for Cardinal Albrecht of
Brandenburg, the builder of the church, representing SS. Magdalene, Ursula,
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Erasmus, and Catharine, the Virgin with the cardinal at her feet, at the sides
St. Maurice and St. Alexander, the latter placing his foot upon the Roman
Emp. Maximin; on the external sides the Annunciation, then St. .Tohn
and St. Augustine.

The tinest church is that of *St. Maurice (sacristnn
, No. 6 on

the E. side) in the lower part of the town , dating from the 12th
cent.

;
elegant choir of 1388; fine carved *wood-work over the altar,

representing Christ and Mary with saints, of 1488 ; beside it ancient
winged pictures

;
pulpit, with reliefs of 1588 , resting on a pillar

representing Sin, Death, and Satan. This church is frequented by
the workmen employed in the manufacture of the salt , termed
'Halloren', a distinct race preserving many of their ancient pecul-
iarities

,
and either descended from the Wends who once inhabited

this district, or from Celtic settlers.

The University Buildings were erected in 1834 ; 800 students.
* I'ranc.ke's Institutions on the S. E. side of the town, comprising

a Prot. orphan-asylum, school, laboratory, printing-office, etc.,
were begun in 1698 by the founder, whose sole means consisted of a
strong and simple faith, unaided by capital. The court of the asylum
is adorned with a bronze Statue of Francke (d. 1727) by Ranch.

Tihe^'athedral contains a good altar-piece, representing Duke
Augustus of Saxony and his family. Adjacent is the old residence
of the archbishops of Magdeburg, which now belongs to the univer-
sity, and contains the valuable collections of the Thuringian-Saxon
Antiquarian Society.

Near the cathedral are the ruins of the Moritzhurg
, erected in

1484, and the Jdgerberg, which affords a good survey of the town.
On the way to the Giebichenstein is the House of Correction

, and
on the opposite bank of the Saale a Lunatic Asylum.

Krollwitz, a ruined castle with pleasure-grounds, I'lz M. N. of Halle,
opposite the Giebichenstein, is a favourite resort. Lewis 'I he Springer'
Landgrave of Thuringia, was imprisoned here in 1102, and, according to
tradition, escaped by a daring leap into the river, after having vowed to
erect a church (p. 254") should his attempt prove successful. Duke Ernest
IL ot Swabia, immortalised by Uhland , was also a prisoner here for a
considerable time. *Wittekind, a bath near the Giebichstein , is much
trequented in summer.

Near stat. Schkeuditz the train enters the dominions of Saxony,
passes Mockern, where a bloody battle between the French aiid
Prussians was fought on 16th Oct., 1813, crosses the Part/ie, and
reaches Leipsic (see p. 216).

45. From Leipsic to Nuremberg by Bamberg.

ou
^"^on Rcili^cy to Hot; express in 4')4 hrs. (fares 3 Thlr. 21, 2 Thlr.

Si i Ihlr. bisgr.); Bavarian Railway from Hof to Nuremberg, express
in 53|4 hrs. (fares 7 11. 39, 5 11. 6, 3 fl. 24 kr.).

^' ^

Country at first uninteresting. To the 1. the Pleisse is occasion-
ally visible.

Ba;dekek'3 N. Germany. 5th Edit. J5
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Stat. Altenburg (*HdteldeRussie: Hotel deSaxe; Stadt Leipzig
)

,

with 18,500 iiiliab. , is overlooked by the ducal Schioss from which
in 1455 the knight Kunz von Kauffungen carried oft the young
princes Ernest and Albert, founders of the present royal and ducal
families of Saxony. Lindenau's Museum, which contains 166 Italian

pictures, besides copies, casts, and Greek and Etruscan vases.

Stations Gossnitz (junction for Chemnitz), Crimmitzschau, Wer-
dau (junction for Zwickau), all manufacturing towns. Reichenbach
(Lamm, R. and B. 28 Sgr. ; *Engel) is another busy manufacturing
place. Carriages are changed here for Eger and Schwandorf.

The train now crosses the profound GoUzschthal by an imposing
viaduct, 728 yds. in length. Far below, to the 1. , are the small

town and castle of Mylau. Stations Netzschkau, Herlasgriln, where
the line to Eger diverges to the 1. Beyond stat. Joketa the line

crosses the deep , wooded Elsterthal by another viaduct (170 yds.

long, in the centre 257 ft. high).

Stat. Plauen (*DeiVs Hotel; Deutsches Haus ; Engel), a manu-
facturing town on the Weisse ELster , with 23,000 inhab. , is the

capital of the Voigtland. The old castle of Eadschin was anciently

the seat of the Voigt (advocatus regnij. Stations Mehltheuer and
Reuth; then a lofty wooded plain, the watershed between Ae Elster

and the Saale. As Hof is approached, the blue outlines of theFichtel-

gebirge become visible to the 1.

Stat. Hof (Hirsch; Lowe; Brandenburger Hof; Lam.m,, moderate,-

Rail. Restaurant), a Bavarian town on the Saale, with 16,010 inhab.,

re-erected after a lire in 1823. Gothic Eathhaus.

From Hof to Eger by railway in 33)4 hrs. (fares 2 fl. 33, 1 fl. 42,

1 fl. 9 kr.). Stations Oberkotzau, Rehau , Selb , Asch (Post), Fraiizensbad.
Eger and thence to Carlsbad, see Baedeker''s 8. Germany and Austria.

The line traverses a hilly district, in the vicinity of the winding
Saale. Stations Oberkotzau, Schwarzenbach , Miincheherg (*Bayr.

Hof), Stambach. On the 1. rise the Schneeberg and Ochsenkopf, the

highest summits of the Fichtelgebirge. Markt-Schorgast lies in a

valley to the r. The construction of the line here is an object of

interest (gradient at first 1 : 40; descent to Neuenmarkt 575 ft.);

cuttings, embankments, and dark ravines follow each other in

rapid succession. To the 1. in the distance is Himmelkron , the
i

church of which is pointed out by tradition as the burial-place of

the Countess of Orlamilnde (the 'White Lady' , d. about 1300),

from whom a branch of the Brandenburg family is descended.

Stations Neuenmarkt (junction for Baireuth), Vnter-Steinach.

Country picturesque, especially near Culmbach (*Ooldener Hirsch;
*Rail. Restaurant) , celebrated for its beer , formerly the residence

of the Margraves of Brandenbnrg-Culmbach , on the Weisse Main,

commanded by the Plassenburg which is now employed as a prison.

Near stat. Mainleus, the Weisse and Rothe Main unite to form

the Main, the broad valley of which is now traversed as far as Bam-
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berg. At their confluence lies Schloss Steinhausen. Beyond stat.

Burgkunstadt the Main is crossed. Near stat. Hochstadt the Rodach

falls into the Main.

From Hochstadt to Stockheim a branch-line in I'la hr. (fares

1 fl. 3, 42, 30 kv.). The line runs through the pretty Rodachthol. Stations

Kediritz (at the outrance of the romantic Sieiiiochthcil) , Ober-LmgeiibacJi,

Kiips (a ooiisiiUiiilile village with a castle of the von Redvt'itz family); then
Kronach, a siikiU town (36CX) inhab.) picturesquely situated at the con-

lluence of the nasslarh and Rodach, formerly fortified and bravely defended
during tlie Thirty Years' War, the birlhplac of the painter Lucas Cranach
(1472). Above the town is the extensive fortress of Rosenberg. Thence
through the Hasslachthal by stat. Gii/nlelsdor/ to Stockheim , near which
there are valuable coal-mines.

Lichtenfels (*Anker, at the station; Krone) , is the junction of

the Werra line (^to Coburg and Eisenach, see R. 51). The monas-
teries of Banz (l'/4 hr., carr. there and back 31/.2 A-) ^"'^ Vierzehn-

he'digen ( 1 hr., carr. there and back 2Y-2 fl.) are conspiruous objects

in the landscape. The pedestrian desirous of visiting both shotild

proceed first from Lichtenfels to Vierzehnheiligen, and thence to

Banz (i hr.) and [ll/o hr.) stat. StaffeLstein.

The once celebrated Benedictine Abbey of Banz, founded in 1096, was
dissolved in 1803. The e.xtensive buildings on a wooded height, 400 ft.

above the Main, now belong to Duke Max of Bavaria. *View from the
terrace. Valuable collection of Egyptian antiquities, and of fossils found
in this neighbourhood, among which is a remarkably tine specimen of an
ichthyosaurus, the head alone 7 ft. long. A Descent from the Cross, a re-

lief in silver, presented by Pope Pius VI. to his godson Duke Pius of Ba-
varia, is erroneously attributed to Benv. Cellini. Cosmoramas of scenery
in Palestine, visited by the duke. — Inn at the chateau.

Opposite Banz, at the same elevation, is the monastery-church of Vier-
zehnheiligen (Hirsch), the most frequented shrine in Franconia, visited by
upwards of 50,000 pilgrims annually. The well proportioned interior is in
the Jesuit style, adorned with frescoes by a Munich artist. In the centre
of the nave is an altar which marks the spot, where, according to the
legend, the 14 'Nothhelfer' (i. e. saints who help in time of need) appeared
to a shepher(i-boy in 1446, and gave rise to the foundation of the church.
Looking through this altar from the high altar, the visitor obtains a striking
glimpse of Banz. In the two W. chapels are numerous thank-offerings,
such as figures in wax, etc.

Near stat. Staffelstein tlie Stn/J'elberg rises abruptly from the

valley; then on the opposite side the Veitsberg , crowned with a

chapel and ruined castle, and commanding a magnificent view.

Stations Ebensfeld, Zapfendorf, Breiten-Gussbach.

Bamberg, and thence to Nuremberg, see Baedeker's S. Oermany.

46. From Leipsic to Cassel. Thuringian Railway.

Railioav. Express in 6'|2 hrs. ; fares 7 Thir. 14, 5 Thlr. 18, 3 Thlr.
23 Sgr. — By Halle and Nordhuusen, see R. 54.

This line traverses one of the most picturesque districts in Cen-
tral Germany. Stations Markranstedt , Kotschau. The salt-works

of Dilrrenberg are passed , and the Smde crossed. Stat. Corbetha is

the junction for Halle (^p. 224).

15*
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In the vicinitv of Corbetha are three celebrated battle- fields. At
Rossbach, 5 M. to the W. , Frederick Ihe Great with 22,000 Prussians sig-

nally defeated 60,000 French and their German allies under Soubise , on
5th Nov. , 1757. — Near Liitzen , 5 M. to the E. , two celebrated battles
were fought. In the first of these, 6th Kov. , 1632, Gustavus Adolphus,
king of Sweden, was mortally wounded, after having defeated the Impe-
rial troops. A block of granite with a Gothic roof marks the spot. At
Gross-Gorsc/ieii, a little to the S. of Liitzen, a fierce but undecisive en-
gagement was fought on 2nd May, 1813, iiy the allied Russians and Prus-
sians against the French, in which the Prussian Gen. Scharnhorst was
mortally wounded. On the previous day the French Maxslial Bessieres had
been killed in a skirmish near Liitzen.

Mersehurg (*Sonne-, Ritter), on the line towards Halle, an ancient
town on the Soale, with 12,800 inhab. , mentioned in history as early as
the 9th cent. , was a favourite residence of the emperors Henry I. and
Otho I., and frequently the scene of Imperial diets. It was an episcopal
diocese from 968 to 1543. The * Cathedral^ founded in the 10th cent., now
consists of a choir of the 13th and late Gothic nave of the 15th cent.

The choir contains the brazen monument of Rudolph of Swabia, who fell

in 1080 in a battle with his rival Henry IV., a Crucifixion and Entomb-
ment by L. Crumtch (witli a portrait of Luther among the soldiers), and
a Marriage of St. Catharine in Albert Diirer's style. The pulpit and screen
are carved in the late Gothic style. The Scldoss of the 15th cent.

,
par-

tially restored in the 17th, once a residence of the Saxon princes, presents
an imposing appearance with its numerous towers. Near the KetiscJiberg,

in the vicinity, Emp. Henry I. gained a great victory over the Hungarians
in 933.

The train passes several vine-clad hills. Weissenfels (Schiitze ;

Goldner Hirsch ; Nelkenbusch) , with 15,600 inhab., on the Saale,

which is crossed by a handsome bridge
,
possesses an old Schloss of

the extinct Dukes of Weissenfels Qiierfurt.

The body of Gustavus Adolphus was embalmed after the battle

of Liitzen in a room at the Amtshaus. The Klemmberg, which rises

above the Schloss, is a good point of view. After the battle of Leipsic

Napoleon retreated towards the Rhine in this direction. He is said

to have spent the night of 19th Oct., 1813, in a summer-house in-

dicated by an iV on the top, on a height near the station.

From Weissenfels to Oera, Saal/eld, and Eichiclit. Rail-
way to Gera in 13|4 hrs. (1 Thlr. 17, 1 Thlr. 6, 24 Sgr.); thence to EicMcht
in 4 hrs. (2 Thlr. 1, 1 Thlr. 16i|2, 1 Thlr. 1 Sgr.). The line ascends from
the valley of the Saale to a lofty plain. Stations Teiichern, Theissen; then
Zeitz, an old town pleasantly situated on the Weisse Elster^ and an episcopal
see from 968 to 1029; Gothic abbey church of the i5th cent, with Roma-
nesque crypt of the 12th cent. Then through the lieauliful Elsterthal
to Crossen, Kostritz (famous for its beer), and Gera (Frommaten ; *Sevssisc/iei-

Hof), the capital of the principality fif Reuss, a busy manufacturing town
with 16,323 inhab. on the Weisse Elster. The Johannis-Platz is adorned
with a modern statue of Count Heiiirich Posthtimvn (d. 1635). Handsome
Rathhaus. On the Hainberg, opposite the town, rises the Ostersiein. Rail-
way to Gossnitz (p. 226) in 3|4 hr.

Between Gera and Saalfeld the line traverses the dominions of five

ditferent states, viz. Reuss, Saxe- Weimar, Prussia, Saxe - Meiningen , and
Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt. Beyond stat. Rbppisch the Elster is quitted.
Stat. Weidu (Ring), in the Duchy of Weimar, is 'I2 31. from the railway;
the Vsterburg is an old Schloss to the K. W. of the town. Stations Ifie-

derpolliiitz, Treptis, and Neustadt on the Orla (Goldner Liiwe) , a manufac-
turing town in the Duchy of Weimar, with a good late Gothic Rathhaus.
About 41)2 M. distant is the Frohliche Wiederkunft, a shooting lodge of- the
Duke of Altenburg ; 6 M. from Neustadt is Hummelshain , with a chateau
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and deer-park, the summer residence of the same nobleman. Diligence
three times daily from Neustadt to (13 M.) Sr/ileiz, a prettily situated town,
and the former residence of the princes of Reuss-Sclileiz , whose Schloss
still exifsts.

Stations Oppi/rg and Pbsneck (Hirsch; Hitter), a pretty town in the
Duchy of Meiningen, with porcelain and other manufactories; then Konitz,
l/iiter- Wellenborti, and

Saalfeld (*Kother Hirsch; Preussisdier Hof), an old town on the Jf. E.
boundary of tlie Thuringian forest, picturesquely situated <jn the Sunle.
Ruthhatis in the market-place in ihe latest Gothic style, 1533—37. Gothic
Johanniskirche of the 14th cent, with good stained glass of 1514 in the
choir. In the suburb is the Schloss of the extinct dukes of Saalfeld.
Near the town are the ruins of the Sorbenburg , which is said to have
been erected by Charlemagne for protection against the pagan Sclavo-
nians. The termination of many of the names of places on the r. bank
of the Saale in itz indicate their Sclavonic origin. Diligence three times
daily from Saalfeld to RudoUtadt (p. 244) , traversing the field where an
army of 30,(XXi French under Launes and Augereau defeated 11,000 Prus-
sians under Prince Louis Ferdinand, on 10th Oct. 1806. The latter general
fell in the battle , and a monument has been erected to him near ('2 M.)
Wulsdorf. At (I'lz M.) Schwarza the road into the Schwarzathal diverges.
Then (3 M.) RudoUtadt (p. 244). — Diligences also run from Saalfeld to

f6 JI.) Blankeuburg, (ri'jz M.) Schwarzburg, and (31 M.) Arnstndt.
Beyond Saalfeld the railway traverses a very picturesque part of the

valley of the Saale. Stat. Weisdneilz, where the river is crossed. Eichicht,
a small village prettily situated at the confluence of the Sormitz and Saale,
is a great depot of the slate quarried in the neighbourhood , and is at
present the terminus of the railway.

Oil the slope to the r. rises the chateau of Goseic, and to the 1.

the lofty to\s er of the r\iin Schunbury. The country becomes more
hilly, and the vine is cultivated here with tolerable success.

Naumburg (*Sdchs. Hof; Griiner SchUdj Rirhter's Hotel), with

15,200 iiihab. , at some distance from the station , is an im-
portant looking and pleasantly situated place. The Cathedral of the

13th and 14th cent., is a flue edifice of the transition period, but
has been disfigured by subsequent additions. Curious sculptures of

the 13th ceirt. on the pillars of the wall of the W. choir, representing

the fo\inders of the church. The N. W. tower is in the late Gothic

style. In the Stadtkirche a small picture by Cranach the Elder,

'Suffer little children to come unto Me'. The Burgergarten on the

Galgenberg commands a fine view.
Diligence daily from Naumburg to Freiburg on the Unstrut (Goldner

Ring), 5 M. to the N. W., which contains a fine church, half Gothic and
half Romanesque, dating from the 13th and 15th cent., with two towers con-
nected by a species of bridge. The ancient Schloss on the hill , with its

Romanesque double chapel , was once an imperial residence ; the tower
is visible from the railway near Naumburg. Ludtoig Jahn , the 'father of
gymnastics' (p. 34), lived and died at Freiburg, where a monument was
erected to him in 1859.

Beyond Naumburg, to the 1. of the line, is the celebrated school of

Schulpforte , established in 1543 in an old Cistercian monastery,
where Klopstock , Fichte , and other celebrated men received the

first rudiments of their education. The fine early Gothic church was
completed in 1268.

The valley of the Saale froiu Naumburg to Suiza is very pic-

turesque.
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KoBen (*Bitter, R. 15 Sgr. ; *Kurzhals ; Curiums
i Teichgrdber'

s

Restaurant, with picturesque view^, is a pleasant little watering-

place with salt-baths. The Knabenberg, Gbttersitz, and Himmeireich
are the prettiest points in the environs. To the 1. on the hill rises

the ^Rudelsburg ; farther on are the two lofty towers of Saaleck.

The Saale is now quitted. A cutting near Svlza, ( Grossherzog

von Sachsen), a prettily situated watering-place with salt-works and
vineyards, displays the very peculiar stratification of the rocks here.

In a side-valley to the r. lies Aiierstddl, near which the Prussians were
totally defeated on 14th Oct., 1806. A monument marks the spot where the
Duke of Brunswick was woum'ed.

Undulating arable land is now traversed. Apolda (Strauss

;

Weintraube ; Thuringer Hop is a busy place with stocking and
other manufactories.

From Apolda to Jena and iJ « do a <«(«« (32 M.) diligence daily
in V[i hrs. (to Jena 9 M. , diligence three times daily). Railway in pro-
gress. The roajd traverses the field of the battle of Jena or Auerstadt (see

ahove) , in which 48,000 Prussians under the Duke of Brunswick were
signally defeated by 80,000 French. The battle raged most fiercely at

Vierzehnheiligei), half-way to Jena, 'I2 M. to the 1. of the road.

9 M. Jena (Deiitsches Haus; Bar; Sonne), a town of Weimar with
8500 inhab., celebrated for its university, which was founded in 1548 and
attained a high repute about the end of the 18th , and the beginning of
the 19th century, is very pleasantly situated at the confluence of the Saale
and Leutra. Many of the streets contain memorial tablets to illustrious
men who were once students at the university; thus to Arndt, Fichte,
and Schiller in the Leutragasse ; to the latter also in the Schlossgasse
and the Jenergasse. Goethe's lodgings in the Schlossgasse and in the
Botanical Garden are also pointed out. The Market- Place is embel-
lished with a *Statiie of John Frederick the Generous (d. 1557), the
founder of the university. The choir of the Stadlkirche (15th cent.) con-
tains a figure of Luther in relief, originally destined for his tomb at Wit-
tenberg, but placed here in 1572. Goethe frequently resided at the Schloss,

where he composed his 'Hermann and Dorothea'. This building , which
was formerly the residence of the Dukes of Saxe-Jena, now contains most
of the university collections. In the pleasant promenades surrounding the
town is a monument to Schulze (d. 1860) , an eminent political economist
and agriculturist. In the vicinity are the University - Librarij , containing
some early Flemish hymn-books' with good miniatures, the monument of
the naturalist Oken (d. 1851), and the Botanical Garden (open daily). The
Garden of the Observatory on the S. side of the town contains a bust of

Schiller by Dannecker, on the spot where the poet wrote his 'Wallenstein'
in 1798. The house through which the garden is entered bears a memo-
rial tablet. The inn 'Zur Tanne' at Camsdorf, on the opposite bank of

the Saale , bears an inscription to the effect that Goethe once resided
there.

The Environs of Jena, where the peculiar stratification of the rock is

an object of interest (at the bottom of the valley is sand, above it gypsum,
then red clay, and finally limestone), afford a number of pleasant excur-
sions. On the Hausherg to the E. rises the Fuchsthurm , a remnant of the
castle of Kirchberg (1 Sgr.), reached from the village of Ziegenhoin (where
the key is kept), or from Camsdorf in ^{4 hr. — Kear Wollnilz , on the
Saale, 2 M. above Jena, rises the Louisenhohe, a fine point of view ; oppo-
site to it lies Lichtenhain, a favourite resort of the students. — The Forst-
haus, 2 M. to the W., is another picturesque spot. — The Dornbvrg , V\2
M. to the jS^., consists of three small castles on the precipitous W. side of
the valley, the oldest of which was an imperial residence as early as the
time of Otho I. That farthest to the S. was occupied by Goethe for se-

veral months in 1828. Picturesque views from the terraces,
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The road from Jena to Eiidolstadt follows the 1. hank of the Saale,

passing (3 M.) the ruins of the Lobdaburg , which rises above the river

Lobeda to the 1.

11 M. Kahla (Goldner Lowe), a small town in the Duchy of Altenburg,

still possesses ancient walls. Opposite to it rises the old fortress of

Leuchtenburg, a good point of view, originally erected for protection against

the E. Sclavonic tribes like all the other castles on the Saale. To the r.

of the road, 4 M. from Kahla, lies Orlnmiinde , at the confluence of the

Saale and the Orla, once the seat of the powerful counts of that name.

The well-known spectre of the Wliite Lady, which is said to appear at the

palace of Berlin as the harbinger of the death of the king, is supposed to

have been a Countess of Orlamiinde (comp. p. 226).

12 M. Kudolstadt, see p. 244.

The Ilm is now crossed. To the 1. is Oasmannstedt, where Wie-

land (d. 1813) is interred in the garden of his former estate.

Weimar, see R. 47.

Beyond Weimar the country is hilly. An ancient watch-tower

crowns the heights near Hopfgarten, 41/2 M. from Weimar ; another

rises near Niederzimmern, some distance farther. Stat. Vieselbach.

Erfurt, see R. 48.

Branch-line from Erfurt to Nordhausen, see p. 256.

The train now approaches the N. slopes of the Thuringian Forest.

Stat. Neu-I)ietendorf {^R&\\. Restaurant) is awell-htiilt Moravian

colony.
Branch-line from Neu-Dietendorf (in 20 min. ; fares 11, 6'|2, 5 Sgr.) to

Arnstadt (*Henne; Sonne), a prettily situated town in the principality of

Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, with an ancient Rathhaus and Schloss. The
*Liebfrauenkirche of the 12th and 13th cent, contains some fine sculp-

tures and tombstones, among which is a monument of Count Giinther of

Schwarzburg and his wife, dating from 1368. — The road from Arnstadt

to Ilmenau (p. 246) traverses the lieautiful valley of the Gera and passes

Plane (with the fine ruins of the Ehrenburg), Neisiss (where a road to the

r. diverges to Elgersburg, p. 246), and Martinsroda.

To the 1. farther on , rise three picturesque castles situated on

three isolated hills, termed the Drei Gleichen; viz. the Wach-'ien-

burg (1415 ft.) , the property of the Duke of Cohurg- Cotha ,
used

occasionally as a state-prison , the Miihlberg , a total ruin , and the

Gleichen, in tolerable preservation. Schloss Molsdorf , 3 M. to the

E. of Dietendorf , is a seat of the Duke of Cohurg. Siebleben, to

the r. among trees, as Gotha is approached, is the summer residence

of Gustav Freytag, the talented author of 'Debet and Credit' and

other works. The train skirts the Seeberg , on which a now disused

Observatory stands. Near Gotha a flne view is obtained of the

wooded mountains of Thuringia, among which the tower on the

Schneekopf and the inn on the Inselsberg (p. 250") are very con-

spicuous. Farther W. the chateau of Tenneberg, at the foot of which

lie Schnepfenthal and the small town of Waltershausen. Comp.
Map, p. 246.

Gotha, see R. 49.

Stat. Frottstedt is connected with (21/9 M.) Waltershausen (p. 252)
by a tramway. The railway now follows the course of the HUrsel

through the well-peopled valley of Eisenach. On the r., as Eisenach

is approached, rises the long , deeply furrowed ridge of the Horsel-
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berg (1575 ft.). From stat. Wutha a diligence runs twice daily to
Thai and Kiihktp. 248).

Eisenach, see R. 50.

The train follows the course of the Horsel (fine retrospect of the
Wartburg on the r.) to its union with the Werra. Stat. Herles-
ftaiisen (pleasant. excursion hence, or from Eisenach, to the *Jiel-
drastein, an eminence lli/o M. to the N.

, near the small town of
Treffurt, rising upwards of 1000 ft. above the Werrathal, and com-
manding a magniflcent view). Scenery picturesque. In the dis-
tance

,
on the I. bank

,
are visible the ruins of the Brandenburg,

once the seat of the counts of that name. Stat. Gerstungen ; to the
1. lies the small town of Berka. The train quits the valley of the
Werra, and enters that of the Fulda near stat. Bebra. (Railway by
Fulda to Frankfort, see R. HO.)

Stations Rotenburg
, once the residence of the landgraves of

Hessen-Rotenburg, Alt - Morschen , Beisefijrth
, and Melsungen, an

old and prettily situated town. At Guckshagen, near Melsungen , a
beautiful view of the picturesque town and the extensive Bene-
dictine abbey of Breitenau (fonnded in 1120, now suppressed) is
suddenly disclosed

;
in the distance rises the Hercules (p. 84) near

Cassel.
'^

Guntershausen (p. 276) is the junction for Giessen and Frank-
fort. Stat. WUhelmshohe, then Cassel (p. 79).

47. Weimar.

,. o?"*?.^^".^*^'"''"''™^
(^'- ^>; *Rlssischer Hof (PI. 2); R. at both 20,

ro, 2' / "' h.'^'^^ ^- .^^ ^^'''' Zlli«I-EK-S HOTKL (PI. 5); ELEPHANT
(PI. 3j; Adler (PI. 4), R. 10 Sgr.

Restaurants. HoffmannS , in the Teichgasse; Ca/i Alexander, in the
market-place. — Confectioner. *Isleib. — Wine. Metjer; Reichmarm.

Conveyances. Omnibus to the town (1 M. Irom the station) 2'l2 Sgr :

cab tor 1 pars. 5, 2 pers. T'/a, 3 pers. 10 Sgr. — One-horse carriage to Jena
2 Iblr.

; also an omnibus from the Adler (in 2>|2 hrs. ; 15 Sgr.).
Theatre. Operas on Sundays and Thursdays; plays on Wednesdays

and Saturdays. '

EngUsh Church Service performed occasionally.
Weimar (H70 ft.), the capital of the grand-duchy of Saxe-Wel-

mar, with 14,794 inhab., an irregularly built old town with modern
suburbs

,
pleasantly situated on the Urn , derives its principal in-

terest from the literary associations connected with it. By the in-
vitation of Duke Charles Augustus (d. 1828), a liberal patron of
literature

,
Goethe resided here in an official capacity (latterly as

minister) during 56 years till his death in 1832. His contemporaries
Herder, Wieland

, a.nd Schiller &\so held appointments hereunder
the Duke

, during whose reign Weimar was visited by many other
celebrated men of letters.

Goethe's House (PI. 27) in the Goethe-Platz , opposite the foun-
tain

,
is not accessible. His collections are shown on Fridays on

application to the secretary Herr Schuchardt. — Schiller's House
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(PI. 26^ in the Schiller-Strasse, which has been purchased by the
town, contains a few reminiscences of the poet.— Herder occupied
the parsonage-house (PI. 24), to the N. of the Stadtkirche. — Wie-
land's House (PI. 25) is to the N. of the theatre.

Bronze *Statues of these distinguished authors have been re-
cently erected : Goethe and Schiller (PI. 30) in a single group by
Kietschel, in the Theater-Platz ; Wieland (}>I. 31 ) in the Frauen-
plan; Herder (^Pl. 29) by the Stadtkirche. A monument (PI. 24)
to Duke Charles Augustus is about to be erected in the Fiirsten-
Platz (PI. C, 4).

The grand-ducal *Palace(Pl. 6 ), erected in 1790—1803, partially

under Goethe's superintendence, is decorated with *7'>escoes .• in the
'Herdezimmer' symbolical figures of that scholar's various spheres of
activity, by Jilger; in the 'Schillerzimmer' scenes fromTiesco, Don
Carlos, Wallenstein, Mary Stuart, etc., by Neher ; in the 'Goethe-
zimmer' scenes from Egmont, Faust, Hermann and Dorothea, etc.,

by Neher; in the 'Wielandzimmer' (the best)Oberon, etc., by Prel-
ler. An album with autographs and other reminiscences of Weimar
was presented by Queen Augusta of Prussia. The apartment of the
grand-duchess contains the original cartoons (apostles) of Leonardo
da Vinci's Last Supper. The other apartments are tastefully fitted
up; the grand-duke's room is adorned with modern pictures by
Ary Seheffer, Wislicenus, etc.

; in the drawing-rooms are landscapes
by Preller ; the 'Bernhards-Zimmer' contains the armour of Duke
Bernard (d. 1639), the hero of the Thirty Years' War (fee 10 Sgr.).

The *Museum (PI. 15), a conspicuous red and yellow sandstone
edifice in the Renaissance style, which the traveller approaching the
town from the station will not fail to observe (open daily from April
to Sept., except Mond.

,
10—4; on Sund. and holidays 11—4

;

from Oct. to March on Sund. and holidays 11—3, and Wed. and
Sat. 10'—3), is adorned with 14 figures on the chief fa(;ade emble-
matical of the different branches of ancient and modern art.

Ground Floor. In the W. saloon and the K. W. pavilion are casts
from the antique, chronologically arranged. Frieze in relief in three sec-
tions by Hariel of Dresden , rei^resenting the Education of the vouth of
Germany, the Battle of Anninius , and the M^alhalla. A niche" in the
staircase contains Steitihdtixer's colossal group of Goethe and Psyche in
marble.

First Floor. The W. saloon, lighted from above, and the three smaller
rooms adjoining it contain oil-paintings of no great value, with the excep-
tion of Nos. 43—47. by Lvcos C'raiiac/i. — The N. (or Preller) Gallery
contains a cycle of mural *paintings from the Odyssey bv Preller, skil-
fully adapted to the architectural structure of the room.

—
' The E. saloon

lighted from above, with the rooms adjoining it, conlains celebrated modern
drawings by C'arsteiis , Cornelius, Schwind , Genelli, etc. — The S. gallery
contains engravings, etchings, woodcuts, models, and a small library; the
walls are hung with cartoons by Seher, Caracci, and Giiido Rent. — The

pavilion contains miniatures, artificial jewels, and impressions of gems.
The grand-ducal ^Library (PI. 12) (143,000 vols.

, 8000 maps,
500 old genealogical works, etc.), established in the 'Grune Schloss'
adjacent to the Furstenhaus (PI. 9) , open to the public daily 9—12
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and 2—4, except in June, and the Christmas and Easter vacations

(at those times, fee 10 Sgr.), contains a number of interesting busts

and portraits of celebrated men, most of whom have resided at Wei-
mar; e. g. portraits of members of the grand-ducal family and se-

veral of Goethe , marble bust of Goethe over life - size by David
d'Angers (1831"), another marble *bust by Trippel of 1788, bust of

Schiller by Dannecker , that of Herder by Trippel , also those of

Tieck, Wieland, etc. — Luther's monastic gown, the belt of Gusta-
vus Adolphus , Goethe's court-uniform , and other historical and
literary curiosities are also shown. The Cabinet of Coins and Medals
is a valuable collection.

In the market-place is the handsome modern Gothic Rathhaus
(PI. 11~). The opposite house, now a bookseller's shop, was once oc-

cupied by the painter Lucas Cranach, as his chosen device (winged
serpent with crown) still indicates.

The Stadtkirche (PL 19), erected about 1400, possesses one of

Cranach's largest and finest pictures , a *Cruciflxion , containing
portraits of Luther and Melanchthon . and the artist and his family.

Herder (d. 1803) reposes in the nave of this church , beneath a

simple slab, bearing his motto ^Licht, Liebe, Leben. The life-size

stone figure of L. Cranach(d. 1553), ^pictoris celeberrimi' , has been
brought here from the churchyard of St. Jacob and recently restored.

The brass which marks the grave of Duke Bernard (d. 1639), is the

most interesting of the numerous monuments to princes of Weimar
interred here. Herder's Statue by Schaller stands in front of the

church.

The new *Cemetery, on the S. side of the town, contains the

Grand Ducal Vault (PI. 22) in which ScJdUer (d. 1805) and Goethe

(d. 1832) are interred. Dukes Charles Augustus (d. 1828) and
Charles Frederick (d. 1853) and their consorts also repose here. By
the W. wall, near the ducal vault, is the tombstone of the eminent
composer Hummel (d. 1837); near it that of the philanthropist and
satyrist Johann Falk (d. 1826). The attendant (10 Sgr.) who shows
the vault lives in the town near the palace , Mostgasse B 53. —
Adjoining the ducal vault is the small , but sumptuously decorated

*Eussian- Greek Chapel (PI. 23) , beneath which the grand-duchess
Maria Paulowna (d. 1859) is interred.

The *Park (PI. C, D, 5, 6) lies to the S., on the charming banks
of the 11m, where Goethe once occupied a modest summer -abode,

termed the Rbmische Haus. At the extremity of the park is the

village of Oher- Weimar. On an eminence beyond rises the Bei-

vedere chateau, with its well-stocked hot-houses, palm-house, and
grounds connected with Weimar by a fine old avenue.

The chateau and park of Tieffurt, on the Ilm, 2 M. E. of Weimar, are
also pleasantly situated. The village of Ossmannstedt (p. 229) on the Ilm
is farther distant in the same direction.

*Ettersburg, 4')2 M. N. of Weimar, the grand-ducal summer residence,
also abounds in reminiscences of the golden era of Weimar, Here an ama-
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teur company frequently performed in the open air, unshackled by con-

ventional trammels, whilst the trees, shrubs, meadows, and fountains

constituted the scenery and decorations. Plays of Ot)ethe were frequently

thus performed, and members of the ducal and other noble families were
among the actors.

Other points of interest in the vicinity are the Herdeisriihe, at the foot

of the EUersberg, a favourite resort of Herder; Berka , a small town and
watering-place on the Ilm , 6 M. to the S. of Weimar, with charming
walks in the environs. Pleasant walk along the Ilm by Hetscliburg to

Bi(c)if(ihrl , where the 'Grafensc/iloss'' is situated. The 'Schloss' consists of

chambers excavated in the face of perpendicular rocks, accessible by lad-

ders only, and of unknown origin.

48. Erfurt.

Hotels. SiLBEK, at the station, R. 15, A. 5 Sgr. ; *R6mischek Kaiser,
R. 15 Sgr.; *Weisses Ross; Pkeussischer Hop ; *ThuRiNGER HoF, unpre-
tending; RiTTKR.

Restaurants. *Sieiniger, with garden, in the Prediger Platz; HelUng's
(if//'<e«, with theatre ; Ginis^s Garten (concerts several times a week at both
of these). ^Eessource., in the Anger, the property of a club, to which an
introduction is necessary. — Wine. Lcmtensciilager, August-Str. — Confec-
tioner. I/ahiiemann, in the Anger.

Cab from the station to the town for 1 pers. 4, 2 pers. 5, 3 pers. 7'|2,

14 pers. iO Sgr.

Erfurt (657 ft.), a very ancient town with 43,700 inhab. (7000
jRom. Cath.) and a garrison of 4500 soldiers, and a Prussian fortress

jin connection with the citadels of Petersberg and Cyriaksburg , ex.-

jisted in the form of a fortified agricultural settlement as early as the

itime of St. Boniface, the English apostle of this district. It subse-

Iquently belonged to the Hanseatic League, then to the Electorate

I0f Mayence ; in 1802 it was annexed to Prussia, from 1806 to 1814
jit was under the French supremacy , and was afterwards finally

[restored to Prussia. The water of the Gera, which flows through the

'town in several arms , as well as that of the Treue Brunnen , is

Ipeculiarly favourable to the growth of the water-cress, which is care-

jifully cultivated and forms no inconsiderable article of commerce.
The *Cathedral (PI. 11), a fine Gothic edifice on an eminence,

possesses a double portal of the 12th cent. , an admirable choir of

1349, towers of the close of the r2th cent. , and nave and aisles of

equal height. The church was seriously damaged at various periods

by fires and sieges , but has been recently restored. One of the

towers contains 10 bells, the largest of which, the Grosse Susanne
properly St. Maria Gloriosa), weighs nearly 14 tons. Fine view
from the top (260 steps ).

Interior. By the first pillar on the N. side a *Coronation of the Vir-
jin in bronze by P. Vischer , being a monument 'Hennitigi Godeni jurisc.^t

d. 1522) ; near it, on the opposite pillar, a curious painting of 1534, re-
jresenting the Transubstantiation ; on the S. wall a figure of St. Christo-
jher, in oil, occupying almost the entire surface ; beneath it the tombstone
)f a Count von Gleichen and his two wives, a fine specimen of the sculp-
ure of the 12th cent.; curious candelabrum of the 12th cent., representing
i Penitent, in bronze; modern pulpit by Sdiiiikel; humorous wood-carving
)n the stalls, well executed.
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The church of St. Severus (PI. 15), dating from the 14th cent.,

with its three spires, adjacent to the cathedral , contains a late Go-
thic font and an interesting reliquary. The Predigerkirche (PI. 13),
erected in 1228, will interest architects ; carved altar, with paint-

ings probably by Wohlgemuth. The Augustine Monastery (PI. 9),

now an orphan-asylum (Martinsstift) , contains the cell of Luther,

who became a monk here in 1505, but all reminiscenses of the illus-

trious Reformer were destroyed by a fire in March, 1872.

In front of the Rathhaus (PI. 23 ), which dates from 1259, stands

& Column with a statue of Koland,a figure emblematical of the free-

dom of market-traffic, and the palladium of municipal privileges.

The Government Buildings (PI. 24), formerly the palace of the

governors appointed by the Electors of Mayence , were occupied by
Napoleon in 1808, who convened a congress of reigning princes here.

The Steiger , the path to which passes extensive and well-kept
kitchen-gardens, is the favourite promenade at Erfurt. The horti-

culture of the environs enjoys a high reputation. The nurseries of

Haaye Junr., Senary, Heinemann, and Toj:>/" contain a great variety

of flowers.

The salt-mine of Ilversgehoven 3 M. to the N. of Erfurt , with a shaft
200 fathoms in depth, may be visited by permission of the overseer
(10-15 Sgr.).

49. Gotha.
Hotels. *Deutschkr Hof , R. 15 Sgr. ; Wijnscher's Hotel , in the

Neumarkf, with garden, R. 15—20, B. 7')2 Sgr.; *STADr Altenborg ; Riese,
witli restaurant; *Staijt Cobukg , also a pension; Preossisoher Hof;
Prophet, R. 10 Sgr. ; ThCringer Hof.

Restaurants. Ress, by the theatre; Cafi National; good beer at both.
— Wine. Oains; Praetorius; Weigert.

Cab per drive 5, per hovir 15 Sgr., for longer excursions according to

agreement. — Omnibus to Reinhurdsbrunn and Friedric/isroda at 1 p. m.,
13'|2 Sgr.

Sausages, a specialty of Gotha, may be purchased of E. & H. Rudolph,
Keumarkt 16; Rudolph d- Son, Monchelsgasse 26; Sehenck; Atierbach, etc.

Theatre. Performances in vifinter only.

Gotha (961 ft. J, the second residence of the Duke of Saxe-

Coburg-Gotha , with 20,500 inhab. , is an attractive place. On the

way from the station into the town the Life Insurance Office

(PI. 14) on the r. and the Ducal Stables (PI. 15) on the 1. are pass-

ed ; then on the r. the Palais Friedrichsthal (PL 5), opposite to

which is the Orangen- Garten with its extensive hothouses; on the

1. the Ducal Palace (PI. 18), containing several good modern pic-

tures (fee 15 Sgr. ); farther on , the Fire Insurance Office {PI. i)

and the Theatre (PL 27). Adjoining the latter is a Monument(Vl. 1)

to Arnoldi (d. 1841), the founder of the insurance offices and the

commercial school.

The Abbey Church (PL 9) contains a large Crucifixion by Jacobs.

The Tdchterschule (PI. 28), or girls' school , at the corner of the

market-place was once the property of the painter Lucas Cranach

and still bears his device, a winged serpent with a crown.
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On a slight eminence rises the very extensive Friedenstein Pal-

ace (PI. 22), which contains the following collections (open from

1st April to 31st Oct. on Tuesd. and Frid. 9— 1
,
gratis, at other

times for a fee of 1 Thlr.)

:

Tlic Picture Gallery is arranged accurding lo schoola. 1st Room;
Animal ri<=ces. — 2nd K. : Landscapes, etc. -, 7. Graffs Portrait of the actor

Eckhoft'. — 3rd E. : 1. Van der Heist, Portrait. — 4th R. : 1. Van Dyck,
Pdrtrait of himself; 2. Van Dyck, Portrait of Elizaheth Brant, Rubins' first

wile; 5. Rembrandt., Portrait of a youth; 40. Rembrandt., Portrait of his

motlier; 42. Rubens, The families of Rubens and Trenck. — 5th R. : 1,

55, 120, 121. Large screen with subjetts from the new Testament , by a
German master of the 16th cent. Is^umerous portraits by Cranach , who
resided at Gotha; 34. Holbein, Portrait of a wealthy citizen of Bale; 36,

37. Holbein, Portraits; 39. HolbeinQ), Portrait of the beautiful Agnes v. Mans-
feld, who was abducted from a convent (p. 78) and married by Archbishop
Gebhard of Cologne in 1583 ; 67, 68. Cranach , The Fall and Redemption,
Judith and Holofernes ; 78. J. v. Eyek , Portrait of Philip the Good of

Burgundy. — 6lh R. ; 11. rf.^c/'fcein, Conradin of Swabia, after having heard
his sentence of death, playing at chess with Frederick of Austria. —
7th R. : Nothing worthy of note. — 8th R. : 6. Van der Heist, Portrait;

11. Dow, Old woman spinning (purchased for 2000i.); 29. Potter, Land-
scape with cattle. — 9th R. : Unimportant. — 10th E. : 28. Liotard , Duke
Ernest 11. of Saxe-Gotha (in crayons). — 11th R. : 4. Titian, Portrait of a
man ; 54. G. Rent , Bacchus and Ariadne ; 62. G. Reni , Ecce Homo ; 65.

G. Reni, Boy before a nest of doves; 70. Palina Vecc/iio, Christ; 71. Cara-
vaggio. Annunciation. — The Collection of Engravings (50,000) comprises a
number of the oldest Italian and German specimens. — Among the Dra-wings
is an Entombment by Raphael.

The upper floor contains the CoUection of Casts and Sculptures, in-

cluding a fine cast of the Farnese Hercules and a Boy awaking, in marble,
by Mailer. — Chinese and Art Cabinet. Ut Room.' Gems, utensils and
trinkets in gold and silver, carved wood and ivory. (Large antique onyx
with Ceres and Jupiter, statuette of Confucius of sapphire, bust of Louis
XIV. in amethyst, breviaries with valuable binding attributed to Benv.
Cellini, statuettes of Adam and Eve in boxwood by Alb. Diirer.) — 2nd R.
Curious pieces of mechanism and mosaics (by Raffaeli). — 3rd R. Por-
celain and majolicas by Bottcher (p. 203). — 4th R. Egyptian, Roman,
and German antiquities. — 5th R. Ethnographical collection and objects of
historical interest. (Shirt worn by Emp. Blaximilian I. as a pilgrim; re-

miniscences of Napoleon 1.) — Rooms 6—10 contain a valuaMo colleclion
of Chinese works of art and utensils. — The Natural History Cabinet con-
tains valuable collections of minerals and conchylia. — Tlie Library, ojien

daily 11— 1, contains 200,000 vols., numerous Incunabula, BLSS., niini;ilurcs

(book of the Gospels of Emp. Otho II.), autographs (letter of Henry Till,
of England against Luther). — The Cabinet of Coins, 75,C0O in number,
is well provided with Greek specimens.

The New Museum on the terrace to the S. of the palace , an
edifice in the French Renaissance style , is destined on its comple-
tion for the reception of some of the above collections.

On the W., S., and E. sides of the pnlnce are extensive Prome-
nades. In a grove on the E. side is the Thee-Schlusschen , resembling
chapel ; on the W. a row of pleasant villas. To the 8. of the pal-

ace , beyond the terrace of the Museum , is the *Park with a pond,
on an island in which the ducal burial-place is situated. The Leina-
Canal, which intersects the upper part of the park and supplies the

town with water from the Thuringian Forest , was constructed by a

monk in the 15th cent. In the vicinity is the Observatory (PI. 24).
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50. Eisenach and Environs.
Comp. Map, p. 246.

Hotels. *Grossheezog von Sachsen, opposite the station, with re-

staurant ; *Rautenkranz and *Halber Mond in the town ; Thueinger :

Hop, not far from the station ; charges at all these, R. 15, D. 15, A. 5 Sgr.
;

Deutsches Haus; Ankek; *Zacher"s Hotel. — Inn on the Wartbvrg,
see p. 239.

Beer. Groebler, in the Carlsplatz , *Plicinlasie, in the beautiful Muiieii-
tJtal, on the way to Ihe Annathal, 1 lil. from the town ; a few paces be-
fore it is reached are the EUsabelhenruhe on the 1. and the Liliengrund on
the 1. — Wine. *Dache. — Confectioner. Schmitz.

Cab to or from the station 4, at night 5 Sgr., each heavy package
1 Sgr. — Bargain necessary for excursions. The usual charge per hour is

15 Sgr.; one-horse carr. to the Wartburg, with stay of I'lz hr., 13|4 Thlr.
;

the Wartbvrg , Annathal, and Hohesonne and back, with stay of I'jz hr.,

23|4 Thlr. ; the same including Wilhelinsthal and 2 hrs. waiting 3'|2 Thlr.

;

for each additional ^i hr. of waiting 5 Sgr. (These charges are exclusive
of tolls and driver's fees.) — Two-horse carr. in 3 hrs. to Rnhla , Alten-
siein, and Liebenstein (pp. 248, 249) 5 Thlr.

Guides. For the first hour 5, for each additional hour 2 Sgr., half-a-
day 15, whole day 20 Sgr. ; for each night spent out of Eisenach 10 Sgr.
— The guides are bound to provide themselves with food, carry light

articles of luggage, and show their tariff when required.
Donkey to the Wartburg 10, Annathal 17')2, Hohesonne 30, Wilhelms-

fhal 45 Sgr., including gratuity; an additional charge is made for the re-

turn-journey.

Eisenach, a dull town with 14,000 inhab., formerly the residence

of the dukes of Saxe-Eisenach , who became extinct in 1741 , now
belongs to Weimar. The tower of St. Nicholas , at the entrance to

the town from the station , is a line Romanesque structure in good

preservation. The Palace in the market-place was oxupied by the

Duchess of Orleans {d. 1858) and her sons down to 1857. Good
classical music is performed in the opposite Marktkirche on .Sundays.

The situation and environs are very picturesque. The *Oarden
and Park of Herr v. Eichel (^entrance near the Nicolaithor, not far

from the station ) are well laid out and command charming views

(_open to the public on Thursdays; at other times tickets are obtained

at the proprietor's office in the town ). — The grand-ducal *Karthaus-

garten in the Frauen-Vorstadt , on the way to the Marienthal , is

always open to the public and commands a pleasing view of the

Wartburg.

Guide from Eisenach to the Wartburg unnecessary (but a guide

to the interior must be engaged at the inn at the top). The first

street to the W. of the 'Half Moon', leads to the r. past the burial-

ground ; the path at first ascends rapidly through wood
,
passing a

small white house ; it then leads round the Mddelstein , with a

charming view of the valleys to the r. , and reaches the castle in

40 min. The carriage road (longer) diverges to the r. from the Co-

burg road beyond the Frauenthor (S.).

The *Wartburg (1355 ft. above the sea-level, 624 ft. above;-

Eisenach ), founded by Lewis the Springer in 1070, once a residence I

of the landgraves of Thuringia who became extinct in 1247 , and
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now a country-seat of the Duke of Saxe-Weimar, is a fine Romanes-

que edifice, restored in 1847, and adorned with ^Frescoes by

M. V. Schwind relating to the history of the castle and the life of

St. Elizabeth (p. 277), wife of the Landgrave Lewis of Thuringia

who resided at the Wartburg. Here the Minnesanger (minstrels of

Germany) assembled in 1207 to test their skill (the 'Sangerkrieg').

Luther, on his return from the Diet of Worms in 1521, was waylaid

and taken prisoner , in order the better to ensure his safety
,
by his

friend the Elector Frederick of Saxony , and conveyed to the Wart-

burg, where he was disguised as a young nobleman ('Junker Georg'J

and zealously devoted himself to his translation of the Bible (4th May,

1521, to Gth March, 1522"). His chamber, which is little altered,

still contains several reminiscences of the Reformer.

j

The Armoury contains interesting weapons and armour of the

I

12th and subsequent centuries. The Rittersaal and Banqueting

\ Room are decorated with grotesque figures of animals as supporters

I

of the beams. — Charming view of the wooded Thuringian Mts.

: and the valley of Eisenach. (Attendant 5 Sgr. for each pers.
;
*Jnn

near the castle-gate.

)

A visit to the Annathal may conveniently be combined with

i
the excursion to the Wartburg. Path easily found , but guide (one

' of the boys at the gate, 5 Sgr. ) desirable. It descends to the 1. by

the castle bridge; after 4 min. to the r. round the rocks; after

8 min. to the 1. through an opening in the rock; after 3 min.,

1 straight on , not to the 1. ; 5 min. the Waichnannsruh , a resting-

\

place; 8 min. the Sangerhunk , where the wood is quitted; 3 min.

I

a stone seat on a projecting rock ; then descend by steps round the

rock; 5 min. the high road (Eisenach to Coburg); 3 min. farther

: a direction-post indicates the path to the Annathal.

! The *AiuiatliaI, near the Coburg road , 2 M. to the S. of Eisen-

ach, is a cool and very narrow ravine ; the most remarkable portion

is termed the Drarkenschlucht (200 yds. long, 2—3 ft. wide), the

precipitous sides of which are luxuriantly clothed with moss and

ferns, and moistened with continually trickling water.

The traveller may either return from this point , or proceed to

the (1 M.) Hohe Sonne (1400 ft.
)

, the highest point on the road,

whence a picturesque glimpse of the Wartburg is obtained. The
] forester's house is also an inn.

At the S. base of the Hohe Sonne, l^-i M. from this point, is

situated the chateau of Wilhelmsthal (*Inn) with delightful park.

Way back by a footpath through beech-wood by the Hirschstein (see

p. 247). (From Wilhelmsthal to Ruhla 6 M. ; first 1/2 M. on the

high road; then, by a pond to the 1., the wood is entered.)

A path to the 1. near the entrance to the Annathal leads into

the Landgrafenloch, a picturesque ravine not inferior to the Anna-
thai, follows its <:ourse as far as a tree with a bench, and then ascends

to the r. to the Weinstrasse, where a view is enjoyed. On the road to
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the r., 1/2 M. farther, is the Hohe Sonne forester's house above mei
tioned. To the Hlrschstein

, Wachstein , and thence to Buhla i

attractive walk of 31/2 hrs.
; from Ruhla to stat. Wutha 6 M. (s.

pp. 247, 248>
'^

51. From Eisenach to Coburg and Lichtenfels.

burg^'s-MrZ).'" * '"''•' '^"'" ^ '^''"- ^'' ^ '^''''•' 2 ">'-• 10 S^'-- ('^ C,

Soon after quitting the station the train penetrates the N. W
slopes of the Thuringer Wald by a tunnel 1/3 M. in length Be
yond Stat. MarksuU the valley of the Werra is entered. Salzunge
( Curhaus; Sachs.Hof) possesses salt- springs, baths, and establish
ments for the inhalation of the vapour; near it is a small lake wit
a chateau at the S. end and a park at the other. The village
Mbhra, 41/2 M. to the N., was the home of Luther's parents.

^
Immelborn is the station for the baths of Llebenstein (p. 2491

M. to the E. (diligence to meet each train
, 30 kr.). On the op

posite bank of the Werra lies Barchfeld, with a chateau of the Land
grave of Hessen-Philippsthal-Barchfeld.

Wermtomen is the station for Schmalkalden (Adler; Krone)
an ancient town with walls and fosses , situated 3 M. to the E
Most of the houses, constructed of wood

, with lofty gables adornf
with carving, are very picturesque. The Gothic church and the twc
inns are in the market-place. In the 'Krone' the Protestant League
of Schmalkalden

,
so important to the cause of the Reformation, wa£

concluded in 1531. The articles were drawn up by Luther, Melan-
chthon, and other reformers in a house indicated by a golden swan
and inscription, on the Schlossberg near the market. The old Wil-
helmshurg rises above the town. Iron-wares are extensively manu-
factured at Schmalkalden and in the whole valley. Valuable iron-
mines in the vicinity.

Stations Wasungen, an industrial town on the Werra, and Wall-
dorf. As Meiningen is approached, the ducal castle of *Landsherg '

looks down from an eminence on the r. ; it contains some good mod- i

ern stained glass from Munich and numerous mediasval curiosities
; \

fine view of the Thuringer Wald and the Rhongebirge. Visitors ad-
mitted during the absence of the family.

Meiningen f857 ft.) (^Sdchs. Hof; HirschJ , a well-built town
with 82o0 inhab., on the Werra

, surrounded by wooded heights, is
the capital of the duchy of Saxe-Meiningen. The Ducal Palace

, of
which the 1. wing, recently restored, dates from the 16th cent.,
was almost entirely completed in 1682. It contains a tolerable pic-
ture-gallery and an extensive collection of engravings. The private
apartments of tlie duke are adorned with a number of choice paint-
ings : *A. MiiUer, Apotheosis of the Princess Charlotte; Taddeo
Gaddi, Christ and Mary with six saints ; '^Fiesole, Mary and Joseph
worshipping the Infant ; two line heads by Melozzo da Forli and
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Van Dyck; also works by Fra Bartolommeo , L. Signorelli , Garo-

fnlo, etc. — Near the theatre is a bust of the novelist Jean Paul,

who resided at Meiiiingeii in 1801— 1803. The greatest ornament

of the town is the 'English Garden, or park , in which the Gothic

Filrsienkapelle, containing stained glass from Munich, is situated.

The Grosse Dolmar (2346 ft.), to which a road leads from Meiningen
by Jielba and KUhndorf in 'l^li hrs. , commands a beautiful view of the
Thuringian Forest. — Schiller resided at the village of Bauerbach , 6 M.
to the S. of Meiningen, in 1782—83.

Next stations Grimmenthal and Themar. To the W. rise the

picturesque Gleichberge (2162 and 2035 ft. respectively].

Hildburghausen (1175 ft.) (*Engl. Hof; Rautenkranz), a plea-

sant town on the r. bank of the Werra , formerly the residence of

the dukes of Saxe-Hildburghausen, now belongs to Meiningen. The
Schloss, now a barrack, was erected in 1685—95. The Schlossgarten,

adjoining it on the S. , contains a monument to Queen Louise of

Prussia. The mediaeval Rathhaus with its two towers was begun
in 1395.

At the base of the Kleine Gleichen, 9 M. to the N. W. of Hildburg-
hausen, lies Romhild, the church of which contains celebrated bronze
monuments of the Counts of Henneberg, executed by P. Vischer of Nu-
remberg about the year 1520.

[

At Stat. Eisfeld (*Post) the train quits the Werra.

(
Coburg, see below.
Branch -line from Coburg (in 50 min.) to Sonneberg ( Krug's Hotel;

Bar), a busy place where toys are extensively manufactured. Handsome
modern Gothic church. Modern chateau on a hill above the town.

The Werra Railway now traverses the Itzgrund
,
passes stations

Niederfiillbach and Ebersdorf, and reaf^hes

[

Lichtenfels, a station on the Bavarian N. Railway (p. 227).

I
52. Coburg.

'

Hotels. *H0TEL LeUTHAUSSKR ; *GKi3NER BaUM ; *TrAUBE •, ViCTOKIA
;

Bellkvue ; charges at all, R. 42, D. 54 kr.

Restaurants. *Nerold at the theatre; *Sc!iciffiier. The beer of Coburg
is generally good. Beer-Gardens oi Sturm and Z'ur Capelle (fine view from

' the Platte, near the latter).

Cab to or from the station 18 kr., with luggage.
Theatre. Performances usually on Sund., Tuesd., and Thursd.
Guides for half-a-day 36 kr., whole day 1 fl.

Coburg (902 ft.) , one of the residences of the Duke of Saxe-
Coburg-Gotha, the most important town in the Franconian portion

of the Saxor, duchies, with 12,700 inhab. , is prettily situated in

the valley oC the Its, a tributary of the Main , and boasts of a num-
ber of handsome buildings , especially in the neighbourhood of the

market and Schloss-Platz. Around the town a girdle of villas with
gardens has gradually sprung up on the site of the old fortifications.

The Market-Place in the centre of the town is embellished
with a Statue of Prince Albert (d. 1861) by Theed , inaugurated in

the presence of Queen Victoria on 26th Aug., 1865. The Rathhaus
and Government Buildings in this Platz, as well as the neighbouring

B^oekbk's K. Germany. 5tli Edit. IQ
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Arsenal which contains the library, were erected by Duke John
Casimir (d. 1663).

The spacious Moritzkirche with its lofty tower [334 ft.) con-
tains a monument of Duke John Frederick II. , erected in 1598 on
the site of the high altar. Near it the finely executed brasses of

John Casimir (d. 1633), John Ernest (d. 1521), John Frederick V.
(d. 1595) and his wife Elizabeth [d. 1594) are built into the wall.

Opposite the chunh is the Gymnasimn, or grammar-school, founded
in 1604. In a house in the vicinity (tHat of Herr Rose) the
novelist Jean Paul once spent several years (_1803 et seq.).

In the Schloss-Platz, which is partly enclosed by colon-

nades and covered with pleasure-grounds , and occupies the highest

site in the town , are situated the Ducal Palace , the Theatre , the

Guard-House, and other handsome buildings. In front of the palace

rises a bronze Statue of Duke Ernest I. (d. 1844), by Schwan-
thaler.

The Palace, or Ehrenburg , a handsome winged edittce in the

English-Gothic style , was converted from a monastery of the recol-

lects into a ducal residence in 1549 , and was altered and extended
by Ernest I. [visitors apply to the castellan).

Interior. Family portrait.s of Duke Ernest I., Queen Victoria, Prince
Albert, King Leopold and his queen, etc. ; Surrender of a Dani'h man-of-
war at Eckernfcirde by Dietz; Flock of sbeep hy Lotze; Greek woman by
Jacobs; several other modern pictures and one by Van Dyck; handsome
apartment with Grobelins tapestry and stucco mouldings; grand hall with
caryatides as light-bearers.

A house in the Riickert-Strasse with a medallion portrait was
once occupied by the poet of that name.

A flight of steps near the palace ascend by the guard - house to

the Schlossgarten , a park extending along the steep slope of the

hill which is crowned by the castle.

The ancient *Castle of Coburg (1638 ft.), 545 ft. above the

town, to which a path ascends from the palace in i/.j hr. , commands
the entire district. It was the residence of the Counts of Henneberg
and the Saxon dukes, until John Ernest transferred his seat to the

Ehrenburg in 1549 (see above). About the time of the Diet of

Augsburg (1530) Luther resided here for three months, translated

the prophets and psalms, and wrote 119 letters. In 1632 the for-

tress was occupied by the Swedes and besieged in vain by Wallen-
stein. It is a late Gothic structure of the close of the 15th cent.

The S. W. wing with its projecting corner turrets was formerly the

Arsenal; the rest of the building is termed the FiJrstenbau. 'i%e

castle still in good preservation, although no longer of military im\
portance. It has recently been restored and fitted up as a *Museum\

The castle is entered on the S. side. The entrance to the col-

lections is under the handsome open wooden staircase in the Gothic

style in the first court; visitors ring at a door to the 1. (custodian

24 kr., for a party 1 fl.). Restaurant in the Schlosshof.
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The vviUl of 1he staircase is adorned wi(h *Frescoes by Schneider and
Rothbart (1838—55), representing the nuptials of Duke John Casimir with
the Princess Anna of Saxony (1585). The visitor next enters the Car-
riage-Room, containing curious old state-coaches, sledges, saddles, etc.
The Vestibule of the armoury contains a fresco by Schneider (1841),
representing two bears breaking into the ducal dining -hall. Luther s
Room remains unchanged and contains relics of the period of his resi-
dence here. The spacious Armoukt contains a large iron stove, cast in
I4d0, adorned with coats of arms and figures of saints ; also armour, shields,
helmets, coals of mail, etc. The collections of Firearms (rooms on the
stair-case and on the upper iloor) comprise a number of valuable specimens
01 the earliest descriptions. Most of the portraits here are modern. The
Ro.SETTK Room, the ceiling of which is adorned with 365 rosettes of
ditlerent forms, with portraits of the Landgraves of Thuringia, contains a
number ot goblets, among them one presented by Gustavus Adolphu.= .

The Betsaal contains sculptures in wood from the life of the Virgin
from designs by Martin Schon, a bible by Hans Luft, printed in 1550 and
furnished with coloured woodcuts by Burgkmaier, another printed at
Frankfort in 1572, a parchment MS. of the 11th cent., with finely carved
ivory binding. In the Reformation Room a copy of an old picture in
the Moritzkirche, representing the Diet of Augsburg; purlraifs of Luther
his wife, Melanchthon, Bugenbagen, and other eminent icldruiers. On a
column are the arms of 16 German towns which tirst oiulnaced the re-
formed faith. The Horn Room, a master -piece of the Renaissance pe-
riod, is adorned with mosaics in wood representing hunling scenes during
the reign of John Casimir, executed about the year 16(X).

The S. W. wing, in which the architect Herr Rothbart resides, con-
tains a valuable Natural History Cabinet, founded by Prince Albert
and the reigning Duke of Coburg, and comprising a complete collection of
the birds of Europe.

The N. wing contains a collection of Engravings and Drawings,
including some fine early German specimens; also Coins and Auto-
graphs.

*Vieivs. The adjoining Jf. E. Hohe Bastei commands one of the most
extensive and picturesque views in Germ.any. The N. W. Bareubuslei
commands the finest view to the W., over the town itself. The path to it
leads to the W., outside the gate of the castle. 'LutherS Cannon; which
IS preserved here, cast at Frankfort in 1570, is artistically adorned with
reliefs in allusion to the theological controversies of the day. The French
cannons 'ie Smivage' and 'ie SanspaveiV were brought from Mayence in
1814 by Duke Ernest I., who commanded the besieging troops.

Rosenau, the birthplace t26th Aug., 1819) of Prince Albert
[of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha

; d. 14th Dec. , 1861), brother of the pres-
ent Duke Ernest II.

, where Queen Victoria spent eleven days in
1840

, 41/. M. to the N. E. of Coburg, and CaUenberg , 21/4 M. to
the N. W.

,
are country seats of the duke , tastefully fitted up and

picturesquely situated.

Near the latter, on the road
, I'/o M. to the N. of Coburg, is the

village of Neuses, with the house of the poet Rilckert (d. 18BG) ad-
joining the church. The garden contains a colossal bust to his
memory. On a wooded slope on the opposite bank of the Itz rises an
obelisk over the tomb of the poet Thummel (d. 1817).

The handsome Schloss on the r. bank of the Itz, opposite Coburg,
was erected by Duke Ernest of Wurtemberg in 1838. — The Ceme-
tery on the E. side of the town contains the modern Mausoleum
of the Ducal family.

16*
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53. The Thuringian Forest.

The *Forest of Thuringia, or Thiiriiiger Wald ^ a mountainous dis-

trict 95 M. in length and 24 in breadth, bounded on the W. by the Werra
and on the E. by Franconia, is replete with interest for the pedestrian.
The tour may convenientiy be divided into two parts, \he Eastern,
from Rudolstadt to Gotha by Ilmenau and Oberhof (3 days), and the
Western, from Eisenach to Liebenstein, and over the Inselsberg to Rein-
hardsbrunn and Gotha (3 days). This is also a geological division, clay-
slate occurring towards the S. E., as far as the Erzgebirge, and porphyry
to the N. W. as far as Eisenach. The boundary between these formations
is near Ilmenau.

The W. portion is the more beautiful, and the excursion should be
made from E. to W. , beginning with Rudolstadt and terminating with
Eisenach, which with its environs and the Inselsberg forms the crowning
point of the attractions of the district. The pedestrian effects a saving of
a day if, instead of going from Oberhof to Gotha, he proceeds (to the 1.

by the toll -house before Ohrdrutf is reached) to (33|4 M.) Georgenthal
and (6 M.) Reinhardsbrunn. The walk would then be as follows : 1st

day, from Rudolstadt to Paulinzelle; 2nd. Oberhof; 3rd. Inselsberg; 4th.
Eisenach.

Tour of Ten Days from Eisenach. 1st. Eisenach, Wartburg, Annathal

;

2nd. By the Hohesonne and Wachstein to Ruhla; thence by the Gerber-
stein and Luther's Beech to Altcnstein; 3rd. From Altenstein by Lieben-
stein to the top of the Inselsberg; 4th. Fn.m the Inselsberg by Reinhards-
brunn to Waltershausen ; railway to Gotha and Weimar; o'h. Weimar;
6th. Diligence to Rudolstadt; walk to Blankenburg and Schwarzburg

;

7th. By the Trippstein to Paulinzelle and Ilmenau; 8th. Kickelhahn,
Manebach , Schmucke, Schneekopf, Oberhof; 9th. From Oberhof through
the Schmalwassergrund to Tambach ; 10th. Back to the railway by Fried-
richsroda and Reinhardsbrunn.

Guides are only occasionally necessary. They .should not be engaged
for the whole tour, as their acquaintance with the country is generally
confined to their own neighbourhood.

Carriages may be hired at Rudolstadt, one-horse 3—4 Thlr., two horse
6 Thlr. per day.

Maps. Those of Fils, published by Perthes at Gotha (7'|2 Sgr. each),
and those of Graf, published at Weimar (10 Sgr.), are recommended.

a. Eastern Portion.

From Rudolstadt to Gotha.

From Weimar (p. 232) to Rudolstadt diligence twice daily in 4'(2 hrs.,

via Berka and Blankenhain; once via Kraniclifeld and Stadt-Remda in
6 hrs. — From Apolda, see p. 230; from Saalfeld, see p. 229.

Rudolstadt {*Ritter ; *Ldwe ; *Adler ; Kurhaus, with baths),

the capital of the principality of Schwarzbiirg-Rudolstadt, is charm-
ingly situated on the Saale. The Heidecksburg

, situated on an

eminence (202 ft.), is the residence of the prince. The Ludwigshurg
in the town contains a cabinet of natural history , with a valuable

collection of shells. — About 41/2 M. to the W. is the excellent

school of KeiUiau, founded by the pious pastor Frobel.

The High Road ascends the broad valley of the Saale (41/2 M.)
to Volkstedt, where, in the first house on the r. , Schiller resided in

1788; (I1/2 M.") Schwarza (*Bremer Hof), at the influx of the

Schwarza into the Saale. The road divides here. That to the 1.

leads to Saalfeld (p. 229), that to the r, to
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(21/4 M.) Blankenburg (Lowe; Ross), at the entrance to the
Schwarzathal. Above the town rise the ruins of Greifenstein . the
ancient castle of the German Emp. Giinther of Schwarzburg.

The *Schwarzathal (Chrysopras , an inn 1/2 M. from Blanken-
burg), especially between Blankenburg and Schwarzburg (6 M.), is

one of the most picturesque and beautifully wooded valleys in Thu-
ringia. The Eberstein, to the 1. near the entrance, is a shooting-
lodge of the prince. High above the (^41/4 M.) Schweizerhaus is the
Diirre Schild pavilion, at the entrance to the wild boar park. About
1
1/4 M. farther is a memorial tablet on the r. side of the road, where

a zigzag path ascends to the Trippstein (^see below) and a view of
the Schwarzburg is obtained.

*Schloss Schwarzburg [Thuringer Hof, on the road near the
castle; *Zum Weissen Hirsch, farther on, view from the windows
at the back. Two-horse carriage to Rudolstadt 41/2 , by Paulinzelle
to llnienau 8 Thlr.

,
exclusive of tolls and gratuity. Guide to the

Trippstein and Fasanerie 6, Paulinzelle 12 Sgr. A previous bar-
gain should be made in each case), charmingly situated on an emi-
nence (26Q ft.), re-erected in 1726, the ancestral castle of the princes
of Rudolstadt, contains an interesting armoury and some fine antlers.
The Kaisersaal

, which belongs to the original castle , contains a
worthless collection of portraits of emperors. The village of Thal-
Schwarzburg lies at the foot of the castle -hill. The neighbouring
forests abound in deer.

From Schwarzburg to Eisfeld (25 M.) diligence daily in 6 hrp.— The road follows the valley of the Schwarza , and leads to (7'|2 M)
^R,Xfw *®' ^ "tillage with iron-works. The conspicuous Cursdorfer lioppe
(2001 ft.) may be ascended in V\i hr. from Mellenbach, a village on the
road betore Katzhutte is reached, and the descent may be made by Mev-
selbac/, to Katzhiitte in 2')2 hrs. On the road, 5 M. to the E. of the latter
IS Ihe Wvrzellieiy with a shooting -lodge, near which is a plantation of
magnificent old pines, 300 years old. Eisfeld (rail, station) see p. 241.

About 1/2 M. before the village of Schwarzburg is reached , the
path to the OA hr.) *Trippstein (1562 ft.) ascends by the memo-
nal-stone above mentioned. This beautiful spot , on which a sum-
mer-house (open to the public) stands, commands a striking view
of the Schwarzburg. The Kienhaus, 20 min. farther to the N., com-
mands a more extensive but less picturesque prospect.

On the carriage-road, 1 M. to the W. of the Trippstein , lies the Fa-
sanme, a shooting-lodge adorned with antlers and surrounded by a park— The iootpath from Schwarzburg to Konigsee (see below) passes this
lodge, while that to Paulinzelle crosses the road between the Trippstein
and the Fasanerie. ^^

From the Kienhaus the traveller may now (guide 12 Sgr.) re-
trace his steps for 5 min.

, descend by the first well defined cart-
road to the r. to (II/2 M.) Bechstddt, and proceed by a road to the r.

across an uninteresting tract to (21/4 M.) Ober - Rottenbach , from
which a good carriage-road to the 1. leads to (88/4 M.) Paulinzelle.
Another route is from Schwarzburg to Allendorf and (6 M.) Vnter-
Kbditz

,
above which a good footpath towards the N. W. leads in
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1 hr. to *Paulinzelle (*Mengers Inn), a ruined abbey with the

beautiful ruins of a Romanesque church, erected in 1114 by Pauline,

daughter of the knight Moricho. The abbey was- suppressed in 1543

in consequence of the Reformation.

A footpath leads from- Paulinzelle to the S. through the wood
and across the Galgenberg, in 1 hr. to the old town of Konig-

see [Lowe^, whence a carriage (one-horse 2 Thlr.) may be taken to.

(lO'/o M.~) llmenau. The road passes Amt Gehren and Langen-
wiesen, where it reaches the 11m.

llmenau [1565 ft.) (*Lowe; in the room No. 1 Goethe spent

his last birthday, 28th Aug., 1831; Tanne; Schivan ; Sonne, un-

pretending. Private Apartments 2— 5 Thlr. per week. Rebs'

Pension, near the town), a small town in the Duchy of Weimar,
lies on the Km, and possesses manganese and other mines. River

baths and a fine view at the Neuhaus, 2/4 M. to the E. — Dr. Prel-

ler's hydropathic establishment is much frequented [pension
,
baths,

and medical attendance 8— 12 Thlr. per week).

From Ilinenciu to Arnstadt (14 M.) diligence three times daily in

3 hr.i. — On this road, 3 M. from llmenau, lies Bad Elgersburg (Cur/iaus,

pension 7—9 Thlr. per week), a village belonging to Gotha with an old

established hydropathic establishment and a porcelain manufactory. Pretty

environs. Above the village rises an old castle. ArnHcidt, see p. 231.

To the iSc^mMcfce by the Kickelhahn. A guide (15 Sgr.)

is desirable for this walk (41/2 hrs.). The traveller crosses the bridge

and ascends about 21/2 M. on the old Schleussingen road. Before

the road turns entirely to the 1. and leads round the upper end of

the valley, a footpath, afterwards widening into a carriage - road

ascends into the wood to the r. , leading in a few minutes to the

*Jagerhaus [tavern). The forester keeps the key of the tower, where

he is generally to be found in fine weather, provided with a good

telescope. The path from the Jagerhaus to the [20 min.) summit

traverses the wood, and leads past the grand -ducal shooting lodge

of Gabelbach [2340 ft.) to a clearing in the wood , whence a path to

the r. ascends in a curve to the summit of the ^Kickelhahn [2727 ft.

;

1165 ft. above llmenau), one of the highest points in the Thurin-

gian Forest, surmounted by a tower which commands a very exten-

sive prospect: to the N. the Brocken, W. the Inselsberg , S. the

Rohn, E. llmenau, in the background the Furhsthurm near Jena.

About 200 paces to the N. W. formerly stood a small wooden hut

where Goethe frequently spent the night, and on the wall of wMch
he wrote his exquisite lines Teber alien Gipfeln ist Ruh' , on 7th

Sept. 1783. Descend hence to the r. to the [1/2 hr.) Hermannstein,

a moss-clad, basaltic rock ; after 25 min. more descend to the 1.

to Kammerberg (Inn) and Manebach [1650 ft.), a coal-mining
,,

village in a dale opposite [3 M. from llmenau by the direct road).
j;

A rough cart-track, ascends hence
,
generally through wood

,
to

|

the [1 hr.) carriage-road leading from Elgersburg and llmenau to

the Schmiicke, and this road is now followed to the 1.
,
passing the
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(I'/i M.) source of the Gera. The Schmucke (!2888 ft.^, oriisinally

a farm-house, and now a much frequented *Inn ( unpretending^

prettily situated amidst woods and meadows , is about 1 M. farther,

or 2 hrs. from Manebach. It stands near the union of the roads to

Ilmenau, Suhl, and Oberhof. The *Adlerberg , 2^/-, hrs. to the S. is

an excellent point of view. To the N. W. (II/2 hr.") rises the

*Schneekopf (3100 ft.), the tower on which (5 Sgr.) commands
a magniflcent prospect of the plains of Thuringia, as far as the

Brocken and Kyffhauser , S. the Franconian and Khon Mts. , the

Gleichberge near Romhild , etc. On the road to Oberhof '/o M. to

the W. of the Schmiicke, is a finger-post indicating the path fo the

r. to the Schneekopf , the summit of which is reached in 20 min.
more. The traveller then returns to the road by the same path. (Or
the ascent may be made direct from the inn.") The road now ascends

to (^3/4 M.") its culminating point, within 16 min. walk of the Beer-
berg (3120 ft.). A few paces to the r. of the road is *Pldnkner's

Aussicht, an open spot with a wooden bench and table, commanding
nearly the same view as the Schneekopf , with the addition of the

town of Suhl (p. 2n3) in the broad valley far below.

The road to the Oberhof, about 5 M. from the Schmiicke
,
now

gradually descends to the N., and finger-posts are placed at doubtful

points.

Oberhof (2871 ft.) (Inn), see p. 252. The Coburg and Gotha
high road descends hence to the N. in numerous windings , through
magniflcent pine forest, to {9 M.) Ohrdruff {^. 252) where the plain

is reached.

Pedestrians who wish to avoid the high road to Gotha may pro-

ceed from the Oberhof to the N.W. to the (7 M.) Falkenstein , and
in the same direction through the pretty Schmalwassergrund to Diet-
harz (Felsenrhal) and Tambach (Falkenstein), 41/2 M. farther. From
Dietharz the walk may be continued to the N. to (3 M.) Georgen-
thal (*Inn). I1/2 M. to the N.W. is Altenbergen, where a monument
on a height to the 1. indicates the spot where St. Boniface first

preached Christianity ; 41/2 M. to the N.W. is Friedrichsroda ; 3/4 M.
to the N. Beinhardsbrunn (p. 251). Or from Tambach straight over

the hills towards the N. W. by Finsterbergen (with guide) to Fried-
richsroda and Reinhardshrunn (2'/2 hrs.).

b. Western Portion.

From Eisenach to Gotha by Ruhla and Liebenstein.

From Eisenach to the Hohe Sonne, see p. 239. Thence to Ruhla
the route cannot be mistaken as finger-posts are attached to the
trees at frequent intervals.

By the Hohe Sonne the Rennsteig (p. 253) intersects the Coburg
road. To the r. near the point of intersection a path leads from the
Rennsteig into the wood to the (10 min.) *Hirschstein , an open
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space with a solitary oak and a bench , commanding a fine view
;

helow, towards the S.W., lies Wilhelmsthal (p. 239); in the back-
ground rises the Rhongebirge.

Returning thence , and following the Rennsteig towards the S.

for 3/4 hr. , the traveller reaches a finger-post termed the ZoUstock,
which indicates the routes to the Wachstein and Ruhla , and to

Eisenach, Wilhelmsthal, Ruhla, and Heiligenstein (see below). The
notices attached to the trees should be observed. The route turns to

the 1. at this point, and a little farther ascends again to the 1.,

through wood the whole way, leading in 1/4 hr. to the * Wachstein , a

group of rocks rendered accessible by steps and paths , and com-
manding a magnificent and extensive view

, especially towards the

E. and N.
,
where the background is formed by the long range of

the Harz Mts.

From the Wachstein the traveller returns by the grassy path to

the 1., slightly ascending, and in 1/4 hr. reaches the carriage-road at

a point about 1/2 ^- from the ZoUstock (the interesting circuit by the

Wachstein being about 25 min. longer than the direct route). The
road leads to the 1. to (7.2 M.) a spot in the wood with a younger
growth of pines , termed the Todte Mann , whence a road to the r.

descends by the Bermer and Bellevue to Ruhla , while that in a

straight direction passes a stump serving as a direction -post and a

bench, and ascends to the (20 min.) summit of the Rlngberg, where
the wooden *Karl-Alexander-Thurm affords a picturesque view of

Ruhla a d the Thuringian Forest. Return hence to the Todte Mann
and descend by the enclosure to the 1. and past a bench

,
in the di-

rection above indicated. After 1/4 ^^- tlie grassy dale is quitted,

and the wood on the S. slope entered to the r. ; after 10 min. fol-

low the path to the r. at the same level for 1/4 hr. more , and then

descend to the *BeUevue Inn (unpretending) on the W. slope, about

100 ft. above Ruhla, a much frequented spot in summer.
Ruhla (^Curiaus , with reading-room; Bellevue; Kollner's

Hotel; Traube; Schwan; mineral, pine-cone, and other baths at

the Badehaus. Carriage to Wutha 1 Thlr. , with two horses I1/2 Thlr.),

locally known as 'Die Ruhl', a favourite summer resort, extends to

a length of upwards of 2 M. in the valley of the Erhstrom, a brook

which divides the town into two parts , of which the N. belongs to

Gotha, the S. to Weimar. The chief occupation of the inhabitants

is the manufacture of tobacco-pipes of all kinds, of which 15 mil-

lion are annually exported. The village feast on 2nd August pre-

sents a curious scene.
A green dale enclosed by wooded mountains leads hence by (2 M.)

Heiligenstein (*Inn) and (2 M.) Farnroda to (l'|4 M.) Wutha, the first rail-

way station to the E. of Eisenach , opposite the long Hcirselberg (p. 231).

Good road from Ruhla to Wutha (diligence twice daily in '(2 hr.). About
>|2 M. to the E. of Heiligenstein lies *Thal (Hdtel Tannhauser) , with the
Louisenbcid, beautifully situated at the base of the ruin-crowned Scharffen-
berg. Interesting excursion hence to the Meisenstein (1766 ft.) , *)4 hr. to

the E.
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From Ruhla to the Inselsberg. Carriages generally take the long
circuit by Winterstein and Kabarz. The attractive route for pedestrians
occupies 3i|2 hrs. Leave Ruhla by the Rittergasse at the upper (S.) end,
and after a few minutes turn to the r. and cross the Erbstrom; after 25
inin. cross the brook again and regain the high road in ^i hr.; cross the
latter and proceed in a straight direction to the (40 min.) Drei-Herren-
stein; or follow the high-road to the r. for about 400 paces and enter the
wood tcr the 1. by a path leading in 20 min. to the Gerberstein (2307 ft.),
a steep hill covered with large blocks of granite; thence back towards
the E., along the top of the hill in 12 min. to a grassy clearing, and then
to the r. in 20 min. to the above-mentioned Drei- Herrenstein (2343 ft.).
Of the four paths diverging here, the Rennsteig, that most to the ]., is to
he selected, and the boundary-stones along the top of the hill followed to
the (li|2 hr.) summit of the Inselsberg (p. 250).

From Ruhla to Alt ens tein {p M.) , a. good loaii , through
wood, passing (3 M.) a simple monument on the spot where Lu-
ther s Beech, destroyed by lightning in 1841 , formerly stood , and
where the Reformer on his return from Worms was subjected to a
pretended arrest by his friend the Elector of Saxony.

*Schloss Altenstein, a summer residence of the Duke of Saxe-
Meiningen, standing on a rocky height on the S. W. slope of the
Thuringian Forest, is itself uninteresting, but the park and grounds
extending along the precipitous limestone rocks afford beautiful
walks. Guides at the *lnn in the court-yard of the chateau.

From Altenstein to Liebenstein (21/4 M.) a good
road. At Oliicksbrunn (Wagner's Hotel), half way

, is the *Lieben-
steiner Nolle, a limestone cavern 160 yds. in length, easily access-
ible, with a subterranean lake across which visitors are ferried.
Illumination in summer

,
generally on Sundays 10—12 (admission

30 kr.)
; best on 7th July, the birthday of the Duchess. Guides at

the inn.

Liebenstein (*Bellevuk, well fitted up; *Muller's Hotel, R. 15—30
3gr.; *BadhauSj. R. 3i|2—14 Thlr. per werk ; *H6tel Aschekmann, with
restaurant, moderate; Kirchner's Hotel, unpretending; Goldnek Hirsch;
^OWE, in the lower part of the village. Dr. Martinfs Hydropathic Estab-
ishment, R. 2—8 Thlr. per week; another water-cure establishment ad-
oining the Curhaus. — Carriages with two horses according to bargain;
he following are the average charges including tolls and fees: Glucks-
)runn cavern 25 Sgr. , Altenstein lijj Thlr. , LutherVs Monument 1 Thlr.
5 Sgr., Brotterode through the Loiiisenthal 3'|2 Thlr., Eisenach or the
nselsberg 5 Thlr. — Guides (a bargain should be made as to the fee for
eturn-journey): half-day 20 Sgr. , whole day 1 Thlr. — Theatre during
he season. — Music 7—9 a. m. and 3—5 p. m.), a village in the Duchy
f Meiningen

, 12 M. to the S. of Eisenach , and 41/2 M. to the E.
f Stat. Immelborn (where a diligence meets each train, p. 240), is

beautifully situated and favourite watering-place, possessing cha-
ybeate and other springs.

On the slope at the back of the Curhaus is the Italian Garden,
astefully laid out. Adjoining it stands the simple villa of the Duke
f xMeiningen. The Erdfall near the Curhaus is a kind of open
rotto, fringed with wood. Paths lead hence to the Helle Blick and
he Bernhards - Platz , and the new Promenademveg leads to the
Verners Platz, all fine points of view.
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The path to the (20 min.) extensive ruins of the *Burg Stein

ascends in zigzags to the 1. past the grotto and the Italian Garden.
The castle was deserted at the close of the 17th cent., and has since

fallen to decay. The number 1534 over the portal indicates the date

of its restoration. The *view embraces the entire chain of the Rhon-
gebirge and the W. spurs of the Thuringian Forest from the Doll-

mar to the Ochsenkopf ; then the broad valley of the Werra with
its numerous vUlages , from Gumpelstadt towards the N. as far

Breitungen to the S.

On the outskirts of the wood near the ruin is a monument to

the Duchess Ida of Saxe-Weimar. In the wood, ^/i'iiT. to the N.,

is a small open space enclosed by rocks on three sides, termed the

Felsentheater

.

From L iebenste in to the Inselsb erg there are several

different routes. The shortest (guide necessary, 15 Sgr.) leads

through the Thilringer Thai to the Rennsteig (p. 253) , traversing

the forest. A more varied and interesting route is to the S. E. by

the high road to (li/o M.) Herges, then to the N. through the*Tru-i
senihal (to which a direct footpath also leads) , a picturesque , rocky

ravine, to (1 hr.) the extensive village of Brotterode (Inselsberger

Hof), at the base of the Inselsberg. (Attractive excursion hence to

the Memmelstein, 1 hr. to the S.) A few paces beyond the inn broad

steps ascend to the 1. (beyond the point where the road to Fried-

drichsroda diverges to the r.) to the church and past the E. side of

the churchyard-wall, where the middle of the three paths is to be

selected. After 10 min. ascend by a broad stony path to the r. ; 3 min.

the insigniticant footpath diverges to the 1. from the broad track,

crosses the meadow, and in 5 min. reaches the wood; here avoid

the turn to the 1., and ascend the rough cart-track; 7 min., to the

r. ; then by a well-defined path in 1/2 ^^r. to the summit. (In de-

scending to Liebenstein avoid the two paths diverging to the 1. and
follow that in a straight direction.)

The *Great Inselsberg (2940 ft.) commands an extensive pan-
orama , especially towards the N. , resembling the view from the

Schneekopf (p. 247), but unfortunately too often obscured by clouds

and fog. The larger of the two inns on the top is good and reason-

able.

From the Inselsberg to Eisenach, 5 hrs. — The traveller follows
the Rennsteig, a very ancient, boundary road leading from the Werra to

the Saale over the Thuringian Mts., for l'|4 hr. ; then turns to the N. to

(3(4 hr.) Riihla, and proceeds thence by the Wachstein and the Hohe Sonne
to Eisenach (p. 238) in 3 hr,s. The Annathul forms an attractive termina-
tion to the walk.

The carriage -road descending from the Inselsberg by Kabarx,

and Tabarz cannot be mistaken ; the footpath to Reinhardsbrunn

by the Vebelberg is , however, more difficult to trace. Returning

guides (15 Sgr.) are generally to be found on the top. The following

description of the route may suffice , if no guide can be procured

:
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after 5 min. the narrow path diverges from the road to the r. through

pine-wood (beyond the point where the Kennsteig branches off");

5 min. , the path to the 1. ; 8 min. , to the 1. [the path to the r.

leads to Brotterode). Then traverse a large meadow, where a linger-

post indicates the way to the Inselsberg, cross the high road leading

from Brotterode to Reinhardsbninn , and again traverse a meadow
through an opening in the wood to the 1., where [after 5 min.) , by

a small tir-plantation, the broad footpath is again reached; 8 min.,

the path, frequently wet, passes a brook ; 10 min., a pleasant grassy

plateau. Then to the 1., dire<^t to the [6 min.) Thorstein, a 'Kuh-

stair [p. 210) in miniature, affording a similar view of a deep , flr-

dad valley. On the opposite rock is a wooden figure , termed the

'Holzerne Mann'. A beautiful forest-path leads hence through the

Felsenlhal and the Lauchagrund to Taharz and Reinhardsbrunn.

Next descend to the I. by a winding path; 3 min. farther the

path to the r. for those coming in the reverse direction leads to the

Thorstein, tliat to the 1. to Brotterode; 7 min. , a direction - post.

The path in a straight direction leads by Gross - Taharz [Tabarzer

Schiesshaus; Felsenthal ; a.t Klein-Tabarz the Jagdhaus) , where a

number of visitors reside in summer, to Reinhardsbrunn in II/2 ^^-
?

but, as the view from the Uebelberg is the great attraction of this

route, the traveller should select the longer [by 1/2 ^r.) path which
here ascends to the r. to [Y4 hr.) the Aschenberf/stein, where a cross

has been erected to the memory of a lady who met with a fatal

accident here. Picturesque survey of the dark valleys and of the

plain to the N. through the Felsenthal. Now follow the path to the

1. ; 18 min., a broad track is passed, whence the path to the 1. as-

cends to the summit of the *'Uebelberg [2264 ft.) in 5 min. View
similar to that from the Inselsberg , with a far more picturesque

foreground. The long Meissner range is conspicuous to the W. , the

Brocken to the N. ; Reinhardsbrunn lies to the r. in the fore-

ground; N. Schloss Tenneberg; N. W. the Wartburg; E. the Wach-
senburg.

In returning , descend by the same path to a direction - post

5 min. below the summit, and then turn to the 1. ; 10 min., the

footpath leads to the 1. through dense pine-wood in a straight direc-

tion ; 10 min., near a meadow, it leads through the wood on the r.,

j crosses another path, and reaches the carriage-road; in the long

meadow a straight direction is pursued through a beautiful pine-

forest, then a slight ascent, always keeping to the r.

In 1/4 hr. the traveller reaches the white buildings of the Her-
zog Ernst Mine , which yields 'isinglass stone' , or gypseous spar.

A large grotto in the vicinity, with lofty crystalline walls
,
presents

a curious and impressive scene [fee 5 Sgr.) when illuminated by
torches.

*Beinhardsbrunn, 3/^ M. from the mine , formerly a Benedic-

tine monastery , was converted in 1827 into a chateau in a florid
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mixed style of architecture (circular and pointed). On the E.

side of the old church are immured ten fine old tombstones of Land-
graves of Thuringia. The chateau , a favourite residence of iht

Duke of Coburg-Gotha, is delightfully situated in the most beau-

tiful part of the Thiiringer Wald , and surrounded by attractive

grounds. (*Inn at the N. entrance, often full.)

Friedrichsroda (*Herzog Ernst; Schauenburg ; Wagener ; Fel-

senkeller), ^/^ M. to the S., is a pleasant and favourite summer re-

treat. Rooms may be procured at the *Schweizerhaus, Villa Grothe,

etc. for 21/2—47-2 Thlr. weekly ; board about 1 Thlr. per day.
*Walk of 4—5 hrs. : to the Tunzbuche in the Ungeheure Orund, to the

Felsenthal and Thorstein (p. 251) , and back by Tabarz and Reinhards-
brunn. Or by the Gottlob , the *Spiessberg (tavern), commanding a fine

view, the Tanzbuche, the ducal shooting lodge, and through the Ungehenri
Grund, or over the Ablsberg (view similar to that from the Uebelberg),
to Reinhardsbrunn.

From Reinhardsbrunn to the Inselsberg (guide necessary, 15
Sgr.) a walk of 3 hrs., through wood almost the whole way. (The "route
from the Inselsberg to Liebenstein by Brotterode affords little shade).

From Friedrichsroda to Goth a 9 M. (post -omnibus
once daily in IY2 ^^r. ; fare 131/2 Sgr-)- ^^^ pedestrian may follow

the broad and shady footpath (crossing the road to the 1. of the inn)

which skirts the hills and crosses the Tenneberg to Waltershausen

;

or proceed through the valley by (ii/2 M.) Schnepfenthal to (II/2

M.) Waltershausen (Eisenach Hotel), a busy little town connected

by a tramway with Frbttstedt (p. 231), a station on the Thuringian
Railway, to which the cars run in 1/4 hr.

At Schnepfenthal there is a famous educational establishnaent, founded
by Salzmann in 1784. The buildings are well fitted up, and contain a
riding-school, natural history collection, etc.

Altenbergen, Georgenthal, Tambach, etc., see p. 247.

54. From Gotha through the Thuringian Forest to

Hildburghausen.
Comp. Map, p. 2i6.

45 M. Diligence one daily in ^^^ hrs. — Railway by Eisenach and
Meiningen, see p. 231 and R. 51.

This is a picturesque road , especially between Ohrdruf and
Suhl.

91/2 M. Ohrdruf (Anker) is a small manufacturing town. The
road gradually ascends the wooded mountains of Thuringia and
traverses a beautiful wooded valley with varying views. At the en-

trance to the Ohrathal is the deserted iron -forge of Louisenthal.

The villages of Stutzhaus and Schwarzwald are next passed. A little

beyond the latter opens the Stutzhduser Grund on the r. ;
II/2 M.

farther the Triefstein is passed , and the ducal shooting -lodge soon

becomes visible at the head of the valley.

9 M. Oberhof (*Inn) is a poor village inhabited by wood cutters,

with a ducal shooting-lodge. Oats thrive here in-warm seasons only,
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and potatoes grow but scantily. Fine view from the ^Louisenlust
(2590 ft.'), at the foot of the Schlossbcrgkopf, 5 min. to the N.

The road soon crosses the Rennsteig, or Rennweg, a very ancient
fronf.er road leading from the Werra to the Saale across the Thu-
ringian Mts., and separating Thuringia from Franconia (p. 241).
Near it, at the highest point of the road

, rises an obelisk in com-
memoration of the construction of the latter. *View of the forest
and its dark ravines. The road then descends by Zelle to

10 M. Suhl (Deutsches Ilaus ; Krone) , the capital of the Prus-
sian part of the County of Henneberg, which has been famous for
several centuries for its manufacture of firearms. The town lies
picturesquely in the valley of the Lauter at the base of the Dom-
berg, and is shaded by the precipitous porphyry cliff of the Ottilien-
stein which commands a fine view.

91/2 M. ScMeusingen (Griiner Baum) was once the residence
jf the Counts of Henneberg, who became extinct in 1583, and whose
mcestral seat was the ancient Bertholdsburg. A chapel by the
ihurch contains monuments of the counts, fine knightly figures of
bhe loth and 16th cent., one of which is pierced with a bullet in
memory of a count who fell at the storming of Tiraschka in Pied-
mont in 1587. The golden hen on the fountain in the market-place
Jelonged to the armorial bearings of the counts. The Schloss is
low occupied by the authorities of the district. Pine - cone baths
lave been in use here since 1852 as a remedy for rheumatism and
laralysis.

The road now ascends for a considerable distance , affording fine
etrospects.

8 M. Hildburghausen, see p. 241.

)5. From Cassel to Halle (and Leipsic) by Nordhausen.
Railway in 43(4—53|4 hrs. ; fares 5 Thlr. 25, 4 Thlr. 11, 2 Thlr. 27'|2 Sgr

to Leipsic in 5')3-7 hr.<<. , fares 6 Thlr. 29, 5 Thlr. 31(2, 3 Thlr. 9 Sg?.

:

omp. XL. 4b).

From Cassel to Miinden, see p. 85. The line diverges here to
he S. W., ascends the pretty valley of the Werra to Hedemunde
nd Witzenhausen, and then turns to the W. to Arenshausen where
t unites with the Gottingen line (comp. p. 85).

The broad Leinethal is now ascended to Heiliyenstadt (Preuss.
lof; Eichsfelder Hof

) , the capital of the former principality of
Uchsfeld, on the Leine, with three Gothic churches of the 13th and
4th cent. — Stat. Leinefelde.

t

Fr<rm Leinefelde to Ootha branch-railway in 2i|4 hrs. (53, 40, 27
gr.). stations Dingelstedt, Dacliriedeii , and Miihlhausen ( Weisser Schwan;
[mi,g V Preussen), an ancient town with 18,000 inhab. , on the Unstrvt.
ihe Gothic Marienkirc/ie, with double aisles, and the old stained glass in
je Church of St. BUisiiis deserve mention. Pleasant walks to the Pon-
iroder Quelle and the (3 M.) Weisse Bans. The seditious fanatic Thomas
lunzer, leader of the Wiedertaufer, or German Anabaptists, was defeated
fid captured in the vicinity, and executed at Muhlhausen, the principal
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scene of his enormities. — Xext stations Gross - Gottern and Langensalza
(Kreitz; Mofir), a busy town with cloth and other factories. The sul-

phur baths of that name are prettily situated on the Unstrut, 1)2 M. fron
the town. The engagement between the Prussians and the Hanoveriui
army in June, 1866, which terminated in the capitulation of the latttT
took place near Aferxleben, a village to the N. E. of the town. — Station;
BalUtedl and Gotha, see p. 236.

Stations Gernrode , Sollstedt , Bleicherode, Wolkramshausen.
Nordhausen ('''Rom. Kaiser; *Engl. Hof: ""Berliner Hof; *Prin'-

Curl; ^Erbprinz) , with 20,000 inhab., situated on the fertile S.

slopes of the Harz Mts. (R. 58)
,
possessing extensive distilleries

and chicory and chemical manufactories , was frequently the scent

of councils and assemblies of princes in the middle ages. The
Church of St. Blasius contains two pictures by Cranach , an Ecce

Homo and the Funeral of Nain (_Luther and Melanchthon among
the mourners ). Near the Rathhaus rises a Roland's Column (^p. 88 ).

The old fortifications have been converted into promenades. —
Route to the Harz Mts., see p. 268; to Erfurt, see p. 231.

At Nordhausen begins the fertile Goldne Aue , watered by tht

Helme , and extending to Sangerhausen. Stations Heringen and
Rossla (^Deutscher Kaiser), with a chateau of Count Stolberg.

To the S. of Rossla rises the wooded KyfFhauser (1395 ft.). The routt
to it leads by Sitie?idorf, beyond which the road from Tilleda to Kelbrt
(see below) is crossed. The "last part of the ascent is by a footpath. The
ruined castle, which was once occupied by the Hohenslaufen, consists 01

the Oberburg, with its tower 80 ft. in height, and the Unterburg witl)

the chapel. According to an ancient tradition , the Emp. Frederick Bar-
barossa slumbers in the bowels of the earth beneath the castle, readj
to burst forth as soon as Germany regains her former glory. Inn ai

the top.

To the X. W. of the Kyflfhiiuser lies the ruin of Rothenburg (1053 ft.)

The route to it is by a broad forest-path from the Kyffhauser to the (4(

min.) Frankenhausen and Kelbra road ; then by the latter to (5 min.) s

finger-post on the r., whence a good footpath leads to (he castle in 1 hr.

(view and tavern at the top). — At the foot of the Rothenburg on the
N. W. side lies the small town of (')2 hr.) Kelbi-a (Sonne), with numerous
breweries. Rossla is 3 M. distant by the road. — The castles are most
conveniently visited in the reverse direction, either on foot or by carriage.
In this case the traveller descends from the Kytfhauser through beautiful
woods in I'jz hr. to

Frankenhausen (*Mohr; ThiiringerHof)., a small town with salt-baths
and salt-works, from which Sondershausen (p. 256) is 12 M. distant. On
the road to the latter, near the (3 M.) village of Rottleben, is situated the
*FaUenhohle, sometimes called the Barharossa or Kyffhavser Covevn . 33C
yds. in length, with subterranean lakes (adm. 5 Sgr.). Bengal lights may
be purchased of the apothecary in the market-place at Frankenstein. The
direct route from the Kytfhauser to the cavern (2 hrs.) diverges to the r

from the road, by Prince Schwarzburg's shooting lodge of Raths/eld, about
halfway between Kelbra and Frankenhausen.

Next stations Wallhausen and Sangerhausen (Lowe). A stone-

slab over the door of the Ulrichskirche records that is was erected

by Lewis 'the Springer in 1079, in performance of a vow made by

him at the Giebichenstein (p. 225). Beyond stat. Riestddt seve

distant views of the Harz Mts. are obtained.

Eisleben (Gold. Schiff; Mansfelder Hof; *Anker Restaurant)

a town with 12,500 inhab. , was the birthplace of Luther. Th<
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house in which he was horn (1483), near the post-office, now a

school for poor children, contains various reminiscences of the great

Reformer. The Andreaskirche contains the pulpit from which he
preached, and some interesting monuments of Counts of Mansfeld.
The Church of St. Peter and St. Paul contains the font in wliich

Luther was baptised
, a fragment of his cloak , and his leathern

skull-cap. Extensive copper and silver mines in the neighbourhood.
At Whnmelburg, in the vicinity, is an interesting cavern, lOOUyds.
in length.

Martin Lnlfier, born at Eisleben in 1483 , became an Augustine monk
in 1506, and professor of pliilosophy at Wittenberg in 1508. In 1510 lie
visited Rome on business connectedwitli bis order, and in 15r2 became a
doctor of tbeology. In 1517 be strenuously opposed the sale of indulgences
by the Dominican Tetzel, in condemnation of wbich be affl.xed bis famous
95 Theses to the church-door at Wittenberg. His antagonism to the see
of Rome now steadily increased, and in 15'.^0 be was formally excommu-
nicated by the pope. Luther in his turn solemnly renounced all connec-
tion with Rome, and publicly burned the bull of e.\communication. In
1521 he was summoned by Emp. Charles V. to the Diet of Worms, where
he vigorously defended bis doctrines, but was nevertheless declared an
outlaw. On bis return be was surprised and ostensibly taken prisoner in
the Forest of Thuringia, by order of his friend the' Elector of Saxony,
and carried to the Wartburg, where be passed 10 months disguised as ;i

young nobleman, and was known as 'Junker Georg\ During this period
he worked assiduously at his translation of the Bible, of which, on his
release, the Kew Testament lirst appeared in 1522 (the entire translation
not, till 1534). He then returned to Wittenberg, where he as firmlv
checked the intemperate zeal of the Puritanical image-breakers, as he hail
opposed Rom. Catholic abuses. In 1525 he married Katharina von Bora
who had previously been a nun and escaped from her convent. After a
life of unremitting labour as a reformer, divine , translator of the Bible
and even as a poet and musician, he died at Eisleben, 18th Feb. 1546^
Luther is regarded by the Germans not only as the great founder of their
religious liberty, but as the talented linguist and grammarian who devel-
oped and first established the use of pure modern German.

Beyond Eisleben the railway turns to the S. to stat. Ober-Rob-
ling am See ' and afterwards crosses the Saale and the Magdebtirg
line.

Halle, see p. 224; thence to Leipsic, p. 225.

56. From Brunswick to Nordhausen and Erfurt by
Borssum (Harzhurg, Goslar).

Railway to Koi-dlnivsei) in i^^ hrs. (fares 3 Thlr. 23, 2 Tblr %)
1 Thlr. 21 Sgr.); thence to Erfurt in .3i|2 hrs. (tares 2 Thlr. 2, 1 Thlr. 16'

1 Thlr. 1 Sgr.). — From Brunswick to Harzhurg in I'jz—2 hrs. (1 Thlr. 6'

24, 15 Sgr.) ; from Brunswick to Goslar in 13|4—2i;4 hrs. (1 Thlr 11 28'

18'|2 Sgr.). '
'

From Brunswick to Wolfenbilttel , where the line to Oschers-
leben and Magdeburg diverges to the E. (R. 3), see p. 58. Our
line crosses the Oker and ascends to Hedwigsburg and Borssun),
the junction of the Brunswick-Harzburg and Oschersleben-Kreien-
sen lines (R. 4j, situated at the confluence of the Use and Oker.

The Harzhurg Line follows the course of the Oker, towards the f-'.

Stat. Sdtladen. At Vienenburg, where it is joined by the Halberstadt line
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(p. 260), it divides, the branch to the 1. leading to Harzhurg (p. 271), that
to the r. to Goslar (p. 269).

From Borssum to Seesen (*Kronprinz ; Wilhelmsbad) , see p. 62.

The Nordhausen line turns to the S. and skirts the S. E. slopes of

the Oberharz (p. 2G0), affording a number of picturesque views
[comp. Map

, p. 260). Stat. GitteLde , see p. 276 ; then Osterode
(Englischer Hof; Krone) on the Sose, a town with many picturesque
old houses. On the Rathhaus is the large bone of a mammoth,
suspended by a chain. Several monuments in the Marktkirche.
Scherenberg's extensive white-lead and small shot factory may be
visited. — On the high road , to the r. , about halfway between
Osterode and Herzberg , is the Jettenhohle , a stalactite cavern. —
Diligence from Osterode to [9 M.) Clausthal (p. 275) twice daily.

Stat. Herzberg (Weisses Ross; KiJnig v. Hannover; Stadt Han-
nover), on the Sieber, the junction of the line to Northeim (p. 85),
was the residence of the Dukes of Brunswick- Celle down to 1634,
when they transferred their seat to Hanover. The old Schloss was
founded in 1024. From Herzberg through the *Sieberthal to An-
dreasberg, see p. 276.

Scharzfeld is the station for (4 M. ; omnibus) Lauterherg (Krone

;

Rathskeller) , a small town with pleasant , wooded environs and a

water-cure establishment.
To the 1. of the road between Scharzfeld and Lauterberg rises the

beautifully situated ruin of Scharzfels. Kear it is the Einhornhohle , or
Schiller's Cavern, where the name of the poet, written by himself, is still

pointed out. The Steiiikirche , another grotto, is partly artificial. The
Hausberg commands an extensive prospect. A still finer point of view is

the *Ravenskopf (2067 ft.), 2 hrs. from Lauterberg (inn at the top), whence
the railway stat. Tettenborn (see below) is reached towards the S. W.,
via Saehsa.

Stations Osterhagen, Tettenborn , and Walkenried (Gold. Lowe),
a village with the imposing ruins of a Cistercian abbey of that name,
a church of the 13th and 14th cent., and fine early Gothic clois-

ters of the same period. (Footpath to Ellrich, see below.) The train

passes through a tunnel and reaches

Ellricli (*Schwarzer Adler) , a small town prettily situated on
the Zorge , whence a diligence runs once daily through the Harz
Mts. to Wernigerode and Halberstadt. Pleasant environs. A pic-

turesque path leads hence over the Burgsberg and the forest village

of Himmelreich to Walkenried (see above). Near Himmelreich is a

fine cavern, discovered in lf^68. Stat. Niedersachswerfen (for llfeld,

see p. 269); then Nordhausen (p. 254), the junction of this line

with the Halle and Cassel railway.

Beyond stat. Wolkramshausen the Erfurt line crosses the Un-
striit and reaches Sondershausen (Hotel Monch; Tnnne; Deutsches

Huus), the capital of the principality of Schwarzburg- Sonders-

hausen
, charmingly situated in the Wipperthal. The Schloss con-

tains a few antiquities, among which is the 'Piisterich' , a bronze

idol , 2 ft. in height. Fine view from the Goldner and from the

Possen, the highest point of the Hainleite, 1 hr. to the S.
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Stations Greussen, Straussfurt, (jebesee-Bingleben (the celebrat-
ed gun factory ot Sommerda is 14 M. to the E. ), Wnlschlehen, and
Erfurt (p. 235).

57. From Berlin by Cothen to Ballenstedt, Thale,
Vienenburg (Harzhurrj, Goslar).

Railway to Ballenstedl in G lirs. (lares 5 Thlr. 26 4 Thlr 12'|2
6 Thlr. 3'|2 Sgr.) ; to Tlialc in 6i|2 hrs. (fares 6 Thlr. 11, 4 Thlr. 23, 3 Thlr'
b t)gr.); to Vienenburg in 7 hrs. (fares 6 Thlr. 15, 4 Thlr. 26, 3 Thlr 7iU
Sgr.). From Vienenburg to Goslar in 30, to Harnburg in 25 min — Re-
turn-tickets from the larger stations to Thale and Ballenstedt available
for sax from Berlin for len days. - From Berlin by Magdeburg and
Oschersleben to Vienenburg and Thale, see jj. 62.

^ & t,

From Berlin to Wittenberg, where carriages are changed, see

The line runs near the Kibe. First stat. Coswiy , with a ducal
chateau.

. .f^'"'"t ^k M- below Coswig is a ferry across the Elbe, beyond which
IS situated (2 M.) Worhtz {Eichenkranz, outside the town, at the entrance
t^ the park), a town with 2000 inhab. , famous for the *Gardens andfark \a,iA out by the Duke of Dessau during the last century. The
grounds are carefully kept and afTord beautiful walks, enlivened with
several sheets of water and adorned in (he questionable taste of the pe-
riod of their origin. The 'Gothic House- contains a number of small butgood pictures, chiefly by Netherlands and old German masters, portVaits

T^wi ^riY''^
goblets, armour, etc. (fee ^^^ Sgr.). The Pantheon]

Temple of Flora Monument, artificial grottoes, a labyrinth, etc. are next
visited About 3 hrs. are occupied in exploring all the points of interest
(guide to be found at the Eichenkranz, T'la Sgr.); or they may be visitedmore expeditiously by boat (20 Sgr.), in which case, however, the beautiful
walks are missed. WOrlitz is T'lz M. from Dessau (one-horse carr. iM^ Thlr )Next stations Kliecken and Rosslau.

From Rosslau to Zerbst by railway in 25 min. (12, 9, 6'|2 Ser 1

w^*^/?^"-'"',^
<'"''''•''""• .,^^'^^* ^^°'"'*' ^^"^ d-Anhalt), an old townwith 12,000 inhab. once the seat of the Princes of Anhalt-Zerbst , whobecame extinct in 1<93, possesses a large Schloss and extensive riding-

school. The market-place with its handsome gabled houses , is adorned
with a Roland Column of 1445 recently restored, and a female figure on aslender column, termed the Butterjungfer, which is said to be the emblem
of some ot he municipal privileges of the town. The Rathhans , which
dates from the 15th cent., but was disligured by additions in 1610, contains
a bible printed on parchment, with woodcuts coloured by Lucas Cranach.Ihe handsome Nkolaikirche of the 15(h cent, has been judiciously re-
stored. Ihe Francisceum is a grammar-school of high repute.

At Rosslau the line turns towards the S. , crosses the Elbe and
then the Mulde, and soon reaches

Dessau (118 ft.) (*Hirsch; "Goldner Beutel; *Goldner Ring)
the capital of the Duchy of Anhalt, with 17,000 inhab. , and the
residence of the duke. The town is of modern aspect, with broad
streets, consisting chiefly of houses of a single storey, chateaux,
gardens

,
and fountains

, and lies in a wooded and pastoral district
watered by the Mulde.

The Ducal Palace of the 15th cent.
, altered in the 16th and

18th, contains upwards 600 oil-paintings, some ofwhich are by Titian,
B^dekkk's N. Germany. 5lh Edit. ^'j
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Fr. Francia, Lippi, Cimabiie, Giulio Romano, Sassoferrato , Carlo'

Dolce, Van Dyck, and Rubens. In the 'Gypskammer' on the ground-

floor are preserved various curiosities, coins, antiquities, and objects

of historical interest , among which are the sword and stick of the

general Prince Leopold of Dessau, Napoleon's silver goblet and his

plates captured at Belle-Alliance (fee 1 Thlr.).

The Schlosskirche , which was erected at the beginning of the

16th cent. , contains some good pictures by Cranach , the finest of

which is the Last Supper , with portraits of some of the chief pro-

moters of the Reformation. Luther frequently preached in this

church.
,

A military band plays three times a week in the Schloss - Platz

In front of the guard-house, at 12 o'clock , usually beginning with

the Dessau March (^(Ja done, fu done), the favourite air of Prince

Leopold. A statue to that general has been erected here after the

model of that by Schadow in the Wilhelms- Platz at Berlin, and

another to his grandson Duke Leopold Frederick Francis (d. 1817),

designed by Kiss. A marble monument in the small market-place

commemorates the 50th anniversary of the accession of Duke Leo-

pold Frederick (1867).

The Phllantropin, a celebrated educational establishment during

the last century (1774—93), in the Zerbster Strasse , now contains
'

the Amalienstiftung , an asylum for old women founded by the

daughter of Prince Leopold. The upper floor is occupied by a pit-

ture gallery, in which German and Netherlands masters are chiefly
!

represented. The Leopoldsdank, a charitable institution for indigent
j

old men, with a lofty tower, was founded by Prince Leopold Max.
j

The park at Worlitz (p. 257) is reached by carriage (one-horse

li/2Thlr.)in li^lir-

From Dessau to Bitter/eld by a branch-line in 50 min. (21, 1(3, ,

lli|.2 Sgr.). Thence to Leipsic, see p. 223.
|

The scenery between Dessau and Cothen is attractive. Stat.

Elsnigk. To the r. in the distance rises the tower of the ancient

town ot Aken.
At Cothen (p. 224) the Magdeburg and Leipsic railway is crossed]

(R. 44). Stat. Biendorf.

Stat. Bernburg (
Goldne Kugel) , a cheerful town with 16,000

inhab.
,
possesses a handsome old Schloss dating partly from the:

14th cent., and partly from the 16th— 18th, and a late Gothicj

Church of St. Mary. From stat. (nisten a branch-line runs to Stass-'

furth (p. 223). Aschersleben (Gold. Liiwe; Deutsches Haus),

ancient town with 16,000 inhab. , the seat of the princes of the

Ascanian line, who became extinct in 1345, is the junction of a line

to Halle , which when completed will be the shortest route from

Leipsic to Hanover.

From Frose a branch-line runs by Ermsleben in 3/^ hr. to B
lenstedt (see p. 202).
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The main line passes stations Nachterstedt , Gaterskben , and
Wegeleben, where the line to (j^/i hr.) Thale diverges. Stations on

the latter i>i«/^«r</t
,
QuedUnhury {jp. 2Gi), and Neinstedt. Thale,

see p. 265.

The next station on the main line after Wegelehen (comp. Map] is

Halberstadt (*Prinz Eugene; *H6tel Royal; *Goldenes Ross,

unpretending; Hartung's Restaurant, in the Domplatz
)

, an old

town with 25,000 inhah. on the Holzemme, boasting of a consider-

able trade and several manufactories. The episcopal see , founded
as early as the 9th cent. , was suppressed in consequence of the

Reformation. The town possesses a number of interesting mediaeval

edilices. The *wood-architecture of the 15th and 16th cent. , with

its projecting upper storeys, is stiU admirably preserved here. The
chief of these buildings are in the Market , which is divided by

the Rathhaus into the (^E. ) Fischmarkt and the (W.) Holzmarkt.

The Gothic Rathhaus dates from the close of the 14th cent. , but
was restored in the 18th, when it received some Renaissance addi-

tions. The Roland (^p. 88) here dates from 1435. The old Epis-

copal Falace o^'posite is now the custom-house. The late Gothic

Rathskeller in the Holzmarkt, built in 1461 , is the finest wooden
structure in the town. In the Fischmarkt are Tetzel's House of

1529 and the Schuhhof, a rich Renaissance building of 1579.

The Gothic *Cathedral (St. Stephen's), the most important edi-

fice at Halberstadt, with a crypt of the 10th cent., was re -erected

in 1181 after a fire, consecrated in 1220, and restored in 1850.

The N. side and transept are particularly interesting.

Interior. Ricli late Gothic screen separating the nave from the choir

;

above it, the Crucified with Mary and John, a Wood-sculpture of the 13th
cent.; at the altar an Alabnster-seulpture of the same subject, dating from
about 1500. Then a Crucifixion by Raphon ,, of 1509, as an altar-piece;
several other pictures, richly adorned sacerdotal robes , and various anti-

quities.

The extensive Domplatz, planted with trees, is bounded on the

W. side by the late Romanesque Liebfrauenkirche , erected in

1005—1284, recently restored. A number of figures in relief date

from the period of the foundation, and a mural painting in a cha-

pel from the 15th cent.

The canon Herr v. Spiegel and Dr. Lucanus possess collections

of good modern pictures. — Gleim's collection of portraits of his

friends. No. 17 at the back of the cathedral, is shown by the school-

master Janicke. — The ornithological collection of the Oberamt-
mann Herr Heine is one of the most complete in Germany.

On 29th July , 1809 , Halberstadt was the scene of a fierce

struggle between the Duke of Brunswick with his black dragoons

and a Westphalian regiment in the French service, which termi-

nated in the defeat of the latter and their expulsion from the town.

Several balls are built into the Kuldingerlhorthurm, the gate leading

to Quedlinburg, in commemoration of the battle.

17*
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The SpiegeUche Berge, 1(2 hr. to the S., afford fine views. A monster;
cask here holds 28,000 gals. The Cflaserne Monch, 2 M. farther, and Hop-
pelsherg are also pleasant objects for an excursion.

To Osc/iersleben, see p. 62.

To Blankeiiburg (p. 267) branch-line in course of construction.

Beyond Hallierstadt the train commands views of the slopes of

the Harz to the 1. From stat. Heudeber - Dannstedt a branch -line

leads in 25 min. to Wernigerode (p. 273). Stat. Wasserleben; then

Vienenburg, where the line unites with that from Brunswick and
Borssum (p. 255). The line divides here , one branch leading to

Harzbwg (p. 271), the other by Oker (p. 271), to Goslar (p. 269).

58. The Harz Mountains.
Plan. About ten days arc required to explore the finest scenery oi

the Harz, which is now rendered accessible by a network of railways
every direction. The most suitable starting-points are Ballenstedt and
Goslar. The following plan, which includes the most interesting points.

may easily be extended or abridged with the aid of the maps and thi

formation afforded by the Handbook. 1st Day. Ballenstedt , Selke.

Alexisbad; 2nd. Gernrode, Suderode, Hexentanzplatz; 3rd. Weisser Hir ';h.

Treseburg, Bodethal, Rosstrappe; 4th. Blankenburg, Riibeland, Wer ;

rode; 5th. Steincrne Renne, Brocken; 6th. Ilsethal , Ilsenburg, Bur„bp
near Har/.luirg; 7lh. Environs of Harzburg, Okerthal, Goslar. — The -hiel

places of interest in the S. Harz are Stolberg and the Josephshohe, Hohn-
stein, Uield, Walkenried (p. 256), and the Ravenskopf (p. 256).

Carriages. Two-horse about 5 Thlr. per day, exclusive of tor nd
fees (the latter 20 Sgr. per day) ; one-horse 3i|2 Thlr.

Guides, unnecessary except on the less frequented routes, 20 -^p.. pei

ddy, and about 1 Sgr. per Engl. M. (5 Sgr. per Germ. M.) for retam-fec
Inns generally good and reasonable.
The Harz, the most northern mountain - chain in Germany, 56 M

length, and 18 M. in width, belongs chiefly to Prussia. This range is en
tirely isolated, rising abruptly from the plain on every side , especiall)

towards the K. W. and N. E. It is divided into the Oberharz, Unterharz
and Vorharz. The first of these embraces the W. region, with the town:
of Lauferthal, Clauslhal, and Andreasberg. The N. W. and S. W. slopes

with Goslar, Seesen, and Herzberg, are termed Vorharz, while the distric

to the E. of Wernigerode and Ellrich belong to the Unterharz. The Ober
harz is furrowed by numerous dark , wooded ravines. The Unterhari
affords a greater variety of picturesque scenery. The principal rock -for

mation is granite, overlying which are the more recent grauwacke anc
clay-slate.

Pleasant excursions in the Unterharz may be enjoyed in the earlj

summer, but August and September are the best months for explorinf
the Brocken and the higher mountains of the Oberharz. Most of the in

teresting points may be attained by carriage, but pedestrians will alsi

find ample scope for enjoyment, although this district has little pretensioi

to grandeur.
The following excursions are so arranged as to enable the travellei

to reach the railway from any given point in 1—2 days, and with referenci

also to the fact that visitors to the E. Harz usually start from Quedlin
burg, Ballenstedt, Thale, or Nordhausen, while the W. Harz is generally

explored from Goslar or Harzburg.

I. The Eastern Harz Mts.

a. Quedlinhurg.

Railway to Thale and Wegeleben (Ilalberstadt , Magdeburg, Berlin)

see p. 259. — Diligence to Ballenstedt three times daily; to Gcrnmdc
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Alexisbad, Stolberg, and Nordhausen, once daily. — Omiiibiix to Suderode
several times daily (2'|2 Sgr.).

Quedliuburg (463 ft. above the sea -level) ['"Zum Bdren , in

the Markt-Platz ; Kronprinz; Goldner Ring; Lamm. Two-horse
carriage to the Stubenberg or the Laueiiburg 2 Thlr. , the Victors-

hcihe and Tanzplatz 4, Victorshohe and Alexisbad 4, Blankenburg
and Ziegunkopf 6 Thlv., return included in each case; per day on

the level country 3, half-day 2 Thlr. ; one-horse about one-third

less), an old agricultural town with 10,800 inhab. , recently in-

creased by the foundation of the suburb Suderstndt
, lies on the

Bode, 7 M. to the N.W. of the Harz Mts. It was founded by Henry
the Fowler in 929 and became a favourite residence of the German
emperors of the Saxon line. Down to 1477 it was a fortified llan-

seatic town, after which it was under the protection of the Electors

of Brandenburg. It is still an important looking pla(-e with walls,

towers, and fosses , and is commanded on the W. side by the old

Schloss and the abbey - church. The poet A'topstoc/c (1724), Outs-

muths , the first teacher of gymnastics (1759), and the geographer
Ritter (^1779) were born here.

The Rathhaus in the market , in front of which rises a stone

figure of Roland (p. 88), contains a remarkable collection of uten-

sils in flint and bronze
, weapons , instruments of torture

,
parch-

ment records (e. g. fragments of the 'Itala", the first Latin trans-

lation of the Bible, of the 5th cent., and imperial charters of 1038
and 1134), seals, portraits, etc., and a kind of wooden cage in

which the tosvnspeople incarcerated Count Albert of Uegenstein
during 20 months (^1336—38) for havitig infringed their munici-
pal privileges.

The church of St. Aegidius contains some good old oil paintings.

The modern -Oymnasium, or grammar-school, possesses a valuable

library. Following the street in the corner of the market-place,
obliquely opposite the Bar Hotel and the Rathhaus, and afterwards

turning to the 1., the traveller crosses the Finkenheerd , a small

Platz where Henry the Fowler is said to have received the deputa-
tion announcing his election to the imperial dignity , and reaches

the Schloss-Platz, near the Schlossberg. The house in which Klop-
stock was born, situated in this Platz, has a jutting storey support-
ed by two wooden columns. To the r. is the dwelling of the sa-

cristan of the Schlosskirche , to whom application may now be
made.

The Schloss, situated on a lofty sandstone rock , was once the

seat of the abbesses of the secular and independent convent of

Quedlinburg , which was founded by Otho the Great in 937 and
afterwards attained to great prosjierity, but declined in importance
after it embraced the Reformation in 1539, and was at length sup-
pressed in 1803. Countess Aurora of Konigsraark, the mistress of

Augustus the Strong of Saxony; and mother of Marshal Saxe , was
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abbess of Quedlinbiirg in 1704—18, and on her death in 1728 was
interred in the abbey-church. The Schloss is now partially fitted

lip as a residence for the Crown-prince of Prussia. Adjacent to it

is situated the

*Abbey Church, or Schlosskirche, an edifice of great importance
in the history of art. The body of the church was erected in 1021,
the choir was altered in the 14th cent., and the whole restored in

1862. The crypt, which was the original church , founded in the
10th cent., is built over an ancient mortuary chapel containing the
tombs of Henry I., his wife Matilda, and his grand -daughter Ma-
tilda, the first abbess. The 'Zitter', or treasury, contains objects of

great artistic and historical value, chiefly of the 10th cent., such as

reliquaries, books of the Gospels, an episcopal crozier , the 'beard-

comb' of Henry I.
, and one of the 'water-pots of Cana'. — Fine

view of the town and environs from the terrace, which is shown by
the castellan.

Opposite the Schlossberg rises the Miinzenberg , with the ruins

of the convent of St Mary.

The Briihl, a pleasant park to the S. W. of the town, not far

from the Schlossberg, contains monuments to Klopstock and Ritter.— Within the precincts of a neighbouring farm is the crypt of the

ancient monastery of Wipertus, which perhaps originally belonged
to the palace of Henry I., and is the most ancient relic of Christian

architecture in this district.

The nurseries and cloth-factories of Quedlinburg enjoy a high
reputation.

Gernrode (p. 264) is 43)4 M. distant by the high road, Ballenstedt, 8 M.
(diligence, see p. 260).

b. Selkethal. Magdesprung. Alexisbad. Victorshohe. Gernrode.

Suderode. Lauenburg.

Two Daps. 1st. From Ballenstedt to the Falken Inn l'(4 hr. , visit to

the Falkenstein li|2, to the Selkemiihle Q^jj, Magdesprung lija, Alexisbad
1 hr. — 2nd. To the Victorshohe l'|2, Gernrode l'|2, Suderode ')4, Lauen-
burg 1, Neinstedt

'J2,
Thale or He.\enfanzplafz 1—1'|2 hr.

Ballenstedt (689 ft. above the sea-level) {^Grosser Gasthof, at

the entrance to the Schlossgarten ; *Stadt Bernburg, in the Allee

;

Weisser Schwan and Deutsche^ Haus in the town, the latter unpre-
tending. Two-horse carriage to Gernrode 1 Thlr. 20 Sgr., to the

Selkemiihle, Falke, or Quedlinburg 2, Alexisbad or Yictorshohe

3 Thlr. ; one-horse about one-fourth less), the terminus of the rail-

way in this direction (p. 258), a prettily situated town with 4000
inhab., who are chiefly engaged in agriculture, was formerly the re-

sidence of the Duke of Anhalt-Bernburg. A long avenue leads to

the Schloss (generally closed) on a hill. Beautiful Schlosspark,

with fine views of the mountains; on the N. side are the Gegen-
steine, a fragment of the 'devil's wall'.

A finger-post at the S. end of the town indicates the route to
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the r. to the Selkemiihle (see below"), and that to the 1. to Opperode

and Meisdorf. The latter is the high road to the Selkethal , but

pedestrians follow it as far only as (1/4 M. ) the hrst road diverging

to the r., on which, a little way farther, is a direction-post on the

1. indicating the way to the ('/o hr. ) forester's house of Kohlen-

schacht. The same road next leads through the wood to the (I/2 hr.)

inn Zum Falken (706 ft.) in the Selkethal, at the foot of the Fal-

kenstein.

To the 1., a little above the inn, a footpath to the 1. ascends

to *Schloss Falkenstein (1083 ft.), situated on a lofty rock. The
castle, which is well preserved and partially restored, contains

old weapons, curiosities, etc. ; line view from the tower. A knight

of Falkenstein is mentioned in Biirger's ballad of 'the pastor's

daughter of Taubenheim', which is said to be founded on fact. The
traveller now returns to the valley by the same path.

A good road ascends the picturesque Selkethal to the (5 M.)
Selkemiihle, or Leinufermuhle (*Zur Burg Anhalt, unpretending),

where it unites with the direct road from Ballenstedt (p. 262). On
the hill, '/2 hr. to the S., are the scanty ruins of the liurff Anhalt.

The road next leads to (i^o M.) Magdesprung; but a slight di-

gression to the '*Meiseberg. with a forester's house and fine view,

Y2 hr. from the Selkemiihle, is recommended; thence to Magde-
sprung IV4 hr.

The foundries of Magdesprung (968 ft.) (*Schmelzer) are pic-

turesquely placed at the junction of the Selkethal road with that

from Ballenstedt to Stolberg. An obelisk on an eminence is to the

memory of a Prince of Anhalt who founded the iron-works. The
place is indebted for its name ('the maiden's leap') to the tradi-

tion that the daughter of a giant once sprang across the valley

here, leaving her footprints, the Magdetrappe , on the height

behind the inn. An iron cross in the vicinity is to the memory
of Duke Alexius. — Gernrode (p. 264) is 41/2 M. distant.

About 2 M. farther up the attractive Selkethal lies the chaly-

beate Alexisbad (1034 ft.) (*Hotel Alexisbad; Goldne Rose, rea-

sonable), surrounded with pleasure-grounds.

The direct road from Alexisbad to (12 M.) Stolberg (p. 269) i,s by
Stras.sherg and Auerberg (p. 269). The high road leads by Harzgerode
(Schwamer Bar), a small town with an old Schloss, 2 M. to the E.

The path to the Victorshohe quits the road to the 1. a few min.
below the baths, and leads through wood to the (li/4hr. ) Giin-

tersberge and Gernrode road, which is followed for '/4 M. towards

the r., and is then quitted to the 1. by a path to the (I/4 hr.

)

*Victorsh6he (1952 ft. ), the summit of the Romberg, surmounted
by several huge blocks of granite termed the Teufelsmiihle. (Inn
at the forester's house. ) Extensive prospect from the wooden tower,

more picturesque than from the Brocken ; the most conspicuous

object being the Auerberg with the Josephshohe.
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A stone post by the Teufelsmiihle indicates the descent to

the right to Friedrichsbrunnen , Alexisbad, Tanzplatz, Treseburg,

and Thale ; to the left to the Sternhaus , Magdesprung, and Gern-
rode. The latter leads in 5 min. to the road from Giintersberge

(p. 263). The path to the Sternhaus crosses the road and continues

in the same direction, while the high road leads to (4'/2 M.)
Gernrode.

Gernrode (729 ft.) {^Stuhenhenj Inn, moderate, see below;
Deutsches Haus and *I)etitscher Kaiser in the town

;
private apart-

ments also procurable), a town with 2200 inhab., charmingly situ-

ated on the slope of the Stubenberg, 41/2 M. from Quedlinburg, and
33/4 M. from Ballenstedt , attracts numerous visitors in summer.
The Romanesque *Abbey Church of the 10th cent.

, with its two
round W. towers, recently restored, is a picturesque feature in the
landscape. The tomb of the founder St. Gero, Margrave of Lusatia,

was restored in 1519. Romanesque cloisters on the S. side of the
church partially preserved.

The *Stubenberg, or Stufenberg (922 ft.) (/nn at the top),

which rises above the town and may be ascended in 1/4 hr. , affords

a very picturesque view of Gernrode, Quedlinburg with its numer-
ous towers , the Hoppelsberg near Halberstadt , the pinnacles of

the Teufelsmauer, the Regenstein, and the Blankenburger Schloss.

A few hundred yards to the W. of Gernrode lies

Suderode (493 ft.) (^'Hotel Behrens , D. IT'/j, pension 1 Thlr.

20 Sgr. ; *H6teL Marquardt , with pension and baths ; ^Belvedere,

at the end of the village next to Gernrode ; Zum Heilsnmen Briin-

nen; Beringer Bad, at the W. end of the village; *Goldne Wein-
traube , unpretending. Omnibus to Quedlinburg, see p. 261),
formerly an insignificant village, has recently become a favourite

watering-place on account of its salt-springs and its sheltered situa-

tion. Private apartments easily procured. Pretty walks to the

Preussen-Platz, the Saalsteine, the Beringer Quelle, and the Tempel
at the W. end of the village.

Several routes lead hence to the W. to (2 M.) Stecklenberg.

Pedestrians may take that which passes the Schulzenamt at Sude-
rode , skirts the wood to the 1. (view of Quedlinburg to the r.),

crosses the Quedlinburg road after 10 min., and then re-enters the

wood. At the entrance to the village of Stecklenberg a stone post

indicates the ascent to the 1. to the (25 min.) *Lanenburg (1149
ft.), a ruined castle with a tower commanding a fine view (*Inn).

A good road to the N. leads from Stecklenberg to (l'|2 M.) Nelnstedt,
the nearest railway station. — The road to {Z^i M.) Thale (p. 265) di-
verges from the last named to the 1. near the village (several finger-posts).

Those who prefer the circuit by the *Qeorgs/iolie (p. 267) should take
a guide as far as Thale, or to the Tanzplatz (10—15 Sgr.) Comp. Map,
p. 260. In this case they may proceed to the Georgshiihe from the Lauen-
burg direct, without descending to Stecklenberg.
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c. Bodethal. Rosstrappe. Hexentamplatz. Treseburg.
One Da;/. From Thale in fhe Bcidenthal ascend to (he Teufelsbriicke tU

hr.
;
ascend the Rosstrappe, 20 min. ; inn, 10 min. ; liy tlie Herzogshohe

and Wilhelmsblick to Treseburg 13(4 hr. ; by the Weisse Hirsch to the
Hexentanzplatz 2>|2 hrs. : back to the station aj^ hr. — Or from the sta-
tion to the Tanzplatz Vjt hr.', Weisse Hirsch and Treseburg isi^ hr (Wil-
helmsblick and back sjj hr.), through the Bodethal to the Jungfornbriicke
2 hrs.; then relrace steps for a few min. and ascend the Rosstrappe, 'jzhr.

;
to the station 40 min. — Guide unneces.'sarv, but desirable from Trese-

burg to the Weisse Hirsch and Tanzplatz (10—15 Sgr.).

The rocky *Valley of the Bode, the finest point in the Harz Mts.,
presents a strikingly wild and picturesque scene , to which if pos-
sible more than a single day should be devoted.

At the entrance to the valley lies Bahnhof Thale (^633 ft.), near
which a number of modern villas have sprung up. To the r. rise
the precipitous rocks of the Rosstrappe (p. 266); to the r. is the
Hexentanzplatz (p. 266).

Hotels. *Zehnpfund, opposite the station, R. 20, A. 5 Sgr.- *Wai.d-
KATER, pleasantly Situated in the Bodethal,

'I2 M. from the station ; Hubkk-
•rusBAD, a salt-bath with pension on an island in the Bode, 'K M from
t^he station; Zur Blechhutte, at the N. end of the Blechhiitte, with gar-
den; ZcR K()NiGSRUHE, ijz M. above the Waldkater; the two last unpre-
tending. Then Ihe Braune Hirsch and others at the village of Thale

^.icf'"'"
'^'^ station. — Inns on the Roxstrappe and Hexentanzplatz see

p. ibb. — Restaurants at the hotels; at the Actienbraiierei 1)4 Mtrom the station (good beer); Hail. Re.Uavrant. - Baths below the Blech-
hutte. — Carriages. Two-horse, to Suderode 2 Thlr., Ballenstedt 3 Bal-
lenstedt, Selkethal , Magdesprung, Alexisbad

, and Victorshohe 8 Hexen-
tanzplatz 2, Rosstrappe 2, Tanzplatz, Treseburg, and Rosstrappe 4'|2
Kubeland and Wernigerode 6, Stolberg 7, Nordhausen 9 Thlr (return-
journey included in each case); gratuity 10-20 Sgr. — Mule per day l^l,,
half-day 1 Thlr., attendant included. " '

'

To Treseburg. A few paces to the r. of the station at Thale
lies the Blechhutte, a foundry on the r. bank of the Bode. The
road to the 1.- leads past the Actienbrauerei to the (1/2 M.) Wald-
kater Inn (696 ft.) (which may also be reached by a pleasant path
from the Hubertusbad on the 1. bank). A very steep and fatiguing
path with steps ascends hence to the Hexentanzplatz (p. 266). The
traveller follows the road through the picturesque Bodethal. The
(1/2 M.) Jungfernbriicke crosses to the 1. bank, where the inn Zur
Kimigsruhe is prettily situated , and is then carried round the foot
of the cliffs by two wooden galleries. Beyond the second is the
Schurre, a steep stony slope over which a zigzag path ascends to
the (1/2 hr.) Rosstrappe with its inn. A few paces farther is the
Tew/"cis6mcfce at the entrance to the *Bodekessel, a wild basin of
granite rocks through which the stream is precipitated. The road
then leads through beautiful woods to (4 M.)

Treseburg (916 ft.) (*Weisser Hirsch; Wilhelmsblick), a village
beautifully situated at the confluence of the Bode and the Lupbode,
-in a rocky eminence on which the castle of that name formerly
tood. A road between the Inns leads to the (i 1/0 M.) Wilhelmsblick
view of the Bodethal), and through a short tuniiel to the high road
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which leads to the N. to Blankenburg, and to the E. to the Ross-

trappe. — An eminence opposite Tressburg with a dilapidated

wooden hat, termed the *Weisse Hh-sch, commands a charming view
of the village and environs. The direct footpath to it ascends to the

1., a short way beyond the bridge; a longer route through the Tie-

fenhachthal quits the road farther on. Guide (10—15 Sgr.) desirable

as far as the Hexentanzplatz (see Map).

From Treseburg to Blankeiiburg ,
7i|2 M. ; the road diverges to

the ]., I'jz M. from the tunnel above mentioned, from that to the Ross-
trappe, and leads past Wienrode and Catlenstadl. To the r. rise the huge
sandstone masses of the Heidelberg (or 'devil's walF). Pedestrians may
turn to the 1. at the first bend in the road beyond the tunnel and proceed
through the wood by the (3)4 hr.) forester's house of Todtenrode to (1 hr.)

Wienrode.
From Treseburg to Riibeland, see p. 268.

To the Rosstrappe. The above route from Thale to the

Rosstrappe by the Bodethal and the Schurre may be taken , or the

direct path (Ihr.) may be preferred. In the latter case the traveller

passes between the buildings of the Blechhiitte (p. 265) to the

bridge across the Bode, beyond which he turns to the r., and then,

near a second bridge (5 min.) , ascends by a somewhat steep path

to the (^^12 ^T.^*Gasthaus zur Rosstrappe, near which is the Bii-

lowshohe.

The *E,osstrappe ("1317 ft.), 10 min. from the inn , is a granite

rock projecting like a bastion into the valley of the Bode, and rising

precipitously to a height of 650 ft. above the stream. It commands
an imposing view of the wild Bodethal and the distant plain as far

as Quedlinburg. The name ('horse's hoof-print') is derived from an

impression in the rock resembling a gigantic hoof, left there by

the horse of a princess, who, when pursued by a giant, is said to

have leaped across the valley at this point. To the r. is the Schurre

(p. 265).

Proceeding to the N.E. of the Rosstrappe Inn., the traveller may de-
scend in i|4 hr. to the high road from Thale, which leads by the Herzogs-
hiihe (view) and the Wilhelmsblick (see above) to (5 M.) Treseburg (see

above).

To the Hexentanzplatz. Near the brewery (p. 265) a

path diverges to the 1. from the Bodethal road ,
skirts the hill , and

leads to the (10 min.) road from the village of Thale to Fried-

richsbriinn, which is ascended for about 1 M., and then quitted by
a flight of wooden steps to the r. In 20 min. more the *Gasthaus

auf dem Hexentanzplatz is reached, the road to which diverges from

the high road •/•2 M. farther on.

The ''-'Hexentanzplatz (1526 ft.) is a rocky plateau opposite the-

Rosstrappe, and 210 ft. higher, commanding a similar, and perhaps

still more striking view. To the 1. in the distance rises the Brocken.

The Laviereshohe, opposite the Schurre , 1/4 ^^- distant , is another

line point of view. The path to it follows the slope to the r. and
after 10 min. turns to the r.
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To Tresebtirg by the Weisse Hirsch. The path passes the La-
i viereshohe, and 10 min. beyond it turns slightly to the 1. , descending to

I

the Treseburg road. The latter soon passes (?\i hr. from the Tanzplatz) a
monument to the forester Pfeil., a recumbent stag surrounded by six fine

[-beeches. At a bend in the road, % M. farther, a stone post indicates the
path to the r. to the (20 min.) Weisse Hirsch (p. 266). Treseburg is reached
thence by returning by the same path for a few hundred paces, and then
descending.

From Thale to Suderode (p. 264) and Gernrode (p. 264), 6 M., a
pleasant road diverging to the r. from the Neinstedt road, about 3|4 M. to
the E. of Thale, passing Slecklenberg, etc. (comp. p. 264). — The circuit
by the Georgshohe, 1 hr. from Thale, and thence to (li(4 hr.) Stecklenberg
is recommended (guide desirable, 10—15 Sgr.). At the junction of the
road from the station with that from the village of Thale a direction-post
indicates the forest-path to the *Georgsh6he (tavern), the wooden tower
on which commands a beautiful survey of the plain. A footpath descends
hence through the wood into the valley. After 20 min. a carriage -road
is reached ; a ('(4 M.) cross-way with a finger-post near a plaster mill is then
passed, and Stecklenberg reached 3|^ M. farther. — From the Hexentanz-
platz to the Georgshtihe 1 hr. ; the road descending from the inn to the
S. E. to the high road is followed, the latter crossed, and a road to the
1. ascended.

d. Blankenburg. Riibeland. Elbingerode.

(From Treseburg to Blankenburg 7'|2 M., see p. 266.) From Blanken-
burg to Regenstein and the Ziegenkopf 4—5 hrs., thence to Riibeland 13|4
hr., Baumannshohle l'|2 hr. ; from Riibeland to Elbingerode 1 hr. (From
Elbingerode to the Brocken 3 hrs., see p. 274.) — The parts of the route
between Blankenburg and Rubeland and between Riibeland and Elbinge-
rode or Elend (p. 268) are not sufficiently attractive to the pedestrian.

Blankenburg (749 ft.^ (^'Weisser Adler ; *Romischer Kaiser;
*Krone; Engel and Stadt Braunschweig unpretending; *Inn on
the Ziegenkopf, see below; carriage to Riibeland 3 Thlr.), a
town with 4000 inhab. and a garrison of 800 soldiers , the capital
of a district of Brunswick

,
and connected with Halberstadt by a

nearly completed branch-railway (p. 260), is picturesquely situated
on the slope of the hills and commanded by the lofty ducal Schloss.
The approach to the latter passes the handsome old Rathhaus , into
which Ave balls are built to commemorate the bombardment by Wallen-
stein during the Thirty Years' War. The Schloss (1097 ft.), which
is occupied by the duke in the shooting season, contains reminis-
cences of the empress Maria Theresa , who spent her youth here,
pictures, and various other objects of interest (castellan V2— 1 Thlr.).

To the N. of Blankenburg Qi/^ hr.) rises the *Regenstein, or
Reinstein, a precipitous sandstone cliff, 240 ft. above the plain, on
the E. side of which a castle was erected by Emp. Henry the Fow-
ler in 919 and afterwards considerably strengthened. In the Thirty
Years' War it was taken by Wallenstein and in 1757 by the French,
Nt was afterwards dismantled by Frederick the Great. Little of it

inow remains except the vaults and embrasures hewn in the rocks.
Entrance by a rock-hewn gateway on the E. side. Admirable view,
especially towards Blankenburg (tavern at the top). — If time per-
mit, the traveller may return by (1/2 hr.) Heimburg, a village with
a castle (view), and the monastery of Michaelstein, 2 M. to the N.
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of Blankenburg. — The Heidelberg, or Teufelsmauer (p. 266) is

11/2 M. to the S. of Blankenburg.

To the Rosstrappe. The road to Treseburg is foilowerl as far

as (2 M.) Wienrode, a little beyond which an enclosure is crossed
;

at a finger-post the wood is entered to the 1.. and in l'/4 hr. the

Rosstrappe (p. 266) is reached.

To Rub eland, 61/2 M. from Blankenburg. The road should

be followed as far as the (1 M.) stone 18, 1, where a path to the r.

leads to the (10 min.) *Ziegeiikopf (1408 ft.) (*Inn), an eminence
commanding an admirable view of Blankenburg, the Regenstein,

the rocky pinnacles of the Teufelsmauer, and the extensive plain.

The road then ascends to (2 M.) the village of Huttenrode (1598 ft.),

turns to the r., and gradually descends. At the (IY2 M.) Marmor-
miihle it reaches the picturesque wooded and rocky valley of the

Bode, which it ascends to (1^2 M.) Rubeland.
The road crossing the Bode by the Marmormiihle descends the valley

to AUeribrack, a village and foundry with a sulphur spring (pension li|2

Thlr.) , from which a path leads to Treseburg in sjj hr. By this route
Treseburg is about 10 M. distant from Rubeland.

Riibeland (1290 ft.) {^Goldner Lowe; Grime Tanne. Carr. to

Schierke 3, Brocken 6, Ziegenkopf 2, Treseburg 3, Thale 4 Thlr.),;

a Brunswick village with foundries, lies in the valley of the Bode.

On the 1. bank of the stream, 150 ft. above it, is the ''^aumanns-

hohle (ascent near the two inns), a stalactite cavern which has been

known for centuries. Opposite to it, on the r. bank, is the smaller

Bielshohle, where the stalactites are finer. A visit to one of these

occupies an hour (1 pers. 71/2, 2 pers. 10, 3 pers. or more 4 Sgr.

each; Bengal lights 5 Sgr. each). The stalactites bear a number of

fanciful names, such as 'the lion', 'the city', and 'the praying nun'.

On a precipitous rock opposite the Tanne Inn rises the ruin off-

Birkenfeld.

At Rubeland the road qtiits the valley of the Bode and ascends

a mill valley with curious rock formations to (3 M.) Elbiugerode

(1536 ft.) (*Blauer Engel; Goldner Adler), an important iron-min-
|

ing town with 6000 inluib. Most travellers either begin the ascent

of the Brocken (p. 274) here or at Elend (Deutsche Eiche), 7 M.
farther (diligence thither in the afternoon).

To Wernigerode (p. 273), 6i|2 M. , a diligence also runs. Pedes-
trians should walk over the Biichenberg (p. 274), by a path to the 1., '(2

M. from Elbingerode.

e. Ilfeld. Neustadt unter'm Hohenstein. Stolberg. Josephshohe.

From meder-Sachswerfen to Ilfeld 3i|2 M., by Eichenforst to Stolberg
\

3i|4 hrs., by the Josephshiihe to Alexishad 4 hrs.

From Nordhausen (p. 254) to Stolberg 14 M. (diligence I

daily). The high road , at first uninteresting, unites near Rottlebe-
[

rode with that from Rossla (p. 254), and then ascends the pictures-

que Tyrathal towards the N.

Pedestrians should quit the railway at Nieder - Sachswerfen,
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to the N. of Nordhausen, and proceed by the road to (3^/2 M.) Ilfeld

(837 ft.) (Goldne Krone), a village at the entrance to the romantic

Behrethnl. The Praiinonstratensian abbey founded here by a count

of Hohnstein in 1196 was converted in 1544 into a school which

still enjoys a high repute.- A road to the W. leads hence by Oste-

rode to (3 M.) the village of Neustadt unter'm Hohnstein (^860 ft.)

( AmtsschenkeJ , overshadowed by the ruins of the castle of Hohn-

stein (2040 ft.), the seat of the counts of that name who became ex-

tinct in 16U3. A footpath leads hence by the (I74 hr. ) lofty ruin

of Ebersburg to the Eichenforst forester's house (view) and (1 hr.)

Stolberg (945 ft.') (*Freitag's Hotel; *Eberhardt, unpretending),

a place with many antiquated houses, charmingly situated in the

valley of the Tyrabach , and frequently visited as summer-quarters.

On an eminence rises the Schloss of Count Stolberg, the proprietor

of the district , with a valuable library and armoury ,
surrounded

with pleasure grounds. Pleasing view from the Thiergarten. A
chalybeate spring here attracts visitors.

To Harzgerode and Alexisbad, 10 M. , by a road over

the Auerberg (diligence daily). Pedestrians should quit the road,

2 M. from Stolberg, by a path leading to. the r. to the (V2 hr.) *Jo-

sephshohe (1976 ft.) (Inn), the wooden tower on which (100 ft. in

height) commands a line panorama. Thence by Strassberg and the

Victor - Friedrichs- Silberhutte , and down the Selkethal to (3 hrs.)

Alexisbad (p. 263).

II. The Western Harz.

a. Goslar. Okerthal.

Spend half-a-day at Goslar, take train to Oker, walk through the
valley to (2 hrs.) Eomkerhalle, and by the Ahrendsberger Klippen to (4 hrs.)

Harzburg.

Goslar (844 ft.) (*Kaiserworth, an old Gothic house in the mar-

ket, see below; *H6tel de Hanovre , Breite-Str. ; *Paul's Hotel,

near the station ; Romischer Kaiser , in the market), the termintis

of the railway (p. 256) in this direction , an ancient town with

9000 inhab. , lies on the Gose, on the N. side of the Harz, at the

foot of the metalliferous Rammelsberg (p. 271). The numerous

towers and partially preserved ramparts impart an air of importance

to the place.
Goslar was founded at the beginning of the 10th cent, and soon acquir-

ed importance in consequence of the discovery of valuable silver mines
in the vicinity (p. 271). It became a favourite residence of the Saxon and
Salic emperors, one of whose most extensive palaces was situated here.

The attachment of the citizens to Henry IV., who was born at Goslar in

1050, involved the town in the misfortunes of that monarch. In 1188 the

diet was held at Goslar under Frederick Barbarossa at which the Guelph
Henry the Lion was condemned to three years' exile. In 1204 the town,
which adhered steadfastly to the Hohenstaufen, was taken and destroyed

by Otho IV., the rival of Philip. After a slow recovery from this disaster,

it became a member of the Hanseatic League , and prospered about the

year 1500. In 1802 it lost its independence for the first time and was
annexed to Prussia. From 1716—66 it belonged to Hanover.
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Near the station, to the 1., is the handsome Romanesque churcli

of the monastery of Neuwerk, of the close of the 12th cent. ; inter-'

esting choir; picture of the 13th cent, in the apse. Opposite to i'l

rises the Paulsthurm, a remnant of the old fortifications. The streeii

between these leads to the antiquated. *MarA;ei, with the Ilath-l

haus and Kaiserworth , and adorned with a large fountain basin ii

metal.

The Rathhaus, a simple Gothic edifice of the 15th cent., with ar

arcade beneath (entrance by the steps , round the corner to the 1.

:

visitors ring in the passage), contains a hall adorned in 1490 wit!

*paintings by Wohlgemuth and his pupils. Interesting old books o!

the Gospels , charters , instruments of torture, and other curiosities

are also shown. A small chapel adjacent contains a richly decorated

tankard of 1407 and two chalices of 1519. Near the staircase is the

'Beisskatze', a kind of cage in which shrews used to be incarcerated.

The Kaiserworth, formerly a guild-house , now an inn ,
with an

arcade below, dates from the end of the loth cent. , and is adorned

with statues of eight emperors. Passing between the Rathhaus and

the Kaiserworth, the traveller reaches the Marktkirche , a late Ro-

manesque church, with Gothic choir and aisle subsequently added.

The library of the church contains MSS. of Luther and others. The
Brusttuch, opposite the W. portal of the church, a curious old house

of the 16th cent., restored in 1870, is adorned with representations

of satyrs in carved wood.

From the Marktkirche a street leads to the 1. (S.) to a large

open space where some venerable ruins still bear testimony to the

ancient grandeur of Goslar.

The so-called *Domcapelle was once the vestibule of the N. por-

tal of a celebrated cathedral of St. Simon and St. Jude , which was
founded by Henry III. in 1039, and taken down in 1820. Over the

portal are figures of Emp. Conrad 11., his wife Gisela, and SS. Mat-
thew, Simeon, and Jude.

It contains numerous relics of tlie decorations of the ancient ca-
thedral , sculptures , and various curiosities , among which may he men-
tioned the 'Crodo AUar\ an oblong box made of plates of brass, borne by
four stooping figures , and containing numerous round apertures. It was
formerly supposed to be an altar of the idol Crodo, but was probably a
reliquary, adorned with precious stones. The chapel is open the whole
day in summer. Fee for 1—2 pers. 5, 3—4 pers. 7'|2, 5—6 pers. 10 Sgr.

;

the custodian also keeps the key of the Kaiserpfalz.

On an eminence to the r. rises the *Kaiserpfalz, the oldest secu-

lar edifice in Germany , founded by Henry II. and extended by

Henry HI (1039—5Gj. It consists of the Saalbau and the chapel of

St. Ulrich, formerly connected by a wing. The upper floor of the

Saalbau is occupied by the spacious imperial hall (56 yds. long , 17
yds. wide, 35 ft. high), which looks towards the Platz with seven
massive round-arched windows, and was formerly approached by a

broad flight of steps. The Chapel of St. Ulrich , a double chapel in

the form of a Greek cross, dating from the close of the 11th cent.,
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was destined for the domestic worship of the imperial court. The
palace was burned down in 1289 and afterwards rebuilt, but dis-

figured by alterations and additions. It is now undergoing judicious
restoration.

The Zioinyer, a round tower at the Breitenthor , on tlie S. E.
side of the town, now containing a tavern, commands a fine survey
of the town. A walk through the streets, which contain a number
of mediaival dwelling houses , and round the ramparts is recom-
mended.

The Farbensiimp/e, ponds fed by streams from the Rammelsberg, yield
the ochre dye of this neighbourhood. A grotto and chapel hewn in the
Klii.^

.,
an isolated sandstone rock in the vicinity, are said to have been

founded by Agnes (d. 1077), wife of Emp. Henry III.

The Rammelsberg (2041 ft. above the sea -level), which rises above
the town on the S., has for eight centuries yielded gold (5—B lbs. per an-
num only), silver (25 cwt. per annum), copper, lead, zinc, sulphur, vitriol,
and alum, a variety of minerals seldom found witbin such narrow limits.
The mountain is honey-combed with shafts and galleries in every direc-
tion, but the output of the mines now barely repays the working. The
mining operations are facilitated by the peculiar process called 'Feuer-
setzen\ Large heaps of wood are piled against the hard clay-slate which
contains the ore, set on lire, and allowed to burn for 24 hrs. The rock
is thus rendered brittle, and is then easily excavated. The fires are
lighted on Sunday mornings, and kept burning till the following morning.
The mines, which present no difticulty, may be explored daily between
6 a. m. and 4 p. m., except Saturdays when they are not shown after
1 p. m., and Sundays, when they can only be seen about 5 a. m. Tickets
(1 pers. 15, for 2 pers. or more 10 Sgr. each) procured at the 'Bergamf,
or office of the superintendent at Goslar (opposite ' the liathhaus), must be
shown at the entrance to the mines, where visitors are provided with
miners' clothes and lamps. Fee to the guide 5—7i|2 Sgr.

On the road to Harzburg 3 M. to the W. of Goslar, lies the vil-

lage and railway - station of Oker (679 ft.) (Liier's Hotel), which
belongs half to Brunswick and half to Prussia, and possesses impor-
tant foundries. It is situated at the entrance to the wild *Okerthal,
the road ascending which affords picturesque views of the precipi-
tous cliffs. The road crosses the Oker by the (6 M.) Romkerbrucke
(*H6tel Romkerhalle) and leads to (6 M.) Clausthal (p. 275). A
finger-post to the 1., 1 M. from the inn, indicates the route across

a bridge to the (2/4 hr.) Ahrendsberger Klippen (p. 272).

b. Harzburg. llsenburg. Wernigerode.

Two D<iijs (or, including the Brocken, three days). Harzburg and en-
virons 5—6 hrs.; by the Rabenklippen to llsenburg 3'|2 hrs.-, Ilsenstein
and waterfalls 2i|2 hrs.; by the Plessenburg and through the Steinerne
Renne to Wernigerode 3 hrs. ; environs of Wernigerode 3—4 hrs.

Harzburg. Hotels. *Braun9chwi:iger Hof, *Lindenhop, both at the
station, 1 M. from the foot of the Burgberg. — *Bkllevue and *Belve-
DEEE, new, *.IuLiusHALLE, With salt-batlis and pension; all these are at the
foot of the Burgberg. A number of pensions in the vicinity. — *Bukg-
BERG Hotel, on the hill, 40 min. from the Juliushalle, R. 25, D. 20 Sgr.,
where a flag is hoisted when rooms are still to be had ; fine view. —
Private apartments easily procured. — Carriages. Two -horse, from the
station to the Burgberg l^fs Thlr. , to the Radaufall 1»|6., Goslar 2, llsen-
burg 2i)i!, Romkerhalle and back 3, Wernigerode 4, St. Andreasberg or
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Clausthal 5, Brocken 6 Thlr. ; return -fare one -third or one -half more;
for waiting 10 Sgr. per hour. Two-horse carr. 5 Thlr. per day , tolls and
gratuity (20 Sgr.) extra. One-hor.se carr. one third or one - fourth cheaper.
— Mule to the Burgberg 15, attendant 6 Sgr.; Radaufall 20, attendant
7'|2 Sgr. ; Ilsenburg 1 Thlr. and 12i|2 Sgr. ; to Goslar the same ; to the
Brocken 1>|2 Thlr. and 20 Sgr.

;
per hour 15 and 5 Sgr.

;
per day 1 Thlr.

10 and 15 Sgr. — Guides per day 15, or including 40 lbs. of luggage 20
\

Sgr.; food 7'|2 Sgr. extra; return fee 6'(4 Sgr. per Germ. M. (about l'J4

Sgr. per Engl. M.).

Harzburg, or Neustadt-Harzburg (771 ft.), the terminus of the

railway (p. 260") In this direction, at the entrance to the Radauthal,

consists of the villages of Neustadt, Biindheim, Schulenrode, Schle-

wecke, and the Burgberg, connected by numerous villas and gardens,

and is a favourite summer resort, with pleasant promenades. The finest

point in the environs is the *Bnrgberg (1556 ft.), crowned with

the scanty ruins of the Harzburg, a castle of Emp. Henry IV., which
commands an admirable prospect. The road to the castle passes the

salt-baths of Juliushalle (p. 271), a little beyond which are the

pretty Unter den Eichen promenades. The road leads thence to

the (1 V2 M.) Radaufall, an artiflcial cascade, from which the visitor

may return by a path to the r. a little below the fall , crossing the

Schmalenberg (view from the Wilhelmsblick^. The (V2 hr.) Elfen-

stein (1280 ft.), the Kdstenklippe, 3/4 M. farther, and the Silberhorn,

near the Elfenstein , are attractive points on the W. side of the

valley; while the Sennhutte (whey) on the Mittelberg , the (1 hr.)

Molkenhaus (1625 ft.), a chalet and tavern , and the (^/^ hr.) Sach-

senhohe with its tower are favourite spots on the E. side.

From Harzburg to (5 M.) Oker (p. 271) and Romkerhalle (p. 271)
an omnibus runs twice daily ; to (81/2 M.) Ilsenburg a diligence !

daily. Pedestrians will prefer the following routes :
—

1

To the Oker thai by the Ahrendsberger Klippen 4 hrs. — A little I

above the Juliushalle ascend the Breitenberg and follow the broad forest

path on the hill, indicated by the letter A marked on the trees, as far as
the (2i|2 hrs.) Ahrendsberger Forsthaus (*tavern). Here ask for the path
to the Ahretids berg er Klippen (*view of the Okerthal), there and back !

1 hr. ; then, in descending into the Okerthal , follow the path to the r. a
little below the Forsthaus, which leads to the (i|2 hr.) bridge mentioned
at p. 271.

To Ilsenburg by the Rabenklippen 3 hrs., guide desirable. A few
minutes before the top of the Burgberg is reached, the broad 'Kaiserweg'
diverges from the road to the E. (The name is derived from a tradition

that Emp. Henry IV. fled in this direction when his castle was captured by
the Saxons.) This road leads to the (10 min.) Saperstelle, a spot with a
bench, where direction-posts indicate the way to the 1. to the Sachsenhohe
(see above), to the r. to the Molkenhaus and the Brocken (p. 274), and in a
straight direction to the Kattendse and the {^U hr.) Rabenklippen (the

path to the latter, marked RK, turning to the r. towards the end), where
a fine *view of the Eckerthal and the Brocken is enjoyed. Then return to

the point where the path turned to the r., and descend by a zigzag path
towards the N. E. to the (20 min.) Eckerthal, from which a road leads to

(11(2 M.) Eckerkrng. Thence by a forest path to the r. (S. E.) to Ilsenburg.

Ilsenburg (781 ft.) {*Drei Rothe Forellen, with pleasant gar- ,

den ; Deutscher Hof. Carriage to Harzburg 1
1/2 >

to the Brocken

6, mule to the Brocken IY2 Thlr.), a busy village at the mouth of
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the Ilsethal, with Iron Works of Count Stolberg-Wernigerode, where
artistic and other objects in cast iron are manufactured , is com-
manded by the handsome Romanesque Schloss of the count, on an
eminence to the S. PI

To the Rabenklippen 23(4 hrs. — The palh diverges to the 1. from
the road before the village is quitted; at the last houses cross the bridge
to the r. ; then traverse the meadovs' to the 1. and enter the wood, fol-

lowing the path marked E; '|z. hr. Eckerkrug (see above). Next ascend
the road in the valley of the Ecker to a {l'|2 M.) finger-post indicating
the zigzag path to the StoHerthal and the Rabenklippen (see also above).

The *Ilsethal, one of the most beautiful valleys in the Harz,
presents a succession of remarkably picturesque rock and forest

scenes
, enlivened by a series of miniature cascades , and rendered

still more interesting by the numerous romantic legends attaching to

it. Road through the valley p. 274, footpath see below. The former

leads to the (1 Yi> M.^ foot of the *llsenstein, a precipitous buttress

of granite , rising to a height of 500 ft. above the valley. From the

Prinzess Use tavern at the foot several paths lead to the ( 1/2 '""•

)

summit, where an iron cross has been erected to some of the fallen

warriors of 1813—15 (fine view). The best survey of tlie llsenstein

itself is obtained from the benches, a few hundred paces above the

tavern. The road, which continues to accompany the stream and its

pretty * Waterfalls for upwards of 3 M., is recommended to the lover

of the picturesque, even if the ascent of the Brocken is not con-
templated. — A footpath direct from Ilsenburg to (^^j^ hr.) the top

of the llsenstein diverges from the road to the 1. , a few paces beyond
the village, and crosses a bridge.

In descending from the llsenstein a footpath to the r., marked P and
PI. , and also a road diverging to the 1. from the road in the Ilsethal,

lead to the ('(.i hr.) Plessenburg , a forester's house and a favourite point
for picnics. Road hence, marked St. R., to the (l'(.2M.) Wernigerode road,
which ascends to the r. to (i>(2 M.) the Steinerne Rcnne. — Another road
from the Plessenburg to Wernigerode leads by AUenrode.

The road from Ilsenburg to [5^/4 M.) Wernigerode leads by Dru-
beck, with its ancient but much altered Romanesque church , and
AUenrode. Diligence twice, omnibus several times daily.

Wernigerode (771 ft.) (*Weisser Hirsch and *Gotltisches Haus
in the market; *Deutsches Haus , Burg-Strasse; *Lindenberg , on
the Lindenberg, with beautiful view ; Goldner Hirsch, in the suburb
Noscherode), with a loftily situated Schloss (extensive library) and
park of the Count of Stolberg Wernigerode , lies picturesquely on
the slopes of the Harz Mts. , at the confluence of the Zilligerhach

and the Holzemme. The Ruthhaus of the 14th cent, and many of

the houses are picturesque old Gothic structures of wood. The
*Tluergarten or park , the Hartenberg , the Christianenthal near the

suburb Noscherode, and the Lindenberg to the S. of the town afford

beautiful walks. — Railway to Heudeber, see p. 260.
The most attractive excursion from Wernigerode is to the Stei-

nerne Renne. The road ascends the valley of the Holzemme ,
by

BiEDEKER's N. Germany. 5th Edit. ly
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Friedrichsthal, to (2M.~)Hasserode (Hotel Hohnstein ; Zur Steinernen

Renne) , a village much visited as a summer resort, to which an

omnibus runs frequently from Wernigerode. At the entrance to the

village a finger-post indicates the road to the 1. to Schierke , Hohn-
stein, and Hohne, and to the r. to the Steinerne Renne. Pedestrians

may quit the road a little farther by a path to the 1.
,
past the inn Zur

Steinernen Renne. The road now ascends in the beautiful
,
pine-

clad valley of the Holzemme, or *Steinerne Benne , which gradually

becomes more imposing. At the highest bridge , 6 M. from Hasse-

rode, there is a small inn. A little beyond it a broad path to the 1.

leads to the Hohenstein (see below
) , and one to the r. to the Ples-

senburg (p. 272) in 1 hr. From this inn to the Brocken , see

below.
The traveller may (with a guide), by the path just mentioned, ascend

the (1 hr.) Hohenstein (view), and proceed by the Holmeklippen (2977 ft.) to

the Schierke road, or to Hohne, and then return by the road to Hasserode.

To Elbingerode , 7 M. from Wernigerode, diligence once daily,

through the suburb of NOscherode and up the valley of the Zilligerbach.

A finger-post 3'|2 M. from Wernigerode indicates a path to the r. to the

Biichenberg, a tine point of view (inn). Thence to Elbingerode i|2 hr.

(comp. p. 268).

To Blankenhurg (p. 267), 10 M. from Wernigerode, diligence once

daily.

To Halberstadt (p. 259), 13 M. from Wernigerode, diligence three

times daily.

c. The Brocken.

Ascent from Harzburg by the Molkenhaus 4i|2 hrs., from lUenbiirg by

the Ilsethal (road) 10 M. , from Wernigerode by the Steinerne Renne 4'(i

hrs., from Elbingerode by Schierke 3i|2 hrs., from Elend by Schierke (road]

T|2 M., from St. Andreasberg 5 hrs.

From Harzburg (p. 271) 4'|2 hrs. — To the Molkenhaus see p. 272.

Ascend thence by the straight path towards the S. ; then descend slightly

to the {}\i hr.) Dreiherrnbrikke across the Ecker; after 10 min. avoid ascent

to the ].; 10 min., diverge to the 1.; 3 min., to the r. ; ascend the steep

Pesekenkopf; 7 min. , a small meadow ; 10 min. the Scharfenstein cattle-

shed. Here pass between the two houses and follow the path; after '|4 hr.

turn to the r. ; 5 min., a small circular plateau ; 1(4 hr., the road is crossed,

the Pflasterstoss and Kleine Brockenklippen rocks are passed, and the Brocken-

haus (p. 275) soon reached.
From Ilsenburg (p. 272) 3'|2 hrs., more picturesque than from Harz-

burg. To the Ilsenstein 2 M., see p. 273. At a finger-post, 3 M. farther,

the route to the Brocken diverges to the r. ; after ^l^
hr. another post in-

dicates two paths to the Brocken. That to the 1. leads through wood tc

an open space where charcoal-burners pursue their avocations (boy tc

show the way 3—5 Sgr.). Then ascend to the r. , skirting the brook foi

20 min., and again enter the wood; ^\i hr., union of the Harzburg and

Ilsenburg paths; 12 min., Brockenhaus (see below).

From Wernigerode (p. 273) through the Steinerne Renne 41(2 hrs.

— To the highest bridge in the valley (see above), 2i|2 hrs. ; thence ascend

the course of the Holzemme nearly to its (i|2 hr.) source , where some ol

the charcoal-burners will point out the way in case of doubt. The same
direction is pursued, and the Renneckenberg (view) traversed; 10 min..

the Brocken road is reached, and the summit is attained in 1 hr. more.

From Elbingerode (p. 268) 3i|2 hrs. — A little way from the vil-

lage the footpath enters the wood to the r. and at (I'Izhr.) Schierke reachet

the road described below.
From Elend (p. 268) 71)2 M. — The road diverges to the r. from tht
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high road at a turnpike and leads to (I'lz M.) Schierke (1850 ft.), a scat-

tered village, the highest among the Harz Mts. The road crosses the
bridge and ascends to the 1.. The neighbouring rocks derive various
whimsical names from their grotesque forms. To the r. , above, are the
Hohueklippen ; to the 1., looking back, the Schiiarcher on the opposite Buh-
renberg. Occasional short cuts are indicated by finger-posts. An iron
finger-post (3 M.) is reached at the union of this road with that from II-

senburg. To the top 3 M. more, but the last bend of the road may be
cut oil' by a footpath.

From And reasberg to the Brocken, 5 hrs., see p. 276.

The Brocken, or Blocksberg, the Mons Bructerus of the Romans,
3417 ft. above the sea-level, forming together with its neighbours

the Brockenyebirge, the nucleus of the Harz , rises to a ronsiderable

height above the lofty plateau of the latter , and is the highest

mountain in Central Germany. Vegetation becomes very scanty

near the summit and no trees grow within 100 ft. of it. *Inn at

the top (R. 20, B. 10, D. 15, A. 71/2 Sgr.).

The Tower commands an extensive *view in clear weather , the

towers of Magdeburg , Leipsic , Erfurt , Gotha , Cassel , Gottingen,

Hanover, and Brunswick being visible , but an unclouded horizon

is unfortunately rare. The summit should be attained before sunset,

in order that the traveller may enjoy two opportunities of obtaining

a view. Although the Brocken attracts numerous visitors , it is by

no means one of the finest points of the Harz Mts. ; these are rather

to be sought for on the E. and S. slopes.

Several grotesque blocks of granite to the vS. of the tower have

received the names of Devil's Pulpit, Witches' Altar, etc. The ab-

original inhabitants of this district are said to have offered human
sacrifices here to Wodan, and tradition points out this spot as the

meeting-place. of the witches on St. Walpurgis' Night, the eve of

Mayday.
The Brocken Spectre, a remarkable optical phenomenon occasion-

ally observed here, has doubtless contributed to confirm the superstitions
attaching to the mountain. When the summit is unclouded , and the sun
is on one side, and mists rise on the other, the shadows of the mountain
and the objects on it are cast in gigantic proportions on the wall of fog,

increasing or diminishing according to circumstances. This spectacle is,

however, rarely witnessed, occurring half-a-dozen times annually at most.

d. Clausthal. Andreasberg.

From Goslar to Clausthal 13 M., thence to St. Andreasberg 13 M. , or
to Elbingerode 18i|2 M. (diligence in each case).

The road ascends from Goslar through an uninteresting district

and finally passes several large ponds.

Clausthal (1840 ft.) (*Krone; Rathhaus; Stadt London), the

most important place in the Oberharz , and the seat of the mining
authorities, with Zellerfeld (*Deutsches Haus), which is separated

from it by the Zellbach, forms a single town with 14,000 inhab.,

chiefly miners. Country bleak and sterile. Most of the houses are

of wood. The Beryschule , in the market, contains a considerable

pollection of models and minerals.

18*
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Mines. The Caroline and Dorothea mines, li|2 M. from Clausthal, are
less easy of access than those of the Rammelsherg. Permission from the
superintendent necessary. The Georg Wilhelm mine is 2135 ft. in depth. The
mines around Clausthal are drained by means of the Oeorgsstollen, a chan-
nel 6 M. long, terminating near Grund.

To Gittelde (p. 256), 11 M., a diligence runs daily, passing the ex-
tensive Frankenscharner SilberhiiUe (silver-foundry) and the small town of
Crrund (Rathskeller), prettily situated and visited" as a bath.

Pleasant walk from Clausthal through the valley of the In-nerste by
Wildemann to (3'(z hrs.) Laiitenthal (Rathhaus), and thence over the hills
in 2 hrs. to Seesen (railway station, p. 256).

To Osterode, another railway-station, 83(4 M. from Clausthal, a di-
ligence runs twice daily, passing several picturesque points, e. g. the inn
at the foot of the Heiligemtock, \^^ M. beyond the Ziegelhiilte (*Inn); it

then descends to the straggling village of Lerhach and Osterode (p. 256).
The old road is shorter for pedestrians.

From Clausthal to Andreasberg 13 M. The road

crosses the bleak lofty plateau of the Oberharz. The [3 M.) Sperber-
haier Damm supplies the mines of Clausthal with water. At the

(7 M.) Sonneberger Wegehaus the road turns to the S., while that in

a straight direction leads to Braunlage (p. 268). Pedestrians may
here quit the diligence and follow the latter road to the Oderteich,

an artificial reservoir, whence a *footpath leads to Andreasberg
in 11/2 lir. along a conduit termed the Rehberger Graben. Fine view
to the 1. of the rocky bed of the Oder , to the r. of the precipitous

Rehberger KUppen.
Andreasberg [1825 ft) (*Ratbhaus) , a small town situated in a

lofty and bleak region , between steep , scantily wooded slopes , was
formerly a very important mining place. The Samson silver-mine,

the deepest in the Harz Mts. (2871 ft.) is easy of access. — Dili-

gence by Braunlage to (I8V2 M.) Elbingerode (p. 268) daily. —
To stat. Lauterberg (p. 256), 12 M., diligence twice daily.

To Herzberg (p. 256), 9 M., a pleasant road leads by (33(4 M) Sieher
(Inn) and through the pretty Sieberlhal.

To the Brocken. The road leads by Braunlage, Elend, and Schierke

(p. 275) ; the footpath, far more attractive, by the Rehberger Graben to the
(2 hrs.) Oderteich (see above) , and thence by Oderbruck (*forester's inn)
to the (3 hrs.) summit (p. 275).

59. From Cassel to Frankfort on the Main.

Railway in 41(2—8 hrs.; fares 5 Thlr. 12, 3 Thlr. 18, 2 Thlr. 8 Sgr.
(From Berlin to Frankfort by express in 11 hrs. ; fares 16 Thlr. 1, 11 Thlr.
15 Sgr.).

From Berlin to Oschersleben and Kreiensen, see pp. 59—62 ; to

Cassel p. 85.

At stat. Wilhelmshohe the line intersects the avenue (p. 88).

Guntershausen (*Rail. Restaurant; *Bellevue) is the junction of the

Plisenach [R. 46) line. The Frankfort line crosses the Edder. Near
Gensungen the abrupt Heiligenberg rises to the 1. , and the lofty

tower of the Felsberg [1375 ft.) to the r. ; farther on, at the con-

fluence of the Schwalm and the Edder, stands the Altenburg. To the

r. in the background is the ruin of Gudensberg. The picturesque
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valley of the Schwalm is now entered. Wahern is the station for

Wildungen, a watering-place l^j^M. to the W. Stations Borken,

Zimmersrode, and Treisa, where the Schwalm is quitted. The ruin

jf Ziegenhain is IY2 M. to the E.

On a wooded eminence to the 1., heyond stat. Neustadt, lies the

incient town of Amoneburg ,
the venerable church of which was

founded by St. Boniface. At Kirchhain the line approaches the

Ohm, which falls into the Lahn near Marburg, and soon afterwards

crosses the Lahn.

Marburg (*H6tel Pfeiffer ; '*Hitter ; *RaiL. Restaurant), a small

town with 8500 inhab., on the Lahn, is charmingly situated in a

iemicircle round the precipitous Schlossberg. The University, now
ittended by 350 students, was the first founded (by Philip the

jenerous, in 1527) without papal privileges.

The chief boast of Marburg is the *Church of St. Elizabeth,

greeted in 1235—S3 in the purest Gothic style, and restored in

I860, affording an admirable example of the impressiveness of this

style without the adjunct of rich decoration. W. towers 310 ft. in

leight.

Soon after the death of St. Elizahet?t (in 1231, in her 24th year), daughter
)f King Andreas II. of Hungary, and wife of the Landgrave Lewis of
Churingia , the church was erected over her tomb , which attracted mul-
itudes of pilgrims from every part of Europe. Tlie Emp. Frederick II.,

me of these devotees, caused a crown of gold to be placed on the head of
he saint, whose remains were deposited in a richly decorated silver -gilt
arcophagus. The Landgrave Philip (founder of the university) , in order
put an end to the pilgrimages, caused the bones to be removed and in-

erred in an unknown spot in the church. The sarcophagus is still pre-
erved in the sacristy near the high altar. In 1810 the French carried it

•ff to Cassel and despoiled it of its jewels, but it was restored to Marburg
n 1814. The mortuary chapel is adorned with a carved representation of
he Coronation of the Virgin, and winged pictures by Diirer (?); in the
nlerior the Nativity and Death of Mary ; ancient carving and pictures by
)iirer at the four side-altars. Numerous monuments of Hessian princes
md knights of the Teutonic Order are preserved in the S. transept.

The Lutheran Church , on a terrace commanding a fine view,

1 finely proportioned structure of the 15th cent.
, contains several

nonuments of Landgraves and other princes. — The Rathhaus was
erected in 1512.

The extensive and well preserved Schloss (876 ft.") , to which a

teep road ascends from the church of St. Elizabeth in 20 niin.,

vas a residence of the princes of Hessen in the 15th and 16th cen-

uries, and afterwards a state-prison. It is now judiciously restored

nd contains the valuable Hessian archives. The fine Gothic chapel

nd the Rittersaal are worthy of inspection. In the latter the fa-

nous disputation between Luther, Zwingli, Melanchthon, and other

feformers took place in 1529. They met, on the invitation of Philip

he Generous , with a view to adjust their differences regarding the

Eucharist, but the attempt proved a failure owing to the tenacity

/iih which Luther adhered to the precise words, 'Hoc est corpus
leum', which he wrote in large letters on the wall. Beautiful views
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from the Schloss and Bucking's Garden, at the Schlossthor. The
traveller may then descend to the town by the other side('/2 tr.j,

where several fine views are enjoyed.

Environs. Good p.aths, provided with finger-posts, lead to a number
of other beautiful points of view. The Spiegelslust (1201 ft.) , a height
above the station, is ascended in 40 min. ; morning lights most favourable.
On the 1. bank of the Lahn are the (1 hr.) Lichte Kiippel (1203 ft.) and
the Frauenherg (1240 ft.) with a ruined castle. A pleasant , shady road
leads to the latter in 2 hrs. (carr. 3 Thlr.). — On the r. bank, above the
church of St. Elizabeth, rises the oak-clad Kirchapitze (1050 ft.), from which
forest paths lead to the quarries of Wehrda. The Dammelsberg , at the
back of the Schloss is embellished with pleasure-grounds. To the S.,

beyond the village of Ocfcershausen in Dreyer's Quelle (tavern and view),
2 M. from the town.

The line follows the fertile valley of the Lahn till Giessen is

reached. On an eminence beyond stat. Fronhausen , to the 1. , rise

the ruins of Stauffenherg (a line point of view, II/4 M. from Lollar).

Beyond stat. Lollar the castle of Gleiberg is seen to the r. in the

distance; still farther distant, Fcfsftergr. Beyond Giessen , 2 M. to

the S. E. of the town, rises Schloss Schiffenberg, the property of the

grand-duke of Hessen, once a lodge of the Teutonic Order (extensive

view from the the summit).

Giessen (*Kuhne, near the station, R. from 48 kr., B. 24 kr.

;

*Emhorn ; Rappe ; Prinz Carl ; beer and fine view at the Felsen-

keller')., on the Lahn, a town chiefly of modern origin, with 10,241
inhab., is the seat of a university, founded in 1607 (400 stud.).

From Gie.tsen to Cob ten z railway in 33|4 hrs.; fares 3 Thlr. 13i|2,

2 Thlr. 2, 1 Thlr. 11 Sgr. (see Baedeker's Rhine).

From Giessen to Fulda in 3i|2 hrs. (fares 4 fl. 58, 3 fl. 43, 2 £1.

29 kr.), a route of no great interest. Alsfeld (Schwan), the principal place
on this line, and the oldest town in Oberhessen, possesses two fine Gothic
churches and several interesting late Gothic and Renaissance edifices of
the 15th and 16th cent., most of which are in the market-place. Fulda,
see p. 279.

From Giessen to Gelnhausen in 2i|2—3i|2 hrs. (fares 3 fl. 15, 2 fl.

56, 1 £1. 38 kr.). The most important station is Mdda, near which ig the
small bath of Salzhavsen.

About 3 M. to the 1. of stat. Butzbach rise the extensive ruins

of the castle of Miinzenberg, destroyed in the Thirty Years' War.
The higher (154 ft.) of the two towers commands a fine view.

Nauheim (*BeUevue; Hotel de VEurope; Hotel Kr'oll; Hotel

Henckel; Deutscher Hof), with a saline spring (93" Fahr.) used for

baths, situated on the N.E. slopes of the Taunus Mts., attracts a

considerable number of patients. The milky and foaming mineral

water of the warm fountain rises in a jet 8—10 ft. in height. The
wooded Johannisberg, 20 min. from the Cursaal, surmounted by the

tower of an ancient monastery, commands an extensive prospect.

At its foot, opposite the station, is the Conversationshaus, with con-

cert and reading rooms. At the E. extremity of the town, near the

old Curhaus, is the Trinkhalle.

Friedberg (Hotel Trapp: Simon), once a free Imperial town,

surrounded by walls of considerable extent, possesses two handsome
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Gothic chiirrhes. On the N. side stands a tine, well-preserved

watch-tower; near it the beautiful Palace garden.

As the train approaches Frankfort, the tauniis Mts. are seen on

the r. — Bonames is the station for the baths of Homhurg.

Frankfort, see Baedeker's Rhine.

60. From Bebra to Frankfort on the Main.
Railway to Hanan in 3i|i-^4'|., lirs. (fares 7 fl. 58, 5 (!. 35, 3 fl. 52

kr.); (hence to Frankfort in i|2 hr. (fares 45, 30, 21 kr.).

Bebra, sec p. 232. The Frankfort line ascends the valley of the

Fulda to Stat. Hersfeld , formerly an abbey of the empire , now a

small manufacturing town with 6800 inhab. , at the confluence of

the Haun and Fulda. Stations Neukirchen, Burghausen, Hunfeld.

Fulda (*Kurfurst; Sonne; Post), an ancient town on the Fulda,

with 10,400 inhab., situated in a pleasant, undulating district, de-

rives its origin from a once celebrated abbey founded by St. Boni-

face in 744 , but now contains little to interest the traveller. Its

numerous towers and other public buildings still testify to its

ancient dignity as the residence of a prelate of princely rank. The
Cathedral, with a dome 108 ft. in height, was erected in the 18th

cent, in imitation of St. Peter's at Rome. On a pillar by the E.

entrance there is a very ancient figure of Charlemagne, dating from

a much earlier structure, of which the only remnant is the now re-

stored crypt , or Chapel of St. Boniface, beneath the choir. Here,

beneath the altar, repose the remains of St. Boniface (Winfried") , a

zealous English promulgator of Christianity, who was slain by the

heathen Frisians near Dockum in Westfriesland in 754. The small

Church of St: Michael, adjoining the cathedral , was consecrated in

822, to which period the crypt probably belongs. The present struc-

ture, dating from the 11th cent., and used as a burial-chapel, is an

imitation of the church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. In

front of the Schloss rises the *Statue of St. Boniface , in bronze.

Fine views of the town and environs are obtained from the Frauen-

berg, immediately beyond the gate of the town , and the Petersberg,

21/2 M. distant.

Next stations Neuhof (with handsome government buildings),

Flieden, Elm, and Schluchtern on the Kinzig. Fine views of the

Vogelsgebirge to the W. The defiles here traversed by the railway

were of considerable strategic importance in the war of 1866.
From Elm to Gemiinden railway in V\i hr. (fares 37, 25, 16 Sgr.).

See Baedeker s S. Germany.
From Schliichtern to Kissing e 71 diligence in 82)4 hrs., via Bril-

ckenau; fare 2 fl. 6 kr. (see Baedeker's S. Germany).

Stat. Steinau , a small town with several mediaeval buildings

and an old Schloss. Scenery uninteresting. Stations Saalmiinster,

Wdchtersbach.

Gelnhausen (Hess. Hof; Hirsch) , once a town of the em-
pire, is situated on a red soil, with which the green vineyards pic-
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turesqnely contrast. On an island in the Kinzig , in the lower part

of the town, near the E. entrance, are the ruins of an Imperial Pa-
lace erected about the year 1144 by Frederick I., parts of which are

still in tolerable preservation. The head of Frederick I. and the

lion of the Hohenstaufen family , sculptured in stone , are still

recognisable. The chapel and imperial hall are interesting. The
arches of the windows rest on clustered columns with beautiful

capitals. Here in 1180 the Emp. Frederick Barbarossa held a great

assembly to pronounce the imperial ban against Duke Henry the

Lion.

The handsome and richly decorated *Pfarrkirche , erected in the

transition style, in 1230—60, contains an interesting early Gothic

screen, late Gothic choir stalls , and stained glass windows of the

13th cent. The spire of one of the towers is out of the perpendi-

cular. From Gelnhausen to Giessen, see p. 278.

Beyond Gelnhausen the country is flat. Stat. Meerholz , with

a chateau of Count Isenburg-Meerholz ; then Langenselbold , with

a handsome Schloss, purchased by Dom Miguel of Portugal in 1851.

Farther on , the Taunus Mts. come into view on the r. , and the

Spessart on the 1. The line next intersects the Lamboiwald , where
on 30th and 31st Oct., 1813, Napoleon with 80,000 men on their

retreat from Leipsic defeated 40,000 Bavarians, Russians, and
Austrians under Wrede , who had endeavoured to intercept the

fugitives. Steinheim is visible on the opposite bank of the Main.
Hanau (Carlsherg ; liiese; Adler), a pleasant town with 20,500

inhab., near the confluence of the Kinzig and Main, lies in the

most fertile district of the Wetterau. The more modern part of the

town was founded in 1597 by Protestant exiles from the Nether-

lands to whom an asylum at Frankfort was denied. Their handi-

crafts (the manufacture of silk and woollen goods, and gold and silver

wares) still flourish here. On the Main, near the town , is situated

the palace oH Philippsruhe, with extensive orangeries, the property

of the ex-Elector of Hessen , an imposing building in the Italian

style erected at the beginning of last century , and once presented

by Napeoleon to his sister Pauline (d. 1825), wife of Prince Camillo

Borghese.

The railway next passes the Wilhelmsbad ,
a favourite resort of

excursionists from Frankfort. To the 1. , on the opposite bank of

the Main, lies Rumpenheim, a village with a chateau of the Land-
grave William of Hessen-Cassel.

Frankfort, see Baedeker's Rhine.
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*— of Fred. Will. III.

16. 43.
*— of the Great Elector

Statues of Blucher etc.

14.

— of Sevdlitz etc. 31.

— of Schinkel etc. 34.

Steamboats 4.

Stralaii Q,uarter 38.

Synagogue 39.

Telegraph Office 4. 35.

Tempelhof 34.

Theatres 5.

*Thiergarten 42.

St. Thomas 36.

Tivoli 34.

Town Hall 36.

Tramway 3.

Trinity Church 32.

Turn-Anstalt 41.

-University 13.

Veterinary School 40.

Wagener'sCollection of
Pictures 12.

War Office 32.

Warriors' Monument
,

41.
I

Water Works 38.
i

Werder Church 34.

Westend 44.

Wilhelms Platz, the 31.

Zellengefangniss 41.

Zelte, the 43.

Zionskirche 38.

*Zoolog. Garden 43.

— Museum 13.

Bernau 139.

Bernburg 258.

Bernsdorf 180.

Bernstorff 139.

Berste, the 163.

Bestwig 78.

Betzdorf 65.

Beuthen 185.
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Bevensen 99.

Biberstcine, the 173.

Biela, the 206.

Bielefeld 53.

Bielethal, the 183.

Bielshiihlc, the 268.

Biendorf 258.

Bicnenbiittel 99.

Biesenthal 140.

Bilav 179.

Billeberga 138.

Binz 146.

Birkenfeld, ruin 268.

Birkerod 137.

Bisfhofswerda 187.

Bismarckshohe, the 173.

Bitterfeld 223.

Blankenberg 123.

Blankenburg (Harz) 267.
— (Thuringla) 245.

Blankenese 108.

Blankenhiiin 244.

Blankenstein 53.

Blasdorf 180.

Blechhiitte, the 265.

Bleicherode 254.

Blocksberg s. Brocken.
Blomenburg 121.

Blumberg 62.

Bober, the 162. 172.

Bober-Rohrsdorf 172.

Boberthal, the 172.

Bobitz 121.

Bobritzsch 212.

Bochnm 51.

Bockaii 214.

Bode, the 62. 265.

Bodekepsel, the 265.

Bodenbach 206.

Boitzenbvirg 139.

Boltenhagen 122.

Bonames 279.

Borbeck 51.

Borby 114.

Bordesholm 111.

Borken 277.

Borkum 94.

Borsdorf 215.

Borssum 255.

iBorup 125.

iBosel, the 205.

iBovenden 85.

Brackwede 53.

Bi'ahlsdorf 139.

Brakel 63.

Brand 163.

Brand, the 209.

Brandenburg on the Ha
vel 59.

— on the Werra 232.

Branitz 164.

Brauhausberg, the 50.

Braunau 179.

Braunlage 276.

Eraunsberc 157.

Brechclshof 163.

Bredelar 79.

Breege 148.

Breitenau 232.

reitenberg, the 272.

Breitenburg 111.

Breitenfeld 222. 223.

Breiten-Giissbach 227.

Bremen 86.

Bremer Bake 91.

emerhaven 91.

Bre,slau 167.

Brieg 184.

Briesen 161.

rilon 78.

Broacker 114.

Brocken, the 274.

Brockenklippen , the
Kleine 274.

Bromberg 150.

rotterode 250.

Bruchhauser Steine, the
78.

Briickenau 279.

Briickenberg 177.

Brunnberg, the 178.

Brunsberg, the 63.

Brunsnis 115.

Brunswick 66.

Briisterort 161.

Buchen 139.

Biichenberg, the 274.

Buchfahrt 235.

Buchwald 235.

Buchwaldsdorf 179.

Buckau 60.

Biickeburg 55.

Buckow 149.

Biilowshohe, the 266.

Biinde 78.

Bungsberg, the 121.

Bunzlau 162.

Burg 60. 164.

Burgberg, the 272.

Burgdorf 99.

Burghausen 279.

Bvirgkemnitz 223.

Burgkunstadt 227.

Burg-Lesum 90.

Burgsberg, the 256.

Burgsdorf 190.

Buschmuhle, the 164.

Butjadinger Land 108.

Butzbach 278.

Biitzow 123.

Cadienen 157.

Cainsdorf 214.

Calbe 224.

Calcum 51.

Callenberg 213. 243.

Camcnz 183. 187.

Cammin 142. 148.

Camsdorf 230.

Canth 167.

Caporn'sche Haide 160.

Cappeln 114.

Carlsbad 213. 214.

Carlsberg 179.

Carlsberg, the 1,55.

Carlshafen 79.

Carolinenhorst 150.

Carolinen-Slehl 91.

Carthaus 155.

Cassel 79.

Castrop 52.

Catlenburg 85.

Cattenstadt 266.

Cavalierberg, the 172.

Celle 99.

Charlottenbrunn 182.

Charlottenburg 43.

Charlottenhof 49.

Charlottenlund 136.

Chemnitz 213.

Chorin 140.

Chrzanow 185.

Clausthal 275.

Coburg 241.

Colditz 216.

Collund 114.

Cologne 66.

Copenhagen 126.

Academy of Art 130.

Amalienborg 136.

Anthropolog. Museum
135.

Antiquities, coll. of 134.

Arsenal 132.

A.\:elhuus 131.

Blind Asylum 136.

Botan. Garden 130.

Charlottenborg 130.

Christiansborg 131.

Christianshavn 129.

Coins, coll. of 134.

*Dyrehave 137.

Engravings, coll. of 134.
Eremitage 137.

Esplanade 135.

*Ethnograph. Museum
134.

E.xchange 135.

Fredensborg 137.

Frederiksberg 136.

Frederiksborg 137.

Frederikshavn 130.

Friheds-Stotten 136.

*Fruekirke 130.

Groningen 136.

Harbour 129.

Holmens Kirche 135.

Hospital 135.

Industrial Hall 136.
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Copenhagen

:

Kirsten Piils Kilde 137.

Klampenborg 137.

Kongens Nytorv 130.

Lange Linie, the 136.

Library, Royal 131.

Moltke's Picture Gal-
lery 134.

*Museum of North. An-
tiquities 134.

Natural Histor. Mu-
seum 131.

Nvboder 136.

Nyholm 130.

Observatory 135.

Philosopher's Walk
136.

Picture Gallery 131.

Prindsens Palais 134.

Rosenborg 135.

Round Tower 135.

Sondermarken 136.

Stables, Royal 132.

Statue of Christian V.
130— ofFrederick V. 136.

— of Oehlenschlager
185.

*Thorvaldsen Museum
132.

*Tivoli 128.

Town-Hall 130.

Trinity Church 135.

University 131.

VoriFrelsers Kirke 135.

Zoolog. Garden 138.

Corbetha 227.

Corvey 62.

Cosel 184.

Coswig 190. 215. 257.

Cothen 224.

Cottbus 164.

Cottmar, the 187.

Cracow 185.

Crampas 147.

Cranz 161.

Creuzthal 275.

Crimmitzschau 226.

Crossen 162. 228.

Cudowa 184.

Culm 151.

Culmbach 226.

Cunnersdorf 187.

Custrin 149.

Cuxhaven 108.

Cybina, the 150.

Czerwinsk 151.

Czeschhaus 182.

Czorneboh, the 186.

Dachrieden 253.

Dahlen 215.

Dahmsdorf 149.

Dalimeric 189.

Dambitzen 157.

Dambrau 184.

Dammsche See, the 140.

Danewerk, the 113.

Dangast 95.

Diinholm, the 144.

Dannstedt 260.

Dantsic 151.

Dechenhrihle, the 65.

Delfzyl 92.

Delitzsch 223.

Delmenhorst 94.

Demker 223.

Dennewitz 190.

Desenberg 79.

Dessau 257.

Detmold 54.

Deuben 211.

Deufschenbora 216.

Deutz 66.

Dieksee, the 121.

Diemel, the 79.

Uietharz 247.

Dietrichsburg, the 78.

Dievenow, the 141.

Dingelstedt 253.

Dirschau 151.

Ditfurth 259.

Ditmarschen, the 111.

Dittersbach 166.

Dobberan 124.

Dockenhuden 108.

Dodendorf 62.

Doebeln 216.

Dohna 205.

Dollahn 146.

Dollart, the 92.

Dollbergen 57.

Dolitz 222.

DGllens 150.

Dolmar, the 241.

Domberg, the 253.

Dbrnberg, the 79.

Dornburg, the 230.

Dortmund 52.

Dcisengrund 179.

Dosse, the 139.

Diiverden 86.

Dransfeld 85.

Dreiherrnbriicke 274.

Drei-Herrenstein 249.

Dreileben 58.

Drei Steine, the 177.

Drensteinfurt 96.

Dresden 190.

Academy of Art 194.

Anna Fountain 202.

Annenkirche 202.

Antiquities, Collection
of 203.

*— , Museum of 204.

*Briihl Terrace 194.

Cabinet of Coins 203.

Court Church 194.

Dresden

:

Engravings, Collect, of
200.

Frauenkirche 202.

Grosser Garten 204.

*Green Vault 195.

Japanese Palace 203.
— Garden 204.

Kaufmann's Acoust.
Cabinet 192.

Kreuzkirche 202.

Kunstverein 194.

Library 203.

Maurice Monument 194.

Moreau's Monument
204.

Museum 196.
*— Historical 201.
*- of Casts 200.

— , Nat. Hist. 201.

— , Mineral. 201.

— , Physical - Mathem.
201.

Orangery 202.

Palace 194.

Picture Gallery 197.

Porcelain, Collect, of
203.

Post Office 202.

Prinzen-Palais 202.

Rietschel Museum 204.

Rietschel's house 202.

Sophienkirche 202.

Statue of Weber 196.
— of Fred. Aug. 196.

202.
— of Aug. the Strong

203.
— of Korner 202.

Svnagogiie 194.

Theatres 192.

Zoolog. Garden 204.

Zwinger 196.

Driburg 63.

Driesen 150.

Dronninggaard 137.

Drubeck 273.

Dubberworth 149.

Duisburg 51.

Diina 256.

Diinaburg 161.

Dune, the 63.

Dunkelthal 177.

Duppel 115.

Diiringshof 150.

Durrenberg, the 227.

Dilsseldorf 51.

Diisternbrook 112.

Dtivelsbeck 112.

Dybbol 115.
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Ebenheit 206.

Ebensfeld 227.

Ebersburg 269.

Ebersdorf 241.

Eberstein, the 245.

-Ecker, the 272. 274.

Eckernforde 114.

Edder, the 276.

Eger 226.

Eggebeck 114.

St. Egidien 213.

Eglitz, the 174.

Ehlershaii.'en 99.

Ehrenburg, Schluss
burg) 242.

— , ruins 231.

Eichau 183.

Eichicht 229.

Eider, the 111.

Eiderstedt 116.

Eilenriede, the 76.

Eilsleben 58.

Eimbeck 85.

Eiaenach 238.

Eisenbrod 189.

Eisfeld 241.

Eisleben 254.

Eistrup 86.

Eken Sund, the 114.

Elbbrunnen, the 176.

Elbe, the 60. 101. etc.

Elberfeld 65.

Elbfall, the 176.

Elbing 157.

Elbing, the 157.

Elbingerode 268.

Eldena 143. -

Elend 268.

Elgersburg 246.

Elisabethenhiihe 179.

Elisenhiihe, the 155.

Ellenser-Damm 95.

Ellerbeck 112.

Ellrich 256.

Elm 279.

Elmshorn 110.

Elsinore 138.

Elsnigk 258.

Elster, the 217. 226.
lElze 86.

Emden 98.

Ems, the 53. 77. 94.

lEmsdetten 98.

iEnnepe, the 65.

Enschede 77.

Eppendorf 107.

Erbstrom, the 248.

Erdbeerenberg 306.

Erdmannsdorf 175.
Erfurt 235.

Erknor 161.

Erkrath 78.

Erlau 215.

(Co

Ermeland 157.

Ermsleben 258.

Erzgebirge, the 213.

Eschede 99.

Esens 91.

Eslof 138.

Isrom So 137.

Jssen 51.

Ettersberg, the 235.

Ettersburg 234.

ulengebirge, the 183.

utin 121.

utrit/.sch 221.

_xternsteine, the 54.

Eydtkuhnen 161.

Fahrbriicke 214.

Fahrenberg 147.

Falkenberg 140. 190.

Falkenberge, the 175.

Falkenhohle, the 254.

Falkenstein (Harz) 263.
— (Silesia) 175.

— (Thuringia) 247.

Falkoping 144.

Fallcrsleben 57.

Falsterbci 126.

Farnroda 248.

Faulbruck 182.

Fehrbellin 139.

Felsberg 276.

Ferdinandstein, the 208.
Fetzberg 278.

Fichfelberg, the 213.

Finkenheerd 162.

Finnentrop 65.

Finow-Canal, the 140.

Finsterbergen 247.

Fischbach (Silesia) 175.

(Saxony) 187.

Fischhausen 161.

Flensburg 114.

Flensburg Fjord, the 114.

Flieden 279.

Flinsberg 165.

Floha 213.

Floha, the 213.

Flottbeck 108.

F.ihr 116.

Frankenberg 213.

Frankenhausen 254.
Frankenscharn 276.

Frankenstein 183.
Frankfort on the Main

279. 280.

Frankfort on theOderl61.
Franzensbad 226.
Frauenburg 157.

Frauendorf 141.

Freden 85.

Fredensborg 137.

Fredericia 124.'

Frederiksberg 136.

Frederiksdal 137.

Frederiksborg 137.

Freibei>g 211.

Freiburg (Silesia) 166.

Freiburg on the Unstrut
229.

Freiheit 189.

Freiwaldau 184.

Freyenwalde 140.

Friedberg 278.

Friedeberg 150. 165.

Friedensburg, the 205.

Friedland 188.

Friedrichsort 112.

Friedrichsroda 252.

Friedrichsruh 139.

Friedrichsstadt 116.

Friedrichsthal 274.

Friedstein 189.

Friesack 139.

Friesensteine, the 175.

Frisian Island, the 115.

Fronhausen 278.

Frose 258.

Frottstedt 231.

Fuhne, the 224.

Fulda 279.

Fulda, the 80. 85. etc.

Fiinen 124.

Fiirstenberg 162.

Fiirstenburg, the 183.

Fiirstenstein 181.

Fiirstenwalde 161.

Fuur-So, the 137.

Fyen 124.

Gabelbach 247.

Galgenberg, (he 246.

Galtgarben, the 161.

Gandersheim 62.

Gardelegen 57.

Garz 149.

Gatersleben 259.

Gebesee 257.

Geeste, the 90. 108.

Geestemiinde 90.

Gegensteine, the 262.

Geierstein, the 165.

Gelnhausen 279.

Gelsenkirchen 52.

Gemiinden 279.

Gensungen 276.

Genthin 60.

Georgenswalde 161.

Georgenthal 247.

Georgshohe 267.
Gera 228.

— , the 235.

Gerberstein. the 249.

Gernrode 264.

Gerresheim 78.

Gerstungen 232.

Gertrudenberg 77.
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Geseke 64.

Gesenke, the 184.

Gesundbrunnen 44.

Gettorf 112.

Gevelsberg 65.

Giant Mts., the 171.

Giebichenstein 225.

Giersdorf 174.

Giessen 278.

Gifhorn 57.

Gittelde 256.

Gjentotte 137.

Glanerbeck 77.

Glatz 183.

Glauchau 213.

Gleiberg 278.

Gleichberge, the 241.

Gleichen, the Drei 231.

Gleiwitz 185.

Glewitz 143.

Gllenicke 50.

Glogaii 162.

Gloven 139.

Glowe 148.

Gliicksbrunn 249.

Gliicksburg 114.

Gluckstadt 110.

Gnadau 224.

Gnadenberg 162.

Gnadenfrej 183.

Godelheim 63.

Gohlis 221.

Gohrisch 210.

Golcha-Quelle, the 147.

Goldberg 163.

Goldene Aue, the 254.

Goldene Hohe, the 204.

Goldner, the 256.

Goltzschthal, the 276.

Golzow 149.

Goor 148.

Gorbersdorf 178.

Gorkau 166.

Gorlitz 164.

Goseck 229.

Goslar 269.

Gossnitz 226.

Gotha 236.

Gottesberg 166.

Gottesgabe 213.

Giittingen 85.

Gottleube, the 206.

Gottorp 113.

Gotzige Berge, the 59.

Grjibersteine, the 174.

Grafenberg 184.

Grafenhainichen 223.

Grafenort 184.

Granitz, the 146.

Graudenz 151.

Gravenstein 114.

Grebenstein 79.

Greififenberg 142. 165.

Grelflfenstein 165.

Grelfswald 142.

Greifswalder Bodden, the
143.

Gremsmiihlen 121.

Grenzbauden, the 177.

Greussen 257.

Greven 98.

Grevenbriick 65.

Grevismiihlen 121.

Grimma 216.

Grimmenthal 241.

Groningen 92.

Gross-Aupa 177.

Grossbeeren 190.

Grossbothen 216.

Grossenbaum 51.

Grossenhayn 190. 215.

Gross-Gottern 254.

Grosse Pehrd, the 146.

Gross-Gorschen 228.

Gross-Kreuz 59.

Grossrohrsdorf 187.

Gross-Skal 188.

Gross-Steinberg 216.

Gross-Stresow 146.

Grossvaterstuhl, the 179,

Gross-Zicker 146.

Grotenburg, the 54.

Grottau 188.

Grunau 157.

Grunau 163. 213.

Grunberg 162.

Grund (Harz) 276.

Griine, the 65.

Grunewald 44.

Gruppenbiihren 94.

Griinnannshohle, the 65.

Grussau 180.

Gnben 162.

Guckshager 232.

Gudensberg 276.

Giildenboden 157.

Gundelsdorf 227.

Giintersberge 263.

Guntershausen 276.

Gurkow 150.

Gusen 60.

Gusow 149.

Glisten 223. 258.

Gustrow 124.

Giitersloh 53.

Haan 66.

Habelschwert 184.

Habichtsgrund the 210.

Hachendorf 188.

Hadersleben 115.

Hadmersleben 62.

Hatr, the Grosse 141.

— , the Frische 158.

Hagen (Westphalia) 64.

— (Hanover) 86.

Hagenow 139.

Haidemiihle, the 210.

Hain 174.

Hainfall, the 174.

Hainleite, the 256.

Hainsberg 211.

Halbau 162.

Halberstadt 259.

Halbestadt 206.

Halle 224.

Halligen, the 116.

Hamburg 100.

Hamm 53.

Hanau 280.

Hanover 72.

Hansdorf 162.

Harburg 99.

Hardenberg 85.

Hartaberg, the 183.

Hartau 182.

Hartenstein 224.

Harvestehude 107.

Harz Mts., the 260.

Harzburg 271.

Harzgerode 263.

Hasps 65.

Hassberg 121.

Hasserode 274.

Hasslach, the 227.

Haste 55.

Hattorf 85.

Haun, the 279.

Hausberg, the 162.

Havel, the 46. 59.

Haynau 162.

Haynichen 213.

Hedemiinde 253.

Hedeper 62.

Hedwigsburg 255.

Heerdbei-g, the 173.

Heidecksburg 244.

Heidelberg, the 189. 266.

268.

Heiligenbeil 157.

Heiligenberg 276.

Heiligendamm 124.

Heiligenstadt 253.

Heiligenstein 248.

Heiligenstock 276.

Heimburg 255.

Heinrichsburg 174.

Helba 241.

Heldrastein, the 232.

Heligoland 109.

Helikon, the 162.

Hellabach, the 181.

Hellebaek 138.

Hellerup 137.

Helmarshausen 79.

Helme, the 254.

Helmstadt 58.

Helsingborg 138.

Helsingor 138.
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Hempelsbaiide, the 177.

Hengelo 77.

Heppens 95.

Herdecke 53.

Herdersruhe 235.

Herdringeu 78.

Herford 53.

Herges 250.

Heringen 254.

Heringsdorf 142.

HeriscLdorf 172.

Herlasgriin 226.

HerlesUausen 232.

Hermann.sbad 164.

Hermannsdenkinal 54.

Heruiannsrub 164.

Hermannstein 246.

ii«msdorf 173.

Heme 52.

Herrenhausen 75.

Hcrrnhut 187.

Herrnskretschen 211.

Hersfeld 279.

Herthaburg 147.

Hertha See, the 147.

Herzberg 256.

Herzog-Ernst-Mine 251.

Herzugsbohe, tbe 266.

Hessenstein 121.

Hetsehburg 235.

Heudeber 260.

Heufuder, the 165.

Heuscheuer Mts. 179.

Hever, the 116.

Hexen-Tanzplatz 266.

Kilbersdorf 212.

ildburghau3en-241.
Hilbersdorf 212.

Hildesbeim 56.

iilgenrieder Siehl 92.

aUlerod 137.

iils, Mts. 62.

3imnielfahrt , mine 212.

Simmelkron 226.

aimmelreich 256.

lirschberg 172.

lirschstein 247.

iochdahl 78. ,

lochhilgord, tbe 148.

locbkircb 186.

locbmoor, the 95. 98.

lochs tadt 227.

lochstein , the (Silesia)

174.

lochwald, the (Bohemia)
188.

lockstein, the 209.

lof 226.

lofgeismar 79.

loganas 138.

lohe Liebe, the 210.

lohe Mense, tbe 184.

lohenelbe 189.

Hohenfriedberg 166.

Hobenstein 151.

Hobenstein - Ernsttbal
213.

Hoben-Syburg 64.

Hnben-Zillertbal 175.

Hohe Rad, the 176.

Hohe Sonne, tbe 239.

Hohgulje, the 163.

Hohne 274.

Hobneklippen, tbe 274.

Hohnstein (Harz) 269.
— (Saxony) 209.

Htikendorf 211.

Holleugnind, tbe 173.

Holm, the 155.

Holte 137.

Holtenau 112.

Holzdorf 190.

Holzemme, tbe 273. 274.

Holzminden 62.

Holzwickede 64.

Hoppelsberg, tbe 260.

Horn (near Hamburg)108.
— (near Detmold) 54.

Hcirsel, tbe 231.

Horselberg, tbe 231.

Horst HI.
Horstel 77.

Hosferwitz 204.

Hiixter 63.

Hoyer 116.

Hubert usbad 265.

Hubertusburg 215. 222.

Hucbtingen 94.

Hude 94.

Huge-Berg, the 115.

Hubgolje, tbe 163.

Humlebek 137.

Hiimme 79.

Hiimmelshain 228.

H)indem, the 65.

Hiinfeld 279.v

Hunte, tbe 94.

Hiisten 78.

Husum 116.

Hutberg 179.

Hutberg, the 187.

Huttenrode 268.

Hveen 137.

Hylde, the 143.

Ibbenbiiren 77.

Idstedt 114.

Ibme, tbe 73.

Ibna, tbe 150.

Ilfeld 269.

Ilm, the 231. 232.

Ilmenau 246.

Use, the 255. 273.

Ilsenburg 272.

Ilsenstein, the 273.

Ilversgeboven 236.

Immelborn 240.

Indelukket 137.

Innerste, the 56. 276.
Inselbad, tbe 64.

Inselsberg, the 250.

Insterburg 161.

Iserkamm, the 165.
Iserlobn 6o.

Itz, the 241.
Itzehoe 110.

Jacobsberg, tbe 55.
Jacobsdorf 182.

Jade, the 95.
Jaderberg 95.

Jagersborg 137.

Jannowitz 166.
Jasmund 147.

Jauer 163.

Jauernick 165.

Jeetze, the 58.

Jena 230.

Jerxbeim 62.

Jescbken, tbe 188.

Jescbkenthal, tbe 155.
Jessnitz 16.

Joachimsthal 213.

Jobann-Georgenstadt214.
Johannisbad 189.

Johannisberg (near Bie-
lefeld) 53.

— (near Dantsic) 155.
Joketa 226.
Jonkoping 144.

Josepbinenbiitte, the 178.
Josephsbobe, tbe 269.
Josephstadt 181.
Jubeck 114.

Juist 92.

Jungbuch 189.

Jung-Bunzlau 189.

Jungfernbriicke 265.
Juterbog 190.

Jiitricbau 257.

Kabarz 249.

Kabel 65.

Kahla 231.

Kablberg 157.

Kaiserswerth 51.

Kammerberg 246.
Kamnitz, the 211.
Kandrzin 184.

Karpenstein 183.
Kattern 184.

Kattowitz 185.

Katzbach, tbe 163.

Katzhutte 245.
Kelbra 254.

Kellersee, the 121.

Kellingbusen 111.
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Kesselkoppe, the 178.

Kickelhahn 246.

Kiekower 146.

Kiel 111.

Kienhaus, the 245.

Kinzig, the 279.

Kirchhain 277.

Kirchlengern 78.

Kirchniichel 121.

Kirchrode 76.

Kirchspitze, the 278.

Kirnitzsch-Thal, the 210.

Kissingen 279.

Kjoge-Bugt 126.

Klampenborg 137.

Klassengrund, the 183.

Klein-Aupa 177.

Kleinen 121. 123.

Klein-Hennersdorf 210.

Klein-Ladnev 179.

Kleinskal 189.

Kliecken 257.
Klingenberg 211.

Klosterbuch 216.

Klosterkrug 113.

Klus, the 271.

Knoop 112.

Kobbelbude 157.

Kochelfall, the 173.

Kohlfurt 162.

Kolding 124.

Konigsberg 157.

Konigsbrunn 206.

Konigsee 246.

Konigshain 180.

Konigshohe 155.

Konigslutter 58.

Konigsstuhl (Riigen 147.

Konigsfein (Saxony) 206.

Ktinitz 229.

Konigszelt 163. 166.

Kopainberg, the 189.

Kopenick 161.

Koppenplan, the 177.

Korallsteine, the 176.

Korsor 125.

Kosen 230.

Koserow 142.

Kossern 216.

Kosteletz 180.

Kostritz 228.

Kotomierz 151.

Kotschau 227.

Kottwitz 189.

Kbtzschenbroda 190. 215.

Kowno 161.

Kralup 207.

Kranichfeld 244.

Kratzau 188.

Kreiensen 62. 85.

Kreuz 150.

Kreuzberg, the (Silesia)

165. 183.

Kreuzthal 65.

Kreyscha 205.

Krippen 206.

Krijllwitz 225.

Kronach 227.

Kronborg 138.

Kriickau, the 110.

Kruckebiirg, the 79.

Krumhiibel 177.

Kryblowitz 167.

Krzizanowitz 185.

Kiihndorf 241.

Kuh.stall, the 210.

Kuhthurm, the 241.

Kullagaard 138.

Kullen, the 138.

Kunersdorf 172.

Kunitzer See, the 163.

Kunzendorf 184.

Kups 227.

Kurische Nehrung, the
161.

Kuttenthal 189.

Kvistgaard 137.

Kyffhkuser, the 254.

Kynast, the 173.

Kynsburg, ruin 182.

Kyritz 139.

laaland 125.

Laboe 112.

Lage 54.

Lahn, the 278.

Lahnberg, the 176.

Lahr, chateau 78.

Lahrbauden, the 178.

Lamboiwald, the 280.

Landeck 183.

Landeshut 180.

Landgrafenloch, the 239.

Landsberg on the Warthe
150.

— , castle (near Meinin-
gen 240.

Landshuter Kamm, the
Landskrona 138.

Landskrone, the (Silesia]

165.

Langeland 125.

Langenbruck 188.

Langendreer 51.

Langensalza 254.

Langenselbold 280.

Langenweddingen 62.

Langenwiesen 246.

Langeroog 91.

Langfuhr 155.

Langschede 78.

Lang-Waltersdorf 178.

Langvvedel 86.

Lanken 147.

Lanker See, the 121,

Laskowitz 151.

Lassig, the 166.

Latzig 142.

Lauban 165.

Lauenburg on theElbe 9t

— (Harz) 264.

Lausche, the 188.

Lautenthal 276.

Lauter, the 273.

Lauterbach (Riigen) 14(

Lauterberg 256.

Laviereshohe 266.

Lebbiner Sandberge 141

Lechau 179.

Leda, the 98.

Leer 98.

Leeuwarden 77.

Lehrte 56. 99.

Leichlingen 66.

Leierberg 179.

Leine, the 55. 73. 253.

Leinefelde 253.

Leinufermiihle 263.

Leipe 164.

Leipsic 216.

Leisewitz 184.

Leisnig 216.

Leitmeritz 207.

Lenne, the 64. 65.

LeobschUtz 185.

Lerbach 276.

Leschede 98.

Letmathe 65.

Leuthen 163.

Lewin 184.

Libschitz 207.

Lichtenau 165.

Lichtenfels 227.

Lichtenhain 230.
— Cascade 210.

Lichtenstein 213.

Lichtenwalde 215.

Liebau 180.

Liebenau 79. 178.
— (Bohemia) 188.

Liebenstein (Thiiringia)

249.

Liebsgen 162.

Liebstadtl 189.

Liebwerda 165.

Liegnitz 162.

Lietzow 149.

Lilienstein, the 206.

Lillerod 137.

Limburc; on the Lenne
65.

Limmeritz 215.

Lindhorst 55.

Lingen 98.

Linsburg 86.

Lippe, the 53.

Lippspringe 54.

Lippstadt 64.

Lissa 163. 1
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Lobau 185.

Lobdaburg, the 231.

Lobeda 231.

Lobo.<!itz, 207.

bochstedt 161.

Lockwitz 204.

Lohme 148.

Lohmen 205.

Lohne 54. 78.

Lollar 278.

Lomnitz 175.

Lomnitzthal, the 174.

Lopshorn 54.

Loschwitz 205.

en 184.

Lossnitz 190. 216.

Louisenthal 252.

Lowen 184.

Lowenburtc, the (near
Cassel) 84.

Loxstedt 90.

Lubben 163.

Liibbenau 163.

Liibbensteine, the 58.

Liibeck 117.

Liibkow 146.

Luchsdorl" 112.

Liidwigslust 138.

Ludwigsort 157.

Lund 139.

Liineburg 99.

Liineburger Heide 99.

Lupbode, the 265.

Luther's Beech 249.

Ltitjenburg 121.

Latter 62.

Liitzen 228.

JLiitzschena 221.

Lyngby 137.

Machau 179.

Machern 215.

Maczki 185.

Madelstein, the 176. 238.

JIadii-See, the 150.

Magdeburg 60.

Magdesprung, the 263.

Magdetrappe, the 263.
Mahlwinkel 223.

Main, the 226.

Mainleus 226.

Malchln 124.

Imii 139.

Maltsch 163.

ttanebach 246.

ttarburg 277.

aaria-Schnee 184.

Ilarianenfels, the 175.

Harienberg (Pru.ssia) 156,

— (Hannover) 76.

ttarienlyst 138.

ttarien Paradies 155.

St. Marienthal, nunnery
(Silesia) 165.

Marienwerder 151.

Sliirkische Schweiz 149.

Markranstedt 227.

Marksuhl 240.

Markt-Schorgast 226.

Warsberg 79.

Marschendorf 177.

Marlinsroda 232.

Matlierzoll 62.

Maxen 205.

Medenau 161.

Meerholz 280.

Mehltheuer 226.

Meinersen 57.

Meiningen 240.

Meisdorf 263.

Jleiseberu', the 263.

Jleisenstein, the 248.

Mei.<!sen 215.

Melden 179.

Meldorf 111.

Melle 78.

Mellenbach 245.

Melsungen 232.

Melzergrund, the 178.

Memel 161.

Mcinmelstein, the 260.

Menden 78.

Mengede 52.

Mense, Mt. 184.

Merkelsdorf 178. 179.

Merseburg 228.

Merxleben 254.

Merzdorf 174.

Meschede 78.

Blesum 98.

Metgethen 160.

Mettkau 166.

Mettray 76.

Meusdorf 222.

Meuselbach 245.

Michaelstein 267.

Middelfart 124.

Mildenstein 216.

Milspe 65.

Miltitz 216.

Millzow 143.

Minden 55.

Minkowsky 186.

Misburg 56. 99.

Misdroy 142.

Missunde 114.

Mittagstein, the 176.

Mittelwasser, the 174.

Moabit 41.

Mockern 225.

Moen 125.

Jlohelka, the 188.

Mbhne, the 78.

JlOhra 240.

Mollwitz 84.

B.«DKliiiK's N. Germany. 6th Kdit.

Molsdorf 231.

Moltenort 112.

Mcinchehof 79.

Monchgut 146.

Mordgrund, the 205.

Morgenleite, the 214.

Morgenroth 186.

Moritzburg 205.

Mottlau, the 152.

Movenberg, the 113.

Moys 166.

Mucran 147.

Miigeln 205.

Jliiggelsberge, the 161.

163.

Miiglitzthal, the 205.

Miihlberg, ruin 231.

Jliihlhausen (Prussia)
157.

— (Thuringia) 253.

Mulde, the 211. 214. 216.

&c.
Miilheim on the Rhine

66.

Miillroser Canal 162.

Miincheberg 149. 226.

Miinchengratz 189.

Miinden 86.

Munkmarsch 117.

Miinster (Westphal.) 96.

Munzenberg 278.

Miirwick 114.

Muskau 164.

Mylau 226.

Myslowitz 185.

Nachod 180.

Nachterstedt 259.

Naensen 62.

Namslau 185.

Xauen 139.

Nauheim 278.

Naumburg 229.

Naunhof 216.

Nausenei 179.

Nechlin 142.

Nederlandsch Mettray 76.

Neermoor 98.

Neheim 78.

Neinstedt 259.

Neisiss 231.

Neisse 184.

— , the 184.

Nendza 185.

Nenndorf 65.

Nesterschitz 207.

Netze, the 150.

Netzschkau 226.

Neubrandenburg 124.

Neu-Dietendorf 231.

Neudorf (Silesia) 163.

Neuekrug 62.

Neuenbeeken 63.

19
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Neuencamp 146.

Neuendorf 45.

Neuenhagen 149.

Neuenkirchen 148.

Neuenmarkt 226.

Neufahr 153.

Keufahrwasser 155.

Neuharlinger Siehl 91.

Neuhaus (Hol.itein) 121.

Neuhauser 161.

Neuhavn 178.

Neuhof 279.

Neukirchen 279.

Neukuren 161.

Neumarkt 163.

Neu-Mucran 147.

Neumiihlen 108. 112.

Neumiinster 111.

Neunhausen 58.

Neurode 183.

Neusalzwerk 54.

Neuses 243.

Neustadt on the Dosse
139.

— Eberswalde 140.
— (Hanover) 86.
— Harzburg 272.
— on the Orla 228.
— (Hessen) 277.
— unterm Hohnstein 269.

Neuwelt 174.

Neuwerk, island 108.

Neuzelle 162.

Nicolausdorf 165.

Nidda 278.

Nieder-Adersbach 178.

Niederau 190. 215.

Niederdodeleben 58.

Nieder-Fullbach 241.

Niedergrund 206.

Niederpollnitz 228.

Niedersachswerfen 256.

268.

Nieder-Schlema 214.

Niedersedlitz 205.

Nieder-Wiesa 213.

Nienburg 86.

Nienstatten 108.

Nimbschen 216.

Nimkau 163.

Nipmerow 148.

Nodems 161.

Nogat, the 155.

Norden 92.

Norderney 92.

Nordhausen 254.

Nordschlesw.Weiche 114.

Nordstemmen 86.

Nordstrand 116.

Northeim 85.

Northen 85.

Nortmoor 95.

Noscherode 274.

Nosse, the 116.

Nossen 216.

Nubel 114.

Nyborg 124.

Oberberg, the 183.

Oberhausen 51.

Oberhof 252.

Oberkotzau 226.

Ober-Langenbach 227.

Oberlichtenaii 215.

Ober-Rdbling 255.

Oberrottenbach 245.

Ober-Weimar 234.

Oberwiesenthal 213.

Ochholt 95.

Ockershausen 278.

Odense 124.

Oder, the 140. 149. &c.
Oderberg 185.

Oderbriick 276.

Oderteich, the 276.

Oderwitz 187.

CEbisfelde 57.

CEderan 212.

CElde 53.

(Els 185.

CEveatrop 78,
CEversee 114.

CEynhausen, Bad 54.

Ohlau 184.

— , the 167.

Ohligs 66.

Ohm, the 277.

Ohra, the 252.

Ohrdruft' 252.

Ohrstedt 116.

Oker 271.

— , the 66. 255. 271.

Oldenburg 94.

Oldenzaal 77.

Olderbuttel 90.

Oldersum 98.

Oldesloe 117.

Oliva 155.

Olsberg 78.

Opladen 66.

Oppeln 184.

Oppendorf 121.

Opperode 263.

Oppurg 228.

Orla, the 228.

Orlamiinde 231.

Ortenburg, castle 186.

Oschatz 215.

Oschersleben 62.

Osnabriick 77.

Ossnianstedt 231.

Osterburg 223.

Osterhagen 256.

Osterholz - Scharmbeck
90

Osterode 256.

Ostritz 165.

Ottensen 107.

Ottenstein, the 214.

Ottilienstein, the 253.

Owschlag 113.

Oxhofter Spitze 155.

Oybin, the 187.

Paarsteiner See, the 140.

Pabststein, the 210.

Pader, the 63.

Paderborn 63.

Paka 189.

Palmnicken 161.

Panker 121.

Pankow 44.

Pantschfall, the 176.

Papenburg 98.

Papenwasser, the 141.

Paradies 205.
Parchim 123.

Pardubitz 181.

Parschnitz 180.

Parthe, the 216. 217. 225.

Paschenburg, the 55.

Pasewalk 142.

Passarge, the 157.

Passberg, the 183.

Passendorf 179.

Paulinenaue 139.

Paulinzellc 246.

Peene, the 141. 142.
- le 58.

Pelplln 151.

Pelsdorf 189.

Pelworm 116.

Pesekenkopt, the 274.

St. Peter 178.

Petersbaude, the 176.

Peterscerg, the (near
Halle) 224.

- (Hessen) 279.

Petersdorf 173.

Peterswaldau 183.

Pfaflfenstein, the 206.

Pfaueninsel 50.

Plingstberg, the 50.

Pflastersfoss 274.

Philippsruhe 280.

Piehelsberg 44.

Pichelswerder, the 44.

Pielsberg, the 121.

Pillau 161.

Pillnltz 205.

Pilnikau 189.

Pinneberg 110.

Pinnow 142.

Pima 206.

Plane 231.

Planitz 214.

Plassenburg, the 226
Plauesche Canal 60.

See, the 59.
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Plauen 211. 226.

Plauensche Grund 211.

Pleisse, the 217. 225.

Ples.se, ruin 85.

JPlessenburg 273.

Plettenberg 65.

Ploen 121.

Polssow 148.

Polchow 148.

Polenzthal, the 209.

Politz 179.

Polsnitz 166. 181.

-, the 266.

Pommerdorf 178.

Pommrifz 1S6.

Popelwitz 170.

Popperoder (Quelle 253.
' Porsberg, the 205.

I

Porta We,stphalioa 55.

Posen 150.

Posneck 228.

Possen, the 256.

Potschappel 211.

Potsdam 45.

Potzscha 206. 208.

Powayen 162.

Prague 207.

Praust 151.

Prebischthor, the 210.

Preelz 121.

Pregel, the 158.

Prenzlau 142.

Pristewitz 190. 215.

Pritzier 139.

Probstei, the 112.

Probstheyda 223.

Prora, the 146.

Protschenberg, the 186.

Prudelberg, the 174.

Pulsnitz 187.

Putbus 145.

Pyritz 150.

Pyrmont 63.

ftuedlinburg 261.

Quels, the 165.

Quoltitz 148.

Rabenauer Grund 211.

Rabenklippen, the 272.

Rabenstein, the 173.

Rabensteinteld 123.

Rabishau 166.

Racknitz 204.

Rackwitz 223.

Radauthal, the 272.

Radaune, the 152.

Radeberg 187.

Radowenz 179.

Radschin 226.

Ralswiek 149.

Ramberg, the 263.

Ramlosa 13:5.

Rammelsberg, the 271.

Raininenau 186.

Ramsbeck 78.

Randow, the 140.

Rasdorf 121.

Rastede 94.

Rathen 209.

Rathenow 58.

Rathewalde 209.

Hathsfeld 254.

Ratibor 185.

Ratiborer Hammer 185.

Raudnitz 207.

Rauscha 162.

Rauschen 161.

Ravenskopf, the 256.

Uedwitz 227.

Regenstein, the 267.

Reglilz, the 150.

Rehau 226.

Rehberger Graben 276.

Kllppen 276.

Rehburg 86.

Rehme 54.

Reibnitz 166.

Reichenau 188.

Reichenbaeh (Lusatia)
185.

(Saxony) 226.

(Silesia) 182.

Relchenberg (Bohemia)
188.

Reichenslein (Silesia)
183.

Reiftrager, the 176.

Reimannsfelde 157.

Reinbeck 139.

Reinerz 184.

Reinfeld 117.

Reinhardsbrunn 251.

Reinstein, the 267.

Rellingen 110.

Rendsburg 112.

Rennekenberg, the 274.

Rennerbauden, the 178.

Rennsteig 250. 253.

Reuth 226.

Rheda 53.

Rheine 77. 98.

Riesa 215.

Riesenbaude, the 176.

Riesengebirge 171.

Riesengrund, the 178.

Riesenkoppe, the 178.

Riestiidt 254.

Riefschen 164.

Ringberg, the 248.

Ringleben 257.

Ringelheim 62.

Ringstede 125.

Rinkenis 114.

Rinkerode 96.

Ritterhude 90.

Rittershausen 65.

Ritzebiittel 108.

Rochlitz 215.

Rodach 227.

Rciderau 190. 215.

Rogatz 223.

Rcihr, the 78.

Rohrsen 86.

Romhild 241.

Romkerbrucke, the 271.
Roppisch 228.

Rosalienthal, the 166.

Rosenau 243.

Rosenberg 227.

Roskilde 125.

Rossbach 228.

Rossla 254.

Rosslau 257.

Rosstrappe, the 266.

Rosswein 216.

Rostock 123.

Rotenburg 232.

Rothenburg on the Oder
162.

-, the 162. 254.

Rothenkrug 115.

Rottleben 254.

Rottleberode 268.

Riibeland 268.
Rudelsburg 230.

Rudolstadt 244.

Rugard, the 149.

Rugen 144.

Ruhbank 166. 180.

Ruhla 248.

Ruhlsdorf 190.

Ruhr, the 64. 78.

Hummelsburg 161.

Rumpenheim 280.

Rungsted 137.

Ryck, the 143.

Saale, the 224. 228. &c.
Saaleck 230.

Saalfeld 229.

Saalmiinster 279.

Saarau 166.

Sabrich, the 173.

Sachsa 256.

Sachsenburg 215.

Sachsenhohe, the 272.

Sachsenwald, the 139.

Sagan 162.

Sagard 148.

Saltholm 126.

Salzau 121.

Salzbergen 77. 96.

Salzbrunn 181.

Salzderhelden 85.

Salzgitter 62.

Salzhausen 278.

Salzkotten 64.

Salzuflfeln 54.
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Salzungen 240.

Salzwedel 58.

Samland, the 161.

Samfens 149.

Sandacker 114.

Sande 95.

Sangerhausen 264.

Sanssouci 47.

Sassendorf 64.

Sassnitz 147.

Satnip 115.

Sattelwald, the 182.

Sattler Ravine, the 172.

Sauerland, the 64.

Sa.xon Switzerland 207.

Schaabe, the 148.

Schafberg, the 183.

Schiiferwand, the 206.

Schandau 209.

Schandelah 58.

Schanzenberg, the 146.

Scharfenberg 205.

Scharfenstein (Harz)
274.

Scharffenberg 248.

Scharzfeld 256.

Scharzfels 256.

Scheitnig 170.

Schellenberg 212.

Scherfede 79.

Schievke 275.

Schiersberg, the 114.

Schiffenberg 278.

Sehildau 166.

Schkeuditz 225.

Schlackenwerth 213.

Schladen 255.

Schlangen 54.

Schlebusch 65.

Schlei 113.

Schieiz 229.

Schlesierthal, the 182.

Schleswig 113.

Schleusingen 353.

Schlingelbaude, the 177.

Schlobitten 157.

Schluchtern 279.

Schmachtersee, the 145.

Schmale Heide, the 146.

Schmalkalden 240.

Schmalwassergrund 247.

Schmidtsdorf 178.

Schiniedeberg 174.

Schmolz 157.

Schmuke, the 247.

Schneeberg (Bohemia)
206.

— (Saxony) 214.

Schneeberg, the 206.

Schneegruben, the 176.

Schneekopf, the 247.

Schneekoppe, the 178.

Schnepfenthal 252.

Scholzenberg, the 173.

Schomberg 178.

Schfina 206. 211.

Schonau 163.

Schonberg (Mecklenburg)
121.

Schonburg, ruin 229.

Schonebeck 223.

Schoneberg 33.

Schonhausen 44. 58.

Schoppenstedt 58.

Schoritz 149.

Schotmar 54.

Schraramsteine, the 210.

Schreckenstein 207.

Schreiberhau 173.

Schrevenborn 112.

Schrollenstein 183.

Schulpforte 229.

Schuttorf 77.

Schwaan 123.

Schwadowitz 180.

Schwalm, the 276.

Schwarza 244.

— , the 244.

Schwarzbach 165.

Schwarzburg 244.

Sehwarze Koppe, the 177.

Schwarzenbach 226.

Schwarzenbeck 139.

Schwarzenberg 214.

Schwarzort 161.

Schwarzwald 252.

Schwarzwasser, the 162.

214.

Schwedt 140.

Schweidnitz 182.

Schwelm 65.

Schwentine,the 112.

Schwerin 122.

Schwerte 64.

Schwetz 151.

Sebaldsbriick 86.

Seeberg, the 231.

Seegefeld 139.

Seehausen 142. 223.

Seelze 55.

Seepothen 157.

Scerenbach, the 211.

Seesen 62. 256.

Seidau 186.

Seitenberg 183.

Selb 226.

Scienter See 121.

Selke, the 263.

Selkemuhle 263.

Semil 189.

Senne, the 54.

Seydorf 174.

Sichrow 188.

Sieben Briider 85.

Sieben Griinde 178.

Siebeneichen 205.

Siebengebirge, see Seven
Mts.

Sieber 256.

— , the 256.

Siebleben 231.

Sielbeck 121.

Siegen 65.

Silberberg 183.

Silberkamm, the 176.

Sittendorf 254.

Skalitz 181.

Skodsborg 137.

Slagelse 125.

Soest 64.

Solingen 66.

Sollbriick 116.

Soiling, Mt. 62.

Sollstedt 254.
Sommerda 257.

Sommerfeld 162.

Sommerstedt 115. 124.

Sonderbiirg 115.

Sondershausen 256.

Sonnborn 78.

Sonneberg 241.

Sonnenkoppe, the 183.

Sonnenstein, the 183.

— , fortress 206.

Sophienro 138.

Sorau 162.

Sorgenfri 137.

Sormitz, the 229.

Sornewitz 205.

Soro 125.

Sose, the 256.

Sound, the 138.

Spandau 58. 139.

Spandauer Bock 44.

Sparenberg, the 53.

Spigersche Berge 260.

Spiegelslust 278.

Spikeroog 91.

Spindelmiihl 178.

Spindlerbaude, the 176.

Spitzberg, the 176.

Spitzhaus 205.

Spree, the 8. 139.

Spreewald, the 163.

Spremberg 164.

Stade 108.

Stadtberge 79.

Stadthagen 55.

Stadt-Oldendorf 62.

Stadt Remda 244.

StafTelstein 227.

Stahlbrode 143.

Stangenberg, the 174.

Stargard 150.

Starkenbach 189.

Stassfurt 223.

Stautrenberg 278.

Stecklenberg 264.

Steele 51.
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Sfeglifz 45.

Stein, Burg {Thuringi
250.

Stein (Saxony) 214.

^teinau 279.

Steinerne Renne 274.

SteinUausen 227.

Steinheim 280.

Steinhuder Meer 86.

Steinkunzendorf 183.

Steinseiffen 174.

Stendal 57.

Stettin 140.

Stickhausen 95.

Stockheim 227.

Stoer, the 110.

Stolberg (Harz) 269.

Stonsdorf 174.

Stralow 44.

Stralsund 143.

Strasburg 124.

Strassberg 269.

Straussberg 149.

Straussfurt 257.

Strelasund. the 143.

Streckelberg, the 142.

Strib 124.

Stubben 90.

Stubbenitz, the 147.

Stubbenkammer 147.

Stubenberg 264.

Stumsdorf 224.

Sturmhaube, the 176.

Stutzhaus 252.

Sudenburg 58. 60.

Suderbtirg 99.
'
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Zittau 187.
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, the 213. 215.
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